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Introduction:  
tracing the changes 

ArchAeologicA
Hereditas 12
5–11

There is a custom, when the author focuses on an over-
worked theme, to apologize for adding yet another thing 
to the already existing huge bibliography. At first glance 
it appears that the current work should have contained 
similar statement. It is true, arms and armour of the Ro-
man cavalry had been studied for a long time: the first 
serious attempt was made by Henry Russell Robinson,1 
who tried to build a typology of Roman cavalry helmets2 
and Roman armour in general.3 By doing so he had used 
his wide knowledge about the eastern arms and armour. 
The most useful analogies came from the Japanese world 
because the samurai armour resembles earlier Roman 
constructions. In these times Robinson’s book was a pio-
neering work, as much effort had been undertaken to 
limit the research to the already discovered artefacts. As 
a result, Robinson avoided being misguided by the exist-
ing pictorial and figured evidence.

Before the appearance of saddle covers found at 
Valkenburg (Netherlands) and Vindolanda (present day 
Chesterholm in the UK) our knowledge about the Ro-
man cavalry was loosely based on information from the 
victory monuments of Rome [fig. 1]. That situation had 
changed dramatically in the seventies. These times had 
seen the first attempts of re-creating the appearance of 
Roman horse tack and saddles.4 During the late eighties 
the research work had been completed and Peter Con-
nolly put forward a hypothesis about the appearance 
and Celtic origins of the Roman saddles.5 In those days 
it was a pioneering work and it proved to be seminal, 
as everyone was influenced by Connolly’s ideas and ex-
periments done with the help of Roman saddle replicas. 
However, we should admit that Connolly, from obvious 
reasons, had no knowledge about the other pieces of 
evidence discovered later on the territories of the for-
mer Soviet Union, which can challenge the theory about 
the Celtic origins of Roman saddles. Nevertheless, the 

1  Robinson 1975.
2  Robinson 1975: 89–129.
3  Robinson 1975: 147–189. In fact, it was an analysis of the Roman 
armour in general because mail and scale defences were used by cav-
alry and infantry alike.
4  Groenmann van Waateringe 1974: 70–76; Taylor 1978: 160–212. 
5  Connolly 1987; 88.

results of Connolly’s work greatly increased our knowl-
edge about the true abilities of the Roman horsemen. 
Connolly’s articles and books were soon followed by 
other research on Roman horse tack.6 For example: the 
pioneering monograph written by Michael Bishop had 
made another step forward in our understanding of Ro-
man cavalry equipment, but it was based solely on the 
material from the first century AD. That was a clear result 
of the very nature of the available evidence because the 
detailed images of horsemen, which made any attempt 
of reconstructing the Roman riding equipment possible, 
survived only from the first century AD. The subsequent 
attempts of reconstructing the later Roman horse furni-
ture were less successful because many details remained 
unclear. But that happened mostly due to the amount of 
preserved material and scarcity of the figured evidence.7 
Nevertheless, all these reconstructions had given some 
amount of useful information about the appearance and 
action of the Roman horse tack. 

The closing years of eighties and the beginning of 
nineties had also seen the first experiments with riding 
in the reconstructed Roman horse harness. The results 
of that activity were published in several books. Some 
works analysed the acquired data from the equestrian 
point of view, trying to show a reconstruction of the 
true abilities of the Roman cavalry.8 The other contained 
a thorough analysis of all aspects of Roman cavalry ac-
tions, though the re-enactment activities conducted dur-
ing these enterprises were intended more for display.9 
But all these experiments provided useful data that 
renewed the discussion about the construction and ap-
pearance of the Roman “horned” saddles.10 

Other books, more “popular” in character, are also 
available.11 In these works the Roman cavalry was de-
scribed in general terms, as a long living entity, remaining 
virtually unchanged during the course of the first two 

  6  Jenkins 1985; Bishop 1988.
  7  Palágyi 1986; Schleiermacher 2000.
  8  Hyland 1990a; 1993; Junkelmann 1990; 1991; 1992.
  9  Junkelmann 1996.
10  Connolly & van Driel-Murray 1991.
11  Dixon & Southern 1993; Stephenson & Dixon 2003; Fields & Hook 
2006.
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centuries AD. Naturally, their authors relied mainly on 
the results of earlier research. The synthetic approach re-
mains the main feature of these books and the scientific 
apparatus used was significantly reduced.

After publishing the Robinson’s book the Roman mili-
tary equipment still remains an important topic in re-
search work of many scholars, starting from the mono-
graph written by Michael Bishop and Jon Coulston12 and 
ending with the recently published magnificent Thomas 
Fischer’s “Die Armee der Caesaren: Archäologie und 
Geschichte“.13 Quite recently Robinson’s approach has 
been much criticized by Raffaele D‘Amato, who had re-
discovered the existing pictorial and sculpted evidence 
and reached a conclusion that many things, once con-
sidered an artistic licence, like – for example –  leather 
armour, really existed.14 Other works, though some are 
of great importance, are too numerous to describe them 
in a such short preface.

As we can see, the Roman cavalry still remains an 
important topic in current research. Furthermore, the 
last thirty years had seen an enormous progress in our 
understanding of Roman horse. So why another work? 
Well: all these books focus on arms and armour of the 
Roman cavalry in general, avoiding any discussion con-
cerning the reaction to fighting styles of particular en-
emies of Rome. 

But when we look on available evidence it appears 
that the majority of finds comes from the Germania and 
Britannia provinces.15 The material form Danubian prov-

12  Bishop & Coulston 1993.
13  Fischer 2012.
14  D’Amato & Sumner 2009a (a more popular version in: D’Amato 
& Ruggeri 2016; 2017).
15  See, for example, the finds of helmets described in: Robinson 
1975: 89–129; as for all elements of cavalry  equipment such situation 

inces, with the notable exception of Raetia, is largely 
underrepresented.16 The same can be said about the 
amount of information coming from the eastern prov-
inces of the Roman empire, as the eastern cavalry equip-
ment is known only from isolated finds,17 tough the very 
rich and important assemblage from Dura Europos still 
remains a notable exception from that rule.18 That is only 
partially a result of state of research, as the Roman re-
mains from the Germanic provinces were methodically 
excavated since the nineteenth century, partially because 
many artifacts were lost in the Rhine (such situation had 
no chance to occur on dry frontiers). The custom of ritual 
deposition of weapons, so characteristic for the half-rom-
anised first century AD Rhineland societies, also played 
an important role in that process.19 Moreover, the tur-
moil caused by the Batavian revolt of AD 69–70 resulted 
in dumping or accidental deposition of many elements of 
equipment.20 As a result, we have extensive knowledge 
about the arms and armour of the first century AD lower 
Rhineland Roman horsemen, though later equipment is 
also represented in the material from the area.21

can be still observed in later works, cf. Junkelmann 1992: 11–216; 
Dixon & Southern 1993: 34–77; Fischer 2012: 203–228.
16  Palágyi 1986. Many elements of Roman cavalry equipment are 
mentioned in: D’Amato & Sumner 2009a:  182–200. For the Raetian 
and upper Germany supposed cavalry equipment finds, see Schlei-
ermacher 2000; Süsskind & Wigg 1992: 59 phot. 47; Filtzinger 1975: 
158 phot. 100.
17  For example, the second century AD helmets from Emesa and 
Tell Qum in Hauran, see Fischer 2012: 209, 224–225. Masada finds, 
though non numerous (recently discussed in: Stiebel & Magness 
2007), are another exception.
18  See James 2004 on Dura Europos deposit.
19  Roymans 1996: 28–31; Nicolay 2007: 177.
20  Holwerda  1931: 26; Nicolay 2007: 124.
21  Nicolay 2007: 62–63.

Fig. 1.  Reconstruction of a Roman horse-
man loosely based on the victory monuments 
of Rome (after Razin 1958: 326). Before the 
archaeological discoveries of the seventies 
such was the vision of the Roman cavalry ap-
pearance.
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Similar story appears when it comes to the surviving 
figured evidence. The great majority of Roman cavalry 
tombstones belongs to the Rhineland provinces. These 
stones come (in the majority of cases) from the first cen-
tury AD. In the category of numbers Germania Inferior 
yielded less grave stelae than Germania Superior.22 It is 
quite a paradox that the great majority of finds comes 
from the lower Rhine area, while the greater part of the 
surviving figured evidence shows upper Rhine horsemen. 
The British soil preserved less significant number of such 
monuments, though in general British province is second 
to Rhineland in terms of recovered cavalry tombstones.23 

It appears that we are looking on the Roman cavalry 
through the evidence obtained in British and Germanic 
provinces. The frequent transfers between the two ar-
eas, which occurred during the first century AD mostly 
as a result of the Claudian invasion of AD 43 and the 
Batavian revolt of AD 69–70 when many units of dubi-
ous loyalty were sent to Britain, caused an impression 
that the cavalry fighting styles and equipment looked 
quite similar in both regions. From such a supposition it 
is only one step to the conclusion that the Roman horse 
was using unified equipment. Nevertheless, the frequent 
transfers between Britannia and Germania enables us-
ing British finds, and especially figured evidence, as 
additional sources. I will argue that on the British soil 
the lower Rhine cavalry fighting styles were copied, not 
only because these should have been useful against the 
British Celts, but because the Romans had to do some-
thing with the Batavian, Tungrian or Friesian auxiliaries, 
whose loyalty had been challenged during the revolt of 
AD 69–70. These soldiers were moved to British province 
under loyal prefects, some of whom were enfranchised 
with Roman citizenship by the Batavian revolt suppressor 
Petilius Cerialis.24

The activities of the Rhineland Roman cavalry are well 
described in written sources, particularly in the works 
of Tacitus. As for our theme, Tacitus mainly focuses on 
Germanicus’ campaigns in Germania libera, tough some 
other parts of his narratives refer to cavalry activities.25 
For example, some other parts of his “Annales” describe 
the events of the Friesian revolt of AD 29.26 Also the 
“Historiae” contain references to cavalry encounters in 
which the Rhineland cavalry took part. We can assume 
that both works can give us an amount of useful infor-
mation about cavalry clashes. For example: in AD 50 or 
51 an invasion of the plundering bands of Chatti caused 

22  Schleiermacher 1984: 66–154. However, we should stress the 
fact that Schleiermacher’s catalogue contains only these grave ste-
lae, which show the Roman horsemen as triumphant riders. Naturally 
some “Totenmahl” or the “death feast”  gravestones also display the 
images of the Roman horses, usually furnished with a richly decorated 
tack, see Bishop 1988: 72–78. The great majority of these representa-
tions comes from Köln and Bonn.
23  Schleiermacher 1984: 177–202; Bull 2007.
24  Birley 2001: 16.
25  Tac. Ann. 1.60; 1. 63; 1. 67; 2. 5; 2. 7; 2. 19–25.
26  Tac. Ann. 4. 73.

enormous panic in “upper” Germany.27 Similarly, in AD 
58 the Friesian tribes tried to settle in the border area 
and were repulsed by the punitive action of the Roman 
cavalry.28 Tacitus also mentions cavalry clashes from the 
AD 69 civil war29 and those which occurred during the 
Batavian revolt of AD 69–70.30 In addition the Germanic 
tactics was described in “Germania”.31 Sadly, Domitian’s 
campaign against the Chatti tribe of AD 82–8532 did not 
received such detailed coverage in written sources, as 
had also happened with the crossings of the Rhineland 
frontier from the times of Marcomannic wars. 

But the famous brevitas of Tacitus and his apparent 
lack of interest in purely military matters can cause many 
problems. The interpretation of Tacitus’ statements re-
quires using other sources, especially writings of Arrian, 
who was a military commander and had a better under-
standing of cavalry abilities. Other authors, for example 
Josephus or Fronto, had also made some statements 
about the abilities of the Roman horse, but these refer 
to the cavalry stationed in the eastern provinces.  There-
fore, the now lost “De iaculatione equestri” – written 
by Elder Pliny during his service on the Rhine frontier – 
should have been the only source that covered the topics 
of the Rhineland cavalry tactics in detail. By using com-
parisons with archaeological data and written records 
I was able to recognize some traces of Pliny’s work in the 
writings of Tacitus and Arrian of Nicomedia.33

As far as I know, there is no monograph that had ana-
lysed the activities of the Roman cavalry in comparison 
with the fighting styles of Rome’s enemies, except from 
some attempts made by Adrian Goldsworthy. But be-
cause his book focuses on activities of the Roman army 
in general the topics connected with the Roman horse 
were given only some place in his work:  the major flaw 
of that attempt was the fact that Goldsworthy had been 
misguided by some Napoleonic era analogies, especially 
with those connected with square anti-cavalry tactics, 
since the author had underestimated the impact of the 
musket fire.34

In the majority of cases it is quite difficult to com-
pare the first and second century AD Roman cavalry 
equipment with the archeological evidence concerning 
weapons used by the enemies of Rome. Such compari-
sons are rather impossible when Numidians35 or British 
Celts36 come into mind: though some artefacts survived 

27  Tac. Ann. 12. 27.
28  Tac. Ann. 13. 54.
29  Tac. Hist. 2. 24–25; 2. 41
30  Tac. Hist.4. 71; 5. 21
31  Tac. Germ. 6.
32  Vieze 1902: 9–11; Wolters 2000: 66. The campaign was succeed-
ed by the subsequent war with Dacians, see Strobel 1989. 
33  Gawroński 1998; 2009a.
34  Goldsworthy 1996: 228–244.
35  Ulbert 1978.
36  The British Celts had made carefully crafted weapons, as the 
Mortonhall scabbard may indicate (Hoarding 2007: 231). The problem 
is that the very number of these finds precludes detailed studies. For 
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to our times, the existing funeral rites preclude complex 
studies containing statistical analysis of the weapon as-
semblages.

But the ancient Germans were different. Thousands of 
graves coming from many cemeteries discovered in Ger-
mania libera (that once stretched over huge territories 
from the Rhine to the present-day Russian and Ukrainian 
borders) yielded many weapon assemblages.37 Thanks 
to the well developed systems of relative chronology we 
are able to analyse these weapon sets, tracing changes 
in fighting styles. Sadly, the graveyards located near the 
Roman border were only occasionally furnished with 
martial equipment. Therefore, any comparisons should 
rely on comparative data from the Elbe region,38 from 
present-day Poland,39 and from territories between the 
Carpathian mountains and the Danube.40

The great majority of finds connected with the Roman 
cavalry comes from the Rhineland area and the British 
archaeological and figured evidence shows that some 
patterns developed alongside the Germanic frontier 
were subsequently successfully re-used against the Celtic 
tribes. Therefore, any book that focuses on changes in 
Roman horse fighting styles should contain a detailed 
analysis of Roman-Germanic cavalry clashes. By the hum-
ble opinion of the author of the present work only the 
comparison between archaeological, figured and written 
evidence showing the Roman cavalry activities and the 
archaeological and written sources, connected with the 
Germanic weaponry and warfare, will make clear how 
the Roman horse changed its fighting styles.

We should again stress the fact that the very nature of 
available evidence makes such study possible only for the 
Rhineland frontier, as it requires combining the figured, 
written and archaeological data concerning the arms, ar-
mour and mounts belonging the both sides of the con-
flict. Therefore, the study should be limited to the Ger-
manic provinces because in the other parts of the empire 
such combination of available sources simply does not 
exist. For example: the soil of British and African provinc-
es preserved many grave stelae with the representations 
of Roman horsemen,41 but our understanding of Numid-
ian42 and Celtic43 fighting styles is still, besides all the 
progress made, quite limited. We have some knowledge 
about the Parthian and Sassanian fighting methods and 
saddlery,44 but the figured evidence showing the eastern 

example: the latest catalogue of British Iron Age swords and scab-
bards (Stead & Lang 2006) contains only 274 items from the whole 
(above half a millennium!) period.
37  Raddatz 1985; Adler 1993.
38  Adler 1993.
39  Godłowski 1994; Kontny 2008.
40  Droberjar & Peška 1994; Tejral 1994; Verčík 2007.
41  See Schleiermacher 1984: 155–202.
42  Ulbert 1978 still remains a main source of information on that subject.
43   See the short coverage of the subject in: Breeze 1996: 48.
44  Ghirshman 1973; Herrmann 1989; Mielczarek 1993: 51–66; Wil-
cox & McBride 1995; Nicolle & McBride 1996b; Farrokh & McBride 
2005; Woźniak 2010.

Roman horsemen is very limited.45 Better situation ap-
pears alongside the Danubian provinces,46 but Sarmatian 
weapons and tactics, tough very well researched,47 still 
await complex statistical analyses. 

Moreover, the available archaeological evidence is 
far from being complete, the lack of material coverage is 
particularly visible during the Marcomannic wars, which 
even in the initial phase affected less the Rhineland fron-
tier.48 Similar situation is also visible in the third century 
AD material, though some finds from the Rhineland area 
certainly belong to that period.49 To fill the gap in our 
knowledge the archaeological evidence from the Roman 
camps set in present-day Slovakia had been used.50 That, 
however, can be justified by the fact that all these pieces 
of equipment were used against the Germanic tribes. For 
the later period the scarce evidence from the Rhineland 
area can be supplemented with finds from Raetia. 

By writing that book I had no intention to make any 
new typology of Roman cavalry arms and armour. The 
existing systems are sufficient enough for the work 
based solely on interpretation of finds. To make mat-
ters more clear I had intentionally chosen to use simpler 
systems. However, that causes some interpretational 
problems. For example: many works focusing on Ro-
man arms and armour follow the custom51 of using the 
less complicated nomenclature of Roman sword types, 
worked out by Christian Miks,52 instead of more sophis-
ticated and exact system created by Marcin Biborski.53 
I am fully aware about the fact that Biborski’s typology 
suits better complicated research based on finds from 
European Barbaricum, where grave assemblages and bog 
deposits preserved hundreds of Roman swords. Miks’ 
system works better when the more general approach 
is needed and in describing the main tendencies, but it 
has some obvious flaws. Nevertheless, both systems can 
be used interchangeably, though there are some differ-
ences in type names, for example: Biborski’s Illerup type 
goes into Miks’ Straubing-Nydam variant, though it has 
peculiar shape of blade section. Therefore, I had used 
Biborski’s terminology to fill the gaps in Miks’ system, 
signalling in the footnotes that I am doing so according 
to the different typology. I had also chosen to use the 
typology of Roman helmets present in books written 
by German-speaking researchers instead of older sys-

45  Schleiermacher 1984: 243–251.
46  Schleiermacher 1984: 252–259.
47  Mielczarek 1993: 95–102; Brzeziński et al. 2002; Нефедкин 2004; 
Симоненко 2010.
48  Böhme 1975; Olędzki 2011: 82–92; Though the Chatti tribe invad-
ed the lands beyond the limes, see Kokowski 2006: 244 and map 15.
49   For example: a second century iron cavalry helmet was discov-
ered at the lower Rhine temple at Empel, see Roymans 1996: 38; 
Nicolay 2007: 180.
50  Krekovič 1994.
51  For example: James 2011; Fischer 2012: 177–193.
52  Miks 2007. See also Ulbert 1974 for earlier work.
53  Biborski 1978; 2006.
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tem worked out by Robinson54 because the latter uses 
abstract letters to describe the finds, while the former 
focuses on the names of places connected with particu-
lar examples that are familiar not only to specialists but 
also to enthusiasts of the Roman army and re-enactors.55  
And because I hope that the present book would be read 
by the common people I had tried to use simple words 
instead of type names: for example I preferred to write 
about conical, spiked, blunt spiked or hemispherical 
shield bosses, asymmetrical spurs etc. instead of using 
adequate type numbers (the specialists would easily rec-
ognize which types I had in mind). The use of well known 
Eggers-Godłowski system of relative chronology remains 
the one concession on behalf of the necessary scientific 
apparatus, but one of the following chapters contains its 
short description. Similarly, all the epigraphic evidence is 
used according to the existing standards (though some 
lemmas are simplified) and all written accounts are cited 
according to the standard rules and abbreviations pre-
sent in, for example, Oxford Classical Dictionary or Liddell 
and Scott’s Greek Lexicon.

The whole book is based on interpretation of the ex-
isting archaeological, figured and written evidence. By 
doing so I have hoped that the formal analysis of the 
existing artefacts and the interpretation of sculptures 
showing the Roman horsemen would explain how the 
actual fighting was done. That was somewhat tricky, as 
the existing evidence was deformed by the natural use 
of artistic conventions and the written accounts are 
fraught with interpretational problems. The majority 
of the described grave tombstones of Roman cavalry-
men I know from autopsy. Moreover, I have also tried 
to visit as many museums as I could to see the arms and 
armour used by the Roman horse. But because I had 
done that during the last ten years some details could 
have faded from my memory. Some drawings included 
in the present book are my own interpretation of the 
existing monuments, sometimes I had used my own pho-
tographs and autopsy as sources, sometimes I had to rely 
on additional information provided by HD pictures com-
monly available from the internet. As the present book 
is a non-commercial enterprise and is only available 
through sharing (it never would appear on the market), 
I took the liberty to use some pictures available for non-
commercial use. The pictures which are not mine were 
included into the present book according to the quota-
tion right (in the limits of fair use permitted by the Polish 
law), as many aspects of the discussed subject required 
using and recalling pictorial evidence. Similarly, I tried 
to translate nearly all the cited sources and opinions to 
English,56 tough inscriptions commonly written in simple 
Latin were quoted according to the original versions, to-
gether with some short statements.  Some written Latin 

54  Robinson 1975: 89–129.
55  For the latest outline of the system, see Fischer 2012: 205–226.
56  But including also the original versions.

and Greek sources were translated by me, others were 
not. I always give an adequate information at the end of 
the text. In some cases the quoted texts were re-worked 
by me to such a degree that they form an entirely new 
interpretation, as I had used several different translations 
for comparisons. That was done when some aspects of 
the texts remained unclear or when the available English 
versions used language from the past days. Naturally, in 
such cases I take the full responsibility for the veracity of 
translation. I tried to give the names of ancient places, 
unit titles and names known from epigraphic sources in 
italics, but the commonly recognized ones sometimes 
are left in plain font.

I always had been puzzled by the riddle: why the 
Romans resigned to use the innovative and extra-safe 
“horned saddles”? After the years of putting the evi-
dence together it became clear that the change in ques-
tion had something in common with the evolution of 
fighting styles. Moreover, it appeared that our thinking 
was affected by the apparent lack of thorough analysis 
of archaeological visibility of finds. We had unnoticed the 
fact that nearly all discoveries of the Roman cavalry sad-
dle parts come from sites where Rhineland horse units 
were recruited or saw service: the British soil is no dif-
ferent from Rhine frontier due to the frequent transfers 
from Germanic border. As a result, we were convinced 
that the acquired data could be used to reconstruct the 
true abilities of nearly all Roman cavalry units, regard-
less their origins or dislocation. There was no reflection 
about the fact that the majority of copper-alloy “horn” 
stiffeners comes from sites somehow connected with the 
Rhineland cavalry and from the quite narrow chronologi-
cal horizon, as all such artefacts belong to the first cen-
tury AD and a great majority of them to the Neronian 
or Flavian periods. There should be an obvious explana-
tion to that state of affairs. In my opinion that situation 
was caused by the fact that all these finds are connected 
with the very specific style of fighting, introduced by the 
Celto-Thracian auxiliary horsemen and peculiar for the 
Rhineland frontier. Obviously, the Celto-Thracian horse-
men served on the other frontiers and practiced their 
trade in these places, but that activity had not left any 
traces in the other parts of the Roman empire (tough 
Britannia remains a notable exception from that rule). 
As we will see, the Germanic frontier horsemen trans-
ferred to the other side of the English channel had to 
change their fighting methods, but still the data acquired 
from British soil should be analysed in connection with 
the Rhineland combat styles. There was also an eastern 
influence on these developements, as the long horned 
saddles were invented by Parthians.

As a result, the present book focuses on changes in 
these matters. Quite recently Simon James, while writ-
ing about the changes in the third century AD infantry 
equipment, pointed out that the long swords worked 
best with the oval shields and helmets, which enforced 
the upright posture. By describing a “set” of weapons 
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and armour – which were used together – he introduced 
the concept of a “tactical package” into the archaeology 
of the Roman army.57 I am convinced that cavalry arms 
and armour evolved in a similar way. I will argue that the 
Roman Rhineland cavalry had changed several “tactical 
packages” in the course of the first three centuries AD. 
In the Augustan period the Roman officers (and perhaps 
some legionary horsemen as well) had used the tradi-
tional Hellenistic style panoply, with round shields, short 
swords and thrusting spears used as the main combat 
set. Originally, in the times of civil wars, that particular 
“tactical package” was used in conjunction with the sad-
dle blankets, but the finds from Haltern Roman camp can 
confirm the use of saddles built on rigid wooden “trees”. 
I would try to prove that that particular design was in-
troduced into the Roman army use under the eastern 
influence.

Meanwhile, the Celtic and Thracian auxiliary horse-
men relied on an equipment set in which the riding tack 
was composed of soft “Pazyryk” style cushion saddles, 
perhaps used together with the Thracian style curb bits. 
The rider’s panoply was composed of long La Tène style 
swords, javelins, spears and large hexagonal or oval 
shields. Such “tactical packages” can be recognized in 
the archaeological material connected with earlier Celto-
Thracian Balkan Padea-Panagjurski-Kolonii group. Using 
the figured evidence I would try to show that the whole 
idea was brought into the Rhineland area by the Celto-
Thracian auxiliary horsemen.

I will also argue that the fusion of these two traditions 
led to the development of the Rhineland peculiar fighting 
style that required specialized sets of equipment. Thus 
the horsemen of Celto-Thracian origins relied mostly 
on javelin throwing and used saddles with “extra-long” 
horns for support, badly needed during wheeling ma-
noeuvres. One can easy recognize that wheeling was 
in a natural way connected with distance fighting. I will 
also try to prove that these horsemen observed customs 
peculiar only for the Rhineland frontier (and perhaps 
Thracia) and used foot calones for ammunition support 
or for protection against the Germanic horse runners. 
The reconstruction of the hypothetical course of cavalry 
encounters will require recalling many analogies from 
the medieval and modern era. The Japanese mounted 
samurai proved to be a useful example, as their fight-
ing methods required a lots of wheeling when the horse 
archers struggled for better aiming position. Moreover, 
during these “dogfights” the samurai mounted archers 
were protected by foot attendants. However, re-creating 
the battle-mechanics required using other analogies 
from which these connected with the Napoleonic era or 
Polish-Bolshevik war of 1920 were the most important.

The examined figured evidence also suggests that 
the cavalrymen recruited from the lower Rhine Ger-
manic tribes were sonewhat different. They preferred 

57  James 2011: 187; Elliot 2014: 77.

hexagonal shields and long spears for cavalry combat. 
These horsemen also rode on “horned” saddles, but 
used smaller horns, as their fighting technique did not 
required so much wheeling. The riders recruited from 
the lower Rhine societies fought mainly as a shock cav-
alry. Curiously, the same figured evidence suggests that 
these warriors used lighter armour.

The impact of the eastern fighting styles still remains 
an overlooked theme, especially when the Rhineland 
cavalry comes into mind. I would try to show that the 
combat customs of the eastern horse archers, practiced 
alongside the upper Rhine frontier, differed from the 
methods characteristic for Central Asia because they 
also relied on foot calones for ammunition support. Cer-
tainly that phenomenon should be connected with the 
impact of the Celto-Thracian style  Moreover, the use of 
the heavy armoured cavalry based on Iranian patterns 
can be connected with the presence of emperors who 
(like Severus Alexander) had personal connections with 
the east.

I would try to prove that during the third century AD 
the newly introduced “shield wall” tactics put an end to 
the old fighting styles, as the use of “horned” saddles 
was pointless during the confrontation with densely 
packed infantry formations because no one wanted to 
become stuck in between the rigid horns, especially 
when seated on a fallen horse (any horseman in such 
conditions would be immediately dispatched by the at-
tacking foot warriors). The Roman response resulted in 
lightening the horse tack (it enabled rapid evacuation 
from the saddle) and in armour improvements.

I had tried to focus on the early imperial period start-
ing from its beginning at 31 BC. The choice for the clos-
ing date for this study is somewhat strange, as I have 
decided to use for it the siege of Dura Europos in AD 256. 
Choosing the closing date from event that occurred far 
to the east sounds somewhat confusing, but we should 
bear in mind that the Dura Europos military deposit 
yielded a great amount of information of extreme impor-
tance. Therefore, the siege of AD 256 provides a perfect 
terminus ante quem for all the described changes. I had 
also an intention to show the evolution of the Roman 
horse tack in a wider context, to describe how it evolved 
and to delineate its impact on the future designs. Hence 
the book contains some descriptions of changes that oc-
curred before and after the chosen period.

Moreover, any book that focuses on the cavalry fight-
ing abilities should be characterized by interdisciplinary 
approach. In order to reconstruct the true abilities of the 
mounted troops the results of biometric analysis of the 
recovered horse remains should be interpreted accord-
ing to the research works of the modern veterinary sci-
ence. Thorough understanding of horse biology and bio-
mechanics is also necessary in reconstructing the fighting 
methods of the Roman cavalry. All my ideas I have con-
sulted with the specialists in these matters.
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I should admit that I have personal experience in 
horse riding, though I have also a problem of being a to-
tally autodidact in that matters. The strange course of 
my life have resulted in the fact that I was never spoiled 
by the “classical” or “Western” riding schools, though 
I had attended a few riding lessons in the childhood. All 
observers and friends (and even my wife) had suggested 
that I should improve my balance in the saddle and that 
my way of riding looks somewhat strange, but I worked it 
out by hours of riding horses left totally inactive for pro-
longed periods. I hope that by being a “naturally” edu-
cated horseman I have better understanding of the ways 
of ancient riders, though I always had asked persons 
more experienced in horse riding for help when some 
things remained unclear for me. Sometimes I adduce the 
“equestrian logic” as an argument, which means that cer-
tain things should have been done on horseback in only 
one possible way – all horsemen would recognize with 
ease what I had in mind, but others would have to be-
lieve my statements.

The recent increased interest in the past wars and 
warfare resulted in the fact that the dividing lines be-
tween purely “scientific” literature and more “popular” 
books became more blurred. The problem is that these 
works are of uneven scientific value. That rule concerns 
mainly books printed by Osprey Publishing and Montvert 
Publications. Some positions are written by the leading 
experts in the chosen subjects and use all the necessary 
scientific apparatus, others contain some simplifications 
and minor mistakes. There are also books written by re-
enactors, whose personal experience with experimental 
archaeology is extremely important for our understand-
ing of the past. The increasing popularity of such kind of 
writings resulted in the fact that important and inspiring 
theories became published in that way. Nevertheless, 
any work on wars and warfare could no longer ignore 
such half “popular” and half “scientific” literature.

The theme of the present book was signaled in a rath-
er short paper contributed to the Greek Taktika Confer-
ence held in Toruń in April 2005 – please note that in 
many aspects I follow thoughts outlined in that paper, 
though after years of work my ideas were given the cur-
rent enlarged form.* The present book is also a result of 
a long time research. In such case it is quite natural that 
some theories were outlined earlier in my previous arti-

cles.58 As it is my intention to present a complete vision 
of the evolution of the Rhineland cavalry fighting styles, 
I had no other choice but to quote the large parties of 
these papers into the text of the present work. But nearly 
in all cases my vision of the ongoing developments now 
differs much from my previous statements, so all these 
parts had to be considerably re-worked. Moreover, due 
to the lack of space my earlier works contained many 
simplifications – now I had a chance to present a more 
complete and complex view on of the subject. Only the 
fragments concerning the unique Batavian cavalry abili-
ties in water crossing repeat the statements from my ear-
lier doctoral thesis. I had also copied some minor frag-
ments concerning horse abilities and Germanic armed 
warbands.59 I had to quote them because any book on 
Rhineland cavalry will be incomplete and crippled with-
out any mention on the Batavian cavalry. Moreover, 
recent publishing of Nicolay’s study about the weapon 
finds from the Batavian soil,60 which appeared after com-
pleting my doctoral thesis, considerably changed our un-
derstanding of the Batavian auxiliaries. So even the parts 
on Batavian horse had to be re-worked according to the 
latest research. As a result, despite repeating some state-
ments from my previous articles, the present book tries 
to be a rather new study based on the newest research. 
I hope it will help us to understand how the Romans 
fought from horseback on the Rhineland frontier. 

58 Gawroński 1998; 2004; 2005; 2007a; 2007b; 2008a; 2008b; 
2009a; 2009b; 2011; 2014; 2015.
59  Gawroński 2003.
60  Nicolay 2007.

* Radosław A. Gawroński. The Javelins used by the Roman Cavalry 
of the Early Principate in Archaeological Contexts and Written Sourc-
es, [in:] P. Rance & N. Sekunda (eds.), Greek Taktika: Ancient Military 
Writing and its Heritage: Proceedings of the International Conference 
on Greek Taktika held at the University of Toruń, 7–11 April 2005, 
180–194. Monograph Series ‘Akanthina’ no. 13. Gdańsk 2017: Founda-
tion for the Development of University of Gdańsk for the Department 
of Mediterranean Archaeology. As the theory outlined in that partic-
ular paper was crucial for the argumentation used in the present work 
I had no choice but to quote large parties into it. However, because 
I have learned that the article would be published only after I had send 
the manuscript to the publisher I was unable to make clear references 
in the text, see pp. 145–152 in the present book. Please also note that 
a premature and unfinished (as it appeared later) version of that par-
ticular hypothesis was published earlier in: Gawroński 2009a: 45–51.
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Roman imperial cavalry was formed during a long pro-
cess of technological and social evolution. The Roman 
army effectively absorbed many different cultural influ-
ences. That subtle interplay of borrowed ideas subse-
quently shaped the arms, armour, horse tack and tactics 
of the Roman cavalry. Moreover, many technical devel-
opments appeared before the Roman period and some-
times we have more valid and exact information about 
their use from the time of their invention than from the 
Roman period. Therefore, a careful and exact examina-
tion of these traditions would help us to understand 
true abilities of the Roman horse. The following pages 
will also help us to understand how the “Hellenistic tac-
tical package” evolved. As we remember, the Hellenistic 
horsemen used round shields, short swords or thrusting 
spears, and rode on ordinary saddle blankets.

Horses accompanied mankind since the dawn of hu-
man civilization. The process of horse domestication took 
place in the Neolithic Age. The earliest evidence for horse 
domestication is traceable at Botai culture settlements 
discovered in the present day Kazakhstan. The eneolithic 
Botai culture of Kazakhstan can be dated to about 3500 
BC. The metrical analysis of horse metacarpals can sup-
port a thesis that Botai horses resemble more closely 
Bronze Age domestic horses rather than Palaeolithic wild 
horses from the same region. Pathological characteris-
tics may indicate that some Botai horses were bridled, 
and what is more important, probably ridden. Organic 
residue analysis reveals processing of mare’s milk and 
carcass products in ceramics, indicating a developed do-
mestic economy that used secondary products.61  It is 

61  Outram et al.2009: 1332–1335. The same hypothesis was put 
forward and defended in: Anthony & Brown 2011: 131–160. The au-
thors emphasized the role of traces of bit wear (detectable on the 
second premolars) in establishing the date of origins of horse riding. 
Interestingly, some other finds suggest that the process of horse do-
mestication could have occurred even earlier. The evidence from the 
site Ayakagytma in Uzbekistan that came to light in the form of bone 

also worth mentioning that recent research work based 
on analysis of mitochondrial DNA and Y-chromosomal 
sequencing and on data acquired from the sample ob-
tained from 300 northern Eurasian horses suggests that 
horse domestication originated in the western part of 
the Eurasian steppe somewhere between present day 
Ukraine and Kazakhstan.62 These assumptions can sup-
port the research work done archaeologists, as the ob-
tained results also point to the central Asian steppe zone. 
It is also worth mentioning that the genetic sample used 
in the research work had not contained material from 
many European primitive horse races, as “the modelling 
framework used here is not well suited to deal with the 
complex demographic histories experienced by horse 
populations in central and western Europe”.63 Yet, many 
European races of “primitive” horses (especially Scandi-
navian, Polish, Lithuanian or Caucasian) were frequently 
kept in isolation and received smaller supply of diverse 
genetic material. These differed from the Central Asian 
horses constantly subjected to consequences of nomadic 
migrations. But we should bear in mind that the results 
of research based on a sample containing an admixture 
of European “primitive” horses genetic material could 

remains and preserved traces of hoofs may indicate that the local 
populace used horses bigger than the wild forms of equus ferus. The 
very nature of the acquired data prevents categorical statements, but 
the bone remains in question have been dated to 9th–7th millennium 
cal. BP, see Lasota-Moskalewska et al. 2009a: 14–21 esp. 19–20 and 
Lasota-Moskalewska et al. 2009b: 81–87. The evidence based on the 
analysis of non numerous bone remains and preserved traces of hoofs 
can give support to such somewhat controversial hypothesis. Yet, it 
is also worth mentioning that its authors were fully aware about the 
very nature of the available evidence. The subject warrants further 
investigation. 
62  See Warmuth et al. 2012: 8202–8206, and esp. 8203 for the sce-
nario that places horse domestication in the Eurasian steppe.
63  Warmuth et al. 2012: 8203.
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had shown different (and less realistic) picture.64  To 
make matters more complicated now some archaeolo-
gists write about migration from the west, from Volga-
Ural steppes to the central Asian steppes, where the 
traces of horse domestication were found. 65  In such case 
the place of the supposed horse domestication should 
be, hypothetically, re-located further west.66 

Another controversy concerns horse riding. Some re-
searchers support the theory that horse riding appeared 
very early in human history. On the contrary, some other 
scientists have claimed that horses, though occasionally 
ridden in the Neolithic Age, served mainly as a reser-
voir of meat and that true horse riding appeared later, 
perhaps as late as the beginning of the last millennium 
BC.67 However, the general conclusion is that horse riding 
dates back to the Neolithic Age and that the process of 
horse domestication was initiated in the Eurasian steppe 
zone. 

Despite such long period of coexistence, it is widely 
accepted that riding horses into battle became popular 
only in the beginning of the last millennium BC.68 The 
reasons for such state of affairs are unknown. Robert 
Drews had argued that the early riders lacked confi-
dence, as means of efficient horse control were unknown 
in these days.69 That lack of necessary skills, as Drews 
pointed out, can be observed among the peoples who 
founded the earliest civilizations of the fertile crescent. 
Contemporary representations from Middle East show 
horsemen using techniques employed in donkey riding. 
The riders are shown sitting astride the horse’s rump.70 

64  Therefore, the results should have looked in that way. We can 
imagine that the hypothetical “place of horse domestication” could 
have been transferred further west if only the authors had included 
data acquired from British, Polish or Scandinavian primitive horses. In 
that case the level of between and within population heterozygosity 
will (probably) drop considerably at these areas, as the sample would 
be based on material characterized by lesser genetic variability  be-
cause the European “primitive races” (frequently kept in isolation) 
received lesser influx of diversified genetic material. 
65  See Anthony & Brown 2011: 143: “where at sites such as Khva-
lynsk and Ivanovskaya cattle and sheep (and perhaps horses) had been 
kept as domesticated stock before 4500 BC”. However, in one of An-
thony’s earlier works (2008: 221) a more cautious approach can be 
seen, as the author writes about borrowing (by the foragers of Botai 
culture) the sole idea of animal domestication, but not about bor-
rowing the idea of horse domestication from some more “western” 
cultures.
66  Yet, there is not enough evidence to support such theory.
67  For the late appearance of horse riding, see for example: Drews 
2004: 8–25; for the opposite view, see Anthony & Brown 2011: 
131–160. In one of his earlier works Anthony (2008: 222–224) makes 
a clear distinction between horse riding and a mounted warfare, 
which was made possible by introduction of new technologies: such 
as bronze working and composite bow making. As he correctly points 
out, true cavalry appeared at the beginning of the first millennium BC.
68  See Drews 2004: 1. 
69  Drews 2004: 26–42, 56–8.
70  Drews 2004: 28–33. See also Littauer & Crouwel 1979: figs. 37–
38. Drews’ arguments are convincing and relevant when the great 
civilizations of the Middle East are concerned: traditions of natural 
horsemanship were absent in the area and means of efficient control 

As we know, donkeys have less prominent withers and 
low-positioned necks. This structure enforces sitting near 
the rump. Such position effectively eliminates the risk 
of a sudden fall over the head. However, the use of that 
manner while riding a horse considerably limits abilities 
of that animal. Not only the rear part of rider’s body 
must endure the constant impact of horse rump, it still 
oppresses sensitive animal’s kidneys.71 As a result, the 
obtained speed and distances covered were not so im-
pressive.

After 1700 BC the High Bronze Age battlefields were 
dominated by fast horse drawn chariots. The Egyptian 
and Hittite empires employed thousands of these vehi-
cles.72 Bronze Age chariot, as Egyptian finds may indicate, 
was a sophisticated weapon: it was built from lightweight 
hardwoods. Chariot cab, usually open at the back, was 
made   from a steam-bent ash or elm. Typically the cab 
was covered with ox-hide, leaving two big holes at both 
sides to increase lightness. Each chariot had two spoked 
wheels and a platform made from leather plaiting on 
which the crew could stand. The D-shaped leather floor, 
made from rawhide thongs, formed a very important 
part of the cab, as it served as shock absorber. Wheels, 
usually of four or six spokes, were made of several kinds 
of wood. A bell and hub were made of elm, spokes were 
made of walnut wood and palm, and hoops were cut 
from ash.73 The whole vehicle was light enough for one 
man to carry: the chariot should have been light and 
fast. A wide axle was placed at the rear of the cab that 
provided the Egyptian chariots extreme manoeuvrabil-
ity. Unfortunately, that technical solution resulted in 

were necessary for people lacking skills. Yet, the same arguments 
failed to explain the realities present in the steppe zone and beyond 
the Caucasus. The argument that the efficient battle horse riding was 
impossible without using proper bronze or iron bit is difficult to sus-
tain. As Anthony & Brown (2011: 133, 154) pointed out, the American 
plains Indians had little problems in use of special “war bridle” that 
was, in fact, a loop tied around the lower jaw. Therefore, the reality 
could have been more complicated. Despite the fact that the tribal 
steppe dwellers were accomplished horsemen, they were not known 
as efficient cavalrymen or raiders. The reason was simple: the no-
madic way of life had not developed until the beginning of the first 
millennium BC, as it was a result of a climate change, see Drews 2004: 
63. Therefore, the large horse herds that later gave power to so many 
nomadic states were then absent in the area. Before that the most 
effective weapon of the steppe peoples connected with horses was 
the war chariot. It is noteworthy that first chariots appeared in the 
steppe zone quite early: around 2100–1700 BC, as burials from Sin-
tashta-Petrovka may indicate, see Anthony & Brown 2011: 155. Yet, 
horse drawn chariots were sophisticated weapons, not easy to man-
ufacture or maintain, and were used by the elites, see Dawson 2001: 
123. Therefore, small tribal elite forces could not be as effective as 
later cavalry based steppe armies.
71  For the disadvantages connected with the donkey seat, see Sid-
nell 2006: 15.
72  See Drews 1993: 104–129; Martinelli 2004: 184; for the descrip-
tion of vehicles used, see also Fields & Delf 2006: 17–22.
73  High Bronze Age Egyptian chariot description after: Littauer & 
Crouwel 1979: 74–81; Dawson 2001: 122; Martinelli 2004: 184–185; 
Fields & Delf 2006: 15–16.
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a concentration of weight on the draught pole. There-
fore, the vehicle’s cab should not have been very heavy 
because any increase in weight would apply an excessive 
burden on backs of the draught team. We should also 
bear in mind that the used method of harnessing limited 
the abilities of draught animals. This happened because 
the harness straps, usually attached to the willow yoke, 
pressed the sensitive trachea. Hence the unnatural posi-
tion of the horse heads, so often depicted by Egyptian 
artists. Even specific “saddle yokes”74 developed by the 
ancient Egyptians to reduce this pressure did not help to 
solve the problem. Therefore, the ancient Egyptians of-
ten incised horses’ nostrils to allow them more efficient 
breathing.75 Despite all these drawbacks, the Egyptian 
chariots could, as it was shown by contemporary experi-
ments,  move with a speed of 30 km per hour.76 The evi-
dence of Egyptian art suggests that these chariots were 
pulled by two lightly built and fast horses. The crew con-
sisted of two men: the driver and a warrior armed with 
a composite bow.77

Even then a surprisingly modern methods of horse 
training were used. A certain Kikkuli of Mitanni, a Hit-
tite king’s court écuyer, had left a detailed description 
of these methods. The writings of Kikkuli reveal his ex-
traordinary knowledge of equine physiology. The train-
ing program was divided into three stages: the first two 
were to develop leg muscles and the heart muscle and 
in the third stage the horse had been taught appropriate 
responses to stimuli. The warm-up was used, the train-
ing program also provided for a break to regain proper 
heart rhythm. No doubt, the ancient Egyptians also used 
similar methods.78

Some scholars claimed that the Bronze Age horses 
were “driven not ridden”. In their opinion the horse “at 
this date was too slight, scrawny and narrow to be ef-
fective as cavalry mount”.79 In addition it has been sug-
gested that it was easier to manage a horse or fire a bow 
while standing on a stable platform, tough mounted 
forces were characterized by greater mobility.80 Yet, it ap-
pears that the truth was more complicated: a skeleton of 
a stallion found at Buhen fortress in Nubia betrays a clear 
resemblance to the modern Arab breed. As for the an-
cient standards the animal was quite big, it measured 
147 cm at the withers.81 Therefore, it was strong and 
large enough to cope with any rider from the Bronze Age.

The reasons that lay behind the Bronze Age prefer-
ence of driving instead of riding were far more complicat-

74  About saddle yokes, see Littauer & Crouwel 1979: 85.
75  Fields & Delf 2006: 7.
76  Fields & Delf 2006: 7.
77  Loades 2016: 35–38.
78  On Kikkuli horse training manual, see Kammenhuber 1961; Raul-
wing 2009: 1–21; see also Fields & Delf 2006: 8; Bryce & Hook 2007: 
25.
79  Fields & Delf 2006: 7. 
80  Fields & Delf 2006: 8.
81  Clutton Brock 1974: 89–100; Littauer & Crouwel 1979: 56–57.

ed. It is obvious that management of carriage horses or 
shooting a bow from a moving platform while maintain-
ing a steady stream of arrows required arduous and con-
tinuous training. Therefore, the maintenance of chariot 
arm required existence of professional military elites. So 
the Bronze Age armies consisted of elite chariot corpses 
supported by larger bodies of infantry.82 Some scholars, 
like Drews, tried to argue that the role of supporting in-
fantry was minimal, apart from the chariot runners, and 
that it was the chariot arm who bore the brunt of the 
fighting.83 For some scholars Drews’ theories appear to 
be somewhat far-fetched, the critics emphasized the 
fact that the proposed tactics required “a furious rush 
of massed chariots against chariots of the enemy” that 
supposedly should end in a disaster.84 Yet, quite recently 
a convincing scenario of a chariot battle was quoted into 
Philip Sidnell’s work: the outcome was reached due to 
skilful manoeuvring and exploiting gaps that occurred 
in enemy ranks. According to Sidnell, head-on clashes 
appeared very rarely, as one side usually was forced to 
open ranks in order to avoid catastrophe.85  Yet, putting 
aside the discussion about the supposed chariot fight-
ing techniques and tactics, it is worth mentioning that 
the existence of elites trained in use of such vehicles is 
a fact. It is clearly understood that these elites once hav-
ing gained a dominant position inside the Bronze Age so-
cieties strived to maintain it. Hence the natural conserva-
tism and resistance to change. Moreover, in these times 
horse riding was not held in great esteem. In the royal 
archives dicovered at Mari, in a Syrian city destroyed 
by Hammurabi before his death in 1750 BC, a letter has 
been found in which Bahdi-Lim, a majordomo of the pal-
ace, urged his king Zimri-Lim not to ride a horse: “Drive 
in a chariot” wrote Bahdi-Lim:  “Or, if you must ride, ride 
a mule. For only thus will you preserve the dignity of 
your royal position”.86 Therefore, it is quite understand-
able that horse riders seldom appeared in propagandis-
tic reliefs produced in chariot orientated states like New 
Kingdom Egypt.87

82  See Dawson 2001: 123.
83  See Drews 1993: 104–129. The comparison between Megiddo 
and Qadesh battles can provide a support to such theory, as it reveals 
that the less trained levied infantry played a secondary role, see Daw-
son 2001: 132–145, see esp. 149–150 for the commentary on infantry 
role. Yet, it is worth mentioning that other authors emphasized the 
role of the New Kingdom elite infantry called “nakhtu-aa – i.e. strong 
arm boys”, see Healy & McBride 1992: 21; Healy 1993b: 18–19. 
84  For the detailed critics of Drews’ approach, see Littauer & Crou-
wel 1979: 66–7. For further critics, see Archer 2010: 54.
85  See Sidnell 2006: 7–13.
86  Information about Bahdi-Lim’s letter quoted after: Drews 2004: 42.
87  The Asiatic horse riders, who appear in contemporary Egyptian 
art, are mostly shown as fugitive members of chariot crews mount-
ed on horses cut loose from their chariots. On the other hand, the 
Egyptian riders seem to look more confident, but they are still shown 
using “donkey seat”. Curiously, the preference for that particular seat 
did not disappeared from Egypt even after the end of Bronze Age, 
see Littauer & Crouwel 1979: 96; Drews 2004: 44–45. Apart from the 
illustration quoted in Drews’ work some good examples of iconogra-
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About 1200 BC the world of great kingdoms and rela-
tively small elite armies collapsed in turmoil. Only the 
once mighty Egypt survived the onslaught, tough the 
pharaohs have lost control over their Asiatic empire. The 
catastrophe was triggered by mass movement of many 
different tribes known as the Sea People migration. 88 
These highly mobile tribesmen, armed with anything 
that was handy and using simple weapons like javelins, 
made mobile chariot forces obsolete. Though in many re-
spects superior, chariot based armies were overwhelmed 
by the sheer force of numbers. And in the new world 
that emerged from dusts, it was the infantry who ruled 
the battlefields.89

The new Iron Age infantry armies needed support 
in duties like: screening, patrolling or reconnaissance. 
These tasks were initially fulfilled by chariots, but these 
war vehicles were gradually replaced by the new arm – 
the cavalry. And after the introduction of the true cavalry 
the soldiers who fought in chariots did not have to act as 
“eyes and ears” of the army and could concentrate solely 
on fighting. At the same time the chariots were getting 
heavier. It is worth mentioning that the process in ques-
tion had already begun in the late Bronze Age: at Qadesh 
less manoeuvrable, but heavier and better armed, Hittite 
chariots smashed unbeaten so far Egyptians.90 In the Iron 
Age the process of development continued. According 
to Suzanna Haddow, the Assyrian chariots were not only 
used as shooting platforms but also the very appearance 
of mighty beasts had an impact on the enemy: in that 
respect the use of horses resembled methods used by 
the New York Police Department to control crowds dur-
ing riots.91

phy depicting such “donkey” seat come from the tomb of Horemhab, 
see Healy & McBride 1992: 22–23; see also plate H for convincing 
reconstruction of the appearance of such rider. Another photograph, 
showing image of an Egyptian rider in action during the Qadesh battle, 
was quoted in: Fields & Delf 2006: 3. Despite such conservatism, there 
were some changes in riding tack. According to Littauer & Crouwel 
(1979: 97): “a probable saddle cloth was found on the back of a single 
horse buried near the 15-cent. B.C. tomb of Sen Mut at Thebes”.
88  For the outline of the events, see Drews 2004: 8–29; see esp. 
157–163 for the explanation of the change that occurred during the 
sea peoples migration. At first glance Drews’ theories seem to be 
an over-simplification of very complicated matters, see Littauer & 
Crouwel 1979: 71–72. Yet, the appearance of highly motivated tribal 
infantry, mostly armed in simple missile weapons, provides the only 
one acceptable explanation of the decline of chariot based armies.
89  For the description of the shift from chariot to infantry based 
armies, see Dawson 2001: 150–163.
90  About the Hittite chariots at Qadesh, see Littauer & Crouwel 
1979: 93. Popular, yet convincing reconstructions were quoted in: 
Healy 1993b: 24–26. There is some controversy about the way in 
which the Hittite chariots were actually used. Some scholars main-
tain that Hittites used chariots as shock weapons and fought from 
them with long thrusting spears, see Greenhalgh 1973 (2010): 10. The 
others emphasize the role of javelin throwing, see Littauer 2002: 63.
91  Haddow (2016: 13) drew on ideas which in the very sketchy and 
shortened form were outlined in: Vitale 2005: 300. The charging po-
lice horses were used to disperse crowds and to allow control over 
the riots.

Some Assyrian armoured vehicles used during the 
reign of Ashurbanipal (668–627 BC) became so heavy 
that they should have been pulled by team of four hors-
es.92 There was still some use of such heavy chariots: 
some served as prestigious vehicles for hunting, some 
carried kings and army commanders, in Persian times the 
heaviest chariots drawn by four horses and armed with 
deadly scythed blades were used as impressive, tough 
ineffective, shock weapons.93

Changes were inevitable. Yet, they appeared gradually 
and at first no one seemed to notice their importance. 
A relief found at Tell Halaf in northern Syria, roughly dat-
ed to the tenth century BC, bears the first clear repre-
sentation of an armoured rider.94 The horseman is shown 
riding bareback and wearing a conical helmet, he also 
carries a small round shield. Soon it was noticed that 
cavalry alone is capable to cope with difficult and rough 
terrain and opperates in conditions which excluded the 
use of any armoured vehicle. The Assyrians have been 
using cavalry since the ninth century BC – it had made an 
appearance during the reign of king Tukulti-Ninurta II.95 
The preserved reliefs from the times of king Ashurnasir-
pal II may indicate that Assyrian warriors still practiced 
the well-known donkey seat.96 Interestingly, the riders 
fought in pairs. In such team the most important per-
son was the bowman. His partner not only provided him 
with the shield cover but also held the reins of his horse 
while the archer was busy shooting.97 If we can trust the 
iconographic evidence from the reign of king Ashurna-
sirpal, we may assume that even the nomadic enemies 

92  About the performance of such heavy Assyrian chariots, see Lit-
tauer & Crouwel 1979: 131–132; see also Noble 1988: 67–68. As far 
as now, no remains of such heavy vehicle had come to light. However, 
the finds of four horse drawn chariots from Cypriot Salamis may pro-
vide us with the closest analogy, see Crouwel 2002: 141–156. They 
look strikingly similar to the chariots depicted in Assyrian art. The two 
poled vehicle even betrays some similarities to the later Persian Oxus 
golden model, see Crouwel 2002: 147. The Assyrian artists often show 
chariots victoriously careening over fallen foot soldiers. In reality such 
situation would probably end in a catastrophe due to the risk of flip-
ping over. Yet, it is quite possible that approaching heavy chariots 
could present an intimidating view for poorly disciplined infantry. And 
when the foot soldiers lost their nerves such situation could end in 
disaster, see Sidnell 2006: 12.
93  Actually Xenophon (Cyr. 6. 1. 29–30) tells us that scythed chariots 
were introduced into the Persian army by Cyrus the Great. According 
to Sekunda & Chew (1992: 26), Indian inspiration was also possible, 
as scythed chariots are mentioned being used by Mauryas. Yet, as 
Sekunda points out, it is difficult to determine who influenced whom, 
as Mauryas could have copied Persian ideas. For a possible recon-
struction of the scythed chariot, see Head & Scollins 1992: 44–45. 
See also fig. 7a–c in the present book.
94  Drews 2004: 58–59; a good photograph was quoted in: Bryce & 
Hook 2007: 20.
95  See Healy & McBride 1991: 20.
96  About the Assyrian cavalry from the time, see Littauer & Crouwel 
1979: 134–135.
97  Deszö 2012: 15.
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of Assyria used such fighting techniques.98 The pairing of 
cavalrymen resembled fighting methods used by chariot 
soldiers. In fact, it looks as if the Assyrian army had ran 
out of chariots and pairs of riders had to replace them. 
The more convincing explanation focuses on the need of 
having an efficient mobile scouting and skirmishing team 
that could operate in rough terrain. And indeed some 
scholars are convinced that true battle cavalry made its 
first appearance as something like a chariot-less rough 
terrain chariot team.99

By the mid-eighth century BC – during the reign of the 
King Tiglath-pileser III – Assyrian horseman are shown 
riding confidently bareback, seated just behind the with-
ers and their legs are sculpted hanging naturally.100 The 
former “donkey seat” completely went out of use. Later 
(in the seventh century BC) the Assyrian horseman be-
come a very effective tool of war.101 Some revolutionary 
changes appeared: for the first time the riders exces-
sively used thick felt saddle pads to protect horses from 
injuries. These blankets not only protected spines and 
backs of precious mounts but also made rough riding 
possible. It is well known that bareback riding causes 
some discomfort to horse and rider due to the absence 
of any padding between the rider’s seat bones and the 
horse’s spine, as the rider’s weight is unevenly distribut-
ed over the animal’s back. Actually, the area of contact is 
very limited, hence the horse’s spine has to endure great 
pressure. Even born horsemen, like Plains Indians, expe-
rienced discomfort while riding bareback on stolen hors-
es, they used buffalo skins to minimize the problem.102 To 
make matters worse, the discomfort felt during bareback 
riding increases considerably when the rider has to wear 
heavy armour. Moreover, the pain and discomfort felt 
in the rear part of rider’s body increases steadily during 
the long distance rides. On the other hand, all bareback 
riders can profit from better communication with their 
mounts, as all stimuli, such as legs touch, are immedi-
ately felt by the sensitive skin of the horse.

We should remember that in these times some As-
syrian horsemen began to wear conical helmets and 
breastplates made of iron or bronze scales and sewn on 
leather backing. In addition they were armed with long 
spears and carried javelins, bows and short swords.103 All 

98  See Drews 2004: 58. According to Littauer & Crouwel 1979: 135: 
“Two mounted enemy archers on a relief of Ashurnasirpal II, although 
they ride a more horsemanlike seat, and one of them is even able to 
employ the so-called “Parthian shot” (i.e. shooting backward at his 
pursuers while in flight), also ride in pairs, like their Assyrian contem-
poraries”. Yet, we should remember that that particular representa-
tion could have been an effect of an artistic licence, as the Assyrian 
sculptors were unfamiliar with other fighting techniques. 
99  See Archer 2010: 79.
100  See Littauer & Crouwel 1979:  135.
101  See Littauer & Crouwel 1979:  135; Healy & McBride 1991: 20; 
Deszö 2012: 19. 
102  See Ewers 1980: 73.
103  All these items were, of course, used earlier, but they become 
more popular in the cavalry arm during the reign of Tiglat-pileser III 

these items greatly increased their weight and in those 
days many Assyrian horsemen had to cover great dis-
tances. Under such conditions the introduction of saddle 
blankets was inevitable. As a result, the Assyrian riders 
had traded better communication with their mounts for 
greater comfort and slightly better weight distribution.

Moreover, the Assyrians were the first who solved the 
problem of all ancient horsemen: the Assyrian warriors 
were able to protect themselves from the painful con-
tacts with the horse withers: as the horse’s back is higher 
near the haunch and descends towards the withers, any 
rider seated bareback or on simple blanket slides down 
towards the animal’s head. The faster the move the more 
unpleasant jarring occurs. In order to solve the problem 
Assyrian horsemen placed goatskins before the with-
ers, adding yet another layer to the already used saddle 
blanket. That is why the preserved reliefs show Assyrian 
warriors riding in a confident position seated just behind 
the withers.104

During the reign of king Ashurbanipal the above-
mentioned pairing of cavalrymen was already a mem-
ory.105 However, when the partner who held the reins 
was removed, horse archers encountered another prob-
lem. These warriors were particularly vulnerable to at-
tack from the right: it was difficult, if not impossible, for 
a right-handed archer to shoot bow in that direction. 
Therefore, the greatest threat to horse archer was, in 
fact, losing control over his mount as a result of los-
ing the reins that made a quick escape impossible. We 
should bear in mind that it was not easy to control the 
horse with reins and shoot the bow at the same time. 
Many horse archers dropped the reins loosely on hors-
es neck and later had problems with control over their 
mounts. 

To solve the problem medieval Mamluk archery man-
uals recommended use of a cord ended with a loop.106 
One end was attached to the reins and the loop was 
tied around the small finger of the right hand. Under 
these conditions the rider could, at any time, recover 
the reins and regain control over his mount. However, 
Assyrian solution to this problem was quite original. At 
the middle of each rein a heavy decorative tassel was 
attached.107 When the rider let the reins go out of hands 

and the peak of their popularity appeared in the times of Ashurbanipal.
104  For the representations of such well seated warriors, see Healy 
& McBride 1991: 56, 59.
105  Judging from the palace reliefs from the times of Ashurbanipal 
the horse archers were now an efficient cavalry arm, well armoured 
and mounted on armoured horses, see Deszö 2012: 23.
106  See Latham & Paterson 1970: 72. For any person familiar with 
the matters of horse riding such advice sounds like an invitation for 
a dragging accident. Yet, modern re-enactors tried that method suc-
cessfully while riding on Roman horned saddles, see Junkelmann 
1992: 155 phot. 139, 161.
107  About the use of tassels, see Anderson 1961: 12; Spruytte 1983: 
66–71. Actually, it was suggested that the arrangement of that har-
nessing system was more complicated: it resembled closely modern 
martingale, see Littauer & Crouwel 1979:  136.
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these weights pulled them down. As a result, the reins 
stopped at (or atop) the withers [fig. 2]. In such case any 
horseman could grasp the reins with ease without losing 
precious time.

The introduction of cavalry in Assyria would have 
been impossible without one more improvement: the 
invention of a new type of horse bit.108 In the Late Bronze 
Age some important changes in horse biting occurred. 
During the Neolithic Age horses were controlled with ru-
dimentary bits, made of rawhide thongs, or with the help 
of some kind of bit-less headgear. The introduction of 
chariots resulted in horse control improvements. As finds 
from Egypt and Lurestan may indicate, the first bronze 
bits used for draught horses had mouthpieces made of 
simple single bar to which two cast cheek pieces were 
usually attached. These tools were sufficient for chariot-
drivers, as horse control was executed from a moving, 
yet somewhat stable, cab platform. It required less ef-
fort: the drivers used the thong floor to strengthen the 
pull of the reins. For the early riders horse control was 
more difficult to maintain, as they had to cope with their 
mounts without the benefits of stirrups or rigid sad-
dles. At the beginning of the first millennium BC new 

108  About the early bronze bits, see Drews 2004: 76–85

snaffle bits were introduced.109 These had a double part 
mouthpiece that could act with a nutcracker effect on 
the horse’s bars or tongue. That feature greatly improved 
control and made horse riding possible for people who, 
unlike later Numidians or Plains Indians, were not natu-
rally born horsemen. 

Further developments in the matters of horse riding 
were triggered by improvements in bow making.110 As 
these innovations were crucial for making further de-
velopments in saddles, we have to look more closely on 
some details of composite bow construction.

Assyrian and ancient Egyptian warriors used com-
posite bows [fig. 2] that offered them some advantage 
over neighbouring peoples. Of course, the usual simple 
wooden bows had been known since prehistoric times. 
Yet, the bowyers living in the Fertile Crescent suffered 
from a considerable lack of good flexible materials, as 
available tree species did not offer too much options. 
Therefore, composite bows provided a perfect solution 
to that problem. However, the production of such weap-

109  About the snaffle introduction, see Drews 2004: 80.
110  The importance of the invention of the new recurved type of 
composite bow for establishing military supremacy of steppe dwellers 
was emphasized by Drews 2004:  86.

Fig. 2. Lion hunt of King Ashurbanipal from British Museum (internet: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/9/98/
Assurbanipal_op_jacht.jpg – access 11.12.2016).
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ons was very complicated and time-consuming. Accord-
ing to the later medieval Mamluk treatises, entire process 
took over a year.111 A wooden core was glued together 
first. Typically, it was made from a number of parts us-
ing timbers characterized with different hardness and 
elasticity. A handle or a grip located in the middle of the 
bow stave was usually made of hardwood. This part, due 
to its central position, did not have to be flexible. Then 
two wooden arms were attached to the handle, these 
elements were usually made from a flexible material. Be-
cause that part of a bow was subjected to greatest stress 
the arms were sometimes made from several layers of 
wood. Each arm ended with an ear lath usually made of 
hard and inflexible material. Typically horn, bone or hard-
wood laths were used for that purpose. The horn or bone 
laths were the most robust. Due to the stress expected 
all the elements were connected in the “dovetail” tech-
nique.112 Junction points were strengthened further with 
braid. From the outside a layer of dried animal tendons 
or sinews was applied. That element worked under ten-
sion and helped the bow to built its strength: the thicker 
the layer – the greater draw weight of the bow. In order 
to keep these tendons in a place a special glue was used, 
made from boiled fish bladders, somewhat more resistant 
to moisture than the binder made from hides and bones. 

Later an extra horn plate was attached to the under-
side of the wooden arm. That part worked under sup-
pression and prevented the wooden bow-stave from 
breaking. It is not known exactly which animals provided 
the necessary raw materials: the horns of the bovine 
species commonly available in ancient Egypt and Meso-
potamia were too short and not very durable. Raw ma-
terial best suited for that purpose came from certain 
antelope species that lived in the Arabian Peninsula and 
northern Africa.

Later the bow was left for many months to dry. The 
process was conducted under suitable conditions in fixed 
temperature and humidity. After drying the whole thing 
(with the exception of the ear laths) was covered with 
leather or birch bark. Bow strings were made from twist-
ed animal tendons or other materials. Medieval Mongols 
had a habit of producing bow strings from leather straps, 
but the material had to come from the skin of the animal 
that died of starvation113 because only the low greased 
leather straps were suitable for such use. As you might 
guess, the medieval Mongolia hardly felt the absence of 
that material. 

Composite bows have one advantage over all other 
types of such weapons. A simple bow stave behaves like 
a spring and vibrates at the time of shooting. On the 
other hand, when the composite bow is drawn the horn 
layer resists compression and the sinew layer stretches, 

111  Composite bow description after Latham & Paterson 1970: 10–
16. Another interesting study was published in: Drews 2004: 146–169.
112  See Latham & Paterson 1970: 12–23.
113  See Świętosławski 1999: 60.

only to pull back into the shape after release and no vi-
bration is felt during shooting. Therefore, the specific de-
sign of composite bow eliminates the “spring effect” at 
the cost of the stronger draw.114 That feature greatly im-
proved the accuracy of the weapon. Yet, composite bows 
had also a one major flaw: these weapons owe their 
unique characteristics to the layers of glued and dried 
tendons. This material, however, is particularly vulner-
able to moisture and we must remember that the bow 
after getting wet was unsuitable for use. Fortunately, in 
the Middle Eastern lands it does not rain so often.

The Assyrians and ancient Egyptians used a specific 
kind of composite bow. After the string attachment the 
staves of all types of composite recurved bows bend in 
the opposite direction. Therefore, the majority of ancient 
composite bows resembled double bent Cupid’s weapon, 
familiar to us from the ancient iconography. Interestingly, 
the Egyptian and Assyrian bows looked quite differently. 
They resembled obtuse triangle with straight arms. And 
under the tension the full drawn Assyrian bows resembled 
a horseshoe, like simple bows [fig. 2]. Thanks to that fea-
ture the Assyrian archers, quite as later medieval English 
or Welsh yeomen, could shot longer and heavier arrows. 
And the technique of shooting resembled that used later 
in pre-modern Japan. Like the samurai, Assyrians and Egyp-
tians drew the bow string behind the ear in order to maxi-
mize the strength of release. In the contemporary world 
no armour could resist such penetration power. Yet, the 
Assyrian bow when used from horseback had the same 
limitations like later Japanese yumi [compare fig. 2 with 
pl. A2]. The effective angle of fire was restricted to the left 
side by the horse’s neck, to the right by the rump.115

As we can see, that construction had an obvious dis-
advantage. Perfectly fitting to the chariot use such bow 
proved to be cumbersome and unhandy when used from 
horseback. Therefore, the nomads from beyond the Cau-
casus shortened the whole construction giving it a well 
known shape of Cupid’s bow. The invention was intended 
to improve shooting from horseback. Moreover, the new 
construction facilitated firing in many directions. Yet, 
in such conditions – after shortening the bow-stave – 
greater strength was required to pull the newly created 
bow type.  Contrary to simple wooden bows, whose 
draw weight increases gradually accordingly to the pull 
length,116 drawing the string of the new recurved compos-
ite weapon required using the same force at the begin-
ning, at the middle, and at the end of the draw length.117 

114  The author’s opinion on composite bow performance is based 
on his personal experience with modern replicas used by the present 
day re-enactors.
115  For the limitations of the Japanese yumi bow horseback use, 
see Turnbull 1996: 24.
116  See Junkmanns 2007: 131 for the wooden bow performance. 
See also James 2004: 191 for comparison between the draw weight 
of long (made of single staves) and composite bows. 
117  As before, the author’s opinion on composite bow performance 
is based on his personal experience with modern replicas used by the 
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Therefore, greater force was required to draw the com-
posite “Cupid shape” bow, as the arm muscles had to en-
dure constant, not gradually increased, stress.

In such conditions the contemporary horse archers re-
quired more secure seat. As the rider’s hands were busy 
with the bow, the horse-archer had no chance to keep 
horse’s mane in a hand or to hold a saddle blanket’s edge 
in order to secure his seat. To make matters worse, the 
required all-direction shooting caused rapid movements 
of the centre of gravity that affected the stability of the 
seat. We should also remember that steppe horse arch-
ers, who had both hands occupied with bow shooting, 
had to ride at canter because the shaky trot spoiled the 
aiming. They also had to cope with the necessity of us-
ing loose reins and had to control their mounts by legs 
only.118 Due to that factor the control of their horses was 

present day re-enactors.
118  See Gaebel 2002: 30 for commentaries on horse archer’s abili-
ties. However, the problem was partially solved by Thilo Mandel, who 
advised drawing arrows from the gorytos (placed on the right hip) by 
the right hand holding bow while the reins are loosely looped around 

limited, as leg muscles had to endure increased effort 
while securing the rider’s position. In such conditions 
simple thin saddle blankets or rugs failed to provide 
enough security. A thicker padding was required. 

Xenophon, a Greek historian, officer-gentleman and 
above all accomplished horseman rebukes Persian rid-
ers for “putting more coverlets on their horses than on 
their beds, for they think of sitting softly rather than 
securely”.119 Of course, Xenophon, brought up in a differ-
ent riding tradition that owed nothing to the matters of 
horse archery, failed to understand the necessity of use 
of thick saddle padding. As we would see later, the an-
cient Greeks for numerous reasons simply preferred thin 
blankets, which facilitated better communication with 

the left hand, responsible only for string drawing, in such conditions 
the means of horse control can be regained at any time, see inter-
net: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GzYeWV1BUmM (access 
22.08.2018). Mandel’s hypothesis has only one weak point: he advises 
using thumb draw for his method and there is no evidence for its use 
among Scythian horse archers.
119  Xen. Cyr. 8. 8. 19. For further commentary and English text, see 
Fields & Ó’Brógáin 2008: 38.

Fig. 3. Reconstruction of Pazyryk saddles 
used by the Altai Scythians (after Соловьев 
2003: 128 fig. 5).
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their mounts. Yet, the ancient Persians were drawing on 
the Iranian nomadic traditions and they considered the 
thickness of the saddle padding important. They used 
thick pads for, as one can imagine, securing the more sta-
ble seat. Thicker padding provides better grip, as rider’s 
seat and legs are locked in folds, provided the blanket 
was made thinner in the places where the rider has to 
embrace his mount with his knees. 

But how these thick saddles, created by Iranian no-
mads, looked like? To gain answer we have to examine 
the finds recovered from the frozen tombs of Siberia. 
Just before the outbreak of World War II Soviet archae-
ologists working in the Altai Mountains discovered at Pa-
zyryk exceptionally well preserved remains of “Scythian” 
wooden chamber tombs, covered by barrows. Because 
these monuments remained covered by ice for approxi-
mately two and a half millennia organic materials were 
recovered almost intact. Among them were the remains 
of first saddles [figs. 3, 5–6]. Dendrochronological sam-
ples show that the large Pazyryk barrows belong to the 
300–250 BC period.120

Their design was based on two stuffed pillows placed 
symmetrically along the horse’s spine. More precisely: 
each saddle consisted of two leather cushions (from cow-
hide) stuffed with deer hair or occasionally with grass or 
wool. Stitching was done with sinew threads. The final 
shape was achieved by quilting the cushions filling with 
woollen or horse hair cords.121 Some saddles had four 
wooden closers (sewn by two at front and back of the 
cushions).122 According to Stepanova, the front closers 
were positioned: “vis à-vis the axis of the saddle, ap-
proximately 55–60º, whereas the rear supports were 
perpendicular to the axis. The angle formed by the front 
supports and the axis of the saddle corresponded most 
closely to the position of the thigh of the rider, who sat in 
the saddle without stirrups. In contrast, on Roman sad-
dles, the front and back conical support elements were 
both perpendicular to the axis of the saddle”.123 The Pa-
zyryk saddles were cut at the frond to make place for 
animal’s withers.124 Each saddle was also given a leather 
girth strap fastened with bone buckle.125 Modern ex-
periments with a replica of Pazyryk saddle (from bar-
row no. 3) had shown that the rider sat near the horse ’s 
withers [fig. 6b].126

The saddle pillows were designed to relieve the 
horse’s spine and to help distribute more evenly the 
rider’s weight over horse’s back. The pressure was re-
moved from the spine to the sides of the animal. Each 

120  Stepanova 2016: 1.
121  The same feature is clearly visible on the terracotta representa-
tions of contemporary Chinese saddles, very similar to the Scythian 
ones [fig. 4].
122  Stepanova 2016: 3–5.
123  Stepanova 2016: 5.
124  Stepanova 2016: 4–5.
125  Stepanova 2016: 7.
126  Stepanova 2016: 5, 14 fig. 13.

saddle had also a sweat padding made of felt and a felt 
covering. These covers were lavishly adorned with patch-
work decoration in an animal-style, with applications 
representing figures of griffons, eagles, panthers, deer 
and fish and trimmed with hair.127 Some such saddles, 
according to Herodotus, could have been trimmed with 
hair coming from the human scalps.128 According to the 
same testimony, the Scythians were accustomed to use 
the skins of the slain enemies as raw materials for pro-
duction of various pieces of equipment, including quivers 
for arrows. In case of Pazyryk saddles the leather girth 
straps and crupper and breast straps, made from animal 
hide, were also attached to these saddles. The horsemen 
from the Pazyryk burials also used leather bridles lav-
ishly decorated with animal-style wooden carvings and 
iron or (less frequently bronze) snaffle bits.129 Interest-
ingly, the leather thongs from the Pazyryk horse furni-
ture were joined together without any metal buckles, 
sets of sophisticated knotting were used instead. On the 
other hand, the girth straps were fastened with the help 
of horn buckles.130 Surprisingly, in present-day Argentina 
modern Gaucho riders still use treeless saddles, made 
from two or four stuffed leather cushions,131 secured on 
the back of the horse with the help of girth strap fas-
tened with a sophisticated knot. The only difference is 
that modern Gauchos use wooden stirrups covered with 
rawhide, which were absent in Pazyryk burials.

The “Pazyryk style” saddle can be also seen on famous 
Chertomlyk vase – it has low cantle  closers [fig. 6a]. On 
the contrary, the later form of such saddles can be clearly 
recognized on terracotta figurines representing horses 
used by guardsmen of the first emperor of China, these 
examples received enlarged wooden closers [fig. 4]. We 
should bear in mind that such saddles were commonly 
used on Eurasian steppes. Therefore, it is quite possible 
that similar closers were the predecessors of the Roman 
“horns” used with their ridding equipment. 

The newly created improvements in horse furniture 
and bow making, together with expert horsemanship,132 
gave the steppe dwellers an obvious advantage over set-
tled communities. The still growing riding skills of the no-
madic horsemen can be illustrated by the fact that the 

127  About the older view of Pazyryk saddles, see Rudenko 1970: 
129–130. See also Stepanova (2016: 6) for saddle covers.
128  Hdt. 4. 64.
129  See Rudenko 1970: 120–129; see esp. 124 for knots and joints. 
130  See Rudenko 1970: 131 and pl. 94. See also Gaebel 2002: 25.
131  For the similarities between Pazyryk, Roman, modern Argentine 
and other treeless saddles, see Junkelmann 1992: 35, 63; Boiselle et 
al. 2010: 724.
132  All the horses recovered from the Pazyryk burials were, without 
exception, geldings, see Rudenko 1970: 118. Geldings are reliable and 
easy to control. On the contrary, mares, and especially stallions, can 
be a problem even for experienced horsemen. That fact alone speaks 
a lot about Pazyryk people’s attitude to the need of efficient horse 
control. Any experienced horseman would choose a gelding when 
in need of a stable and reliable mount. Nowadays nearly all urban 
mounted police forces also prefer geldings to other horses. 
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figured evidence starts to show the mentioned above 
“Parthian shot” – it had made its appearance just around 
the ninth century BC.133 While conducting that technique 
the rider had to twist his upper body backwards and 
shoot an arrow at his pursuer. The technique required 
stable seat. Additionally the leg muscles, which helped 
the rider to sit firm and control his horse movements, 
had to endure continuous effort. Moreover, the rider 
had to show complete confidence in his horse’s abilities 
because when facing backwards he had no chance to 
learn what was happening in the front. Therefore, these 
techniques were highly sophisticated and required much 
effort to learn (even from the horsemen brought up in 
the saddle). 

133  About the importance of “Parthian shot” and details of the 
technique, see Drews 2004: 88. See also above note 98 for the details 
of the pictorial evidence and discussion concerning their reliability.

Due to their skills the mounted archers could easily 
encircle and even outflank their enemies. Mounted arch-
ers were also able to escape with ease.134 Furthermore, 
the adaptation of nomadic way of life meant that the 
steppe inhabitants had huge numbers of horses at their 
disposal. These huge herds provided them with many 
fresh remounts and facilitated frequent changes of hors-
es during military raids.135 And with that came mobility 
unseen earlier in the ancient world.136 That military su-
periority and mastered horse riding abilities meant that 

134  See Drews 2004: 89.
135  For example: the Roman historian Ammianus Marcellinus 
(17.12.3) says that Sarmatian raiding parties travelled very quickly, 
mostly thanks to the several spare horses owned by each warrior and 
due to the frequent changes of mounts. 
136  See Drews 2004: 91.

Fig. 4. “Pazyryk style” saddles with en-
larged wooden (?) closers on terracotta figu-
rines representing horses used by guardsmen 
of the first emperor of China, about 220 BC 
(phot. John Williams and Saul Peckham, after 
Portal 2008: 17).

Fig. 5. Fragment of a golden buckle 
from Peter the Great’s Siberian collection - 
State Hermitage, Sankt Petersburg (after 
Вайнштейн & Крюков 1984: 122 fig. 6). It 
shows a “Pazyryk style” saddle with two cush-
ions positioned alongside the spine. Please 
note the straps hanging beneath the closers 
(these are the functional predecessors of 
later Roman “triplet straps”) and the “Cossack 
style” of girth strap attachment.
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the steppe dwellers became a menace for the settled 
inhabitants of the “fertile crescent”.

   In the first half of the first millennium BC eastern Eu-
rope, Anatolia and Mesopotamia were suffering from the 
Cimmerian137 and Scythian raids. The written accounts 
– connected with the early history of the Scythians – pre-
serve memories about some of these devastating raids 
(particularly about these that ravaged Assyrian territo-
ries). The Scythians were known to Assyrians as “ishkuza 
or ashkuza”, they began to raid ancient Mesopotamia at 
the end of the seventh century BC led by their king Ish-
pakai. Relations about these depredations are preserved 
in cuneiform documents.138 Later, under the lead of their 
king Partatua, who married a daughter of Assyrian king 
Essarhaddon, they became Assyria’s allies and undertook 
a march across Mesopotamia, Syria and Palestine into 
Egypt. Yet, the Scythians betrayed Assyria and formed 
a coalition with Medes and Babylonians. Herodotus left 
a description of their activities: “Scythians ruled Asia 
for 28 years and devastated everything through their 
violence and overindulgence. They laid everybody under 
tribute but as if that were not enough they raided and 
robbed everything each people had”.139

It is also noteworthy that these raids occurred hun-
dreds of years after the appearance of true battle horse 
riding. Moreover, it has been suggested that steppe no-
mads mastered horse riding in the very beginning of the 
first millennium BC.140 At this point we can recall a symp-

137  In Europe the traces of these Cimmerian raids and subsequent 
Cimmerian infiltration as well can be seen in the form of clearly 
defined horizon of finds connected with steppe riding culture. The 
so-called “Cimmerian horizon” should be dated to the tenth-ninth 
centuries BC, see Chochorowski 1992: 16–17; 1993: 203 and map 1, 
267–272; 2014: 9–12. The most dramatic trace of these raids comes 
from the fortified settlement of Stillfried, Austria, where a skull of 12 
years old girl was found, she was killed by several blows of a Cimme-
rian dagger, see Chochorowski 1993: 219–221 fig. 46.
138  About these early Scythian raids, see Melyukova 1995: 28.
139  Hdt. 1. 106. English translation after that quoted in: Melyukova 
1995: 28.
140  According to Drews (2004: 84), who recalls opinions of many 
Soviet and Russian scientists, the true horse riding appeared among 

tomatic analogy from the history of Texas. In the year 
1840 a huge Comanche raiding party, numbering several 
hundred warriors and seeking revenge for the atrocities 
committed during the so-called Council House Fight in 
San Antonio, attacked Victoria and after being repulsed 
they rode off in search for a softer target. Finally they 
sacked Lonville – then an important port on the Atlan-
tic coast.141 During the raid they had stolen hundreds 
of horses and mules. It is noteworthy that the raid oc-
curred ages after the Comanche tribes learned about 
horse riding. The same could have happened with the 
Eurasian steppe dwellers. The needed hundreds of years 
to become expert horsemen and raiders. They also had 
to acquire necessary knowledge about the easy Mesopo-
tamian targets, waiting to be plundered.

To cope with the Scythian raids the ancient Assyrians 
had to develop a strong cavalry arm. That dynamic cav-
alry development Assyrian state owed to the   constant 
conflicts with its eastern neighbours. Efforts undertaken 
to impose control over the mountainous territories of 
Zagros forced the Assyrians to accept fighting styles used 
by the Medes and Persians, who inhabited the Iranian 
plateau.142 Therefore, the Assyrian had to travel lightly 
armed, imitating the Iranian nomadic horsemen fighting 
styles. In these specific circumstances the Assyrian incur-
sions resembled plundering raids. As a result, many Irani-
an settlements were mercilessly sacked and burned. Dur-
ing the reign of the king Tiglath-pileser III (745–727 BC) 
one of these expeditions thrust deeply into Iranian ter-
ritory and reached as far as the mount Demavend near 
the present-day Tehran.

the steppe dwellers around the very beginning of the first millennium 
BC after the end of the Bronze Age. Similar view was expressed in: 
Bashilov & Yablonsky 1995: xi, who dated that phenomenon to the 
end of second millennium BC or to the very end of the Bronze Age.
141  For the story of the Council House Fight and the Great Raid of 
the year 1840, see Meed & Smith 2003: 24–27. See also pages 4 and 
8–9 for the description of the Comanche horses and date of their 
arrival in the Comanche territory.
142  About the influence of these anti Iranian raids on the devel-
opment of the Assyrian cavalry arm, see Healy & McBride 1991: 21.

Fig. 6. “Pazyryk style” saddles: a – from the famous Chertomlyk vase (internet: http://www.liveinternet.ru/community/geo_
club/post251024480/ – access 26.03.2017); b – reconstructed saddle from Pazyryk barrow no. 3 (after Stepanova 2016: 14 fig. 13).

ba
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In these raids were engaged numerous cavalry de-
tachments and, perhaps, chariot units. As these cavalry 
units sometimes numbered more than a thousand war-
riors, it was necessary to organize a constant and steady 
supply of remounts. Assyrian kings understood this need 
well and quite often demanded herds of horses as trib-
ute from the conquered peoples. They also organized 
expeditions to acquire large quantities of these animals. 
Special officers, called “musarkisu”, were appointed to 
that task. They were responsible for securing steady 
supply of remounts. One may recognize how important 
the task was by the fact that these officials were super-
vised directly by the monarch, without interference of 
provincial governors. All horses finally found their way 
into the royal arsenals called “ekal masharti”. Here the 
acquired animals were subjected to arduous training – 
as well as their future riders.143 The long term effects 
of these activities, however, were quite unexpected. 
The lands of northern Mesopotamia and western Iran 
accumulated large herds of animals of various origins. 
Soon they began to interbreed with each other. All 
horse breeders are well aware about the fact that the 
offspring of individual animals differing in built, constitu-
tion and origins generally grows higher than their par-
ents.144 No doubt, in ancient Assyria the horse breeders 
tried to use that rule. However, we should bear in mind 
that it is quite difficult to determine the exact size of As-
syrian war horses, as we can only use figured evidence. 
Some scholars claim that these animals were of size of 
a small Arabian horse.145 Others point out that these ani-
mals grew over time.146 The relief from Nineveh North 
Palace, now in British Museum, shows horses from the 
royal chariot led by grooms. 147 From the proportions 
of the sculpted figures we can judge that the animals 
shown there were quite big. But these particular ani-
mals could have been an exception, as the horses from 
the monument were chosen to pull the royal hunting 
chariot of king Assurbanipal. The other animals appear-

143  See Healy & McBride 1991: 21 and Deszö 2012: 87 for the de-
scription of the Assyrian remount supply system.
144  That phenomenon is caused by the heterosis effect, more 
strictly by the hybrid vigour or outbreeding enhancement effect, see 
Prawocheński 2010: 497. According to modern science, phenotypic 
variation is determined by interaction between genetic and environ-
mental variations, see Charon & Świtoński 2006: 179–180. Nowa-
days we use genetic markers to predict breeding results. Assyrian 
knowledge in that matter was based on individual experiences and 
the cross-breeding was purely intuitive. Actually, Davis (1989: 39–40) 
had made references to medieval methods of horse breeding during 
which human role was limited. Yet, in order to obtain higher animals, 
such as medieval war destriers, selection methods were needed and 
stallions should have been separated from mares in order to avoid 
uncontrolled mating, see Davis 1989: 41. The establishment of special 
“musarkisu” supervisors can suggest that such sophisticated breeding 
system had been already known to ancient Assyrians.
145  Clutton Brock 1992: 80.
146  Littauer & Crouwel 1979: 111.
147  Collins et al. 2012: 112–113.

ing in the figured evidence in fact resembled modern 
Arabian horses.148 

We should also bear in mind that several genera-
tions and many years of experience were needed until 
the desired feature could have been considered stable. 
The situation was further complicated by another fac-
tor: the majority of the animals available at the time 
was not particularly high at the withers. But thanks to 
the work of the Assyrian kings their successors – the 
Persian kings of kings – were able to breed the first big 
warhorses.149

Anyone familiar with the basic hipological knowledge 
would easily recognize the fact that the Assyrian horses 
shown in their bas-reliefs more closely resemble mod-
ern Arab breeds. As far as now, it is very difficult to ver-
ify the size of these animals by archaeological methods. 
But still they look like modern oriental horses with their 
slender backs and long legs. On the contrary, the Persian 
horses, clearly visible on the Persepolis Apadana great 
frieze, are shown with short massive legs and short 
necks.150 Their heavy and stocky appearance gives them 
a look similar to modern draught animals or primitive 
horse races at best. To make the matter more compli-
cated the chargers sculpted at Persepolis are shown – in 
fact – as a tribute from the nomadic tribes who lived 
beyond the Persian borders. But the horses recovered 
from the Pazyryk burials looked quite different: these 
resembled modern Akhal-Teke breed or modern Mon-
gol ponies.151 Therefore, it is quite possible that the art-
ists working with the Apadana reliefs used real Persian 
horses for their models. And what these horses have in 
common with the Assyrian breed? Well, it is quite pos-
sible that they are a result of intensive cross breeding 
in which the Persians used oriental and steppe races. 

The rise of new aggressive power, with so many dif-
ferent lands and diverse landscapes within its borders 
in which so many different horses were kept, gave the 
Persians an ability to breed the first large mounts. In or-
der to obtain such remarkable results the ancient “stud 
managers” should have used the heterosis effect and 
artificial, tough intuitive, selection methods. However, 
the testimony of ancient authors is somewhat confusing. 
Some ancient historians wrote that at the beginning of 
its very existence the Persian monarchy was not a place 
suitable for horse breeding. Mountainous and only rarely 
dotted by oases Persia was deprived of good pasture-
lands. According to Herodotus, army of the first Persian 
monarch Cyrus the Great (reigned 550–530 BC) had even 
made a mass use of camels in order to resist the superior 
cavalry of Croesus, king of Lydia.152 That was done be-
cause unaccustomed horses cannot cope with the view 

148  Haddow 2016: 33.
149  These were the famous Nesean chargers, see Hyland 1990a: 15.
150  Hyland 1990a: 15.
151  Rudenko 1970: 50.
152  Hdt. 1. 80.
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and smell of camels and elephants. But after the con-
quest of rich Anatolian pasturelands in Lydia and Cilicia 
the situation had changed radically. On these pastures 
the Persians soon began to cross the primitive stocky 
steppe horses with the lightly built oriental ones. The 
stocky horses of the Scythians and desert swift runners 
of the Levant gave rise to a new breed, to the famous 
in ancient world Nesean horses (the name comes from 
the great Nesean plain in Media). As it can be judged on 
the basis of a number of old representations, these ani-
mals were characterized by a great height (as for the an-
cient conditions). These animals stood about 155 cm at 
the withers and were characterized by massive built.153 
Hence a monopoly on high horses gave the Persian cav-
alry a significant advantage.

According to the testimony of Herodotus, the most 
important weapon used by the Persians was the bow, 
tough spears and daggers were also used.154 Persian 
horsemen usually used composite bows. These had 
characteristics common with earlier Assyrian angu-
lar bows, but were also influenced by Scythian ideas, 
as they resembled the well known shape of Cupid’s 
weapon, though they were not so deeply curved.155 
Simple wooden bows were also used – but not by the 
cavalry. According to pictorial evidence, the wooden 
or bone nocking points were often beautifully carved, 
giving them the shape of duck heads. Tree-leaf Persian 
arrowheads were usually cast in bronze.156 Usually ar-
rowheads were given a cast bronze socket in order to 
secure their position on the end of the arrow shaft, 
though other examples had tangs. They resembled in 
appearance the more familiar products of the Scyth-
ians. Interestingly, just like in case of the Scythians, the 
bow case and the arrow quiver formed a single pack 
that was usually worn on the right side. The Greeks 
called it gorytos.157 

The Persians also used battle axes.158 The effective-
ness of that particular weapon may be illustrated by an 
episode that happened during the river Granicus battle 
in the year 334 BC. At that time the Persian mounted 
warriors for the first time clashed with the Macedonian 
elite companion cavalry. According to Arrian, during the 
attack personally led by Alexander the Great a ferocious 

153  See Head & Scollins 1992: 46 for the sketches of Apadana re-
liefs on which such massive built horses are clearly visible. However, 
they are shown offered as tribute from the northern nomadic tribes, 
so these animals could not have been “Persian” at all. See Hyland 
1990a: 15 for the description of the Nesean breed. See Hdt. 9. 20 
for the name of the breed. See also Head & Scollins 1992: 34 for the 
iconography of other Persian horsemen.
154  See Hdt. 7. 61.
155  Loades 2016: 12.
156  See Head & Scollins 1992: 26 fig. 13 for the Persian archery 
equipment.
157 The ancient Greek world γωρυτός appears in so many texts that 
is useless to mention them here.
158  See Head & Scollins 1992: 29 fig. 16 and 47 fig. 32 for battle 
axes.

axe blow smashed the helmet on the head of the Mac-
edonian king. The  king’s life was saved only by the swift 
intervention of his friend, Cleitus (Kleitos) called “the 
black”, who managed to cut off Alexander’s opponent’s 
hand.159

The Persian mounted warriors were also accustomed 
to the use of short daggers160 and short javelins.161 The 
latter were usually made   of cornel wood. Over time 
that particular weapon began to displace even bows. 
That may be an indication of the fact that the quality 
of bow training dropped considerably over years. Yet, 
the famous Greek historian and officer Xenophon con-
sidered these cornel javelins to be more effective than 
the ordinary long spears of the Greek cavalry. According 
to his opinion, Persian palta (as the weapon was called) 
offered the users a great advantage because they were 
more manageable and less prone to break than the long 
spears of the Greek cavalry. Xenophon’s opinion was not 
without value, as it was influenced by real events. At the 
battle of Daskyleion in the 396 year BC the Persian horse-
men easily defeated their opponents because the Greek 
spears broke as easy as matchsticks.162 But later the 
things changed. In the times of Alexander the Great the 
Persian horsemen armed with these short javelins were 
not able to withstand the fierce attacks of the Macedo-
nians, who used longer cavalry lances. The Graeco-Ro-
man historian Arrian believes that the difference in the 
length of shafted weapons caused the Persian defeat.163 
Remarkable, some Macedonian horsemen were also able 
to break their weapons when engaged in hand-to-hand 
fighting. But one have to remember that the long Mace-
donian cavalry spears were usually made   of cornel wood, 
while the earlier Greeks spears were made of ash (as it 
was frequently mentioned in Homer).164 Perhaps spears 
made   of cornel wood were more resistant to breaking. 
Diodorus says that in preparations before the decisive 
battle with Alexander the Great the Persian Great King 

159  See Arr. Anab. 1. 15; see also Plut. Alex. 16.
160  See Sekunda & Chew 1992: 20 for Persian short akinakes sword 
from the Oxford Ashmolean Museum collection. On the same page 
can be seen a photograph of a wooden akinakes scabbard found in 
Egypt. For Persian swords, see also Head & Scollins 1992: 28 fig. 15. 
A beautiful golden akinakes from Metropolitan Museum of Art is also 
shown in: Sekunda & Chew 1992: 56. Yet, it is worth mentioning that 
swords and axes were not used by all Persian cavalrymen. According 
to pictorial evidence from Athenian vases some Persian riders used 
only lassoes, see Sekunda & Chew 1992: 21.
161  See Head & Scollins 1992: 29 fig. 16 for javelin heads.
162  See Xen. Hell. 3. 4. 13–14 for the performance of Persian cavalry 
at Daskyleion. See also Sekunda & Chew 1992: 25 for further com-
mentaries on Persian palta.
163  Arr. Anab. 1. 15.
164  On the other hand, ash spear shafts were durable and resistant 
to breaking, see Sekunda & Hook (2000: 13–14) for commentaries on 
the ancient Greek hoplite spear shafts and experiments, carried out 
in London in AD 1668, which had proven that ash is the best suitable 
material for pike making. Yet, it is worth mentioning that during these 
experiments cornel spear shafts were not tested.
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Darius ordered his cavalry to change their weapons.165 
As a result, on the eve of the battle of Gaugamela some 
Persian mounted warriors received long spears based on 
the models used by the Macedonians. But, as these war-
riors lacked proper training, it helped them nothing.

The ancient Persians were among the first who began 
to adopt the real saddles. Although the majority of Per-
sian horsemen continued to ride sitting on ordinary blan-
kets, the elite had begun to use a new type of saddles, 
similar to the described earlier Scythian ones. The Per-
sians probably get familiar with these inventions through 
intensive contacts with their northern neighbours. 

The rapid development of heavy cavalry that oc-
curred on the lands of the Achaemenid monarchy in the 
fourth century BC was responsible for the adaptation 
of the new saddle patterns coming directly from the 
steppe cultural zone. As one might expect, the develop-
ment of heavy cavalry had caused an increased demand 
for saddles that could provide the rider a more secure, 
stable seat and better weight distribution. But cavalry 
protected by scale armour had been in use since the 
Assyrian times. Yet, the Persians simply carried more 
scales. Interestingly, the Persian warriors often wore 
the some garment covers over their scale corselets in 
order to obtain protection from the sun heat. It often 
mislead theirs potential adversaries, who after seeing 
the Persian cavalry mistakenly assumed that they are 
dealing with poorly equipped opponents. But the trick 
sometimes failed. Here one can recall a relation about 
the battle of Platea (479 BC) in which Herodotus quoted 
a description of the Persian cavalry commander’s death: 
“the horse of Masistios, speeding ahead of others, was 
injured by an arrow hit at the side, reared because of 
pain and threw off his master. When Masistios fell the 
Athenians hastly pressed upon him. Soon they catched 
the horse and killed the rider, though he tried to fight 
with them and at first they could not cope with him. 
That happened because he was armoured: underneath 
he had a scale covered golden armour and on top of it 
he carried a purple tunic. Therefore, how long they tried 
to hit him through his armour they could not achieve 
anything, until one understood the ruse and stabbed 
him at the eye”.166 It is hardly a surprise that some Athe-
nians in the heat of battle could not see the armour be-
neath such cover. Interestingly, some pictorial sources 
from the time continue to show the Persians clad only 
in simple jackets, but one cannot be fooled by their ap-
pearance: in reality these warriors definitely were hid-
ing a solid armour underneath their garments.

Just at that time the first really big war horses – the 
Nesean chargers – made their appearance in the an-
cient Persia. It was a revolutionary change. Although in 
the ancient times people were a bit shorter than today, 
these problems were generally caused by malnutri-

165  Diod. Sic. 17. 53.
166  Hdt. 9. 22. Author’s translation.

tion and low protein diet, yet an average rider of those 
times should weigh slightly less than eighty kilograms. 
But contemporary armour was made from thick bronze 
scales and, therefore, from relatively heavy material. 
The majority of small horses were able to carry a rider 
wearing a short and light cuirass that protected only 
the torso with relative ease, but any additional load 
must have caused trouble. The introduction of larger 
horses changed much. As a result, the Persians began 
to increase the size and weight of armour: on many 
Greek vases some depictions of Amazons can be seen167 
and a few of these female warriors are shown wearing 
trousers with sewn on bronze scales. As the Hellenic 
artists quite often had shown the Amazons in Persian 
dress, there is no doubt that the similar scaled leggings 
were also used in the Achaemenid monarchy. As can be 
judged from the few surviving images, the Persians also 
used rigid armour attached somehow to the saddles, de-
signed to protect the legs.168 Perhaps they were made 
of bronze scales or long metal straps – called lamellae - 
usually sewn on a stiff backing.169 About these Persian 
new leg armour wrote the Greek historian Xenophon 
recommending their use.170 Logic suggests that these 
structures had to be attached directly to the saddle. It 
appears that these pieces of equipment were mounted 
on a kind of rigid frame. And only the saddles made like 
the well-known Pazyryk examples could provide a sta-
ble support for these covers. Hypothetically, each cover 
could have been attached to the extended wooden 
plate, similar to those which in Pazyryk saddles served 
as pillow endings. Therefore, it should be no surprise 
that the ancient Persians have copied the designs used 
by the Scythians.171

At these times the horses also received special breast-
plates and chamfrons. The armour that protected the an-
imal’s chest was usually made from bronze scales sewn 
on leather or felt backing.  In Babylon a clay tablet was 
found in the archives of the banking house. It contained 
an agreement between certain Gadal-lama and a bank-
ing family Murashu. The agreement concerned financ-
ing of an equipment set required for the cavalry trooper 

167  See Sekunda & Chew 1992: 28.
168  For further details and descriptions of the heavily armed Persian 
cavalry, see Sekunda & Chew 1992: 25–26 and Head & Scollins 1992: 
35–37. Both works contain also a sample of pictorial sources which 
can provide useful information about the appearance of these newly 
created Persian heavy cavalrymen.
169  Actually, Curtius Rufus writes about cavalry in lamellar armour, 
see Curt. 4. 9. 3: “Equitibus equisque tegumenta erant ex ferreis lam-
minis serie inter se conexis: quis antea praeter iacula nihil dederat, 
scuta gladiique adiciebantur – riders and horses, who had the coat of 
armour made of iron plates fastened to each other in rows; to whom 
earlier he gave nothing but javelins now shields and swords were giv-
en” – author’s translation.
170  Xen. Eq. 12. 9.
171  Actually, the Idea of leg scale defence use came from the no-
madic world. Many deposits recovered from Scythian barrows con-
tain such items, see Cernenko et al. 1996: 3, 33–34.
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service. Gadal-lama, a descendant of the Jewish exiles, 
together with the other partners leased the king’s land 
and that imposed upon him the obligation to serve in the 
cavalry. The man agreed to fulfil his duty only when the 
partners would cover the costs of his equipment. The 
equipment included two shields, a pair of heavy spears, 
bow and arrows, and most likely an iron breastplate de-
signed for a horse.172 So, thanks to the occurrence of this 
confusing situation the first detailed information about 
the ancient horse armour came to us.

However, the increasing size of horses gave rise to 
new problems. At speed rider’s upper body moves like 
a pendulum: forwards and backwards. This movement is 
forced by the action of horse limbs and body and by the 
mount’s movements. These swinging moves cause some 
difficulties in the absence of stirrups because securing 
stable position on the horse’s back requires more effort, 
especially from these parts of the leg muscles which are 
responsible for maintaining balance in the saddle. But 
that phenomenon does not cause too much difficulty 
even for the less experienced riders. However, the situ-
ation changes dramatically when one is burdened with 
the weight of armour. The increase in weight of the rid-
er’s upper body usually transfers the centre of gravity 
a little higher and a little more forward. It is well known 
that an increase in weight of the pendulum and the si-
multaneous extension of the arm causes the longer de-
flection. Under these conditions the same thing could 
have happened with the body of the rider. That particu-
lar phenomenon in battle conditions not only increases 
the effort of leg muscles173 but also affects stability of 
the rider. That is particularly important in horse archery 
or during the javelin throwing. Although the majority of 
small horses move in a trembling, awkward trot, their 
canter, due to their short legs, is extremely soft. When 
moving at canter the rider’s body is subjected to lesser 
overload. One can imagine that this feature greatly in-
creased the chance of hitting the target during javelin 
throwing. 

Yet, the situation changes radically when the rider 
has to ride on a taller horse. Interestingly, a similar 
phenomenon was also observed by people who prac-
ticed a traditional Japanese sport – horse archery, the 
so-called yabusame.174 Nowadays, the increase in size 

172  See Ebeling 1952: 203–213 and Head & Scollins 1992: 35.
173  See Hyland 1993: 46: „For a competent horseman, riding bare-
back on a reasonably smooth-gaited horse in a direct line or even in an 
intricate pattern involving numerous shallow turns is relatively simple, 
once he is encumbered with weapons and armour the picture changes. 
Apart from greaves and thigh guards, and because of the weight of 
the shield, all the additional unevenly distributed weight is borne by 
the rider’s torso. The majority of rider falls are brought about by the 
loss of balance, too late to be rectified, and which emanates from the 
upper body displacement”.
174  On the size of the Samurai horses, see Mitsuo & Kruit 2000: 19. 
On page 22 the authors quoted the following commentary: “In the Ka-
makura period the horses were smaller and less fast than today, mak-
ing modern yabusame much harder”. See also Gawroński 2003: 72–73. 

of horses bred in Japan causes some problems. Due to 
that phenomenon it is more difficult to maintain a sta-
ble position in the saddle during the shot. Today’s horse 
archers have greater difficulty in obtaining results com-
parable with the achievements of their ancestors. This 
happens due to the fact that during the Kamakura and 
Muromachi periods (thirteenth to the sixteenth centu-
ries AD) the samurai used smaller horses, similar to the 
modern Kiso breed. If we did not know the rigorous and 
painstaking training methods accompanying the study 
of yabusame, we would argue that in our days it is just 
a sport and in the past championship in this area was 
decisive and critical for survival. However, in this case 
we have to blame the horses because during the quick 
ride on a higher mount archer’s body is subjected to 
greater stress. Yet, extreme caution is required when 
such distant analogies are used. One author had made 
a following statement about the abilities of the samu-
rai horses: “Being short, and stubby of leg, Japanese 
horses were incapable of great speed. An experiment by 
Japan’s NHK public television network in 1980 revealed 
that the war pony carrying a rider in full armour could 
never surpass a speed of 9 km/h (5.6mph). For this test, 
a pony of 130 cm (4ft 3in) was selected, weighing 350 
kg  (770lb). A total of 95 kg (204lb) of weight was added, 
with 45 kg (99lb) accounting for armour and saddle, and 
55 kg (110lb) accounting for the weight of the rider. This 
poor mount, at its fastest, cantered (kake-ashi) but could 
not sustain such a pace long before dropping into trot 
(haya-ashi), Tellingly, the word canter most commonly 
describes horses in battle, with references to gallop (shi-
kku) appearing very rarely”.175 At first glance such state-
ment stands in clear contradiction to the good opinions 
about the smaller horses quoted above. Yet, these good 
opinions concerned mostly endurance riding and their 
unsurpassed carrying capabilities, but not speed. There-
fore, the smaller pony sized horses could offer excellent 
services when they were expected to carry their riders 
for long distances, but when the real fighting should 
have been done their performance could have been 
quite disappointing, at least in some occasions. 

For these reasons the majority of ancient and medie-
val warriors preferred higher horses, which are faster due 
to the longer legs and extended stride. Taller horses can 
also move at a gallop without tiring so fast. But then the 
riders had to cope with the “pendulum effect”. In ancient 
Persia the desire to eliminate that negative phenomenon 
forced the further development in saddlery technology. 
As the rider’s hips had to touch the above mentioned 
rigid covers, their construction not only protected them 
from unpleasant contacts with the horse’s withers, just 
as did the Assyrian goat skins, but provided a more sta-
ble seat. At this stage the further increase of stability 
could only have been achieved by increasing the height 
of the cantle. But this could not have been done without 

175  After Conlan 2008: 35–36.
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the use of a new, stiffer material – wood. For this stage 
of evolution the Persian cavalrymen had to wait a little 
longer because the development of the Persian empire 
was brutally interrupted by Alexander the Great and his 
ever victorious Macedonians. 

Yet, just before the Macedonian conquest the ancient 
Persians succeeded in inventing the first true heavy cav-
alry. The saddles, which provided a secure seat, were 
a necessary prerequisite for the introduction of mounted 
heavy shock troops. The improvements in horse breed-
ing, which gave the Persians access to taller and faster 
horses, were also equally important. The introduction of 
heavy cavalry required heavier and bigger mounts. And 
indeed, the famous Nesean chargers were specially cre-
ated for that purpose and in time even increased their 
size. According to one Chinese source, some of these fa-
mous Persian horses, or more precisely their later Parthi-
an descendants, reached even 160 cm at the withers.176

If anyone can even talk about any ancient protoplasts 
of medieval knights the Persian noble horsemen could 
easily claim the title. After the defeats suffered from the 
hands of the Greeks the predatory wars have stopped 
and the Achaemenid empire became the scene of con-
stant conflicts for power, often resolved with the help 
of arms. Proud and brave, Persian nobles were soon in-
volved in a variety of dynastic struggles. In these spe-
cific circumstances defeat and destruction of an enemy 
army usually did not achieved any decisive results. Only 
death, capture, or capitulation of one of the pretenders 
was able to end such conflict. Quite often these strug-
gles were resolved by a duel between rivals. Ctesias of 
Cnidus, a Greek physician involved in treatment of Per-
sian rulers, had left us a few descriptions of such encoun-
ters. Usually such duels were fought on horseback with 
the help of cornel javelins. Interestingly, the most com-
monly reported injury came in the form of stab wounds 
inflicted in the thighs. Of course, the fighters sought to 
take maximum advantage of the cover provided by hel-
mets, cuirasses and scaled leggings. Typically, the two ri-
vals were also accompanied by a pair of similarly armed 
“squires”.177

176  See Hyland 1996: 18, 172 note 4: where reference is made to 
testimony from Yang K’uan-Chun-Kuo Li-Tai Ch’in-yu-Kao (A Study of 
the History of Measures). The reference is quoted after Creel 1965: 
647–72.  Yet, it is quite difficult to verify the reliability of that infor-
mation, as all “western” horses, in comparison to the smaller Chinese 
ponies, were obviously described as much bigger, see Creel 1965: 
655–656: “the horses of distant land, usually to the West or North, 
and even of their nomadic enemies near at hand [were] quite frankly, 
superior”. Moreover, recent research shows that even the late me-
dieval destriers, according to the measurements taken at the Royal 
Armoury at Leeds, had little more than 15 hh at the withers (about 
150 cm), see Hyland 1998: 9–10. Therefore, the 160 cm mentioned by 
the Chinese source seems to be an exaggeration, as even the use of 
heavy late medieval armour required smaller war horses. 
177  See Xen. Anab. 1. 8. 3 and 5 for the description of Persian 
mounted “knights”. See also Sekunda & Chew 1992: 22 for the discus-
sion on the connection between the newly created Persian armoured 

The most famous clash of this kind took place at 
Cunaxa in the year 401 BC. At that time the army of 
Cyrus the Younger, then a pretender to the throne 
of the King of Kings, faced another army led by his 
brother Artaxerxes. Despite the initial success of the 
Greek mercenaries, Cyrus decided to attack person-
ally the positions of his brother, probably intending 
to fight the usual duel. Without a helmet, one might 
say: “with an open visor”, surrounded only by his 
bodyguard he threw himself into the fray and died. 
Ten thousand Greek mercenaries, meanwhile, had 
time to defeat the army of Artaxerxes, but the bat-
tle was lost due to the death of the pretender.178

That peculiar way of fighting, however, resulted 
in rapid development of heavy cavalry tactics. In time 
a few groups of mounted “squires” turned into massive 
armoured columns. According to the information about 
the battle of Daskyleion provided by the passage in Xeno-
phon, such columns could have been extremely deep: 
“Greek horsemen being drawn up four deep like a pha-
lanx, and the barbarians with a front of not more than 
twelve, but many men deep”.179 As the Persian cavalry 
usually went to battle drawn in such oblong or square 
formations and since the Persians have used the decimal 
system for management of their military organization,180 
it is quite possible that the front of such unit sometimes 
consisted of the same number of riders as the side. At 
least some units, which theoretically numbered one hun-
dred riders, were drawn in formation with a front line 
made up of ten men and ten ranks deep. 

The above-mentioned Daskyleion skirmish had been 
won just by using this modern tactics. Quite often ar-
moured cavalry was assisted by another “wunderwaffe” 
from the arsenal of Persian kings: the Achaemenid army 
used four horse drawn chariots armed with long sickle-
shaped blades. According to the Roman historian Quin-
tus Curtius Rufus these vehicles looked quite impressive 
as: “from the end of the drawbar projected iron-headed 
spears and on the both sides of the horse team three 
scythes were attached; between the spokes of the wheels 
many blades protruded, and to the wheel rims scythed 
blades were attached, oriented upwards or lowered to 
the ground, they had to cut everything on the path of the 
running horses”. 181

saddles, the duels fought with palta javelins and the testimony of 
Ctesias of Cnidus.
178  See Xen. Anab. 1. 8 and the relation of Ctesias of Cnidus, quoted 
in Plut. Art. 9–16, for the detailed description of the battle of Cunaxa.
179  Xen. Hell. 3. 4. 13 – translation after quoted in: Koolen 2012: 96.
180  See Sekunda & Chew 1992: 5 for the description of the Persian 
decimal army organization.
181  See Curt. 4. 9. 4–5: “Ex summo temone hastae praefixae ferro 
eminebant, utrimque a iugo ternos direxerant gladios, inter radios 
rotarum plura spicula eminebant in adversum, aliae deinde falces 
summissae rotarum orbibus haerebant et aliae in terram demissae, 
quidquid obvium concitatis equis fuisset, amputaturae” – author’s 
translation. 
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These scythed chariots [fig. 7a-c] were the first seri-
ous attempt to exploit the intimidating potential of the 
upcoming charge of mighty horses clad in armour and 
thundering vehicles, with shining blades cutting the air...  
Nevertheless, all the splendour of these chariots cannot 
hide the fact that these weapons were invented for one 
purpose: to deliver a crushing charge into the ranks of un-
disciplined infantry. That experience certainly helped in 
development of anti-infantry cavalry. However, we should 
add that our understanding of these vehicles is based 
mainly on the Oxus treasure golden model [fig. 7b],182 as 
the famous Issus mosaic from Pompeii is less informative. 

182  About the golden chariot from the Oxus treasure: Curtis 2012: 
28–29.

Sadly, none of these sources shows scythed blades, so we 
have to rely on our imagination [fig. 7c].

That particular passage in Curtius183 and the men-
tioned above admiration for the Persian inventions, 

183  See, for example, the following passage to recognize admira-
tion that the Roman historian had for these impressive vehicles:”Ipse 
ante se falcatos currus habebat, quos signo dato universos in hostem 
effudit. Ruebant laxatis habenis aurigae, quo plures nondum satis 
proviso impetu obtererent. Alios ergo hastae multum ultra temonem 
eminentes, alios ab utroque latere demissae falces laceravere – He 
had placed in front before him chariots armed with curved blades, 
which, after the signal was given, all had to charge at the enemy. They 
dashed into the sway at full speed because the charioteers used loose 
reins, so many were trampled down by a fast, surprise attack. Some 
were killed by numerous spears that projected in front of the draught 

Fig. 7. Persian chariots: a – cylinder seal with the representation of hunting king Darius; b – Oxus treasure golden model;  
c- possible reconstruction of the appearance of a scythed chariot (after Head & Scollins 1992: 45 fig. 31).

b

a

c
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clearly visible in Xenophon’s writings, can be taken as 
evidence for the fact that eastern horse riding styles had 
a great influence on their opponents, especially on the 
equestrian culture of the Greeks and Macedonians. It 
is worth nothing that it turned out that all these clever 
developments become useless in confrontation with the 
Alexander’s war machine. Greek, and later Macedonian, 
horsemanship developed in different conditions and in 
a different way, but some ideas were clearly borrowed 
from the east.

In the majority of states of the ancient Greece the 
beginnings of cavalry were inevitably connected with 
the creation of the new social phenomenon – with the 
establishment of the city-state. The bronze age Myce-
naean charioteers were, perhaps, well accustomed with 
the matters of horse riding,184 but in the ancient Greece 
the true battlefield cavalry made its first appearance in 
the archaic period.185 Since the horse upkeep and main-
tenance required considerable resources the creation 
of regular cavalry formations was inevitably connected 
with the rise of aristocracies or oligarchies, which had 
great influence on politics in so many Greek city states 
throughout the archaic period.186 As a result, in the clas-
sical period many Hellenic city states could field consid-
erable cavalry force.187 

Yet, horse riding is not the first thing that comes into 
mind when one thinks about the warfare in ancient 
Greece. And indeed some scholars are convinced that 
in archaic and (to some degree) in classical times the 
majority of battles were fought and won by hoplite in-
fantry alone.188 During the archaic period a specific way 

poles, the others were cut to pieces by sickles protruding downward on 
both sides” (Curt. 4. 15. 3 – author’s translation). It is worth mention-
ing that Curtius, as an educated Roman gentleman, was fully aware 
about the poor performance of these vehicles that they had made 
not only at Gaugamela but also at Magnesia and at Chaeronea in 
Sulla’s times. Yet, these weapons were exotic, strange and therefore 
deserved good opinion.
184  Greenhalgh 1973: 45–47.
185  Anderson 1961: 13; Drews 2004: 83; see also Gaebel 2002: 
58–9. Yet, Gaebel argues that “it is perhaps unlikely that by 500 cav-
alry played an important military role anywhere south of Thessaly, 
where cavalry traditionally dominated, but there can be little doubt 
that there were aristocratic cavalrymen on the battlefields in some 
states, if not in Athens”.
186  See Sidnell 2006: 24. The lack of wealthy aristocracies and the 
absence of good pasturelands caused the abolishment of cavalry in 
many Peloponnesian city-states, see Sidnell 2006: 28. Yet, it is quite 
possible that Sparta resigned to keep cavalry forces due to the ideo-
logical reasons, as  the Spartans desired absolute equality among 
their citizens, see Worley 1994: 26.
187  See Gaebel 2002: 59 on development of cavalry forces in clas-
sical Greece.
188  Some historians are convinced that the introduction of hoplite 
phalanx made cavalry useless during the land pitched battles, espe-
cially during the archaic period, as no one wanted to risk impaling his 
precious mount on hoplite spears, see Hanson 1989: 183. Such ap-
proach has been challenged recently by Spence (1993: 105–108), who 
emphasizes the role of psychological intimidating aspects of the cav-
alry charge. Similar opinions were expressed by Worley 1994: 48, 58. 

of fighting appeared: some black figured vases began to 
show mounted warriors riding with a hoplite shield in 
a hand.189 These mounted hoplites are usually accom-
panied by a second figure on a horse. It is quite possible 
that that particular individual acted as a “squire” of the 
senior warrior. Such situation resembles the old Assyrian 
idea of “pairs”. Some figured evidence may suggest that 
the “senior’ hoplites actually dismounted to do actual 
fighting. Such concept has nothing in common with the 
true cavalry. In such case the horses depicted on these 
vases were used only for display of exceptional aristo-
cratic wealth. Not surprisingly, horse was a rare sight in 
the archaic Greece.

Mountainous and rocky, cut by mountain ranges and 
sea bays, mainland Greece was totally unsuitable for 
horse breeding.190 The situation was especially bad in 
the lands of the mountainous Peloponnese. That factor, 
alongside with the unique social structure, was respon-
sible for the fact that the elite bodyguard of the Spartan 
kings, though thanks to the power of tradition still re-
ferred to as hippeis, fought on foot as hoplites.191 Even 
when the Lacedaemonians were forced to create cavalry 
force their evident lack of equestrian traditions was re-
sponsible for their very bad performance at the battle 
of Leuctra in 371 BC (their lack of confidence and very 
sorry lookout was thoroughly described by Xenophon).192 
The situation was even worse on the islands: some had 
no pasturelands at all. Only on the plains of Thessaly, 
and to some degree in Boeotia, good pasturelands were 
available in quantity. Therefore, the people of Thessaly 
preserved respectable traditions of horse breeding. This 
land was also known from cattle rising, so the economic 
model practiced in Thessaly resembled somehow familiar 
stereotypes known from the American wild west. Since 

Furthermore, cavalrymen not only were used as shock weapon to 
shatter hoplite ranks but also to harass infantry formations at a dis-
tance or to attack them from the flanks or rear, see, for example, 
Herodotus’ testimony on battle at Phaleron in 511 BC during which 
the Thessalian allies of Peisistratids: “τοῦτον τὸν χῶρον ἐπῆκαν τῷ 
στρατοπέδῳ τὴν ἵππον· ἐμπεσοῦσα δὲ διέφθειρε ἄλλους τε πολλοὺς 
τῶν Λακεδαιμονίων – then they attacked the Lacedaemonian forces 
with cavalry. These [cavalrymen] after falling on them, killed a great 
number of them (Hdt 5. 63 – author’s translation). From the passage 
is quite clear that the Thessalians have caught the Spartans unaware 
and took them by surprise (for a different view, see Gaebel 2002: 64). 
However, earlier cleaning of the terrain from trees greatly contributed 
to the cavalry success.
189  Greenhalgh 1973: 102–118.
190  Gaebel (2002: 21) made such commentary on pasturelands in 
ancient Greece: “The Greek environment, especially in the central and 
southern parts of the Balkan peninsula, precluded the raising of horses 
in large numbers, as was common on the Eurasian steppe”.
191  Worley 1994: 26; Sidnell 2006: 28.
192  Xen. Hell. 6. 4. 10–11: “The Spartan cavalry at this period was of 
the poorest quality. The rich raised the horses. But it was only at call 
up that the assigned cavalryman appeared. Receiving his horse and 
whatever arms were available the trooper took to the field immediate-
ly. The least physically capable and those without ambition found their 
way into the cavalry” – translation M. Sage (Loeb Classical Library) 
quoted in: Gaebel 2002: 24.
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the work with cattle usually leads to the development of 
excellent and outstanding equestrian skills – such way 
of life was responsible for the creation of specific abili-
ties typical for the Thessalian cavalry. People accustomed 
with horses since childhood, who were able to find in 
a difficult terrain a cattle herd and who could cope with 
the sudden charges of semi-wild bulls,193 were naturally 
prepared for the duties of cavalrymen. It should not be 
a surprise that Thessalian riders (and Thessalian horses 
as well) were praised for their skills in all Greece.194

Due to the insufficient grazing fields the horses bred 
by the ancient Greeks were not of any special size. For 
example: in the town of Salamis in Cyprus a rich burial 
was discovered in which the remains of a chariot and 
bones of several horses were preserved.195 Also a Hel-
lenistic period tolos grave discovered near Pylos at the 
Peloponnese contained the remains of several horses. 
As can be judged on the basis of these finds, among the 
mounts used by the ancient Greeks were the horses of 
short stature of approximately 121 cm at the withers, 
but there were also some larger animals, which stood 
little less than 155 cm. The average height of the horse 
of these times can be estimated at about 147 cm at the 
withers.196 The iconographical evidence can also con-
firm these observations: a very accurate, tough archaic 
in style, Xanthos relief from Lycia shows a horse led by 
a groom. If the groom has been shown correctly to scale 
the horse should have been fifteen hands tall (at the 
withers).197 On the contrary, the Great Parthenon frieze 
from the British Museum shows smaller horses, yet that 
can be a result of the artistic convention, as the animals 
sculpted on the Parthenon carvings “in the real world” 
should have less than eleven hands.198 Other estimations 
about the size of ancient Greek horses differ only in mi-
nor details.199 

Numerous representations in Hellenic art can help in 
reconstructing the appearance of Greek horses. The con-
stitution of these horses resembled other oriental types: 

193  In the Roman times during the gladiatorial games one kind of 
spectacle was taurocathapsia (ταυροκαθάψια), an ancient, more 
cruel, equivalent of a modern rodeo. According to Pliny the Elder: 
“Thessalorum gentis inventum est equo iuxta quadripedante cornu 
intorta cervice tauros necare; primus id spectaculum dedit Romae 
Caesar dictator – the Thessalians discovered how to kill the bull from 
horseback by catching the horns and twisting it’s neck, it was Caesar 
the dictator who gave Rome such spectacle for the first time” (NH. 
8. 70. 6 (182) – author’s translation). A good example of such skills 
was shown on a relief from Hierapolis museum, see Nossov 2009: 28. 
There is no doubt that skills shown at such spectacles were acquired 
during the prolonged work with cattle. For the Thessalian social struc-
ture and existence of “servant” class responsible, perhaps, for horse 
breeding, see Sprawski 2000: 84, 89.
194  Plat. Men. 70a; see also Sprawski 2000: 86.
195  Ducos 1980: 161–167. 
196  Junkelmann 1990: 250.
197  Davis 1989: 32 see also Jenkins 2006: 172 phot. 165.
198  As can be judged on the basis on photographs, quoted in: Jen-
kins 2006: 98 phot. 87.
199  See, for example, Gaebel 2002: 21.

they had thin, long legs, narrow bellies and long necks, 
though some animals were of more massive built. 

However, thanks to the lack of good pasturelands, 
and unsuitable social structures as well, during the pe-
riod before the outbreak of the Peloponnesian wars200 in 
all Greece only Thessaly fielded good quality cavalry in 
large numbers.201 Since Thessaly had rich plains and be-
cause it was governed by powerful aristocratic families202 
the armies of the Thessalian league were composed of 
numerous cavalry units, although hoplite infantry also 
played an important role.203 

The archaeological finds and iconographical sources 
can give us some idea about the appearance of these 
riders. According to some vase paintings and some sculp-
tures, the Thesalian horsemen rode bareback.204 That 
may be an effect of artistic convention, as in Sicily ar-
chaeologists had discovered a representation of a Greek 
saddlecloth from the archaic period.205 A warhorse car-
rying a saddle blanket is also clearly visible on a late ar-
chaic Xanthos relief from Lycia from about 470 BC. The 
Xanthos carving requires special attention because it 
shows also the girth strap and the elements of a bridle 
and bit, which stands in a clear contrast to the later cus-
toms, since classical representations of Hellenic riders 
tend to omit such details.206 On the other hand, Xeno-
phon makes remarks on bareback and saddlecloth riding 
without stating a clear preference207 and, as it was said 
before, he rebukes the Persian riders for using thicker 
coverings on their horses than on their beds.208 Some 
scholars consider the fact that the ancient Greeks wore 
no trousers while riding a horse an advantage, as:  “the 
human skin, provided it was hardened by practice, gives 
a good grip on the horse’s sides, particularly when both 

200  In the Anglo-Saxon historiography there is a custom of treating 
the events of the years 460–445 BC as a part of “the first Pelopon-
nesian war”.
201  Gaebel 2002: 59.
202  The Thessalian social structure is described in our sources by 
the word dynasteia (see Thuc. 4. 78. 3), which implies aristocratic rule. 
See Sprawski 2000: 72–94 for the detailed description of Thessalian 
social structures. See esp. 88–89 for the description of the specific, 
quasi-feudal social network, which was responsible for the outstand-
ing Thessalian successes in horse breeding and horse riding.
203  See Sekunda & McBride 2004: 16–17 for the description of 
the military organization of the Thessalian League: in comparison to 
the cavalry numbers there were twice as many heavy infantrymen. 
Sekunda stresses the fact that in Thessaly heavy infantrymen were 
something between hoplites and peltasts, as they frequently used 
javelins or lighter shields. 
204  A reconstruction of the appearance of the fifth century Thes-
salian cavalrymen can be found in: Sekunda & McBride 2004: 15–17 
and pl. C. Phalanna and Larissa funerary reliefs were used as sources 
this reconstruction, together with some figures from the Great Melos 
Amphora, now in Louvre.
205  See Szeliga 1983: 545–547.
206  See Davis 1989: 32.
207  Xen. Eq. 7. 5.
208  Xen. Cyr. 8. 8. 19. See also Eq. 12. 9 for the thickness of the 
saddle blanket. See also Fields & Ó’Brógáin 2008: 38 for commentary.
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are slightly sweaty”.209 However, anyone familiar with the 
matters of horse riding will not be able to agree with 
that opinion with ease. The contact with a rough, sweaty, 
coarse horse hair is not, as may be noted by anyone who 
tried to ride a horse bareback in short pants, too pleas-
ant. It must be stressed that the use of saddle blankets 
and high riding boots, which are clearly visible on some 
monuments,210 was necessary. Therefore, the representa-
tions of the naked bareback riders, such as these visible 
on the great Parthenon frieze,211 have more in common 
with the imagination of their creators than with the real-
ity. No doubt, the “heroic nudity” of these riders owes 
much to the existence of certain artistic conventions. On 
the other hand, the ancient Greeks certainly have used 
this peculiar way of riding, especially when the horses 
had to be bathed in the nearby river. However, Xeno-
phon advised the use of the saddle blankets while riding 
into battle because these offered rudimentary protection 
to the horse’s sides.212 As he recommends the choice of 
a “double back” (ῥάχις διπλῆ) animal for a softer ride,213 
the saddle blankets could not have been very thick. Rob-
ert Gaebel argues that: “this must refer to the horse of 
recessed backbone and enough muscle on either side to 
keep the human pelvic bone from resting on the horses 
spine”.214 One must wonder if even such animals real-
ly existed, though horses with low withers and strong 
muscled back215 could have been available in antiquity. 
However, the mentioned above statement in Xenophon’s 
treatise makes clear that the ancient Greeks preferred 
thin saddle blankets. They certainly did so in order to 
obtain better communication with their mounts. There-
fore, the evolution of horsemanship in ancient Greece 
went in a direction different from that preferred by the 
steppe dwellers.216

209  See Chenevix-Trench 1970: 78; Gaebel 2002: 28. 
210  See, for example, Parthenon frieze photographs quoted in Fields 
& Ó’Brógáin 2008: 36.
211  Some riders depicted on the Xanthos carvings wear high riding 
boots, see Fields & Ó’Brógáin 2008: 16.
212  See Xen. Eq. 12. 8; see also Gaebel 2002: 28.
213  See Xen. Eq. 1. 11. Later the Roman authors expressed similar 
preferences, see Verg. G. 3. 87: “duplex agitur per lumbos spina” and 
Ovid. Met. 12. 401: “tergum sessile – a back fit for sitting on” (these 
references after Gaebel 2002: 27 note 45).
214  See Gaebel 2002: 27.
215  That particular feature of body built could have been strengthen 
due to intensive training in rearing.
216  Who used thicker padding due to the constant practicing of 
horse archery. Such thick blankets provided more secure seat. It is 
also worth mentioning that the steppe dwellers had one more rea-
son to use it: during the fight the horse archer had to change rapidly 
his seat and position on the horse’s back in order to shoot quickly in 
many directions. As a result, his mount had to be taught to ignore the 
signals given by these frequent moves (horses are guided by stimuli 
given by legs pressure or by changes in rider’s balance). It is obvious 
that thicker padding helped to teach the horse how to ignore these 
signals.

The ancient Greek horsemen used simple snaffle bits, 
which were the mildest kind.217 Since the curb bit had to 
wait for its invention and the battle conditions required 
more efficient horse control, the snaffle design had to 
be improved. Therefore, it was a Hellenic custom to at-
tach spikes and circular discs to the snaffle bars.218 Yet, 
as Xenophon recommends riding with loose reins,219 the 
overall effect should not have been so harsh.220 Further-
more, the use of such harsh biting can be easy explained: 
Gaebel had pointed out that the carvings from the time 
tend to show horses in a “collected state”: “that is, well 
under the rider’s control, with the hocks (hind legs) under 
the body and the forehand (front legs) lightened. Fur-
thermore, the horses are often shown with the head held 
high, a position that discourages rapid forward move-
ment, which requires extension of the head and neck”.221 
He also admits that Xenophon preferred horses which 
customarily tended to hold their heads high, as they 
were less able to run away or could protect their riders 
with their heads or necks.222 For the warhorse the impor-
tance of learning the “collection” stature was considered 
important by the old masters of Classical Dressage, such 
as François Robichon de La Guérinière and his admirers, 
because through it the mount was prepared for execut-
ing rapid and sharp turns essential in baroque age cav-
alry combat.223 Moreover, since the ancient Greek war-

217  See Gaebel 2002: 25–26 for the analysis of the ancient Greek 
biting system.
218  See Connolly 1998: 72 for the good illustrations of such severe 
Hellenic bits. The shown example comes from the collection of the 
Archaeological Museum of Athens. 
219  Xen. Eq. 10. 3.
220  Gaebel 2002: 26.
221  See Gaebel 2002: 30. For the analysis of Xenophon’s writings on 
collection, see also Koolen 2012: 167–168.
222  See Xen. Eq. 1. 8 and Gaebel 2002: 30.
223  See de La Guérinière 1742: 138 on warhorse: “le rendre obéïs-
sant au partir de la ligne droite des Passades; facile & aisé à se ras-
sembler aux extremités de la même ligne, pour former diligemment la 
demi-Volte à chaque Main; prompt & agile à se retourner prestement 
sur les Pirüettes & demi-Pirüettes – if he is ready in going off by the 
straight line of passades, light and easy in collecting himself, at both 
ends of the line, to form demi-volts to either hand, if he is ready in 
executing pirouettes and demi- pirouettes”- translation after Frazer 
1801: 155. As we can see, a good warhorse was capable of perform-
ing several passades during one ride (one of the figures in the air, or 
“les airs relevés” according to de La Guérinière’s terminology, during 
which the horse raises its forehand off to form a 45 degree angle with 
the ground) and to execute several sharp turns in different directions. 
As it was said, “collection stature” was essential for rapid execution 
of these moves. It is also noteworthy that de La Guérinière does not 
speak literally about “collection”, as that statement was introduced 
into the text by his translator, but logic of equestrian practice requires 
such introduction: for de La Guérinière it was so obvious that he made 
no mention about it. We should remember that the Napoleonic wars 
made “collected” and carefully aimed cavalry attacks obsolete, as 
recruits from the lower classes preferred headlong, neck breaking 
charges, presumably due to the lack of proper training, as masters 
of horse riding, many of them with “de” before names, fell victims to 
the French revolution. That factor was also responsible for growing 
demand for Thoroughbred horses, as baroque races, such as Frie-
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riors very frequently rode on stallions, which are more 
independent and had nor stirrups neither rigid saddle to 
secure their position, they had to use such severe bits to 
obtain immediate obedience.224 The results could have 
been astonishing: “A well-controlled, collected horse is 
useful for most functions of cavalry. The horse can stop 
and start quickly, reverse itself, back up, change direc-
tion, stand still, and charge at a controlled canter”.225 
One also must remember that Thessalian and later Mac-
edonian cavalry frequently used triangular or rhomboid 
formations, which enabled rapid changes of attack direc-
tion.226 Therefore, we may assume that the biting system 
– used in the days of Xenophon – was developed as a re-
sponse to the needs of contemporary warfare.

During the fight the Thesalian riders used long spears 
and javelins. In the fifth century BC the Greek word used 
to describe the long cavalry anti-infantry spear was 
kamax, which  means “reed”- a nickname given first for 
thin vine-poles.227 The only cover was provided by a long 
triangular woollen cloak and a felt hat.

Such cavalry was used in the ancient Greece during 
the first fifty years after the Persian wars. Yet, changes 
were inevitable. They appeared in the richest Hellenic 
city state: in Athens. Surprisingly, when talking about the 
Persian wars our sources make no mention about the 
very existence of any massed Athenian cavalry forces. 
However, there was a hereditary tradition about the fact 
that in the archaic times hippeis (the members of one of 
the two wealthiest classes of the Athenian society) cus-

sians, were unsuitable for that new kind of warfare due to their short 
striding gaits – for the reasons of the decline of baroque horse riding 
school, see Koolen 2012: 39–40. And so, William Frazer when writing 
before AD 1801 decided to enrich the original text to make master’s 
intentions more clear, as his readers could have been well unaware 
about the need of “collection”. Obviously, such “les airs relevés” were 
introduced to Greek cavalry drills in order to facilitate anti-infantry 
actions (Koolen 2012: 38), as horses were taught to use its forehand 
hooves to batter the enemies (tough sharp turns were helpful while 
fighting with cavalry). It is also worth mentioning that our figured 
evidence shows ancient Greek horsemen riding on “collected” and 
rearing horses in combat, see Gaebel 2002: 30.
224  See Gaebel 2002: 27 on stallions. 
225  See Gaebel 2002: 30. Other historians eminently qualified in 
equestrian matters express similar views: “A collected horse is a horse 
on which one may sit with ease. Xenophon describes this by stating 
that a properly collected horse is essential in order for the horse to 
be capable of turning on the spot (strophein in Greek) without falling 
or throwing off the rider” – after Koolen 2012: 44.  See also Gaebel 
2002: 30.
226  Actually, Aelianus Tacticus (18. 2) writing in the second century 
AD stated that the introduction of the rhomboid formation was done 
by Jason of Pherae and as “cavalry drawn up in these formation being 
able to wheel most quickly in any direction, while exposing the least 
number to be overpowered in the rear and on the flank” – trans. A.M. 
Devine (1989). Roman historian and officer Arrian (Tact. 16. 3)  states 
that the use of the rhomboid formation could have been developed 
earlier. For further details, see Sprawski 1999: 110. See Ael. Tact. 19 
for more on rhomboid formation.
227  See Sekunda & McBride 2004: 16.

tomarily served as horsemen.228 In time, as infantry role 
increased the cavalry was abolished – much like in the 
well known case of Sparta. These few horsemen who sur-
vived in service were used in a secondary role: as scouts 
or messengers.229 But during the first Peloponnesian war 
the Athenian state had lost the support of their tradi-
tional Thessalian allies. As a result, the Athenians were 
forced to create their own cavalry arm.

The problem was that the resources belonging to the 
Athenian aristocracy, in the clear contrast to their Thes-
salian counterparts, were incapable to support a suffi-
cient number of cavalrymen.230 Not all Athenian hippeis 
were rich landowners, some of these people had noth-
ing in common with hereditary land aristocracy. Perhaps 
some of them were even wealthy self made men, whose 
success came due to use of different resources. Accord-
ing to Athenian orator Lysias, many hoplites or caval-
rymen were not landowners at all.231 As a result, they 
lacked Thessalian predilection for horse breeding. Some 
of the wealthy hippeis paid other individuals to act as 
substitutes for their cavalry service, many of them were 
even foreigners.232 To improve the situation Athenian 
state decided to provide cash allowances to those mem-
bers of the society who wished to keep horses and serve 
in the cavalry.233 In order to avoid fraud in each year the 
cavalrymen’s mounts were subjected to careful exami-
nation process (dokimasia). Any horse that have failed 
to pass the dokimasia was branded on the jaw with the 
sign of a circle in order to avoid passing him through the 
process in the next year.234

On Athenian agora, at the Kerameikos district or in 
the vicinity of dipylon gate archaeologists have found 
several assemblages of inscribed lead tablets.235 These 

228  Ath. Polit. 7. 4. The hippeis were men whose estates could pro-
duce 300 medimnoi of grain or who could afford keeping a horse, 
see Koolen 2012: 161. However, at the end of the fifth century BC it 
was considered unnecessary for a hippeus to own land, see Spence 
1993: 181.
229  See Hdt. 9. 54–6. Herodotus when writing about the battle of 
Platea describes an Athenian horseman who was send to the Spartans 
to ask Pausanias for instructions. See also Koolen 2012: 71 note 146.
230  According to Aristotle or one of his pupils (Ath. Polit. 7. 4), the 
difference between the wealthiest class (the so-called pentekosio-
medimnoi) and the hippeis was in their material status, not in their 
ability to keep a horse. As hippeis no longer were required to own 
land (Spence 1993: 181) the sources of their wealth could have been 
different.
231  Lysias 34. 4; see also Koolen 2012: 161.
232  See Lysias 15. 14 and on foreigners: Xen. Vect. 2. 3–4; for com-
mentary, see Koolen 2012: 163–164. Yet, it is worth mentioning that 
Xenophon’s complaints on foreigners presence describe the austere 
days after the collapse of Athenian empire, during its heydays the 
situation could have been different.
233  These were the katastasis and sitos allowances granted in order 
to cover the costs of horse buying and its upkeep, see Bugh 1988: 75; 
Koolen 2012: 163.
234  Ath. Polit. 49; Xen. Eq. mag. 3. 1 and 9.
235  See Kroll 1977: 84–100. We have to be very careful about the 
evidence of this kind, as the majority of these tablets can be dated 
to the Hellenistic times, only a small sample belongs to the fourth 
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tablets usually contained information about the name 
of the owner, the description of horse’s coat colour and 
the mount’s value. The horses were also branded ac-
cording to the place of their origins. Some speculations 
were made about the increases or decreases in horses 
values, but we should remember that these conclusions 
were reached through examination of palaeography of 
these tablets, which were grouped in series according to 
writing. And that kind of evidence could be misleading. 
And so, John Kroll tried to argue that the younger horses 
were highly prized and the mount’s values decreased 
through time.236 Yet, quite recently, such approach have 
been challenged by Annelies Koolen, who made list of 
those tablets which mention dapple and white horses.237 
As dapple grey horses get white over time, it is quite pos-
sible that some white animals were dapple when they 
were younger. From these lists it comes out that the 
white horses were valued more. Also the collected evi-
dence suggests that the younger dapple horses were less 
prized. Therefore, the equestrian logics may suggest that 
the better trained animals were valued more.

The majority of these Athenian tablets belongs to 
the Hellenistic times and as such they cannot support 
the theory that in the classical times the Athenian state 
extensively controlled horse breeding and cavalry train-
ing.238 But some measures should had been undertaken: 
it was Aristotle perhaps (?), who confirmed that some 
17 years after the Persian wars Athens could field 1200 
horsemen239 and that it was under Pericles when cash 
allowances began to be paid for the upkeep of the cav-
alry.240 The sources of the so-called Athenaion Politeia 
(written by Aristotle or credited to one of his pupils) 
could have been misleading in some details, as other 
sources stress the fact that the Athenian state relied on 
Thessalian cavalry support during the first Peloponnesian 
War.241 Therefore, the introduction of the large numbers 
of horsemen could have been a result of a reform that 
occurred under Pericles. Nevertheless, during the long 
conflict between Sparta and Athens, known as the (sec-
ond) Peloponnesian War, cavalry presence on the bat-
tlefields was treated as something normal. Sometimes 
cavalry was used in a secondary role, during minor clash-

century BC, see Kroll 1977: 100. But that cannot be treated as a sup-
port for a theory that cavalry dokimasia, attested by both: Athenaion 
Politeia and Xenophon, appeared so late. On the other hand, it could 
be a justification for a hypothesis that in the austere days after the 
collapse of the Athenian empire the state wanted firmer control over 
cavalry allowances.
236  Kroll 1977: 88–94 – see esp. 93–94.
237  Koolen 2012: 191.
238  Only the small sample of these tablets belong to the fourth cen-
tury BC, see Kroll 1977: 100.
239  Ath. Polit. 24–25.
240  Ath. Polit. 27. 2.
241  For example: when Thessalians switched sides the Athenian 
armies were unable to help Orestes – the exiled son of Echecratides, 
tagos of Thessaly –  due to the insufficient cavalry support, see Thuc. 
1. 111.

es and skirmishes, but in some cases the horse charge 
could decide the outcome of the day.242 The Athenian 
state possessed even three hundred horse archers, the 
majority of them of Scythian origins.243 It is possible that 
they were quite different from one thousand of other 
Scythians who were mainly used to perform police func-
tions in Attica.244 The Spartans also tried to create elite 
cavalry units, but with lesser success.245

Some valuable information about the cavalry armour 
and weapons can be found in the writings of Xenophon. 
He recommends the use of body armour, helmets, gaunt-
lets and cornel javelin-spears based on the Persian mod-
el.246 He also advocates the use of single edged short 
cutting falchion of the kopis variety.247 From the same 
passage in Xenophon it becomes clear that Hellenic 
horsemen also used double edged swords. Some isolated 
finds suggest that they were quite short. Measuring a lit-
tle more than half a meter these weapons had narrow 
blades made in a shape of a leaf. The handle had bronze 
hand guard and quillons, it was also ended with  a cy-
lindrical head.248 Additional information can be drawn 
from the figured evidence. The riders from the times of 
Xenophon were very different from their predecessors. 
They wore protective equipment. Some helmets looked 
just like the petasos felt hats, cast in bronze. Some even 
possessed felt coverings. The protruding brim ensured 
a wide field of view and offered good protection to the 
rider’s neck and face, even though these helmets lacked 
cheek pieces or nasals.249 Later Xenophon advocated 

242  See for example: Thuc. 2. 79. 4–5 on the Spartolos battle, see 
also Spence 1993: 29, 105–108 for the commentary on the outcome 
of the battle, when Chalcidean horsemen supported by foot javelin-
men created a gap in the Athenian phalanx.
243  In fact, the Athenian orator Andocides while speaking about the 
building of the north wall after the Salamis battle stated that it was 
at this time when Athenians enrolled three hundred cavalry (ἱππέας) 
and purchased three hundred Scythian archers (τοξότας τριακοσίους 
Σκύθας ἐπριάμεθα)”, see Andoc. 3. 5. That could have been a stan-
dard rhetorical figure called hendiades. Therefore, it is quite possible 
that Andocides had in mind: “three hundred horse archers”.
244  About these Scythian police archers, see Suda: tau 772 s.v.: 
τοξόται.
245  That development occurred during the Peloponnesian war, as 
the establishment of Athenian bases at Pylos and Kythera forced the 
Lacedaemonians to create their own cavalry arm, see Thuc. 4. 55. 2. 
Yet, we should remember about the poor performance of Lacedae-
monian cavalry that occurred later at Leuctra in 371 BC (Xen. Hell. 
6. 4. 10–11). It seems that creation of cavalry forces stretched the 
finances of the Spartan state, see Sekunda & Hook 1998: 45.
246  Xen. Eq. 12. 1–8 and 12 on cornel wood javelins.
247  Xen. Eq. 12. 11.
248  Several excellent examples of the double edged variety were 
found at the cemetery at Campovalano di Campi (now in Chieti mu-
seum). These swords belong to the fifth century BC. Their blades wee 
60 cm long, see Connolly 1998: 63. From the mentioned above pas-
sage in Xenophon becomes clear that the Greek historian preferred 
slashing to trusting. Therefore, he preferred curved swords for cav-
alry use.
249  Sekunda & McBride 2004: 19: a marble funerary lekythos (Ath-
ens, National Museum 835) was used as an evidence for the recon-
struction of late fourth century horseman appearance. A bronze hel-
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the use of Boeotian helmets, which had less protrud-
ing brim.250 The two-piece bronze cuirasses were also 
used. The breastplate was usually modelled to resemble 
the torso of an athlete. These intended for rider’s use 
were widened at the bottom in a shape of a bell to allow 
horseback riding.251 The figured evidence shows horse-
men riding bareback. Yet, that is highly unlikely from the 
reasons mentioned above. The riders should have used 
saddle blankets and high riding boots.252 The bridles did 
not changed considerably over time. In the fourth cen-
tury the Athenian state began to employ lightly equipped 
riders called prodromoi. As their predecessors, these 
elite horsemen were armed only with long thrusting 
spears and shorter javelins, felt caps or Boeotian helmets 
remained the only protection.253

According to the testimony of Xenophon, the battle 
array of Greek cavalrymen customarily was drawn in 
a shape of square, or it was an oblong formation, but 
usually only four ranks deep.254 If we believe the informa-
tion provided by Aelianus the Tactician, some Thessalian 
horsemen, at least from the times of Jason of Pherae, 
were trained to fight in rhomboid formations.255 Cavalry 
against cavalry clashes seldom resulted in headlong col-
lisions, to quote the opinion of captain Louis Nolan, nine-
teenth century cavalry officer and an authority on cavalry 
tactics: “Cavalry seldom meet each other in a charge exe-
cuted at speed; the one party generally turns before join-
ing issue with the enemy, and this often happens when 
their line is still unbroken and no obstacles of any sort 
intervene. The fact is, every cavalry soldier approaching 
another at speed must feel that if they came in contact at 
the place, they both go down and probably break every 
bone of their body... there is a natural repugnance to en-
gage in deadly strife”.256 The result was that both sides 

met belonging to the same times was also recovered from the tomb 
discovered at Madytou street. The helmet resembled felt hat with 
a sombrero like flange and had holes for the attachment of felt cov-
erings. It resembled the one shown on lekythos carvings, see Sekunda 
& McBride 2004: 19. 
250  Xen. Eq. 12. 3. For the description of Boeotian helmet, see 
Sekunda & McBride 2004: 15, 54. Sekunda argues that the replace-
ment of the petasos type helmets by the Boeotian variety appeared 
around the year 362, as the Theban horse preparing for the second 
Mantinea battle had their helmets painted white in order to distin-
guish themselves in the midst of the fighting. Therefore, the opposing 
Athenians should have been used helmets similar to the Boeotian 
ones.
251  Such muscled cuirass, probably from the fourth century BC, is 
kept in Bari museum, see Connolly 1998: 56.
252  Actually, Xenophon advocates the use of legs protectors based 
on the Persian models and saddle blankets, which could provide addi-
tional protection to the horses sides, see Xen. Eq. 12. 8–9.
253  See Sekunda & McBride 2004: 54 for the description of the ap-
pearance of the Athenian prodromoi.
254  Xen. Hell. 3. 4. 13; for square cavalry formation four ranks deep, 
see also the testimony of the philosopher Asclepiodotus (Tact. 7. 2). 
Yet, Xenophon’s statement was based on the real experience and 
events and seems to be more reliable.
255  Ael. Tac. 18. 2.
256  Nolan 1853: 279; quoted after Koon 2010: 47.

soon become mixed with each other in the mêlée. There 
must have been a lot of whirling and turning, as every-
one tried to find the best position to attack or to secure 
himself. In such moments the acquired mastership in 
a “baroque” collection paid off, as riders able to execute 
sharper turns had an obvious advantage. Actually, it was 
Xenophon who advocated learning of sharp turns in the 
manège.257

Sometimes the ancient Greeks used a very archaic, 
but effective way of fighting. In order to strengthen 
the defence of the horse they mingled cavalry with the 
lightly-armed horse-runners. Herodotus mentions two 
thousand “light infantrymen who run alongside the 
horses” – accompanied by an equal number of riders – 
in the service of the tyrant Gelon of Syracuse.258 These 
runners were known in the Greek world as hamippoi.259 
Here is how they fought: all the riders were particularly 
vulnerable to attack from the side because in the charge 
they usually paid attention only to the enemies at the 
front. As the horsemen clashed, the light infantrymen 
could approach unnoticed from the side and try to kill 
the horse. They could also attack bellies and fetlocks 
of the opponent’s mounts. After disabling horses they 
could finish the thrown off heavily armoured riders with 
ease. But all necessary manoeuvres had to be conducted 
at slow trot or at canter at best because horses speed 
had to be adapted to the capabilities of running men. 
Otherwise the horse-runners could have been left be-
hind.260 Therefore, the lightly-armed infantrymen, as it 
is confirmed by evidence of some funerary monuments, 
had to hold horse tails or manes.261 Surely, these men 
were at constant risk of being trampled. Not surprisingly, 
Xenophon advised that these ancient daredevils had to 
be chosen from exiles or from people who had specific 
reasons to hate the enemy.262

On some occasions cavalry engaged infantry in com-
bat. It is obvious that in the majority of cases the horse-
men tried to attack hoplite formations from the side or 
rear or to harass the enemy from the distance. Never-
theless Spence, drawing on evidence provided by Thucy-

257  Xen. Eq. 7. 14 –18; see also: Xen. Eq. mag. 3. 14: “To avoid being 
thrown the riders should throw the body back in charging, and collect 
their horses when wheeling, to keep them from falling. In the straight, 
however, they should gallop”- translation after quoted in: Koolen 
2012: 167 note 392; see also Koolen 2012: 165–17 for the commen-
tary on Xenophon’s advises about collection learning.
258  Hdt. 7. 158. Literally he speaks about the “ἱπποδρόμοι ψιλоί”.
259  Xen. Eq. mag. 5. 13; see also Sekunda & McBride 2004: 52–54 
and Koolen 2012: 120–123 for the description of hamippoi tactics.
260  Such way of fighting was described very accurately by the Ro-
man officer and historian Ammianus Marcellinus (16. 12. 22) in his 
relation about the battle at Argentorate in AD 357, see also Sekunda 
& McBride 2004: 52–54 for the methods of fighting of the Athenian 
hamippoi.
261  As on the Kephizodotos’ lekythos (Athens, National Museum 
3620) and on the marble relief from Louvre (744) shown in: Sekunda 
& McBride 2004: 55–56.
262  Xen. Eq. mag.  9. 7.
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dides in his description of Spartolos battle in 429 BC,263 
had suggested that cavalry could have been successful 
even if attacking densely packed hoplite phalanx forma-
tion from the front. In such case the riders charged at 
a moderate speed and tried to attack hoplites from the 
first rank, exploiting the gaps cased by mass use of jave-
lins thrown at short distance by light infantry (and some 
horsemen as well) and then tried to reach warriors from 
second and third rows with their long spears. The gap 
opened by one man could have been widened with the 
help of others and that could cause panic that usually 
led to the collapse of the whole formation. Spence also 
emphasizes psychological intimidating effect of the cav-
alry charge.264

Some evidence suggests that cavalry fights of the an-
cient Greeks did not lasted long. During the prolonged 
fighting horse would get tired very quickly. Hence 
mounts were rested at every opportunity. At this point 
we have to quote a passage from Xenophon’s Greek his-
tory: “But the horsemen lately arrived from Dionysius, 
tough they were not numerous, spread out in different 
directions to ride along the enemy’s front, hurling their 
javelins, but when the enemy sallied to pursue them, they 
would retreat and turn around, only to shower another 
volley. [After] doing all this they dismounted and rested 
lying on the ground; but if anyone attacked them while 
they were dismounted, they would jump on their horses’ 
backs with ease and retreat”.265 From this passage it be-
comes clear that lulls in cavalry battles were necessary. 
Brought up in land deprived of good pasturelands Hel-
lenic horses were not so strong to endure prolonged ef-
fort. As we remember, only the northern lands produced 
better cavalry mounts.

Therefore, the further development of heavy cavalry 
was inevitably linked with the hilly lands of Macedonia. 
Fortunately, mountains cover only a part of the Macedo-
nian soil. The coastal plains, cut by two rivers: Axios and 
Aliakmon, were rich in good pasturelands. The famous 
Macedonian cavalry was formed through the develop-
ment of quite specific institution, namely the guard of 
the kings, consisting of the so-called “companions” or 
hetairoi. In earlier times, when the kings of Macedo-
nia were only the leaders of many pastoral communi-
ties, they ruled with the help of aristocrats who looked 
more like brigands.266 In time from these men emerged 

263  Thucydides (2. 79. 4–5) makes such statement about the Sparto-
los battle: “The Chalcidian horse haunted Athenians and pursued them 
at every opportunity: mainly they caused panic among them [and] 
forced them to flee and pursued them very far” – author’s translation.
264  Spence 1993: 154. On Spartolos battle see also commentary in: 
Spence 1993: 156–157 and 174–176.
265  Xen. Hell. 7. 1. 20–21 – author’s translation.
266  See Hammond 1999: 19–31 for the description of the origins of 
the Macedonian state and the natural conditions of the country. The 
Macedonian aristocrats were regarded to be somewhat better than 
the barbarous Thracians, but they were still treated with suspicion. 
Such attitude, typical for people like Demosthenes, was a result of 
existence of strong negative stereotype. Other sources tend to show 

a group of permanent companions, but familiarly links 
between the monarch and his guardsmen still resem-
bled the Achilles’ relation to his Myrmidons, tough they 
changed after conquest of Persia.267 During the reign of 
the great kings: Philip and Alexander that personal guard 
and mounted arm numbered one thousand seven hun-
dred horsemen, divided into eight smaller squadrons 
called eilai or ilai.268 In addition the Macedonian kings 
used Thracian mercenaries, contingents of allied Thes-
salian cavalry and troops raised by local aristocrats. Later 
more changes appeared: during his Asian expedition Al-
exander the Great reorganized the whole cavalry. It was 
divided into five hipparchiai, and to each of them one 
unit of companions was assigned.269 The king left himself 
only one squadron of double strength, which consisted 
of three hundred hetairoi.270 In time hipparchia became 
a typical element of the Macedonian war machine. The 
philosopher Asclepiodotus states that hipparchia was 
divided into eight squads led by ilarchoi.271 According to 
his testimony the ideal army should have two wings of 
cavalry, each composed of four hipparchiai.272 

The Hellenic horse, much like the Persian one, fought 
drawn in square or rectangular formations. The Thes-
salian riders were the first who fought arrayed in a di-
amond formation, with its sharp end designed to tear 
apart the enemy lines. The Macedonians re-shaped this 
innovation: they rode into battle in a wedge whose tri-
angular ending served the same purpose.  Commanders 
usually fought in the first line, taking position at the very 
end of the triangle, to direct the charge personally.273  

The Macedonian horse used sophisticated equipment. 
As in the case of Roman cavalry, the discoveries made 
in the seventies and eighties had caused considerable 
progress in our understanding of Macedonian horse arm. 
Before that time our knowledge was based solely on in-
terpretations of the figured evidence [fig. 8]. And so, it 
appears that the Macedonians were the first to produce 
armour made   of large iron plates. At the village of Ver-
gina located in the historic Macedonia a rich royal burial 
was discovered, probably belonging to the father of Alex-
ander the Great, king Philip. In the so-called second tomb 
at Vergina were found remains of an armour made en-

more complicated picture. A coin of the Macedonian king Alexander 
the First (Olbrycht 2004: pl. 2.12) shows a horseman in a typical Hel-
lenic costume (with the notable exception of a horned hat).
267  A brief description of the roots of the Macedonian court and 
commanding system was quoted in: Sekunda & McBride 2002: 7–10. 
See also Olbrycht 2004: 34–39 for the discussion about the introduc-
tion of the hated proskynesis ritual and the resentment created by 
this among the Macedonian elites.
268  See, for example, Asclep. Tact. 7. 2.
269  Tarn 1948: 163. Yet, in the time of India conquest there were 
more hipparchiai, see Bosworth 1980: 375.
270  Asclep. Tact. 7. 2
271  See Sekunda & McBride 2002: 19–23 for the description of the 
Macedonian cavalry in the times of Alexander the Great.
272  Asclep. Tact. 7. 5; 10; Ael. Tact. 20. 1.
273  Asclep. Tact. 7. 2 and 4. Ael. Tact. 19. 13.
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tirely   of iron sheets.274 It consisted of four plates: breast-
plate, back piece and two side protectors. Breastplate 
narrowed towards the top and the side panels were a bit 
shorter. These elements were connected with a system 
of tubular hinges. To this came two shoulder straps firmly 
attached to the back piece and tied to the breastplate 
with the help of two ornamented buttons. The remnants 
of leather and fabric, which originally covered the iron, 
were also preserved. Probably similar armour sets of in-
ferior quality had folds and edges trimmed with leather, 
but the Vergina armour was king’s property and because 
of that it was finished with pure gold. As can be judged 
on the basis of various analogies, two leather or fabric 
skirts, cut into wide strips, were probably attached to the 
bottom. These two layers were shifted relatively to each 
other – so as to leave no gaps. Some warriors also used 
bronze muscled cuirasses similar to these carried by the 
Greeks.  Some helmets resembled Phrygian caps, the one 
found at Vergina was made of iron,275 other examples 
were beautifully finished in bronze.276 The Macedonian 
horse also used Boeotian helmets, as did the Greeks.277 
Moreover, special protective collars were also used, the 
one found at Vergina was made of bronze. On the con-

274  The detailed description of the Vergina cuirass can be found 
in: Andronikos 1989: 139–144. See also Hammond 1999: pl. 7 for the 
good photograph.
275  Andronikos 1989: 141, 144.
276  A superbly decorated example is now kept in the Ioannina Mu-
seum, see Sekunda & McBride 2002: 26 and Olbrycht 2004: pl 2. 15. 
B for photographs.
277  See Sekunda & McBride 2002: 21 for the photograph of the 
bronze Boeotian helmet recovered from the bed of the Tigris river in 
June 1854 at “the confluence with its tributary the Sert”.

trary, the one recovered from Devreni near Thessaloniki 
was made of leather with sewn on bronze scales.278

The remains of several iron swords were also discov-
ered at Vergina. One of them, of the double edged va-
riety, was lavishly decorated with ivory.279 No doubt, the 
Macedonian horsemen also used the curved swords of 
kopis type. At the royal tomb at Vergina the remains of 
several spearheads were discovered, one of these cer-
tainly belonged to the extremely long infantry sarissa.280 
On the other hand, the others, especially the javelin 
head, could have been used as cavalry weapons. 

Cavalry received long spears probably made of cor-
nel wood.281 Our sources tend to give different names to 
these weapons: the usual name given to cavalry spears 
is xyston or dory.282 We do not know how these weapons 
really looked like. Aelianus the Tactician, writing much 
later, states that Macedonian cavalry spears were longer 

278  See Olbrycht 2004: 99 and pl 2. 20. A-B.
279  Andronikos 1989: 144–145.
280  Andronikos 1989: 144–146. Yet, it is worth mentioning that 
some scholars believe that the Macedonian infantry was not armed 
with the sarissai until sometime after Chaeronea, see Markle 1977: 
323–39; 1978: 483–97. However, the finds from Vergina may suggest 
different reality: the assemblage of Philip’s tomb should have con-
tained a weapon of his invention.
281  The philosopher Theophrastus in his “History of Plants” stated 
that the Macedonian sarissai were made of cornel wood (Hist. Plan. 
3. 12. 2 – contra: Sekunda & Dennis 2012: 15). We do not know for 
certain if the same material was used for making cavalry spears. The 
other suitable material was ash.
282  Plut. Alex. 16. 11 for xyston; see also, for example, Arrian’s rela-
tion about Granicus: Anab. 1. 15. 6 for dory; xyston:  Arr. Anab. 1. 15. 
8 and 1. 16. 1; see also Olbrycht 2004: 96 note 181.

Fig. 8. Image of Alexander the Great 
loosely based on Issus mosaic from Pompeii 
and on king Abdalonymos’ sarcophagus from 
Istanbul (after Razin 1958: 267). The seven-
ties and eighties saw considerable progress 
in our understanding of Macedonian cavalry. 
Before that time all the knowledge was based 
solely on such loose interpretations of figured 
evidence.
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than 8 cubits.283 It is well known that Macedonian infan-
try used extremely long sarissai, some of them measured 
even six meters. Of course, trees that allowed making so 
long spears were difficult to find. Therefore, infantry sa-
rissai were usually made in two pieces. These were con-
nected in the middle by a special tubular bronze sleeve. 
Remains of such weapon were found in the famous royal 
tomb at Vergina.284

But it is not known whether the Macedonian horse 
had used such long spears. The length of the Macedo-
nian cavalry spear is now a subject of a hot debate: some 
scholars believe that these weapons were similar to in-
fantry sarissai, tough somewhat shorter.285 In fact, some 
cavalry units, formed at the beginning of Alexander’s 
reign, are referred to as sarissophoroi.286 Others argue 
that cavalry spears should have been similar to the much 
shorter ones, used by Hellenic cavalry, as longer weapons 
could have been proved unhandy during the mêlée.287 
We know that such cavalry weapons were usually given 
two spearheads (or one spearhead and one sharply end-
ed heavy spear butt) – so the rider could use them after 
breaking the shaft.288 The use of bronze sleeve remains 
a mystery because vibrations generated by high-speed 
riding should result in splitting the two-pieced shaft. Pic-
torial evidence based on famous Roman Pompeii mosaic, 
tomb paintings and other representations289 can confirm 

283  Ael. Tact. 12 – that makes approximately 360 cm.
284  Andronikos 1989: 144–146.
285  At least some scholars believe that Macedonian heavy horse 
used quite long lances (of about four and a half meters long), similar 
to the infantry sarissai, see Markle 1977: 323–39; 1978: 483–97. 
286  Sekunda & McBride 2002: 20. However, they should have been 
a short lived experiment, as they are mentioned in 329 BC for the last 
time (Arr. Anab. 4. 4. 6), see also Sekunda 2008: 329.
287  See Gaebel 2002: 168: “the sarissa would be efficient only in a 
straight-ahead charge, with the momentum provided by the motion of 
the horse. Once embedded in an enemy or his horse, it would have to 
be dropped in favor of the sword”. Yet, during ages many fighting men 
have used long shafted weapons exactly in that manner: for example 
Polish winged hussars charged with success densely packed infantry 
squares using lances six meters long, see Sikora 2013: 74, 82; see also 
Sidnell 2006: 82.
288  See Manti 1983: 80: “understanding the great effectiveness of 
even a single-pointed lance, I believe that the Macedonian lance with 
its second head aft. is superior to anything released later. Understand-
ing the great skill needed to wield even a single-pointed lance, I be-
lieve that the Hellenistic lancer, with his greater range of strokes and 
tactics, which required greater skill and training, was superior to any 
subsequent lance troops”. But Macedonian cavalry spears were sel-
dom used in that way, the spear butts (such as one shown in: Sekunda 
& McBride 2002: 28) served as counterweights to the heavy shafts 
and were used to attack the enemy only in emergency cases, when 
the shaft was broken. 
289  See Markle 1982: 105 for the estimations of the length of Alex-
ander’s spear shown on Pompeii mosaic. It should had had about four 
and a half meters. Alexander’s spear could have been exaggerated 
a little by an ancient artist (Philoxenos of Eretria?) in order to em-
phasize the superhuman features of the great king. Cavalry weapons 
shown in Lefkadia tomb (see Hammond 1999: 109 and Olbrycht 2004: 
pl 2. 14 for illustrations) and on coins of king Eucratides I of Bactria 

the fact that the cavalry spears were held in one hand. 
Such spears were gripped usually at the centre of gravity 
that was located at the one-third of the weapon’s length. 
The horsemen held it horizontally, parallel to the horse’s 
back. Therefore, the shaft could not be too long because 
such a weapon would be too heavy in relation to its size 
and that would prevent its proper use. But why the cen-
tre of gravity was positioned so close to the end of the 
shaft? On some Greek vases one can see images of the 
hoplites using spears.290 The spears are clearly thicker at 
the bottom near the butt and become thinner as one 
gets closer to the spearhead end. Because the ancient 
Greeks had the habit of wrapping the spear handle with 
leather straps, which the Hellenic artists often showed, 
we know for sure that heavy infantry weapons also were 
gripped in the centre of gravity. As with the horse weap-
ons, it was located at the one-third of the spear height. 
It can be suspected that the Macedonian cavalry weap-
ons were made in a similar manner as hoplite spears and 
had tapered shafts. Pictorial evidence suggests that the 
spears used by Macedonian horse measured above four 
meters.291  However, the  reconstructions of the Macedo-
nian cavalry spears, made by Minor Markle, had shown 
one major flaw: the spears had to be held in the mid-
dle of the shaft. On the other hand, Peter Connolly, who 
drew on earlier Markle’s experiences, had made a replica 
of a cavalry xyston measuring over sixteen feet (nearly 
five meters). It had a tapered shaft and that meant it was 
balanced when gripped just one meter twenty centime-
tres from the butt end.292  The experiments have shown 
that it was very heavy when used overarm. The lance 
held underarm, alongside the horses belly, proved to be 
easier to manage, tough retention after successful stroke 
was very difficult. Special wrist loops were designed to 
prevent loosing the weapon.293 Such loops can clearly be 
seen in the bottom of Pompeii mosaic. These could offer 
a great help in retaining the weapon: the shaft has to 
be dropped loose and whirled on the loop thongs and 
then caught again.294 Thanks to those long spears the 

(Nikonorov 1997(1): 41; 1997(2): 8, 51 fig. 19b) appear to be of the 
same length (tough the spear from Lefkadia tomb could have been 
somewhat shorter). 
290  For the spear, see Sekunda & Hook 2000: 22. Such spear is 
shown on the pelike atributed to Kleophon Painter (Museum of Fine 
Arts, Boston); see also Sekunda & Hook 2000: 53 for the image of 
Achilles on Amphora by Achilles Painter (Vatican Museum) – which 
shows spear handle.
291  Markle 1982: 105. Therefore, it is no need to disagree with Mar-
kle, as does Gaebel 2002: 168. Too many pieces of figured eidence 
show very long cavalry spears. It is quite hard to believe that it is an 
effect of an artistic convention. 
292  Connolly 2000: 79–88; Sidnell 2006: 82–83. Actually Connol-
ly made different estimations for the length of the spear from Issus 
Pompeii mosaic. According to his measurements, it had a little more 
than three and a half meters.
293  Manti 1992: 33.
294  The author of the present book was informed in his childhood 
by some elderly masters of horse riding that the Russian Cossacks 
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Macedonian cavalry, drawn in wedge formations, could 
effectively fight even with the disciplined infantry.295 One 
can easily imagine that the mentioned above Spence’s 
scenario, worked out for the Hellenic horse, was real-
ized by the better armed Macedonian cavalry. The effect 
should have been more devastating.

Other elements of the Macedonian equipment were 
not so innovative. Bits admittedly not differed much from 
these used by the Greeks. The Macedonian horsemen 
did non rode bareback, but instead of saddles they still 
used simple rugs or animal skins. People with high social 
status, for prestigious reasons, used pelts of predatory 
big cats, such as lions, tigers or leopards, instead of ordi-
nary saddle blankets.296 When compared to the achieve-
ments of the Persians and Scythians these things do not 
look so impressive.

But the true strength of the Macedonian horse de-
pended on different factors. For the first time in his-
tory the cavalry acted as the main offensive tool. Such 
situation was caused by different reasons: the superbly 
trained Macedonian infantry used very long spears. In 
such conditions it is quite difficult to respond quickly to 
any threat. The infantrymen simply could not run fast 
with a very long pike in the hands. On the contrary, the 
cavalry could quickly ride to any place of the battlefield. 
Therefore, all battles were resolved like today’s boxing 
matches. First came a few simple strikes that had to 

used exactly that technique to drew their long lances from the bodies 
of the fallen victims. Yet, due to the blurred memories the exact cir-
cumstances of acquiring that information remain a mystery.
295  Markle 1977: 323–339; 1978: 483–97; Connolly 1998: 71. 
296  Sekunda & McBride 2002: 15 on the basis of evidence provided 
by an sculpted image of horse dressed in panther’s skin and groomed 
by an African slave (now in Archaeological Museum, Athens).

check the enemy’s resistance. This operation was usually 
conducted by infantry or light cavalry. When the enemy 
was weakened or revealed a weak point the time came 
for a powerful right hook: armoured horse assault was 
on the move. A key issue to success of such operation 
was choosing the right target for the charge. Timing was 
also crucial. For that reason Alexander the Great usually 
personally commanded the heavy cavalry. Excellent train-
ing of riders ensured smooth manoeuvring of individual 
squadrons. As it was said, Macedonian horse adapted 
wedge formation, which was perfectly suited to sudden 
changes of attack directions. At any time one of the rear 
corners could turn into a leading point of the wedge. It 
was the excellent training of horsemen and skilful ma-
noeuvring of troops, not better weapons, which deter-
mined the Macedonian success.

During the Hellenistic times some new fighting styles 
appeared. Descendants of the Alexander’s horsemen still 
fought with the extra-long lances, but they also used or-
dinary spears and round shields [fig. 9]. That significant 
change appeared due to the intensive contacts with the 
Celtic world. Such weapons are clearly visible on the now 
lost Pergamum bronze belt piece: a narrow bronze strip 
found at Pergamum shows Macedonian infantry saris-
sophoroi in combat with horsemen who are protected 
by large round shields. These warriors could be Gala-
tians or Macedonians.297 We should stress the fact that 
the introduction of round shields should be connected 
with the increased importance of hand-to-hand combat. 
The round shield, by the very fact that it is well balanced 
when grasped in the middle, can be used not only for 
deflecting blows but also for active parries. That cannot 

297  Sekunda 2008: 337; Proeva 2011: fig. 7; Sekunda & Dennis 2012: 5

Fig. 9. A fragment of a bronze belt discovered at Pergamum showing Hellenistic period Macedonian (or Galatian?) horsemen 
in combat with infantrymen (after Proeva 2011: fig. 7 and Sekunda & Dennis 2012: 5). Such horsemen served as a model for the 
Roman Republican cavalry arm. It is also a clear evidence for cavalry attacking infantry formation.
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be done with the more clumsy oval or hexagonal models, 
though such shields can provide better protection against 
missiles. We should bear in mind that “the Gaul, wheth-
er on foot or mounted, was primarily a swordsman”.298 
Certainly the contact with the Galatian or Celtic swords-
men forced the Hellenistic horsemen to adapt parrying 
shields. They had also copied elongated oval examples,299 
more suited for missile protection. Other types were also 
used: a Ptolemaic mounted terracotta figurine (represent-
ing Harpocrates) from British Museum collection, dated 
to second or first century BC, shows small rectangular 
shield.300 The originals carried by Ptolemaic cavalrymen 
should have been also used for active parrying.

In these times the missile troops made their reappear-
ance. In southern Italy evolved a new kind of a warrior, 
called Tarentine from the place of its supposed origins. 
Tarentines were mounted skirmishers who attacked 
enemies from a distance with javelins.301 Although Tar-
entine coinage shows these riders with shields, usually 
they hurled their javelins from afar and were not ex-
pected to be engaged in hand-to-hand combat.302 Hel-
lenistic armies had also begun to use large numbers of 
horse archers, the majority of them was of nomadic Ira-
nian origins. However, the existence of a sculpted image 

298  Wilcox & McBride 1993: 24.
299  Sekunda & McBride 2004: 60–61 figs. 46–47, 72.
300  Bailey 2008: 35 cat. no. 3068GR and pl. 12: 3068.
301  Sekunda 2008: 346.
302  For coinage, see Fields & Ó’Brógáin 2008: 30. For fighting skills 
of the Tarentines, see Sekunda 2008: 346.

of a mounted archer who was shown in Graeco-Roman 
costume may indicate that at least some Greeks or Mac-
edonians were used as horsemen and bowmen [fig. 144]. 
The mentioned above figure is a Roman Severan copy 
of an Hellenistic sculpture.303 The Hellenistic riders had 
also begun to use bronze prick spurs. Several examples of 
these can be seen at Paestum museum.304 Spurs are also 
clearly visible on the legs belonging to the famous Jockey 
of Artemision statue.305

As we can see, traditions and cultures from which 
the Romans acquired equestrian knowledge were quite 
diversified. The Hellenistic panoply suited Roman needs 
because it provided reasonable protection against the 
weapons used by Celtic, Carthaginian and Macedonian 
foes. That is why the Italian “tactical package” resem-
bled Hellenistic patterns. Of course, at the beginning 
of the Roman state only the direct borrowings from 
the Hellenic and Macedonian equestrian tradition 
were possible. Non numerous eastern influences were 
absorbed indirectly, through contacts with Greek and 
Etruscan civilizations. But Rome began expansion and 
ideas borrowed from the “barbarians” finally shaped 
the equipment and riding styles of the Roman imperial 
cavalry.

303  About that particular part of figured evidence, see Sekunda 
2008: 346
304  Fields & Ó’Brógáin 2008: 37.
305  Hemingway 2004: 109 fig. 63. According to the pottery finds re-
covered from the shipwreck, where the Jockey was found, the bronze 
statue could be no younger than 80 BC, see Hemingway 2004: 91.
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The Roman imperial cavalry was a product of a long 
time evolution. Horses were used in Italy since Neolithic 
times, but the intensification of their use can be dated 
to the Bronze Age. From the same period comes the first 
evidence for their battle use. Despite the fact that these 
animals were used in Bronze Age warfare, it becomes 
clear that the intensification of that process can be con-
nected with the early Iron Age Villanova culture and 
with the introduction of chariots and long swords. That 
process appeared, as elsewhere in Iron Age Europe, due 
the adaptation of ideas copied from the Middle Eastern 
and Pontic cultural zones. The early Etruscan horses, as 
finds from Tarquini (dated roughly to the turn of eight 
and ninth centuries BC) may indicate, were not so big, 
measuring some 132–3 cm at the withers.306 The devel-
opment and diversification of bit forms and the adapta-
tion of chariots may be an indication of the increasing 
role of aristocracy, able to endure the costs of horse 
breeding. That process began, as it seems, even before 
the supposed “orientalisation” of Villanova culture had 
occurred.307

The chariots and horses certainly were used in archaic 
Rome, as finds from an Esquiline grave assemblage (dat-
ed to the third quarter of the eighth century BC) may in-
dicate.308 The Roman tradition had also preserved some 
enigmatic pieces of evidence concerning the horse use 
in the age of kings. The testimony about the bad behav-
iour of Romulus is significant: it is said that the first Ro-

306  See Martinelli 2004: 163–166; see esp. 166 for the Tarquini 
horses. The chariots used in the late Villanovan or early Etruscan 
times were functional vehicles, with wooden frames covered with 
hide, as finds from Castel di Decima and Vulci may indicate, tough 
these things were probably used as prestigious items and were not 
intended to be weapons. Yet, as the assemblage from Populonia may 
suggest (where chariot was found together with the remains of lances 
and arrows), the overall picture was far more complicated. For the 
Etruscan and Villanovan chariots, see  Martinelli 2004: 183–190; see 
esp. 189 for Populonia chariot finds. It seems that the battle use of 
Etruscan chariots more closely resembled that of Iron Age British is-
lands techniques recorded by Caesar (Bell. Gall. 4. 33), where vehicles 
were used to transport warriors near the enemy lines, see Martinelli 
2004: 192.
307  Martinelli 2004: 172.
308  Martinelli 2004: 191.

man king cared more about the military men than about 
senators and surrounded himself with a guard composed 
of three hundred “celeres” or riders.309 We should re-
member that the use of bodyguards is bounded with the 
traditional image of tyrants, therefore that passage in 
Livius’ history must be treated with extreme caution.310 
Precisely because of that particular information the em-
peror Augustus refused to accept the proposed title of 
a “new” Romulus and had to be very careful in order not 
to be associated with the elements of tyranny propagan-
da.311 But, as quite recently Martinelli had pointed out, 
some kind of mounted elite force should had existed in 
pre-Etruscan Rome, tough its maintenance required sig-
nificant resources.312 In the times of the Etruscan kings 
the elite Roman forces could have served as cavalry or 
mounted hoplite infantry. At comitium on the Forum 
Romanum the fragments of the archaic frieze were 
found on which heavy horse mounted hoplite infantry 
or hoplite-like cavalry was shown.313 Such styles of fight-
ing could have been introduced by the contacts with the 
Greeks: decoration of a pyxis, found at Cumae, shows 
a phalanx of hoplites accompanied by mounted warri-
ors in hoplite panoply.314 We should also remember that 
the phenomenon of mounted hoplites is now a subject 
of a hot debate. Some scholars suspect that horseback 
fighting with hoplite shields is impossible, while the 
others recall arguments that it was done in special con-

309  Liv. Hist. 1.15; for commentary on that tradition, see Junkel-
mann 1991: 27.
310  For example, a good illustration of such attitude is provided by 
the widely remembered example of  Peisistratos, who thanks to his 
club armed guard made   a successful coup d’etat, see Hdt. 1. 59.
311  See Speidel 1994a: 16–17.
312  Martinelli 2004: 173. According to Martinelli, the necessary 
burdens of horse upkeep limited their use to the tribal aristocracy 
of early Rome.
313  These objects come from the second half of the sixth centu-
ry BC, see Gjerstad 1966: fig. 140, 1.2; 1973: fig. 147, 1. The hoplite 
shields shown on these reliefs were rather adapted to fight on foot in 
the phalanx formation and should have been completely unsuitable 
for use on horseback. Yet, the riders shown on the second relief cer-
tainly use them in such way.
314  Junkelmann 1991: 23. The pyxis comes from the period before 
570 BC.
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ditions.315 It is noteworthy that comitium reliefs show 
mounted fighters armed with hoplite shields.316 Also an 
Etruscan phalera or a breastplate disc (now in Ancona 
museum) shows mounted warriors fighting in hoplite 
panoply.317 Nevertheless, as in the ancient Middle East, 
horse riding was not held in great esteem in those days. 
We should remember about the restrictions traditionally 
imposed on the flamen dialis – a priest of Jupiter – and 
on magister populi, the later dictator. Both persons were 
forbidden to ride a horse.318

The situation was improving gradually. In the days 
of the early and middle republic the Roman horsemen 
were theoretically recruited from the members of the 
equestrian order (equites equo publico). The entire unit 
was commanded by a senior decurio. The cavalry organi-
zation was quite straightforward: during the middle re-
publican period the legionary cavalry of about 300 riders 
was divided into turmae of thirty horsemen, each turma 
consisted of three files of ten horsemen.319 Each file was 
commanded by a decurio (literally a commander of ten), 
who had an optio for his deputy.320 There was also some 
hierarchy among the decuriones: the most senior one 
commanded the whole turma.321 In a battle array “the 
turma was evidently intended to operate as a single enti-
ty, as indicated by the seniority of a decurio over his two 
colleagues”.322 The battle array was simple: the horse-
men were drawn in three ranks of ten horsemen, with 
decuriones at right and optiones at left flanks. Alterna-
tively, when the battle front was narrow, the cavalry arm 
could have been drawn ten ranks deep, with decuriones 
at the front and optiones at the rear. Quite recently Nic 
Fields also had shown an intermediate solution, with six 
files composed of five horsemen.323 The ranks leaders led 
by example trying to inspire the following troopers.324 

But one should remember that we are dealing with 
a number of uncertainties. It is quite possible that in the 
early republican times the equites actually served in the 
ranks of cavalry. But already during the Punic Wars there 
was an insufficient number of equites to fill the ranks 

315  Junkelmann 1991: 21. There is also figured evidence, in the form 
of a decoration of an archaic Greek vase, now in München Staatliche 
Antikensammlung, which shows hoplites fighting on horseback, see 
Junkelmann 1991: 23. But in that case the depicted warriors do not 
use shields. 
316  Junkelmann 1991: 30–31.
317  Connolly 1998: 102.
318  Junkelmann 1991: 28.
319  Polyb. Hist. 6. 25; See also Sekunda & McBride 1996: 38 and 
Fields et al. 2010: 35 for commentary on Roman republican cavalry 
organization and tactics.
320  Varr. De Ling. Lat. 5. 91.
321  On cavalry organisation, see Polyb. Hist. 6. 25. 1–2; Fields et al. 
2010: 35. But our sources tend to give different numbers of horsemen 
attached to each legion. Titus Livius at two occasions refers to two 
hundred equites (40. 18. 6 – but that refers to reinforcements – and 
44. 21. 5), see also Pavkovič 1991: 16 note 11.
322  Fields et al. 2010: 35.
323  Fields et al. 2010: 34–35 and pl. D.
324  McCall 2002: 79–80.

of the horse allocated to the usual consular armies, not 
to mention the extra appointed legions. So the wealthi-
est citizens coming from the first property class325 were 
called to serve in the mounted arm. Sometimes, in the 
case of shortage of recruits, volunteers filled the ranks of 
cavalry (the so called equites suo merenti)326 to provide 
a sufficient number of horse to all legions.

These warriors were the elite of the Roman society. 
But the Roman republican cavalry never enjoyed a good 
reputation among historians. It is widely believed that 
the mounted arm of the Roman republic was not so ef-
ficient or successful. Such complaints are usually accom-
panied by enthusiastic opinions on infantry of Rome. An 
experienced reader may suspect that modern scholars 
had fallen into the rhetorical manner of opposing infan-
try to cavalry.327 And that reminds tricks once used by 
the ancient authors.328 It behoves one to wonder if that 
belief could have been true.

Some researchers believe that the lack of suitable 
cavalry traditions and the lack of confidence meant that 
the Roman horsemen often chose to fight on foot.329 In 
reality theories about the low value of the citizen Ro-
man cavalry were forged from failures that happened 
during the second Punic war. In support of this theories 
some authors quite often recall Livius’ relation about the 
bloody battle of Cannae (216 BC).330 According to Titus 
Livius, one of the consuls had to dismount some of his 
cavalry seeing no other way to oppose the greater num-
bers of Carthaginian horse. Apparently Hannibal, see-
ing such a desperate move, is reported to say that the 
Roman horsemen could have appeared in the enemy’s 
camp in chains as well. 

But Titus Livius wrote two hundred years after the de-
scribed events. It should be also remembered that the 
early Roman republic had its own historiographical tradi-
tion, so the Roman historian from Padua had to use the 
works of the so-called annalist authors who wrote native 
history on the basis of a fairly laconic references and oral 
tradition, his relations are, therefore, not very reliable.331

Moreover, even a cursory reading of the works of the 
historian from Padua can confirm our belief that the Ro-

325  Nicolet 1974: 47–68; Ziółkowski 2004: 267–268.
326  Sekunda & McBride 1996: 36–38.
327  For more information about that manner of writing, see McCall 
2002: 13–14 and Sidnell 2006: 149.
328  See, for example, Tac. Germ.  32: „Tencteri super solitum bello-
rum decus equestris disciplinae arte praecellunt, nec maior apud Chat-
tos peditum laus quam Tencteris equitum – The Tencteri tribe by art 
of horse riding outreached the normal craft of war, and no more fame 
in infantry of Chatti than in cavalry of Tencteri” – author’s translation.
329  See O’Connell 1989: 74: „Neither were they known as great 
horsemen, preferring to fight on foot whenever they could, thus Ro-
man cavalry had a decided tendency to devolve into infantry, as riders 
dismounted, like Homeric warriors, to join the mêlée”. See also McCall 
2002: 69–72 on the Roman custom of dismounting.
330  Liv. Hist. 22. 47.
331  About the reliability of Titus Livius’ accounts on the equestrian 
tradition, see Sidnell 2006: 150. 
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man cavalrymen, as portrayed in Livius’ writings, some-
times preferred to fight in a very aggressive manner and 
from horseback! An example can be seen in the descrip-
tion of a duel between Etruscan ruler Tolumnius and a Ro-
man officer, a certain Aulus Cornelius Cossus, which took 
place in the year 437 BC outside the city of Fidenae. After 
a lonely charge Cossus’ spear knocked out the Etruscan 
ruler from his horse. Cossus had to finish the job with the 
help of multiple strokes of the shield boss.  According to 
the Roman customs, the armour, taken in a duel from the 
slain chief of the enemies, should have been suspended 
in the temple of Jupiter nicknamed Feretrius. The one 
taken by Cossus could have been seen there even in the 
times of emperor Augustus.332 Perhaps Titus Livius em-
bellished a bit this event by dressing the skeleton of the 
oral tradition in the robes of rhetorical exaggeration, but 
one should remember that that particular family tradi-
tion described a very unusual event: the capture of spo-
lia opima.333  And so, the tell passed from generation to 
generation could have contained some elements of truth.

When describing the Roman horsemen the historian 
from Padua tries to emphasize these elements of stereo-
type which describe their desire to gain glory at all costs. 
And so, in 340 BC the young Titus Manlius had accepted 
the challenge of one of the Latin horsemen and defeated 
him in a duel. However, shortly after his victory he was 
executed by the orders of a consul who, ironically, was his 
own father! The reason for issuing such a severe sentence 
was that the young man broke the explicit prohibition of 
engaging in such enterprises.334 Of course, this relation 
would hardly be based on the real events, the historian of 
Padua wanted to emphasize the superiority of collective 
discipline above the virtue of personal courage.

Livy’s relations bear the stigma of rhetorical exaggera-
tion and repeat certain patterns, which makes them sus-
picious. But it is hard to deny the fact that the historian 
from Padua tried, with all his might, to promote ethical 
standards created by the Roman aristocrats who served 
in cavalry.

And not just him. Similarly did the Greek historian Plu-
tarch. According to his relation, consul Marcus Claudius 
Marcellus, a man who would later become famous as the 
“sword of Rome”, during the Battle of Clastidium defeat-
ed Gallic chief named Britomartus. This duel was fought 
between the lines of both armies. Britomartus was 
thrown out of the saddle by the accurate javelin throw, 
then consul dismounted to finish off his opponent and 
strip the armour from the vanquished. In that way the 
temple of Jupiter Feretrius was enriched with another 
spolia opima.335 The monomachoi, or those combatants 
who willingly engaged in duel, were given special praises 

332  Liv. Hist. 4. 19–20.
333  Literally: the richest loot – i.e. the armour stripped from the 
chief of the enemies.
334  Liv. Hist. 8. 7. 6–16.
335  See Plut. Marc. 7. The battle took place in the year 222 BC.

by army commanders, the horsemen received silvered 
phalerae which adorned their riding tack.336 There were 
also other means of boosting the morale. The Roman 
equites had also shared common rituals from which 
the annual mounted procession or transvectio equitum 
was the most important.337 The Roman cavalry had also 
shown considerable esprit de corps sharing the common 
values of the upper classes. That was strengthened by 
the fact that these men shared the same quarters and 
tents, dined and lived together etc. Cavalry service was 
also seen a privilege of elite and was more valued in the 
Roman society.338

The impact of that ethos is perfectly illustrated by the 
legend about Marcus Curtius described by Titus Livius and 
Varro. According to their narratives, a hole appeared once 
on the Forum Romanum. Terrified diviners had declared 
that the hole will close if only the Romans would cast into 
it what they had most precious. Then the young Marcus 
Curtius, being armoured and on horseback, threw him-
self into the hole, crying: “courage and weapons – that is 
what is most precious in Rome!”339 The sacrifice of Marcus 
(or Mettius)340 Curtius was commemorated by a relief [fig. 
12] that in the times of emperor Augustus was placed in 
the Forum Romanum. 341 And no one bothered that the 
legend echoes an earthquake. It perfectly illustrates the 
ideals of self sacrifice – admired, and sometimes pursued, 
by the younger members of Roman nobility. 

The creation and promotion of such values   were natu-
ral in a militarized state, where the candidates for offices 
presented themselves to voters dressed solely in togas 
without tunics, so all could see the scars: the admired 
traces of wounds sustained in many battles.342 Thus the 
Roman horsemen were like the later medieval knights, 
their high social status was a consequence of their per-
sonal courage. There is no reason to blame the Roman 
horsemen for the supposed lack of confidence. After all, 
medieval knights, who possessed the advantage of high 
arched saddles, stirrups and long lances, quite often dis-
mounted to fight on foot.343 They did so to strengthen 
the morale of the plebeian infantry fighting nearby. And 
somehow no one even dared to accuse the medieval 
knights for the lack of confidence in their own riding skills.

336  Polyb. Hist. 6. 39. 1–11; McCall 2002: 83–84
337  Liv. Hist.  9. 46. 16.; Val. Max. 2. 2. 9; Suet. Aug.  38. 3; McCall 
2002: 82.
338  McCall 2002: 83.
339  See Liv. Hist. 7. 6. 3; Var. Ling. Lat. 5. 148. 
340  D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 50–51.
341  This relief is a copy of an earlier work of the third century BC 
and was placed at the pool called Lacus Curtius by the praetor Lucius 
Novius Surdinus, the sculpture is now kept in Palazzo dei Conservato-
ri, see Junkelmann 1990: 28. The relief is known since the Renaissance 
period, it became the inspiration for the painting by Paolo Veronese 
“The Sacrifice of Marcus Curtius”, see Schnapp & Lebrette 2009: 130 
for the image.
342  See for example: Plut. Cor. 9; McCall 2002: 94.
343  Sidnell 2006: 157.
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The tactics was rather straghtforward: the main objec-
tive of a Roman cavalry was to engage enemy’s infantry, 
to disrupt the battle line and spread panic by attacking 
flanks or rear of the battle array. In order to do so the 
horsemen had to defeat or to drive off the battlefield 
the opposed cavalry.344 The favoured tactics used against 
infantry was to intimidate the enemy by the sheer psy-
chological impact of the upcoming cavalry charge and, 
when that failed, to engage in stationary hand-to-hand 
combat, while the foot soldiers were preferably attacked 
from the flanks or rear but not from the front.345  

The tactics used agains cavalry was different from that 
used in Hellenistic states and it owed nothing to Macedo-
nian tradidions. In that respect the Roman horsmen were 
different from their “Macedonian” counterparts.

The problem is that our sources show that at least 
some Roman horsemen were quite willing to dismount 
to fight on foot. Here we have encountered a gap be-
tween the ideals of combat and the grim realities of the 
battlefield. Similarly, the English knights from the times 
of Hundred Years War were convinced that the most 
desired combat situation was charging the worthy op-

344  McCall 2002: 23–24. Driving off opposed cavalry happened, for 
example, at Zama in 202 BC, see McCall 2002: 59.
345  The only one case of breaking the infantry battle array by a sud-
den Roman cavalry charge, recorded in our sources, comes from Liv-
ius’ writings. According to one passage in Livy, in 173 BC the consul 
Marcus Popilius had broken the Ligurian infantry by a sudden cavalry 
frontal attack, see Liv. Hist.  42. 7.  6–7; McCall 2002: 55–56.

ponent on horseback with lowered lance. On the other 
hand, very the same warriors willingly dismounted to 
fight in battles at Agincourt and Poitiers.

Let us remember that Titus Livius quoted into his work 
a few stories about the same behaviour of Roman horse-
men. The first of them refers to the battle of lake Regillus, 
which took place in the year 496 BC. In that case the dic-
tator Postumius dismounted his own cavalry to raise the 
morale of wavering infantry.346 A similar event took place 
during the Battle of Signia in the year 362 BC, when after 
numerous unsuccessful charges the Roman horsemen 
descended from horses to finish the job on foot.347 There 
should have been a reason for such behaviour. Obviously, 
it was not the supposed lack of confidence in riding skills. 
According to Jeremiah McCall, the Roman horse in com-
bat against cavalry preferred stationary array which ena-
bled hand-to-hand fighting.348 It looked like a “mounted 
hoplite line warfare” with horseman duelling standing in 
place.349 Moreover, the riders very frequently dismounted 
during these engagements. There was no wheeling about 
or changing attack directions in a Hellenistic fashion, as 
the horsemen often stopped to engage or opened rank to 

346  Liv. Hist. 2. 20. 10.
347  Liv. Hist. 7. 8.
348  McCall 2002: 55–62. See also Koon 2010: 48 for commentary 
on that theory.
349  McCall 2002: 67.

Fig. 10. A fragment of Aemilius Paulus’ Pydna battle victory monument from Delphi – second century BC (internet: http://
www.xlegio.ru/ancient-armies/ancient-warfare/battle-of-pydna/ – access 26.03.2017). It shows Macedonian (left) and Roman 
(right) horsemen. 
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let the enemy charge in.350 If that was the case, both sides 
fought intermingled with their opponents. Such model 
seems to be confirmed by Livius’ battle narratives,351 
tough we should bear in mind that all ancient cavalry 
combat descriptions are oversimplifications. The truth 
could have been more complicated.352

As we said above, Jeremiah McCall had put forward 
a hypothesis that dismounting was a traditional Roman 
custom practiced during cavalry vs. cavalry clashes. 
For example: in 200 BC, when the Roman horsemen 
met Macedonians: “the king’s forces assumed that the 
type of fighting would be that to which they were ac-
customed, that the cavalry, alternately advancing and 
retreating, would now discharge their weapons and now 
retire, that the swift movements of the Illyrians would 
be useful for sallies and sudden charges, and that the 
Cretans would shower arrows upon the enemy advancing 
in disorder. The Roman attack, no more vigorous than 
stubborn, prevented the carrying out of this plan; for just 
as if they were in regular line of battle, both the skirmish-
ers, after hurling their spears, came to a hand-to-hand 
combat with their swords, and the cavalry, as soon as 
they had charged the enemy, stopping their horses ei-
ther fought from horseback or leaped from their saddles 
and fought mingled with the footmen”.353 According to 
McCall, such custom gave Roman horsemen some ad-
vantage, as a right handed mounted warrior when  at-
tacked from the left side has to twist his body in order 
to deliver a blow with a spear or sword and doing so he 
quite often found himself at risk of losing balance that 
could result in body displacement and fall. On the other 
hand, dismounted opponent can stay firm at the ground 
and dodge any strike from above.354 Dismounting was not 
the reason of defeat suffered by Roman horse at Cannae. 
During that battle the tactics failed, as the Roman horse 
found themselves overwhelmed by the superior num-
ber of Spanish and Gallic horsemen.355 The light armour, 
carried by the Roman horse at Cannae, could have been 
another reason of that disastrous defeat.356 

The existence of a tendency for dismounting and car-
rying light armour is also confirmed by the opinion of 
the Greek historian Polybius. According to his testimony, 
a light armament of early Roman horse was especially 

350  McCall 2002: 68–69.
351  As wants Koon (2010: 48), tough it happened not in all cases, see 
note 376 on the same page.
352  All general statement are dangerous – the majority of late re-
publican and early imperial authors tended to built their narratives 
according to the rules of rhetoric, the true course of events was 
less important to them: as a result, we have plenty of standardized 
descriptions and none to be really trusted. Even the trustworthy of 
Caesar’s relations (eyewitness’s account in some cases) can be chal-
lenged, due to the abundant propaganda of his cause.
353  Liv. Hist. 31. 35. 4–5. Translation after Sage 1938: 104–105; Mc-
Call 2002: 69.
354  McCall 2002: 71.
355  McCall 2002: 37.
356  McCall 2002: 38–40.

designed to facilitate rapid mounting and dismounting. 
Only later the Romans had adapted the heavier equip-
ment of the Greeks: “nowadays the Roman cavalry is 
equipped in the same way as the Greeks. In the past, 
however, they had no corselets, but fought in light cloth-
ing. The advantage of this was that it made dismounting 
and remounting quick and easy, but the lack of armour 
meant that they were vulnerable in an engagement, 
Their lances were inefficient as well, in two respects. 
First, they were so light and bendy so it was impossi-
ble for the riders to hit their intended target, and the 
movement of the horse meant that the lance very of-
ten broke before the tip actually became embedded in 
anything. Second, since the lances were made without 
‘lizarders’  [Greek: σαυρωτήρ (sauroter) – ‘a lizard killer’, 
a word used to describe the spear butt – R.G.] – they 
could be used point first for one strike only, and then, 
once they had broken, they had no further use at all. 
They also used to carry shield covered in oxhide (which 
resembled the knobbed cakes that are used as sacrifi-
cial offerings), but it was not resistant enough to ward 
off missiles, and rain rotted the hide and made it peel 
until it was even more completely useless than before. 
But experience showed them deficiencies of their equip-
ment, and they soon changed over to Greek methods of 
construction. Greek style lances are strong and inflexible 
enough to be aimed well and to guarantee the efficacy 
of the very first strike with the point; and the fact that 
they can be reversed, so that the ‘lizarder’ is brought into 
action, means that they continue to be used as effective 
weapons. The same goes to the shields as well, which 
are designed and made for use against both missiles and 
direct assault”.357 

Of course, Polybius, as a former strategos of the 
Achaean League, was eager to praise the advantages 
of the Greek equipment. In his view the Roman horse 
originally used light war gear, typical the some southern 
Italian city-states, especially Tarentum.358 We should re-
member that that particular city was famous for its light 
cavalry fighting at a distance with javelins. What is more, 
the coins of that Spartan colony often show riders por-
trayed during mounting or dismounting.359 It is possible 
that Tarentine cavalry tradition had some influence on 
the formation of early Roman cavalry tactics. 

The opinions of Polybius to some extent had been 
confirmed by the archaeological finds. As it was said 
earlier, at comitium on the Forum Romanum the frag-
ments of the archaic frieze were discovered on which 
a kind of hoplite cavalry or heavy mounted infantry was 
shown. These representations come from the times of 
the Etruscan kings, but during the times of early Republic 
the situation could not have been much different. That 
source taken literally  could have been taken an evidence 

357  Polyb. Hist. 6. 25. 4–11. Translation after Waterfield 2013: 405.
358  About Tarentines, see Fields & Ó’Brógáin 2008.
359  See Fields & Ó’Brógáin 2008: 30.
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Fig. 11. A Roman horseman from the so-
called altar of Domitius Ahenobarbus, Lou-
vre – about 120 BC (internet: https://upload.
wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/6/6b/
Altar_Domitius_Ahenobarbus_Louvre_n3bis.
jpg – access 26.03.2017). Please note the ap-
parent lack of any saddle.

supporting the theory about the existence of hoplites on 
horseback who used mounts only as means of transport 
or fought on them in exceptional conditions.360 Howev-
er, we cannot be sure whether these reliefs are a direct 
reflection of the Roman realities, we do not even know 
whether these sculptures were made at Rome!

But not all can be so simple: in the third century BC 
the Roman horsemen could have adapt some arms and 
armour typical for the region of Capua.361 During the 
second Punic war the Campanian horsemen caused the 
Romans much trouble362 and may served as a model for 
change. As a result, the Roman cavalry could have looked 
like the mounted arm of their Samnite foes. The figured 
evidence and archaeological finds suggest that Samnite 
riders wore breastplates made in the shape of three 
connected disks. Some even carried rectangular breast 
plates. Additionally, the Samnite warriors used wide 
bronze belts, bronze helmets of Attic type and greaves. 
All this equipment is unlikely to resemble the light model 
described by Polybius.363

360  As do the riders shown on one of these reliefs, see Junkelmann 
1991: 31.
361  See Sekunda & Hook 2001: 33. 
362  McCall 2002: 42.
363  See Connolly 1998: 107–112. However, McCall (2002: 42) argues 
that the Campanian cavalry posed quite a threat to the Roman horse 
during the second Punic war. The situation improved in 211 BC – after 

However, tough Jeremiah McCall agrees that the 
switch to heavier equipment, such as round shields with 
spine and mail shirts, occurred during the second Punic 
war after the disastrous defeat at Cannae, he put for-
wad a hypothesis that the Romans adapted Hellenistic 
panoply, perhaps using the Achaean league cavalry as 
a model.364

Indeed, the figured evidence from the middle republic 
confirms the fact that the Roman horse had adapted Hel-
lenistic (more precisely Macedonian) model of weapons. 
The Roman horsemen shown on the monument erected 
at Delphi by the consul Aemilius Paulus to celebrate the 
victory at Pydna365 are protected by an iron chain mail 
[fig. 10]. A Roman cavalryman carved on the so-called 
altar of Domitius Ahenobarbus (now in the Louvre Mu-
seum) wears chain mail and bronze helmet of Boeotian 
type [fig. 11].366 On some contemporary coins one can 
see the Roman horsemen wearing round shields fitted 
with a strip of wood, called a spine.367 A similar shield 

capture of Capua. It seems that the process of copying Campanian 
panoply did not affected much the Roman citizen cavalry.
364  McCall 2002: 40–44
365  See Sidnell 2006: 159; see also Connolly 1998: 133.
366  See Bishop & Coulston 1993: 49. As we remember, the Boeotian 
helmet was a kind of bronze kettle hat with a wide brim, see Żygulski 
1998: 61. Sometimes helmets of this type imitated the shapes of felt hats.
367  See Sekunda & McBride 1996: 21.
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is shown with the Macedonian rider sculpted at the Ae-
milius Paulus’  Delphi monument [fig. 10].368 This can be 
taken as evidence that the Romans, in accordance with 
the words of Polybius, really copied the Greek model of 
arms and armour.

On the other hand, the above-mentioned relief from 
Rome depicting the sacrifice of Marcus Curtius shows 
a rider in a traditional Greek composite armour, Etrusco-
Corinthian helmet,369 armed with short spear and carry-
ing a shield made in the shape of a traditional sacrificial 
cake [fig. 12]. But perhaps in that case we are dealing 
with some kind of an “archaic stylization” of a legend-
ary hero, although one other monument from Augustan 
period can attest the fact that such traditional cavalry 
equipment was used for a long time.370

368  See Connolly 1998: 125. Although Connolly misinterpreted this 
image: according to his theory it depicted the Celtic rider. It should 
be noted, however, that this interpretation was consistent with the 
contemporary state of knowledge. 
369  It was a helmet with an obtuse skull piece on which blind holes for 
eyes were marked and a fake nasal was added. To the skull piece quite 
frequently cheek pieces and the neck cover were added. That type of 
helmet was worn on the back of the head, see Żygulski 1998: 93.
370  It is about a tombstone of a certain eques Romanus found at 
Thessaloniki on which a round shield made   in the shape of a tradi-
tional sacrificial cake, called “popanum”, was shown. This shield had 
a strengthening layer, made in the shape of a ring, and was promi-
nent in the middle, but probably was deprived of any central boss, 
see Sekunda & McBride 1996: 19. The subject would be enlarged on 
below during the discussion about the “Italian style”.

It has been claimed that the Roman republican horse-
men used the famous “horned saddles”. Some scholars 
maintain that these elements of horse tack were copied 
from the Celtic adversaries of Rome.371  Some authors 
write about Celtic origins of the Roman saddles as if it 
had been confirmed by reliable evidence.372 The other 
researchers had shown more cautious approach. For ex-
ample: Nicholas Sekunda in a commentary on a recon-
struction artwork showing Roman republican cavalryman 
(based on Curtius’ relief) stated that: “the precise date in 
when it [the horned saddle – R.G.] came into use in the 
Roman army is unknown, and it is possible that its appear-
ance at this plate is anachronistic”.373 Nevertheless, despite 
such cautious approach and due to the writings of other 
authors the conviction about the early use of horned sad-
dles is still present in scientific and popular literature.374

Only Jeremiah McCall pointed out that the figured 
evidence from the late republican times, such as the 
Louvre altar of Domitius Ahenobarbus and the Aemilius 
Paulus’ monument from Delphi [figs. 10–11], tends to 
show Roman cavalrymen without saddles. As a result, 
McCall put forward a hypothesis that the horned sad-

371  See Connolly 1988: 71–76.
372  Goldsworhty 2001: 120:  “four-horned saddle probably already 
in use with all the horsemen at Cannae apart from the Numidians”.
373  Sekunda & McBride 1994: 69.
374  See, for example: Fields & Ó’Brógáin 2012: 42–43 pl. E.

Fig. 12. The Augustan period Marcus Curtius relief from Palazzo dei Conservatori (after Sekunda & McBride 1994: 68 fig. 63). 
It shows a typical Italian panoply and horse gear that went out of use in early Julio-Claudian times.
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dles were not used during the republican period.375  We 
should also remember that “horned” saddles could have 
caused problems during dismounting, so popular among 
Roman cavalry in pitched battles. Besides, the ordinary 
saddle blanket, certainly in use in those days, had Hel-
lenic origins, as Cicero gives an example of a word ephip-
pium (which denotes the saddle cloth) for a borrowing 
from the Greek language.376

In my opinion that controversy was caused by the 
misleading interpretation of the figured evidence from 
the famous Gundestrup cauldron [fig. 13]. During his 
research and experimental work on the Roman horned 
saddle Peter Connolly drew on evidence from the Iulii 
monument from Saint Rémy-de-Provence (ancient Gla-
num) and Orange triumphal arch. By use of these sources 
he reached the conclusion that the horned saddle had 
Celtic origins.377 That interpretation influenced the other 
scholars who pointed at the Gundestrup cauldron in or-
der to prove the veracity of that theory.378 And because 
it was believed that the Gundestrup cauldron figures rep-
resent Celtic warriors it was easy to hypothesize that the 
Roman horse adapted the horned saddle earlier, perhaps 
during the protracted Romano-Celtic conflicts of the mid-

375  McCall 2002: 47–48. 
376  Cic. Fin.  3. 4. 15; Taylor 1978: 164.
377  Connolly 1987: 7–27; Connolly 1988: 73 on the base of carvings 
from Orange triumphal arch; Connolly 1992: 61 on the base of relief 
from Saint Rémy-de-Provence.
378  Bishop 1988: 89–90 fig. 20, 116.

dle Republic. Such believe was also present in popular 
literature.379

We have to stress the fact that there is no firm evi-
dence that the Glanum Iulii monument (on which the 
horned saddle are shown in use of the adversaries of 
Rome) really depicts Celtic or Gallic warriors. Instead, the 
combatants from the reliefs in question [fig. 14] are wear-
ing typical Mediterranean war gear,380 the horns sculpted 
on some helmets remain the only visible sign of their sup-
posed Gallic identity. In the popular Roman imagination 
the horned helmets were, of course, an obvious attrib-
ute of a Celtic warrior, as may indicate sculptures from 
Orange triumphal arch381 and numerous representations 
on Roman coinage.382 But the Glanum warriors are de-
prived from the other typical Celtic attributes: they have 
no moustaches, torques type necklaces or chain belts.

To clear up problems connected with identity of Gla-
num combatants we have to look elsewhere.383 According 
to Valerie Maxfield, some Roman equites had received 
military awards in the form of small horns (Latin cornic-
ula) attached to the helmets. The award is attested by 
both literary and epigraphic evidence.384 Maxfield forged 
a hypothesis that that particular custom could have had 
Celtic origins. Quite recently the phenomenon of repub-
lican cornicula was analysed by Jerzy Linderski.385 

The corniculum award was used in the republican pe-
riod. Titus Livius in his testimony about the events of the 
year 293 BC had made a mention about the victory of 
consul Lucius Papirius Cursor, won over the Samnites. In 
the passage describing the subsequent capture of the 
city of Aquilonia he included a following statement ac-

379  See Allen & Reynolds 2001: pl. E.
380  For photographs, see D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 10–12.
381  Again, for photographs, see D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 233 
phot. 315s.
382  A detailed study of the phenomenon of appearance of Celtic 
horned helmets on the Roman coinage and in the Roman World can 
be found in: Zawadzka 2009: 35–43.
383  On the next few pages I follow the discussion outlined in: Gaw-
roński 2014: 7–9.
384  Maxfield 1981: 97–99; See also Elder Pliny on corniculum (NH. 
10. 124): “recens fama Crateri Monocerotis cognomine in Erizena re-
gione Asiae corvorum opera venantis eo quod devehebat in silvas eos 
insidentes corniculis umerisque – the recent tale about Crateros, nick-
named “the unicorned“ who hunted in Erizena region accompanied by 
crows, and when he lumbered in forests with them sitting on horns and 
shoulders”– author’s translation. The crows apparently sat on horns 
attached to the helmet. Other scholars believed that corniculum was 
somehow connected with cornus – a cornelian cherry stave, therefore 
the word corniculum stands for a small javelin, made of cornel wood. 
That also can be connected with gaisos, which, according to Polybius 
(6. 39. 3), was awarded to the soldiers who won in single combat, see 
Büttner 1957: 177–80. 
385  See Linderski 2007: 184–215. Yet, Linderski favours the theo-
ry that the cornicula awards are somehow connected with the later 
imperial post of cornicularius – a clerk or secretary, who (according 
to his hypothesis) had appeared in the republican times. But the ex-
istence of surviving figured evidence suggests that the republican 
cornicula were true awards for bravery, not an indication of a rank of 
plain clerk or secretary.

Fig 13. A horseman from Gundestrup Cauldron (draw. 
P. Connolly – after Bishop 1988: 90 fig. 20). Please note the 
generic similarity to saddles shown on figs. 3–6, 15, 17.
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cording to which the consul: “equites omnes ob insignem 
multis locis operam corniculis armillisque argenteis donat 
– gave all the horsemen small horns and silver bracelets 
on account of the deeds accomplished in many places”.386 

The awards of cornicula are also attested by the epi-
graphic evidence: an inscription from the year 89 BC, 
which records the decree of Gnaeus Pompeius Strabo, 
makes a mention about military decorations given to the 
Spanish auxiliary horsemen who gallantly served in Ala 
Salluitana.387 According to that particular source, such 
military award was given to the group of auxiliary Spanish 
horsemen, but it is quite possible that the whole turma 
was given also Roman citizenship for its brave deeds.388

The second literary passage about cornicula appears 
in the writings of the Roman historian Suetonius in his 
“De grammaticis”. He writes: “Lucius Orbilius Pupillus 
from Beneventum, after the death of his parents, which 
were murdered in the same day,389 disappointed with the 
commercial activities, firstly became assistant of some 
officials, after that [during his service] in Macedonia he 
earned corniculum and horse. After completing the mili-
tary service he renewed studies, which he already had 
begun with much effort in his boyhood and continued 

386  Liv. Hist. 10. 44. 5. Author’s translation, see Linderski 2007: 184 
for commentary on the text.
387  CIL VI 37045 = ILS 8888 lines 54–60: “Cn(aeus) Pompeius Sex-
(ti) f(ilius) imperator / virtutis caussa turmam / Salluitanam donavit 
in / castreis apud Asculum / cornuculo et patella, torque, / armilla, 
palereis et frumen[t]um / duplex”.
388  See Linderski 2007: 185.
389  Literally by enemies’ dagger: “inimicorum dolo”.

them for a long time,390 at last he returned to homeland 
having fifty years, moved to Rome in time of Cicero’s 
consulship, he began teaching, earning great fame and 
respect, it is said in some writings that as an old man 
he lived in poverty under shed”.391 Orbilius Pupillus was 
a famous man, perhaps a teacher of a poet Horace, he 
completed his military service in the beginning of the 
first century BC.392 There is also pictorial evidence con-
nected with the coinage of Crassus that confirms the sur-
vival of corniculum award to the late republican times.393 
Therefore, it is possible that the horns visible on helmets 
shown on the Glanum monument could have belonged 
to the Roman horsemen.

There is another possibility: the Glanum adversaries 
of Rome could have been of Macedonian or Thracian ori-

390  Literally: professus diu: earning qualification after a long time; 
alternative meaning: acknowledged after a long time (as a renown 
grammatician).
391  Suet. De Gramm. 9: “L(ucius) Orbilius Pupillus Beneventanus 
morte parentum una atque eodem die inimicorum dolo peremptorum 
destitutus primo apparituram magistratibus fecit, deinde in Macedo-
nia corniculo, mox equo meruit functusque militia studia repetiit quae 
iam inde a puero non leviter attigerat ac professus diu in patria quin-
quagesimo demum anno Romam consule Cicerone transiit docuitque 
maiore fama quam emolumento; namque iam persenex pauperem se 
et habitare sub tegulis quodam scripto fatetur” – author’s translation.
392  Plagosum ... Orbilium (Hor. Ep. 2. 1. 70–71; cf. Suet. Gramm. 9. 
4); see also Linderski 2007: 191–2. Linderski also argues that there 
are not many arguments to date cavalry service of Orbilius, but he 
suggests that it happened around the years 93–94 BC. See also Gaw-
roński 2014: 8–9.
393  Cf. D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 51.

Fig. 14. Horsemen from the late Augustan or early Tiberian Iulii Mausoleum at Glanum (internet: https://upload.wikimedia.
org/wikipedia/commons/b/b5/Glanum_Mausoleum_north_face.JPG – access 08.08. 2017). Please note the horned saddle on the 
fallen horse.
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gins.394 The use of horned helmets in Hellenistic armies is 
attested by written395 and archaeological evidence. And 
so, the horned helmets visible on the Glanum monu-
ment seem to have something in common with the royal 
Macedonian tradition. The ram’s horns could have been 
connected with the legacy of Alexander the Great: “Al-
exander begun to sanction official graphic representa-
tions of himself with the ram’s horns of Amun curling 
through his hair. This image of Alexander fitted with the 
horns of a ram – horns that, incidentally, had also been 
part of royal iconography of earlier pharaohs such as 
Amenhotep III (d.1391 BCE) – can still be seen on vari-
ous ancient coins. The best known of these is likely the 
silver tetradrachm issued by King Lysimachus of Thrace 
(360–281 BCE) from the Pergamum mint shortly after Al-
exander’s death, which displays Alexander in profile with 
large eyes, tousled hair, and both the royal diadem and 
a prominent pair of ram’s horns on his head”.396 Quite 
naturally all the later Macedonian kings tried to imitate 
and even surpass Alexander’s achievements. His tradi-
tions were willingly copied: a herm from Fitzwilliam Mu-
seum (Cambridge) bears a representation of king Philip V 
of Macedon in a strange kausia-shaped helmet adorned 
with two large ram’s horns.397 The fact that Philip really 
carried such helmet in battle is confirmed by one passage 
in Titus Livius’ writings. According to his testimony, dur-
ing the raid on Sicyon in 208 BC the king was thrown on 
a tree by his speeding mount and had one of his helmet 
horns broken.398 

The Romans understood all ideological meanings con-
nected with the ram’s horns. As Maxfield had pointed 
out: “One of the Lauersfort phalerae depicts the head of 
Jupiter Ammon in its familiar form with ram’s horns on 
either side of the head, while one of the phalerae depict-
ed on the tombstone of an unknown soldier at Burnum 
is decorated with the head of a ram (...) The ram was 
adapted as a badge of legion I Minervia, it being one 
of the animals frequently associated with the goddess 
Minerva. Here then is one possible connection with the 
corniculum”.399

On the Glanum reliefs the two other kinds of horns 
appear: the bull’s or goat’s horns [fig. 14]. These repre-
sentations also could have had some connections with 
the royal Macedonian traditions: one of the protagonists 
shown on a “Fall of Troy” fresco, found inside of the 
“House of the Menander” at Pompeii, presumably Mene-
laus, had been depicted in a horned helmet. It had been 
also suggested that the supposed king Menelaus was 

394  For more, see Gawroński 2014:18.
395  See the already mentioned testimony of Elder Pliny (NH. 10. 124).
396  After Barletta 2010: 184.
397  See Sekunda & Dennis 2012: 46. 
398  Liv. Hist. 27. 33. 2–3: “in arborem inlatus impetu equi ad emi-
nentem ramum cornu alterum galeae praefregit”; see also Sekunda & 
Dennis 2012: 47. Goat’s horns are also mentioned in connection with 
Pyrrhus, see Plut. Pyrrh. 11; Zawadzka 2009: 41 note 77.
399  After Maxfield 1981: 98; Gawroński 2014: 18. 

given the face of king Antigonos Gonatas.400 We should 
remember that bull’s horns were considered a the attrib-
ute of god Poseidon and were adopted as family badge 
by the king Demetrios Poliorketes. That happened after 
his victory in a sea-battle near Salamis in 306 BC.401 Bull’s 
horns are also clearly visible on coins struck by Quintus 
Marcius Philippus402 on which the images of a head403 or 
a mounted figure404 of the one of the Macedonian kings 
can be recognized. The coins in question most probably 
portray the king Philip V.405 

Moreover, the custom of wearing horns on helmets is 
also attested by archaeological finds. One Hellenistic hel-
met with small rudimentary bronze horns attached, but 
of unknown provenience, is now kept in private collec-
tion.406 The second example, found at Bryastovets in pre-
sent day Bulgaria, had large prominent horns.407 There-
fore, it is quite probable that the sculptors of the Iulii 
monument were inspired by the Macedonian or Thracian 
traditions. The helmets with horns could have belonged 
to Macedonian or Thracian warriors. Similarly, the sad-
dle horns shown on the Orange triumphal arch (certainly 
being an equipment of defeated Gallic warriors) do not 
resemble the ones known from the Iulii monument.408 
Thus, it is quite possible that the Glanum reliefs show 
Hellenistic – not Gallic – warriors. As a result, we can put 
forward a hypothesis that the Glanum sculpted horned 
saddles could have been borrowed from the Hellenistic 
(more precisely Middle Eastern) world.

Here are the arguments: it is true that the Gundestrup 
cauldron depicts some kind of a predecessor of the 

400  See Sekunda & Dennis 2012: 43–44.
401  See Sekunda & Dennis 2012:  44.
402  Briscoe 1984: 151–153 tried to argue that the cognomen Philippus 
dates back to the siege of Rhodes in 305, when that besieged city was 
given aid by the Romans and the Macedonian leader Kassandros. Son 
of Kassandros – present at the siege – was the future Macedonian king 
Philip IV and the Roman Philippus could have acquired his cognomen 
due to his contacts with Macedonian prince, but such theory looks as 
an echo of a legend fabricated later and it is very difficult to verify.
403  RRC 293.1; Zawadzka 2009: pl. III. 5. Zawadzka favours the theory 
that that particular type of coin, struck by Quintus Marcius Philippus, 
shows diadem adorned with goat’s horns (cf. Zawadzka 2009: 41) but 
the mentioned above herm of Philip V is a clear indication that Mace-
donian kings indeed used helmets in a form of Macedonian national 
hat the kausia. Such helmet is clearly visible on the coin in question.
404  RRC 259.1; Zawadzka 2009: pl. III. 6. 
405  It is worth mentioning that Nicholas Sekunda argues that the 
image of the king’s head visible on the coin of Quintus Marcius Philip-
pus in reality belongs to Antigonos Gonatas. He pointed out that faces 
shown on that particular coin issue and on the mentioned above “Fall 
of Troy” fresco from Menander’s house are similar to the face of king 
Antigonos sculpted on a tetradrachm that depicts him with the attri-
butes of god Pan. Yet, that theory fails to explain, why the face of king 
Antigonos appeared on coins of Marcius Philippus? The argument “ex 
cognomine” seems to be decisive. See Sekunda & Dennis 2012: 17, 
43–44 for more. See also Gawroński 2014: 19.
406  See D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 37.
407  Webber & McBride 2001: 24 (The provenience place name ac-
cording to Webber’s transcription).
408  See D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 231 phot. 315a and page 233 
phot. 315s, compare with page 10 phot. 2. 
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Fig. 15. A tombstone of a Celto-Thracian horseman from Abdera, now in Sofia Archaeological Museum (after Sekunda & Mc-
Bride 1994: 49 fig 21). The long “Celtic style” sword and characteristic curb bit can identify the shown warrior as a member of 
Padea-Panagjurski-Kolonii group [compare with fig. 22]. The presence of a “squire” with spare javelins makes that image a first 
known representation of a “Celto-Thracian” fighting style, later typical for some Rhineland horsemen. Please note that the war-
rior uses “Pazyryk style” saddle [compare with figs. 3–6, 13, 17].
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horned saddle, secured by the breast and haunch straps, 
adorned with the round phalerae [fig. 13]. But now it 
is clear that some Thracian artists were involved in the 
process of creation of the cauldron,409 so it is quite prob-

409  The origins and of Gundestrup cauldron are a subject of a hot 
debate. For the newest approach, see Falkenstein 2004: 57–88; Pe-
ter-Röcher 2012/13: 190–198; Falkenstein (2004: 85) favours the the-
ory that in the production process a Thracian master was involved, 
perhaps an exiled producer of “Thracian” phalerae used by the Ro-
man auxiliary cavalry stationed in the Rhineland area (that implies 
Augustan date). On the other hand, Peter-Röcher  (2012/13: 197–8) at-
tributes the cauldron’s origins to Germanic Bastarnae, but agrees on 
Thracian influences on the artwork. Therefore, it is quite possible that 

able that the depicted horse warriors use the equipment 
characteristic for the Padea-Panagjurski-Kolonii group of 
mixed Celtic and Thracian origins.410 A gravestone from 
Abdera, now in Sofia Archaeological Museum, shows 

the images of horsemen, visible on the cauldron, tend to represent 
warriors of mixed origins (Celtic, Germanic and Thracian). As a result, 
the appearance of saddles of the eastern “Pazyryk” type on the caul-
dron is not a coincidence.
410  About the arms and armour used by the warriors from Pa-
dea-Panagjurski-Kolonii group, see Rustoiu 2005: 109–119; 
Łuczkiewicz & Schönfelder 2008: 159–210. Generally speaking, they 
used typical Celtic weapons and characteristic curb bits.

Fig. 16. The earliest (first century BC) clear representations of the “horned” saddles (not to scale): a – from old Nisa, Turk-
menistan (after Пилипко 1996: fig. 45/1 and Никоноров 2002: 24 fig. 1) and b – from Baalshamin at Sia, Syria (after Ghirshman 
1973: 103).

Fig. 17. “Pazyryk style” saddles: a – Bosporan stele of Kleon, son of Kleon, first century AD – State Hermitage, Sankt Peters-
burg (after Трейстер 2010: 497 fig. 6.1). It seems that in the east some people continued to use old “Pazyryk style” saddles 
in the course of the first century AD. The shown saddle most probably is based on cushions and has wooden closers attached 
(compare with figs. 2–5); b – reconstructed Pazyryk saddle from barrow no. 3 in use (after Stepanova 2016: 15 fig. 14). It looks 
strikingly similar to that shown on stele of Kleon. Such saddles are sometimes mistaken with the contemporary Roman saddles 
(Stepanova 2016: 15), which had large protruding horns [figs. 33, 35, 42, 45]. Though the Roman examples were somewhat dif-
ferent [figs. 14, 28b, 29–30, 32, 45, 73, 83, 88, 99, 102–104] and based on wooden trees, the representations of much shorter 
Pazyryk style closers were considered an artistic licence.

a b

a b
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a mercenary warrior [fig. 15].411 His belonging to that 
particular group is confirmed by the use of characteristic 
curb bit and Celtic slashing sword. But from the Abdera 
monument it becomes clear that the horseman in ques-
tion must have been using a kind of a cushion saddle, 
perhaps similar to the Pazyryk variety. And more, the sad-
dle from the monument looks similar to the ones depict-
ed on the Gundestrup cauldron. Therefore, the unwritten 
testimony of Gundestrup cauldron cannot confirm the 
use of horned saddles by the Roman republican cavalry.

In order to find the true origins of the “horned sad-
dle” we have to look elsewhere. After the appearance of 
Connolly’s experimental reconstruction it became clear 
that Parthian and Sassanian horsemen had also used 
horned saddles.412 But due to the linguistic barrier and 
thanks to the fact that the results of research of many 
Soviet and Russian scholars were published in hardly 
obtainable papers the western researchers overlooked 
some important clues connected with Parthian finds.413 
And so, one of the murals from the Parthian city old Nisa 
(now southern Turkmenistan), roughly dated to the first 
century BC, clearly depicts a saddle with large protrud-
ing horns [fig. 16a]. That seems to be the one of the 
oldest images of that particular saddle type.414 It is also 
noteworthy that the other earliest representation of the 
horned saddle comes from Syria [fig. 16b].415

On the other hand, the saddles used in the Sarmatian 
influenced Bosporan kingdom416 still were based on old Pa-
zyryk patterns [compare figs. 3–6, 13, 15, 17] The earliest 
evidence for the horned saddle’s use in the Roman con-
text comes from the recently discovered fresco, found at 
Gragnano near Stabiae [pl. A1].417 The fresco, of perhaps 
Augustan date,418 shows a hunting scene during which the 

411  For photograph, see Sekunda & McBride 1994: 49 fig 21 and page 
75. Actually something like small protruding horns appears on the 
carving, but these are probably the rigid (wooden?) cushion arches and 
closers, similar to those known from Pazyryk (Rudenko 1970: 129–130) 
and especially from carved horses from the terracotta army of Qin Shi 
Huangdi, see Portal 2008: 17, 47, 76 [figs. 3, 4 in the present book].
412  See Herrmann 1989: 765–769: figs. 5, 6, 8.
413  The only exception is: Herrmann 1989: 763–769 esp. 764. Herr-
mann pointed out that horned saddles developed in response to the 
needs of heavy Parthian cavalrymen (cataphracts) requiring better 
support.
414  Пилипко 1996: 69 and fig. 45/1; Никоноров 2002: 21–22, 24 fig. 1. 
415  On the relief from the Baal temple from Baalshamin at Sia in 
Hauran mountains, see Ghirshman 1973: 103; Sekunda & McBride 
1994: 67, 78. It is difficult to date that carving more precisely – it is 
possible that it could belong to the second half of the first century BC.
416  From the beginning of first century AD, see Mielczarek 1999: pl. 
16–17; Negin 1998: 66.
417  For photograph, see also D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 13. 
418  The fresco shows the warriors defending themselves by long 
scutum shields – similar to that discovered at Qasr-al-Harit in Fayum, 
Egypt, see D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 13, 26. The dating and belong-
ing of the shield in question is a subject of a debate, typologically 
it perfectly fits to the images recognizable on the altar of Domitius 
Ahenobarbus from Louvre from 115 BC and was found in buildings 
with the fragments of papyri datable to the end of second century BC, 
see Sekunda 2001: 80. But similar shields were used to the Augustan 

Roman landlord or officer, surrounded by his servants, is 
re-enacting the hunting of Meleagros by the use of long 
cross-bladed boar spears. The shape of horned saddle, 
tough obscured by a blue saddlecloth, can be easily rec-
ognized. All the available evidence suggest that the horned 
saddles appeared in Roman use after Carrhae battle in the 
year 53 BC (or during Lucullus’ campaigns at best).

Curiously, the other elements of Hellenistic cavalry 
equipment were willingly copied. And so, the figured evi-
dence confirms the use of horse armour: the Campidoglio 
monument shows horse chamfron of Hellenistic type, 
similar to the one known from Pergamum reliefs.419 The 
Avalano relief shows a breastplate or peytral, similar to 
the one visible on Alexander’s mosaic from Pompeii, dec-
orated with lion’s head.420 A decorated Romano-Etruscan 
urn from Volterra depicts a kind of a fringed peytral.421

Like in the case of many other Mediterranean horse-
men the long thrusting spear (hasta) was the main cav-
alry combat weapon of the Roman horse. That is con-
firmed by the figured evidence: the first century BC relief 
from Ascoli Piceno museum clearly shows a charging Ro-
man horseman: he uses long spear.422 Judging from the 
relief it was about three meters long. An ornamented 
spear was also used as a symbol of rank or as a military 
decoration. Such weapon is represented on another 
Romano-Etruscan urn from Volterra [fig. 18].423 Javelins 
were not so popular during the period, they were prob-
able used by the non-Roman tribal contingents of bar-
barian origins. The poet Lucan explicitly mentions thrown 
iacula used by the auxiliary Numidian horsemen.424

The earlier used Greek style single or double edged 
swords were soon replaced by the famous gladius his-
panensis. It had double edged blade, wooden or bone 
handgrip with similar quillons and pommel.  The parallel 
or waisted blade had a long tapering point. The exam-
ple recovered from Alesia battle site had a long blade, it 
was 68 cm long, though it’s finish was similar to the con-
temporary La Tène III swords.425 That particular weapon 

times or even longer – especially by the Praetorian guard – this type 
is easily recognizable on cancellaria relief from Domitian’s reign, see 
Rankov & Hook 2002: 30, 47. Therefore, it is quite difficult to establish 
a firm date to Gragnano fresco. Augustan date seems to be reason-
able, as the frescoes from earlier times could have had less chances 
to survive near Stabiae, but that statement can be challenged at any 
time. Later date is also less probable because the elongated shields 
of Fayum type were then used only by Praetorian guard as a sort of 
anachronistic weapon.
419  D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 33 fig. 18, 52.
420  D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 52 fig. 39.
421  D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 53 fig. 40.
422  See D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 48–49 fig. 34.
423  Museo Guamacci, see Sekunda & McBride 1996: 45, 47 and pl. 
H; D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 48, 51 fig. 38. That probably was the 
mysterious hasta donativa, as the decorated spearhead shown on 
the urn was not intended for combat use and served as a rank sign.
424  Luc. Phar. 6. 221. For the description of Numidian, Masaesylian 
or Moorish weapons and tactics, see Strabo, Geog. 17. 7. See D’Amato 
& Sumner 2009a: 48 for commentary on these testimonies.
425  See D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 49.
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was probably designed for cavalry use. Other examples, 
found at Šmihel in Croatia and Delos, had slightly shorter 
blades with parallel edges and long tapering points.426 
These examples gave way to the early imperial Fontillet, 
Nauportus and Giubiasco types, used in the Augustan-
Tiberian times, which were quite similar, but had slightly 
longer blades reaching even 70 cm.427 Such were the side 
arms of the Roman cavalry used before the introduction 
of longer slashing spathae swords of Celtic origins.

As it was said earlier, the old popanum or parma style 
round shields were still in use during the Augustan pe-
riod.428 A Via Latina monument shows two Roman cav-
alrymen, equipped in Boeotian or Coolus helmets and 
carrying traditional popanum type shields, fighting with 
two long haired barbarian (Germanic?) warriors.429 The 

426  Of about 62–66 cm, see James 2011: 80. For the comfort of an 
English speaking reader in the majority of places I use the Anglo-Sax-
on relative chronology for the La Tène culture, based on Roman num-
bers. But in some places, especially where more precision is needed, 
I had to switch to the German system, based on letters. Nevertheless, 
both systems can be used interchangeably.
427  James 2011: 123.
428  Sekunda & McBride 1996: 19; D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 49.
429  Junkelmann 1991: 34–35 phot. 17; D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 49.

figured evidence and some finds from Pompeii suggest 
that the traditional republican round shields were also 
used throughout the early imperial period.430 We should 
stress the fact that round shields, no matter of the po-
panum shape or belonging to the Hellenistic type with 
spine, were suitable for horsemen riding on ordinary sad-
dle blankets: in a clear contrast to later (heavier) oval or 
hexagonal examples the active parrying – done with more 
handy round defences – was easier. Moreover, due to the 
lighter weight of such buckler the risk of body displace-
ment was also minimal, as even the over-enthusiastic arm 
swings did not have caused much loss of balance. Round 
shields were also more handy when parrying strikes com-
ing from above was needed, which was extremely impor-
tant if a dismounted horseman was attacked by mounted 
opponent. However, all that came at a cost because such 
shields offered less protection against missile fire.

The surviving figured evidence, like the altar of Domi-
tius Ahenobarbus from Louvre, the Volterra urn [figs. 11, 
18] and the mentioned above Ascoli Piceno relief, shows 
Roman cavalrymen dressed in Boeotian helmets,431 

430  Junkelmann 2000a: 78–79, 124.
431  See D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 49, 51.

Fig. 18. Etruscan horseman from Volterra 
urn, second-first (?) century BC (after Sekunda 
& McBride 1996: 45).
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though Attic and Montefortino types were probably also 
used. During the late republican period the hybrid Attic- 
Boeotian type was also popular, it survived to the early 
imperial times as a part of gladiatorial equipment.432 Also 
the early imperial triumphal arch from Orange shows Ro-
man cavalrymen equipped in Attic-Boeotian or Coolus 
helmets adapted from the Celts.433

The use of Hellenistic style linthorax is still attested 
by the pictorial evidence from the period. The tubular 
body section, made from several layers of linen, was 
suspended from the collar “yoke”. The torso cover was 
ended with rows of overlapping linen stripes, designed 
to protect the groin and hips. The funerary monument 
from Avelino and Curtius’ relief from Rome show Roman 
cavalrymen dressed in such armour [fig. 12].434 But the 
protection offered by several layers of linen quite often 
proved to be insufficient.435 So some other sculptures, 
such as the already mentioned Louvre altar of Domitius 
Ahenobarbus [fig. 11] and the Volterra urn [fig. 18], tend 
to depict Roman horsemen clad in mail armour. 436 Obvi-
ously chainmail, adopted from the Celtic adversaries of 
Rome,437 offered better protection. A shortened version 
of rigid muscled cuirass, made of bronze and specially 
designed to allow horse riding, was also in use.438

Surviving figured evidence suggest that at least some 
Roman republican horsemen used segmented arm de-
fences, similar to later gladiatorial manicae, probably 
modelled on contemporary armour of Hellenistic cata-
phracts.439 The somewhat anachronistic Augustan or Ti-
berian funerary relief found at Split also suggests that 
the Roman republican horsemen used also armoured 
gloves for hand protection.440

Generally speaking, the republican Roman cavalry 
equipment looks strikingly similar to the one used in 
Hellenistic monarchies and in Greek city states, the only 

432  Junkelmann 2000a: 161–163.
433  See Junkelmann 1997a: pl. 45; D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 232.
434  D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 50, 52.
435  At this point one can recall the story about the second battle of 
Mantinea during which the Theban commander Epaminondas took 
a blow in his thorax and fell in the spot because the spear shaft had 
broken and left the iron in his body (Diod. Sic. 15. 87. 1). Despite that 
the linthorax continued in use till the imperial times, as commanding 
officers often wanted to trade better protection for the freedom of 
movement. Nevertheless, such armour did not managed to save the 
life of emperor Galba, see Suet. Gal. 19.
436  Judging from the figured evidence from altar of Ahenobarbus 
these armours resembled modern T-shirts, see Junkelmann 1997: pl. 
29; see also D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 49, 51 for the Volterra urn, 
where the protection shown had no sleeves.
437  See Connolly 1998: 123 for commentary on origins of Roman 
and Celtic chainmail.
438  See D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 51 for commentary on that subject.
439  As we can judge on the basis of damaged monument from the 
sanctuary of Fortuna Primigenia from Praeneste, now in Vatican Muse-
um, see D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 51. The monument probably com-
memorated one of Mark Antony’s officers and is dated about 30 BC.
440  See D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 149 phot. 204. Despite the date, 
the relief in question depicts traditional Roman equipment of the Re-
publican cavalry.

difference was the apparent lack of extra heavy cavalry 
(cataphracts) and horse archers. The changes in equip-
ment appeared due to the prolonged conflicts with 
“barbarian” adversaries. Among these barbarians were 
various Celtic tribes. The protracted Romano-Celtic wars 
and contacts had the greatest impact on further develop-
ment of Roman cavalry equipment.

Initially, during the battles fought with Celts the republi-
can Roman cavalry had a significant advantage: the Romans 
used to ride on larger horses. We should recall here the sto-
ry described in Livius’ work: in the year 170 BC Cincibulus, 
a king of the Alpine Gauls, angry at the Romans because 
of border disputes, was mollified by a gift in the form of 
two harnessed horses. The brothers of the king, using the 
occasion, asked the Senate for the permission to purchase 
ten more horses and for the right to export them from Ita-
ly.441 As we can see, the Romans were fully aware about 
the importance of maintaining monopoly for breeding large 
horses and consent to its breaking depended on the result 
of diplomatic negotiations. There is no doubt that the Ro-
man authorities considered disparity in the horse height 
to be one of the key advantages over the barbarian tribes. 
Later the obvious influx of better genetic material made 
that advantage insignificant (as Caesar had to distribute Ro-
man horses among his pony mounted Germanic warriors in 
order to give them a chance in confrontation with the Gallic 
cavalry that obviously had superior mounts).442

It seems that the Romans learned the secret of high 
horses breeding from their Etruscan neighbours. In the 
village of Canal Bianco (northern Italy) a burial of two 
horses (dated to the third century BC) was discovered. 
These animals stood respectively 150 and 155 cm at the 
withers. The horses used by the Transalpine Celts were of 
much lower height: at the Celtic oppidum Manching (Ba-
varia) bones of about 77 horses were found. Their mean 
height was estimated only to 124 cm at the withers.443

Little is known about the training of the republican 
cavalry, though some information survived: in the days 
of republic and early empire the young men of the best 
Roman families participated in the so-called “Trojan” 
games. During the games they showed their skills by 
“vaulting” from one horse to another or jumping above 
a few horses, etc. They also participated in mock battles 
between the “younger” and “older” boys.444 

As the Roman horsemen were accustomed to violent 
actions and they possessed larger horses, so why then 
they were defeated at Cannae by the cavalry recruited 
from Iberian, Celtic and Numidian barbarians?

Although the Gauls fought with the long swords, pro-
tected by large hexagonal shields and the Iberians pos-

441  Liv. Hist. 43. 5. 
442  Bell. Gall. 7. 65.
443  About the disproportion between the horses, see Junkelmann 
1990: 250–251.
444  See Junkelmann 1991: 142–145. Republican cavalry training was 
also described by Virgil, Aen. 5. 580–5. See also below note 1733.
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sessed short single edged falchions of excellent quality,445 
it was not the difference in weaponry that determined the 
result of the battle. As it was said, the barbarians were 
more numerous and that factor proved to be decisive.446

Furthermore, we must keep in mind another factor: the 
Roman horsemen fought with the warriors accustomed 
to horseback fighting from childhood. Among them were 
also the nimble Numidians, the ancestors of today’s Ber-
bers. These people were counted among the best horse-
men in the known history. Unarmoured detachments 
perfectly fulfilled the tasks of light horsemen, they were 
excellent scouts and skirmishers. They also distinguished 
themselves during the unexpected raids and ambushes.447 

The Numidians not only rode on horses bareback 
but also neither used bits nor bridles. For all the sup-
port they used only rope tied around the horse’s neck, 
though some tribes used saddle cloths of coarse wool or 
linen to protect themselves from horse sweat and hair.448 
Probably they learned that art from an early age. The 

445  For the short description of arms and armour of the Gauls and 
Iberians, see Connolly 1998: 113–126 and 150–152.
446  See Sidnell 2006: 186.
447  Probably each warrior had few mounts and was able to change 
them during the march jumping from one animal to another. This was 
only possible thanks to the herds of wild horses that roamed the lands 
of present-day western Tunisia and eastern Algeria. And we must re-
member that these areas once resembled the savannahs, in ancient 
times even elephants grazed there. 
448  See Salimbeti et al. 2014: 26–27. Such saddlecloths are attested 
by paintings from Gebel Mlezza (near Kerkouane a few miles south 
of Cape Bon). 

warriors used several light javelins as only weapons [fig. 
20].449 They also carried a small wooden (leather cov-
ered?) shields for only protection. So “equipped” they 
fought in many battles.

Such riders can be seen on the famous Trajan’s 
column reliefs [fig. 19].450 Similar images can also be 
found on the other tombstones of Numidian warriors 
[fig. 21].451 The Roman historian Arrian even maintained 
that he saw Numidian boys who hunted wild asses with-
out the help of saddles or bits.452

Nowadays, such a way of horse riding seems to be 
unusual. One of the researchers doubted even in the ex-
istence of the very ability to ride bareback and without 
a bridle.453 However, the Numidian warriors solved this 
problem. Horses were guided by changes in seat: every 
animal instinctively reacts to the movement of the centre 
of gravity of the rider’s body to prevent the loss of bal-
ance. In that case such action leads to an enforcement 
of turn. But how to stop a running horse? The rope tied 

449  The Numidians used light javelins ended with awl-like blades 
and designed to pierce chain mail of Roman legionnaires, see Ulbert 
1978: 333–338; Nicolle & McBride 1996a: 8.
450  See Connolly 1998: 148–149.
451  Like on the second century AD tombstone of Numidian warrior 
found at Neapolis in Roman Judea, see Junkelmann 1991: 74–75 phot. 33.
452  Cf. Arr. Cyn. 24. 1–2.
453  Some researchers, however, believe that the frequently used 
in the written sources phrase: “without bridles – sine frenis” (see, for 
example, Bell. Afr. 48. 2) describes riding with a kind of bit-free bridles 
(for the reconstruction of such riding styles, see Nicolle & McBride 
1996a:  9, 42 and pl. A). 

Fig. 19. Numidian horsemen shown on Trajan’s column (after Cagnat 1912: insert between 268 & 269).
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around the neck oppressed sensitive trachea. The sud-
den pull could stop even a galloping horse. Today, in an 
addition to the ordinary classical dressage competitions 
sometimes one can see shows during which the execu-
tion of the same evolutions is practiced with the use of 
bit and without it. But that requires not only the mastery 
in riding but also a properly trained mount.454 

The practical knowledge acquired by horse whisperers, 
such as Monty Roberts455 or Lorenzo “The Flying French-
man”, can offer us a clue in that matter. Horses can be 
guided by delicate suggestion or signals given by long sticks 
(in ancient times the shafts of the javelins were certainly 
used in that role), provided that the rider was able to per-
form the role of a herd-leader. Warriors had few mounts 
and were able to change them during the march jumping 
from one animal to another, so gaining experience as herd-
leader was extremely important. We should bear in mind 
that the Greek geographer Strabo,456 while writing that the 
Numidian horses were of lower height, stated that these 
animals were characterized by a remarkable obedience to 
their riders. That statement can serve as further support to 
our theory. It is worth adding that mastering the herd is in 
range of experienced horsemen. For example: during one 

454  Information about these shows the author owes to prof. Zbig-
niew Jaworski.
455  Roberts 2000.
456  Geog. 17. 3. 7.

show Lorenzo “The Flying Frenchman” was able to control 
up to eight horses using only signals given by the moves of 
the whip.457 Once installed in the role of herd leader the 
Numidian warrior had a simple task: horses were guided 
by changes in seat. We should also bear in mind that in 
battle conditions the methods used by the present day 
horse whisperers could fail, as the attention of the animals 
was easily distracted by moves of friends and enemies. In 
such conditions the “harsher” aids were used – such as the 
rope tied around the horse’s neck.458 

457  As can be seen on video, hosted at internet:  Lorenzo – Warsaw 
Horse Days – 27.03.2011 – Part 1/2, cf. https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=Cq1WEWd9F38 (access 06.02.2015).
458  About the Numidian fighting styles, see also Gawroński 2006a: 
56–57.

Fig. 20. Republican period Numidian javelinheads from Es 
Soumâa, Algeria (not to scale): a-b – leaf shaped, c – awl-like 
mail piercing variety (after Ulbert 1978 and Алексинский et 
al. 2005: 91).

a

b

c
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Such adversaries usually caused the Roman horse much 
trouble. But the things were getting even worse: due to 
the increasing affluence the wealthier citizens, more and 
more preoccupied with affairs of the growing empire, lost 
heart for war.459 Our sources refer to the last massive use 
of the Roman citizen cavalry during the invasion of Cym-
brians and Teutons at Vercellae in 101 BC.460 But contrary 
to the popular belief, the indigenous Roman cavalry never 

459  Such simplistic vision can be found in: McCall 2002: 105. McCall 
argues that legionary cavalry was probably abolished after the war with 
Italian socii (91–88 BC), as the growth of empire offered other, more 
attractive, opportunities for making career. But, as Nicolet (1974: 47–68) 
and Ziółkowski (2004: 267–268) had pointed out, the Roman horse was 
composed from the wealthiest members of the first class, the members 
of equestrian order probably were entrusted only with the commanding 
posts. Thus raising the auxiliary cavalry was a logical consequence of 
that process: the pattern developed inside the Roman society was im-
posed on auxiliary cavalry contingents. But in the later republican times 
one not needed to be a Roman eques to obtain commanding post: Ro-
man citizenry was probably considered enough. Nevertheless, Caesar 
refers to certain Lucius Aemilius, still a man of probably good name, who 
held a post of a decurio of a Gallic horse, cf. Bell. Gall. 1. 23. 2: decurio 
equitum Gallorum, see also Keppie 2000a: 84 notes 97–98. According to 
Keppie, the surviving epigraphic record suggests that that particular man 
probably served also as a centurio in Caesar’s famous legio X Equestris.
460  Val. Max. 5. 8. 4; Sekunda & McBride 1996: 41. Frontinus refers 
to the otnubered cavalry of Sulla, cf. Strat. 2. 3. 17 and that may be 
a sign of crisis.

ceased to exist.461 For example: when Julius Caesar needed 
reliable bodyguards he put on horseback the whole tenth 
legion.462 Some other literary passages also confirm that 
tendency: Appian writes about speirai of Marius’ horse463 
and Cicero refers to equitum legiones among Antonius’ 
cavalry.464 Also the poet Horace, who fought at Philippi in 
42 BC on the “wrong” side, clearly did so on horseback.465 
Horace probably belonged to a citizen horse unit. The rea-
sons for disappearance of the Roman citizen cavalry are 
not well understood. Interesting explanation was given 
by Jeremiah McCall, who had argued that after the war 
with the socii the members of the elite had lost interest in 
cavalry service, as other enterprises and career patterns, 
like: money operations, advocacy and oratory, gave more 
prestige.466 The loss of interests in cavalry training could 
have resulted in shrinking the pool of available men suited 
for cavalry service. As a result, the Romans, troubled with 
the shortage of recruits eminently qualified in equestrian 

461  See commentary in Harmand 1967: 47 note 13.
462  Bell. Gall. 1. 42.
463  See Bell. Civ. 1. 10. 87 on Marius’ cavalry who defected to Sulla 
during battle at Sacriportus lake.
464  Ad Fam. 10. 33: “equitum legiones... sub signis armatas tres”.
465  Armed with a small cavalry round shield, cf. Hor. Carm. 2. 7. 10: 
“Sensi relicta non bene parmula”; see also D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 49.
466  McCall 2002: 114–136.

Fig. 21. Imperial period Numidian horse-
man on gravestone from Neapolis in Roman 
Judea (after Junkelmann 1991: 75 phot. 33).
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matters, were forced to rely on cavalry contingents provid-
ed by various “barbarian” allies. Since then in the cavalry 
arm served many warriors from the tribes of outstanding 
equestrian traditions. The Roman elite members, including 
equites, were entrusted with the command posts.467

Not surprisingly, the weaponry and tactics of these 
newly recruited “barbarian” auxiliary units had an enor-
mous impact on the development of the imperial Roman 
cavalry fighting styles. But we should bear in mind that 
these influences were unevenly distributed. For example, 
the northern African warriors, Numidians and Moors, 
whose tactics and unique fighting abilities had been 
already mentioned, had little chance to teach anything 
fellow horsemen because their skills required lifetime to 
master (and thorough training from childhood as well).

Among the other barbarian horsemen employed by 
the Roman republican army were the Iberians. Accord-
ing to the surviving pictorial evidence and archaeologi-
cal finds, they rode on simple fabric saddle blankets and 
used snaffle bits. Each rider carried curved, single edged 
falcata sword (similar to the Greek kopis) and a small 
round shield (caetra) with central handgrip made of iron 
bar.468 In addition the Iberian horsemen used spears and 
javelins, some of them made from single piece of iron.469 
The other defensive equipment was minimal: the ma-
jority of warriors relied on wide belts and round breast-
plates for protection. Only the richest warriors used mail 
shirts or corselets of scale and mail construction. The 
pictorial evidence, notably the Liria vase, shows horse ar-
mour, probably made of scales or chainmail, though that 
supposition remains a pure speculation.470 Our sources 
also show warriors using helmets quite similar the Hel-
lenic Chalcidian or Attic types, but as far as now none 
had came to light. Some authors have even suggested 
that these helmets had been made of perishable materi-
als, such as leather or even fabric made of animal sinews, 
but that is difficult to prove.471 According to testimony 
of Polybius, the Celtiberians quite willingly dismounted 
to fight and the mounts left behind remained in place 
because of pegs attached to the reins.472

Moreover, it is quite difficult to trace the impact of 
Iberian horsemanship, as the Augustan final conquest 
causing subsequent rapid Romanisation of the Hispanic 
provinces resulted in abandonment of traditional ways of 
living. Not surprisingly, the Iberian arms and armour only 
occasionally appear on the monuments from the impe-
rial times, as the Romans had lost the knowledge about 

467  See Harmand 1967: 39–51.
468  Connolly 1998: 150–152.
469  Sometimes these javelins (called soliferrum by ancient authors) 
reached even 2 meters, see Treviňo & McBride 1995: 35, 37.
470  See Treviňo & McBride 1995: 36.
471  See Treviňo & McBride 1995: 35–36 and Connolly 1998: 151–152 
for commentary on Iberian helmets.
472  Polyb. fragm. 21 see also Ritchie & Ritchie 1996: 46.

them.473 It is quite possible that the recruits from the 
newly raised Iberian auxiliary units willingly and quickly 
adapted Roman customs. Nevertheless, one of the ma-
noeuvres performed during the hippika gymnasia shows 
took its name from the Cantabrian tribe.474

It seems that after the Marian reforms the Gallic or 
Celtic horse become the mainstay of the Roman caval-
ry arm. The officer-gentlemen Arrian stated that: “the 
Romans have adapted the exercises of Celtic horsemen 
who, in their opinion, had the highest reputation in bat-
tle”. 475 The Greek geographer Strabo adds that: “al-
though they are fighters by nature, they are better as 
cavalry than infantry; and the best cavalry-force the Ro-
mans have comes from these people”.476 Not surprisingly, 
the arms and armour or horse tack used by Gallic Celts 
(and by the Celto-Thracians from the mentioned above 
Padea-Panagjurski-Kolonii group) had a tremendous im-
pact on the development of the Roman imperial cavalry 
equipment.  Altough some Celtic warriors preferred to 
go to battle naked, the wealthy aristocrats – as the evi-
dence based on Vachères statue may indicate – went to 
combat dressed in mail shirts, intended for protection as 
much for display.477 The upper parts of some suits – ac-
cording to the Entremont sculpture – were made in the 
shape of a cape that offered additional protection to the 
shoulders. The remains of such Celtic chainmail armours 
were found at Ciumeşti in present day Romania. These 
belonged to two different cuirasses: one was made up of 
alternative rows of punched and butted rings, the other 
had rings punched and riveted. 478 It is noteworthy that 
the Romans, who adopted that particular type of armour 
from the Gallic Celts, used the word gallica to describe 
it.479 The Greek historian Diodorus Siculus also confirms 
the use of mail among the Celtic warriors.480

473  The only exception is the first century relief from Gartun in 
Croatia (now in Split Archaeological Museum) on which the typical 
caetrae shields and curved falcatae swords are clearly visible, see 
D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 103–104 fig. 105. The lack of appearance 
of Iberian spoils is significant, as captured weapons were displayed in 
private houses and copied in triumphal art (spoils on display in private 
houses: Plin. NH 35. 7 on paintings; Liv. Hist. 10. 7. 9 or 23. 23. 6 and 
38. 43. 10; Plut. C. Gracch. 15. 1; Sall. Cat. 12 .4; Prop. 3. 9. 26; Tib. 1. 
1. 54; Suet. Ner. 38. 2. In the houses of ordinary soldiers: Polyb. Hist. 
6. 39. 10; see also Rawson 1990: 158–73 and Prag 2006: 543 and esp. 
note 25; see also Zawadzka 2009: 38). We should also bear in mind 
that the majority of old Roman houses were burned to the ground 
during the reign of Nero. Therefore, the knowledge about the appear-
ance of Iberian arms and armour could have been lost.
474  The so-called Cantabrian gallop, cf. Arr. Tact. 40. 1–9.
475  Arr. Tact. 33. 4.
476  Geog. 4. 4. 2 – translation after Jones 1923.
477  Chainmail itself is a Celtic invention that appeared around 300 
BC, see Connolly 1998: 124.
478  For detailed description of Celtic mail armour, see Connolly 
1998: 123–124.
479  Varr. De Ling. Lat. 5. 24: “gallica... ex anulis ferra tunica”. See 
also D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 38, 238 note 187.
480  Diod. Hist. 5. 30. 3.
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In the time of Caesar’s conquest of Gaul the earlier 
used bronze Montefortino and Coolus helmets (both 
types had scalloped cheek pieces and bowls with a back 
peak to protect the neck, the latter type lacked the top 
knot) gave way to the new La Tène III designs, such as the 
iron Agen-Port types. The Agen type looked almost like 
the medieval chapelle de fer – it had a wide brimmed iron 
bowl with appropriate cheek pieces attached. The Port 
type was somewhat similar, but had a deep neck guard 
instead of a wide brim.481 Both types offered Gallic warri-
ors a significant advantage, as their Roman foes still used 
mass produced poor quality Montefortino helmets.482

Celtic horsemen used also large, hexagonal or oval, flat 
wooden shields, made of layers of thin wooden planks 
glued together. Three examples of such shields were re-
covered from the lake La Tène. They were oval in shape, 
made of oak wood and were about 110 cm long. They 
were 12 mm thick at the centre, slightly tapering towards 
the edges. Similar examples, found at Denmark and Ire-
land, were covered with hide.483 In the case of the lake 
La Tène shields the iron strip bosses suggest earlier date, 
since the ones used during the Gallic wars had spherical 
bosses.484 Their horizontal handgrip suggests preference 
for infantry use, though such shields could have been 
used on horseback as well. As we will see, the vertical grip 
facilitates holding together reins and shield in one hand 
[fig. 113b]. No doubt, similar shields, but with spherical 
bosses, were used by the Gallic horse in Caesar’s times.485 

As offensive weapons the Gallic horsemen used 
spears, javelins and long, double edged, slashing 
swords. In the clear contrast to the earlier examples, 
which reached even 60 cm, the later La Tène III spear 
and javelin heads were somewhat shorter, with a swell 
at the base and then they curved concavely towards the 
point. Some javelin heads had undulating edges to cause 
more dangerous wounds.486 Gallic warriors also used 
long, double edged, slashing swords, with blades as long 
as 90 cm, majority of them flat ended,487 tough some 
of them were given long, tapering point.488 Both types 
were carried in decorative scabbards made of iron, and 
suspended with the help of chain belts.489

The Celtic warriors used spurs, as numerous archaeo-
logical finds and the testimony of Gundestrup cauldron 

481  See Connolly 1998: 120–123 for Gallic helmets. 
482  Such two poor quality bronze Montefortino helmets coming 
from the time of Gallic conquest and possibly mass produced after the 
Marian reforms once belonged to the collection of Axel Guttmann, 
see Junkelmann 2000b: 118, 119: cat. no. AG 540, AG 536. The bronze 
sheets in most places were less than 2 mm thick. About the poor 
quality of Montefortino helmets, see also Paddock 1985: 142–159.
483  About these shields, see Connolly 1998: 118–119.
484  See Connolly 1998: 119.
485  Such shields are visible on the Caecilia Metella monument (in 
situ) at Rome, see D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 50 phot. 36.
486  See Connolly 1998: 117–118 for Celtic spearheads.
487  See Connolly 1998: 116.
488  See James 2011: 107.
489  See Connolly 1998: 116–117.

may indicate,490 but they did not invented them. It seems 
that they borrowed the whole idea of spurs use from the 
late classical Greeks, as the spurs are clearly visible on 
the legs belonging to the famous Jockey of Artemision 
statue491 and, as it was said in the previous chapter, they 
appear in Paestum archaeological assemblages.

At first glance the surviving archaeological evidence 
suggests that the tactics employed was quite straight-
forward: after hurling the javelins from afar the warriors 
charged with swords and spears. But we should bear in 
mind the highly sophisticated manoeuvres practiced the 
Roman cavalry, which according to the testimony of Ar-
rian were given Celtic names.492 These must have been 
introduced by Celtic auxiliaries, probably as early as the 
Gallic wars. Therefore, we have to suspect that the actual 
fighting required employing several complicated cavalry 
drills with rapid changes in speed and aiming. 

According to the testimony of Pausanias,493 the Celts de-
veloped a specific way of fighting called trimarcisia. Pau-
sanias states that during the engagement the servants of 
Gallic horsemen remained behind the ranks with spare ani-
mals ready, and if the horseman’s animal was killed, then 
the slave was able to give him a remount; if the rider was 
killed, the slave mounted the horse in his master’s place; 
if both rider and horse were killed, there was the slave on 
spare horse replaced the dead. When a rider was wounded 
one slave brought back to camp the injured man while the 
other took his vacant place in the battle line.494

Yet, the Celtic funeral rites from the La Tène III period 
excluded deposition of weapons. The majority of finds 
from the period comes from battle sites or are a result 
of accidental losses, therefore, in order to obtain more 
complete picture we have to look elsewhere. At this point 
we have to recall the mixed Celto-Thracian Balkan Padea-
Panagjurski-Kolonii group (La Tène late C2–D1).495 It was 
first recognized by Zenon Woźniak.496 The exact ethnic 
origins are difficult to trace, they are somehow connect-
ed with Celtic influenced Triballi and the so-called little 
Scordisci, there is also a Dacian element traceable among 
them.497 The style of equipment, traceable in assemblag-
es connected with that particular heterogeneous war-
rior group,498 had an enormous impact on the develop-

490  See Ritchie & Ritchie 1996: 44.
491  Hemingway 2004: 109 and fig. 63. The bronze statue could be 
no younger than 80 BC (Hemingway 2004: 91) but that evidence is un-
able to solve the debate about the date of its sculpting, its chronology 
ranges from late Classical to late Hellenistic periods.
492  These were the so-called pertinos, xynema and toloutegon 
manoeuvres, cf. Arr. Tact. 37. 4 and 42. 3 or 43. 2. The manoeuvres 
borrowed from the Celtic horse culture and used the Roman cavalry 
training methods will be discussed in detail below in chapter 6.
493  Paus. 10. 19
494  See Ritchie & Ritchie 1996: 44 for the commentary on that way 
of fighting.
495  Roughly speaking la Tène III in less exact Anglo-Saxon system.
496  See Woźniak 1974: 74–138; 1976: 388–384.
497  Rustoiu 2005: 109.
498  That means: of mixed ethnic origins.
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ment of Roman cavalry fighting styles.499 However, such 
impression could have been a result of archaeological 
visibility, as the Padea-Panagjurski-Kolonii group cavalry 
assemblages can be easy recognized and the others are 
absent. The general conclusion should look as follows: 
the Celto-Thracian cavalry  equipment, recognizable by 
archaeological means in the form of Padea-Panagjurski-
Kolonii group grave assemblages, should had an impact 
on the Roman cavalry arms and armour.

The weaponry and defensive equipment of the late 
Iron Age Padea-Panagjurski-Kolonii group of southern 
Romania and northern Bulgaria was quite recently widely 
researched by Łuczkiewicz and Schönfelder.500 According 
to their work, the grave assemblages connected with 
the group in question contained iron weapons and cav-
alry equipment. A typical assemblage consisted of a La 
Tène style long slashing sword in its iron sheath, a round 
shield-boss and a large lance-head, a curved knife with 
sheath,501 a belt-clasp, as well as a Thracian curb bit502 
and a pair of spurs [fig. 22].503 The objects seem mainly 
to be local in origin, even the swords belonged to a type 
particularly widespread in the east.504 Łuczkiewicz and 
Schönfelder had pointed out that the graves of the 
Padea-Panagjurski Kolonii group display a high degree 
of uniformity; they represent a generally homogeneous 
class of cavalrymen.505 

According to Łuczkiewicz and Schönfelder, some con-
nections with the La Tène culture can be seen in the distri-
bution patterns of the sword types.506 Despite the fact that 
the particular types in use in the Padea-Panagjurski-Kolonii 
group are distributed east of the main area of Celtic set-
tlement, known as the oppida zone, they are clearly influ-
enced by the La Tène culture. On the contrary, the round 
half-spherical shield-bosses,507 the Thracian curb bits508 
and the rectangular belt-clasps509 seem to appear in the 
region of the southern Caucasus and their distribution pat-
tern suggests infiltration from the lower Danube area into 
the main center of Celtic civilization.

It seems that the Padea-Panagjurski-Kolonii group 
had an enormous impact on the equestrian culture of its 

499  Yet, we should bear in mind that such hypothesis can be easi-
ly challenged: there are no other complete grave assemblages con-
taining so complex information about the arms and armour of Celtic 
horsemen from the period in question. Therefore, we cannot be sure 
that the changes traceable in Balkan peninsula went in the same di-
rection in the other parts of Celtic world.
500  Łuczkiewicz & Schönfelder 2008: 159–210.
501  Łuczkiewicz & Schönfelder 2008: 164–171.
502  About the curb bits, see also Rustoiu 2005: 109, 113, 114.  Ac-
cording to Rustoiu (2005: 109), it was a Thracian type XVI (for typol-
ogy, see Werner 1988: 96–97).
503  Łuczkiewicz & Schönfelder 2008: 185–186.
504  Łuczkiewicz & Schönfelder 2008: 172–182.
505  Łuczkiewicz & Schönfelder 2008: 195–200.
506  Łuczkiewicz & Schönfelder 2008: 172–182.
507  Łuczkiewicz & Schönfelder 2008: 182–185
508  Łuczkiewicz & Schönfelder 2008: 186–188.
509  Łuczkiewicz & Schönfelder 2008: 162–164

neighbours. It is noteworthy that an extremely rare find 
of Celto-Thracian curb bit typical for that group comes 
from Malkowice in present-day Poland.510 The grave  as-
semblage in question can be dated to the beginning of 
the Christian era (beginning of phase B1 according to 
the Roman period chronology). It contained also a small 
bronze ferrule with bulbous head and spurs.511 In the 
later imperial times such bronze ferrules with bulbous 
heads have been found in many Roman forts.512 Similar 
items were also recovered from the sites and cemeter-
ies used by the ancient Germans.513 It is also notewor-

510  Jamka 1947; Baranowski 1973: 454–455 fig. 30; for detailed 
analysis, see Kontny 2009: 105–106.
511  Czarnecka 2003: 145–146.
512  See Czarnecka 2003: 145–151. Some of these objects are clearly 
arrow tips intended for bird hunting, but many of them are too large 
to serve this purpose. 
513  Czarnecka 2003: 151.

Fig. 22. The late La Tène Padea-Panagjurski-Kolonii group 
grave assemblage from Römisch-Germanischen Zentralmuse-
um’s Mainz collection (after Łuczkiewicz & Schönfelder 2008: 
160 phot. 1). Similarly equipped horsemen had tremendous 
impact on development of the “Celto-Thracian” Rhineland 
fighting style.
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thy that in at least one other case these objects were 
found alongside elements of riding equipment: such find 
appeared at Newstead in the storage pit together with 
various elements of horse tack and pottery fragments 
of Dragendorff 27 type.514 It is very probable that these 
objects were used as butt-spikes.515 Therefore, it is quite 
probable that these bulbous heads were designed to fa-
cilitate drawing a javelin from a quiver. They could also 
provide a firm grip when the javelins were used in close-
quarters combat.516 The other theory speaks about their 
use as arrow heads.517

In the assemblages of the Padea-Panagjurski-Kolonii 
group similar objects were used as a finish of curved 
knife scabbards.518 But there is a possibility that there 
was some genetic stylistic connection between the 
scabbard endings in question and the later Roman pe-
riod javelin grips. At this point we have to recall the 
mentioned above gravestone from Abdera, now in Sofia 
Archaeological Museum.519  As it was said earlier, the be-
longing of the shown horseman to the Padea-Panagjur-
ski-Kolonii group is confirmed by the use of characteristic 
curb bit and Celtic slashing sword. But there is another 
important clue: the rider is shown on a rearing horse 
during javelin throwing while his servant stands in the 
background preparing to fetch his master another spare 
weapon. The relief, quite probably, depicts something 
similar to the trimarcisia mentioned by Pausanias.

But we have to point out that that particular icono-
graphic composition is a prototype of later Roman repre-
sentational tradition: such tombstones of auxiliary horse-
men are typical for the Rhineland area520 and, to some 
extent, for the British province.521 The involvement of 
Thracian auxiliary horsemen during the initial phases of 
the conquest of Germany is confirmed by archaeological 
finds.522 So there is no doubt that the Romans had an abil-
ity to copy not only the iconographical scheme but also the 
fighting styles as well (hence the use of artefacts intended 
for scabbard finish for javelin grips is not so surprising). 

The Abdera monument shows the other prototypes 
of later Roman auxiliary cavalry equipment, such as the 
cushion saddle of Pazyryk type or a hexagonal flat shield. 
Therefore, it is quite possible that the Celto-Thracian 
arms and armour or tack, closely related to the items 
used by the Padea-Panagjurski-Kolonii group, served as 
a model for equipment of the later regular Roman horse-
men. In the case of the Rhineland frontier the supposed 

514  See Curle 1911: 128. These finds belong to the very beginning 
of the second century AD.
515  See Junkelmann 1992: 136–7.
516  See Junkelmann 1992: 157 phot. 142.
517  Birley 1996: 23. See chapter 4 for more on that subject.
518  Łuczkiewicz & Schönfelder 2008: 164–171 see esp. 166.
519  National Archaeological Museum Sophia Inv. 8409, see Sekunda 
& McBride 1994: 49 fig 21, 75 and Webber 2003: 537 fig. 7. 
520  Collected in: Schleiermacher 1984: 66–154.
521  Schleiermacher 1984: 176–200; Bull 2007: 39–51.
522  von Schnurbein 1986: 409–431.

acculturation process went easy because the Celto-Thra-
cian warriors were so similar to the more numerous Gal-
lic horsemen who were a mainstay of the Roman cavalry 
arm. The general conclusion is that the first century AD 
Roman auxiliary cavalry equipment was shaped by the 
mixed Hellenic, Roman, Celtic and Thracian influences.

Just after the end of civil wars the Romans recognized 
the need of cavalry reorganization. During the end of the 
republic the “Roman” mounted forces were more a loose 
conglomeration of tribal contingents provided by vari-
ous Roman allies. To make matters worse, the majority 
of these tribal divisions were commanded by some local 
chiefs, not too closely tied to the Roman administrative 
machinery, sometimes even of dubious loyalty.523 We have 
to remember that one of the major flaws of the system 
appeared during its very development phase: according to 
testimony of Velleius Paterculus, the Cheruscan chieftain 
Arminius, being a foster child of Roman culture himself, 
was able to deliver one of the most serious blows to the 
Roman military might because he acquired a trusted posi-
tion inside the command structure of the Roman army.524 

In order to avoid such disasters in the times of Au-
gustus all auxiliary units were given rigid organizational 
framework. Generally speaking, the organizational pat-
tern of the Roman horse was quite straightforward: the 
cavalry forces were divided into regiments (Latin alae), 
initially composed of five hundred men. In addition some 
infantry cohorts received reinforcement in the form of 
attached cavalry detachments. These were called co-
hortes equitatae.  From some point the auxiliary units 
began to vary in size: alae and cohortes quinquenariae 
numbered approximately five hundred men and some 
other units were composed of a thousand troopers and 
soldiers – these were the formidable alae and cohortes 
miliariae. The simplified picture of Roman cavalry organ-
ization looks as follows: the quingenary part-mounted 

523  Caes. Bell. Gall. 1: 18; 8. 12; see also Bell. Civ. 3. 59 on treacher-
ous chieftains of Allobroges tribe: Roscillus and Egus; see also Chees-
mann 1914: 24; 2012: 23.
524  Vell. Pat. 2. 118. 2: “Tum iuuenis, genere nobilis, manu fortis, 
sensu celer, ultra barbarum promptus ingenio, nomine Arminius, 
Sigimeri principis gentis eius filius, ardorem animi uultu oculisque 
praeferens, adsiduus militiae nostrae prioris comes, iure etiam ci-
uitatis Romanae ius equestris consequens gradus, segnitia ducis in 
occasionem sceleris usus est, haud imprudenter speculatus neminem 
celerius opprimi quam qui nihil timeret, et frequentissimum initium 
esse calamitatis securitatem.- Then a young man of noble birth, brave 
in action and alert in mind, possessing an intelligence quite beyond 
the ordinary barbarian, named Arminius, the son of Sigimer, a prince 
of that nation, showed in his countenance and in his eyes the fire of 
the mind within. He had been a companion of our commanders on 
campaigns, had been granted the right of Roman citizenship, and had 
acquired the dignity of equestrian rank. This young man made use of 
the negligence of the general as an opportunity for treachery, saga-
ciously seeing that no one could be more overpowered than the man 
who feared nothing, and that the most common beginning of disaster 
was a sense of security”- slightly changed translation of F. W. Shipley – 
Loeb Classical Library (1924). The disaster mentioned  was, obviously, 
the well known battle of Teutoburg forest (AD 9).
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unit (cohors equitata) had five centuries of infantry and 
120 cavalry, while the milliary version had ten centuries 
of infantry and 240 cavalry.525 The majority of horse units 
were divided into turmae, probably 32526 troopers strong. 
Therefore, the alae or cavalry units contained either 16 
or 24 turmae made of 512 or 768 men. Giliver correctly 
pointed out that the alae and cohortes miliariae had 
been a slightly later (Flavian?) development, the first re-
corded cases can belong to the late 60s AD.527

Starting from the reign of Augustus onwards the local 
tribal leaders were gradually replaced by the Roman pre-
fects recruited from the equestrian order. Apart from the 
obvious exception of the Batavian uprising in AD 69–70 
the system worked quite well. By the mid-first century AD 
the equestrian service was given customary recognition 
and the tres militiae system had been established: after 
the prefecture of an auxiliary cohort equestrian officers 
proceeded to a legionary tribunate and subsequently 
were promoted to a prefecture of an cavalry ala,528 with 
the command of the formidable alae miliariae being the 
much coveted ending of a successful career.

The horsemen belonging to the cohortes eqiutatae 
and alae were divided into smaller sub-units called tur-
mae, made of thirty troopers (32 in fact), commanded 
by decurions (decuriones). According to the Roman cav-
alry organizational pattern, decuriones were supported 
by “NCOs” (principales) like: duplicarii or sesquiplicarii, 
standard bearers: vexillarii or imaginiferi and deputies 
(optiones equitum).529 As a result, only in the legionary 
cavalry (composed of 120 or 242 troopers)530 and in the 

525  The Roman cavalry organization pattern after Dąbrowa 1994: 
109 and Giliver 2007: 194.
526  Contra: von Domaszewski (1908: 35), who suspected that in some 
cases turmae of alae miliariae were stronger and numbered 42 troopers.
527  The organisational pattern described in: Ios. De Bello Iud. 3. 67 
suggests that the number of equites legionis increased in the Flavian 
times, see below: note 530.
528  Giliver 2007: 194 see also Cheesman 1914: 90–101.
529  Duplicarii received double pay, sesquiplicarii somewhat less: 
pay-and-a-half. On Roman cavalry organizational pattern, see von 
Domaszewski 1908: 51, 58; Cheesmann 1914: 26; 2012: 24; Dixon & 
Southern 1993: 25.
530  There are some contradictions in the sources regarding the num-
ber of cavalry per legion. And so, Josephus says that in every legion 
there were one hundred and twenty horsemen, see De Bello Iud. 3. 
6. 2 (120): „then came cavalry units belonging to each legion. In fact, 
for each of them one hundred and twenty horsemen were assigned – 
trans. R. G.”. The testimony of Josephus, as an eyewitness’ account, 
deserves trust. However, we must remember the fact that the infor-
mation about the number of equites legionis recorded by the author 
of “Jewish War” only reflects the situation typical for the war in Judea, 
see Dixon & Southern 1993: 27. On the other hand, the late Roman 
military theoretician Vegetius states that the amount of cavalry as-
signed to each legion numbered 726 troopers, see  Epit. Rei Milit. 2. 
6. According to his testimony, the legionary cavalry was divided into 
turmae like in the case of the auxiliary horse, see Epit. Rei Milit. 2. 14. 
To the every legionary cohort from the second to the tenth two turmae 
of 32 troopers were assigned, with the addition of the commanding 
decurions that made a total strength of 66 men. The only exception 
was the first cohort that had double number (132) of troopers divided 
into four turmae, see also Pavkovič 1991: 37. We should remember that 

Praetorian531 horse guard served the Romans by birth, 
although there were cases that the Roman citizenship 
was given, as a reward for bravery, to individual soldiers 
or to whole units. In addition, some “non-commissioned 
officers” in some units were Roman citizens by birth.532

the first cohort, in the clear contrast with the other cohorts, customary 
had a double number of soldiers divided into five double centuries, see 
Breeze 1969: 50–53; Speidel 1992a: 6–9 and 26–30. We should bear in 
mind that the Roman legions from the times of early empire never had 
lost the links with their republican past retaining the elastic structure 
from the times of great conquests. And so, the legions were composed 
of heavily armed legionaries who used heavy javelins (pila) and large 
rectangular shields (scuta), but also made use of lighter antesignani 
armed with round shields and light darts, see Speidel 1992a: 14–20. 
Such organizational structure of the legion is based directly on the re-
publican tradition, see Sekunda & McBride 1996: 33–34. Therefore, we 
can hypothesize that the organization of the legionary cavalry has its 
roots in the republican past. If we can make a hypotheis that the de-
curions, just like in the republican times, commanded only the groups 
of ten soldiers, then obtained picture can clear up the contradictions 
present in written sources. And so, the number of inscriptions and pa-
pyri refers to the function of decurio equitum among the legionary sol-
diers without any connection with the turmae existence, see P. Mich. 
III 164 = Fink 1971: no. 20; CIL II 1681 = ILER 5672 = Roldan Hervás 1975: 
no. 519 = Le Roux 1982: 74; CIL XIII 6974 (however, there is a possibility 
that the abbreviation DEC stands not for Dec(urio) but for Dec(itates) 
or Deci(tates) – then that would be an origo derived from the name of 
a Ligurian tribe from Gaul, see Kronemayer 1983: 85); CIL III 7449 v. 32. 
It seems that Vegetius had used a list of the legionary cavalry officers 
and on this basis he drew conclusions regarding the number of horse - 
confusing the traditional Roman files of ten with the better known or-
ganizational scheme of auxiliary turmae. If we accept that hypothesis, 
the first cohort had four decurions and forty horsemen attached and 
to the each other two decurions and twenty horsemen were assigned. 
After counting the number of equites legionis throughout the legion we 
get 242 horsemen, which is the approximate twice of the number of 
riders recorded by Josephus. Therefore, one can conclude that during 
the Jewish war to each legion eleven files of ten riders and eleven com-
manding officers (decurions) were assigned. It is not known whether 
that happened due to the unknown specific conditions of the war in 
Judea that required trimming by half the numbers of equites legionis or, 
which is more probable, that their number was doubled at a later time. 
The latter hypothesis can be supported by the fact that just under the 
reign of the Flavian dynasty   a military reform appeared during which 
the size of some auxiliary troops was doubled, see Dąbrowa 1994: 109. 
The excavations at Flavian period legionary fortress at Inchtuthill can 
add further support to that theory: the barracks A and B appear to 
have place for twenty contubernia of legionary horsemen, some of 
them could have been also garrisoned at barracks identified in the so-
called “officers’ temporary compound”, though these could have been 
occupied by some other guards units like the equites singulares of the 
governor, see Pavkovič 1991: 38–39.  For more about legionary cavalry 
organization, see Gawroński 2007: 69–73. 
531  In the times of Augustus to each Praetorian cohort three turmae 
of cavalry were attached. In the second century AD their number was 
increased to five, there were also special units of mounted scouts, called 
speculatores, commanded by the centurio speculatorius, these horse-
men had a separate instructor (exercitator), see Rankov & Hook 2002: 8.
532  As was in the case of a certain Marcus Licinius Fidelis, the former 
legionary cavalryman, see AE 1969, 661 v.2: fac(tus) dupl(icarius) in | ala 
pann(oniorum) men(sibus) IV. Also certain T(itus) Calidius was described 
as dec(urio) coh(ortis) I Alpin(orum), see CIL III 11213 = ILS 2082. The same 
was the case of the famous Tiberius Claudius Maximus, a cavalryman and 
a Roman citizen by birth, who brought to the emperor Trajan the head 
of the defeated Dacian king Decebalus. Maximus served as a duplicarius 
and a decurio in the second Pannonian ala, see Speidel 1970: 146.
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The mentioned above Augustan reorganization of the 
army was important for creation of the very specific social 
network of the Germania province, with the large part of 
population actually living in military camps.533 Moreover, 
the large concentration of legions and auxiliary units in 
Germania caused the fact that it was the one of the most 
important military provinces of the Roman empire. And 
so, after the Varian disaster of AD 9 Germania was gar-
risoned by eight legions, each of which was accompanied 
by numerous auxiliary units. Following the brief rebellion 
of AD 89, instigated by the governor Lucius Antonius 
Saturninus, Germania was divided into two provinces, 
with four legions assigned to each province.534 The two 
newly created provinces, positioned between the Rhine 
in the east and Gallia Belgica and Gallia Lugundensis in 
the west, were named Germania Inferior and Germania 
Superior, with administrative centres established at Köln 

533  See Cuff 2010: 106 on commentary on garrison of Germania 
province and its social network. See also Creighton & Wilson (1999b) 
for bibliography and introductory works on Roman Germania and 
Wilson 2006: 198–212 for the results of the latest archaeological re-
search (after Cuff 2010: 106 note 2).
534  See Dio Cass. 67. 11; Suet. Dom. 6. 2; 7. 3 and Aur. Vict. Epit. 11 
and Cuff  2010: 106.

or Cologne (Colonia Claudia Ara Agrippinensium, earlier 
oppidum Ubiorum) and Mainz (Mogontiacum). 

The military effort and total number of auxiliary units 
needed for protection of the Rhineland frontier (estab-
lished after the conclusion of Germanicus’ campaigns 
in AD 16) was considerable and cavalry played an im-
portant role in that process. Quite recently David Cuff, 
drawing from epigraphic evidence, made an attempt to 
discuss the numbers.535 Pointing at the military diploma 
discovered in a coin hoard at Elst (dated to AD 98)536 he 
concluded that the document in question: “records 31 
auxiliary units, and at least 3 others are known to have 
been stationed in Germania Inferior at that time, yielding 
34 units in Germania Inferior alone”.537  We can add that 
even a glimpse on the paper strength of the Germania 
Inferior cavalry arm reveals the fact that from 34 attested 
auxiliary units as much as 6 were true cavalry alae and 
11 others had a substantial number of mounted troopers 

535  Cuff 2010: 107.
536  See RMD 216; Haalebos & Willems 1999: 255.
537  According to Cuff (2010: 107 note 7), note 7 the three additional 
units are the ala Augusta Vocontiorum, cohors VI Ingenuorum civium 
Romanorum, and cohors XV Voluntariorum civium Romanorum.

Table 1. Cavalry of Germania Inferior, after RMD 216; Haalebos & Willems 1999: 255; Cuff 2010: 107 (AD 98)

Unit: Number of horsemen (paper strength):
1. Ala Gallorum Indiana 16 turmae of 32 troopers (512 in total)

2. Ala I Batavorum 16 turmae of 32 troopers (512 in total)
3. Ala I Noricorum 16 turmae of 32 troopers (512 in total)

4. Ala I Afrorum 16 turmae of 32 troopers (512 in total)
5. Ala Augusta Vocontiorum 16 turmae of 32 troopers (512 in total)

6. Ala Sulpicia 16 turmae of 32 troopers (512 in total)
7. Cohors II Asturum equitata pia fidelis 4 turmae of 32 troopers (128 in total)

8. Cohors I Ingenuorum civium Romanorum equitata 4 turmae of 32 troopers (128 in total)
9. Cohors II civium Romanorum equitata 4 turmae of 32 troopers (128 in total)

10. Cohors I Flavia Hispanorum equitata pia fidelis 4 turmae of 32 troopers (128 in total)
11.Cohors II Hispanorum equitata pia fidelis 4 turmae of 32 troopers (128 in total)

12. Cohors I Latobicorum et Varcianorum equitata 4 turmae of 32 troopers (128 in total)
13. Cohors I Pannoniorum et Delmatarum equitata 4 turmae of 32 troopers (128 in total)
14. Cohors I Raetorum equitata civium Romanorum 4 turmae of 32 troopers (128 in total)

15. Cohors II Thracum veterana equitata 4 turmae of 32 troopers (128 in total)
16. Cohors IV Thracum equitata pia fidelis 4 turmae of 32 troopers (128 in total)

17. Cohors II Varcianorum equitata 4 turmae of 32 troopers (128 in total)
Additionally in the province (not mentioned in RMD 216):

18. Equites legionis of Legio I Minervia from Bonna 22 decuriae of 11 troopers (242 in total)
19. Equites legionis of Legio XXII Primigenia from Castra Vetera 22 decuriae of 11 troopers (242 in total)

20. Equites legionis of vexillatio Legionis IX Hispana from Ulpia Novio-
magus (?)I 22 decuriae of 11 troopers? (242? in total)

Total number of units: 20II Total number of troopers: 5206
I  Archaeological finds in the form of inscribed pieces of horse furniture confirm the presence of legionary cavalry at the site in the time, see 
Keppie 2000b: 173–179; Campbell 2010: 48–53 esp. 51–52 on the early presence at Nijmegen’s Huneburg fort; Lendering & Bosman 2012: 110 
[see also fig. 56 in the present book].
II  It does not mention the equites singulares of the provincial governor who were drawn from existing alae and cohortes. Please note that 
in the year 98 after Christ the actual size of cavalry arm of Germania Inferior was lower, as the equites singulares left the province to form the 
emperor’s horse guard (at the beginning of his reign Trajan needed reliable counterbalance for Praetorians and he used for that purpose his 
former provincial equites singulares who became the famous equites singulares Augusti, see: Rankov & Hook 2002: 51).
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(cf. table 1) – not counting the additional equites legionis 
from provincial legions.538  

At first glance the paper strength of the listed units 
looks impressive and suggests that provincial cavalry was 
quite numerous.  It could have numbered even more 
than five thousand troopers (cf. table 1). Yet, quite pos-
sibly such estimations are misleading, as the surviving 
documentary record from the other provinces reveals 
the fact that many units were kept under strength. The 
case of an almost contemporary strength report re-
covered from Vindolanda in the neighbouring Britan-
nia province is significant. According to the report, the 
Cohors I Tungrorum, which garrisoned the Vindolanda 
fort close to end of the first century AD, was kept under 
strength: of recorded 751 men only 270 were, in fact, 
present at fort, many of them sick or wounded.539 As 

the Batavian and Tungrian cohorts were raised in lower 
Germania and transferred from the Rhineland after the 
suppression of the revolt of AD 69–70,540 we can suspect 
that the practices and customs present on the Germanic 
frontier looked similar. 

If that was the case, the Germanic frontier was guard-
ed with limited manpower. However, such evidence 
should be treated with great caution, as the other sour-
ces – though coming from the eastern parts of the em-
pire and much later – suggest the opposite practice: the 
daily rosters of cohors XX Palmyrenorum found at Dura 
Europos and dated to AD 219 and 222 reveal the fact 
that the cohort was kept over strength.541 On the other 
hand, the epigraphic record from Roman Egypt suggests 
that in at least some units, presumably in alae miliariae, 

538  Counted in table 1 according to the strength estimations of le-
gionary cavalry mentioned above.
539  Birley 1999: 56–7: Hassall 2000: 334.
540  The written evidence from the Vindolanda tablets suggests that 
the Batavian cohorts were moved to British province under loyal pre-
fects, some of whom were enfranchised with Roman citizenship by 
the Batavian revolt suppressor Petilius Cerialis, see Birley 2001: 16.
541  P. Dura 100, 101; Hassall 2000: 334; Edwin 2008: 136–137.

turmae numbered even 42 horsemen.542 Therefore, it 
is safer to assume that the actual strength of particu-
lar units depended on specific circumstances.543 Never-
theless, in order to obtain the exact number of cavalry 
eligible for active service we have to divide the paper 
strength by two.

The cavalry arm of Germania Superior looks less im-
pressive. Another diploma from late Trajan’s reign, which 
recorded the presence of 19 units in that province,544 
preserves the names of only two true cavalry units and 
six cohortes equitatae (table 2). Although Cuff stated 
that “it is likely that the total garrison of this province 
is underrepresented as well”,545 it is quite probable that 
in the rugged terrain of Germania Superior cavalry was 
less needed. The list of cavalry units in question looks as 
follows:

As for details, the history of auxiliary units have been 
extensively researched from the nineteenth century,546 
therefore, there is no need to repeat the already done 
work in the book that focuses on arms, armour and tac-
tics. Yet, the short glimpse on the list of cavalry units 
serving in the province(s) of Germania(ae) can shed 
some light on the original ethnic composition of prov-
ince’s mounted forces. Careful examination of existing 
epigraphic evidence would also enable tracing these po-
tential influences which shaped the arms and armour of 
the Roman auxiliary cavalry (see table 3).

542  von Domaszewski 1908: 35: “in der Stärke von 42 Mann ausges-
chieden werden” – drawing on evidence preserved in CIL III 6627 from 
Koptos. See also Cheesman 1914: 26; 2012: 24.
543  And present state of research prevents categorical statements 
in that matter.
544  CIL XVI 62.
545  Cuff 2010: 107.
546  The main scholarly works on the auxilia are: Cichorius 1893 
and Cichorius 1900; Cheesman 1914; Holder 1980; Saddington 1982; 
Spaul 1994 on the ala and Spaul 2000 on the cohors. Moreover, quite 
recently an attempt was made to systematize our knowledge about 
the social networks of auxiliary units from both Germaniae and Bri-
tannia provinces, see Cuff 2010.

Unit: Number of horsemen (paper strength):
1. Ala I Flavia Gemina 16 turmae of 32 troopers (512 in total)

2. Ala Scubulorum 16 turmae of 32 troopers (512 in total)
3. Cohors I Flavia Damascenorum miliaria equitata sagittaria 8 turmae of 32 troopers (or of 42 troopersI) (256 or 336 in total)

4. Cohors I Aquitanorum equitata veterana 4 turmae of 32 troopers (128 in total)
5. Cohors III Aquitanorum equitata 4 turmae of 32 troopers (128 in total)

6. Cohors IV Aquitanorum equitata civium Romanorum 4 turmae of 32 troopers (128 in total)
6. Cohors I Asturum equitata 4 turmae of 32 troopers (128 in total)

7. Cohors II Hispanorum equitata pia fidelis 4 turmae of 32 troopers (128 in total)
8. Cohors I Ingenuorum civium Romanorum equitata 4 turmae of 32 troopers (128 in total)

Total number of units: 8 Total number of troopers: 2048 (2128)

Table 2. Auxiliary cavalry of Germania Superior, after CIL XVI 62 (8 September AD 117). Please note that the list is made with-
out mention about the legionary cavalry that could add an additional number of troopers.

I  According to observations from: von Domaszewski 1908: 35.
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Table 3. Cavalry units of the Germania(ae) province(s) after units list in: Cuff 2010: 246–255, with some changes.I

Unit name: Ethnic origins: Recruitment date and traces 
of service in Germania: References:

1. Ala Afrorum veterana Afri

Ca. AD 70. 
In Germania: AD 74–89;

Germania Inferior:
AD  89–158

1. CIL XVI 23 = AE 1906, 99 Wiesbaden. 
2. CIL XVI 59
3. RMD 52 

4. AE 1924, 21 = AE 1926, 67 Neuss
5. CIL XIII 8303 = ILS 2508  Köln

6. CIL XIII 8304 = AE 1903, 275  Köln
7. CIL XIII 8305 = AE 1903, 276 Köln

8. CIL XIII 8355 Köln
(Spaul  1994: 22–23)

2. Ala Agrippiana Miniata Galli Augustan.
In Germania: before Flavians

1. CIL XIII 6235 Worms
(Spaul  1994: 24–25; Cuff 2010: 246)

3. Ala I Asturum 
(earlier ala V Astyrum?II)

Astures
Augustan.

In Germania 14–16 AD, perhaps to 
AD 43? 

1. AE 1990, 732 Saint Géréon near Köln
2. CIL XIII 2613 = ILS 2509  Chalons-sur-Saône

(Spaul  1994: 37–38; Saddington 1994: 74)

4. Ala Augusta Victoris?III Treveri?
Augustan?

In Germania to AD 43?IV Bull 2007 

5. Ala I Batavorum Batavi

Augustan-Tiberian.V

In Germania AD 14–16 
As a regular unit in Germania 

Inferior:
AD 98–106.

1. Tac. Ann. 1. 11 (?); 2. 8; Hist. 4. 18.
2. RMD 216 = Haalebos & Willems 1999: 255 

(Spaul  1994: 62–63)

6. Ala I Cannanefatium  
civium Romanorum Cannanefates 

Augustan. 
In Germania: AD 28

in Germania Superior:
AD 90–106.

1. CIL XIII 11740 = ILS 9323 Ladenburg 
(Spaul  1994: 77–78)

7. Ala I Claudia Gallorum 
Capitoniana Galli In Germania: before AD 45.VI 

1. CIL XIII 7023 = ILS 2504 MainzVII

2. AE 1912, 187 Ghighen (in Bulgaria)
(Spaul  1994: 80)

8. Ala I Claudia Nova miscel-
lanea Galli, Hispani Claudian.

In Germania: AD 74
1 CIL XVI 20

Spaul 1994: 89–91; Cuff 2010: 247

9. Ala I Flavia Gemina -
Flavian.

In Germania: AD 74–89 
in Germania Superior:

AD 89–130 and probably to the end 
of the Antonine dynasty.

1–4. CIL XVI 20, 28, 36, 62
5. RMD 80

6. CIL XIII 2603 Chalons-sur-Saône
7. CIL XIII 6350 Rottweil

8. CIL XIII 7024 = AE 1898, 72 Mainz
9. CIL XIII 7579 Wiesbaden

10. CIL XIII 11948 Frankfurt/Main
11. CIL XIII 7365 Frankfurt/Main

12. AE 1893, 53 Xanten
(Spaul  1994: 135)

10. Ala I Flavia
Singularium civium 

Romanorum VIII
Flavian. Tac. Hist. 4. 70 (?); 5. 21(?) 

Cuff 2010: 249

11. Ala I Flavia Augusta Britan-
nica miliaria civium Romano-
rum bis torquata ob virtutem

-
Pre-Flavian (?).

Quelling the revolt of Vindex in 
AD 69

Tac. Hist. 1. 16 (?).
(Spaul  1994: 170)

12. Ala II Flavia Gemina miliaria 
pia fidelis - Flavian.IX

In Germania: AD 74–82

1–2. CIL XVI 20, 28
3. CIL XIII 7025 Mainz

(Spaul  1994: 111–112)

13. Ala Gallorum et Thracum 
Classiana civium Romanorum Galli, Thraces Augustan. 

In Germania: before AD 43

1. CIL XIII 8668 Monterburg
2. CIL XIII 8306 Köln

(Spaul  1994: 87; Cuff 2010: 247)

14. Ala Gallorum Indiana Galli, Germani 
(Treveri)

Tiberian.X 
In Germania: Civitas Treverorum 

AD 21, leaves to Britannia in AD 43.

1. CIL XIII 6495 = CIL XVI 80 Neckarburken
2. CIL XIII 7028 Mainz

3. CIL XIII 6230 = ILS 2486 Worms
4. CIL XIII 8519 Worringen

5. CIL XIII 7257 Klein Winterheim
6. AE 1929, 130 Mainz

Tac. Ann.  3. 42, 46.
(Spaul  1994: 152–153)
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15. Ala I Hispanorum pia fidelis Hispani

Augustan: 
in the times of Tiberius in southern 

Germania;
returns under Vespasian?

Vexillatio in Augst in AD 31–69?XI

1. CIL XIII 6233 Worms
2. CIL XIII 7026 Mainz
3. CIL XIII 7027 Mainz
4. CIL XIII 11317 Trier

5. AE 1969/70, 421 = AE 1971, 277 = AE 1992, 
1276 Augst

(Spaul  1994: 144)

16. Ala Longiniana -

Neronian ?
In northern Germania to AD 69/70; 
later incorporated into Ala II Flavia 

Gemina miliaria pia fidelis.

1. CIL XIII 2615 = ILS 2498 Chalons-sur-Saône
2. CIL XIII 8092 Bonn
3. CIL XIII 8093 Bonn
4. CIL XIII 8094 Bonn
5. CIL XIII 8095 Bonn
6. CIL XIII 8096 Bonn

Spaul  1994: 156–157; Cuff 2010: 247)

17. Ala Moesica felix torquata Moesi

Pre-Neronian. 
In Augst? AD 31–69
In Germania Inferior  

about AD 78–158
Germania Superior:  
about AD 177–192?

1. AE 1969/70, 437 Echzell 
2. CIL XIII 7433 = AE 1969/70, 438a Butzbach 

4. CIL XIII 8592 Moers-Asberg
5. CIL XIII 8503 Deutz

6. CIL XVI 23 = AE 1906, 99 Wiesbaden
7. AE 1969/70, 421 = AE 1971, 277 = AE 1992, 

1276 Augst
(Spaul  1994: 163–164)

18. Ala Noricorum Norici

Augustan.
In Germania: from Augustean times 

to AD 89 near Köln; 70–83  
at Altkarkar; at Dormagen after  

AD 83 to the third century.

1. CIL XVI 23 = AE 1906, 99 Wiesbaden.
2. RMD 52

3. RMD 120 = AE 1981, 656 PoeldijkXII

4. AE 2003, 1221 Monheim 
5. CIL XIII 7029 Mainz
6. CIL XIII 7030 Mainz
7. CIL XIII 8308 Köln
8. CIL XIII 8309 Köln

9. CIL XIII 8243 = AE 1904, 104 = ILS 9270 Köln
10. CIL XIII 8523 Dormagen
11. CIL XIII 8524 Dormagen

12. CIL XIII 8662 Monterburg
13. CIL XIII 8669 Monterburg

14. CIL XIII 8670 = ILS 2523 Monterburg
15. AE 2009, 960 Mainz
(Spaul  1994: 165–166)

19. Ala nova firma cataphrac-
taria

Arameans and 
Parthians

In Germania Superior:
231 AD – 274 AD?

Intended to be used against  
Alemanni by Severus Alexander 

and Maximinus Thrax

1. AE 1931, 68, AE 2006, 931 Cannstadt
2. CIL XIII 7323 = ILS 9148 Frankfurt am Main

(Spaul  1994: 82–83)

20. Ala Augusta Parthorum et 
Araborum sagittaria Parthi, Arabi

Augustan.
At Mainz in the first half  
of the first century AD?

1. AE 1976, 495 Mainz
2. AE 1959, 188 = AE 1967, 339 Mainz

(Spaul  1994: 176–178)

21. Ala Parthorum veteranaXIII Parthi
Augustan or Tiberian.

At Mainz in the Augustan  
or Tiberian times?

1. CIL XVI 10024.35 = ILS 9147 Neuss

22. Ala PomponianiXIV/ 
Petriana Gallorum

Galli Augustan.
In northern Germania ca. AD 55

1. CIL XIII 6820 = ILS 2491 Mainz
(Spaul  1994: 179)

23. Ala Gallorum Picentiana Galli

Augustan
In Germania: AD 74–82; after that 
transferred to Britannia (RIB 1172) 
and fights at Mons Graupius in AD 

83XV

1–2. CIL XVI 20, 28
3. AE 1910, 211 Mainz
4. AE 1962, 290 Mainz

5. CIL XIII 6277 = ILS 2497 Dienheim near Mainz
6.CIL XIII 7296 Mainz

7. AE 2004, 1900
(Spaul  1994: 185–186)

24. Ala Rusonis Galli
Augustan

In Germania: before AD 70, most 
likely in Augustan or Tiberian times

1. CIL XIII 7031 = ILS 2500 Mainz
(Spaul 1994: 20)
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25. Ala Scubulorum 
Scubuli?XVI

Claudian.
In Germania: AD 74–82;
In Germania Superior:

AD 90–116

1–4. CIL XVI 20, 28, 36, 62
5. CIL XIII 7580 Wiesbaden

6. CIL XIII 7032 Mainz
(Spaul  1994: 192–193)

26. Ala Gallorum Sebosiana Galli
Augustan

In Germania near Worms to AD 43?
In Germania in AD 69

1. CIL XIII 11709 = AE 1899, 191= AE 1900, p. 23 
sub numero 75 Worms
2.. CIL XIII 6236 Worms

Tac. Hist. 3. 6.
(Spaul  1994: 198–199)

27. Ala Siliana torquata civium 
Romanorum -

Augustan
Quelling the Batavian revolt in AD 

70, to AD 78 in the lower Rhine 
area.

1. CIL XVI 23 = AE 1906, 99 Wiesbaden.
(Spaul  1994: 200–201)

28. Ala Sulpicia civium Roma-
norum -

Galban or earlier?
In Germania in AD 78.
Probably stays at Köln 

in Germania Inferior to the Severan 
times

1. CIL XVI 23 = AE 1906, 99 Wiesbaden.
2. CIL XIII 8311 Köln
3. CIL XIII 8312 Köln
4. CIL XIII 8185 Köln

 (Spaul  1994: 209–210)

29. Ala Gallorum Tauriana Galli

Tiberian
Short stay in Gaul in AD 69; no 

traces in Germania; probably only 
small detachments in AD 69 before 

the unit was sent to Italy

(Spaul  1994: 217–218; Cuff 2010:249)
Tac. Hist. 1. 39 and 64

30. Ala I Thracum Thraces
Tiberian

In Germania: before AD 43. 
In Germania Inferior: after AD 130?

1. CIL XIII 12058 Köln
2. CIL XIII 8818 Utrecht
3. CIL XIII 8659 Xanten
(Spaul 1994: 221–222)

31. Ala Petriana Treverorum Treveri
Augustan

Probably the same as ala Petriana 
Gallorum

1. CIL XII 11605 = AE 1907, 77= ILS 9136 
Strasbourg

2. AE 1968, 321 (B) = AE 1976, 505 Mainz
(Spaul 1994: 17)

32. Ala I Tungrorum 
Frontoniana 

Tungri

Augustan
In Germania: before AD 70, then 

transferred to Dalmatia due to the 
suspected loyalty after collapse of 

Batavian revolt.

1. AE 1963, 49 Bonn
2. AE 1931, 30 Moers.
3. CIL XIII 8558 Neuss

4. CIL XIII 8842 Germ. Super. (loco ignoto)
5. CIL XIII 9735 Germ. Super. (loco ignoto)

(Spaul 1994: 117)

33. Ala Vallensium 
VallensesXVII Julio-Claudian?XVIII 

In Germania: before AD 70?
1. CIL XIII 6361 Rottenburg/Neckar 

Kraft 1951: 18

34. Ala Augusta Vocontiorum Vocontii 
Augustan;

Lower Rhine area after AD 70, 
transferred to Britannia in AD 122

1. CIL XIII 3463 Arlaines (Gaul)
2. CIL XIII 8805 = I LS 2536 Hemmem

3. CIL XIII 8655 Köln
4. CIL XIII 8671 Monterburg

(Spaul  1994: 238; Cuff 2010: 249)

35. Cohors I Aquitanorum 
equitata veterana Aquitani

Augustan
In Germania: AD 74–89;

Germania Superior:
AD  89–116 

1. CIL XIII 11780 Stockstadt/Main 
(Spaul 2000: 141)

36. Cohors II Aquitanorum 
equitata Aquitani

Augustan
In Germania: AD 89;
Germania Superior:

AD 89–90 

1. CIL XVI 28 
2. CIL XVI 36 

(Spaul 2000: 146)

37. Cohors III Aquitanorum 
equitata Aquitani

Augustan
In Germania: AD 74–89;

Germania Superior:
AD  89–134

1–4. CIL XVI 20, 28, 36, 80 
5. CIL XIII 11769 Osterburken

(Spaul 2000: 147)

38. Cohors IV Aquitanorum 
equitata civium Romanorum Aquitani

Augustan
In Germania: AD 74–89;

Germania Superior:
AD 89–134 

1–4. CIL XVI 20, 28, 36, 62.
5. RMD 90

6. CIL XVI 80
(Spaul 2000: 149)
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39. Cohors I Asturum equitata Astures

Augustan
In Germania: AD  74–89;

Germania Superior:
AD 89–134

1–5. CIL XVI 20, 28, 36, 62, 80
6. CIL XIII 7036 Zahlbach

(Spaul 2000: 72–73)

40. Cohors II Asturum equitata 
pia fidelis Astures Augustan

in Germania: AD 80 
1. CIL XVI 158

(Spaul 2000: 75)

41. Cohors I Belgarum equitata Belgae
Augustan

in Germania: short stay before AD 
69XIX

1–2. CIL XIII 11758–9 Öhringen
3. CIL XIII 6687 Mainz

(Spaul 2000: 190)

42. Cohors I Breucorum equita-
ta civium Romanorum Breuci Pre-Flavian

In Germania: AD 65

1. RMD 79
2. AE 1945, 78 Weisenau
(Spaul 2000: 323–324)

43. Cohors I Ingenuorum 
civium Romanorum equitata Citizen cohort

Augustan
In Germania: AD 80–89;

Germania Superior:
AD 89–134

1–3. CIL XVI 158, 62, 80
(Spaul 2000: 24)

44. Cohors II civium Romano-
rum equitata Citizen cohort

Augustan
In Germania Inferior:

AD 127 

1. CIL XIII 8699 Bedberg
2. CIL XIII 7722 Brohl

(Spaul 2000: 28)

45. Cohors I Flavia Damasceno-
rum  miliaria equitata sagittaria Damasceni

Pre-Flavian
In Germania Superior:

AD 82–134XX 

1–3. CIL XVI 36, 62, 80
4. AE 1978, 536 Hedderenheim

(Spaul 2000: 433)

46. Cohors III Gallorum felix 
equitata Galli Augustan

In Germania: AD 74 

1. CIL XVI 20
2. AE 1975, 633 Valkenburg

(Spaul 2000: 161)

47. Cohors I Flavia Hispanorum 
equitata pia fidelis

Hispani 
Augustan

In Germania: AD 78–89;
Germania Inferior:
to about AD  250

1–2. CIL XVI 23, 158
3. AE 1974, 456 Köln

4. CIL XIII 11982 Remagen
(Spaul 2000: 116–117)

48. Cohors II Hispanorum 
equitata pia fidelis

Hispani 

Augustan
In Germania Superior:’

AD 116
In Germania Inferior:

AD 127
In Germania Superior:

AD 129/30

1. CIL XVI 62
2. RMD 90

3. CIL XIII 11775 Stockstadt
 (Spaul 2000: 124–125)

49. Cohors V Hispanorum 
equitata

Hispani Julio-Claudian –Flavian
 in Germania: AD 74

1. CIL XVI 20
(Spaul 2000: 135)

50. Cohors I Latobicorum et 
Varcianorum equitata Latobici, Varciani 

Flavian
In Germania: AD 80–89;

Germania Inferior:
AD 89–158

1. CIL XVI 158
2. RMD 52

3. AE 1990, 727  Köln
(Spaul 2000: 328)

51. Cohors I Pannoniorum et 
Delmatarum equitata 

Pannonii, 
Delmatae 

Trajanic? 
In Germania Inferior:

AD 127–158

1. RMD 52
(Spaul 2000: 336)

52. Cohors I Raetorum equitata 
civium Romanorum Raeti 

Julio-Claudian 
In Germania Inferior:

AD 127

1. CIL XIII 7947 Dalheim
2. CIL XIII 7684 Adernach

3. CIL XIII 6240 Worms
(Spaul 2000: 276)

53. Cohors VII Raetorum 
equitata Raeti

Julio-Claudian
In Germania: AD 74–89;

Germania Superior:
AD  89–134

1–5. CIL XVI 20, 28, 36, 62, 80
6. RMD 90

7. AE 1992, 1272 Windisch
(Spaul 2000: 285)

54. Cohors I Sequanorum et 
Rauracorum equitata 

Sequani,
Rauraci

Flavian
In Germania Superior:

AD 191–231

1. CIL XIII 6509 Schlossau near Baden
2. CIL XIII 6503 Steinbach

3. CIL XIII 6604 Miltenburg
4. CIL XIII 7325 Frankfurt

5. CIL XIII 6597 Miltenburg
6. AE 1977, 593 Miltenburg Alstadt

 (Spaul 2000: 187)
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55. Cohors I Thracum Ger-
manica equitata?XXI civium 

Romanorum
Thraces

Augustan 
In Germania: AD 65–89;

Germania Superior:
AD  89–129/30

1–6. CIL XVI 20, 28, 36,  62, 158
7. RMD 90

(Spaul 2000: 364; Cuff 2010: 254)

56. Cohors II Thracum veterana 
equitata Thraces Augustan 

In Germania: AD 65

1. RMD 89
2. AE 1977, 603 Zeiselmauer

(Spaul 2000: 371)

57. Cohors IV Thracum equitata 
pia fidelis Thraces

Augustan 
In Germania: AD 70–80;

Germania Inferior:
AD 158

1. CIL XVI 158
2. RMD 52

3–4. AE 1989, 636, 637 Valkenburg
5. CIL XIII 7050 Mainz

6. CIL XIII 7585 Wiesbaden
(Spaul 2000: 378)

58. Cohors VI Thracum 
equitata Thraces Augustan 

In Germania: AD 80

1. CIL XVI 158
2. CIL XIII 7052 Mainz

(Spaul 2000: 380)

59. Cohors II Varcianorum 
equitata Varciani

Julio-Claudian 
In Germania Inferior:

AD 127

1. CIL XIII 7804 Remagen
2. CIL XIII 7707 Brohl
3. AE 1929, 109  Köln

(Spaul 2000: 329)

I  Please note that the reference list is far from being complete, the selection of sources reflects only the activities in Germania(ae) province(s). 
See Spaul 1994 and 2000 for complete references to nearly all units. Please also note that all dates reflect the existing epigraphic record, the 
actual chronological frames for service in Germania could have been different, especially for the first century AD (due to the scarce evidence).
II  Saddington 1994: 74; Spaul 1994: 38.
III  The Lancaster stone on which the unit is mentioned is badly damaged and preserves only the title Augusta. Insus, the rider shown on the 
stone, is described as cives Treverorum. The name Victoris could belong to unit’s commander, tough it was given in rare genitive case  (Bull 
2007: 10–16). The unit could have been risen in Germania in Augustan time. The alternative explanation is that the name could have been 
describing the sub-unit: then it should be read: [t(urma)?] Victoris.
IV  Bull 2007: 29–33 prefers later date for Lancaster stone, but some features and equipment details (these would be discussed in detail in 
chapter 4) suggest earlier, perhaps Neronian, chronology. Therefore, such unit could have been serving in the Rhine frontier in Claudian times 
and only later it was transferred to Britannia.
V  The unit’s predecessors were irregular mounted retinues of Batavian chieftains which saw service under Germanicus in AD 14–16.
VI  Spaul 1994: 80–81 is probably right about the date of unit’s transfer to Thracia in AD 45, but the title Claudia should have been acquired 
earlier (not after quelling the Thracian revolt) since CIL XIII 7023 = ILS 2504 from Mainz mentions it: “Andes Sex(ti) f(ilius) / cives(!) Raeti/nio 
eq(ues) ala / Claud(ia) an(norum) XXX / stip(endiorum) V h(ic) s(itus) e(st) h(eres) f(aciendum) c(uravit)” – please note that the stone in question 
could belong to both Germanic alae Claudiae). Nevertheless, it is difficult to sustain the theory that Ala I Claudia Gallorum Capitoniana and 
Ala I Claudia Nova miscellanea received their names after quelling the Thracian revolt (as wants Speidel 1984(1974): 217–221 = 375–9) because 
the stone should have been erected before the transfer, as it clearly shows (Schleiermacher 1984: 97 for image) the early imperial Fontillet, 
Nauportus or Giubiasco elongated gladius hispanensis [compare figs. 38 & 75b-c] going out of use in later times. It also shows “Pazyryk style” 
saddle with closers instead of “horns” – used before the late Neronian or Flavian times. Moreover, it also shows something like Coolus style 
helmet – going out of use in the second half of the second century AD [compare fig. 38 with figs. 76a-b & 77a-b].
VII  CIL XIII 7023 = ILS 2504 could also belong to Ala I Claudia Nova miscellanea, as wants Spaul 1994: 89–91 (drawing on the evidence of CIL XVI 
20 he suggested that the  Ala I Claudia Nova miscellanea returned to Germania after the Batavian revolt, which is correct, and probably attribut-
ed the stone to it because at this date it was the only Germanic ala Claudia) – since the ILS 2504 lacks the title Nova and due to the fact that 
it depicts somewhat archaic equipment I prefer earlier date for it and attribution to Ala I Claudia Gallorum Capitoniana (see also note above). 
VIII  According to Cuff (2010: 249 note 15), that unit was “formed from the bodyguard of the provincial governor (cf. ala I Ulpia Singularium 
that served in Cappadocia and Syria), the unit was commanded by Julius Briganticus, a local commander who was the nephew of Julius Civilis 
and probably the son of an enfranchised Germanic tribesman. He died during the Batavian revolt at Vada in Germania Inferior (Tac. Hist. 2. 22, 
4. 70 (?), 5. 21)”. But that hypothesis can be challenged at any time.
IX  Probably an amalgamation of other units, such as Ala Longiniana, which sustained losses during the Batavian revolt of AD 69–70, cf. Cuff 
2010: 247 note 7.
X  A unit of Treveri horsemen, persuaded by certain Julius Indus to leave the case of Julius Florus and quell the revolt of the Treveri, see Tac. 
Ann. 3. 46 and Spaul 1994: 152–153.
XI  On inscription from Augst: Lieb 1968: 129–132; Walser 1980: 276–277.
XII  A rough dating ranges between 160 and 167, as the witnesses cited are also documented in AE 1975, 245 (AD 160), CIL XVI 121 (AD 166) 
and CIL XVI 123 (AD 167), cf. Migliorati 2011: 24.
XIII  According to Petersen, there were two separate Parthian units in Germania, see Petersen 1966: 61–59; see also Kennedy 1977: 523 
(contra: Spaul 1994: 176–178, who prefers the one unit theory).
XIV  Most probably after a prefect buried at Regium Lepidum: T(itus) Pomponius T(iti) f(ilius) Petra (CIL XI 969), see Cuff 2010: 248 note 12. 
About that unit see also: Birley 1988: 374.
XV  Campbell & Ó’Brógáin 2010: 17.
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It appears that the major cavalry units (alae) were 
stationed in the vicinity of or even inside the legionary 
bases (see table 3 for references). In fact, guarding the 
frontier [fig. 23] was not the main task of both Germa-
niae cavalry – at least until the later Flavian period when 
the construction of linear system of defences started in 
the conquered Agri Decumates: the alae cavalry were 
more intended for guarding the flanks of legionary in-
fantry during the pitched battles. Otherwise their dislo-
cation pattern makes no sense. According to Breeze: “in 
Lower Germany it might be considered that in the low-ly-
ing, wet countries of the estuaries of the Rhine and Maas 
would not be good cavalry country and indeed there was 
only one cavalry regiment based within a close density 
of forts”.547 The regiment in question was Ala I Batavo-
rum based at Nijmegen to AD 106 (see table 3), but the 
Batavians were accustomed to swimming on horseback. 
Further upstream: “the other cavalry regiments of Lower 
Germany, five in number, lay up river to the north and 
south of Vetera... This was legionary base but was also 
on a major route into free Germany, up the river Lippe. 
Here may be one reason for the concentration of cav-
alry units. But the second reason may lie in the terrain, 
for these units lay in that stretch of country between the 
low-lying estuarine lands to the north and the hills to 
the south. It is noteworthy that cavalry units were very 
rarely located along the frontier which ran through those 
hills until the more open ground of the Danube valley is 
reached”.548 Such was the case with cavalry alae men-
tioned in CIL XVI 62 (table 2). 

Such situation, though not so clearly justified by ter-
rain layout, existed in all upper Germany. During the 
first century AD the detachments of the most important 
cavalry units, stationed at Mainz – Roman Mogontiacum 
(see table 3: 9, 12, 14, 15, 18, 23–25 for references) were 
based at Mainz Weisenau fort, positioned somewhat 
upstream from the main legionary camp. The finds of 
characteristic first century AD copper-alloy ‘horn” sad-

547  Breeze 1993: 24.
548  Breeze 1993: 28.

dle stiffeners typical for Roman cavalry equipment can 
provide support for such statement.549 

That Rhineland pattern was copied even abroad, let 
us take Britannia province as an example, where some 
cavalry sub-units belonging to ala Sebosiana (transferred 
across the channel in the Flavian period) were based at 
Newstead fort together with other soldiers from legio XX 
Valeria Victrix.550 It is a clear indication that during the 
first century AD the alae were entrusted with the task of 
providing flank cover for the “advancing” legions. 

But such patterns were not exclusively applied to 
all parts of the Germanic frontier. The Augustan period 
Strasbourg auxiliary fort was garrisoned solely by ala Pe-
triana Treverorum (table 3: 31).551 That stands in clear 
contrast with the customs observed in Augustan period, 
when in the marching camps like Haltern the cavalry 
units were, judging from the finds of horse equipment, 
garrisoned together with the legions.552

No doubt, the first century AD Rhineland cavalry dis-
position was influenced by aggressive planning. That 
was the legacy of Germanicus. Just like the later Soviet 
forces concentrated in front of the Fulda gap, the Rhine-
land Roman army was waiting for the full scale invasion 
that never happened.553 However, the establishment of 
permanent Germanic limes changed the pattern: now 
mixed units with rudimentary cavalry arm were en-
trusted with guarding the frontier areas (see table 3 for 
references). As a result, border patrolling was done by 
cohortes equitatae, but the epigraphic record suggests 
that the great majority of them originated in the Flavian 
period (again see table 3 for references). The cavalry 
disposition changed from aggressive to defensive one.

How the border control was executed earlier remains 
a mystery. Perhaps in earlier times (during the Julio-Clau-
dian period) the local tribal civitates were entrusted with 
such duties: the hypothesis requires further research.

549  Bishop 1988: 127 table 1.
550   Hoffmann 2009: 1184; Tomlin 1992: 152–153.
551  See also Wells 1972: 147.
552  Müller et al. 2002: 184–193: cat. nos. 478–600 and pl. 44–55.
553  The invasion made by Maximinus Thrax (traceable through well-
known Harzhorn finds) could be treated as an exception, but later 
emperors had to rely on defensive disposition of the frontier units.

XVI  According to Cuff (2010: 248 note 14): „It is unclear whether scubulorum recalls (a) a commander named Scubulus (b) a reference to 
equipment or (c) a tribe of Scubuli, otherwise unattested”.
XVII  Cuff 2010: 249 note 19 on the tribe name: „whether the Vallenses is a toponym (cf. Taunenses) or a peregrine ethnonym should remain 
an open question, unless further evidence of this unit appears”. But the late antiquity CIL XIII 5006 from between Versoix and Genf mentions 
civitas Vallinsa in the nearby, cf. Frei-Stolba 1976: 382 note 316.
XVIII  Kraft 1951: 18. 
XIX  Spaul 2000: 190–191 drawing on Tac. Hist. 4. 17: “fuisse inter Verginum auxilia Belgae” and scarce epigraphic evidence suggested a short 
stay in Germania before the events of  AD 69. Yet, the cohort was able to accept local recruits in that time. There is also a controversy whether 
the cohort in question was raised in Gaul or among the newly conquered Belgic tribes from Britain. The Belgic cohort was transferred to Salona 
in Dalmatia after the Batavian revolt – due its suspected loyalty.
XX  The evidence from stamped tiles suggests that between AD 82–89 the unit garrisoned Friedberg fort and was used in Domitian’s campaign 
against Chatti in AD 83 and after few years it was transferred to Hedderenheim, see Vieze 1902: 9–11 and Breeeze 2012: 61. About AD 134 the 
unit was probably transferred to Judea to quell Bar Kochba revolt, see Spaul 2000: 433.
XXI  There is no firm evidence that the cohort in question was really equitata, epigraphic record does not support such supposition, cf. Spaul 
2000: 364–365. Yet, Cuff (2010: 254) describes it as such, probably drawing on the fact that other Germanic Thracian cohorts were equitatae.
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The fact that the greatest amount of available data 
comes from the Flavian or Antonine times causes anoth-
er problem: the initial ethnic composition of Germania 
mounted forces is absent in the epigraphic record. To 
make matters even more complicated the early history 
of many units is more a matter of speculation, especially 
when written testimonies are lacking, though many ob-
servations made by Spaul and Cuff are based on care-
ful examination of Roman practice and military thinking.  
But, despite the conjectural character of the available evi-
dence, some interesting clues are still visible. For exam-
ple: in the times of Julio-Claudian dynasty a surprisingly 
large part of the provincial cavalry was drawn from Rhine-
land tribes, such as Cannanefates, Batavians, Treveri or 
Tungri. With the possible exception of the mixed Treveri 
all these tribes were of Germanic stock. At first glance it 
is strange to see so many units recruited from tribes re-
lated to potential enemies. To make matters worse, some 
other units switched to local recruitments as early as the 
Julio-Claudian times.554 But we should bear in mind that 
a great number of Napoleonic hussars, who were light 
cavalry scouts, came from Lorraine and Alsace.555 Obvi-

554  For example: AE 1929, 130 from Mainz: “Fronto / Dregeni / f(ili-
us) natione / Ubius eques / ala(e) Ind(ianae) [---] / [------”. The inscrip-
tion almost certainly belongs to the AD 14 to AD 43 period (see table 
3 no. 14 for references).
555  Like the most famous of them: Michel Ney, see Bielecki 1998: 12.

ously, their natural language abilities and knowledge 
about the neighbourhood were the main reasons for ex-
istence of such strange recruitment pattern. No doubt, 
the Roman military thinking went in the same direction, 
tough the Romans had paid a dire cost for such policy 
during the Batavian uprising of AD 69/70.

The units from Iberian peninsula are also clearly 
visible in epigraphic record, though traces of “native” 
Iberian equipment are virtually absent in the Rhineland 
area. But that phenomenon can be easy explained: as 
it had been mentioned above, the Augustan final con-
quest caused subsequent rapid Romanisation of the His-
panic provinces, resulting in abandonment of traditional 
ways of living. In consequence the recruits from the 
newly raised Iberian auxiliary units probably willingly 
and very quickly adapted Roman customs. Moreover, 
the units from Iberian peninsula switched to other areas 
of recruitment, absorbing soldiers of Celtic (Helvetian) 
origins.556

Such reliance on recruits of Gallic stock (and on men 
from Celtic influenced Danubian provinces as well)557 is 
natural in geographical location of Germania province. 

556  See CIL XIII 7026 from Mainz: “Rufus Coutus / Vati f(ilius) na-
tio(ne) (H)elvetius / eques ala(e) (H)ispanae / sti(pendiorum) XIIX an(n)
o(rum) XXXVI / her(es) p(osuit) h(ic) s(itus) e(st)”.
557  See, for example, the Flavian stone from Mainz (AE 1962, 290): 
“Abaius [---] / f(ilius) na(tione) Pan(nonicus) / [eq(ues)] al[a(e) P]ic(en-
tianae?) [---] / [------”.

Fig. 23. Early first century AD legionary 
Roman forts in Germania (after von Schnur-
bein 2004: 7 fig. 1): 1–18 -forts, 19 – Celtic 
oppidum, 20 – Kalkriese battle site. Please 
note that Waldgirmes is rather a town than a 
“proper” fort. The comparison with data gath-
ered in table 3 reveals the fact that the Julio-
Claudian and early Flavian cavalry units were 
stationed near the legionary bases, ready to 
march into Germania libera – moving along-
side the supposed invasion routes connected 
with the banks of the rivers. The collected 
data can confirm the fact that during the first 
century AD cavalry alae were stationed near 
major legionary camps, ready to provide cover 
for “invading legions” (see table 3: 1, 15, 16, 
18 for the most characteristic examples).
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Some of these units, like ala Pomponiani or Petriana Gal-
lorum and ala Gallorum Picentiana, received their tiltes 
from the names of its first commanders.558 Apart from 
the possible exception of ala Rusonis we have no traces 
of half-romanised Gallic chieftains – as certainly was the 
case of ala Atectorigiana traceable in the Balkans and 
Crimea.559 All original commanders of Gallic cavalry regi-
ments seem to be Roman citizens by birth.

On the other hand, the influence of Thracian traditions 
seems to be underestimated in epigraphic record. Besides 
of the units of undoubtedly Thracian roots, the other 
units, like ala Noricorum, received the influx of Thracian 
recruits.560 Therefore, the impact of Thracian fighting 
styles should have been greater than it have been sug-
gested by the number of units of Thracian origins.

Mobile and fast missile troops from exotic lands also 
appear in epigraphic record: the Parthians and Arabi-
ans, traceable in the Julio-Claudian period, were soon 
replaced in the later Flavian times by Damacseni horse 
archers and Numidian style horsemen. According the evi-
dence of CIL XIII 8355 from Köln, the latter riders served 
in ala Afrorum.561 Because the mounted African javelin-
men served in the lower Rhine area where windy and 
humid climate made recurved composite bows useless 
(as water damages the layer of animal sinews essential 
in their construction) and the horse archers fought in 
southern Germania, which is more arid, one may hy-
pothesize that such dislocation pattern was caused by 
the climatic conditions. 

But the archaeological evidence suggests that the 
impact of the Moorish or Numidian fighting styles was 
quite minimal. The above mentioned awl-like javelin-
heads, possibly introduced by the Moorish or Numidian 
horsemen, never gained popularity alongside the Rhine 
frontier, most probably due to the lack of armoured op-
position.562 One can wonder whether these Moorish or 

558  That was a normal practice of the Roman army, it appeared 
even more frequently than it was previously fought, see Speidel 1982: 
165–172.
559  See Spaul 1994: 48–9. The evidence provided by CIL XIII 1041 
from Saintes suggests that ala Atectorigiana was originally recruited 
among Pictones Gallic tribe.
560  See CIL XIII 8305: “T(itus) Flavius Bassus Mucalae / f(ilius) Dansa-
la eq(ues) alae Noori/coru(m) tur(ma) Fabi Pudentis / an(norum) XXXVI 
stip(endiorum) XXVI h(eres) f(aciendum) c(uravit)” and compare with: 
CIL XIII 7049: “-----]/sese Lenulae f(ilius) D[a]/nsala mil(es) ex coh(orte) 
[IIII?] / Thracum ann(orum) XXXI / stip(endiorum) XII h(ic) s(itus) e(st)” 
and CIL XIII 7050: “C(aius) Tutius Mani f(ilius) / Dans(ala) eq(ues) ex 
co(horte) / IIII Thrac(um) an(norum) XXXV / st(ipendiorum) X h(ic) s(itus) 
e(st) posu(it) / Bitus Stac(i?) f(ilius) ex / testamento” (all stones come 
from Mainz). According to Spaul (1994: 166 note 3): “Dansala should 
be Denseleta or Dentheleta which are the names of Thracian tribes”.
561  Some of them were of true African stock, as CIL XIII 8355 from 
Köln mentions a trooper of African Punic origins: “Anno Imilconis f(i-
lius)”.
562  As it was said earlier, the earliest examples of such awl-shaped 
javelinheads come from the pre-Roman grave assemblage from As-Su-
maa (French transcription: Es-Soumȃa), in present day Algeria, cf. Ul-
bert 1978: 333–338; see also Nicolle & McBride 1996a: 8 and Salim-

Numidian weapons could have been be traced in written 
sources. The answer is negative: tough the weapons car-
ried and thrown by Moorish or Numidian horse are de-
scribed by various terms, such as lanceae or iacula, these 
terms are commonly used to describe javelins of other 
nations as well.563  Nevertheless, the absence of awl-like 
javelinheads can be easily explained: on the Rhineland 
frontier the horsemen of African origins simply preferred 
broader javelinheads in order to inflict more serious 
wounds.564 That is significant, as one Ala Afrorum was 
active in the lower Rhine area in the Flavian period.565 
The above mentioned evidence provided by CIL XIII 8355 
from Köln suggests that the native Africans served in that 
particular unit. At this point one should ask a question 
why the Moorish or Numidian horse, so well adapted to 
the arid conditions of African desert, were transferred to 
humid, densely forested and quite frequently cloudy or 
rainy Germania, so different from their homeland?

To answer that question we should recall the above 
mentioned Numidian or Moorish fighting styles. As it 
was said earlier, the Numidians not only rode to bat-
tle bareback but also they used neither bits nor bridles 
and for all the support they had only rope tied around 
the horse’s neck. These skills, tough uneasy to master, 
were in range of the majority of experienced horsemen, 
provided they have patience, they are ready for hard 
work and have open mind. However, ancient riders drew 
strongly on their own hereditary customs, so such trans-
fer of knowledge was practically impossible.

There is another interesting feature connected with 
the Numidian horses. According to Elian, the Numidian 
horses were “extremely fast” and “did not knew what 
fatigue means”.566 According to some authors, the mod-
ern Berber horses are very fast at short distances, tough 
the influx of Arabian horse had changed them from the 
ancient times.567 But even the smaller and uglier version 
of modern “Barb” was able to outrun any short legged 
Germanic pony, exactly due to the longer legs (and long-
er stride in consequence as well).568 

beti et al. 2014: 38. The only one slightly similar item comes from the 
lower Rhine context, see Nicolay 2007: 340: 241. 1t is more similar in 
function, but not in shape. The only confirmation that the Numidians 
really used awl-like javelinheads comes from Silius Italicus, cf. Punica 
3. 250.
563  Liv. Hist. 23. 26. 11: iaculator Maurus; Val. Flacc. 3. 587–8: Mauri 
lancea; Bell. Afr. 7: equites Mauri ... multos iaculis convulnerarunt. 
564  Such javelinheads were also found in the grave assemblage from 
As-Sumaa, cf. Ulbert 1978: 333–338.
565  See Spaul 1994: 22–23.
566  On the other hand, these animals were “lean and dirty, just 
like their owners (Elian, De Natura Animalium 3. 2)”. Similar view was 
expressed by Frontinus (1. 15. 16): “Numidas auxiliares, tam propter 
ipsorum quam propter equorum deformitatem despiciendos”.
567  Edwards 2001: 67.
568  Tombstone of Rufinus from Caesarea depicts such long necked 
and long legged Mauretanian horse, cf.  Speidel 1993: 123. There-
fore, the features of phenotype once considered a result of supposed 
medieval influx of Arabian purebred genome could have appeared 
earlier in antiquity.
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As it was said earlier, the Numidian or Moorish warri-
ors used several light javelins for their only weapons. The 
figured evidence carefully collected by Speidel suggests 
that the shafts of the javelins were rather short ant that 
the Moorish warriors relied on small round shields for 
only protection.569 Titus Livius mentions bronze breast-
plates used by the Numidian horsemen in battle during 
the Punic wars,570 but in the imperial times the appar-
ent lack of evidence for carrying such armour by African 
horse suggests that the custom was discontinued.

Drawing on such sources we can suspect that at least 
some horsemen from the Ala Afrorum were swift native 
Africans, naturally prepared to outrun Germanic horse 
and specialized in distance fighting. In that respect the 
Roman authorities tried to exploit two apparent disad-
vantages of their Germanic foes: the lack of faster horses 
and scarcity of protective equipment.

However, the figured evidence stands in contradic-
tion to such statement: the horse shown on the monu-
ment of Oclatius from Neuss (he served as signifer in Ala 
Afrorum) carries typical Roman horned saddle [fig. 24].571 
Similar Roman saddle can be seen on the gravestone of 
Romanius from Ala Afrorum, now in Köln [fig. 30]. There-
fore, it remains unclear how big was the impact of the 
old Numidian fighting styles on the arms and armour of 

569  Speidel 1993: 122–123.
570  Liv. Hist. 22. 48. 2; See also Salimbeti et al. 2014: 26.
571  Junkelmann 1991: 138–139 phot. 77. 

Ala Afrorum. The almost contemporary representations 
of Numidian horsemen from Trajan’s column [fig. 19] 
may suggest that the African recruits were trained ac-
cording to old customs. On the other hand, the stone of 
Oclatius may serve as an evidence for using equipment 
typical for other Rhineland units. The subject requires 
further investigation.

The units of Parthian and Arabian origins deployed 
further to the south were expected to fulfil similar tasks. 
But one can ask why the Numidian horsemen were used 
in the Lower Rhine area and the Parthians and Arabs 
were active upstream? In my opinion the answer lies in 
climatic conditions: the specific construction of the com-
posite bow572 meant that the main combat weapon of 
Parthian and Arabian horse archers was prone to the risk 
of damage during rain or when subjected to moisture for 
a long time (as moisture would damage the outer layer of 
sinews that was responsible for the bow’s strength and 
also the bowstring, regardless the material from which it 
was made). On the other hand, javelins are serviceable in 
bad weather conditions. Moreover, even today the lower 
Rhine area is very windy, especially in the Low Countries, 
and the heavy wind blow can spoil archer’s aim. In such 
conditions javelins are more accurate because of their 
greater weight. Therefore, it cannot be a surprise that 
the Numidian units were used on lower Rhine frontier 

572  Described in detail in chapter 1.

Fig. 24. Calo and a saddled horse from the tombstone of Oclatius (internet: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/
commons/d/dd/201005151358_NE_CSM_Oclatius_unten.jpg – access 06.04.2017). Oclatius served in ala Afrorum.
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where the vicinity of the sea causes more showers and 
windy days, and the Parthians and Arabs were sent to 
the more quiet and shiny lands of upper Germania.

The impact of the “eastern” fighting techniques 
was more significant. For example: during the reign of 
Severus Alexander the heavy cavalry modelled on Parthi-
an and Sarmatian patterns made its appearance.573 Nev-
ertheless, the introduction of so many units of eastern 
origins  requires separate discussion. That subject would 
be enlarged on in the fifth chapter.

As we can see, the Romans used all available resourc-
es to maintain efficient cavalry arm alongside the Rhine-

573  See table 3 no. 19.

land frontier. The born horsemen from native Germanic, 
Thracian or Celtic tribes formed the main component of 
the active mounted troops. The careful examination of 
the collected epigraphic evidence (table 3) reveals the 
fact that in the first century AD the horsemen were kept 
near the legionary bases. But during the Flavian period 
and later the cavalry units were scattered alongside the 
frontier, with many units stationed in separate camps. 
Such arrangement of troops reflects differences in grand 
strategy: earlier the horse units were intended to pro-
vide screen and cover for the would-be invasion, acting 
as a support for the legions. Later the auxiliary horsemen 
were entrusted with the mundane duties of guarding the 
frontier. 
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The Roman horsemen had two advantages over their 
Germanic foes: first, they used advanced horse tack that 
provided more stable seat and offered more efficient 
control. Secondly, they rode on taller horses, which were 
able to outrun any short legged Germanic pony.

The horses, like other grazing animals, always had 
been reluctant combatants and usually preferred to flee 
from any danger.574 During the course of history bringing 
them into combat always has been a challenge for hu-
man beings. Obviously, some animals, and mostly stal-
lions, have a degree of aggression necessary to establish 
dominance in the herd or to fight with predators. But 
in danger, and especially during combat, some mounts 
could behave in an almost unpredictable manner, no 
matter how many means of efficient control the nasty 
humans had imposed on them.575 As a result, the horse’s 
back always had been an unstable platform to fight from. 
In ancient times these matters looked even worse. The 
riders had to learn how to handle swords and spears 
when mounted, how to throw javelins from horseback or 
how to fire arrows atop a moving animal. Doing all these 
things they had to maintain stable and secure seat, while 
quite frequently being weighed down with the burden 
of body armour and, in the great majority of cases, all 
these activities should have been done without the sup-
port of stirrups.576 The Romans were no exception from 
that rule.

Ironically, the true abilities of the Roman cavalry were 
underestimated partially because of the wide reception 
of much influential description of Polybius in which the 
Greek historian compared the limited abilities of early 
Roman horse with the excellent performance of Greek 

574  What follows on next pages is a much changed, revised and 
enlarged version of my previous article about Roman saddle construc-
tion, see Gawroński 2004: 31–40 for comparison. Please note that my 
opinions on many subjects had changed considerably, all differences 
are signalled in the text. Parts concerning bridles and horses had not 
been published earlier.
575  Cf. Anglim et al.2002: 93–97; McGreevy et al. 2004: 313.
576  For the early history of stirrups, see Littauer 1981: 99–105. See 
chapter 5 for the possibility of loop stirrup use among the eastern 
auxiliaries. About the later history of stirrups, see Świętosławski 1999: 
85–87. 

and Macedonian horsemen, who used more advanced 
equipment.577 Therefore, in some older works there was 
a consensus of opinion that the Roman horseman could 
do little more than skirmishing or even had to dismount 
to fight effectively.578 But, as it had been writtten in the 
previous chapter, the Roman habit of dismounting was 
justified by the style of fighting peculiar for the citizen 
cavalry.

Underestimation of these abilities had an impact on 
the assessment of the entire Roman art of war, as it was 
widely accepted that the Roman horsemen used ordinary 
riding blankets or pads [fig. 1] instead of saddles.579 We 
should remember that in those days the stirrups and the 
rigid framed saddles were considered to be a necessary 
pre-requisites for a shock cavalry.580 It has been claimed 
that the introduction of rigid framed saddles enabled 
one of the most important changes in the history of war-
fare: the replacement of the traditional Mediterranean 
drilled infantry by the mounted and armoured troops. 
As that process occurred in the later imperial times,581 
it was natural to underestimate the true abilities of the 
early imperial cavalry. 

However, archaeological discoveries and modern ex-
periments done in the seventies and eighties greatly in-
creased our knowledge about the true fighting abilities 
of the imperial Roman cavalry. The problem is that the 
great majority of the discussed data comes from the Brit-
ish and Germanic provinces and the knowledge acquired 
can be applied only to these units which had seen service 
in Germania or Britannia. But that kind of reflection is 
virtually absent in present-day thinking. Nevertheless, 
these discoveries, and the subsequent analysis of the 

577  Polyb. Hist. 6. 25. 4–11. See chapter 2 for more details. See 
also chapter 1 for the description of Greek and Macedonian cavalry 
equipment.
578  For the arguments against such theories, see Sidnell 2006: 
157–159. See also chapter 2 for more details.
579  Tough there were exceptions from that rule: Cheesman (1914: 
226; 2012: 88) writes that the Roman saddle had “high pommel and 
cantle” – the Polish translation of Cheesman’s statement differs a lit-
tle, as it mentions protruding elements, but the sense is the same.
580  White 1962: 28; for the newest arguments against such ap-
proach, see Sidnell 2006: 157, 228, 312.
581  Speidel 1992d: 406; see also MacDowall & Hook 1995: 3–7.
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obtained results, had greatly increased our understand-
ing of Roman horse.

Let us take biting system as an example. Bits used by 
the Roman horse were a product of a long term evolu-
tion in which the interplay of influences from Greek, 
Celtic and eastern cultural zones could be traced. The 
great majority of the Roman riders used simple bits of 
Celtic origins consisting of bipartite mouthpiece and 
two rings at each end [fig. 26]. However, some horse-
men used more complex and severe examples, resem-
bling today’s curb bits [fig. 25a-b]. These were used to 
ensure more efficient control. One episode that oc-

curred during the battle of Mons Graupius, when one 
of the Roman officers had fallen after losing control 
over his own horse, can show us that the use of such 
severe curb bits could have been necessary.582 But some 
bridles, nowadays considered too harsh even if used 
by an experienced horseman, could work much more 
gently.583 The Roman custom of using severe curbs de-
rives from the Hellenic tradition because mouthpieces 
with spikes and circular discs were popular among the 
Greek horsemen. Sadly, these extremely harsh bits were 
able to do much harm to horse’s mouth. These pieces 
were designed to force the horse to keep his mouth 
open when ridden in order to give the animal a more 
elegant appearance.584 Celtic and Celto-Thracian style 
curb bits also contributed to the development of Ro-
man curb bits.585 Under such influences the Romans dis-
missed the old Greek habits and changed the design of 
curbs. The change indicates that horses were forced to 
close mouths when ridden. For example: the bit found 
at Newstead fort had a single bar mouthpiece and two 
“cheeks” made in the shape of stars.586 The Newstead 
bit was also given a semicircular hoop, which was at-
tached to both “cheeks” and passed under the jaw. Af-
ter pulling the reins the sharp ends of both cheeks be-
gan to press the sensitive areas above the horse’s lips, 
assisting the action of the mouthpiece and preventing 
any attempt of “breaking out”. The whole bit had also 
ensured riding in a straight line. We should bear in mind 
that maintaining straight line of movement was particu-
larly important during aiming phase of javelin throwing. 
At Newstead another mouthpiece was found, which re-
sembles today’s curb bits. It differs from the currently 
used examples by strongly profiled mouthpiece and 
longer shanks [fig. 25a]. Therefore, it provided a much 
stronger leverage [fig. 25b].587 

To ensure proper action of the curb bits and ordi-
nary snaffles Romans used bronze nosebands, similar 
to today’s hackamores [fig. 26]. These were fitted with 
a metal hoop passing under the jaw. It enveloped horse’s 
cheeks.588 This piece (the so-called psalion) forced the 
horse to close mouth and secured the mouthpiece in 
place, supporting its action (it provided pressure on the 
nasal bone). It also provided some protection to mount’s 
nose. Please note that in Polish military tradition, passed 
from father to son and now fading away from public 
memory, as even the direct descendants of Polish-Soviet 
war veterans are passing away, striking by the lance’s 
butt at the nose of foe’s horse was considered to be 
a best precaution against pursuing cavalryman.

582  Tac. Agr. 37; Hyland 1992: 73–80.
583  Hyland 1992: 73.
584  Hyland 1992: 73.
585  Lau 2009a: 279–280.
586  Hyland 1991: 27–33.
587  Hyland 1990b: 67–73.
588  Hyland 1990a: 141–145.

Fig. 25 a-b. The Newstead curb bit (after Hyland 2013: fig. 
23.3) and its supposed method of use (draw. Ch. Hook, after 
MacDowall & Hook 1995: pl. C2b).

b

a
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The analysis of the Roman biting system gives some 
idea about   the level of horsemen training. In the bat-
tle conditions, which imposed a direct threat to the life 
of horses and riders, the use of harsh curbs was neces-
sary. However, because of the danger of “spoiling” well 
trained mounts by too frequent or too strong use of lev-
erage action riding into battle required mastery in horse-
manship and considerable strength.589 It was a constant 
struggle to avoid stronger pull of reins, in order not to 
cause mount’s indifference to stimuli provided by a curb 
bit. Because the riders were burdened by weight of 
weapons and armour they were prone to risk of losing 
stable position in the saddle. One can imagine how much 
effort was required in struggle for not using reins to re-
gain stability, as balanced seat should have been main-
tained in battle conditions.

In modern times, especially during the Napoleonic 
wars, some horsemen used bits which combined char-
acteristics of curb and snaffle. These examples worked 
with two pairs of reins (from which one enabled more 
gentle pull – the other was used when leverage was 

589  Hyland 1992: 73.

needed).590 The reconstruction of Newstead curb bit ac-
tion [fig. 25b] does not show that possibility,591 but ad-
ditional pair of reins could have been attached to lower 
cheeks, provided that someone had invented a way to 
tie them tightly to these elements. In theory such system 
could had enabled choice between harsh and gentle ac-
tions.592 However, it is doubtful that the Newstead curb 
bit could have been used in such a way, tough it really 
had cheeks with openings attached to the mouthpiece. 
One can imagine that these elements were designed to 
attach a single pair of reins. Then, purely hypothetically, 
another pair could have been connected with shanks in 
order  to provide leverage. The problem is that the first 
pair would be not so effective due to the lack of firm grip 
on cheeks: the reins would probably slip upwards and all 
bit actions would be spoiled.593   

590  Chappell 2002: 6, 17; Dawson 2013: 180–183.
591  MacDowall & Hook 1995: pl. C2b
592  A later curb bit (of unknown origins and adduced as an example) 
from Junkelmann’s collection (1992: 22 phot. 12) certainly have been 
used with double reins.
593  For the images of Newstead curb bit, see Dixon & Southern 
1993: 64; Hyland 2013: fig. 23.3 and Junkelmann 1992: 22 phot. 11.

Fig. 26. The Empel Batavian tribal sanctu-
ary offerings (after van Driel-Murray 1994: 97). 
The shown hackamores and snaffle bits were 
almost certainly used by the locally recruited 
auxiliary horsemen.
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It is quite probable that these parts of the Roman 
cavalry arm, which had to serve as a crack force, used 
harsher curb bits. On the contrary, the other units, which 
were intended and trained more for skirmishing, could 
prefer more gentle snaffle bits. The subject requires fur-
ther investigation.

It seems that the same process affected our thinking 
about the Roman cavalry saddles. There is a consensus of 
opinion that the greatest advantage the Roman cavalry 
owed to the innovative saddles, which (for the first time 
in history) enabled secure seat. It is obvious that recent 
archaeological discoveries greatly increased our under-
standing of the Roman military saddle. However, we 
should stress the fact that these finds come mainly from 
the Germanic and British frontiers and should be con-
nected with horsemen using Rhineland combat styles. 
How these things looked on the other frontiers remains 
a mystery (even the figured evidence from Persia can-
not be taken into consideration, as the Sassanian saddles 
could evolve independently from the above mentioned 
Parthian examples).

 As for the Rhineland saddles: the turning point came 
when pieces of leather saddle covering from Valkenburg 
[figs. 27, 28a] and Vechten had came to light.594 These 
finds, together with copper-alloy elements which served 
as reinforcing plates of the saddle tree and various ele-

594  Groenmann van Waateringe 1967: 109–121.

ments of harness, provided all necessary information to 
make reconstruction of a Roman riding tack possible. 

The subject received little attention until Peter Con-
nolly had published his article about the reconstruction 
of the Roman military saddle. He based his ideas on the 
evidence provided by Valkenburg leather casing [figs. 27, 
28a] and copper-alloy “horn” stiffeners found at Rottweil 
and Newstead. According to Connolly’s theory [fig. 28b], 
the construction of the military saddle consisted from 
a rigid wooden tree [compare with figs. 29, 34] with four 
bronze reinforcing plates made in a shape of horns. The 
leather cover had four “pockets” for the bronze “horns” 
and encased the whole construction. The so-called 
“horned” saddle, unlike the earlier pads or cushions, 
gave the rider all necessary support he needed and thus 
made the shock tactics possible. Modern experiments 
have shown that the lance and long spatha sword could 
be used effectively from the horned saddle. 595 But again 
we should stress the fact that nearly all of the mentioned 
finds are connected with Rhineland or British cavalry and 
come from a narrow chronological period that starts 
shortly before the Batavian revolt of AD 69 and ends dur-
ing the Dacian wars (the subject would be enlarged on 
below during the discussion of the Celto-Thracian style).

But, as the Valkenburg casing was too small for the 
later Flavian period “horn” stiffeners, some Connolly’s 

595  Connolly 1987: 7–27; 1988: 71–76.

Fig. 27. Reconstruction of Valkenburg sad-
dle cover (after Connolly & van Driel-Murray 
1991: 36 fig. 3).
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opponents, like Marcus Junkelmann, favoured padded 
cushion theory, according to which the Roman military 
saddles were made without any rigid trees. Only the 
metal horns were inserted into the leather casing, as 
the leather itself held the saddle in shape [fig. 30].596 
Such hypothesis was put forward after endurance riding 
in horned saddles based on wooden trees. Later Mar-
cus Junkelmann had modified his propositions claiming 
that the Roman saddles consisted of two pads and two 
bows much like the Scythian saddles known from Pazyryk 
[fig. 3].597 He reached that conclusion by pointing out 
that the surviving copper-alloy stiffeners show no evi-
dence of being nailed to a wooden frame and suggesting 
that the rows of tiny holes were intended for stitching 
into leather. He also drew from construction of the Tus-
can saddle that consisted of two pillows and besides two 
wooden “ribs” had no rigid tree.598 

Junkelmann also stated that movable horns facili-
tated mounting and dismounting. He also recalled the 
finds of iron rods coming from Roman context and bent 

596  Though a working replica of such saddle tended to loose its 
original shape in prolonged use, see Junkelmann 1989: fig. 24; See 
also Connolly & van Driel-Murray 1991: 33–50 esp. 42–43.
597  Junkelmann 1992: 62–63, 66, 68–69.
598  See also Paterson 1990: 20 for commentary.

to resemble the arch shape of the front pommel.599 He 
put forward a hypothesis that these pieces could have 
been used as saddle elements, shaping the front arch. 
But if the wooden tree really existed, these pieces could 
have been used to reinforce wooden front pommel. We 
should remember that the wooden trees, as modern ex-
periments had shown, are prone to risk of breaking.600 It 
is noteworthy that some Victorian era British cavalry sad-
dles had iron reinforcements used exactly for that pur-
pose.  From the year 1872 onwards these saddles were 
replaced by models with seats placed above the steel 
arches, which were designed to form the front pommel 
and cantle.601

Nevertheless, some literary accounts can serve as evi-
dence for the use of cushion saddles. Particularly one pas-
sage in Fronto (besides the only surviving literary descrip-
tion of the Roman saddle) can confirm that at least some 
horns of Roman military saddles were softly stuffed like 
pillows. But we should bear in mind that Fronto focused 
his attention on the bad state of discipline among the Syr-
ian legions, therefore his testimony, full of rhetoric, must 
be treated with caution. Fronto described how certain 

599  Junkelmann 1992: 57–8, 68.
600  Peterson 1990: 20.
601  Chappell 2002: 10–11, 18.

Fig. 28.  Roman horned saddle: a – reconstruction of Valk-
enburg saddle cover (after Groeman van Waateringe 1974: 72 
fig. 10); b – reconstruction of the Roman “horned” saddle ap-
pearance  (after Connolly 1996: 61). Please note the wooden 
rigid saddle tree. Connolly certainly was inspired by the image 
from the tombstone of Flavius Bassus, which he knew very 
well [fig. 83].

b

a
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Fig. 29. Replica of wooden saddle tree, front (author’s project, realisation by Krzysztof Rzemek, phot. Rafał Miłoszewski). 
Please note the shape of saddle boards. The tree was intended for use on Polish “Konik” breed, but my early experiments were 
done with the help of misinterpreted evidence. Now it is prepared for use on taller horses and to hold the replicas of the Kirkby 
Thore proto-stirrups [cf. figs. 39–41].

Pontius Laelianus,602 an adherent of harsh traditional Ro-
man discipline, ordered that the horns of some saddles, 
which were previously softly stuffed with geese feathers, 
should be slit open and the feathers should be plucked 
out, as he regarded that custom effeminate and inappro-
priate for the Romans.603  We should remember that Lae-

602  M. Pontius Laelianus Larcius Sabinus is known from two inscrip-
tions, see CIL VI 1497 = ILS 1094 and CIL VI 1549 = ILS 1100. Both of 
them were found on Trajan’s forum – where a statue was erected 
to honour his  deeds. He was also given traditional military awards 
(dona militaria) for bravery. As we can judge on the basis of collected 
evidence, Pontius Laelianus was one of the most successful military 
commanders of his time, a real vir militaris. He started his career as 
a tribune of legio VI Victrix and as a member of Hadrian’s staff during 
the emperor’s visit to Britain. Later he reached consulship in 163 AD 
and become a governor of Pannonia and Syria, see PIR2 P 806; Birley 
1981: 273–274. 
603  Fronto, Epistulae: Ad Verum Imperatorem 2. 2. 22 (van den Hout 
1988: 128): „Equi incuria horridi, equites volsi, raro brachium aut crus 
militum hersutum. Ad hoc vestiti melius quam armati: adeo vir gravis 
et veteris disciplinae Laelianus Pontius... equos pulvillis animadvertet, 
iussu eius cornicula consecta, a sedilibus equitum pluma quasi anseri-
bus devolsa – horses shaggy though negligence, on the contrary the 
riders without beards, rarely with hairy arms or legs. Further the sol-
diers better dressed than armed. For that reason Pontius Laelianus, 
a man of character and  a votary adherent of tough traditional disci-

lianus, by reason of being a successful commander and 
thanks to his previous experience gained during the pro-
tracted conflicts of Marcus Aurelius’ reign, was eminently 
qualified in the matters of horse riding. Moreover, he was 
responsible for the state of training of his subordinates.

But the event described in Fronto could be given oth-
er explanation: Pontius Laelianus could have been accus-
tomed to the rigid wooden framed saddles used in the 
west and treated softer “Pazyryk” style cushion saddles, 
so popular in the east, with contempt. Hence his harsh 
reaction. Therefore, it is quite probable that Fronto’s tes-
timony tells us more about the inappropriate behaviour 
of some junior Roman staff officers than about the con-
struction of the Roman “western” riding tack. Thus, the 
passage in Fronto may only refer to the “Pazyryk” style 
cushion saddles and their closers.

On the other hand, the stretch marks on a number of 
leather casings, not only from Valkenburg and Vechten 

pline..., found horses saddled with cushions and ordered that the sad-
dle horns should be slit open and the feathers plucked from them as 
from geese – author’s translation”, see also see Junkelmann 1992: 36 
and Linderski 2007: 203–204 note 74. The event described in Fronto 
probably took place in AD 150 or (less probably) in AD 163. 
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Fig. 30. Cushion saddle without rigid wooden tree (after Junkelmann 1992: 50 phot. 67). A tombstone of Romanius from Ala 
Afrorum from the Römisch-Germanisches Museum, Köln, can be seen in the background. Please note the Newstead type curb 
bit.

Fig. 31. The Vindolanda saddle cover was 
thorn in the place where it had been wrapped 
around the rigid side board (after van Driel-
Murray 1993: 20).

but also from Vindolanda [fig. 31] and Carlisle, leave little 
doubt that a rigid internal structure, most probably made 
of wood, was used by some Roman saddle makers.604

  The discussion is pointless, as all sides have in mind 
different types of saddles from different times: the cush-
ion style saddles, similar to earlier Pazyryk examples, 
were used in the Rhineland even in the Neronian times, 
as the tombstone of Vellaunus from Bonn may indicate 

604  Connolly & van Driel-Murray 1991: 50.

[fig. 102b]. On the other hand, some Augustan, Flavian 
and Trajanic examples were based on wooden trees. 

In order to clear up doubts connected with these 
contradictions we have to examine the evidence for 
origins of horned saddles once more. As it was said 
earlier, it has been claimed that the four horned sad-
dle was a Celtic invention. Furthermore, the presence 
of the wooden tree was considered to be an original 
Celtic, or more precisely Gallic, creation. It should have 
had wooden tree. The stress marks on Vindolanda and 
Carlisle saddle covers justified the hypothesis about 
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the existence of wooden frame.605 The early first cen-
tury AD victory monuments from southern Gaul like 
Arch of Orange [fig. 32] and Glanum monument from 
Saint Rémy-de-Provence [figs. 14, 32]606 or Gundestrup 
cauldron607 served as a further support for such theory. 
But now it is clear that the Glanum monument does not 
show Gallic warriors608 and it is difficult to determine 
whether one can recognize soft Pazyryk style saddles or 
rigid examples on Orange arch [fig. 32]. Some Orange 
sculptures show saddles with protruding closers like on 
the Gundestrup cauldron [fig. 13]. On the other hand, 
the long-horned saddles are clearly visible on the late 
Augustan or Tiberian Glanum monument [figs. 14,  32]. 
The position of horns suggests that some saddles of that 
type had rigid horns attached to the soft cushions, but 
that may be an artistic license.

 As it was said earlier, some other evidence suggests 
Central Asian origins for the horned saddle design [some-
thing like primitive two horned padded saddle appears 
in the Parthian and Syrian art, cf. fig. 16a-b].609 From the 

605  Bishop 2015: 3.
606  Connolly 1988: 73; 1992: 61.    
607  Bishop 1988: 89–90, 116.
608  We should stress again the fact that the combatants depicted 
on Glanum monument are shown in “classical” Mediterranean attire, 
tough some of them use horned helmets, see D’Amato & Sumner 
2009a: 10–12. However, that feature alone has something to do with 
Macedonian tradition, see Sekunda & Dennis 2012: 43, 46–47 for 
Macedonian examples.
609  As we are able to say on the basis of information provided by 
a late Achaemenid (IV/III BC) representation of contarius cavalryman 
displayed on the moulded terracotta flask recovered from a tomb at 
Koi-Krylgan-Kala on the banks of the Oxus river (today Uzbekistan). 
It is noteworthy that the flask provided also the earliest evidence for 
the use of two handed lance (kontos), cf. Пугаченкова & Ремпель 
1965: fig. 37; see also Ghirshman 1973: 102 fig. 4; Sekunda & Chew 
1992: 29; Olbrycht 1999: 201–203. On the horse shaped rython 
from collection Foroughi something similar to the saddle cushion is 
shown - with two projecting horns, which formed the pommel, see 
Ghirshman 1973: 94; However, the existence of the front saddle bow 
might suggest later, perhaps Sassanian date. We should remember 
that first clear representations of Parthian four horned saddles came 

east comes the earliest evidence for the rigid frame. 
Therefore, there is a strong possibility that development 
of treed saddle took place on the Iranian steppes, as the 
earliest clear representations of the wooden framed tree 
come from Bactria (late 1st century BC).610 

It is now also clear that the later Parthian and Sassan-
ian heavy horsemen used horned saddles [fig. 202].611 
As it was said in the previous chapter: due to the linguis-
tic barrier and thanks to the fact that the results of re-
search of many Soviet and Russian scholars appeared in 
hardly obtainable papers the western researchers over-
looked important evidence connected with the Parthian 
finds.612 As the earlier mentioned first century BC mural 
from the Parthian city old Nisa in southern Turkmenistan 
clearly depicts a saddle with large protruding horns,613 
one may suspect that wood was used for its construc-
tion [fig. 16a]. The evidence provided by the other earli-
est representations of the horned saddles from Syria614 
is much harder to interpret: it is difficult to determine 
whether the much shorter Baalshamin saddle horns be-
long to padded or treed variety [fig. 16b]. Nevertheless, 

from Sarpol-i-Zohab (first century AD), see Junkelmann 1992: 36, later 
the lower saddles became popular, as indicates the third century AD 
rhyton from Foroughi collection, see Junkelmann 1992: 73.
610  The earliest representation of a rigid wooden saddle tree appears 
on a sculptural decoration of Khalchayan palace, cf. Пугаченкова 
1965: fig. 95; see also Nikonorov 1997(1): 54; 1997(2): 11, 61 fig. 29g-h.
611  Herrmann 1989: 763–769. 
612  As it was said earlier, Herrmann (1989: 763–769 esp. 764) argued 
that horned saddles were invented in Iran in response to the needs of 
heavy Parthian cavalrymen (cataphracts), who reqired better support. 
According to Downey (2006: 154), schematic representations of such 
saddles appear on Dura Europos clay figurines, but these could have 
been easily mistaken with Pazyryk style saddles because the wooden 
closers look like rudimentary “horns”. Bishop (2015: 3) is convinced 
that horned saddles were a Celtic invention, later copied in the east. 
613  Пилипко 1996: 69 fig. 45/1; Никоноров 2002: 21–22, 24 fig. 1. 
614  On the relief from the Baal temple from Baalshamin at Sia in 
Hauran mountains, see Ghirshman 1973: 103; Sekunda & McBride 
1994: 67, 78. It is difficult to date that carving more precisely. How-
ever, it is possible that it could belong to the second half of the first 
century BC.

Fig. 32.  Horned saddles from Glanum monument and two saddles from Arch of Orange – not to scale (draw. P. Connolly –  
after Bishop 1988: 85 fig. 19). The bent position of the rigid horns on the right side horse suggests that these elements were at-
tached to the soft cushions, though that may be an artistic license.
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the development of wooden framed saddle trees had 
certainly something in common with the introduction of 
the heavy cataphracti cavalry: the rigid horns provided 
all necessary support for the armoured rider and the rear 
ones could also transfer the kinetic energy of a moving 
horse adding poundage to the lance thrust. Thus, we 
may expect that the inhabitants of the Central Asia were 
involved in the development of the treed four horned 
saddles.615

There is also a hypothesis put forward by Goron-
charovski, according to which the horned saddles with 
solid wooden frames were used in Bosporan state. The 
theory is mostly based on interpretation of pictorial evi-
dence that shows horned saddles similar in built to the 
Roman ones. According to Goroncharovski, the adapta-
tion of wooden frames happened due to the contacts 
with steppe environment where the heavy armoured 
cavalry was making appearance. The new forms of sad-
dles were expected to provide the fully armoured rider 
with a secure seat. As a support to that theory he recalls 
iconographic representations, especially a monument 
from Gorgippa616 on which something like saddle with 
low horns can be recognized. As a further support to his 
suppositions he recalls the early Hunnic saddles from 
Noin-Ula barrows, which relied on constructions con-
sisting of two flat bows connected with each other with 
wooden (rectangular in section) strips.617 He points at the 
possible generic affinity between the steppe saddles and 
later Roman ones.618 It is quite possible that the idea of 
using wood for saddle trees had come from the world of 
steppe nomads (please note the similarity between the 
Noin Ula finds and the above mentioned representations 
of Bactrian saddles). But the saddles recognizable in Bos-
poran art look strikingly similar to earlier Pazyryk and ter-
racotta army examples [fig. 17a-b]. The similarity to the 
horned Roman constructions is somewhat misleading 
because the representations of wooden stiff closers, so 
characteristic for Pazyryk type saddles, could have been 
taken for wooden horns. There is a possibility that some 
wooden strips were used for reinforcing Bosporan sad-
dles as their construction looks similar to earlier Scythian 
examples. As large protruding horns appear only in Par-
thian and Syrian art, it is more probable that the Romans 
acquired the knowledge about wooden frames from the 
Parthian environment.

The earliest evidence for the use of horned saddles in 
the Roman context comes in the form of the earlier men-
tioned fresco of Augustan date found at Gragnano near 
Stabiae [pl. A1].619 The shape of horned saddle, tough ob-
scured by a blue saddle cover, can be easily recognized, 
but the construction details are invisible. Therefore, it 

615  Никоноров 2002: 22.
616  Goroncharovski 2002(2003): 21.
617  Руденко 1962: 50 pl. 24. 3.
618  For more, see Виноградов & Горончаровский 2008: 168–172.
619  For photograph, see D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 13.

is difficult to determine whether it was of padded or 
framed construction. In addition a copper-alloy horn stiff-
ener was found at Augustan Roman camp Haltern [fig. 
33].620 That particular metal appliqué was erroneously in-
terpreted by publishers as belonging to a kind of a metal 
peytral – intended for defending horse’s breasts.621 But 
closer look at its function [figs. 34, 37] and comparison 
with somewhat later Rottweil pieces, used by Connolly 
for his Roman saddle reconstruction [fig. 28b], reveals 
the fact that the part in question was used as rear (right) 
horn stiffener [figs. 24, 37]. We should stress the fact that 
the Haltern piece was richly decorated by repoussé floral 
motifs [fig. 33]. Some other elements of horse furniture 
were recovered from the Haltern camp,622 as cavalry was 
based together with the legions. The decorative stiffener 
was most probably attached to the outer side of a sad-
dle (otherwise the rich decoration would be covered by 
leather and obscured). Furthermore, the piece in ques-
tion was designed to be nailed to something like wooden 
tree. If any leather casing existed, it was nailed to the 
wooden frame through it. Some people interpret the find 
as belonging to a treeless cushion saddle [fig. 36]. But 
the shape of the Haltern stiffener perfectly fits the needs 
of attaching the cushion panel to the wooden side board 
[figs. 33–34, 37]. It was also somewhat shorter than the 
later Neronian or Flavian examples, the use of such sad-
dles is clearly confirmed by early Julio-Claudian figured 
evidence [fig. 32].

Additionally a front “horn” stiffener had been found 
at Haltern [fig. 35].623 In comparison to the later Nero-
nian or Flavian examples [figs. 42, 46] it was somewhat 
shorter, though it served the same purposes.

The general conclusion is that the framed saddles 
were introduced to Roman use in the Augustan period. 
That can be also confirmed not only by archaeological 
finds from Haltern but also by the written accounts: 
a certain passage in Titus Livius, though an obvious 
anachronism because it describes earlier events, possibly 
refers to saddles already known in Augustan period (but 
the translation can be challenged at any time).624 The al-
ready mentioned Gragnano fresco [pl. A1] can also serve 
as evidence that the horned saddles appeared in Roman 
use in early Augustan times, or perhaps even earlier, af-
ter Carrhae battle in the year 53 BC. If only a certain doze 
of speculation was allowed, I would favour the theory 
that the “Gragnano style” saddle consisted of a wooden 
frame, built over two pads and adorned at back by stiff-
eners similar to the Haltern example. 

620  Müller et al. 2002: 173 and pl. 54: cat. no. 599.
621  Müller et al. 2002: 193.
622  See Müller et al. 2002: 52, 193 for details.
623  Müller et al. 2002: 193 and pl. 55: cat. no. 600.
624  Liv. Hist. 28. 14. 7. “armatus eques frenatos instratos teneret 
equos – the armed horsemen held bridled and saddled horses – au-
thor’s translation”. According to McCall (2002: 164 note 92), the Latin 
“instratos” should be translated as “saddled”.
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Fig. 33.  Augustan period copper-alloy saddle stiffener (rear, right) from Haltern (after Müller et al. 2002: pl. 54: cat. no. 599). 
It should have been nailed to the wooden frame [compare with figs. 29, 34, 37, 39–41].

Fig. 34. Replica of wooden saddle tree, rear (phot. Rafał Miłoszewski). Please note that the shape of Haltern saddle stiffener 
[fig. 33] functionally resembles the shape of cantle stiffeners shown above. However, the Augustan period cantle “horns” were 
somewhat shorter than those shown above.

But the older “Pazyryk style” cushion saddles remained 
in use for some time. At this point we should now recall 
the testimony of Abdera monument mentioned in the 
previous chapter [fig. 15]. The depicted horseman must 
have been using a kind of a cushion saddle, perhaps 
similar to the Pazyryk variety. It looks similar to the ones 

shown on the Gundestrup cauldron [fig. 13]. The “Gun-
destrup saddles” had front and back stiffeners625 resem-
bling small horns.626 We should bear in mind that the 

625  Similar to those known from the terracotta army clay sculptures.
626  That feature misled many researchers who claimed that the 
rigid Roman horned saddles were of Celtic origins (the possible Thra-
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Fig. 35. Augustan period copper-alloy sad-
dle stiffener (front) from Haltern (after Müller 
et al. 2002: pl. 55: cat. no. 600).

Fig. 36. The Haltern saddle stiffener rep-
licas interpreted as belonging to a treeless 
cushion-based saddle. These were made 
probably under the influence of some Junkel-
mann’s ideas (internet: https://pl.pinterest.
com/scotts1251/roman-cavalry/-  access 
06.09.2017).

Thracian artists were somehow involved in the production 
process of the famous cauldron.627 Therefore, it is quite 
possible that the Thracian auxiliaries were somewhat in-
volved in the process of transferring the whole idea into 
Romano-Celtic world. And indeed, such saddles were used 
on the Rhineland frontier after the reign of Claudius, as 
suggests the evidence of a monument from Mainz dedi-

cian connection was not taken into account). I am convinced that the 
saddles in question resemble the old Pazyryk style “two pads type” 
saddles.
627  See the previous chapter for details.

cated to Raetian horseman Andes [fig. 38].628 Some exam-
ples survived to the Neronian era, as the tombstone of 
Vellaunus from Bonn may indicate [fig. 102b]. The general 
conclusion is that the “Pazyryk” or “Gundestrup cauldron” 
style saddles were still used throughout the Greco-Roman 
world, not only in the east, as their representations ap-
pear in Bosporan and Palmyran art,629 but also alongside 
the Danubian frontier. Moreover, the decoration of one 

628  Schleiermacher 1984: 97 cat. no. 20.
629  Such saddles based on two bolster like cushions, with two stiff-
eners or closers attached at each end, appear in Bosporan art, see 
Mielczarek 1999: pl. XII-XIV, XVI and Трейстер 2010: 491, 495, 497 
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first century AD tombstone from Virunum in present-day 
Austria may indicate that these constructions remained in 
military use in the Danubian army.630 The situation in Italy 
was similar: the Augustan period reliefs from Palazzo Du-
cale, Mantua, clearly show the “Pazyryk style” saddles still 
in service [figs. 48–49]. It appears that both types were 
used throughout the early Julio-Claudian period. More-
over, “Pazyryk style” saddles remined in use in the east 
throughout the whole early imperial period [figs. 17a, 47]. 
Therefore, both saddle types were typical for the Roman 
cavalry. But we should stress the fact that the copper-alloy 
stiffeners were used only in conjunction with the wooden 
trees. 

However, there was a major flaw connected with the 
pads or cushions typical for the soft saddles. Such con-
structions were characterised by the uneven distribution 
of rider’s weight. The main pressure was concentrated 
under the rider’s seat. According to the recent knowl-
edge, the pressure of the distributed weight should nev-
er exceed 0.1 kg to 1 cm2, otherwise it would obstruct 
(or even restrict) proper blood circulation and cause 
serious muscular atrophy on animal’s back after longer 
periods (more than 2 hours) of work.631 Please note that 
such problem alone can reduce horse’s ability to carry 
a rider. That is why modern treeless saddles are not rec-
ommended for people whose weight exceeds 70 kg.632 
Moreover, treeless saddles offer less secure seat. It is not 
a coincidence that treeless saddles are banned in tradi-
tional dressage or Western riding competitions.  

for illustrations. Similar Pazyryk style saddles are also known from 
Palmyran art, see Seyrig 1937: pl. III: 1 and 4.
630  Junkelmann 1992: 39–40 phot 38.
631  Gołąb 2012: 137–138.
632  Though some modern constructions using advanced materials 
can cope with the problem, see Gołąb 2012: 194–195. However, that 
was not the case of ancient “Pazyryk style” treeless saddles.

That particular flaw was not unnoticed by the an-
cient people. The introduction of the Parthian heavy 
cataphracti horsemen almost certainly had resulted in 
experiments with saddle construction. We should bear in 
mind that the cataphracti cavalrymen required very se-
cure seat and had serious problems with the weight dis-
tribution. Therefore, it is not a coincidence that the first 
representations of rigid framed saddles come from the 
old Nisa located on the Parthian soil [fig. 16a] and from 
Bactria. At some point the whole concept was copied 
by the Romans. The surviving pictorial and archaeologi-
cal evidence points at the early Augustan times, though 
the acquisition of the idea of wooden frames could have 
happened earlier during late republican times (but no 
earlier than battle of Carrhae in 53 BC).

Sadly, the archaeological finds can only provide us in-
formation about the very results of that process. But the 
acquisition of knowledge certainly happened. Indeed, 
the surviving evidence, such as the above-mentioned 
stretch marks on a number of leather casings, suggests 
that some Roman horned saddles were built on the 
rigid framed trees. The existence of large reinforcing 
plates discovered at various Roman sites, which, con-
trary to Junkelmann’s belief, could have been nailed to 
the wooden projecting horns, can confirm such theory. 
The problem is that copper-alloy stiffeners do not fit into 
the discovered casings. There is some chance that the 
leather had shrunk considerably during the post-dep-
osition processes, but that still reveals a margin of un-
certainty because the metal horns are too big. The only 
possible explanation is that the Romans used wooden 
saddle horns of various sizes, the largest being stiffened 
by copper-alloy reinforcements. However, in both cases 
rigid framed trees should have been used.

We should stress the fact that such supposition does 
not exclude the hypothesis that a transitional form was 
used by Romans in the early Julio-Claudian times that 

Fig. 37. The rear part of a reconstructed 
“Roman” saddle tree on a horse (phot. Rafał 
Miłoszewski). Please note how the shape of 
the rear stiffener enables holding the cushion 
pad in the right place. The decorative Haltern 
piece looks very similar and most probably 
served the same purpose. No doubt, the 
Haltern piece should have been nailed to the 
wooden frame in a similar way, though the 
“horns” were shorter. Decorative qualities of 
Haltern example can support the hypothesis 
that it should have been used outside (or with-
out) the leather casing.
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Fig. 38. Gravestone of Andes of Ala Claudia from Mainz (photo by Ortlof Harl, internet: http://lupa.at/15812/photos/3 – ac-
cess 23.05.2017). Due to the shown early imperial Fontillet, Nauportus or Giubiasco elongated gladius hispanensis and “Pazyryk 
style” (?) saddle the stone should be given an early Julio-Claudian chronology. Note the straps hanging from the saddle [com-
pare with figs. 4–5]. See also table 3: note VI.
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combined cushions and rigid horns [figs. 14, 32]. Perhaps 
the early imperial saddle-makers had limited knowledge 
about rigid frames production: therefore the develop-
ments in technology required some time and a dose of 
experimentation. But such transitional forms were soon 
(in the Augustan age?) replaced by the rigid examples 
built on wooden saddle trees.

The hypothesis about rigid saddle frames could have 
been given further support if only we have had exact in-
formation about the appearance of the Ronan saddles 
used in Judea during the Jewish revolt. Josephus, while 
referring to some skirmish activities outside Jerusalem, 
describes a daring exploit of a Roman rider: „among oth-
er incidents, a trooper from one of the cohorts, named 
Pedanius – when the Jews were a last repulsed and be-
ing driven into the ravine – urging his horse at top speed 
along their flank, snatched up one of the flying foe, 
a youth of sturdy frame and in full armour, grasping him 
by the ankle; so far did he stoop from his horse, when at 
the gallop and such muscular strength of arm and body, 
along with consummate horsemanship, did he display. 
Carrying of his captive like some precious treasure, he 
came with his prize to Caesar. Titus expressed admiration 
to the captor’s strength... ”.633 We should bear in mind 
that the testimony of Josephus (who was full of admira-
tion for his Roman protectors) could be an exaggeration 
of a real event. However, it was impossible to execute 
such a complicated evolution without the support of the 
rigid saddle tree. It seems that Pedanius had one of his 
legs hooked under the cantle and used it as an anchor 
point to regain a firm seat. That method is commonly 
used today by various Asiatic riders during traditional 
competitions when they try to grasp and snatch a corpse 
of a dead goat. It seems that at least some eastern troop-
ers had used wooden framed saddles. But the copper 
alloy stiffeners are absent in archaeological record from 
the Roman east. Perhaps that particular design was not 
so popular, as the available figured evidence tends to 
show soft “Pazyryk style” saddles.634

633  Ios. De Bello Iud. 6. 2. 8. 161–163 (ed. & trans. Thacker-
ay 1957: 423): „καὶ τῶν ἀπὸ σπείρας τις ἱππέων, Πεδάνιος 
τοὔνομα, τρεπομένων ἤδη τῶν Ἰουδαίων καὶ κατὰ τῆς φάραγγος 
συνωθουμένων ῥόθιον ἐκ πλαγίου παρελαύνων τὸν ἵππον ἁρπάζει 
τινὰ φεύγοντα τῶν πολεμίων, νεανίαν στιβαρόν τε ἄλλως τὸ σῶμα 
καὶ καθωπλισμένον, δραξάμενος ἐκ τοῦ σφυροῦ: τοσοῦτον μὲν 
ἑαυτὸν ἐκ τρέχοντος ἐπέκλινε τοῦ ἵππου, τοσοῦτον δὲ ἐπεδείξατο 
τῆς δεξιᾶς τὸν τόνον καὶ τοῦ λοιποῦ σώματος ἔτι δ᾽ ἐμπειρίας 
ἱππικῆς. ὁ μὲν οὖν ὥσπερ τι κειμήλιον ἁρπασάμενος ἧκε φέρων 
Καίσαρι τὸν αἰχμάλωτον: Τίτος δὲ τὸν μὲν λαβόντα τῆς δυνάμεως 
θαυμάσας”.
634  About Buskashi, see Edwards 2001: 360. Some elements of 
horse furniture recovered from Masada look somewhat similar to 
these found at Doorwerth (Stiebel & Magness 2007: 94 pl. 30: 7) 
and we should also remember about the Baalshamin sculpture [fig. 
16b], which shows an early form of a “horned” saddle, certainly in 
use in the Middle East. Therefore, the horse harness used during the 
event described in Josephus could have looked similar to the exam-
ples known from the Rhineland area. On the other hand, the scarce 
figured evidence [figs. 17a, 47, 65a-b, 130, 155] suggests that the pad-

But it is a fact that somewhere before the Jewish re-
volt, perhaps in Augustan times, the rigid framed sad-
dle trees were introduced into Roman army use. It is 
not a coincidence that the evidence for padded saddles 
comes from the early Julio-Claudian times. On the other 
hand, the testimonies and finds, which can confirm the 
use of rigid trees, with the exception of Haltern finds, 
belong to the late Julio-Claudian or Flavian contexts.635 
It seems that the padded type was gradually replaced 
by framed examples throughout the period. On the west 
the process was complete, as the Pazyryk style saddles 
disappear from representational evidence after the Ju-
lio-Claudian times. The padded saddles remained in use 
for longer alongside the eastern frontiers: as it was said 
earlier, such soft padded examples are still visible in Pal-
myran art [figs. 47, 130]. As we remember, these some-
what out fashioned constructions incurred the wrath of 
Pontius Laelianus (as related in Fronto), who was more 
accustomed to the rigid “western” framed saddles.

The Roman saddle trees were (most probably) made 
from plywood.636 We should bear in mind that laminated 
wood is well known from its durability and perfectly fits 
for use in saddle trees. The evidence based on the stress 
marks visible on the saddle casing from Vindolanda sug-
gests that the Romans indeed used wood for the saddle 
trees.637 We should remember that the Roman shields 
from Dura Europos638 and Qasr al-Harit639 were made ex-
actly from that material. 

The saddle tree consisted of two side boards joined by 
bridges at the front and back. Because the wooden tree 
was designed to transfer the weight of the rider from the 
spine to the horse’s sides (and it had to fit the shape of 
animal’s withers and back as well) the side boards had 
to be made in a propeller shape [figs. 28b, 29]. It has 
been suggested that any rigid saddle should be made to 
fit a particular build of a horse.640 If we agree with that 
theory, we have to make a supposition that the Roman 
saddle makers had produced a great variety of saddle 
trees to fulfil various requirements. And what had hap-
pened when a trooper was given a remount which dif-
fered considerably from his previous horse? To answer 
to that question we have to examine more closely some 
aspects of the Roman saddle construction.

Using the evidence provided by the reinforcing plates, 
Peter Connolly was able to reconstruct the shape of the 
saddle tree. The two L – shaped bronze horns came 

ded saddles were more popular in the Middle East. Please note that 
the extra-long Flavian period horn stiffeners had been found only in 
Europe, see below note 921. On the other hand, some horn stiffeners 
were used by Sassanian heavy horse [fig. 202]. The evidence is far 
from being clear.
635  Bishop 1988: 91–93.
636  Connolly 1987: 8.
637  van Driel-Murray 1993: 15.
638  Connolly 1992: 50.
639  Kimmig 1940: 106–111; Sekunda 2001: 80–83.
640  For the construction of the Roman saddle, see Connolly 1987: 7–8.
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across the back of the saddle and formed the cantle. The 
other two formed the V-shaped front pommel. As it was 
said, the side boards were made in a propeller shape. 
Because the boards had to fit across the withers under 
the pommel these formed an angle of about 60° and un-
der the cantle it raised almost to 180°[figs. 28b, 29, 34]. 

It has been suggested that the side boards had special 
cushions or pads to transfer the weight of the rider from 
the spine to the flanks of the horse.641 Such construction 
was used later in heavy cavalry saddles from Napoleonic 
era, apparently with some success, padded cushions are 
also typical for modern Iberian saddles.642 Some pressure 
irregularities in the saddle construction could be mini-
mised by means of a thick separate blanket or pad, yet 
the thick underneath padding left insufficient place for 
significant corrects. It is obvious that in such conditions 
the saddle tree should be made to fit a particular build 
of a horse. 

The basic principles concerning saddle fitting did not 
changed throughout the ages. The side boards should 
have to fit well the horse’s back, these should be posi-
tioned parallel to the ground and should rest on muscles 
on both sides of the spine [fig. 39]. The saddle should 
rest in equilibrium, it must neither “bridge” nor “rock” 
retaining full contact with horse’s back along the whole 
length of boards (or along the cushions or pads attached 
beneath them) in order to assure the proper weight dis-
tribution. For the same reason the tree should be nei-
ther too narrow nor too wide, as the side boards should 
retain maximum contact with the muscles. Moreover, 
these boards should also fit to the muscles at right an-
gle. The channel between panels or boards must be wide 
enough to assure that the saddle does not rest on liga-
ments or tendons connected with the spine. In modern 
saddles, no matter English or Western type, there should 

641  Connolly 1988: 74; see also  Hyland 1990a: 132. 
642  Dawson 2013: 161–163.

be adequate clearance between the front pommel and 
the top of the horse’s withers for approximately two to 
three fingers. The front pommel of ancient Roman sad-
dles was positioned somewhat higher, so that it never 
was a problem in those days [fig. 40]. As for the modern 
examples, the saddle should never go behind the 18th 
thoracic vertebra, corresponding with the last rib.  Be-
hind this vertebra the lumbar vertebrae are positioned. 
One should remember that this is the weakest, non-
weight bearing, area of the mount’s spine. The Roman 
saddles were somewhat shorter, so that feature also 
was not a concern of ancient riders. Any saddle should 
not impede shoulder blade moves, as it would affect the 
length of the stride and reduce speed of movement (that 
flaw unnoticed can also do a serious damage to horse’s 
health).643

The cushions positioned beneath rigid sideboards 
helped to distribute more evenly the weight of the rider. 
The whole concept was not new. As it was said, the sad-
dles used by the Altai Scythians were made exactly in 
that manner. We should remember that they were con-
structed with two cushions with rigid wooden closers at-
tached to each end of them and bow arches at the front 
and rear. The Roman saddles were similarly finished, 
though the rigid wooden tree should have served as 
a skeleton that greatly improved weight distribution. The 
surviving archaeological evidence suggests that the sad-
dle trees must have been totally covered by the leather 
casing. The pads underneath the saddle boards helped 
to rise the wooden skeleton above horse’s spine [figs. 
28b, 37, 39–40]. We should now recall the fact that the 
Vindolanda piece [fig. 31] was thorn in the place where 
it covered the edge of the side board.644 It is possible 

643  About saddle fitting, see Gołąb 2012: 150–160; Dawson 201: 
170–171. Some advises are also taken from internet: http://www.
countysaddlerystore.com/saddle-fitting-guide/ – access 10.11.2018.
644  Connolly & van Driel-Murray 1991: 43; van Driel-Murray 1993: 15.

Fig. 39. Author fitting the “Roman” saddle 
tree on a horse, which stood about 150 cm at 
the withers (phot. Rafał Miłoszewski). Such 
lightly built animals of oriental stock were 
available for the Roman army and certainly 
were used as warhorses around the present-
day Nijmegen (see table 4). Please note the 
correct position of the rather short tree that 
neither obstructs shoulder blade movements 
nor causes problems to the spine and ribs. 
Surprisingly, the tree intended to be used on 
a rather short and bulky Polish “Konik” per-
fectly fitted more slender animal: it appears 
that the Roman saddle design was more uni-
versal than it was thought earlier.
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that the hanging flap of the casing must have been at-
tached somehow to the underneath of the side board 
[fig. 28b].645 But some Roman funerary monuments do 
not show the flaps hanging downwards [figs. 73, 83, 
102–103]. Therefore, it is quite possible that the casing 
was wrapped over the sharp bottom ridges of the side 
boards, as certainly happened in the case of the Vindo-
landa cover. But it is uncertain whether the sides of the 
casing covered also the cushions located underneath the 
sideboards. It seems that the triplet straps, which hung 
sideways from cantle and pommel, could have been de-
signed to hold the cushions under the side boards.646 The 
baggy panels, perhaps made of felt, could have been tied 
under the boards [like on figs. 37, 39–40]. If that was the 
case, the remaining straps were left to hang sideways. 
Such straps, which held padded cushions in place, were 
also used much earlier in Scythian and Chinese saddlery 
[figs. 4–5]. That fact alone could be taken as a support 
for the theory about the eastern origins of Roman saddle 
constructions, tough softer materials, not wood, were 

645  Once I was convinced that the Vindolanda casing cannot be 
treated as a sufficient argument for the existence of thick underneath 
cushions, as the evidence provided by the stress marks suggested that 
the casing have covered only the rigid side boards, not the thickly 
stuffed cushions, see Gawroński 2004: 35. If that was the case, the 
thick padding, in the type used in light cavalry saddles from the Napo-
leonic period, could have been used to avoid spine injuries, as the tree 
should not have rested on horse’s back (as in: Gawroński 2004: pl. XI 
phot. 3). However, my increasing knowledge about saddle fitting con-
vinced me to reject such supposition. The cushions or panels placed 
underneath the side boards should have been necessary to protect 
horse’s spine from injuries caused by the saddle tree.
646  Earlier I was convinced that the triplet straps were designed to 
hold side flaps in position, see Gawroński 2004: 37. But if the casing 
indeed was wrapped around the side boards and the side flaps did 
not hung loosely on both sides of horse’s belly, then the straps should 
have been used for different purposes.

used in case of steppe saddles.647 Such method of tri-
plet straps attachment (i.e. holding cushions tied to side 
boards) betrays generic affinity between eastern and Ro-
man constructions. Please note that the Vindolanda and 
Valkenburg casings had special crescent holes to allow 
the triplet straps be pulled outside the cover [figs. 28a, 
31].648 In a “parade” versions these straps were given 
special decorative square metal appliqués attached to 
the wide leather belts [fig. 55].

These triplet straps were considered to perform 
purely decorative functions, especially those used to at-
tach the richly adorned copper-alloy plates.649 But now it 
seems that they were used also for practical purposes, 
especially the “parade” ones. First of all, they could have 
served to deflect blows aimed at horse’s belly, especially 
those which missed the legs of the rider, protected by 
greaves. Secondary, they could have been used as a kind 
of a warning system: if any rider placed his legs to far to 
front or rear, he immediately felt the decorative copper 
alloy plate under his tight or calf. That gave the horseman 
signal about the potential risk of body displacement. It 
required some time to react and restore safer position in 
the saddle, but in the heat of battle, when rider’s mind 
was occupied with many other threats, such help could 
have saved life. Therefore, the use of triplet straps, espe-
cially those adorned with plates, minimized the risks of 
body displacement and fall. Please note that many acci-
dents in horse riding appear due to the unbalanced seat.

The copper-alloy reinforcing plates were an impor-
tant element of the Roman saddlery and were used to 
stiffen saddle horns. These artefacts were found on some 

647  For the discussion about the eastern (Scythian) origins of the 
Roman saddles, see Taylor 1978: 189–191.
648  Bishop 1988: 115, 130; Junkelmann 1992: 50–51, 77 phot. 49–
50, 73; Hyland 1993: 47; van Driel-Murray 1993: 15. 
649  Bishop 1988: 110, 132; Connolly & van Driel-Murray 1991: 38.

 Fig. 40. Substantial padding is needed to 
rise the wooden tree above the horse’s spine 
(phot. Rafał Miłoszewski).
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Roman military sites650 connected with the Rhineland 
cavalry.651 Some authors, like Marcus Junkelmann, had 
claimed that these bronze pieces served to stiffen stuffed 
leather casing.652 But none surviving piece of leather has 
holes that could correspond with these bronze elements. 
Even none of these fitted to the surviving casing pieces. 
Therefore, these stiffeneers should have been nailed to 
some wooden frame, i.e. saddle tree.653

The general conclusion is that the surviving leather 
pieces were used for saddles with smaller horns, which 
did not required bronze stiffeners. On the other hand, 
the copper-alloy elements were parts of some other 
examples. Some authors claim that these saddles were 
intended for contarii heavy cavalry use654 from which no 
leather casing survived to our times.

The iconographic evidence from Rhineland tomb-
stones suggests that large horns reached their peak of 
popularity in the Flavian times.655 Modest protruding 
horns are shown on the terracotta figurine from Römisch-
Germanisches Zentral Museum, Mainz, though it has no 
specified archaeological context.656 The evidence from 
Marcus Aurelius’ column [fig. 64] suggests that smaller 
horns became more popular in the later period.657 The 
process could have been under way in the late Flavian or 
Trajanic period, as the saddle sculpted on a tombstone 
of trooper Dolanus from Wiesbaden shows much re-
duced saddle horns [fig. 174]. Similar saddle with very 

650  Bishop 1988: 91–93.
651  The subject would be enlarged on below in the next chapter.
652  Junkelmann 1992: 66.
653  Connolly & van Driel-Murray 1991: 45.
654  Connolly & van Driel-Murray 1991: 45.
655  The tombstones of Longinus Biarta and Romanus Dardanus 
from Köln, see Bishop 1988: 72, 74. Similar long horns appear on the 
stone of Oluper, see Bishop 1988; 76–77. However, the other contem-
porary stones from the same place, like those of M. Sacrius Primi-
genius and Lucius’, show smaller horns, see Bishop 1988: 73–75, 77.
656   Inv. no. O. 24921, cf. van Boekel 1989: 84–85.
657 Like on the scene LXXXIV, see Ferris 2009: 48 fig. 9.

rudimentary horns, or almost in “Pazyryk” style, could 
be recognized on the tombstone of Praetorian signifer 
(and perhaps a horseman) from Dion (Caritza) in Mac-
edonia province [fig. 43],658 dated to AD 131–170 peri-
od.659 Moreover, the future emperor Geta is shown on 
the triumphal arch from Leptis Magna riding on a simple 
saddle blanket or on a very low saddle [fig. 44]. 

It is not a coincidence that the larger horns were used 
when javelin throwing reached its peak of popularity and 
the smaller ones made their comeback when hand-to-
hand combat fighting styles prevailed.660  That paradox 
has a logical justification because javelin throwing re-
quired much wheeling in which larger horns were very 
helpful. On the other hand, in close combat the risks of 
mount’s killing increased greatly, so the horseman using 
smaller horns had an advantage: the use of smaller horns 
minimized the chances of being stuck under the dying 
horse’s belly, as the rider could escape from such saddle 
with more ease.

The horns [figs. 33, 35, 42, 46] also differed in shape. 
Some examples used for cantle parts were designed to 
envelope the buttocks of the rider [figs. 45, 83],661 the 
other were attached straight.662 The same happened with 
the ones attached to the front pommel. Some were at-

658  The inscription (AE 1915, 112 = Šašel-Kos 1979: 82–83 cat. no. 
189: [---]Piceno sig(nifero) coh(ortis) V pr(aetoriae?) // [---] aedil(i) / 
[---] IIvir(o) / [---]e / [---]VCOS per / [---]ios mul/[---]ior quam / [---] 
vixi / [---] debet vita / [---]nt aliqui / [---] opto ne / [---]us nostris / [---]
te poena / [--- viator perlecto?] titulo vade) does not say whether the 
mentioned Praetorian soldier really served as a horseman. But the 
sculpted horse (see Cowan & Ó’Brógáin 2014: 41 for a photograph) 
can be an evidence that he did so. 
659  Šašel-Kos 1979: 82–83.
660  See the 4th and 6th chapters for details.
661  Some examples, like those from Newstead, had curved exten-
sions (see Bishop 1988: 91, 93) designed to envelope the rear of the 
rider, as shown in: Groenmann van Waateringe 1974: 73 phot. 11 [fig. 
45 in the present book]. 
662  As was in the case of examples from Rotweill, see Groenmann 
van Waateringe 1974: 75; Bishop 1988: 91, 93.

Fig. 41. In original Roman saddles the 
cushion panels were tied to side boards 
with the help of leather thongs (phot. Rafał 
Miłoszewski). These hung sideways (the “tri-
plet straps” according to Bishop’s terminol-
ogy). That form of design betrays generic 
proximity to earlier “Pazyryk” style eastern 
saddles.
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Fig. 42. Typical first century AD copper-al-
loy front pommel horn stiffeners (after Bishop 
1988: 92 fig. 22).

Fig. 43. The Antonine period (?) tombstone 
from Dion (Caritza in Greek Macedonia) with 
low cantle and front pommel saddle (after 
Cowan & Ó’Brógáin 2014: 41). It is difficult to 
say whether it had horns or rudimentary cush-
ion closers. Please note the unusual shield 
and a pair of greaves. Please also note that 
the shape of the letters can suggest a slightly 
earlier chronology.
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tached at an angle enveloping the rider’s tights [figs. 45, 
83], others were attached straight.663 That probably de-
pended on individual preferences of the horsemen.

These horns, no matter smaller or larger, helped great-
ly to secure stable seat of the rider. They held the rider 
firmly in place and prevented him from “somersaulting 
out of the saddle backwards, or sliding forwards on the 
horse’s neck”. The front horns acted also as a counter-
measure for the natural tendency for the forward move-
ment. They could also be used to pull the rider upright in 
the saddle. For example, when leaning too much to the 
left: “the right tight can be used to pull oneself back”. That 
characteristic added much to the effectiveness of sword 
cuts. And indeed, modern experiments have shown 
that the lance and long spatha sword could be used ef-
fectively from the horned saddle.664 The rider could also 
brace himself against the rear stiffeners when delivering 
a thrust. Like in the case of the medieval high saddle that 
movement added poundage to a thrust. If the rider leans 

663  Like on the stelae of Romanus Dardanus, Oluper and that of an 
anonymous rider – all these monuments are displayed at Köln Muse-
um, see Bishop 1988: 72–75, 77.
664  The description of Roman saddle after Connolly 1987: 12; 1988: 
74. See also Hyland 1993: 155–159; see also Junkelmann 1991: 130–
31.

over to the left, he can use his right tight against the sad-
dle horn to pull himself back upright again. This feature 
greatly adds to the effectiveness of sword cuts delivered 
from the saddle. Modern experiments have shown that 
the lance and long sword (spatha) can be used more eas-
ily when seated in a horned saddle.665 Moreover, when 
a heavy blow was received the rear saddle horns offered 
more safety than the high cantle of the medieval saddle, 
as the rider was less prone to the risk of spine breaking.666 

Once I was convinced that the secret of efficiency of 
the Roman saddle construction depended on a specific 
way of weight distribution.667 I have reached that conclu-
sion pointing out that the seat was somewhat shorter 
(when measured from pommel to cantle) in compari-
son to that employed when riding in modern saddle. As 
a result, the Roman riders had to sit more closer to the 
withers. I was convinced that in such conditions the main 
pressure was distributed on the area just behind the 
withers and the spine near the ribs received less impact. 
I have argued that in such conditions the pony sized ani-
mals could cope with more weight. In order to obtain fur-
ther support for that theory I have recalled the evidence 

665  See Connolly 1987: 12; Hyland 1993: 155–159.
666  Hyland 1993: 51. 
667  See Gawroński 2004: 38–39.

Fig. 44. A saddle blanket (?) used by the 
future emperor Geta shown on the triumphal 
arch at Leptis Magna (after Pollard & Berry 
2016: 112).
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connected with the present Mongol saddles, which can 
offer similar weight distribution: because the Mongol 
riders are forced to stand in the stirrups the whole pres-
sure is transferred to the area behind the withers, as the 
stirrup straps are attached directly behind them.  In any 
forward movement the spine near the ribs received the 
whole pressure. I was convinced that the introduction of 
the rigid framed saddles, which offered such weight dis-
tribution, was a major step forward. But I have ignored 
the fact that in the Roman saddles the front pommel was 
positioned much higher than the cantle.

That feature makes the Roman saddles similar to 
those used during reining competitions. The specific 
seat employed in reining saddles distributes the weight 
of the rider in such a way that the rear parts of the tree 
receive most pressure. No doubt, in case of Roman sad-
dles the situation must have been similar. That stands 
in contradiction to my previous statements and I must 
stress the fact that I was wrong in making such supposi-
tion. Now I am convinced that the weight distribution 
characteristic for Roman framed saddles must have 
looked similar to that known from the reining competi-
tions. Nevertheless, even in such conditions the intro-
duction of wooden frames, which appeared in early im-
perial times, greatly improved weight distribution. That 
was achieved through extensive use of wooden frames 
wrapped in leather.

Such design protected the rider from unpleasant con-
tacts with horse withers. Of course, earlier pads or cush-
ions were unable to offer such an advantage. We should 
remember that riders had to sit about 10–20 cm behind 
the withers to avoid the constant jarring against that part 
of mount’s body. At this point we can recall the earlier 
Assyrian goatskins put in that place for protection.

There is another problem: if the Vindolanda saddle 
tree have been totally covered by leather – like a filler of 
a pillow, then how the girth and the haunch straps or the 
breast collar were attached to it? The figured evidence is 
inconclusive. Though some Roman cavalry tombstones 
show breast collar or haunch straps attached to the sad-
dle with the help of one or two leather straps,668 we have 
very limited information about methods of girth attach-
ment. That particular element is often concealed be-
neath saddle cloth or by the representation of a rider.669

However, some speculations can be made with the 
help of archaeological evidence. We should bear in mind 
that in the case of the Valkenburg casing, which had two 
rectangular flaps hanging sideways, there were no traces 
of slits or holes left for the purpose of girth attachment. 
There is some possibility that the Vindolanda cover had 
a slit for a girth strap [fig. 31].670 But we should remem-
ber that the casing was found incomplete and the exist-
ence of girth slits is uncertain. Moreover, the analysis of 
anatomical build of the small horses suggests that the 
hole for the girth attachment must be positioned some 
13 cm from the front pommel (i.e. about 15 cm from the 
front edge of the side board). We should bear in mind 
that the placing the girth strap in correct position is ex-
tremely important for saddle’s equilibrium. The Napole-
onic army light cavalry saddles (particularly the model 
introduced in the year 1801) had a girth strap placed too 
far to the rear, behind the point of balance. As a result, 
the saddle was heavy at the rear and had a tendency to 

668  Bishop 1988: 69–82 and p. 107 fig. 27
669  Bishop 1988: 69–82. The lack of girth representations is also 
a characteristic for of terracotta figurines, which show saddled hors-
es, see van Boekel 1989: 94–95.
670  van Driel-Murray 1993: 15, 17–18, 20.

Fig. 45. Jupiter  riding down a giant: 
Provizionalmuseum zu Trier (after Groemann 
van Waateringe 1974: 73 fig. 11).
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raise over the withers. That caused sores to the horse’s 
back, as the riders were forced to lean forward in order 
to put more pressure on the withers.671  Placing the girth 
strap too far to the front was equally dangerous, as the 
rear part of the saddle would wobble over the ribcage. 
So the slit visible on the Vindolanda cover, positioned 
some 7 cm from the front edge, could not serve for the 
girth attachment. Even if the cover had shrunken during 
the process of deposition. 

Therefore, the girth strap should have been attached 
to the saddle in some other way. Peter Connolly had 
suggested that special side flaps were used for that pur-
pose.672 But any girth strap used together with the rigid 
wooden saddle has to be attached directly to the tree. 
Otherwise, it could be very easily thorn from the side 
flap, especially when it was exposed to constant stress. 
There is a strong possibility that the girth strap was at-
tached to the side board beneath the edge of the cover, 
as it must have been done with the Valkenburg piece. 
Furthermore, as Connolly correctly admitted, that way of 

671  Dawson 2013: 166.
672  Connolly 1987: 11.

girth strap attachment appears on the Arch of Orange.673 
But that means that some other piece of leather should 
have been sewn underneath the side boards, to form 
cushions on which the saddle tree rested.

But there are two other possibilities. First of all, the 
girth strap could go over the casing like in the old Cos-
sack and Cabardian saddles.674 Some reliefs from Arch of 
Orange,675 Roman tombstones676 and sculptures visible 
in Palmyran art677 show that such solution was widely 
used throughout the empire [fig. 47]. Such method of 
girth strap attachment comes directly from older Scyth-
ian tradition [figs. 3–6a]. If that was the case, the whole 
construction was literally tied to horse’s back, though 
at least some saddles apparently had leather elements 
which held that unusual “surcingle” in the place.

673  Connolly 1988: 73; Bishop 1988: 85 fig. 19.
674  Haythornthwaite & Hook 2013b: 42: a depiction of a Cossack 
horseman by Horace Vernet; see also Spring & Hook 2003: 47 for an-
other image.
675  For images, see Bishop 1988: 85 fig. 19.
676  On the tombstone of Lucius, see Bishop 1988: 75 fig. 10.
677  Seyrig 1937: pl. IV: the horse sculpted on the base of totenmahl 
Maqqai monument. See also Schlumberger 2010: pl. XII.1

Fig. 46. Typical first century AD copper-
alloy rear cantle horn stiffeners (after Bishop 
1988: 93 fig. 23).
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There is another problem: one can wonder whether 
the bolster like cushions or panels tied under the side 
boards678 really existed? If we accept the hypothesis 
about the lack these thick pads, our picture changes 
dramatically: in such case the side boards were solely 
responsible for the transfer of the weight of the rider. 

Modern analogies suggest that such solution was 
widely used in central and eastern Europe. The lack of 
pads was typical for “Hungarian” type light cavalry sad-
dles, apparently of eastern origins. Such saddles become 
popular in the Napoleonic times. Obviously, these con-
structions had to be used in conjunction with the thick 
blanket or saddle cloth.679 If the Roman saddles were 
made in that way, the side flaps should have been left to 
hung loosely sideways. The evidence provided by various 
funerary monuments could suggest that it was a wide-
spread custom in the whole Roman empire,680 though 
it is very hard to distinguish between the long sides of 

678  By means of long leather thongs that also formed the triplet 
straps.
679  Chappell 2002: 9–11; Dawson 2013: 166–167. Some Hungarian 
saddles required as much as 16 layers of woollen fabric to be placed 
under the side boards.
680  Bishop 1988: 73 fig. 8; Hyland 1990: 132; see also Junkelmann 
1992: 39 phot. 36, 38 and Connolly 1992: 58–59 for a reconstruction 
of the possible outlook of such saddle.

oblong saddlecloths and side flaps. Therefore, because 
the true intentions of Roman artists remain unclear, such 
figured evidence must be treated with extreme caution. 

To solve the problem we should examine the construc-
tion of the Roman saddle tree once more. It had enough 
place to cover the withers, but if the rear horns were 
nailed to a wooden bar placed perpendicularly over spine 
processes, as certainly happened with Rottweil pieces [cf. 
fig. 28b], the lack of cushions or pads, which helped to 
raise the bar higher, could cause spine injuries. By con-
structing a working replica of a Roman saddle tree I was 
able to conduct experiments to determine the exact 
shape of the side boards and a correct angle to fit these 
boards to horses of different anatomical build. I have 
selected a small fourteen hand pony681 of the so-called 
Polish “Konik” breed to use it as a model for trying on 
the elements of the saddle tree. With the little experi-
mentation it was possible to adjust the saddle tree until it 
almost perfectly fitted to the dimensions of pony’s back. 
It is noteworthy that I had no real problems placing the 
saddle tree on the backs of much taller horses [figs. 37, 
39–41]. Only the animals which had more than sixteen 
hands682 caused some problems because the front pom-

681  The animal was even smaller of about 138 cm withers height.
682  E.g. more than 163 cm of withers height.

Fig. 47. Horse and rider from the Maqqai tombstone from Palmyra (after Schlumberger 2010: pl. XII.1).
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mel was too low for their high withers. As such big horses 
were used very rarely by the Roman army, it is certain 
that saddles produced in that times could fit on the ma-
jority of horses used by the Roman cavalry.683 But after 
several tries it become more clear for me that the bolster 
like cushions tied beneath the sideboards were neces-
sary for proper use of Roman horned saddles.684 There-
fore, the similarity between Cossack and Roman saddles 
should be taken into consideration and the supposition 
that girth strap was tied over the saddle like a modern 
surcingle becomes the most probable hypothesis.

The saddle was used in conjunction with saddle blan-
ket. Blankets made from coarse wool, or even from un-
shaven sheepskin, appear on Palazzo Ducale Mantuan, 
reliefs [figs. 48–49].685 Such coarse blankets are also fre-
quently shown on terracotta figurines.686 Longer saddle 
cloths, apparently from fabric, became popular during 

683  For the size of the Roman cavalry horses see Junkelmann 1990: 
249–252.
684  Different view was expressed in my previous paper, see Gaw-
roński 2004: 38.
685  Connolly 1998: 234 fig. 1. These carvings come from the early 
first century AD.
686  von Boekel 1989: 81–85.

Neronian-Flavian period.687 The horned saddle was also 
used with some kind of fabric cover. The one, handsomely 
depicted in blue, is clearly visible on Augustan Gragnano 
fresco from Stabiae [pl. A1].688 Also on a number of Rhine-
land cavalry tombstones fabric covers can be easily recog-
nized.689 These covers could have been used to elongate 
the longevity of saddles or simply for comfort. 

The Roman saddle is always shown with the breast 
and haunch straps.690 Some representational evidence 
clearly shows multiple straps used for breast collar,691 
such solution was also used for the haunch strap.692  
The first century AD horse harnesses were commonly 
adorned with richly decorated phalerae, sets of fittings 
and pendants [figs. 50–57]. The practice was well embed-

687  Like on the tombstones of Lucius and Oluper from Köln Muse-
um, see Bishop 1988: 75–75 figs. 10–11.
688  D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 13.
689  Like on the tombstones of Longinus Biarta [fig. 70] and Romanus 
Dardanus from Köln Museum and on stone of Marcus Aemilius Duris-
es from Bonn, see Bishop 1988: 72 figs. 5–6, 78 fig. 13.
690  Bishop 1988: 68–84, 107 fig. 27; Hyland 1990: 135; see also 
Junkelmann 1992: 37–40 and Connolly 1996: 58, 60.
691  Like on the above mentioned terracotta figurine from Rö-
misch-Germanisches Zentralmuseum, Mainz, see van Boekel 1989:  
84–85
692  Like on the relief from tombstone of Rufus, Manheim Musem, 
Bishop 1988: 90 fig. 21.

Fig. 48. Augustan period horseman (?) on relief from Palazzo Ducale, Mantua (after Junkelmann 1992: 181 phot. 156). Please 
note the “Pazyryk style” saddle and a saddle blanket from unshaven sheepskin.
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Fig. 49. Another Augustan period horseman (?) on relief from Palazzo Ducale, Mantua (after Junkelmann 1992: 181 phot. 157). 
Please note the typical “Pazyryk style” saddle closers.

Fig. 50. Tiberian-Claudian period horse 
harness (draw. P. Connolly – after Bishop 
1988: 113 fig. 29).
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ded in Italian tradition, as the Roman historian Titus Livi-
us refers to the richness of Roman horse equipment lost 
after the Cannae battle.693 That custom is also attested by 
the archaeological evidence as well, as richly decorated 
elements of horse harness come from the Pre-Roman 
Italian cemeteries.694 

The Celtic tradition influenced the customs of Rhine-
land cavalrymen. For example: the bronze horse har-
ness phalerae found at the La Tène possible cult place 
at Deil695 could have been the predecessors of the Ro-
man fittings. The Celtic pieces were simpler in design. 
On the contrary, the most lavishly decorated Roman im-
perial examples were adorned by heads of various dei-
ties, engraved with niello decorations (mostly with floral 
motifs) and silvered or tinned [figs. 51–53]. The sets of 
pedants belonging to these harnesses were made in leaf 
or phallic shapes. Phalerae and pendants, held in place 
by sets of strap terminals and buckles, were very often 
also silvered or tinned and decorated by niello engrav-
ings.696 The most important assemblages containing such 
items come from lower Rhine area: the niello decorated 
phalerae sets were discovered at Xanten in Germany [fig. 
53]697 and Doorwerth in Netherlands [figs. 51–52].698  

693  Liv. Hist. 22. 52. 5.
694  Ortisi 2015: 100–101.
695  Nicolay 2007: 243.
696  Bishop 1988: 94–111.
697  Jenkins 1985: 141–164.
698  Brouwer 1982: 145–199.

According to Bishop, the Gallo-Roman horse harness 
evolved through time. His propositions were presented 
in the form of drawings (made by Peter Connolly). Ac-
cording to these drawings [figs. 50, 54–55],699 ring junc-
tions and winged or bird pendants700 were typical for the 
Tiberian-Claudian stage of development [fig. 50]. The 
niello engraved leaf or ‘trifid’ or ‘trefoil’ penndants701 
were typical for the Flavian period. Michael Bishop made 
also a distinction between ordinary and “parade” har-
nesses [figs. 54–55]. If that was the case, some Dorwerth 
trappings belonged to the former category, the Xanten 
deposit – to the latter.

Both sets of horse trappings were lost during the tur-
moil of Batavian uprising. The Doorwerth assemblage 
[figs. 51–52] was dredged from the Rhine in 1895 and 
consisted of several sets of horse trappings – made of 
more than 170 partially tinned and niello inlaid phaler-
ae - together with the corresponding buckles and strap 
terminals. The rectangular plates, which served as a dec-
orations of saddle sides and hung from the triplet straps, 
were also recovered from the place.702 For Nicolay: “the 
presence of washers and backplates is a key indication 
that these sets ended up in the water together with the 
leather harness”.703 According to Jan Hendrik Holwerda 
and Marijke Brouwer, the finds in question should be 

699  Bishop 1988: 113–115, figs  29–31.
700  Bishop 1988: 98.
701  Bishop 1988: 96.
702  Nicolay 2007: 124.
703  Nicolay 2007: 124.

Fig. 51. Horse phalerae from Doorwerth (after Holwerda 1931: fig. 4 and Nicolay 2007: 148 fig. 4. 14).
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Fig. 52. Horse trappings from Doorwerth (after Holwerda 1931: fig. 11 and Nicolay 2007: 186 fig. 5.11).

associated with the Batavian revolt and most probably 
were goods plundered by Germanic allies of Civilis.704 
At the end of the uprising the panicked warriors were 
forced to flight by the advancing forces of Petilius Cerialis 
and could have lost parts of their booty while crossing 
the Rhine. These sets belonged earlier to some Roman 
cavalrymen or even officers, as one phalera bears an in-
scription: M(arci) Muttieni.705 

Similar was the case with the assemblage of horse 
trappings kept in British Museum and bought from Hun-
garian antiquarian Gabriel Fehérváry in the nineteenth 
century [fig. 53]. The harness in question was said to be 

704  Holwerda 1931: 26; Brouwer 1982: 126.
705  Nicolay 2007: 124.

found at Roman camp Castra Vetera (now Xanten in Ger-
many). It could have been dumped during the Batavian 
revolt in AD 70. One of the discovered phalerae bears 
the inscription punctim: Plinio praefec(to) [fig. 53].706 It 
may indicate that it belonged once to the famous Ro-
man scholar Pliny the Elder. It is known that Elder Pliny 
served as a cavalry prefect on the Rhine frontier during 
the reign of Claudius and wrote then a book on Germanic 
wars, which served as a main source for “Germania” of 
Tacitus.707 Elder Pliny had some practical knowledge of 
equestrian matters. According to his nephew Pliny the 
Younger, the Elder Pliny had written a treatise entitled 

706  See Jenkins 1985: 154 and Junkelmann 1992: 80 phot. 88–89.
707  Münzer 1899: 67–85; Norden 1923: 207–311.
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“De iaculatione equestri – On throwing javelins from 
horseback” during his military service.708 It is certain that 
the famous author of Historia Naturalis had served on 
the Rhine frontier. I will later argue that he commanded 
Mainz cavalry and that he should have had travelled to 
Vetera about AD 43 providing flank cover for legio XV 
Primigenia.709 If that was the case, he could have taken 
the Xanten trappings from Mainz to Vetera, where these 
pieces of horse equipment were deposited during the 
Batavian revolt. Therefore, the deposit from Xanten, 
tough found on the lower Rhine frontier, can be some-
how connected with the Pannonian and Thracian horse-
men serving around the Mainz military base. As we will 
see, these troopers practiced a fighting style peculiar 
for the Rhine frontier and connected with heavy javelin 
throwing.710

Establishing a firm chronology for a horizon of horse 
trappings typical for Celto-Thracian horsemen to which 
the above mentioned niello engraved large phalerae and 
leaf pendants belonged711 is crucial for our understand-

708  Plin. Min. ep. 3. 5: “De iaculatione equestri unus, hunc cum 
praefectus alae militaret, pari ingenio curaque composuit... Bellorum 
Germaniae viginti quibus omnia quae cum Germanis gessimus bella 
collegit; incohauit cum in Germania militaret, somnio monitus...”.
709  See the seventh chapter for the discusson of the subject.
710  See the discussion of the Celto-Thracian fighting style enlarged 
on in the next chapter.
711  The Newstead horse phalerae left at the place by the Celtic 
horsemen of Ala Sebosiana look somewhat different (cf. Junkelmann 
1992: 82–83 phot. 93), but all familiar with the Roman horse equip-
ment can recognize the fact that the Newstead finds belong to the 
same chronological horizon together with Xanten and Doorwerth 
examples. Their function could have been also similar. The horizon in 
question should be correlated with Bishop’s Flavian period harnesses 

ing of changes in Roman horse tactics, as these should 
have been contemporary to the period of javelin throw-
ing dominance. Moreover, the figured evidence, such 
as the Köln monument of a Thracian trooper Flavius 
Bassus, suggests that these elements were used in con-
junction with saddles equipped with extra long “horns” 
[fig. 83].712 It is quite possible that the large horns were 
designed to keep the rider in place during necessary 
wheeling and circling. Both activities were natural when 
the rider was engaged in javelin throwing. The role of 
large heavy phalerae and harness pieces, adorned with 
lots of pendants, remains obscure. But the straps hang-
ing from phalerae could have been used for flogging any 
approaching infantryman, especially when the horse 
was making sharp turns. Nevertheless, it appears that 
harnesses in Doorwerth type were used together with 
extra-long horned saddles and have something to do 
with javelin throwing. Therefore, it is quite important to 
find out when that “horizon of horse trappings with leaf 
pendants“ made its appearance and how it evolved. 

According to Bishop’s chronology, the rather plain 
loop and ring junctions preceded later niello engraved 
phalerae [compare figs. 50 and 54]. However, we should 
bear in mind that his chronological propositions are 
based on figured evidence, such as the tombstone of 
Flavius Bassus from Köln [fig. 83]. But it should take 

[figs. 54–55], but its chronology should be extended. For the sake of 
systematic we can call it “a horizon with leaf pendants”, tough New-
stead finds do not fit that definition well.
712  Something like leaf pendant appears on the haunch strap on 
the monument in question. Also the sculpted phalerae look similar to 
those found at Doorwerth and Xanten.

Fig. 53. Horse phalerae from Xanten – now 
in British Museum (after Jenkins 1985: figs. 
2–3 and Nicolay 2007: 144 fig. 4. 10). The 
left one bears an inscription punctim: Plinio 
praefec(to).
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some time before the newly introduced types appeared 
in iconographic record, especially in that based on funer-
ary monuments. Moreover, if the Xanten phalera really 
belonged to the Roman scholar Pliny the Elder, it should 
have been produced at least during the reign of Claudius, 
before the time of his military service. Furthermore, the 
deposition process of Doorwerth and Xanten trappings 
was quite exceptional. In peacetime such richly adorned 
phalerae could have been passed from one owner to an-
other without entering the archaeological record. There-
fore, we can put forward a hypothesis that at least some 
niello engraved phalerae were used during the reign 
of the Julio-Claudian dynasty, starting from the closing 
years of Tiberius’ reign. The closing date of their produc-
tion seems to have occurred in AD 70, as nothing the like 
was recovered from the newly-created upper Germanic 
and Raetian frontiers or from the province of Dacia.713 
But some elements could have been used as late as the 
reign of Hadrian.714 Going further on that path one can 
wonder whether the extra-long Roman saddle “horns” 
could have been introduced earlier, perhaps during the 
reign of the emperor Nero. The subject warrants further 
investigation.

We should bear in mind that the niello-engraved 
phalerae and the long horn stiffeners belonged to 
a one type of Gallo-Roman harness. The niello-en-
graved phalerae were certainly produced in Gaul715 and 

713  According to Petculescu (1994: 69; see also Brouwer 1982: 165 
note 33), the harnesses from Xanten and Doorwerth remained in use 
for a long period before they were buried during the Batavian up-
rising of AD 69–70. Petculescu states that the last niello-engraved 
phalerae should have been manufactured before the construction of 
Agri Decumates limes. However, the Ewijk find (see below) indicates 
that the chronology could be moved to Trajan’s or Hadrian’s reign 
[see also fig. 56]. The phalerae from Xanten set could have been used 
for some time, pointing at Tiberius’ or Claudius’ reigns for its origins 
seems to be reasonable. Yet, such attempt of establishing opening 
date for production start is conjectural and it could be challenged at 
any time: the existence of Cartoceto horse head (in Museo Nazionale 
Archeologico, Ancona: the head is roughly dated to the AD 20–30 pe-
riod) can give an argument to such statement. Cartoceto head shows 
phalerae decorated by the images of unspecified Roman deities. The 
head most probably belonged to an equestrian statue of Drusus or 
Nero Caesars, see Junkelmann 1990: 183 phot. 184, 201–202. As a re-
sult, the phalerae decorated with heads of deities could have been 
produced as early as Augustan times. However, the opening date 
for the three-leaf or “trifid” pendants production should have been 
somewhat later – a Tiberian example from Augst being a clear indi-
cator of such chronology, see Deschler-Erb 1999: 54, 166 cat. no. 531 
and pl. 26: 531; Ortisi 2015: 46 note 326. Therefore, the introduction 
date for Bishop’s typical “Flavian period harness” should be set at 
late Tiberian times.
714  That would be enlarged on below.
715  Cf. Rabeisen 1990: 73–95. The production centre at Alesia 
was working for twenty years starting from about AD 60. Rabeisen 
(1990: 85) establishes a closing date for the trappings production at 
about AD 80, but that is based on the relative chronology of finds 
from the British and German frontiers. The Batavian uprising seems 
to be a more logical explanation for the rapid collapse of production 
centres. The rising turmoil and subsequent massive transfer of many 
auxiliary units certainly disturbed the buying markets. This factor had 

rapidly went out of fashion as their centres of produc-
tion collapsed in the turmoil created by the Batavian 
uprising.

However, there is a slight possibility that some of 
these artefacts could have been used longer. The sur-
viving firm evidence for the long use and late deposi-
tion of first century AD cavalry harness pendant comes 
from Ewijk – located near present-day Nijmegen in the 
Netherlands. The pendant in question [fig. 56] bears the 
inscription punctim: leg(io) IX Hisp(ana). It seems that 
the pendant should have been deposited at Ewijk dur-
ing the early years of Hadrian’s reign after the transfer 
of the Ninth Legion from Britannia.716 Anyone familiar 
with Roman horse harnesses would recognize the fact 
that such pendants were produced in the first century AD 
and belong to “a horizon with leaf pendants and niello 
phalerae”.717 The wide chronology for the first century AD 
niello engraved and silvered phalerae and corresponding 
pendants use should be set on the times between the 
reigns of Tiberius and Hadrian. All theories concerning 
the practical aspects of their use should be applied to 
that period. Therefore, it is also possible that also the 
saddles with extra-long “horns” should have been used 
as late as the reign of Hadrian.

There is another problem: quite recently the results 
of new research on the context of military finds from 
the Vesuvian towns had been published. The results can 
challenge the military interpretation of Doorwerth and 
Xanten phalerae.718 According to recently forged hypoth-
esis put forward by Salvatore Ortisi, the great majority 
of horse gear from Pompeii and Herculaneum belongs to 
“non-military” contexts.719 The recovered and analysed 
finds show no real difference between “civilian” and 
“military” equestrian equipment. By forging such a hy-
pothesis Ortisi had engaged in a polemic with Eckhard 
Deschler-Erb, who treated recovered elements of horse 
equipment in an opposite way.720 That implies important 
consequences for the military interpretation of Doorw-
erth and Xanten phalerae. If the hypothesis in question is 
correct, these finds of horse equipment could no longer 
be treated as direct or indirect traces of Roman cavalry 
presence and any theory based on such evidence can be 
challenged. 

dire consequences for the production of luxurious silvered horse trap-
pings, see also Gawroński & Karasiewicz-Szczypiorski 2015: 327, 329. 
On the other hand, the production could have survived hard times, as 
the very late Flavian monument of Flavius Bassus shows similar horse 
trappings [fig. 83].
716  Campbell 2010: 48–53 (or even earlier in Trajanic period, see 
51–52) – see also above table 1: note I; Lendering & Bosman 2012: 
110.
717  Bishop 1988: 96–97, 145; Connolly 1998: 236; Gawroński et al. 
2014 (2011–2012): 49; Gawroński & Karasiewicz-Szczypiorski 2015: 
329.
718  Ortisi 2015: 40–63.
719  Ortisi 2015: 40.
720  Deschler-Erb 1999: 49.
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Fig. 54. Flavian period horse harness 
(draw. P. Connolly – after Bishop 1988: 114 
fig. 30).

Fig. 55. Flavian period parade horse har-
ness (draw. P. Connolly – after Bishop 1988: 
115 fig. 31).

Almost all Vesuvian pieces of horse furniture721 have 
analogies collected in Bishop’s catalogue of Roman 
horse equipment.722 Decorative pendants and rivets that 
formed the most characteristic part of Pompeii and Her-
culaneum assemblages certainly belonged to many dif-
ferent horse and mule harnesses. In many cases the sep-

721  Here and on the next pages I follow discussion in: Gawroński 
2015: 31–32.
722  Bishop 1988: 127–173.

arate elements from several different “sets” were kept 
together, as certainly was the case with the two breast 
adornments – made of phalerae and pendants – recov-
ered from the Casa del Citarista at Pompeii.723 As a result, 
many ring junctions and strap terminals have no match-
ing parts from the same sets. We should also stress the 
fact that only one complete functional horse gear “set” 
was stored before the eruption and discovered ready for 

723  Ortisi 2015: 61 (cat. no. D 135, 136, pl. 39, 135–136).
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use.724 The assemblage in question was recovered from 
the vicinity of Casa di Giulio Polibio [figs. 57–58].725 How-
ever, we should remember that saddled and bridled ani-
mals were the natural means of escape, certainly in use 
from the first moments of eruption. Perhaps the other 
pieces (together with matching animals) were used for 
evacuation – so the picture coming from archaeologi-
cal record could be misleading. Nevertheless, the above 
mentioned set of horse furniture consisted of a breast 
and haunch straps. The breast element was made of two 
bronze phalerae, discovered together with four strap 
terminals, two discs with rectangular bars, two larger 
discs and a pelta-form pendant. As for the haunch strap, 
it was made of two smaller phalerae with three long 
strap terminals attached.726 All these elements formed 
one “set”- together with three buckles: two larger ones 
were (most probably) used for the girth or “cinch” strap. 
A hackamore discovered nearby probably also belonged 
to the set in question [fig. 58].727 We should also stress 
the fact that the characteristic copper-alloy horn stiffen-
ers, typical for the contemporary Roman military saddles, 
are still absent in archaeological record at Pompeii and 
Herculaneum.728

724  I.e. a complete horse riding harness with typical sets of breast 
and haunch strap elements and girth buckles.
725  Ortisi 2015: 62 (cat. no. D 156, pl. 45).
726  Not to the bridle, as in: Ortisi 2015: 62. The strap terminals are 
too long to fit the horse’s head, such long pieces should have been 
able to bend around the shape of animal’s head and these copper-al-
loy ones were too rigid to do so.
727  Ortisi 2003: 284 pl. 62, 289 pl. 91; Ortisi 2015: 62; Gawroński 
2015: 31.
728  See Gawroński 2015: 31.

The same was the case with some other distinctive 
parts of military horse harness: the plate reinforcements, 
which adorned the triplet straps hanging from the sad-
dles, were also absent at Vesuvian towns.729 At this point 
we should again recall the Augustan period fresco dis-
covered at Gragnano villa, Stabiae [pl. A1] – the hunt-
ing scene which can confirm that the whole concept 
of horned saddle was well known to the inhabitants of 
Pompeii and Herculaneum.730

We should also stress the fact that the Doorwerth 
and Xanten [figs. 51–53] finds look much better than the 
great majority of equestrian equipment recovered from 
Pompeii and Herculaneum [for example: figs. 57–58]. In 
comparison to the finds from Netherlands the Vesuvian 
horse equipment seems to be of inferior decorative qual-
ity, silvered elements being an exception. One can only 
mention the one silvered heart-form pendant731 and two 
others decorated with sculpted images of Diana and 
Apollo.732 These masterpieces probably adorned a richly 
decorated bridle, similar to those clearly visible on the 
Cartoceto horse or on the much later Marcus Aurelius’ 
equestrian statue [fig. 69].733

 There are also some stylistic differences: the pelta-
form and disc-shaped pendants were the most popular 
types at Pompeii, most probably due to some local pref-
erences. On the other hand, the leaf-shaped examples, 
so characteristic for Doorwerth and Xanten assemblages, 
were most probably produced in Gaul and commonly 
used alongside the Rhine frontier.734 It seems that Gallo-
Roman decorative tradition was different from Italian 
one: most probably the Gallo-Roman horse harnesses 
evolved independently with minimal influences from 
Italian  workshops.735 

The reasons that shaped that phenomenon are com-
plicated: perhaps the equestrian culture in Italian towns 
differed from that practiced alongside the Germanic 
frontier.736 Or it was simply a matter of taste. But we can 
put forward a hypothesis that the lack of saddle horns 
and saddle plates, noticeable at Pompeii, Herculaneum 
or Stabiae, is significant. The members of city elite, em-
bedded in peaceful and quiet towns, used ordinary horse 
blankets for riding. With virtually no chance for serious 
martial activity they had no need for “horned” (and ex-

729  Bishop 1988: 110.
730  D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 13 phot. 3. See also Gawroński 2015: 31.
731  Only one silvered example without context comes from the as-
semblage, see Ortisi 2015: 42 (cat. no. D 31 pl. 32, 31).
732  Ortisi 2015: 54 cat. no. D 144–145, pl. 41: 144–145.
733  Ortisi 2015: 54 note 378 see also Junkelmann 1990: phot. 184 
for Cartoceto horse head and 204–205 phot. 1214 for the statue of 
Marcus Aurelius. See also Gawroński 2015: 31.
734  Only three examples of these were found, two of them without 
context, one comes from Pompeii, see Ortisi 2015: 45–46 (cat. no. D 
75–77, pl. 35–36: 75–77). The pieces from Pompeii could have been 
imported from Gaul, where in Alesia a production centre of such pen-
dants was discovered, see Rabeisen 1990: 73–98.
735  Gawroński 2015: 31.
736  Gawroński 2015: 32.

Fig. 56. The Ewijk pendant: it comes from the villa site (af-
ter Nicolay 2007: 18 fig. 5.4.5). It should have been deposited 
after the arrival of the Ninth Legion in Nijmegen during Tra-
jan’s or Hadrian’s reign. Such pendants usually have mid-first 
century AD chronology.
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Fig. 57. The only one “complete” Pompeian horse harness from the  vicinity of Casa di Giulio Polibio (after Ortisi 2015: cat. no. D 
156, pl. 45). In comparison to the Rhineland harnesses from Xanten and Doorwerth [figs. 51–53] it appears to be of inferior quality.
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Fig. 58. A rather simple and austere hackamore from Casa di Giulio Polibio, Pompeii (after Ortisi 2003: 357 pl. 62, cat. no. PH 
22). Compare with fig. 26.

tra-safe) military saddles. Despite that fact these “home-
birds” adorned their mounts with inferior quality imita-
tions of martial equipment, mostly due to the power of 
tradition or using them as means of compensation. It is 
significant that some elite members did so with re-used 
or second hand pieces. Such customs are also confirmed 
by figured evidence: a mount belonging to the youth 
from Domitian’s villa at Castel Gandolfo was sculpted 
with a breast strap adorned with only single one lunnula 
pendant.737 We should also bear in mind that the first Ro-

737  Ortisi 2015: 47 phot. 14.

man armies, which entered free Germania in Augustan 
times, also used simple and austere horse gear. It is not 
a coincidence that the pendants and phalerae found at 
the Roman camp Haltern look rather plain.738 But later 
the flow of local recruits, which had to be impressed, 
enforced making silvered and niello engraved examples, 
like those found at Xanten and Doorwerth. On the con-
trary, the inhabitants of Italy used simpler equipment. 
The well known horse statue of Marcus Aurelius shows 
the emperor seated on an ordinary blanket [fig. 69]. That 

738  Müller et al. 2002: 184–193 and pl. 44–54: cat. nos. 478–598.
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was done according to the old Italian military tradition, 
as it was remembered that the Roman republican horse-
men preferred to dismount for combat. It seems that in 
the early times after conquest the horse-riding culture 
was similar in Italy and Germania, but soon the Germanic 
frontier style started to evolve independently, becoming 
a new quality. As a result, in the early Flavian times we 
have traces of two different riding traditions marked by 
differences in horse tack.  

With the help of figured evidence we can make a re-
construction of military and civilian styles of horse riding. 
Or more precisely: we can trace the differences between 
the customs practiced on frontiers and the indigenous 
Italian one. The well known equestrian procession sculpt-
ed on the base of Antoninus Pius’ column can provide us 
with an important clue: the base clearly shows [fig. 59] 
some differences between “military” and “civilian” seats. 
The artists involved in project intentionally had omitted 
saddles, but the military men are clearly visible and rec-
ognizable mostly due to the swords, amour and cloaks 
worn. These men are portrayed sitting somewhat closer 
to the withers: the use of military horned saddles had 
made such seat possible, as the front horns protected 
the rider from the painful constant jarring against the 
withers. On the contrary, the elite members, in a natural 
(for the Romans) way sculpted in togas, are shown sitting 

far from the withers and closer to the haunch, as they 
are riding on ordinary blankets. Such riding equipment 
deprived them of any protection against constant for-
ward movement – it was naturally enforced by animal’s 
motion and led to painful contacts with horse’s withers. 
Hence the more cautious style of riding shown on the 
column base. It appears that the artist who was respon-
sible for the project had made some sketches from life. 
We have no clues for the reasons behind the intentional 
omission of saddles, but certainly the anonymous artist 
had left some accurate representations of two different 
kinds of Roman seats.739 

The inhabitants of Pompeii and Herculaneum rode 
on blankets: not only because they did not needed ex-
tra safety provided by the “horns” but also for comfort. 
Townsmen, not as fit as soldiers, preferred equipment 
that enabled easy mounting and dismounting. That cus-
tom seems to be typical for Italy: even the mounted 
gladiator shown on olive lamp from Axel Guttman’s col-
lection uses ordinary horse blanket. However, we should 
remember that easy dismounting was essential in his 
“trade” because he should have been able to dispatch 
quickly a fallen adversary.740 But it is also very probable 

739  Gawroński 2015: 32.
740  Junkelmann 2000a: 124 phot. 193.

Fig. 59. Decursio equitum from the Antoninus Pius’ column base, in situ Rome (internet: http://www.wikiwand.com/it/Col-
onna_di_Antonino_Pio – access: 31.10.2016). 
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that the horse riding tack, which enabled rapid dismount-
ing, had been used in Italy since the old republican times 
and it is connected with citizen cavalry tradition.

But because martial culture was still important for the 
inhabitants of Pompeii, Herculaneum or Stabiae, some 
horse (or mule) owners adorned their purely “non-mil-
itary” riding blankets with second class re-used military 
equipment. As these blankets were secured in place only 
by girth buckles and breast straps, it is not a coincidence 
that many buckles found at Pompeii or Herculaneum741 
were used for that purpose. One should remember that 
such large girth buckle can be easy recognized on Marcus 
Aurelius’ horse statue.742 The pendants and rivets, over-
represented in Pompeii and Herculaneum assemblage, 
were certainly used to give these “civilian” blankets more 
military character. That respect to the martial culture in 
older republican days influenced the custom of display-
ing spolia at Roman houses. But the homines novi, who 
mostly inhabited Vesuvian towns, did not inherited such 
items. They used substitutes: two bronze horse eye de-
fences, apparently belonging to a leather chamfron used 
in hippika gymnasia shows,743 were displayed before the 
eruption in atrium of Casa dei Quatro Stili hung at the 
wall.744 Perhaps at Pompeii some pieces of military equip-
ment were collected and kept for display only? As we can 
see, in all aspects the elements of Italian horse culture 
differ from that practiced in the Rhineland. We should re-
call the fact that even the emperor Marcus Aurelius, ac-
cording to the power of old Italian tradition, was shown 
on ordinary saddle blanket that enabled easy mounting 
and dismounting when in combat. So there is no need to 
question the military character of the Xanten and Doorw-
erth assemblages. Moreover, the ownership inscriptions 
with the names of Roman officers, traceable on phalerae 
from both assemblages, can end the discussion.

741  Ortisi 2015: 63–69.
742  Ortisi 2015: 67 phot. 25.
743  To protect animal’s eyes from wooden darts used during the 
show, see Arr. Tact. 34. 8: See also Junkelmann 1996: 80 phot. 167 for 
similar leather horse chamfron discovered at Vindolanda fort.
744  Ortisi 2015: 62 (cat. no. D 216, pl. 57: 216). See also Gawroński 
2015: 32 for the discussion.

Though adorned with the decorative phalerae the 
haunch and breast straps served practical purposes. The 
analogies from the Napoleonic era, connected with heavy 
cavalry or dragoon saddles,745 suggest that haunch and 
breast straps should have been attached directly to the 
wooden tree. Otherwise these would be unable to secure 
placing the saddle in a correct position. We do not know 
how it was done. Some Roman monuments show double 
straps projecting from underneath of the saddle, other 
depict only a single one. It is noteworthy that some horn 
reinforcing plates had holes cut for the attachment of 
the breast collars and haunch straps.746 Moreover, some 
pieces of leather horn covers had slits made for that pur-
pose.747 It is possible that the double straps formed arms 
of a loop that was attached to the underneath of the sad-
dle tree in an unknown way. Holes and slits could be used 
to attach the single one straps. 

There is a consensus of opinion that the breast collar 
prevented the saddle from slipping back. That function 
of breast strap is well understood.748 However, at least in 
some cases it served another purpose that was equally 
important. It precluded rearing. At Empel, near present 
day Nijmegen, inside the Batavian tribal sanctuary dedi-
cated to Hercules Magusanus, some elements of first cen-
tury AD horse trappings were found. Among them a strap 
junction was discovered that consisted of a ring and five 
strap fittings.749 Certainly, these were attached to the 
ends of some leather straps [fig. 60]. Two of them appar-
ently were connected with shoulder junctions, two oth-
ers enveloped horse’s neck and one went between front 
legs to join the girth or “cinch” in order to form a kind of 
a “martingale”. According to drawings reproduced in Mi-
chael Bishop’s work, that particular feature was charac-
teristic for Flavian period harness [figs. 54–55],750 though 

745  Dawson 2013:163.
746  Bishop 1988: 128.
747  van Driel-Murray 1993: 17–18, 21.
748  Hyland 1990: 135.
749  van Driel-Murray 1994: 96 cat. no. 17.
750  Bishop 1988: 105, 114 fig. 30. The Doorwerth breast phalera 
(see Junkelmann 1992: 79 phot. 85–86) apparently had no surviving 
junction for attachment of “martingale” strap, but because its bottom 

Fig. 60. Breast junction from Empel (after 
van Driel-Murray 1994: 96 cat. no. 17).
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Empel junctions show features typical for earlier Tiberian-
Claudian horse trappings [figs. 50, 60].751 

If the strap which connected breast junction with the 
girth strap was tightened, it prevented superficial pecto-
ral, second superficial pectoral and caudal deep pectoral 
muscles from strong tensing. That was achieved because 
the narrow strap “pierced” pectoral muscles and caused 
discomfort to the horse. As a result, the animal was 
unable to rear and could raise on haunch legs only for 
some 20–30 cm. Other junctions, adorned by phalerae 
or made of simple rings, rested on mount’s shoulders. 
These connected the breast straps with two others.752 
One was attached to the saddle, other rested on hose’s 
neck over the withers apparently helping to bear the bur-
den of heavy phalerae.753

On the other hand, the haunch strap was designed to 
prevent kicking or bucking. It is noteworthy that almost all 
Roman monuments show the haunch strap in almost un-
usual position resting on the middle point of the horse’s 
buttocks. If the haunch strap was attached too loose, it 
would slip down after the horse walked a few paces. Once 
I was convinced that the haunch strap resting in such 
position would become ineffective.754 Indeed, that actu-
ally happened with the reconstructed Roman riding gear 
made for the recent Polish epic film „Quo Vadis” (Jerzy 
Kawalerowicz, Poland 2001). What I had not taken into 
consideration was the fact that in the shooting of „Quo 
Vadis” movie Arabian horses were used [fig. 61]. Please 
note that these animals have haunch muscles developed 
in such a way that these form almost a square when the 
horse stands at rest. With that particular anatomical built 
too loose haunch straps would certainly slip down. But 
other experiments had shown that the haunch strap 
could remain in place, provided it rested above the widest 
point of haunch muscles (please note that Junkelmann 
used Camargue horses for his experiments: these animals 
are more stocky and have better developed haunch mus-
cles, so the strap had enough place for rest).755 

In my opinion the Roman sculptors have shown the 
exact method of the haunch strap use. But the haunch 
strap positioned in such a way certainly did not served 
to secure saddle in correct place. It also did not prevent-
ed the saddle from slipping forwards, towards (or even 
over) the withers. The heavy phalerae, which served to 
pull haunch strap downwards, were used to secure its 
position over haunch muscles. But securing the trappings 

was reserved for pendant the strap could have been sewn directly to 
the breast strap without the help of any copper-alloy element. 
751  As proposed in: Bishop 1988: 113 fig. 29.
752  Junkelmann 1992: 52 phot. 52.
753  That feature can be clearly seen on first century AD Gallo-Ro-
man sculpture from Auxerre, see Junkelmann 1992: 38 phot. 34.
754  Gawroński 2004: 37.
755  Compare photographs in: Hyland 1993: 38 and Junkelmann 
1992: 51–53 phot. 49, 51, 54. Hyland used Arabian horses and Junkel-
mann rode on animals from Camargue. It is noteworthy that in the 
case of Arabian horses the haunch straps had slipped down.

in such way required use of longer straps. These cer-
tainly were unable to prevent the saddles from moving 
forwards, as they were too long for that purpose. Once 
I was convinced that the haunch strap needed to be held 
in position with the support of some other thinner straps 
that could have been omitted by the Roman artists. As 
a support to that theory I have recalled the first century 
funerary monument of unknown cavalryman from Köln, 
now displayed in the Römisch-Germanisches Museum 
[fig. 103].756 I have also used the Vindolanda thick leather 
strap junction757 as evidence for theory that small rings, 
visible on some Roman monuments, served for the at-
tachment of small leather straps that could have held the 
whole haunch strap in position. If that was the case, the 
central leather disc would be positioned above the spine 
just behind the pelvis and several smaller strips hanging 
from it could have been attached to haunch strap in or-
der to prevent it from slipping downwards. 

As further support to that hypothesis I have also re-
called small reinforcing plates, commonly found on Ro-

756  Gawroński 2004: 37. I was convinced that the photograph re-
produced in: Junkelmann 1992: 120 which presents the haunch strap 
adorned with some reinforcing plates also showed some small rings 
attached to them. However, re-examining the evidence revealed only 
one of these (compare with photograph in: Bishop 1988; 73 fig. 7 – 
similar one appears on the tombstone of Caius Romanius Capito from 
Köln, cf. Bishop 1988: 82 fig. 17). As a result, these rings could not serve 
for the attachment of small straps which held the whole haunch belt 
in position, as each had only two of them (a single one was used on 
each horse side).
757  According to van Driel-Murray (1993: 19, 23), it was made from 
thick cowhide and consisted of four straps sewn to the leather cen-
tral disc. Each strap had a hole and two slits. Its sturdy appearance 
suggests traction use. Now I am convinced that it was a side phalera, 
perhaps from the breast collar. Similar examples appear in Palmyran 
art, see Seyrig 1937: pl. III 1, 3–4.

Fig. 61. A scene from „Quo Vadis”, Jerzy Kawalerowicz, Po-
land 2001: 01.08.54 (shortened version). Please note how the 
position of the haunch strap reduces the length of the stride.
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man sites, which, as I tried to argue, might have been 
used for that purpose.758 In that way of thinking I was 
misled by the representations of Golden Horde Mongol 
horse harness.759 Furthermore, in those days I did not 
knew the first century AD monument of Andes760 from 
Mainz on which the haunch strap tied to the horse’s 
tail can clearly be seen [fig. 38]. Nowadays I am more 
convinced that the Roman artists have shown the exact 
method of haunch strap use, though that part of horse 
trappings certainly was not designed to secure saddle 
position, as the straps hung too loose to fulfil that par-
ticular task. 

On the contrary, the rear strap was designed to pre-
vent bucking and kicking because it limited the space of 
movement for the haunch legs. Moreover, due to the 
very same feature the properly secured haunch strap 
limited the length of the stride preventing the horse from 
becoming too excited by speed. That could be achieved 
also with too loose straps, as can easily be observed on 
some scenes from above mentioned Polish epic film 
„Quo Vadis” [fig. 61].  In addition the haunch strap en-
couraged forward movement by using the natural stim-
uli. The haunch strap caused the horse some inconven-
ience on the rump, as it is natural for these animals to 
escape from any problem or pain, the very existence of 
that “crupper” forced any mount to move forward. Gen-
erally speaking, the functional analysis of first century 
trappings gives us an impression that they were espe-

758  Like those reinforcing bars from Xanten with small phalerae at-
tached, see Jenkins 1985: 149 and Connolly 1996: 60.
759  Щербаков & Дзысь 2001: 57. As we can judge on the evidence 
provided by illustrations in some medieval manuscripts that custom 
was also widespread in the Mongol ruled Iran, see Nicolle 1999: 450–
453 and pl. 625b, 625ac.
760  Schleiermacher 1984: 97 cat. no. 20.

cially designed to convert warhorse into a stable firing 
platform suitable for javelin throwing.

That hypothesis can be given further support: modern 
replicas with Pazyryk style saddles had shown that the 
loose crupper strap works well when hung at the middle 
of  horse’s haunch and does not obstruct animal’s move-
ments [fig. 62].761  Comparison with the Roman figured ev-
idence reveals the fact the similar arrangement of haunch 
straps was also used in the imperial times [fig. 64].

The harnesses decorated with niello engraved 
phalerae were gradually replaced by other styles during 
the second century AD. The Roman province Pannonia is 
positioned far from both Germaniae, but the finds from 
that region can shed some light on the appearance of 
the second century AD horse trappings. Although burials 
from Inota in Hungary contained draught animals buried 
with a yoke, inside of one of them the remains of a rid-
ing harness were found. It was decorated with silvered 
phalerae, though much simpler in form.762 The changes 
in the Antonine period went further: solid cast and richly 
adorned copper-alloy elements of horse trappings were 
replaced by lighter examples, sometimes even simpler 
in design, though many of them were cast in openwork 
technique, showing motifs typical for the so-called “Celt-
ic Renaissance” style.763 Such riding harness was discov-
ered at Brigetio (Szöny-Komárom) in Hungary.764 But, as 
finds from Buciumi from present-day Romania [fig. 201b] 

761  Stepanova 2016: 13.
762  Pâlagyi 1986: 389, 392 fig. 2, 396 fig. 7;  Junkelmann 1992: 85 
fig. 96.
763  Schleiermacher 2000: 167–193; see esp. 187 for openwork el-
ements of the horse trappings. Similar elements of horse furniture 
were found at Dura Europos, see James 2004: 97–100.
764  Junkelmann 1992: 84 fig. 95.

Fig. 62. Reconstructed  “Pazyryk style” 
saddle based on finds from Pazyryk barrow 
no. 3 (after Stepanova 2016: 13 fig. 11.2).  The 
experiments have shown that the crupper 
strap works well in the shown position and 
causes no problems for the horse.
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may indicate,765 the openwork phalerae were given the 
same solid strap junctions – the change appears to be 
more stylistic than functional. 

On the other hand, the finds from Saives (near Celles-
les Waremmes in Belgium) grave assemblage come from 
the lands located closer to our area of interest [fig. 63]. 
The assemblage in question revealed the fact that the 
breast collar found at the place was given no “martin-
gale” single strap, as happened in some earlier versions. 
The collar, known from the anonymous statement in 
Saalburg Jahrbuch,766 enveloped only horse’s breasts. As 
we remember, the “martingale” strap was designed to 
prevent rearing. But the finds from Saives can provide 
an evidence that the Romans resigned to use that im-
portant innovation. The “new” kind of warfare in which 
the blocks of infantry forming shield walls dominated 
the battlefields made the former method of breast col-
lar construction obsolete, as rearing certainly happened 
when horsemen attacked foot soldiers arrayed in close 
formations (that subject would be enlarged on below in 
the eighth chapter). It is also noteworthy that the ap-

765  James 2004: 69.
766  SJ 1913 (5): 62: see also Junkelmann 1996: 85.

pearance of smaller saddle horns on Marcus Aurelius’ 
column [fig. 64] was also triggered by similar change in 
warfare – as close combat with infantry became popular 
– tough it appeared slightly earlier – before the shield 
wall tactics was introduced. The general impression is 
that the second or third century AD horse furniture was 
designed more for close quarter combat than for javelin 
throwing.

That was the final stage of the long time evolution of 
the Roman saddle design. We should stress the fact that 
shaping its design took centuries. It formed a clear con-
trast to the Hellenistic times when the riders used simple 
pads, blankets or animal skins.767 As we remember, more 
complicated saddlery was used among the Scythians.768 
The Scythian design with parallel cushions was copied 
later by other peoples, like Celts and Thracians: they had 
passed the knowledge to the Romans. But constructing 
more secure riding platform required one more compo-
nent: the wooden frame.

767  As it can be seen on the numerous portraits of Alexander the 
Great, see Junkelmann 1992: 35; Sekunda & McBride 2002: 8–9, 35.
768  Руденко 1948: 14; Hyland 1990a: 133.

Fig. 63. Early third century AD horse trappings from Saives near Celles-les Waremmes (after SJ 1913 (5): 62).
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The very process looked as follows: the earliest repre-
sentations of the wooden framed trees are known from 
the Khalchayan palace in Bactria and from the Parthian 
city of old Nisa [fig. 16a]. Thanks to the evidence provided 
by these images we can suspect that in the steppe envi-
ronment the wooden framed saddles were introduced, 
perhaps it happened during the closing years of the pre-
Roman period. Once I was convinced769 that the initial 
stage of „horned” saddles evolution appeared as a result 
of experiments with the Persian rigid leg defences.770  Ac-
cording to Xenophon, these defences were used by the 
heavy Achaemenid cavalry.771 I have argued that these el-
ements had to be firmly attached to the saddle.772 Accord-
ing to that theory, these leg defences served the same 

769  See Gawroński 2004: 39–40.
770  For more information about these leg defences, see Sekunda 
& Chew 1992: 25.
771  Xen. Hell. 3. 4. 13–14.
772  A relief from Yeniceköy, a cylindrical Achaemenid seal with the 
representation of a rider in combat with a  Greek hoplite, an another 
Hellenistic gem with a similar representation, all these sources clearly 
depict the firmly attached leg defences, see Head & Scollins 1992: 38.

purpose, as did the front horns of the Roman saddle – 
these acted as a countermeasure for the natural tendency 
for the forward movement. I was also convinced that the 
use of rigid leg defences triggered the development of 
the front horns, attached to the softer padded cushions, 
as such two horned saddles appear in the Parthian or Per-
sian art.773 Nowadays I am more convinced that the very 
process of rigid trees evolution requires simpler explana-
tion: the horned saddles developed during experiments 
with rigid closers, always used in “Pazyryk style” saddles. 
These were enlarged in order to suit the needs of newly 
created cataphracti heavy cavalry. With the arrival of the 
concept of wooden rigid frame  (and side boards offering 
better weight distribution) the evolution process of the 
new form of saddle was completed. 

According to that theory, the horned saddle was de-
signed to suit to the needs of the steppe warriors – main-
ly for the heavy lancers. Use of the long, two handed 

773  See Ghirshman 1973: 94, 102.

Fig. 64. A saddled horse from Marcus Aurelius’ column (after Petersen et al. 1896: pl. 10A).
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Fig. 65a-b. Terracotta plaque (first or second century AD ?) showing Parthian horse archer from Collection Sarre, Berlin  
(a – drawing after Wilcox & McBride 1995: 8; b – photo after Sekunda & McBride 1994: 67 fig. 61). Positioning the arrow on the 
right side of the bow grip and anchor point at the cheek suggests thumb draw use. In such position opening fist was very diffi-
cult, but thumb use facilitated clear release.

lances774 required strong support provided by the saddle 
horns [fig. 202]. The evidence based on the representa-
tions present in Sarmatian art can suggest that the long, 
two handed lances were certainly used in conjunction 
with saddles which possessed some form of closers.775 
These were the predecessors of the horn stiffeners [cf. 
again fig. 202]. Thus we can say that the development 
of the horned saddle was triggered by increased use of 
heavy cavalry that took place on the Eurasian steppes in 
the last century BC. It seems that the steppe people were 
solely responsible for its development.  

Also the horse archers needed stabile firing platform. 
The front horns not only prevented the rider from somer-
saulting out of the saddle backwards or sliding forwards 
on the horse’s neck but also could serve as a rein catcher 
when the archer was busy with shooting. Many medieval 
analogies indicate that that feature was very important 
for horse archers because they could not afford loosing 
the control over their mounts.  But, in a clear contrast 
to my previous belief,776 a terracotta plaque from Ber-
lin clearly shows a Parthian horse archer [fig. 65a-b] in 
the soft “Pazyryk style” saddle, with closers going to the 
sides.777 Similar impression I have got while looking on 
another terracotta figurine [fig. 155] kept in British Mu-

774  For the fighting styles used by of the cataphracts, see Mielcza-
rek 1993: 41–50.
775  Such scene is clearly shown on the Kosika Vessel that was found 
near Astrakhan, see Brzeziński et al. 2002: 15. But, in a clear contrast 
to the Sassanian art, only small rudimentary closers are shown on the 
vessel in question.
776  See Gawroński 2004:  40.
777  Coulston 1985: 345 fig. 39; see also Sekunda & McBride 1994: 
67 fig. 61 and page 78; Wilcox & McBride 1995: 8.

seum778 (that particular piece I know from autopsy). If the 
horse archers had used the wooden framed saddles, as it 
certainly happened later on the Rhine frontier779 where 
the benefits from use of horned saddles have been fully 
appreciated, the rear horns should go straight up like in 
other Rhineland examples. That fact may suggest a hy-
pothesis that the eastern hose archers did not used sad-
dles with rigid wooden trees relying on the soft “Pazyryk 
style” variety. The general conclusion is that horned sad-
dles evolved to suit the needs of heavy cavalry.

The Romans have copied the whole concept some-
where during the ending phase of civil wars when con-
tacts (and conflicts) with Parthian empire became more 
intensive. The newly developed horned saddle perfectly 
fitted the needs of Rhineland auxiliary horse, as it helped 
mounted javelinmen in wheeling manoeuvres and pro-
vided stable platform for hand-to-hand combat, essential 
for success of any mounted crack force. There occurred 
some changes in time, the long horned saddles were pre-
ferred in the Flavian and Trajanic-Hadrianic (?) periods, 
while the models with shorter horns gained popularity 
in Augustan and Antonine times, but the general design 
remained unchanged. These saddles, together with curb 
bits responsible for efficient horse control, offered the 
Roman mounted arm an obvious advantage over their 
Germanic foes, who used neither saddles nor harsh bits 
during the first and early second centuries AD.

The mounts used by the Roman cavalry were even 
more important. The surviving evidence suggests that 
they were higher and stronger (in comparison to animals 
used by Germanic enemies of Rome) – though there were 

778  Wilcox & McBride 1995: 18.
779  See chapter 5 for details.
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important differences between units. As we will see, the 
quality of cavalry horses offered the Roman mounted arm 
serious advantage. 

But how these animals looked? First of all, we should 
stress the fact that there was no such a thing like the 
“Roman proper cavalry mount”. It never existed in reality. 
That was a creation of modern authors and re-enactors 
who looked for an animal that fitted to the dimensions of 
an average “Roman mount”. The mean values taken from 
results of biometric research were then compared with 
modern hypological knowledge.

The author-illustrator Peter Connolly was partially 
responsible for creating such vision of Roman cavalry 
horses. When writing and drawing his pioneering book 
about Tiberius Claudius Maximus, the “killer” of a Dacian 
king Decebalus, he created several illustrations showing 
Roman cavalry mounts. In those days it was natural to 
use the mean values from the biometric research in or-

der to reconstruct a “typical” situation. Peter Connolly 
did the same thing, creating a vision of a typical Roman 
cavalry mount, most probably with the help of biometric 
data acquired from various Roman sites. Therefore, Con-
nolly had created the vision of an “average” Roman ani-
mal [fig. 66]. His thinking certainly had influenced other 
researchers: Marcus Junkelmann in his preparations for  
endurance riding experiments also had made a study of 
biometric data.780 It is not a coincidence that for his ac-
tivities he had chosen Camargue horses, which perfec-
ctly fitted the average height of the animals known from 
the Roman sites.781 Connolly’s vision of the Roman horse 
height is also repeated in popular literature.782 

780  Junkelmann 1992: 250–252.
781  Junkelmann 1990: 44–46.
782  See, for example, Fields & Hook 2006: 60 and pl. A.

Fig. 66. A much influential and seminal vision of a typical Roman cavalry mount (after Connolly 1996: 60). The man shown 
in the background is 180 cm tall. In the late eghties when Connolly had worked on his book such interpretation of the biometric 
data was purely justified. But the modern research have shown that at least some units used lighter and taller animals [compare 
with figs. 39, 67–70 and with data from table 4].
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Fortunately enough there was plenty of information 
for use: at Roman camp in Krefeld-Gellep, on the an-
cient battlefield site from the time of the Batavian revolt 
(69–70 AD) about 31 horse skeletons were discovered. 
The animals measured respectively 117–154 cm at the 
withers.783 As the smallest animals certainly belonged to 
the Germanic warriors,784 the rest of them could have 
been used by the Roman army. The average height of 
the rest of animals found at Krefeld-Gellep was 146 cm at 
the withers.785 These estimations together with informa-
tion provided by other finds786 inspired re-enactors and 
experimental archeologists, such as Marcus Junkelmann, 
to seek horse breeds that had shown characteristics simi-
lar to the average dimensions of Roman cavalry horse. 
That resulted in the choice of French Crin blanc, or white 
horses of Camargue, and the choice was given logical and 
obvious justification.

The Camargue horse is a very old breed. It shows many 
characteristics similar to the Barb northern African horses 
of which it is descendant. It is indigenous to the Camar-
gue area in southern France. These animals, living in the 
semi-feral conditions on marshy areas, are characterized 
by stocky built and are praised for stamina, hardiness and 
agility. These features they acquired due to the constant 
work with cattle.  The Crin blanc horse, always gray when 
adult, usually has strong legs, deep chest and neck of me-
dium length. These animals stand between 135–145 cm 
at the withers.787 According to Junkelmann, the Camargue 
horse was able to move at 4–7 km/h speed when walk-
ing – that increased to 12–14 km/h when moving at a re-
strained trot and to 18–20 km/h at a faster trot. At canter 
the animal was able to move 20–30 km/h – when short-
ening the stride’s length – or 45–52 km/h when extended 
gallop was used.788 Such hard working horse, accustomed 
to the hardships, perfectly fitted to be used during Jun-
kelmann’s re-enactment endurance riding.  

But these experiments, apart for increasing the 
amount of information about Roman cavalry activities, 
had left an impression that almost all Roman cavalry 
mounts were similar in size. That corresponded well with 
the conviction that the Roman cavalry should have been 
rather small in order to enable vaulting in the saddle: 
“Horses of 14 to 15 hands would have been quite ade-
quate for military purposes. The lack of stirrups tended to 
limit the desirable size of mounts, even if larger animals 
were available; riders had to vault into the saddle from 
the ground, clearing the tall saddle-horns. This is quite 
feasible, even in armour, with moderate-sized horses, 

783  Nobis 1973: 251 (non vidi, quoted after Hyland 
1990a: 68).
784  Junkelmann 1990: 42; see chapter 7 for details.
785  Junkelmann 1990: 40, 42 phot. 28.
786  Junkelmann 1990: 42–43, 250–255.
787  Edwards 2001: 260–261.
788  Junkelmann 1990: 46.

as reconstructions have shown”.789 According to Peter 
Connolly and Carol van Driel-Murray: “Experiments have 
shown that vaulting from the side is relatively simple, the 
front horn being grasped by one hand and the middle of 
the cantle by another. The horn and the cantle take the 
full weight of the rider (plus his equipment) as he vaults 
in, the back horns holding him as he settles”.790 There-
fore, the small to middle size of Roman cavalry mounts 
was accepted as a granted.

We should stress the fact that pointing at mean values 
could be misleading. The Roman cavalry certainly used 
animals of different size, according to the needs and 
market stock. It appears that some units preferred taller 
horses, while the other detachments relied on smaller 
animals. I order to reconstruct the true preferences 
a comparison between biometric data from Roman mili-
tary sites and hipological knowledge is needed.

The problem is that modern breeds are only loosely 
related to the animals of the past and changed a lot. This 
is why comparisons to horses similar in terms of phe-
notypic features are made, according to surviving biom-
etric data or figured evidence. However, that particular 
approach causes a problem: modern horse riders differ 
from the people of the past in height and weight, usu-
ally being  slightly taller and heavier. Even if the research 
is based on correct data and with the help of accurate 
replicas of equestrian equipment, it rarely happened that 
such nuances, as the change in the weight distribution, 
caused by the use of exact copy of the ancient saddle by 
a “modern” size man, were taken into account. In con-
sequence the results acquired through analysis of char-
acteristics dependent on morphological features, such 
as height and stride length, are reliable when it comes 
to horse’s capabilities. We can, therefore, assume that 
turns and turning radius are executed exactly as in the 
Roman times. On the other hand, the results concerning 
the speed of movement at all paces should be slightly 
modified, taking into account the changes in rider’s 
weight and height. The modern rider should also feel 
some discomfort when riding in a saddle designed for 
much smaller man.

But the horses used in experiments should match not 
only the archaeological data but also changes in the ap-
pearance of horsemen. The rider should also remem-
ber to use appropriately modified replicas of equestrian 
equipment and weaponry. For example: the Roman 
mounts were approximately 145 cm tall and had to car-
ry riders having 168 cm at the average.791 Nowadays, in 
order re-create the experience of Roman riding a taller 
horseman of about 180 cm needs a horse having more 
than 155 cm at the withers and an appropriately modi-

789  MacDowall & Hook 1995: 49 and pl. C1; Similar view in: Fields 
& Hook 2006: 60.
790  Connolly & van Driel-Murray 1991: 46.
791  According to Pompeii plaster casts and finds from Herculaneum, 
see Bisel & Bisel 2002: 455, 468; see chapter 5 for more details.
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fied (longer) saddle as well. The measurements taken 
from equestrian statues, which have shown a high de-
gree of reality like monument of Marcus Aurelius or the 
both Nonii Balbi statues from Archaeological Museum 
in Naples [figs. 67–69], revealed the fact that the pres-
tigious horses used by prominent persons stood over 
155 cm at the withers, provided that their riders were 
about 172 cm tall.792 And all cavalry units tended to have 
taller and faster horses. The Roman officers certainly had 
used more elegant and handsome mounts. Therefore, 
our estimations based on mean values from biometric 
data should be corrected in plus. That contradicts the 
earlier interpretations. However, we should bear in mind 
that in war conditions all units tended to use whatever 
remount they could get. That feature is probably respon-
sible for creating the above mentioned sample found at 
Krefelld-Gellep. As we can see, the interpretation of the 
conjectural biometric data is somewhat difficult.

Using the measurements taken in nineteenth century 
from the horse statue of Nonius Balbus Minor, according 
to which the horse was 2 metres high and the part of the 
rider above the horse measured 110 cm,793 and the di-
mensions of my own body (the measurement was taken 
from head top to seat bottom)794 I was able to estimate 

792  Junkelmann 1990: 36.
793  PIstolesi 1842: 89.
794  I am 182 cm tall.

the appropriate size of a horse for re-creating the experi-
ence of Roman riding:

110      88
200       X
Where: 11X = 1760 and X=1760/11 so: X=160 
It appears that if I had pretended to be as Nonius Balbus 

Minor, I should have used a horse which had more than 
160 cm at the withers (the animal should be some 5 cm 
taller, as the measurements have been taken at back level 
where the rider seats). On the other hand, if the real Noni-
us Balbus Minor was of mean height, of about 168 cm – as 
established from Pompeii plaster casts, the real horse used 
as a model should have been much smaller:

110      74
200       X
Where: 11X = 1480 and X=1480/11 so: X=134
Again, as the measurements from Naples statue could 

have been taken at seat level, not at the withers, the real 
animal used as a model should have had slightly less than 
140 cm at the withers.

Such differences in horse height can seriously influ-
ence the results of experiments done with the help of 
re-scaled equestrian equipment, as it should be prepared 
for use of modern human beings: today’s riders are taller. 
All the impressions about things like aids use or saddle 
balance should be absolutely comparable, although the 
results concerning manoeuvrability or speed should be 
modified taking into account differences in phenotype 
between modern and Roman horses: the Roman mounts, 
as smaller, should be more agile, but slower, due to the 
shorter length of the belly and shorter stride. 

However, we should add that the need of repeating 
Junkelmann’s experiments with the use of higher horses 
has another logical justification: the German researcher 
had used, quite understandably, mean biometric data from 
Roman sites, selecting a breed that had many morphologi-
cal characteristics similar to the majority of Roman horses. 
But the subsequent detailed studies on data from of the 
lower Rhine Roman border revealed the fact that the Ro-
mans preferred slightly higher animals for military use, at 
least in some units.795 The research work, done on biom-
etric data acquired from the Rhine delta sites located in 
the present day Netherlands, have shown that the average 
size of Roman military mounts differed from previous as-
sumptions.796 Moreover, it appears that the Roman horse, 
as did cavalry in other times, used animals of various sizes 
and sexes, according to the needs of particular units. 

The closer look on this data (table 4) reveals the differ-
ence between the horses bred in the local settlements and 
the animals used by the Roman army. The average height 
of the Roman army mounts was estimated at 143 cm, 
with some animals even exceeding 160 cm. Meanwhile, 
the horses bred by the locals stood (on average) 138 cm 
at the withers. There were, however, higher animals of 

795  Junkelmann 1990; 1991; 1992; 1996.
796  Lauwerier & Robeerst 2001: 279.

Fig. 67. The statue of Nonius Balbus Minor from Hercula-
neum, as shown in: Pistolesi 1842: 88. It appears that Pistolesi 
had some knowledge about the real statue [compare with 
fig. 68]. Such lightly built oriental horses [compare with figs. 
39–41, 71] were sometimes used by the Roman cavalry, as in-
dicates data from canabae legionis at Nijmegen (see table 4).

=

=
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Fig. 68. The statue of Nonius Balbus Minor from Naples Archaeological Museum (phot. I. Sh., internet: http://ancientrome.ru/
art/artwork/sculp/rom/empire/man/0022.jpg – access 22-05–2017).

146 cm height and lower ones about 125 cm high. Such 
a distribution of the data is a logical result of market’s ac-
tivities.797 Local people offered horses of various sizes and 
the recipient (in this case the Roman army) picked the ani-
mals best suited to their needs, i.e. the highest.  The use of 
taller horses is also confirmed by figured evidence like the 
gravestone of Longinus Biarta from Köln [fig. 70],798 tough 
that kind of sources could be misleading, mostly due to 
the deformations caused by the artistic license.

It is noteworthy that the highest animals were found 
at sites connected with the Roman legions. These, most 
probably, were used by the legionary horse. As the Ro-

797  Lauwerier & Robeerst 2001: 278. See also Gawroński 2003: 88.
798  CIL XIII 8312: “Longinus Biarta Bisae f(ilius) / Bessus eq(ues) Alae 
Sulp(iciae) an(norum) XXXXVI / d(e suo) f(aciendum) c(uravit)”. The ala 
Sulpicia was raised by the emperor Galba (see table 3: 28).

man legion needed only some 240 or little more cavalry 
mounts,799 it was quite easy to find a suitable amount 
of animals on the market. The legionary cavalry served 
as an escort of a legate and a crack force used in most 
critical situations.800 Therefore, it needed larger horses 
to keep pace with the large elegant legate’s mount (as 
a member of senatorial class he certainly had used one) 
and to fully exploit the psychological intimidating effect 
of heavy cavalry charge. William Hay, being a light cavalry 
officer himself, when he saw the heavy cavalry charge 
at close hand, it was the famous charge of the Union 
Brigade at Waterloo, was astonished by its very effect: 
“They came down the slope... like a torrent, shaking the 

799  See above note 530 for details on command structure and the 
number of legionary horsemen.
800  Speidel 1994c: 36.
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Fig. 69. The equestrian statue of emperor Marcus Aurelius from Capitoline Museum (internet: https://www.tumblr.com/
search/equestrian%20statue%20of%20marcus%20aurelius – access 19.08.2017).
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Fig. 70. The long-legged horse from the gravestone of Longinus Biarta, Köln (internet: http://klassisk.ribekatedralskole.dk/
steder/koeln/grave/longinusover.jpg – access: 30.11.2016). The horse shown on the monument has many phenotype features 
typical for the so-called “primitive races” such as: thicker legs [compare with figs. 72–73 and pl. E] and rather short head. Per-
haps we have here the first figured evidence for using hybrid enhancement process in horse breeding. However, we should bear 
in mind that such hypothesis can be challenged at any time. Please note the long-horned saddle.

Table 4. The withers height of horses (in cm) according to the character of sites. According to biometric data, collected from 
Netherlands, after Lauwerier & Robeerst 2001: 279. See also Gawroński 2003: 91–92 table 6.

Sites: Chronology: Minimal: Mean: Maximal:
Native settlements, north of the limes:

Paraddepoel 200 BC- AD 250 112 125 139
Terpen settlements AD 0–400 121 132 138

Wijster AD 150–425 - 132 -
Assendelft site F AD 0- 200 133 135 136

Schagen Witte Paul III AD 200- 300 134 137 140
Schagen Lagedijk AD 100- 300 135 139 142

Velsen Hoogovens 100 BC- AD 50 - 140 -
Raalte Heeten AD 300–350  129 135 144

Native settlements (within empire’s boundaries):
Rijswijk II & III AD 150 – 250/70 124 131 144

Houten Tielland 50 BC- AD 300 - 133 -
Houten Tielland AD 50–300 127 136 148

Wijk bij Duurstede De Horden LIA/ERP 50 BC.- AD 70 - 127 -
Wijk bij Duurstede De Horden ERP AD 25 – 70 138 146 149
Wijk bij Duurstede De Horden RP AD 25 –225 125 134 142
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Fig. 71. Arabic horse (author’s drawing).

very earth, and sweeping everything before them... the 
heavy brigade from their weight went over [the infantry] 
and through them... it struck me with astonishment, nor 
I had till then, notwithstanding my experience as a cav-
alry officer, ever considered what a great difference there 
was in the charge of a light and heavy dragoon regiment, 
from the weight and power of the horses and men”.801

We should stress the fact that any mounted unit, no 
matter whether it was Roman horse or Napoleonic era 
cavalry, to achieve such an effect had to use animals 

801  Quoted after Haythornthwaite & Hook 2013a: 11.

similar in height, in order to assure movement at even 
pace and equal speed ratio (the size of horse’s legs af-
fects the length of the stride and speed of movement). 
Once I had witnessed a group of re-enactors practicing 
charge in a line. Because Polish riding schools tend to 
have horses varied in size to fulfil the requirements of 
various clients – as happened in that case – the overall 
effect of a “charge” delivered at that day was far from ex-
pectations. Therefore, any unit possessing a hotchpotch 
selection of horses and a high proportion of raw recruits 
was nothing more than an armed rabble. Naturally, such 
state of affairs in which mounted unit used animals simi-

Table 4. Continuation

Sites: Chronology: Minimal: Mean: Maximal:
Wijk bij Duurstede De Horden MRP AD 70 – 225 122 138 151

Druten I ?-AD 70 - 138 -
Kesteren 1977, 1990 & ‚horses’ AD 70- 300 122 136 147

Heteren I ?-AD 50 - 131 -
Heteren II AD 50- 150 124 139 150

Nijmegen IV AD 300 – 350 132 141 150
Villae:

Druten II AD 70–125 135 147 151
Druten III AD 125–200 130 141 154

Military sites:
Nijmegen castra AD 70 –120 136 144 151

Nijmegen canabae legionis AD 70 –120 150 156 163
Kesteren (cemetery) 0 – AD 100 134 143 150

Leiden Romburg AD 50 –250 122 143 158
Valkenburg Z.H. AD 42 – 240 131 141 152

Valkenburg Marktveld 2 AD 70 –120 140 148 162
Valkenburg Marktveld 3 AD 120–150 124 138 148
Valkenburg Marktveld 4 AD 150 – 200 - 140 -
Valkenburg Marktveld 5 AD 200–260 132 139 148
Valkenburg (cemetery) AD 40- 100 - 145 -
Valkenburg Veldzicht AD 50- 100 - 144 -

Zwammerdam AD 47 – 260 128 140 144
Den Haag Ockenburgh 0 – AD 200 139 145 151
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lar in size could be maintained only during peacetime. In 
all times, when war conditions affected supply market, 
the quality of available remounts was far from ideal. To 
some degree that disadvantage could be compensated 
by superior riding skills of experienced troopers, who 
should be able to control the movement pace despite dif-
ferences in horse sizes. Dispersing similarly built mounts 
to different sub-units also could provide a temporary so-
lution to the problem. Please note that the varied com-
position of Krefeld-Gellep horse burials could be a result 
of such activities.

Certainly, such advanced system of remounts distribu-
tion existed in the Napoleonic times. The cavalry units 
from Grande Armée disposed of ill or lamed horses leav-
ing records of that activity. For example, the records of 
4th Cuirassiers from January 1804 contained information 
about 16 sold animals. All of them, with one exception, 
were stallions, as their natural aggression suited the needs 
of heavy cavalry. The smallest horse was 14.3 hh (about 
150 cm) tall, the largest had 15.2 hh (about 158 cm) at the 
withers802 (please note that this piece of evidence comes 
from the time of peace). In comparison the evidence 
about over 30 horses, taken in 1813 into depot from the 
Polish chevau-légers lanciers of the Imperial Guard, re-
veals quite different picture: most horses stood 14.3 hh, 
the smallest being 13.3 hh (about 140 cm) tall and there 
was a large proportion of mares of among them.803

The surviving evidence suggests that such an ad-
vanced system of remounts distribution could have been 
already in use in Roman times. At Lambaesis in Africa 
an inscribed slab preserved the text of emperor Had-
rian’s speech, which he gave after witnessing exercises 
of various Roman units. The so-called adlocutio Hadriani 
mentions, among other things, the horses of equites co-
hortales of VI Commagenorum: “It is hard for horsemen 
of a cohort to content the audience even if they give the 
show alone, and still harder not to disappoint after the 
exercises of alae horsemen: the sizes of training grounds 
differ, so does the number of javelin throwers, the right-
wheeling turns appear more frequently, the Cantabrian 
circle is tighter, the build of horses and finish of weapons 
according to the [lower] pay levels”.804 That text confirms 
the fact that the Roman cavalry used animals of various 
quality. Moreover, the horses distributed differed by built 
and quality from unit to unit because they were bought 
from money drafted from soldiers’ salaries. Therefore, 
one may hypothesize that equites cohortales had to buy 
the worst mounts, the average went to equites alares, 
the best were distributed among equites legionis and 
equites singulares of provincial governors. The most 

802  Dawson 2013: 91.
803  Dawson 2013: 92–93.
804  Fragment of CIL VIII 2532 and suppl. II. 8042 = ILS I 2487 (now in 
Louvre): “Difficile est cohortales equites etiam per se placere, difficilius 
post ala/rem exercitationem non displicere: alia spatia campi, alius 
iaculantium / numerus, frequens dextrator, Cantabricus densus /equo-
rum forma, armorum cultus pro stipendi modo” – author’s translation.

excellent and beautiful horses, or those of exceptional 
qualities, were given to Praetorian cavalry or equites sin-
gulares Augusti, though some units, like Germani cor-
poris custodes, perhaps could retain their native ponies.

That hypothesis could be given further support. Ac-
cording to the Roman historian Suetonius, the emperor 
Nero: “while preparing an expedition to the Caspian 
Gates raised a new legion from Italian recruits, each man 
six feet tall,805 he called it a phalanx of Alexander the 
Great”.806 We should remember that such tall recruits 
were an exception in these times. But if the Romans were 
able to conscript so many of them, gathering a smaller 
number of tall horses caused less logistical problems. No 
doubt, the equites legionis from the first Italian legion 
were given taller mounts suitable for their needs.

Differentiation in horse breeding “programs” already 
existed in the Roman times.807 Columella in his agricul-
ture manual makes a clear difference between materies 
generosa, which was aimed for breeding racing, ceremo-
nial and, quite probably, military horses, materies mula-
ris apparently for producing mules, and a common stock 
(materies vulgaris).808 According to Johnstone, these: 
“were different husbandry regimes for breeding from 
these types of stock. For the common horses, the stal-
lions ran free with the mares all year round. For the qual-
ity stock, supervised mating took place around the spring 
equinox, the stallion being kept indoors or far away at 
other times of the year”.809 No doubt, the Romans were 
able to breed large horses. But how often it happened?

The situation, traceable around legionary camp at 
Nijmegen, is quite exceptional. Lauwerier and Robeerst 
had put forward a hypothesis that these extra-large 
animals were imported from elsewhere, most probably 
from Pannonia.810 That theory was forged on the basis of 
finds from Tác (ancient Gorsium – Herculia) in Pannonia. 

805  One Roman foot (pes) = 29.6 cm. Six feet = 177. 6 cm. According 
to late Roman military theoretician Vegetius (Epit. 1. 5), an ideal cav-
alry recruit should be six Roman feet tall.
806  Suet. Ner. 19. 2: “Parabat et ad Caspias portas expeditionem 
conscripta ex Italicis senum pedum tironibus nova legione, quam Mag-
ni Alexandri phalanga appellabat” – author’s translation.
807  As Riedel (2001: 209) pointed out: “Noch zu Beginn des 19. 
Jahrhunderts waren Landschläge bekanntlich wesentlich variabler als 
nach der genetischen Einengung durch die Leistungszucht. Die tier-
züchterischen Verhältnisse der frühen Neuzeit lassen sich vermutlich 
am ehesten mit der Römerzeit vergleichen und die relativ große Vari-
ationsbreite römischer Schläge erklärt sich u. a. auch daraus – The 
more varied local breeds are known since the beginning of the 19th 
century, as they emerged by narrowing the genetic pool. The zootech-
nical conditions of the early modern times could be compared to the 
Roman period and the relatively large variation of Roman breeds can 
be explained by this” – author’s translation.
808  Coll. 6. 27.
809  Johnstone 2004: 42.
810  Lauwerier & Robeerst 2001: 279. Once I was convinced that 
the extra large horses were given to the loyal members of ala I Ba-
tavorum, presumably as a hammer for quelling a possible next re-
bellion (Gawroński 2003: 96; 2010: 45–46). Now I prefer the theory 
about the presence of pure-Roman legionary cavalry at Flavian and 
Trajanic Nijmegen.
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Skeletons of exceptionally large Roman horses were dis-
covered at the place.811  We should also stress the fact 
that the Pannonian horses were of slender built, similar 
to many modern oriental breeds [figs. 39–41, 68, 71]. 
We can suspect that some lightly built Sarmatian horses 
were involved in breeding process.812 Perhaps the Ni-
jmegen horses were similar in built.

That supposition could be given further support, as 
Legio X Gemina, before assisting in quelling the Batavian 
revolt in AD 70 and before establishing a firm base at Ni-
jmegen castra, was stationed in Carnuntum in Pannonia 
and came to Germania via Italy and Spain.813 No doubt, 
the high quality remounts were acquired in these regions 
and some certainly survived the hardships of civil wars 
and subsequent Batavian campaign. It is possible that 
these animals were then used for horse breeding and 
their offspring (as population of mares used was geneti-
cally distant and therefore quite different) benefited from 
heterosis effect, growing exceptionally large. Rich alluvial 
pasturelands, typical for that region in the Roman times,814 
enhanced growth of horses. Indeed, the surviving archae-
ological evidence suggests that after the uprising the Ni-
jmegen area become a major horse breeding centre, as 
the elements of horse furniture from Neronian to Anto-
nine periods were found there in large quantities.815 The 
mean values of withers height, established for the whole 
area, are not as impressive as those from Nijmegen cana-
bae. Sadly, it is quite difficult to find out whether the ef-
fects of improved breeding conditions could be seen in sta-
tistics, despite the fact that the majority of the estimated 
withers heights falls in two classes: between  136–144 cm 
or between 144–152 cm, but that could be an effect of 
including the Nijmegen canabae data into the sample. 

It is noteworthy that the obtained results form a clear 
contrast to data acquired from other military sites. For 

811  Bökönyi 1984: 60; Bökönyi & Gál 2010: 38–39.
812  Such lightly built steppe horses are clearly visible on 19th cen-
tury copies of frescoes from Anphesterios’ tomb from Pantikapaion, 
see Goroncharovski 2002(2003): 19 fig. 2.
813  Gómez-Pantoja 2000: 182–185.
814  The palynological samples taken from vicinity of Roman forts 
at Nijmegen and Meinerswijk near Arnhem can confirm the fact that 
serous deforestation occurred after AD 70, perhaps as precaution 
against surprise attack, see Teunissen et al. 1987: 228. Please note 
that that activity created excellent pasturelands. Sadly, palynological 
data cannot give information about nutritional value of these grass-
lands, but the existence of exceptionally large horses fed on them can 
be taken as an evidence of their excellent quality. The land quality 
decreased in Netherlands through ages, but in modern times similar 
conditions appeared on the boggy right bank of the river Elbe from 
which the breed of Holstein horses originates, see Edwards 2001: 140; 
Dawson 2013: 89.
815  In the terms of archaeological visibility the elements of horse 
gear seem to be overrepresented in overall record in comparison to 
other categories of finds, as the small elements of trappings were fre-
quently lost and became a common find, especially when metal detec-
tors became more popular, see Nicolay 2007: 44–59,  67 fig. 3.2. How-
ever, that fact together with the biometric data from Nijmegen can 
stand as an evidence for extended horse breeding activities because 
other regions of Roman Germania failed to produce such rich sample. 

example: the mean withers height, established on the 
basis of horse remains recovered from Valkenburg cas-
tellum, is 140 cm and the animals found at Xanten (Co-
lonia Ulpia Traiana) stood 137 cm at the withers (on 
average).816  That corresponds with the wider scheme 
because the majority of horses, according to bones re-
covered from European Roman military sites, stood 
140 cm at the withers, though the animals, which had 
about 130 cm, are also highly represented.817

The problem is that larger horses, despite their in-
timidating appearance and abilities to deliver a crushing 
charge, could cause serious problems. First of all: they re-
quire more fodder and care. Secondly: they are useless in 
marshy or densely forested areas.818 This is why the pre-
war Polish military manuals recommended animals smaller 
than 160 cm for cavalry service: the advice was based on 
World War I experiences during which the larger horses 
were unable to march on muddy roads.819 Even in pre-in-
dustrial age larger horses were only useful during pitched 
battles fought on dry ground and in open landscape.

On the other hand, smaller horses [fig. 72], though 
not so fast, are known from stamina and better carrying 
capabilities. The small and stocky steppe ponies could en-
dure heavy loads. Indeed, this is an ability characteristic 
for all small “primitive” horses. Modern “Hucuł” horses 
are recorded to carry 120 kg heavy loads on distances 
exceeding 100 km, some animals were even able to carry 
a carcass of a deer that weighted some 200 kg.820 Some 
reliable relations preserved till our times describe how in 
AD 1820 a small dwarf-horse, a Shetland pony measur-
ing just 91 cm at the shoulder, was able to move under 
a man weighing about 76 kg over a distance of 65 km.821 

816  Lauwerier 1988: 173. Moreover, the other regions of Roman 
Germania lack such detailed studies, mostly due to the character of 
available evidence: for example the two horse burials from Köln be-
long to native Germanic tradition and have nothing in common with 
the Roman army, see Lauwerier & Hessing 1992: 99.
817  Johnstone 2004: 279 fig. 6. 34.
818  This is how the lands inhabited by the free Germanic tribes 
looked.
819  Hofman 1931(2013)a: 352: “Nadają się tylko do lekkiej pracy 
w luksusowym zaprzęgu przy dobrym odżywianiu i pielęgnacji – They 
are suitable only for light work in a luxury team with good nutrition 
and care” – author’s translation.
820  Uppenborn & Schwark 1995: 112.
821  See Junkelmann 1990: 44: „Man darf auch die Kraft kleiner 
Pferde nicht unterschätzen, die oftmals relativ größer ist als die weit 
mächtigerer Tiere. Im Verhältnis zu seiner Körpergröße ist das winzige 
Shetland-Pony das stärkste aller Pferde. 1820 trug ein solches Zwarg-
pferd von nur 91 cm Widerristhöhe einen 76,5 kg schweren Mann an 
einem Tag 65 km weit. Auch heute werden Distanzreitwettbewerbe 
meist von Großponies und kleinen Großpferden wie Arabern, Quarter 
Horses und Islandponies bestritten und gewonnen, nicht aber großen 
Warmblütern. Kleine Pferde sind nicht nur im allegemeinen zäher als 
große, sie gewähren auch dem Reiter einen wesentlich angenehmeren 
Sitz im allen Gangarten – We must not underestimate the power of 
small horses, which is often relatively greater than that of the far 
more powerful [bigger] animals. In proportion to its body size the tiny 
Shetland pony is the strongest of all horses. In AD 1820 such a dwarf 
horse of only 91 cm at the withers carried a 76.5 kg heavy man for 65 
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As Wells pointed out, the horses which stood between 14 
and 15 hands822 were extensively used in nineteenth and 
twentieth century warfare, especially outside Europe.  
Indeed, smaller Arabic, Persian and Turcoman mounts 
were praised for endurance abilities. 823 He also recalls 
the example of small Boer horses, which stood no more 
than 14 and a half hands and were capable of marching 
forty miles without losing condition. The extreme carry-
ing abilities these animals owe to rather short backs and 
legs, which are able to endure more weight.

Moreover, smaller horses are also renown from their 
ability to sustain on meagre rations. The usual Roman 
ration of three and a half lb. of barley, though too small 
for modern horses, was suitable for animals of between 
12 to 14 hands if supplemented by some 10 lb. of hay or 
green forage.824 Smaller “primitive” horses are also able 
to endure harsh weather and could work well in extreme 
climatic conditions.

That offered Roman cavalry serious advantage. Wells, 
after making an analysis of stables in Roman forts, point-
ed out that the great majority of them lacked space 
for the appropriate number of animals corresponding 
with the assigned number of troopers. That is particu-
larly true when legionary forts are concerned. Indeed, 
the insufficient amount of place for keeping all needed 
horses helped Wells to put forward a hypothesis that at 
least some animals were kept outside the camps, on the 

kilometres in a day. Today, distance riding competitions are usually 
held for   and won by bigger ponies or smaller horses such as Arabians, 
Quarter Horses and Iceland ponies but not by the great warm-blooded 
animals. Little horses are not only generally tougher than the larger 
ones, but they can offer the rider a much more comfortable seat in all 
gaits” – author’s translation.
822  142 to 152 cm.
823  Wells 1977: 662.
824  Wells 1977: 662 following Toynbee 1973: 342, 414 note 40 and 
Rogers 1959: 209–210, 216–217, 229–230.

grazing field called prata legionis. That situation looks 
similar to the practices known from nineteenth century 
American frontier where in many forts horses were kept 
in simple corrals instead of stables.825 

The Nijmegen finds can provide further support to that 
theory, as the majority of bones belonging to extra large 
horses comes from canabae legionis – it is quite probable 
that these animals belonged to the legionary cavalry. That 
practice corresponds with the wider pattern traceable 
alongside the Rhine frontier: in some cases cavalry alae 
were stationed in the vicinity of legionary camps. Such 
situation occurred at Vetera (Xanten)826 and certainly, as 
it was said before, at Mainz.  It is also possible that some 
mounted detachments were stationed near Colonia Ag-
rippinensis camps (see table 3 for references). Primitive 
horses, thanks to their natural predispositions, were bet-
ter suited for being kept outdoors, in open fields.  

On the other hand, the two stables found at Niederbie-
ber fort most probably provided sufficient place for an ir-
regular unit’s horses.827 Using measurements from pre-war 
stables of London Dairies constructed for ponies, which 
drew their milk delivery vans, Wells reached the conclusion 
that larger stable in Niederbieber fort provided place for 80 
horses and the smaller one for some 30–40 animals.828 But 
that could have been achieved only because of small size 
of horses. The use of smaller primitive animals can be also 
confirmed by figured evidence, for example by the grave-
stone of Romanius Capito [fig. 73] from Mainz,829 but again 

825  Wells 1977: 662. For the place in stables available in Roman 
auxiliary forts, see also Junkelmann 1991: 101–104.
826  Breeze 2011: 95.
827  The numerus exploratorum Germanicianorum Divitensium, 
which according to CIL XIII 7751 was stationed at the place in the 
times of Commodus.
828  Wells 1977: 663.
829  CIL XIII 7029.

Fig. 72. A “primitive” horse closely relat-
ed to the now extinct Tarpan (author’s draw-
ing). Please note the steep shoulder blade, 
which reduces the length of the stride and 
affects speed.
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we should bear in mind that that particular kind of sources 
could have been deformed by artistic license.

However, there is another clue: the earlier men-
tioned evidence from Vindolanda writing tablets sug-
gests that at least some units were kept under strength. 
At this point we should again recall the case of Cohors 
I Tungrorum that garrisoned the Vindolanda fort close 
to the end of the first century AD: of recorded 751 men 
only 270 were, in fact, present at fort, many of them 
sick or wounded.830 Therefore, it is possible that the Ro-
mans planned accommodation for the soldiers accord-
ing to “paper strength”,  but they allocated place for 
horses according to real needs. If such was the case, it is 
quite possible that the amount of cavalrymen ready for 
service was far beyond official expectations.

In such conditions, as units containing mounted 
troops were scattered alongside the frontiers, the cav-
alry arm had to perform most mundane duties, such 
as patrolling, screening, scouting etc. The disposition 
of later cavalry forts can confirm such supposition. For 
example: in Upper Germania and Raetia provinces the 
horse units stationed at the Welzheim, Friedberg and 
Aalen forts were never used to penetrate the barbar-
ian lands because the nearby mountainous terrain 
excluded the use of cavalry. In clear contrast, very the 
same troops could move fast along the frontier using 

830  Birley 1999: 56–7: Hassall 2000: 334.

fine Roman roads, ready to respond to any attempts of 
breaching the border.831

We should bear in mind that earlier, during the first cen-
tury AD, the cavalry dislocation pattern looked somewhat 
differently. As it was said in the previous chapter, the larg-
est cavalry regiments like Ala Afrorum or Ala Noricorum 
were stationed near the legionary camps, such as Mainz or 
Köln. As it was said earlier, all these units were not expect-
ed to do border patrolling, but they were intended to pro-
vide protection for legions’ wings during pitched battles. 

As we would see, the first century AD Rhineland Ro-
man horsemen were accompanied by foot servants or 
calones.832  In most cases the calones travelled on foot and 
that fact alone affected and strongly reduced marching 
abilities of cavalry units. That fact is confirmed by archaeo-
logical evidence: Junkelmann points out that the Roman 
forts lacked place in stables for calones’ mounts. There-
fore, these servants should have travelled on foot.833 

It appears that the alae formed the majority of Ger-
mania province cavalry arm during the Julio-Claudian pe-
riod. At this point we should recall the earlier mentioned 
epigraphic evidence that suggests that the great majority 
of cohortes equitatae were created in Flavian times (see 

831  Breeze 2011: 61, 78: see also Gawroński & Karasiewicz-Szczy-
piorski 2015: 336.
832  That particular subject would be enlarged on below during the 
discussion of the Celto-Thracian style.
833  Junkelmann 1991: 100.

Fig. 73. Neronian or Flavian period 
gravestone of Romanius Capito from Mainz 
(internet: httpwww.colorado.eduClassic-
sclas4091GraphicsFeltemp.jpg – access: 
30.04.2017). Please note the Newstead style 
curb bit and small phalera attached to the 
reins serving the same purpose as Assyrian 
tassel [fig. 2]. The horseman shown on the 
monument most probably carries the Nau-
portus type sword, probably produced at the 
beggining of the Christian era.
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table 3 for references) after the Batavian revolt. Such 
solution appeared because the earlier used system of 
border control, based on alliances with border tribes, 
failed and should have been replaced by new arrange-
ments. Please also note that later, in Antonine period, 
the calones are absent in iconographic record. When 
the border patrolling became the main responsibility of 
all cavalry they became useless, as they were unable to 
keep pace with the mounted troopers.

Even in these new circumstances pitched battles 
occurred very rarely, as preparations required concen-
trating scattered small cavalry sub-units in one place 
and that would cause serious logistical problems with 
providing fodder for massed troops. Earlier, when the 
great majority of cavalry was stationed near legionary 
camps, the mobilization process went easier. Neverthe-
less, we can suspect that the Roman cavalry forces were 
prepared for such tasks. No doubt, such great mobiliza-
tions occurred during Friesian revolt of AD 29,834 during 
the Batavian revolt of AD 69–70,835 in time of Domitian’s 
campaign against Chatti of AD 83836 and certainly during 
Marcomannic wars in AD 167–180. 

As the “primitive” horses were better suited for car-
rying heavy loads and could sustain on meagre rations, 
they were preferred by auxiliary horsemen stationed 
alongside the Rhine frontier. They were better prepared 
for mundane duties than swift long-legged runners. Such 
preferences are responsible for the above mentioned 
differences in horse height, traceable at legionary and 
auxiliary forts. Although cavalry tombstones are full of 
artistic license, on some of them the “primitive” features 
of the sculpted horses, such as short heads and legs or 
robust necks, could be easily recognized [fig. 73].837 The 
evidence is somewhat strange, as it appears that the 
units based near the legionary camps also used smaller 
horses: perhaps the extra-high animals were extremely 
rare and the evidence from Nijmegen canabae is quite 
exceptional? In such case only lower Germany legionary 
cavalry and possibly some equites singulares had access 
to them? The subject warrants further investigation.

But what about the battlefield performance of smaller 
“primitive” animals? We should stress the fact that cav-
alry battlefield performance is a derivative of marching 
fatigue and remaining reserves of strength. The pre-war 
Polish military manuals advised marching at trot in se-
quences lasting five minutes, with intervals of walking 

834  Tac. Ann. 4. 73.
835  Tacitus (Hist. 4. 15) refers to such concentration of auxiliary 
units on the eve of Batavian revolt, though there is no mention about 
cavalry. Nevertheless, we can suspect that some troopers from co-
hortes equitatae were involved in that process.
836  See Vieze 1902: 9–11. According to Frontinus (Strat. 1. 1. 8), the 
mobilization process was very quick in order to surprise the Germans.
837  Like on the tombstone of Caius Romanius Capito from Mainz 
museum, see Schleiermacher 1984: 110; Bishop 1988: 80 fig. 16 [fig. 
73 in the present book].

lasting ten minutes.838 As it was said, these marches were 
made by horses which stood little less than 160 cm at the 
withers and carried about 120 kg839 including the rider, 
his kit and spare rounds. During peacetime the cavalry 
unit usually could cover about 40–50 km a day, while dur-
ing war that could be extended up to 70 km at need.840

One can imagine that the Roman cavalry preferred 
marching at walk, as the lack of stirrups made trotting 
rather tiring for the riders and could cause serious dam-
age to horses’ backs as well, due to the constant pound-
ing at saddle trees. Not surprisingly, the Romans praised 
ambling horses. According to Elder Pliny, Hispanic and 
especially Asturian horses were renown from that abil-
ity. 841 Moreover, trotting on the fine Roman stony roads 
could cause some damage to mounts’ hooves. The Ro-
mans used artificial protection for horse feet, made of 
iron (soleae ferrae),842 but tied, not nailed to animal’s 
hooves. Experiments carried out by Lefebvre des Noëttes 
in 1901 had shown that these were useful for walking, 
but at faster paces they came of horse’s legs because the 
metal tangs used to hold the cords in place got off in the 
way, hooked by the other hooves.843 Some hipposandals 
were certainly used for medical purposes to protect ani-
mals with sore feet, while others were designed to pro-
tect horses’ and mules’ hooves when travelling. A pas-
sage in Suetonius in which he described the emperor 
Vespasian travelling can confirm the existence of such 
practices.844 On the other hand, the evidence about using 
nailed horseshoes is inconclusive.845

It is more probable that the Roman cavalry rode on 
unshod horses.846 We can suspect that the lack of suf-
ficient protection for hooves seriously affected marching 
speed and range of horse units. The late Roman military 
theoretician Vegetius stated that the Roman horse prac-
ticed endurance marches three times a month moving 

838  Hofman 1931(2013)b: 169.
839  Antoniewicz 1937: 350ff.
840  Hofman 1931(2013)b: 169.
841  Plin. NH: 8. 67: “In eadem Hispania Gallaica gens est et Astur-
ica; equini generis hi sunt quos thieldones vocamus; minore forma 
appellatos asturcones gignunt, quibus non vulgaris in cursu gradus, 
sed mollis alterno crurum explicatu glomeratio, unde equis tolutim 
carpere incursum traditur arte – Gallicia and Asturia are also countries 
of Spain; they produce a species of horse known to us as thieldones, 
and when smaller, asturcones; they have a peculiar and not common 
pace of their own, which is very easy, and arises from the two legs of 
the same side being moved together”  – trans. Bostock & Riley 1855.
842  Azzarolli 1985: 153.
843  Vigneron 1968: 46.
844  Suet. Div. Vesp. 23: “Mulionem in itinere quodam suspicatus ad 
calciandas mulas desiluisse – on a travel, while suspecting his mule-
teer for making an [artificial] delay by shoeing the mules”- author’s 
translation; see also Azzarolli 1985: 153. In a clear contrast to the 
later practice when the nailed hoofs were used, Vespasian’s  muleeter 
did not needed the help of smith. Tying is not a complicated task and 
the delay surely made the emperor suspicious, as he had personal 
experience in that business, cf. Suet. Div. Vesp. 4. 3.
845  See Dixon & Southern 1993: 331 for more on Roman horseshoes.
846  Junkelmann 1990: 53.
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divided into turmae sub-units and fully armed. The dis-
tance covered on such occasions was 20 miles (about 32 
km).847 Perhaps that distance was considered the normal 
daily marching duration that the Roman unit was expect-
ed to cope with ease. In war conditions the distances 
covered should have been greater. As marching fatigue 
was considered a problem, at one occasion (during the 
AD 16 campaign) Germanicus ordered transporting 
cavalry by water in order to spare horses: “the cavalry 
with their horses would be shipped fresh, through the 
banks and river mouths, into the heart of Germany”.848 
But horses (such was the case of ponies taken by Ernest 
Shackleton for his Antarctic expedition) as humans are 
subjected to sea sickness. Moreover, unlike in the case 
of human beings, vomiting is a serious challenge for their 
health. Nowadays horses are transported by plains and 
cars but never by sea.849 Statistics concerning losses of 
British cavalry remounts during the pre-Great War pe-
riod, when masses of these animals were transported 
aboard ships to India and South Africa, reveals the fact 
that about 5% of these animals were lost during these 
voyages, provided that transports were done in time 
of good sea conditions and on rather short distances, 
though during prolonged journeys or bad weather peri-

847  Veg. Epit. 1. 27. See also Fields & Hook 2006: 23 for commen-
tary. The marching required dismounting and mounting again in order 
to spare horses.
848  Tac. Ann. 2. 5: “integrum equitem equosque per ora et alveos 
fluminum media in Germania fore.” – author’s translation.
849  It is a common knowledge among horse owners, but because of 
the fact that horses are not subjected to that risk in our times there is 
no serious contemporary veterinary literature on that matter.

ods the amount of losses could rise up to about 10%.850 
Of course, causes of these losses varied starting from 
necks broken by halters and uncured biting wounds and 
ending on sea sickness and shipping fever. 

The Romans should have even more problems when 
shipping cavalry units into free Germania, as they used 
rather small flat bottomed boats for the purpose.851 
As a result, the risk of shipping fever should have 
decreased,852 but sea sickness certainly took its toll. As we 
can see, transporting cavalry by water should have been 
considered a desperate measure. But because such deci-
sions had been made in order to avoid marching fatigue 
one may suspect that the horse losses, which certainly 
should occur during marches through wilderness of “Ger-
mania libera”, should have been even higher. Therefore, 
using the above mentioned modern time analogies one 
can calculate that about 10% of horses should have been 
lost during such enterprise: the amount of animals lost 
should have been higher than the expected number of 
sea transport casualties – in their planning the Romans 
certainly had made optimistic estimations about the sea 
transport casualties (the modern analogies suggest that it 

850  Paget (under the hereditary title of Marquess of Anglesey) 1998: 
301–302.
851  The Romans should have been using something similar to the 
second century AD Zwammerdam boat (see Fischer 2012: 379–380 
and phot. 553) apparently built for transport purposes. In that case 
only two or three horses could have been taken onboard. 
852  The risk of getting shipping fever (pleuropneumonia) greatly 
increases when horses during transport are subjected to long stay in 
closed places with bad ventilation. It is a combined infection involving 
the lungs and the pleural cavity.

Fig. 74. The strategic position of Cohors I Flavia Damascenorum miliaria equitata sagittaria based at Friedberg fort: to the 
nearest vulnerable points it had a marching distance of about 20 km (after M. Müller, internet: http://www.altwege.de/roemer-
und-kelten/lahn-kastelle.html – access 19.04.2017).
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should be about 5% – if shipping occurred in good weather 
conditions). But that part of Germanicus’ campaign of AD 
16 ended in a disaster due to the stormy conditions of the 
North Sea.853 Nevertheless, it could serve as an evidence 
that Romans considered transporting cavalry by water to 
be a solution for marching fatigue problems. One may also 
hypothesize that the distance of 20 miles, mentioned by 
Vegetius, was considered bearable for most cavalry units 
and should have not caused serious losses through fatigue.

The disposition of some forts can confirm such theory. 
The Friedberg fort [fig. 74] located in the centre of Wet-
terau, in Flavian and early Antonine times housed Cohors 
I Flavia Damascenorum miliaria equitata sagittaria (see 
table 3 for references). No doubt, a substantial cavalry 
force of 240 troopers was based at Friedberg (accord-

ing to the “paper strength”).  The cohors Damascenorum 
was strategically stationed at crossroads ready to march 
at any sign of trouble.854 The distance to the nearest forts 
like Saalburg, Butzbach, Altenstadt, Echzell or even Arns-
burg never exceeded 20 km. Please note that all these 
forts were located directly on the frontier.855 As we all 
know, the Wetterau frontier was considered exposed to 
attacks, being not defended by natural obstacles, such as 
rivers. These reasons lay behind the carefully calculated 
localisation of Friedberg fort. Moreover, the legionary 
base at Mainz, where another substantial cavalry force 
was based (again see table 3 for references), was located 
some 40 km to the south-west. 

The pre-war Polish military manuals contained de-
tailed calculations, which could help cavalry command-
ers to estimate the remaining reserves of strength (table 

853  Tac. Ann. 2. 23–24.
854  For more about the function of Friedberg fort, see Breeze 2011: 61.
855  That approach was an effect of a long term evolution: in the 
Julio-Claudian times the situation in the lower Rhine area looked quite 
different. The larger alae cavalry garrisons located at (Fectio) Vechten 
and Vetera (Xanten) – cf. Breeze 2012: 95 – supervised frontier sec-
tions of about 80 km (it required two days of marching to cover the 
whole distance). That happened because in those days the Romans  
tried to control the local population by political means and had not 
yet developed the “mentality of living in entrenched fortress”.

5). These can be useful in reconstructing battle abilities 
of Roman horse, but we should bear in mind that all 
these calculations were made for marching regime de-
scribed above, with walking and trotting intervals. Other 
manuals stated that the speed of large cavalry units on 
move never exceeded 6 km/h (that corresponds with 
the movement speed of a walking horse), while smaller 
sub-units could move faster – maintaining marching 
pace of about 7–8 km/h.856 One can imagine that ordi-
nary Roman cavalry unit should have covered the dis-
tance of 20 miles (32 km) in 6 hours. According to these 
calculations, the horse units based at Mainz should have 
been able to appear at any endangered point on Wet-
terau frontier after one day of marching, even if moving 
only at walk. 

Therefore, it is quite probable that the Roman cavalry 
preferred walking during marches, spurring the horses 
into action when contact with the enemy was made. One 
can imagine that the Roman cavalry using “primitive” 
horses marching at slow pace – the animals renown for 
stamina and carrying capabilities – should have appeared 
on battlefields less tired (for modern standards), but 
could have depleted its reserves of strength more rapidly 
in action because pony-sized horses are not adapted to 
longer work at gallop.857 The presence of calones march-

856  Drucki-Lubecki & Grabowski 1934(2014): 25.
857  I was informed by dr Jacek Łojek from Warsaw University of 
Life Sciences about unsuccessful experiment during which “Hucuł” 
ponies were subjected to endurance tests according to norms set for 
thoroughbred racing horses. The experiment had to be stopped be-
cause the hart beating rate was exceeding safety norms. The results 
of Japanese television experiments in which Kiso ponies took part 
(see chapter 1 for more) can also provide support to the theory that 
the “primitive” pony-sized horses were able for rather short periods 
of action during which canter was preferred to gallop. It was because 
their muscle fibres were more accustomed to slower contractions. 
That feature helped them a lot when a heavy rider should have been 
carried for a great distance at slow pace, but become a serious dis-
advantage during combat when faster contractions of muscles were 
needed. In that respect the primitive horses were similar to heavy 
cold-blooded animals. At this point we should recall an opinion from 
the pre-war Polish cavalry manuals: „U ciężarowego stępaka mięśnie 
kurczą się bardzo silnie, ale powoli: skurcze następują rytmicznie jeden 

Table 5. The cavalry unit’s remaining reserves of strength (after Hofman 1931(2013)b: 167).

Distances: Further ability of a cavalry unit:
Meters at trot: Meters at canter: Meters at gallop:

Unit, which marched 12 km in 1 hour can additionally cover 33 km, 
walking and trotting alternately, or: 35000 9500 2250

Unit, which marched 22 km in 2 hours can additionally cover 33 km, 
walking and trotting alternately, or: 28000 7600 1800

Unit, which marched 32 km in 3 hours can additionally cover 22 km, 
walking and trotting alternately, or: 14000 3800 900

Unit, which marched 40 km in 4 hours can additionally cover 14 km, 
walking and trotting alternately, or: 7000 1900 450

Unit, which marched 45 km in 5 hours can additionally cover 12 km, 
walking and trotting alternately, or: 7000 1900 450
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ing and fighting on foot would make the choice of walk-
ing instead of cantering even more logical.858

Using above mentioned Junkelmann’s data for Cam-
argue horses we can calculate that animals moving 
45–52 km/h at a gallop would be able to work 2–3 min-
utes when not tired and lees than one minute after 
a long march. On the other hand, neck breaking charges 
occurred very rarely and majority of cavalry actions re-
quired moving at canter. In such case the horses moving 
20–30 km/h should be able to work 19–28 minutes with 
fresh reserves of strength and about 4–6 minutes when 
tired. Therefore, when the cavalry unit was mounted on 
smaller horses canter was preferred to gallop during bat-
tle clashes and the battle encounters could not last long. 

Please note that these estimations are based on the 
concept that the horsemen charged in a rather straight 
line. In Roman times the realities were different: cav-
alry use required riding in an intricate pattern and lots 
of turning and wheeling. These activities could be more 
tiring for horses. Therefore, in order to find out how that 
factor affected the battle performance of horses, we 
should examine modern polo competitions during which 
the animals have to endure lots of turning. A polo match 
lasts a little less than an hour. Playing time is divided into 
chukkas of seven and a half minutes. After each chukkas 
horses are changed.859 The examination of response to 
the increased effort after two chukkas have shown that 
during the game the heart rate increases significantly, de-
hydration is progressing, the red blood cells production 
significantly increases, judging from hematocrit index, 
as well as the saturation of muscle lactic acid.860 Obvi-

po drugim, rzadko jednak dochodzą do krańcowego wysiłku. Praca 
wzrasta w prostym stosunku do przewożonego ciężaru, szybkość za-
wsze jest mała. Wobec tego strata siły nie bywa nigdy zbyt wielka, 
oczywiście z wyjątkiem takich chwil, jak np. ruszenie wozu z miejsca 
i ciągnięcie pod górę lub też po ciężkiej drodze. Mięśnie ciężarowego 
stępaka mają dosyć czasu na oczyszczenie się od kwasu węglowego, 
kwasu mlecznego itd., płuca zaś jego na utlenianie krwi, przy czym od-
dech nie osiąga zbyt wysokiego naprężenia; prymitywny jego system 
nerwowy pracuje powoli, i męczy się więc powoli. Dlatego też cięża-
rowe stępaki nie prędko się męczą i o ile są dobrze karmione, mogą 
pracować 10, 15 a nawet 18 godzin na dobę. – For a heavy horse mus-
cles contract very strongly but slowly: the contractions appear rhyth-
mically, one after the other, but they rarely reach extreme effort. The 
amount of work increases in a simple relation to the weight of load, 
speed is always small. Therefore, the loss of strength never happens 
too rapidly, of course, except for those moments like moving a cart 
from the place or pulling it upwards or on a muddy road. Muscles of 
a heavy horse have enough time to purify from the carbonic and lactic 
acids etc., similarly the lungs have time for the oxidation of blood, 
wherein the breath ratio does not rise too high; its primitive nervous 
system works slowly, and so tires slowly. Therefore, heavy horses get 
tired not so soon and if they are well fed, they can work 10, 15 or 
even 18 hours a day” – after Hofman 2013b: 174 (author’s translation).
The tall hot blooded horses were the opposite, they depleted their 
reserves of strength more rapidly when marching, but could endure 
more intensive work during fighting.
858  Tough the calones slowed the march, see Junkelmann 1991: 100.
859  Edwards 2001: 361.
860  Zobba et al. 2011: 545.

ously, all this is a natural reaction to the intensive effort, 
increased oxygen absorption and sweating. The burden 
of such increased effort is so great that it should be em-
phasized that it is not possible for the horses to work 
so hard for a longer time, hence the need for changing 
horses in polo matches. 

But how that worked on the battlefield? There was 
a consensus of opinion among the pre-war Polish offic-
ers – based on their personal experiences from 1920 
Polish-Soviet war – that cavalry vs. cavalry clashes never 
lasted long. The encounters during which cold steel fight-
ing happened were rather short and brutish affairs: usu-
ally after few minutes of a chaotic and confused mêlée 
one side decided to give up and flee.861 Therefore, polo 
matches perfectly resemble war conditions: the duration 
imposed on cavalry mounts and polo ponies is almost 
identical. The data acquired from research concerning 
polo horses suggests that periods of intensive fighting 
never exceeded thirty minutes. 

But our sources, while referring to numerous con-
flicts, quite often stress the prolonged nature of fighting. 
However, that contradiction could be easily explained: 
periods of intense fighting should had been interspersed 
with resting lulls. For the horses the increased effort 
causes reactions similar to inflammation (according to 
the presence of diagnostically significant acute phase 
proteins usually combined with signs of inflammation).862 
Yet, it is difficult to define the border between the horses 
tired and deadly tired. Therefore, seeking data that could 
be used by military historians will have to wait. The en-
durance abilities would always look differently for differ-
ent animals. Nevertheless, with the help of above men-
tioned data and estimations from pre-war Polish military 
manuals we can put forward a hypothesis that typical 
cavalry clashes lasted about ten-thirty minutes when the 
participants rode on fresh horses, and less when tired 
animals were used. If the result was inconclusive, both 
sides had to withdraw, re-form ranks, rest a while and 
then return to the fighting. 

861  Drucki-Lubecki & Grabowski 1934(2014): 186–187: „Walka 
tego rodzaju charakteryzuje się niesłychanie szybkim przebiegiem 
wydarzeń: trwa bardzo krótko... Szarża doprowadza do zetknięcia 
z nieprzyjacielem i do walki pojedynczych jeźdźców na szable i lance. 
Po spotkaniu się szyk, w którym jedna ze stron szarżowała, miesza się, 
a właściwie prawie zawsze jedna ze stron nie wytrzyma i zawróci. Jeże-
li obie walczące strony doszły do spotkania, to w ciągu pewnego czasu 
i na pewnej przestrzeni odbywa się zupełnie chaotyczna rąbanina, po-
tem zawsze jeden z walczących odpływa z pola bitwy – The struggle 
of this kind is characterized by an extremely rapid course of events: it 
takes a very short time ... A charge ends in the contact with the enemy 
and results in individual fighting done with sabres and lances. After 
clashing the order in which one side charged is thrown into disorder, 
and in fact almost always one side is unable to stand ground and turns 
around. If both warring parties came into contact, and in a certain 
time and on a certain space a completely chaotic mêlée takes place, 
then always one of the combatants flees from the battlefield – au-
thor’s translation”.
862  Cywińska et al. 2011: 1402–1406.
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Of course, on some occasions, as certainly happened 
during the last great European cavalry battle of Komarowo 
on 31 August 1920, the horses could have been pressed 
to work beyond the limits. Not surprisingly, at the end of 
that day the tired animals were unable to pursuit the bro-
ken Soviet cavalry because some units charged the enemy 
after prolonged marches lasting whole day, others were 
fighting from dawn to dusk with some breaks between 
actions. The example of the 9th Regiment of Uhlans (9-ty 
Pułk Ułanów Małopolskich) is significant: the uhlans went 
into action in the morning after making the distance of 60 
km during the night and continued fighting throughout 
the whole day, participating in the last charge which de-
cided the outcome of the battle, but we must admit that 
their horses were rested and fed in one short break when 
fresh reserves replaced the tired regiment in the line.863 
However, such situations occurred rarely because most 
commanders preferred to have cavalry able for service, 
not tired beyond expectations.

Modern analogies can indicate that cavalry unit can 
replenish reserves of strength when rested for a while or 
even when the marching pace was changed. On 24 April 
1794 at Villers-en-Caushies the 15th light dragoons led 
by Capt. Robert Pocklington charged the French cavalry, 
which drew aside only to reveal massed infantry and artil-
lery.  As Pocklington’s men were at full speed and could 
not stop they had to continue the charge, so they overran 
the guns and smashed through the infantry when horses 
killed by the musket fire had broken the French forma-
tion. The 15th, still in good order, routed the cavalry and 
galloped on to dispatch the approaching siege-train. After 
covering about 4 miles they stopped, as their horses were 
blown, calmly re-formed and headed back following their 
own traces and changing the marching pace to a trot. For-
tunately enough, the fresh French troops stationed near-
by had mistaken them with their own cavalry because of 
the blue uniforms worn by the light dragoons. But after 
a while Pocklington had found his escape route blocked 
by very the same infantry through which they had already 
charged, rallied and ready. So they charged through again 
and routed the enemy, mostly because the French morale 
was shaken by previous experience.864

That event shows the importance of resting lulls, 
which certainly occurred during Roman times, though 
it was rather a practice characteristic for infantry fight-

863  According to relation of an eyewitness – General Juliusz Rómmel 
– quoted in: Drucki-Lubecki & Grabowski 1934(2014): 190–197. That 
was possible because Poland, despite of the losses of World War 1, 
possessed the best cavalry horses in Europe, which were well pre-
pared to endure such effort by hundreds of years of selective breed-
ing. The shaggy little horses on which, according to Rómmel’s relation 
the Bolshevik cavalry was mounted, were unprepared to withstand 
such prolonged intensive work. Therefore, we can conclude that such 
achievements were beyond the abilities of Roman horse, mounted on 
animals similar in size.
864  The description of the event after: Haythornthwaite & Hook 
2013b: 18.

ing.865  However, Tacitus’ relation about the first Cre-
mona battle contains a passage that refers explicitly to 
the performance of Rhineland cavalry present among the 
supporters of Vitelius’ cause: “the cavalry charged, and, 
strange to say, some of them866 were forced to seek pro-
tection within their entrenchments by an inferior force 
of Otho’s men only through the courage of the Italian le-
gion. This, with the driven swords re-formed against the 
expelled horse, which returned to renew the battle”.867 
Tacitus’ account, as always,  is full of rhetoric and he even 
implies that  cowardice was responsible for such strange 
behaviour, but we may suspect that the rapidly depleting 
reserves of horses’ strength had an impact on it.

If the periods of fighting, interspersed with lulls in 
battles, had been rather short, the “primitive” horses 
could endure such conditions better than taller swift 
runners. Of course, cavalry mounted on such animals 
would be doomed when confronted with units on faster, 
middle sized, warm blood horses like modern Arabic or 
Turcoman breeds, which would deplete the reserves 
of strength more slowly.868 However, on the Rhineland 
frontier that factor was not a problem because the an-
cient Germanic warriors rode into battle on even smaller 
animals. Fortunately for the Romans the possession of 
small short legged horses, which stood a little more than 
140 cm at the withers, offered them an obvious advan-
tage, provided that they were not lured into ambushes 
set in marshy or densely wooded areas, where the foe 
would be able to exploit the greater manoeuvrability of 
smaller Germanic ponies.869

The general conclusion is that the Roman cavalry arm 
used horses well chosen for expected duties. Legion-
ary cavalry rode on larger horses and served as cracking 
force, ceremonial escort for officials of senatorial rank, 
and as dispatch riders.870 Taller horses were chosen for 
these tasks because they were faster. We should also add 
that the horses of some other guard units, like equites 
singulares of provincial governors, are invisible in archae-
ological record due to the lack of permanent bases. One 
may hypothesize that they used horses similar in size to 
those big beasts on which the equites legionis rode. On 

865  In Roman imperial times resting lulls could have appeared at 
first Cremona (Tac. Hist. 2. 41–44). Such fighting practice was record-
ed at Forum Gallorum (App. Bell. Civ. 3. 68). For more, see Cowan & 
McBride 2003a:  65–66.
866  Literally: quo minus – the minority of them.
867  Tac. Hist. 2. 41: “equites prorupere; et mirum dictu, a paucioribus 
Othonianis quo minus in vallum inpingerentur, Italicae legionis virtute 
deterriti sunt: ea strictis mucronibus redire pulsos et pugnam resumere 
coegit” – author’s translation.
868   As it could had happened at Ayn Jalut on 3 September 1260, 
when lighter Arabic and Turcoman horses should have been able to 
endure more effort than Mongol ponies. In that particular battle mo-
rale and stamina was more important than tactical skills that forged 
previous Mongol victories. 
869  That would be enlarged on below in chapter 7.
870  For a legionary horseman serving as a dispatch rider, see Speidel 
1986: 167–168.
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the other hand, they were handpicked men, recruited 
from various auxiliary units and could have retained 
smaller animals used during their former service. The 
subject requires further investigation. 

The equites alares and equites cohortales were bur-
dened with mundane duties of patrolling, screening 
and scouting. Not surprisingly, the Roman horsemen, 
employed to picket and patrol the borders, which was 
considered a complicated, exhausting and taxing chore 
by cavalrymen of all times, looked for the animals able 
to fulfill these tasks. Smaller horses were better suited 
for such duties. In a clear contrast to the taller animals, 
which were of better use for a crack force, the smaller 
“primitive” mounts offered excellent service to javelin 

throwers because their smooth and slow gaits facilitated 
aiming.

Nevertheless, in all circumstances the Romans tried 
to use horses taller than ponies ridden by their German-
ic foes. These mounts, together with advanced horse 
tack, gave them serious advantage. However, such situa-
tion could not last for long. After the Marcomannic wars 
many Roman captives passed knowledge about newest 
technical developments. Good quality horses also be-
came a prized loot. Very soon the Germanic peoples 
become accustomed with saddle making and began ex-
periments with harsh curb bits. Even the horses used for 
combat became taller. As a result, the days of Roman 
superiority became only a memory.
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There is a debate concerning Roman auxiliary equipment 
whether there was a considerable difference between 
legionary and auxiliary war gear.871 The Roman auxiliary 
cavalry equipment never was analysed from that point 
of view: putting apart the evidence about some “ethnic” 
fighting styles, the rest of the auxiliary horse was treated 
as a whole, no matter if serving in distant places, as dif-
ferent as Egypt or Britannia. The very nature of the avail-
able evidence is partially responsible for such approach: 
the majority of finds (and a great amount of figured evi-
dence) comes from Britannia and two Germanies. The 
knowledge about the frequent unit transfers between 
these two zones created an impression about the uni-
form appearance of the Roman cavalrymen. The very 
limited nature of evidence from other parts of empire 
(with some notable exceptions from Balkan peninsula 
and Syria) even strengthened such conviction. But the 
Rhineland (and British) cavalry was quite different from 
horsemen serving in the Middle East or Africa and there 
were even some important differences between units 
stationed alongside the Germanic frontier.

We also have a problem with the uneven distribu-
tion of evidence: the majority of finds connected with 
cavalry comes from the lower Rhine area. For example, 
many cavalry helmets were recovered from Rhine north 
of Xanten,872 while the most complete horse equipment 
sets come from Xanten and Doorwerth873 (not mention-
ing the unique finds of saddle covers from Valkenburg). 
Such situation was partially caused by the Batavian re-
volt of AD 69/70 during which many pieces of equipment 
were lost, dumped or intentionally hidden. On the other 
hand, the carved grave stelae, which provide an essen-
tial part of figured evidence, were mostly recovered from 
large urban centres,874 such as Mainz, as these pieces of 
evidence owe their survival to the process of stone walls 
building that occurred in the third century AD.

The Roman auxiliary cavalry equipment evolved 
through time. During that process the Romans (soldiers 

871  Bishop & Coulston 1993: 206.
872  See distribution map in: Nicolay 2007: 84 fig. 3.12.
873  See distribution map in: Nicolay 2007: 86 fig. 3.13.
874  See Schleiermacher 1984: 66–153.

at least) adapted arms, armour and fighting techniques 
characteristic for their allies (or, frankly speaking, their 
subjects). But due to the limited evidence the very pro-
cess of evolution remains overlooked, as researchers 
tend to concentrate on later periods, mostly due to the 
lack of sufficient evidence. But careful examination of 
the subtle interplay of influences coming from different 
cultural zones should remain and important topic in our 
work, as it would enable better understanding of true 
abilities of Roman auxiliary horse. It seems that during 
the first and second centuries AD the Rhineland Roman 
horsemen were armed, armoured and equipped ac-
cording to three different “styles”. For the purposes of 
systematic I call these “styles” by terms forged from the 
ethnic names, as these were mostly typical for horsemen 
recruited from certain areas. And so, there were horse-
men equipped according to “Italian”, “Celto-Thracian” or 
“Lower Rhine Germanic” styles. But we should always 
bear in mind that these labels are only matter of conven-
tion and reflect only type of equipment, not ethnicity. 
There are also elements of equipment common for all 
these groups.

A. Italian style

The early imperial pictorial evidence suggests that the 
Roman citizen cavalry (i.e. equites legionis and equites 
cohortales from volunteer citizen units, so characteris-
tic for the Augustan period),875 did not changed a lot in 
comparison to the republican times. The legionary (?) 
horsemen shown on Orange (ancient Arausio) trium-
phal arch876 and riders sculpted on Palazzo Ducale reliefs 
from Mantua877 display equipment typical for the late 
Republican period: the horsemen wear Gallica chain-

875  Spaul 2000: 19–48.
876  Robinson 1975: 89; see also D’Amato & Sumner 2009: 15, 
231–234 and Junkelmann 1991: 57 phot. 23 for good photographs. 
According to Pavkovič (1991: 81), the Orange monument was erect-
ed to celebrate the suppression of Gallic revolt by Legio II Augusta. 
Therefore, it can show the legionary horsemen.
877  For Mantua reliefs, see also Junkelmann 1992: 180 phot. 156–
157 and Connolly 1998: 234.
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mail armour878 and Coolus helmets, which resembled 
reversed jockey caps [figs. 48–49, 76b]. Robinson once 
had pointed out that “neither the Montefortino type nor 
the Coolus type would have been very suitable for cav-
alry use since they did not give adequate protection to 
the neck – a very vulnerable part of the human anatomy 
in mounted combat, when a backward cut could do more 
damage to a passing horseman than a frontal one”.879 
But my experiments with a working replica of a Coolus 
type helmet suggest the opposite: when the helmet is 
positioned correctly the protruding neck guard goes 
slightly downwards, offering protection to the neck [fig. 

878  Which show no traces of Celtic style wide shoulder protections: 
the chainmail shoulder doubling is either narrow or absent.
879  Robinson 1975: 89.

76a-b]. Moreover, the helmets with smaller neck guards 
seem to be safer for horsemen because the riders were 
less prone to risk of neck breaking during fall.880 It is 
noteworthy that such helmet, resembling Coolus type 
but with embossed laurel diadem and Amazon shields 
decoration, was found at Pompeii [fig. 77a].881 

Orange sculptures and some early imperial tomb-
stones882 suggest that the elongated gladius hispaniensis, 
in the form of early imperial Fontillet, Nauportus and Gi-

880  The shorter and less protruding neck guard, especially when worn 
downwards, is not able to hit the ground perpendicularly and break the 
neck. However, with the longer neck guard the picture changes.
881  Fischer 2012: 206 phot. 298. Tough Fischer correctly points out 
that the attribution of the helmet in question to cavalry was done 
solely by the formal analysis of its decoration. 
882  CIL XIII 7023 = ILS 2504 from Mainz.

Fig. 75. Republican and early imperial swords (not to scale): a – two gladii hispanenses and Mainz type sword from Pompeii 
(after Ortisi 2015: pl. 1, cat. no. A 1–3) sadly without firm context; b – Fontillet, Nauportus and Giubiasco swords (after James 
2011: 123 fig. 43); c – an almost complete example with ivory hilt and pommel, from David Xavier collection, said to come from 
north Africa (phot. R. D’Amato, after D’Amato & Ruggeri 2017: 14). The pictorial evidence suggests that such swords remained in 
use during the Neronian or early Flavian periods [figs. 38, 73].

ba c
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ubiasco types, with long triangular tapering points and 
parallel edges, still remained in use [compare figs. 38, 73 
and 75a-b].883 Presumably under La Tène influence the 
horsemen started to use longer swords foreshadowing 
later spathae style: such imported weapon was found at 
Przeworsk culture Wesółki site (Poland) – in grave assem-
blage no. 20. The find was dated to the time around the 
birth of Christ: it had obvious Roman origins, as it was 
signed by the name of Roman swordsmith. It had a blade 
with narrowing edges and a long tapering point884 (ge-
neric proximity with earlier Fontillet, Nauportus and Gi-
ubiasco types is clearly visible, despite the fact that the 
blade in question was somewhat longer). Blade similar 
in shape, though wider and with more prominent taper-
ing point, was found at Jericho in Judea.885 Interestingly, 
an almost complete Nauportus – Giubiasco sword, with 
ivory hilt and pommel, comes from David Xavier Collec-
tion [fig. 75c]. It was said to come from northern Africa. 
The shown above analogies suggest that that particu-
lar example belongs to the mid-first century AD (tough 
D’Amato prefers later chronology).886 Surviving figured 

883  As it was said, it was an elongated version of an infantry weapon 
with parallel edges and long tapering point, see James 2011: 80.
884  About the find: Biborski 1978: 58, 61–62;
885  Rocca & Hook 2009: 22.
886  D’Amato & Ruggeri 2017: 14.

evidence can assure us that similar weapons could have 
been used by the Rhineland cavalry [figs. 38, 73].

It is noteworthy that the elongated Celtic type hex-
agonal shields, introduced in the early imperial times 
and clearly visible on many monuments from the pe-
riod, seem to be the only other concession on behalf 
of the newcoming barbarian styles. On the other hand, 
the round shields were traditional equipment of Italian 
horsemen – so the mounted gladiators continued to use 
them throughout the imperial times.887 A round bronze 
shield was found inside the gladiatorial school at Pom-
peii888 – it probably belongs to the Flavian period [fig. 78].

We should stress the fact that the appearance of the 
elongated shields, oval or hexagonal in shape,  should be 
connected with the introduction of saddles into the Ro-
man army use. Earlier republican round bucklers (about 

887  Such horsemen are clearly visible on the now lost decoration 
of the Umbricius Scaurus’ grave, see Junkelmann 2000a: 76–77 phot. 
108. Please note that the monument shows [fig. 79 in the present 
book] combatants wearing ordinary gladiator helmets – not the pseu-
do-Attic ones like in the assemblage from gladiatorial school [fig. 78]. 
Similar representation of a gladiator helmet appears on an olive lamp, 
once in Axel Guttmann’s collection. On the contrary, on relief from 
Civitella S. Paolo the Coolus/Manheim type helmets are shown, see 
Junkelmann 2000a: 124 phot. 193 and 195. On all these images the 
equites gladiators use round parmae equestris.
888  Junkelmann 2000a: 78–79 phot. 111–112.

Fig. 76a-b. Author in a Coolus/Manheim replica (author’s project, realisation by Adam Maziar) helmet (phot. Rafał 
Miłoszewski). The experience with dummy spears fighting revealed the fact that the cheeks restricted vision and the strokes 
aimed at legs could have caused problems. However, in mounted combat the majority of strokes should have been aimed at 
torso, as aiming a legs would not result in sustaining disabling wounds [fig. 79].
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three Roman feets wide – slightly less than 90 cm)889 
were excellent in active parrying, but provided less pro-
tection against missiles. On the other hand, the imperial 
examples were quite long and heavy: one of the Valk-
enburg leather shield covers, intended for oval cavalry 
type, was 150 cm long and 64 cm wide. Some 7–10 cm 
should be taken from each side because the cover should 
have been folded over the shield edges. That suggests 
that the original shield was some 130 cm high and 64 
cm wide. Some smaller examples were also recovered at 
the site in question.890 The Doncaster shield (typical for 
the “lower Rhine Germanic style”) was also some 130 cm 
high [fig. 112a]. When the horseman was seated on an 
ordinary saddle blanket the use of such heavy defence 
put him at risk of body displacement. Only saddles, no 
matter whether of “horned” variety or “Pazyryk” style, 
enabled their use. It is not a coincidence that elongated 
shields and “horned” riding equipment appear in icono-
graphic record at the same time [figs. 14, 32, 77b].

However, we should stress the fact that the fig-
ured and pictorial evidence for the round shields use 
alongside the Germanic frontier is very limited: a cav-
alryman armoured with one can be recognized on ter-
racotta figurine from Toulon-sur-Allier, located north 
of Vichy.891 The second piece of evidence comes from 
the anonymous Pompeian grave decoration discovered 
near Porta Nocera: the depicted parma equestris has an 
umbo painted in the form of barbarian’s head adorned 
with Suebian knot [fig. 80]. According to Salvatore Or-

889  Junkelmann 1992: 176.
890  Dixon & Southern 1993: 45–46.
891  van Boekel 1989: 93 fig.14.

tisi, the grave in question belonged to the veteran of 
Germanic wars who died in the second quarter of the 
first century AD.892 Tough Ortisi recognized the resem-
blance of the discovered round shield to gladiatorial 
equipment,893 he prefers the “military” explanation: 
on the same monument a Mainz type sword was also 
clearly depicted. That fact alone can support a theory 
that swords of earlier patterns [fig. 75a] were still used 
as cavalry weapons by people of Italian origins, together 
with round shields.894 The evidence for extended chro-
nology of such weapons use also comes from the same 
region: at Pompeii two swords were discovered, similar 
in shape to earlier gladii hispanienses [fig. 75a].895 The 
two recovered blades come from the period before the 
civil wars: both have long triangular tapering points, the 
shorter one shows resemblance to the famous Delos 
example.896 On the other hand, the longer one was simi-
lar to the Es Soumâa and Mouris finds.897 Interestingly, 

892  See Ortisi 2015: 83 phot. 32.
893  Ortisi 2015: 98.
894  See also Junkelmann  2000a: 32 phot. 42 for relief from Rome 
with representations of equites gladiators, now in München, Staatli-
che Antikensammlungen und Glyptothek. The Mainz type gladii are 
clearly visible on the monument. Therefore, the item shown on Porta 
Nocera monument could have been a gladiatorial equipment as well, 
see Gawroński 2015: 30.
895  Ortisi 2015: 17. The total length of Pompeii swords is 73–70 cm. 
According to James (2011: 80), the two examples of gladii hispanenses 
from Šmihel in Croatia and single Delos sword had blades 622–661 
mm and 625 mm long (measured without hilt tangs). Therefore, both 
pieces from Pompeii were similar in shape and size and perfectly 
match the general pattern. See also Gawroński 2015: 28.
896  Ortisi 2015: 17, 119  (cat. no. A 2 pl.. 1, 2); Gawroński 2015: 28.
897  Ortisi 2015: 17, 119 (cat. no. A 1 pl.. 1, 1); Gawroński 2015: 28.

ba

Fig. 77. Coolus type cavalry helmets: a – from Pompeii (after Ortisi 2015: pl. 19: cat. no. B 7);  b – early Julio-Claudian horse-
man shown on Orange triumphal arch (after D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 231 fig. 315d). Please also note an unusual body defence 
resembling the later medieval padded aketons or gambesons. Could the Roman artist have in mind a padded armour? The 
horseman also uses hexagonal shield, borrowed from the “barbarian” auxiliary servicemen. That stands in clear contrast to 
earlier representations on which the Roman equites carry round shields.
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Fig. 78. The Flavian period assemblage from Caserna dei Gladiatori, Pompeii, Regio V, Insula 5 no, 3 (after Ortisi 2015: 74 
phot. 29). The assemblage most probably belonged to a mounted gladiator [compare with figs. 79, 81]. If some conservative Ro-
man officers or eques legionis continued to be armed according to “Italian style”, they should have used similar panoply.

a Mainz type sword was also discovered at the town,898 
perhaps it remained in use till the Flavian period.899 
However, all these examples are exceptional. Perhaps 
the dynamics of weapon development was different in 
peaceful Italian towns, the frontier forces reacted quick-
er to changes – similarly the old republican large oval 
scuta shields were still used by the Praetorian guard till 

898  Ortisi 2015: 19, 119  (cat. no. A 3 pl.. 1, 3); Gawroński 2015: 28.
899  But that is a speculation. Please note that all three swords have 
no clearly defined context, see Ortisi 2015: 119. 

Domitian’s reign,900  while the legionaries on frontiers 
preferred rectangular pieces. Simon James, while mak-
ing a comment to the illustration showing differences 
between Fontillet, Nauportus and Giubiasco swords 
[fig. 75b], pointed out that Nauportus type went out of 
use about AD 25, while Fontillet examples survived till 
AD 50 or later.901 The general conclusion is that cavalry-

900  Rankov & Hook 2002: 21 recalling the Cancellaria reliefs as ev-
idence.
901  James 2011: 123.
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Fig. 79. Mounted gladiators from the now lost monument of Umbricius Scaurus, Pompeii (after Gawroński 1998: 41). It seems 
that the “Italian style” in the late Julio-Claudian or Flavian periods was continued only by mounted gladiators and most prob-
ably became obsolete at the frontiers. Note the saddle blankets used instead of horned saddles (please note that the artist who 
copied the monument’s decoration could have omitted them).

Fig. 80. Decoration of an anonymous grave monument from the vicinity of Porta Nocera, Pompeii (after Ortisi 2015: 83 fig. 
32). It shows round shield, spear, pugio dagger and Mainz type gladius sword. The depicted parma equestris shows a head of 
a barbarian adorned with a Suebian knot. The grave could have belonged to the veteran horseman of Germanic wars of Augus-
tan or Tiberian period. If so, it could be the latest evidence of the “Italian style” arms and armour use.
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Fig. 81. Dismounted gladiator equites 
shown on relief from Rome, now in München, 
Staatliche Antikensammlungen und Glypto-
thek (after Junkelmann 2000a: 32 phot. 42). 
Note the Mainz type gladii, scale armour and 
round parmae equestres.

men stationed on the frontiers after some time replaced 
the round shields by hexagonal or oval examples and 
began to use longer swords. Curiously, the elongated 
“barbarian style” shields [figs. 73, 77b] were adapted 
sooner than spathae swords with parallel edges.

But if Ortisi’s interpretation of grave decoration dis-
covered near Porta Nocera is correct, then the “Italian 
style” could have been used alongside the Rhine fron-
tier a little longer: it was probably retained by non nu-
merous conservative Roman officers or by some equites 
legionis. At this point we should recall the assemblage 
recovered from Caserna dei Gladiatori at Pompeii [fig. 
78]. According to Ortisi, the assemblage in question, 
discovered inside the gladiatorial school, belonged to 
some “paramilitary” sentries or even guards, recruited 
from the Misenum fleet “marines”.  The equipment 
set consisted of a Pompeii type sword, two bronze 
“pseudo-Attic” helmets and two daggers. A round 
bronze parma equestris, adorned with Medusa’s head 
motif902 and a scale armour made from bone pieces 
[fig. 82] were also found at the place.903 Moreover, the 
remains of 18 humans and one bridled horse were dis-
covered nearby.904 Ortisi put forward a hypothesis that 
the described assemblage differs from the similar one, 

902  See Junkelmann 2000: 78–79 phot. 111–112. 
903  Ortisi 2015: 98; D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 141 phot. 187.
904  Ortisi 2015: 98.

found at the opposite side of the school’s courtyard.905 
It consisted of richly adorned pieces of equipment, like 
helmets and greaves, certainly intended for gladiato-
rial shows.

But the existence of other evidence can challenge 
such hypothesis. Some gladiator equites are shown 
with typical infantry swords. During the Augustan pe-
riod the combatants were portrayed with Mainz type 
gladii. These gladiator equites were shown at the clos-
ing scene of the duel, already dismounted and ready to 
dispatch their defeated opponents [fig. 81]. On some 
other Augustan reliefs the equites gladiators are sculpt-
ed in Attic-Boeotian type helmets and shown clad in 
scale armour,906 sometimes portrayed in fight with the 
wild animals.907 Apart from the above mentioned Attic-
Boeotian helmets, as always connected with horsemen, 
only the traditional round parmae equestris remind 
about their mounted character.908 Mounted gladiators 

905  Ortisi 2015: 96–97.
906  See Junkelmann 2000a: 124 phot. 195 for relief from Civitella 
S. Paolo.
907  See Junkelmann 2000a: 34–35 phot. 46 for Palazzo Orsini relief 
on which a dying eques gladiator is shown in a combat with a lion. 
He carries parma equestris shield and fights with a short gladius-like 
sword. He is also portrayed in scale armour. The relief most probably 
shows gladiator games of 11 BC connected with the inauguration of 
the Marcellus’ theatre.
908  About these representations of mounted gladiators, see Gaw-
roński 2015: 29–30.
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still used round shields because these defences were 
very useful in static duels fought in an old republican 
fashion. Therefore, we can put forward a hypothesis 
that the two-pseudo-Attic helmets from gladiatorial 
school served as parts of specialised equipment belong-
ing to a mounted warrior.909 Such interpretation is quite 
probable, as a contemporary relief from Mostar [fig. 
123b] shows Roman cavalryman wearing such a hel-
met.910 Therefore, if some conservative Roman officers 
or equites legionis continued to use the old fashioned 
“Italian style” in late Claudian or Neronian times, they 
should have carried panoply similar to that typical for 
mounted gladiators [figs. 78–81].

There are some other distinctive features of “Italian 
style”. The horsemen visible on the arch of Orange also 
appear to be riding bare-legged, without Celtic style 
trousers [fig. 77b]. Saddles visible on the Mantua reliefs 
[figs. 48–49] seem to belong to the soft Pazyryk type va-

909  Tough Ortisi (2015: 29) prefers the hypothesis that the assem-
blage in question belonged to infantrymen, perhaps a servicemen 
from Misenum fleet. See also Gawroński 2015: 30.
910  See D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 183 phot. 262a for drawing and 
D’Amato & Ruggieri 2016: 35 for photograph. D’Amato maintains 
that the curved sword of a Thracian type was shown on the Mostar 
monument, though the central ridge, so characteristic for diamond 
sectioned blades of Pompeii type gladii, can be recognized on the 
photograph, see Gawroński 2015: 30 note 40.

riety, tough, as it was said earlier, some captured Celtic 
saddles shown on the Orange monument [fig. 32] seem 
to be built on rigid wooden frames (although they lack 
the very large protruding “horns”, so characteristic for 
the later Flavian period).911

During the subsequent fifty years of the first cen-
tury AD that particular “Italian” type of equipment 
would be completely re-shaped in order to fulfil the 
requirements of fighting styles introduced by the vari-
ous “barbarian” allies of Rome. That happened because 
the “Italian style” was intended for close hand-to-hand 
combat: the long spears helped to hold enemies at dis-
tance and the traditional Roman round shields were 
intended for active parrying, when a horseman tried 
to deflect blows by mowing shield against upcoming 
cuts or thrusts. Unfortunately, the very nature of that 
process remains obscure due to the gap in our sources. 
The pictorial evidence only records that round shields 
were replaced by hexagonal or oval examples: that re-
flects the need for more static, but increased, protec-
tion against missiles.

Therefore, we can say that the traditional round 
shields had become obsolete during the first half of the 
first century AD when the days of the old “Italian style” 
were over.

911  D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 231 phot. 315a, 233 phot. 315p.

Fig. 82. Originally glided bone scale ar-
mour found in Caserna dei Gladiatori, Pompeii 
(after D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 141 phot. 
187). It was found together with panoply 
shown on fig. 78.
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Fig. 83. Tombstone of Flavius Bassus (Flavian period) from Römisch-Germanisches Museum, Köln (after Connolly 1996: 58). It 
shows the most characteristic example of the Celto-Thracian style, see notes 560 and 915 for references.

B. Celto-Thracian style

The Italian panoply was soon abandoned in favour of 
the new “tactical package” that originated in Thracia. 
The process most probably was a result of adapting the 
fighting style characteristic for the warriors belonging to 
Padea-Panagjurski-Kolonii group. As we remember, these 
warriors were mostly mounted javelinmen or spearmen. 
A number of Rhineland tombstones clearly show Ro-
man horsemen riding down their barbarian enemies.912 
The majority of these monuments also tend to depict 
Roman riders using short throwing spears or javelins.913 

912  Such way of depicting horsemen clearly originated on the Greek 
east, became popular in the Rhineland and then was transferred to 
Roman Britain, see Schleiermacher 1984: 13–17. 
913  Schleiermacher 1984: 71 cat. no. 5: stone of Niger from Bonn; 
73 cat. no. 6: Reburrus, Bonn; 79 cat. no. 9: Vornatorix, Bonn; 90 cat. 

It seems that during the first century AD the Roman 
Rhineland cavalry fought in special conditions – chasing 
unarmoured Germanic warriors in free spaces scattered 
among densely forested areas. 

The figured evidence can provide support to such 
statement: some Roman sculptors had given represen-
tations of a kind of shortened shafted weapon [figs. 38, 
73, 83]. It is widely accepted that it could be a some 
kind of artistic license and that the Roman sculptors give 
a representation of ordinary long thrusting spears. Yet, 

no. 17: tombstone of Flavius Bassus from Köln/Cologne; 93 cat. no. 18: 
anonymous horseman, Köln; 97 cat. no. 20: stone of Andes, Mainz; 99 
cat. no. 21: Annauso, Mainz; 110 cat. no. 27: Romanius Capito, Mainz; 
122 cat. no. 36: Togitio, Mainz-Gustavsburg; 124 cat. no. 37: Tutius, 
Mainz; 131 cat. no. 42: Dolanus, Wiesbaden; 136 cat. no. 45: Carmin-
ius Ingenuus, Worms; 138 cat. no. 46: Leubius, Worms; 140 cat. no. 
47: Licinius, Worms; 142, 149, 151: cat. nos.: 48, 51, 52: tombstones 
of anonymous horsemen, Worms.
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in my opinion the sculptors have intended to depict the 
correct length of a javelin [fig. 84]. As support for this 
thesis we can adduce the funerary monument of Flavius 
Bassus from Köln/Cologne [fig. 83] on which a horseman 
with a shafted weapon can clearly be seen, accompanied 
by a calo who holds two spare javelins. If the depicted 
weapon was indeed to be a thrusting spear, then there 
would be no need for showing spare examples.914 On the 
other hand, the Roman artists were able to show the cor-
rect length of the long thrusting spear [compare figs. 73, 
83 with figs. 94, 97b, 107–109].

It is true: on many funerary monuments from the 
first century AD the Rhineland horsemen are shown ac-
companied by calones – servants or “squires”. Usually, 
a calo carries spare javelins, ready to fetch them to his 
“master”. Many of these monuments can confirm Thra-
cian origins of the shown men, though the epigraphic 
evidence records also Celtic tribesmen from the Balkans, 
one Arabian horse archer, and only two warriors born 
in Germania or Gaul.915 It was, most probably, a custom 

914  Provided they would not break in combat.
915  Shleiermacher 1984: 86: Heddernheim, anonymous stone, cat. 
no.: 14; 90–92: Köln, stone of Flavius Bassus, cat. no. 17 (for image, 
see also Bishop 1988: 69 fig. 1; Connolly 1996: 58 – as it was said 
above in note 560 the inscription CIL XIII 8305 confirms that Flavius 
Bassus was born in a Thracian city (?) or tribal civitas (?) Dansala). 
Another horsemen in Shleiermacher 1984: 95: Mainz, stone of Abaius, 
cat. no. 19, he was: na(tione) Pan[nonius]; 97: Mainz, stone of Andes, 
cat. no. 20, he was cives Raeti/nio, Raetinia was a town in Dalma-
tia; 99: Mainz, stone of Annauso, cat. no. 21, he was cives Be/tasius, 
Baetasii tribe lived near Xanten; 106–107: Mainz, stone of a Parthian 

borrowed from Thracian lands. It is not a coincidence 
that in the other provinces of the Roman empire such 
representations have been attested only in Thracia.916 
Nothing like that had occurred on British soil or in Africa 
province. Therefore, one can put forward a hypothesis 
that it was a fighting style peculiar only for the Rhineland 
frontier, borrowed from the Celto-Thracian auxiliaries. It 
was a countermeasure against the Germanic horse run-
ners. 

Thanks to the testimony of Titus Livius we know that 
the idea of mingling infantry with cavalry was known ear-
lier to the Romans. According to his relation, the horse 
runners were introduced into the Roman army use dur-
ing the second Punic war: “From all the legions were 
picked young men who by reason of strength and light-

or Arabian horse archer Maris, cat. no. 25; 108–109: Mainz, stone 
of Petronius Diascentus, cat. no. 26, Petronius was described in CIL 
XIII 7052 as serving in: turma /Longini ex c(o)ho(rte) VI Thra(cum); 
110–111: Mainz, stone of Romanius Capito, cat. no. 27, he was born 
in Celeia, now Celje in present day Slovenia; 114: Mainz, anonymous 
stone, cat. no. 29; 115: Mainz, anonymous stone, cat. no. 30; 122–
123: Mainz-Gustavsburg, stone of Togito, cat. no. 36, he was born 
Lingonus, a member of a Celtic tribe which lived around the presnt 
day Langres in Haute Marne; 115: Mainz, anonymous stone, cat. no. 
30; 126: Moers, anonymous stone, cat. no. 38; 131–132: Wiesbaden, 
stone of Dolanus, cat. no. 42, he was described as: Bessus eq(ues) 
ex/ coh(orte) IIII Thra(cum); 138–139: Worms, stone of Luebius, cat. 
no. 46; 142–143: Worms, anonymous stone, cat. no. 48; 151:Worms, 
anonymous stone, cat.no. 52; 217: Straßbourg, anonymous stone, cat. 
no. 96. About calones, see also Junkelmann 1991: 100–101.
916  Shleiermacher 1984: 248: Istanbul, stone of Κοτύς, cat. no. 123; 
250: Istanbul, anonymous stone, cat. no. 125.

Fig. 84. Author with reconstructed Roman iaculum (phot. Rafał Miłoszewski). Please note how the leather thong attached to 
the iron tip adds leverage to the throw.
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ness of build were the swiftest. These were given round 
shields smaller than the cavalry ones, and seven javelins 
four feet long and furnished with an iron head, like the 
spears of the velites. Each cavalryman took one of them 
on his own horse, and they trained them both to ride 
behind them and to leap down nimbly when the signal 
was given. When thanks to daily practice they seemed 
to do this with sufficient daring, they advanced into the 
plain which was situated between the camp and the 
city wall – against the battle line of the Capuan cavalry. 
When they had come within range a signal was given 
and the light armed dismounted. Thereupon an infantry 
line suddenly dashes out from what had been cavalry 
at the enemy’s horsemen, and while attacking they hurl 
one javelin after another. By throwing a great number 
of these against horses and men in all directions, they 
wounded very many. But more consternation was cre-
ated by the strange and the unexpected and the cavalry 
charging into the frightened enemy caused them to flee 
with slaughter all the way to the gates. Thereafter the 
Roman side was superior in cavalry also; it was made 
the practice to have light armed velites in the legions. 
It is said that the originator of combining infantry with 
cavalry was Quintus Navius, a centurion, and that for do-
ing so he was honoured by the commander-in-chief”.917 
But it is highly unlikely that the first century AD calones 
travelled on horseback like their republican predecessors 
because of the increased burden of rider and tack. Fur-
thermore, the construction of the Roman horned saddles 
did not allowed that – there was no place at the back and 
the additional man should seat on animal’s kidneys - and 
that was not a good idea.

Nevertheless, the Romans were fully aware about the 
fact that mingling the light infantry armed with missile 
weapons with cavalry remained a very effective com-
bination. For example: few days before the battle of 
Pharsalus was decided Pompey’s cavalry harassed Cae-
sar’s forces, who in response dispatched his own horse 
together with 400 light infantrymen, the attackers drove 

917  Liv. Hist. 26. 4. 4–10: “ex omnibus legionibus electi sunt iuvenes 
maxime vigore ac levitate corporum veloces; eis parmae breviores 
quam equestres et septena iacula quaternos longa pedes data, prae-
fixa ferro quale hastis velitaribus inest. Eos singulos in equos suos 
accipientes equites adsuefecerent et vehi post sese et desilire pernic-
iter ubi datum signum esset. Postquam adsuetudine cotidiana satis 
intrepide fieri visum est, in campum qui medius inter castra murum-
que erat adversus instructos Campanorum equites processerunt, et 
ubi ad coniectum teli ventum et signo dato velites desiliunt. Pedestris 
inde acies ex equitatu repente in hostium equites incurrit  iacula cum 
impetu alia super alia emittunt; quibus plurimis in equos virosque pas-
sim coniectis permultos volneraverunt; pavoris tamen plus ex re nova 
atque inopitata iniectum est, et in perculsum hostem equites invecti 
fugam stragemque eorum usque ad portas fecerunt. Inde equitatu 
quoque superior Romana res fuit; institutum ut velites in legionibus 
essent. Auctorem peditum equiti immiscendorum centurionem  Q. 
Navium ferunt honorique id ei apud imperatorem fuisse” – slightly 
changed translation by Roberts 1912(2): 16–17.

off the field Pompeian horsemen killing many, and all 
that was done without suffering any losses.918

When the Romans started the conquest of Germania 
they encountered the Germanic horsemen who fought 
mixed with light horse-runners. As a result, they had to 
look for the force that was able to cope with that particu-
lar threat. The Celto-Thracian riders, who fought in a sim-
ilar manner, were up to the task. It is not a coincidence 
that the manner of showing horsemen with calones has 
Celto-Thracian origins. We should bear in mind that the 
above mentioned monument from Abdera was dedicat-
ed to the Celto-Thracian cavalryman [fig. 15]. Therefore, 
it is quite probable that the fighting style practiced by 
javelin-armed horsemen – mingled with “squires” – also 
had Celto-Thracian origins. Thracian cavalry certainly 
took part in the conquest of Germania, as may indicate 
the presence of Thracian style phalerae recovered from 
Haltern919 and Oberaden920 military camps. But we can-
not be sure whether the Rhineland artists simply fol-
lowed Thracian tradition or tried to show weapons used 
in real combat. Nevertheless, it is quite probable that 
on the Rhine frontier the Roman cavalrymen frequently 
used javelins and relied on calones for ammunition sup-
port. In densely forested regions such armament offered 
obvious advantages, as the rider’s movement would oth-
erwise be obstructed by a long lance.

We can also suspect that the presence of servants 
has something in common with the introduction of the 
wooden framed saddles with extra-long “horns”. Perhaps 
the use of that particular element of horse tack required 
help in mounting – after all the Parthian cataphracts  (for 
whom these saddles were designed) certainly needed 
some help in mounting, mostly due to the weight of ar-
mour. Even the lighter Roman horsemen could have had 
similar problems.  Hence the use of calones. These sad-
dles where a great help in wheeling actions, and fight-
ing with javelins required much of such activity, but that 
came at a price, as always in warfare.

And when we look at the list of finds, it appears that 
the majority of copper-alloy saddle stiffeners921 comes 
from the Rhineland area, more precisely from Mainz 
Weisenau and Neuß barracks. Haltern, Rottweil and 
Moers-Asberg remain the other Rhine frontier sites on 
which horn stiffeners are attested.922 One can argue that 
such finds were also recovered from the Roman camps 

918   Caes. Bell. Civ. 3. 75. 3; McCall 2002: 74.
919  Cf. von Schnurbein 1986: 409–431.
920  Fischer 2012: 327 phot. 478.
921  See Bishop 1988: 127 for the list of finds. Germanic frontier 
sites: Mainz Weisenau: 7 pieces, Neuß: 8 pieces, Rottweil 4 pieces, 
Moers-Asberg: 4 pieces (most probably the custom of using such long 
stifeners was introduced to Moers Asberg by Ala Moesica felix tor-
quata attested at the site by CIL XIII 8592 – see table 3: 17 for more 
references), Haltern: 2 pieces [figs. 33, 35 in the present book]. British 
sites: Newstead 8 pieces, Sheepen: 2 pieces. There is also one unprov-
enanced find and one piece discovered at Croatian Vinkovci, most 
probably brought from the Rhineland by a Celto-Thracian veteran.
922  Bishop 1988: 127.
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located in other provinces. Nevertheless, we should 
stress the fact that the presence of these artefacts can 
be easy explained by transfers of Rhineland horse units: 
the supposed activity of Ala Sebosiana at Newstead (the 
unit was moved from the Rhineland frontier in the Flavi-
an period)923 is most probably responsible for the depo-
sition of saddle stiffeners at that site. Moreover, it is well 
known that Sheepen site at Camulodunum (modern Col-
chester) was occupied just after the Claudian invasion,924 
so the Rhineland cavalry, recently transferred from Ger-
manic frontier, should have been active at the place. 
Even the Croatian Vinkovci find can be explained by the 
Dalmatian activity of Ala I Hispanorum – that particular 
unit absorbed Rhineland recruits.925 Or, what is more 
probable, it was brought back from the Rhineland by 
one of the Dalmatian or Pannonian Celtic veterans. The 
general conclusion is that the extra-long saddle stiffeners 
were typical for the Rhine frontier and had something in 
common with Celto-Thracian fighting styles practiced at 
Mainz cavalry base. 

That statement can be given further support: the very 
late source, i.e. Diocletian’s price edict, enumerates sad-
dle called “scordiscus militaris”.926 At this point we should 
recall the earlier mentioned connections between the lit-
tle Scordisci Thracian tribe and the Padea-Panagjurski-
Kolonii group,927 which had an enormous impact on evo-
lution of Rhineland cavalry arms, armour and horse tack. 
Therefore, it is quite possible that the saddles with the 
extra-long saddle stiffeners were given names after the 
Scordisci tribe, which took part in the very process of 
their development. That name remained in use due to 
the power of tradition, though the saddles had changed 
[fig. 197]. The whole idea of inventing or using saddles 
with rigid trees and extra-long saddle stiffeners seems 
to have something in common with Thracian warriors, 
though the eastern Parthian auxiliary soldiers also took 
part in that process.

That hypothesis has serious implications for the inter-
pretation of finds connected with the Roman cavalry. It 
appears that the majority of metal finds should be con-
nected with the only one fighting style. The realities in 
other the provinces, and even in the other parts of Ger-
mania, could have been different. It is not a coincidence 
that the Valkenburg and Vindolanda saddle covers [figs. 
27, 31] – and the other covers as well – do not fit the size 
of extra long stiiffeners [figs. 42, 46].928  Perhaps other 
types of saddles were used in the lower Rhine areas, but 
we should remember that we are looking on the Roman 
cavalry from the very narrow perspective, as the saddles 

923  Tomlin 1992: 152–153; Hoffmann 2009: 1184.
924  The site was occupied in Claudian-Neronian times, see Niblett 
1985: 9, 12.
925  Cf. AE 1971, 299 = Šašel 1978: 843 from Ivoševci (Burnum). The 
subject would be enlarged on below.
926  Mommsen & Blümner 1958: 129; Taylor 1978: 165.
927  See Rustoiu 2005: 109.
928  Connolly & van Driel-Murray 1991: 46.

with the extra-long horns appear in the majority of re-
constructions [fig. 66].929

However, there is another area in which the help of 
calones was essential: on many Rhineland tombstones 
the Roman cavalrymen were sculpted with just one shaft-
ed weapon, the other one or two are carried by a calo 
who fights together with the horseman. Johen Nicolay, 
inspired by the evidence provided by the monument of 
Flavius Bassus [fig. 83], had pointed out that the weap-
ons shown on the stone were somewhat different: “while 
the deceased cavalryman is portrayed raising a lance, his 
servant is shown running behind the horse and carrying 
one or two similar weapons, whose smaller size suggests 
that they were throwing spears”.930 In support of such 
statement he recalled the evidence from the written Car-
lisle tablets: an official report to the commander written 
by a certain decurio named Docilis – an officer of the ala 
Sebosiana – a unit stationed in Britain in the early second 
century AD, but earlier transferred from the Rhineland 
frontier. It gives the names of those lanciarii “who are 
missing lances”. Docilis’ letter reveals that his subordi-
nates were armed with three lanceae, one somewhat 
longer and two subarmales.931 Therefore, the practice of 
using several shafted weapons should have been typical 
for the Rhineland and British cavalrymen. In my opinion 
that was a fighting style typical for the Germanic border - 
the evidence of the Abdera monument from Sofia can 
support a hypothesis that the whole idea was borrowed 
from Thracia – the Celto-Thracian auxiliary horsemen, 
originally armed like the members of Padea-Panagjurski-
Kolonii group, could have been responsible for the whole 
process [fig. 15]. 

The Thracian style horse runners were introduced into 
the Roman cavalry as a countermeasure against similar 
Germanic warriors, tough it remains unclear whether 
they were expected to engage in real combat or they pro-
vided only limited support932 carrying spare javelins - but 
the calo from the monument of Flavius Bassus is shown 
with a shield [fig. 83], so the first statement should have 
been closer to truth. It is not a coincidence that all the 
horsemen trained in that particular manner of fighting 
had Thracian or Balkan-Celtic origins. The just cited ex-
ample of Flavius Bassus is significant: though he served in 
Ala Noricorum, he was born – as testifies the earlier men-
tioned CIL XIII 8305 – in a Thracian tribal “civitas” Dansa-

929  Even some reconstructions of very early or quite late Roman 
horse tack show it as it had appeared in the first century AD, with 
necessary extra-long stiffeners, which is an obvious anachronism, 
see Allen & Reynolds 2001: pl. E; Fields & Ó’Brógáin 2012: pl. E; Mc-
Dowall & Hook 1995: pl. C1; Fields & Dennis 2008: 50 pl. E; Cowan & 
Ó’Brógáin 2015: 12–13 pl. A.
930  Nicolay 2007: 31.
931  The document was written ca. 105 AD, see Tab. Luguval. 14; 
Published with commentary in: Tomlin 1998: 55–63 (no. 16); see also 
Tomlin 1998: 127–38 and Cowan & McBride 2003b: 25. Greek histori-
an Diodorus (Hist. 5. 30. 3) writes about Gallic etymology of the word.
932  Junkelmann 1991: 100.
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la. The general conclusion is that that particular style of 
fighing was mastered by horsemen of similar Celto-Thra-
cian origins. Moreover, the above mentioned distribution 
pattern of copper-alloy “horn” stiffeners (many examples 
come from the Mogontiacum military camp)933 and the 
shown earlier epigraphic and figured evidence934 can sug-
gest that the Celto-Thracian fighting style was practiced 
mostly by horsemen based at Mainz. The Mogontiacum 
military camp most probably served as an information 
“hub” where ideas from different cultural zones were 
exchanged between the soldiers recruited in different 
lands. Therefore, it is quite possible that the idea about 
the existence of the “extra-long” horned stiffeners was 
brought to the camp with the eastern horse archers, 
certainly active in the area, who had some knowledge 
about heavy cavalry horse tack from their homeland.935 
The concept of extra-large saddle horns perfectly fitted 
to be used by the Celto-Thracian horsemen, whose fight-
ing style depended on wheeling and javelin throwing. As 
the long “horns” are certainly visible on a tombstone of 
a Thracian horseman Longinus Biarta, who served in Ala 
Sulpicia raised by the emperor Galba [fig. 70], we can 
speculate that the extra-long horns had been already in 
use around the death of Nero. If some degree of specu-
lation is allowed, I will argue that it happened after the 
Parthian campaign of Domitius Corbulo (AD 58–63) when 
the Romans acquired renewed knowledge about Par-
thian saddlery. In such conditions one could also expect 
increased influx of Parthian deserters, who were perfect 
candidates for auxiliary cavalry service. The chronologi-
cal order of figured evidence (collected in the table 8) 
makes such hypothesis plausible. It is also possible that 
the origins of Celto-Thracian style had something in com-
mon with the earlier mentioned “trimarcisia” system de-
scribed by Pausanias, tough it is difficult to prove. But 
we can be sure that it emerged as a result of interplay of 
influences coming from various cultural zones.

But when it comes to the analysis of archaeological 
and written evidence several problems appear. In general 
it is widely accepted that some smaller iron heads re-
covered from the Roman military sites belonged to jave-
lins.936 In many cases the only way to distinguish between 
javelin- and spearheads is to assume that they differed 
in size.937 But we should remember that the size of the 
spearhead is not an objective criterion: at this point we 
have to recall the only complete find of Roman period 
Germanic spear from Nydam [fig. 181a] that was more 
than three meters long and curiously had a rather short 
spearhead of about 15 cm.938

933  Again, see Bishop 1988: 127 for the list of finds.
934  See above note 915.
935  The subject would be enlarged on in the next chapter.
936  See, for example, Junkelmann 92: 135; Dixon & Southern 1993: 
50–51; Stephenson & Dixon 2003: 97–98.
937  Like in: Nicolay 2007: 31–32.
938  Engelhardt 1865: pl. X: 5; see also Kontny 2008: 117. Kontny 
(2008: 116) correctly points at the contrast between the length of 

So the results of statistic research based exclusively 
on the length of the javelinhead can be misleading. 
Therefore, one can ask: is there any opportunity to ver-
ify the suggestion provided by figured and written evi-
dence? Could some units of the Roman Rhineland cav-
alry arm be comprised almost exclusively on mounted 
javelin-throwers? Such statement stands in contradiction 
to the evidence provided by other sources. And so, a pas-
sage of Josephus’ Jewish War attests to the existence 
of both long thrusting spears and javelins: “the cavalry 
carry a large sword on their right side, a long pike in one 
hand, a buckler resting obliquely on the horse’s flank, 
and in a quiver slung beside them three or more darts 
with broad points and as long as spears; their helmets 
and cuirasses are the same as those worn by all the in-
fantry – Τοῦς δὲ ἱππεῦσιν μάχαιρα μὲν ἐκ δεξιῶν μακρὰ 
καὶ κοντὸς ἐπιμῆκης ἐν χειρί, θυρεὸς δὲ παρὰ πλευρὸν 
ἱπποῦ πλάγιος, καὶ κατά γωρυτοῦ παρήρτηνται τρεῖς ἤ 
πλείους ἄκοντες, πλατεῖς μὲν αἰκμάς, οὐκ ἀποοδέοντες 
δὲ δοράτων μέγεθος; κράνη καὶ θώρακες ὁμοίως τοῖς 
πεζοῖς ἄνασιν”.939 There are no reasons to distrust Jose-
phus’ statement, especially when we bear in mind that 
he was an eyewitness to the described events. 

But we are unsure whether the fighting style typical 
for the Jewish war was also practiced in Germania. The 
only one piece of figured evidence from the Rhineland 
frontier, which can confirm the custom of using quiver 
for carrying javelins, comes in the form of tombstone of 
Oclatius from Neuss. The calo shown on the stone carries 
a quiver with a bundle of javelins [fig. 24].940 However, it 
remains unclear whether the quiver was used attached 
to the saddle or carried by a calo. Moreover, while the 
“eastern” horsemen could have been carrying spare 
javelins in quivers, their counterparts from the Germanic 
provinces relied on calones for that task.

Very the same passage in Josephus can provide us 
a clue to clear up the interpretational problems connect-
ed with archaeological finds of javelin- and spearheads. 
The statement that the javelinheads, used during the first 
Jewish war, were broad (πλατεῖς) is crucial. Several ar-
chaeological finds can confirm the veracity of Josephus’ 
statement. Such quite broad javelinhead was discovered 
at Masada in the rebel context.941 It is worth nothing that 
elements of Roman horse furniture were also found at 
the site.942 Yet, it is quite probable that the find in ques-
tion was a re-used Roman cavalry weapon because the 
closest analogies come from mid-first century context 
from Hod Hill fort in Britain.943 In fact, it is possible that 
the custom of using wide javelinheads originated on the 

the spear and spearhead.
939  Ios. De Bello Iud. 3. 5. 5. (97); ed. and trans. Thackeray 1956: 
604–605. See also Gawroński 2009a: 46.
940  Junkelmann 1991: 138–139 phot. 77.
941  Stiebel & Magness 2007: 27, 92.
942  Stiebel & Magness 2007: 28–31, 94.
943  Stiebel & Magness 2007:  27; cf. Brailsford 1962: 6 and pl. VI, 
cat. no. B26. 
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Rhineland frontier, where they were used to fight with 
unarmed opponents. It is noteworthy that something 
similar happened with the Roman arrowheads used 
in Germania in Augustan times. Several three-bladed, 
leaf shaped arrowheads have been found at the Roman 
camp at Haltern [figs. 85a, 150a].944 These were made 
somewhat wider than the better known eastern arrow 
tips945 and were clearly designed to inflict more damage 
to the unarmoured Germanic warriors. The evolution of 
javelinheads could have looked similar. The early Roman 
imperial period wide spearheads are traceable alongside 
the Rhine frontier and in Raetia [see, for example figs. 
85b, 97a-b, 106]. Wide javelinheads were found inside 
the Xanten Wardt Rhine loop, these finds can be dated to 
the collapse of Batavian revolt in AD 70.946 On the other 
hand, Germanic style examples, similar to modern surgi-
cal lancets, were also popular [figs. 105, 173]. The use 
of wide javelinheads could have been later practiced by 
the other horsemen, serving in the eastern part of the 
empire, especially when confronted with unarmoured 
Jewish rebels.

 Yet, the passage in Josephus could be only a reflec-
tion of specific war conditions. In the barren lands of 
Judea the use of spears alongside javelins had a logical 
justification because it provided the horseman greater 
elasticity and wider opportunity of choice. On the other 
hand, the requirements of different war theatres could 
deprive the Roman horsemen of such opportunities. In 
some circumstances, like in densely forested areas, jave-
lins could become a main combat weapon used by the 
Roman cavalry. Although the horsemen with thrusting 
lances are plainly represented on various first-century 
funerary monuments,947 like on the monument of certain 
Licaus from the cohors XII Delmatarum found in Iol Cae-
sarea (now Cherchell in Algeria),948 the shown weapons 
are longer than these from Rhineland tombstones. So the 
majority of them should show shorter throwing spears.949 

As a support to that theory one can adduce the fact 
that the Roman cavalry vigorously trained javelin throw-
ing. Several cavalry drills, developed for the practice with 
the short blunt javelins, were clearly described by Arrian 
in his Ars Tactica.950 During these exercises the troop-
ers manoeuvring in a battle order tried to aim at a pre-
arranged target formed by the other members of the 
same unit. Some modern scholars drawing on the mod-
ern analogies from the time of World War II argued that 
the horse archery and javelin throwing from horseback 

944  See von Schnurbein 1979: 40; Harnecker 1997: 92–93 pl. 78–79.
945  For example: such sharply ended arrowheads were found at 
Dura Europos, see James 2004: 201–203.
946  Fischer 2012: 332–333 and phot. 485.
947  Junkelmann 1996: 21.
948  Junkelmann 1990: 177 phot. 178. See also Gawroński 2009a: 46.
949  For a different interpretation, see Schleiermacher 1999: 61. 
Schleiermacher stated that the Roman cavalrymen fought with long 
lances or spears.
950  Cf. Arr. Tact. 36–7, 41–2.

was quite ineffective.951 Yet, we have a testimony of Julius 
Africanus, who claimed that the Roman infantry achieved 
one “kill” on every ten shots – even without aiming.952 
Despite the fact that the Roman cavalrymen were sub-
jected to the constant stresses of riding, the killing ratio 
on the Rhine frontier could have been even higher, as 
each javelin was carefully aimed at unprotected oppo-
nent.953

We can also recall the fact that the effectiveness of 
the horse javelin throwing could be also confirmed by 
the use of some medieval analogies. For example: the 
chronicler Henry of Livonia described the grim outcome 
of one of the raids undertaken by the Christian crusad-
ers: “The Lithuanians flew around on their speedy horses. 
As were their custom they rode about here and there, 
sometimes fleeing, sometimes pursuing, threw their lanc-
es and javelins and wounded many”.954

Now we should recall the fact that the great Roman 
scholar Pliny the Elder served as a cavalry officer in Ger-
mania during the reign of Claudius. The increased use 
of javelins present on the Rhine frontier attracted the 
attention of Pliny the Elder, who was naturally interested 
in horsemanship, both on account of his command of 
a cavalry unit (praefectus alae) and in accordance with 
the traditional pursuits of the equestrian order.955 At 
this place we should recall the earlier mentioned round 
bronze phalera from Xanten [fig. 53 left], now kept in 
British Museum, which once belonged to the horse har-
ness used by Elder Pliny. It may indicate that the famous 
Roman scientist had some practical knowledge of eques-
trian matters. We should also bear in mind the earlier 
mentioned testimony of his nephew Pliny the Younger, 
who states that during his service on the Rhine frontier 
Elder Pliny had written a work entitled De iaculatione 
equestri, “On throwing javelins from horseback”.956 It 
seems obvious that such a treatise should have con-
tained some details about Roman panoply and especially 
some information about the javelins used by the Roman 
cavalry because these served as important combat weap-
on, at least on the Rhine frontier.

951  See Goldsworthy 1996: 186–190, 233.
952  Cest. 1. 1. 80–2. For the analysis of that passage and a different 
view on Goldsworthy’s theories, see Wheeler 2001: 177–9. Goldswor-
thy as a support to his theories had adduced the analogies from the 
modern battles in which only a fraction of conscripts actually fought, 
see Goldsworthy 1996: 186–190. In the days of pre-industrial war-
fare and in societies who admired military prowess the picture could 
have been different. It is widely accepted that some tribal conflicts 
produced higher casualties than the wars fought between organized 
societies. Such conflicts sometimes lead to extinction of whole com-
munities, see Dawson 2001: 57–63. See also Gawroński 2009a: 46–47 
note 14.
953  For the effectiveness of such javelin volley, see Jos. Bell. Iud. 3. 
13–21 and Goldsworthy 1996: 234.
954  The passage was quoted in: Nicolle & Turner 2007: 50. The de-
scribed event took place in AD 1207.
955  See chapter 7 for details.
956  See above note 708; see also Gawroński 1998: 35–46; 2008c: 
44–45.
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The treatise of the Elder Pliny is now lost. Yet, some hy-
potheses about its content still can be made. In the fourth 
chapter of his Ars Tactica (AD 136/7) Arrian describes the 
panoply and weapons used by the Roman cavalry: “of the 
Roman horsemen some carry pikes and charge in the man-
ner of the Alans and Sarmatians, while others have lances. 
They wear a large flat sword suspended from the shoul-
ders and they carry broad oval shields, an iron helmet, an 
interlocked corselet and small greaves. They carry lances, 
both to hurl from afar, whenever that is necessary, and 
to fight off the enemy at the close range, and if they have 
to engage in close combat, they fight with their swords... 
– Ρωμαίοις δὲ οἱ ἱππεῖς οἱ μὲν κοντοὺς φέρουσιν, καὶ 
ἐπελαύνουσιν εἰς τὸν τρόπον τὸν ῾Αλανικὸν καὶ τῶν 
Σαυροματῶν, οἱ δὲ λόγχας ἔχουσι. Σπάθη δὲ μακρὰ καὶ 
πλατεῖα ἀπήρτηται αὐτοῖς ἀπὸ τῶν ὥμων, καὶ θυρεοὺς 
πλατεῖς παραμήκεις φέρουσιν, καὶ κράνος σιδηροῦν καὶ 
θώρακα τὸν πεπλεγμένον καὶ κνεμῖδας μικράς. Λόγχας 
δὲ ἐς ἀμφότερα φέρουσι, καὶ ἀκοντίσαι μακρόθην, 
ὁπότε τούτου δέοι, καὶ ἐγγύθεν ἐκ χειρὸς ἀπομάχεσθαι· 
συμπλακῆναι δὲ εἰ δεήσοι εῖς χεῖρας ἐλθόντας...”.957 

Yet, it is quite unusual that Arrian, speaking about the 
Roman cavalry in general, uses the term λόγχη to describe 
their main shaft weapon.958 That fact stands in clear con-

957  Arr. Tact. 4. 7–9; trans. F. Brudenall and F. Walbank in: Hyland 
1993: 70. See also Gawroński 2009a: 47.
958  It is possible that Arrian uses that term to describe a general 
purpose spear. Yet, there are clear distinctions in construction and 
terminology between throwing and thrusting weapons. What follows 

tradiction with the passage in Josephus quoted above. Yet, 
it is very probable that these “horsemen with lances” – 
the λογχοφόροι described by Arrian – are in fact riders 
armed with short multi-purpose shaft weapons suitable 
for throwing and thrusting. According to that passage in 
Arrian, the throwing spear (λόγχη) seems to be the only 
shafted weapon employed by the majority of Roman 
horsemen, although some specialized units like cataphra-
cti or contarii used long, two-handed lances. These heavy 
lancers are probably eastern cavalrymen, armed like Sar-
matian or Parthian horsemen. We may suspect that Arrian 
has enriched this passage with some remarks about Sar-
matian tactics in order to magnify Hadrian’s accomplish-
ments, as the emperor had introduced units of cataphra-
cti into the Roman army, alongside the other “barbarian” 
elements.959 

The simplicity of Arrian’s Roman regular cavalry de-
scription stands in clear contrast to earlier sections of 
the same passage, where he describes various types 
of mounted units: “Some of the cavalry are armoured, 
others unarmoured. The armoured cavalry comprises 
both armoured horsemen and armoured horses, the 
former having corselets of scale armour, linen or horn, 

on the next few pages is a revised version of my earlier article, see 
Gawroński 2009a: 45–51. See p. 47 for the discussion of “barbarian” 
borrowings
959  Cf. Arr. Tact. 44; see also Hyland 1993:  83. On Hadrian’s attitude 
to the Roman army see also Wesch-Klein 1994: 273–89, cf. also SHA 
Hadr. 10. 2–11. 1.

ba

Fig. 85. Weapons designed to inflict serious wounds to unarmoured opponents (not to scale): a – Augustan period Roman 
arrow tips from Haltern camp (after von Schnurbein 1979: 40 phot. 25); b – Antonine or Severan period cavalry spearheads from 
Aalen military camp, almost certainly used by horsemen serving in Ala II Flavia based at that particular fort (after Bender & 
Meyer 2011: 43). Compare with Claudian period monument of Andes [fig. 38]. Both weapon kinds were designed for combat with 
unarmoured Germanic warriors. 
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together with thigh-protectors, while their horses 
have covers for their sides and chamfrons. The unar-
moured cavalry are the opposite, for they comprise on 
the one hand spear-bearers, pike-bearers and lancers, 
and on the other only skirmishers... – Τῆς δὲ ἱππικῆς 
ὁπλίσεως ἡ μὲν κατάφρακτος τυγχάνει οὖσα, ἡ δὲ 
ἀφρακτος. Καὶ κατάφρακτος μὲν τοὺς ἵππους καὶ τοὺς 
ἱππέας πεφραγμένους παρεχομένη, τοὺς μὲν θώραξι 
φολιδωτοῖς ἢ λινοῖς ἢ ἐκ κέράτων καὶ περιμηριδίοις, 
τοὺς ἵππους δὲ παραπλευριδίοις καὶ προμετωπιδίοις. 
῍Αφρακτος δὲ ἡ ἐναντία· τούτων δὲ οἱ μὲν δορατοφόροι 
εἰσὶν, ἢ κοντοφόροι, ἠ λογχοφόροι, οἱ δὲ ἀκροβολισταὶ 
μόνον”.960

As we can see, Arrian mentions the λογχοφόροι 
alongside with spear-bearers (δορατοφόροι) and in clear 
contrast to the horse archers (ἀκροβολισταὶ).961 Yet, one 
can suspect that the word λόγχη stands for javelin.962 In 
that particular passage Arrian could not described ordi-
nary spears, as these were mentioned earlier in different 
context. We also should keep in mind that the ordinary 
spears are unsuitable for throwing. To increase their per-
formance the well-balanced javelins had their ash shafts 
made thicker nearer to their iron heads, around one third 
of their length [fig. 84]. That feature is clearly depicted 
on one of the base reliefs from Mainz963 and on one of 
the Adamklisi metopes [fig. 91].964 On the other hand, 
the ordinary thrusting spears were made thicker near the 
handgrip.965 Therefore, they were ill balanced and unsuit-
able for throwing. That is why Arrian had made a clear 
distinction between the thrusting spears and the shorter 
multi-purpose throwing spears or javelins. That is also 
the reason for giving them different names. 

We may also suspect that Arrian’s λόγχαι, as true 
combat weapons, are different from the blunt javelins 
used during performances of the hippika gymnasia: “The 
horses wear carefully fitted chamfrons, but they have no 
need of side coverings, for the javelins have no iron tips 
and consequently, though they can do some damage to 
the horses eyes, they fall harmlessly against their sides, 
especially as these are mainly protected by their sad-
dle clothes... – ῞Ιπποι δὲ αὐτοῖς προμετωπιδίοις μὲν εἰς 

960  Arr. Tact. 4. 1–2; trans. F. Brudenall and F. Walbank, in: Hyland 
1993: 70, modified by P. Rance.
961  Cf. Arr. Tact. 3: “the skirmishers are those, who discharge 
weapons from a distance, like the Armenians and those of the Par-
thians who do not carry pikes’ (ἀκροβολισταὶ δὲ οἱ πόῤῥωθεν 
ἀκροβολισμοῖς διαχρώμενοι, καθάπερ ᾿Αρμένοι, καὶ Παρθυαίων 
ὅσοι μὴ κοντοφόροι) – trans. F. Brudenall and F. Walbank, in: Hyland
1993: 70.
962 Arrian, like Aelianus, makes a clear distinction between the 
horsemen who use shafted weapons and the mounted archers cf. 
Ael. Tact. 2. 12. See also Gawroński 2009a: 48.
963  See Cowan &McBride 2003a: 26; Bishop & Coulston 1993: 29.
964  See, for example, the images of Roman  horsemen reproduced 
in: Mielczarek 1993: 115.
965  Around one third of their length counting from spear-butt. Com-
pare with the spear depicted on an amphora from Vatican museum, 
reproduced in: Sekunda & Hook 2000: 53.

ἀκρίβειαν πεφραγμένοι εἰσί, παραπλευριδίων δὲ οὐδὲ 
δέονται. ᾿Ασίδηρα γὰρ ὄντα τὰ ἐπὶ τῇ μελέτῃ ἀκόντια, 
τοὺς μὲν ὀφταλμοὺς τῶν ἵππων καὶ [ὣς] κακόν τι ἂν 
ἀπεργάσαιντο· ταῖς πλευραῖς δὲ αὐτῶν, ἄλλως τε καὶ 
τοῖς ἐφιππίοις τὸ πολὺ μέρος σκεπομέναις, ἀβλαβῶς 
προσπίπτει”.966

In an another passage Arrian describes different ex-
ercise, an attack on a pre-arranged testudo formation: 
“A soldier has to carry enough javelins for him to keep on 
throwing them along the whole length of the screen as 
he rides past... – Καί χρὴ τοσαῦτα φέρειν ἀκόντια, ὡς διὰ 
πάσης τῆς προβολῆς ἐξακοντίζει παριππεύοντα”.967 Thus 
we can say that Arrian’s λόγχη is quite different from the 
blunt ἀκόντια, which were used during the exercises, and 
is reserved for the javelins employed in real combat.968 We 
should add that short training spears were commonly used 
in cavalry training for centuries. Medieval Mamluk treatises 
advocated using short training spears (in medieval form lit-
erally:  or  – nowadays:  – ṭard or al-ṭirrāda 
and now used al-ṭirrādatun) for begginers, otherwise ordi-
nary lance is used:  – rumḥ stands for spear or lance.969

Arrian’s work contains many quite different descrip-
tions of the weapons used by the Roman cavalry. Some 
of them tend to show the realities contemporary to Ar-
rian’s times. Yet, the one about the λογχοφόροι could 
have been drawn on an earlier source which described 
the realities from the Rhine frontier. Therefore,  on the 
basis of all the evidence discussed above one may hy-
pothesise that in the fourth chapter of the Ars Tactica 
echoes of “De iaculatione equestri” may be heard. It is 
very likely that the treatise of the Elder Pliny might have 
served Arrian as a source for his unusual description of 
the Roman cavalry.

The evidence for for fighting with short spears, which 
could also been suitable for throwing, appears in the oth-
er provinces. Tombstones which show charging Roman 
cavalrymen are also known from Britain. For example: 
a funerary monument from Gloucester dedicated to cer-
tain Rufus Sita, the cavalryman of the sixth cohort of Thra-
cians, shows a rider who stabs a defeated opponent with 
a some kind of a longer shafted weapon [fig. 94].970 Yet, 
it is worth mentioning that the short spear sculpted on 
the monument is somewhat longer than the one shown 
on the tombstone of Vornatorix, eques alae Longinianae, 
from Bonn [fig. 102a].971 The similarity in artwork visible 
on these two stones is not a coincidence because the con-
quest of Britain was carried out mostly by the units taken 

966  Arr. Tact. 34. 8; Hyland 1993: 72.
967  Arr. Tact. 37. 1; Hyland 1993: 73. See the sixth chapter for more 
on training.
968  For the blunt javelins, see Rance 2000: 223–275, esp. 262–263.
969  See Jensen 2013: 17–18, 112 for: “ ”. Please note that in 
present day Arabic very the same word is used to describe naval 
cruisers. See also Jensen 2013: 111 for:  “ ”.
970  CIL VII 67 = RIB 121, see also Schleiermacher 1984: 194–195 cat. 
no. 79; Speidel 2009b: 248 fig. 3 and Webber & McBride 2001: 47.
971  Junkelmann 1991: 6 phot. 26.  
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from the Rhine frontier.972 It is quite possible that these 
troopers had taken with them the inclination for a certain 
artistic convention (and perhaps the artists as well).973 It 
is natural that there were some differences in fighting 
styles, tough the general military practice was developed 
during the clashes with Germanic warriors.974   

We have an evidence that can confirm the veracity 
of such hypothesis. It seems that the Latin word lancea 
is an equivalent of Greek λόγχη.  In this context we may 
recall the ill-famed lancea lucullanea – it is reported that 
Lucullus, the governor of Britannia province, incurred 
the wrath of Domitian for naming a new type of lancea 
after himself.975 The earlier mentioned Docilis’ letter, 
preserved on tablet found at Carlisle, enumerates three 
lanceae, one somewhat longer and two subarmales.976 
This letter not only confirms Josephus’ statement that 
the Roman cavalrymen customarily used three javelins 
but also serves as an evidence that javelin throwing from 
horseback was certainly practiced in Roman Britain. 

The other Latin equivalent of Greek λόγχη is iaculum. 
Such weapons was certainly used on the Rhine and Dan-
ube frontiers. The early second-century tombstone from 
Neudorf (Crumerum) in Pannonia Inferior also confirms 
the fact that the term iaculum was familiar to the Bata-
vian member of the emperor’s horse guard:

“And after shooting a bow while the arrow was still 
hanging in the air
When it was dropping I had pierced it and broke it by 
another one
What no Roman could do and no one  
from the Barbarians 
Neither a soldier with his javelin nor a Parthian 
achieved that by his bow 
Here I’m buried, here my achievements the stone will 
preserve
It will be seen if anyone after me would follow my deeds
By my example [he will know that] I was the first who 
achieved so much977

Emissumq(ue) arcu dum pendet in aere telum 
Ac redit, ex alia fixi fregique sagitta 
Quem neque Romanus potuit nec Barbarus umquam 

972  See Dudley & Webster 1965: 16.
973  See Schleiermacher 1984: 15. Yet, a new approach  to  the rep-
resentational evidence left by the Roman army is based on the fact 
that some sculptors achieved even a greater degree of realism than 
it was expected earlier.  For some scholars the Roman monuments 
are even “mirrors of its age”, see D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: XIII-XIV.
974  For slightly different view, see my previous article: Gawroński 
2009a: 49. It is noteworthy that in those days I had a different opin-
ion on interpretation of the available figured evidence because I was 
convinced that the majority of cavalry tombstones show javelins, for 
now the theory seems to be too farfetched.
975  Suet. Dom. 10; see Cowan & McBride 2003a: 24–5.
976  The document was written ca. 105 AD, cf. Tomlin 1998: 55–63 
(no.16); see also Tomlin 1998: 127–38 and Cowan & McBride 2003b: 25.
977  Author’s translation. See also Gawroński 2009a: 49.

Non iaculo miles non arcu vincere Parthus 
Hic situs, hic memori saxo mea facta sacravi
Viderit an ne aliquis post me mea facta sequatur 
Exemplo mihi sum primus qui tallia gessi”.978

We may thus assume that the iaculum was a term 
used for a real combat weapon, alongside the Parthian 
bow. The use of javelins on the Danubian frontier is 
also confirmed by the representational evidence. Two 
javelins are portrayed on the famous tombstone of Ti-
berius Claudius Maximus, the “captor” of Dacian King 
Decebalus.979 It seems that the use of javelins became 
popular on the Danube frontier after the Dacian wars, 
as many units transferred there had Celtic origins.980 It 
is worth adding that during the Dacian wars the new 
kinds of javelinheads gained popularity: these had long 
awl-like heads and were designed to pierce chainmail. 
It is worth mentioning that such weapons were used 
even earlier, perhaps among soldiers of Celtic stock, as 
the Julio-Claudian deposit from Magdalensberg may 
indicate,981 but they were not so popular. The situation 
changed during the conflicts with Dacian warriors who 
probably made more use of armour. And so, such items 
were recovered from sites stormed by the Roman army, 
like Sarmizegetusa,982 and from Roman forts established 
in the newly conquered Dacian province.983 These were 
probably introduced by the Moorish and Numidian war-
riors, as the earliest examples come from the pre-Roman 
grave assemblage from Es-Soumȃa (in present day Alge-
ria) [fig. 20].984 The surviving figured evidence tends to 
show these Moorish javelins with rather short shafts.985 
Surprisingly enough, as far as I know, these newly in-
troduced awl-like javelinheads never gained popularity 
alongside the Rhine frontier, most probably due to the 
lack of armed opponents.986 That is significant, as one Ala 
Afrorum was active in the lower Rhine area in the Flavian 
period.987 Therefore, it is quite probable that the Roman 
cavalrymen used two kinds of javelins: longer ones of 

978  CIL III 3676. See also below: note 1136 for the commentary on 
the event.
979  See Speidel 1970: 142–153; see also Junkelmann 1990: 174 phot. 
174–175.
980  As was the Ala II Pannoniorum – the unit in which Ti. Claudi-
us Maximus – the captor of king Decebalus have served, see Speidel 
1970: 146. About the Celtic origins of the Roman cavalry units, see 
Junkelmann 1991: 56–8. See also Gawroński 2009a: 50.
981  Dolenz 1998: 313 pl. 5: M38 and 315 pl. 7: M55.
982  Fischer 2012: 334 phot. 489.
983  Gruppe SU A.I-III according to Gudea 1994: 82–83.
984  Ulbert 1978: 333–338.
985  Speidel 1993: 122–123. 
986  The only one slightly similar item can be found in Netherlands, 
see: Nicolay 2007: 340 pl. 29: cat. no. 241.1. It is a third century find 
(about AD 200–260) from Oude Tielseweg, see Nicolay 2007: 104. It 
comes from later period and shows no connection with the activity 
of Ala Afrorum.
987  See Spaul  1994: 22–23. As it was said earlier, according to CIL 
XIII 8355 from Köln, which mentions certain Anno Imilconis f(ilius), 
native Africans served in that unit.
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Thracian origins and shorter ones of Moorish origins. If 
so, the shorter javelins were also used by non-African 
units: such armament style (two short javelins) is clearly 
portrayed on the famous tombstone of Tiberius Claudius 
Maximus, the ‘captor’ of King Decebalus. Also a second 
century AD funerary relief from Apulum (Alba Iulia) in 
Dacia province shows a Roman horseman carrying two 
long javelins in a quiver [fig. 88].988 The rider from Apu-
lum monument was shown in armour, wearing cavalry 
helmet of Hedderenheim type and using Roman horned 
saddle. Moreover, the javelins shown on the monument 
seem to be quite long. And we should bear in mind that 
the Dacian awl-like javelins could have had African ori-
gins. In that respect the greater length of the shown jave-
lins remains a riddle, as that particular representation 
contradicts the evidence collected by Speidel,989 who 
pointed out that the Moors and Numidians used shorter 
javelins.990 Perhaps a different kind of shafted weapon 
was portrayed on the Apulum monument. We should 
add that such post-Dacian war awl-like javelins could 
have been also used against Germanic warriors: similar 
javelinhead was found in Rainau-Buch fort in Raetia (now 
in Limesmuseum Aalen).991

The iron or copper-alloy conical tips with bulbous 
heads are somewhat connected with the thrown darts. 
However, we should bear in mind that that particular 
piece of archaeological evidence is difficult to interpret. 
Numerous small bronze or iron ferrules with bulbous, 
conical or dome-shaped, heads have been found in 
many Roman forts.992 Some of them were interpreted 
as arrow tips intended for bird hunting.993 But others 
were too long or to wide in diameter to serve as arrow 
tips [figs. 86–87]. In at least two cases these objects 
were found alongside elements of riding equipment. At 
Newstead several pieces were found in the storage pit 
together with various elements of horse tack and pot-
tery sherds of Dragendorff 27 type.994 

These finds belong to the very beginning of the sec-
ond century AD. The same chronology have been given to 
Corbridge hoard in which three such items were found.995 
Similar pieces were also recovered from some sites in the 
free Germania.996 As it was said earlier, the most inter-
esting assemblage containing items of that kind comes 

988  That confirms the mentioned above testimony of Josephus, who 
wrote about the javelins carried in a quiver, see D’Amato & Sumner 
2009a: 182.
989  Cf. Speidel 1993: 121–126.
990  On the other hand, the grave assembly from Es-Soumȃa con-
tained also broad javelinheads, perhaps used with longer shafts, see 
Ulbert 1978: 333–338 and Nicolle & McBride 1996a: 8. See also fig. 20.
991  Filtzinger 1975: 158 phot. 100.
992  Czarnecka 2003: 145–151. Some of these objects are clearly 
arrow-tips intended for bird hunting, but many of them are too large 
to serve this purpose.
993  Birley 1996: 23.
994  Curle 1911: 128 pl. 38.
995  Allason-Jones & Bishop 1988: 109.
996  Czarnecka 2003: 151.

from European Barbaricum, from a grave found at Mal-
kowice in Proszowice district in present-day Poland. The 
assemblage in question contained also a bridle.997 It was 
an extremely rare find of Celto-Thracian curb bit, typi-
cal for the so-called Padea-Panagjurski-Kolonii group of 
mixed Celtic and Thracian origins, traceable at the Bal-
kan peninsula.998 The assemblage also contained four 
spearheads, some spurs and a sword. It could be dated 
to the very beginning of the first century AD.999 In the as-
semblages of the Padea-Panagjurski-Kolonii group small 
bronze ferrules with bulbous, conical or dome-shaped, 
heads were frequently used as a finish of curved knife 
scabbards.1000 But in the Roman times such objects were 
used as butt-spikes.1001

Accordingly, the bulbous heads were designed to fa-
cilitate drawing from a quiver.1002 They could also provide 
a firm grip when the javelins were used in close-quarters 
combat. We should bear in mind that the wide distribu-
tion of these finds could indicate that such javelins were 
widely used on the Rhine and the British frontier. There-
fore, there is a possibility that there was some genetic 
or stylistic connection between the Padea-Panagjurski-
Kolonii group scabbard endings and the later Roman pe-
riod javelin grips.

Yet, the archaeological evidence is somewhat confus-
ing. The Malkowice find (early first century AD) could 
change a little the chronology of butt-spikes with bul-
bous heads. The great majority of Roman and “barbar-
ian” finds come from later first or second century AD 
contexts. Yet, the possible Thracian connections clearly 
visible in the Malkowice assemblage may suggest that 
javelins with such grips were introduced even earlier, 
coming with Balkan influences.

On the other hand, the mentioned above second cen-
tury AD funerary relief from Apulum [fig. 88] shows two 
long javelins in a quiver,1003 deprived of any ferrules at 
the ends.1004 Therefore, it is quite possible that at least 
some javelins were used without these butt spikes, 
though it is worth mentioning that the artist who made 
the relief did not understood the subject well, as he had 
shown the javelins on the left side of the horse, in the 
reach of the rein hand,1005 and that makes no sense be-
cause the horsemen would have problems with drawing 
the javelin from the quiver with his right hand.

997  Czarnecka 2003: 145–146.
998  Jamka 1947; Baranowski 1973: 454–455 fig. 30; for detailed ana-
lysis, see Kontny 2009: 105–106.
999  Czarnecka 2003: 145–146.
1000  Łuczkiewicz & Schönfelder 2008: 164–171 see esp. 166.
1001  Allason-Jones & Bishop 1988: 109; Junkelmann 1992: 136–7 
and phot 142.
1002  Junkelmann 1992: 152, 157 phot. 143.
1003  That confirms the mentioned above testimony of Josephus, 
who wrote about the javelins carried in a quiver, see D’Amato & 
Sumner 2009a: 182.
1004  D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 192 fig. 280.
1005  Which in this case holds the reins.
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Fig. 86. Conical tips with bulbous heads from Roman sites: 1–3 – Corbridge; 4–6 – Vindonissa; 7–10 – Urspring; 11 – Arae Fla-
viae; 12–13 – Gilāu (after Czarnecka 2003: 151 fig. 1).

Fig. 87. Conical tips with bulbous heads 
from European Barbaricum: 1 – Sadowie;  
2 - Zgierz-Rudunki; 3 – Malkowice; 4 – Ob-
lin; 5 – Jartypory; 6 – Straining; 7 – Husby 
(after Czarnecka 2003: 151 fig. 2). 
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Fig. 88. A second century AD funerary relief from Apulum (Alba Iulia) remains the only one firm figured evidence for carrying 
javelins in a quiver (phot. R. D’Amato, after D’Amato & Ruggeri 2017: 45).

How the sitation looked in the Rhineland area is not 
clear. It is also worth adding that these iron ferrules are 
also virtually absent in iconographic record.1006 Never-
theless, it is quite possible that at least some javelins re-
quired long shafts and any iron on the other end would 
spoil their performance, as it happened with my recon-
structed examples: the iron tips were too heavy for end-
ings of the shafts [fig. 84]. That is particularly true with 
the javelins with the awl-like heads attached because 
these were not so heavy. The general conclusion is that 
the Roman cavalrymen in the first century AD used jave-
lins with broad heads of perhaps Thracian origins. In the 
second century the awl-like javelins were introduced, 
probably as a result of Moorish or Numidian influence.

The distribution of iron ferrules in Barbaricum could 
indicate that the use of shortened javelins became 
popular on both sides of the Roman frontier (it is worth 
nothing that in the majority of cases these finds belong 
to Przeworsk culture or Elbe circle: the burial rites prac-

1006  At least in the case of the figured evidence collected by Schlei-
ermacher (1984) and Bull (2007).

ticed in these areas simply gave them more chances to 
survive, besides some isolated finds come also from the 
lower Rhine area).1007 Therefore, it is quite possible that 
both sides of the conflict had accepted a certain manner 
in which the cavalry duels were resolved.1008 The accept-
ance of such solution not necessarily required a kind of 
mutual, even unspoken, agreement. As many of the Ro-
man cavalry units were formed from the Celtic or Ger-
manic tribes,1009 both sides shared the same  “barbar-
ian” heritage and had the same admiration for “heroic” 
warfare and fighting styles. 

We should add that the javelins used in real combat 
are effective only at a short distance, tough a speed of 
a galloping horse can add much to the range covered by 
a thrown projectile. Junkelmann states that with a 146 cm 
long and 0.8 kg heavy javelin he was able to throw it for 

1007  From Kesteren in Netherlands, see Nicolay 2007: 32, 345 pl. 
34: cat. no. 166.11–12.
1008  Just like among the mounted samurai, see Turnbull 1996: 24.
1009  See Junkelmann 1991: 56–8. See also table 3 in the present 
book.
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24 m distance when on foot. That increased to 30 m when 
mounted.1010 The performance of shorter javelins1011 with 
iron ferrules at the end could have been even worse. With 
my replica of a that kind of javelin I was able to obtain 
an 8–10 m range throw when standing on foot because 
the iron ferrule affected the balance, though the use of 
leather thong lever attached to the iron ferrule added 
some penetration power [fig. 84]. That would probably  
increase to about 10 m when mounted, tough for reli-
able results we would have to wait until I would improve 
balance in the saddle. That type of javelin was clearly 
a short range weapon used during the mêlée. Moreover, 
throwing the javelin for greater range would be useless, 
as the opponent would have time to notice the upcoming 
weapon and dodge it. As even the average Roman cavalry 
horse was able to outrun any short legged Germanic pony 
(the mounts used by the auxiliaries of Germanic stock be-

1010  Junkelmann 1992: 140.
1011  The javelins were shortened to allow and facilitate drawing 
them from a quiver, see Junkelmann 1992: 140, 142 phot. 74.

ing the only exception) the increased use of such close 
range weapons offered the Roman horsemen an obvious 
advantage during the mounted combat (on the other 
hand, the lighter Germanic infantrymen, using “classical” 
longer, but lighter and better balanced javelins, were able 
to outrange such armed Roman horse, even if they were 
only able to throw them for no more than the mentioned 
above 24 m). So the “classical” longer  javelins could have 
been used in response  by the Roman side. These javelins 
were shorter version of the weapon shown on the Berlin 
monument [fig. 97b].  Perhaps longer javelins of greater 
range were required for anti-infantry actions. The subject 
warrants further investigations.

The surviving figured evidence, such as the tomb-
stones of Andes1012 and Romanius Capito1013 [figs. 38, 73], 
clearly shows that the early imperial Fontillet, Naupor-
tus or Giubiasco elongated gladius hispanensis [fig. 75a-
c] was still in use in Claudian or even early Flavian (?) 

1012  Schleiermacher 1984: 97–98 cat. no. 20. 
1013  Schleiermacher 1984: 110–111 cat. no. 27. 

Fig. 89. Late first century spathae: a – “Thracian style” scabbard cover from Ptuj (draw. A. Smadi, after Miks 2007 and Fischer 
2012: 187 fig. 256); b – Pompeii type gladius and spatha from Newstead fort (after James 2011: 152 fig. 52).

ba
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Fig. 90. The mid-first century AD swords and dagger dredged from Rhine on the territory of civitas Batavorum (not to scale – 
after Nicolay 2007: 28 fig. 2.8). Both gladii (Mainz and Pompeii types) or pugio are typical infantry weapons, but the evidence of 
Lancaster stone [fig. 96] may suggest that at least some were also carried by horsemen. The spatha’s tapering point looks simi-
lar to the earlier Nauportus type. The later Newstead type was somewhat broader.  
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times. Later the Thracian auxiliary horsemen adapted 
spathae with parallel edges. These were carried in the 
richly decorated scabbards, similar to those used with 
Pompeii type gladii, but adorned with traditional Thra-
cian motifs. Example of such style comes from Ptuj (Po-
etovio) in present day Slovenia [fig. 89a].1014 Sadly, noth-
ing like that had came to light in the Rhineland.1015 The 
evidence provided by the Lancaster stone [fig. 96] can 
suggest that some horsemen carried gladii intended for 
infantry use. The gravestone of Dannicus from Cirences-
ter even shows the infantry pugio carried by a horse-
man.1016  The frequent transfers made cavalry units from 
both sides of the channel quite similar, so it is possible 
that such customs were also observed in the Rhineland 
area. Finds from the Rhine make such hypothesis plau-
sible [fig. 90]. It is difficult to determine whether the 
newly introduced Newstead type was intended solely for 
cavalry use: James, while comparing these swords with 
Pompeii style short infantry swords [fig. 89b] pointed 
out that the new spathae of Newstead type were of the 
size of the old gladii hispanenses, which were also used 
by foot warriors.1017 Nevertheless, these weapons, more 
excellent in cuts, were better suited for cavalry warfare 
than earlier examples.

1014  Fischer 2012: 187 fig. 256.
1015  See below in this chapter for the discussion about cavalry 
spathae.
1016  Schleiermacher 1984: 185 cat. no. 74; Bull 2007: 43.
1017  James 2011: 152.

Due to the predominant Celtic tradition the most 
frequently used form of armour was chainmail, made 
of interlocking metal rings [fig. 95.2]. Provided that that 
particular form of armour could have been worn hanging 
loosely, its proper use required placing the proper under-
garment beneath. When used in such a way chainmail 
was able to stop penetration of the majority of projec-
tiles and weapons.1018 At this point it is worth to recall the 
opinion of Sim and Kaminsky on work of the chainmail 
armour: “The effect of the mail hanging loosely is exactly 
the same as a football net. The energy from the weapon 
is absorbed by the ring mail as it moves from its position 
in towards the body, thus dissipating the energy away 
from the point of impact. This is similar to how the lorica 
squamata1019 functions; however, ring mail is consider-
ably more flexible than and has the potential to deform 
considerably. However, ring mail cannot ‘give’ too much, 
because the wearer might survive the penetration to the 
object, but suffer internal injuries from blunt force trau-
ma... It is the integration of the properties of the ring with 
the backing garment that make the armour effective”.1020

The problem with the surviving pieces of Roman mail 
is that the great majority of finds was preserved in gen-
erally poor condition. Moreover, despite its great popu-
larity, a small quantity survived to our times. To make 
matters worse, sometimes the surviving rings are fused 

1018  Sim & Kaminski 2012: 111.
1019  I.e. scale armour.
1020  After Sim & Kaminski 2012: 111.

Fig. 91. Trajanic period Adamklisi metope 
showing T-shirt style mail armour (after Cor-
nell & Matthews 1995: 145). Please note the 
shape of the shafted weapon, thicker near 
javelinhead and balanced for throwing. That 
was, most probably, Aarrian’s λόγχη. Compare 
with fig. 84.
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together with iron oxide or are found to consist “of a thin 
shell of iron with a hollow centre”.1021

Production of mail hauberks was time consuming and 
onerous, though quite simple. Roman ring mail, some-
times incorrectly described as “chainmail”, was made of 
alternative rows of interlocked riveted and punched rings 
or, less frequently, solely of riveted variety.

Rings were made of drawn wire: a draw plate, intend-
ed for that function, was recovered from Vindolanda 
fort.1022 That item contained several holes for wire pro-
duction: for drawing wire of 3.20, 2.80, 2.60, 2.30 mm 
in diameter. The mail rings from slightly later Nydam 
find were 1.2 mm in diameter. In contrast, the wire from 
mail rings discovered at Stuttgart was 0.95 mm in diam-
eter.1023 From Vindonissa comes a fragment of second 
century AD mail, made of extremely thin wire of 0.5 mm 
in diameter (the rings had 5 mm in diameter).1024 

For a horseman the main problem connected with 
mail was its weight. For example: the slightly later surviv-
ing mail hauberk from Vimose, now in National Museum 
of Denmark, weighs about 8 kg.1025 To that we should 
add the weight of substantial undergarment, a kind of 
leather backing or a padded gambeson of about 2 kg. 
Not surprisingly, any horseman clad in such armour was 
prone to risks of upper body displacement. To make 
matters worse, some Roman hauberks, especially from 
the first century AD, had additional shoulder doubling 
fastened at the breast by the pair of special hooks [fig. 
95.3]1026 –  that particular innovation appeared due to 
the increased use of Celtic style swords because shoul-
ders were exposed to downward slashing blows1027 or to 
the thrusts of spears held overarm in the raised hand.1028 
Mail armour made in that particular way was heavier. 
The figured evidence suggests that some kind of a hybrid 
armour was also in use, combining elements of mail hau-
berk with shoulder doubling of segmented plate armour, 
most probably similar to those known from Corbridge 
hoard legionary infantry lorica segmentata.1029 

But during the Dacian wars, as the evidence from 
Trajan’s column and Adamklisi metopes [fig. 91] may 
indicate,1030 mail hauberks with shoulder doubling went 
out of use. Perhaps better protection was traded for 

1021  Again after Sim & Kaminski 2012: 111.
1022  Sim & Kaminski 2012: 116.
1023  Sim & Kaminski 2012: 117.
1024  D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 129 phot. 162.
1025  Wiel 1999: 160.
1026  Fischer 2012: 165. For hooks see also D’Amato & Sumner 
2009a: 128 phot. 159.
1027  Sim & Kaminski 2012: 111.
1028  In that position the spear, most probably, would be aimed at 
shoulder or head. 
1029  See Junkelmann 1992: 192–193 phot. 173 (relief from Arlon in 
Luxembourg served as an inspiration for that particular reconstruc-
tion, see Junkelmann 1992: 186–187 phot. 163). See also Bishop 2002: 
73–74. See Bishop & Coulston 1993: 206–209 for the discussion about 
the attribution of loricae segmentatae to legionary infantry.
1030  See D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 184 fig. 265, 191 fig. 278.

greater mobility and seat security, or due to the pro-
tracted conflict the Roman authorities simply wanted to 
minimize the cost of armour production because simple 
T-shirt like hauberks were obviously cheaper for manu-
facture.

There is another clue: limited evidence suggests that 
some Roman cavalrymen used articulated armour simi-
lar to legionary lorica segmentata for torso protection. 
A bas-relief from Museo Nazionale di Arte Sacra della 
Marsica, Sezione Archeologica, Castello di Celano, shows 
a dismounted horseman in a lorica segmentata armour, 
tough it is difficult to determine the original material.1031 
As the Japanese samurai made an extensive use of “mod-
ern” articulated tosei gusoku armour in mounted combat 
[the armour shown on pl. D1 is not a good example as 
it has solid plates],1032 one may ask why the evidence for 
Roman use of such equipment is so limited? Wide iron 
strips are more durable and can offer better protection. 
However, the Corbidge type cuirass would cause some 
problems during horse riding because the lower parts 
would obstruct proper muscle work, i.e. opening and 
closing the hips. So the examples intended for mounted 
use should have been made somewhat shorter. On the 
other hand, it seems to be logical that the Romans pre-
ferred the freedom of movement, so characteristic for 
mail or scale armour, and their protective equipment, in 
the clear contrast to the Sengoku period Japanese inno-
vative cuirasses, did not needed to be bullet-proof. That 
is why articulated iron armour never gained popularity 
among Roman cavalrymen.

There was another type of armour popular among 
the Roman cavalrymen: the scale armour. It was made 
of copper-alloy or iron scales1033 arranged in overlapping 
rows, fastened with wire or leather thongs and sewn to 
the kind of leather or multi-layered fabric backing. How-
ever, it is worth adding that some Roman scale cuirasses 
were made from different materials. At this point we 
have to recall the set of bone scales, now kept in Naples 
National Archaeological Museum, recovered from the 
ruins of gladiatorial school at Pompeii [fig. 82]. The set in 
question was originally glided by some metal and linked 
with metal wires.1034 Yet, it well could have been used as 
a kind of theatrical prop, parade or mounted gladiator ar-
mour. It is noteworthy that such parade armour is worn 
by Roman Praetorian guard horseman clearly visible on 
relief from Museo di Antichita, Turin.1035 The practice of 
using organic materials for scale armour production was, 
quite probably, adopted under Sarmatian influence.1036

1031  D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 192.
1032  Mitsuo & Kruit 2000: 68.
1033  As for the armour scales, iron and bronze have similar rigidity – 
while brass is inferior, cf. Sim & Kaminski 2012: 97.
1034  See D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 141–142 fig. 187.
1035  D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 142 fig. 188.
1036  D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 142. The influence of Iranian and 
Sarmatian arms and armour would be discussed in detail in the fol-
lowing chapter.
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Fig. 92. Modern replica of Newstead type sword (author’s project, realisation by Krzysztof Rzemek, phot. Rafał Miłoszewski). 
Scabbard decoration was based on example recovered from Rhine and now in Rijksmuseum van Oudheden [fig. 90]. The New-
stead type reconstruction, proposed by James [fig. 89b], suggests the use of rather small pommels. However, author’s experi-
ence [fig. 115] and figured evidence [figs. 83, 94] had revealed the fact that larger examples were used, required for more en-
thusiastic strokes. On the other hand, smaller examples were better at circular parries.

ba
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Yet, the majority of preserved Roman scales were 
made from metal. They were rectangular in shape, with 
rectangular, clipped rectangular, triangular, lancet arch 
or radiused bottom endings. In cross-section the scale 
plates could have been flat, curved, V-sectioned, with 
one or two ridges (the changes in cross-section of these 
scales appeared not only due to aesthetic or decorative 
reasons but also to improve their defensive quality, as 
non-flat scales are more resistant to damage).1037  The 
scales also had holes for wire or thong fastening. The 
great majority of first century AD examples had only two 
holes drilled in the upper part of the scale [fig. 95.4]. 
Some first century AD scale cuirasses were made with 
shoulder doubling, just like chainmail hauberks, such ar-
mours were also fastened with pairs of breast hooks.1038 

The protective quality of any scale armour depended 
on the way in which the scales were arranged in rows. 
If the scales were overlapping fragments of neighbour-
ing pieces, the penetrating projectiles sometimes had to 
pierce two or even three protective layers. Moreover, 
scale armour offers increased resistance to downwards 
cuts, as the force of the impact was absorbed and dis-
tributed by two rows of overlapping scales.1039 However, 
horsemen wearing cuirasses made from scales fastened 
only by wire going through the holes drilled in their up-
per parts1040 could find themselves endangered by up-
ward spear or sword thrusts, as the blade or spearhead 
could easily lift up and bypass scales overlapping down-
wards, having only to penetrate the leather or fabric 
backing. 

The surviving figured evidence, such as the above 
mentioned monument of Flavius Bassus [fig. 83], sug-
gests that at least some auxiliary cavalry units used 
wooden oval flat shields, with the hemispherical domed 
bosses attached in the centre.1041 These were covered 
with leather and the U-sectioned copper-alloy edging 
protected the edges. As to the kind of a grip we have 
no clues to determine the material from which it was 
made and the way of its attachment. The Dura Europos 
shields made of wooden planks, frequently recalled as an 
analogy,1042 belong to the later period.1043 

1037  About discussion on Roman armour scales, see Sim & Kaminski 
2012: 96–7.
1038  Such scale armour is clearly visible on Palazzo Ducale reliefs 
from Mantua, see Junkelmann 1992: 181 phot. 157 [figs. 48–49].
1039  Sim & Kaminski 2012: 99.
1040  Some examples are illustrated in: Bishop & Coulston 1993: 88 
figs. 51–52.
1041  As one can judge on the basis of evidence provided by Trajan’s 
column, see D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 184 fig. 265.
1042  About Dura shields, see James 2004: 159–187.
1043  For example, during the re-enactment of hippika gymnasia 
performances Dura shields provided an universal model for recon-
structing cavalry shields belonging to first – third centuries AD, see 
Junkelmann 1996: 56, 78–79. Such approach can be recognized also 
in: Dixon & Southern 1993: 43–45 and in: Stephenson & Dixon 2003: 
36. But we should bear in mind that the first century AD examples 
were somewhat longer.

The horizontal grip, certainly visible on Dura Europos 
shields, is difficult to use on horseback. According to ex-
periments conducted by Ann Hyland, it is possible to use 
horizontal grip, but it seriously limits available aids and 
finger play.1044  Moreover, when the left arm gets tired 
the rein hand slides too much to the left side of the horse 
(provided the rider is right handed and holds weapons in 
that hand), what, as any competent horseman can easily 
recognize, would result in turning to the left. In order to 
obtain proper action of the bit the rein hand should be 
held just above the horses neck (ideal difficult to achieve 
with large and unwieldy Roman period shield) or as close 
to that position as possible. Ann Hyland was fully aware 
about the limitations caused by the shape of the shield 
and its dimensions [figs.  93b, 95.1]. But the figured evi-
dence and the very existence of Dura Europos finds can 
confirm the fact that at least some oval shields were used 
with horizontal grip [figs. 73, 83, 180b] during mounted 
combat. Quite recently a reconstruction of the Dura Euro-
pos type shield horseback use, apparently influenced by 
the above mentioned experiments, was made by Christa 
Hook [fig.  93a]. However, using the elongated oval shield 
in such a way could cause a serious problem: one can 
easy imagine that when the rider’s hand becomes tired 
the shield would injure horse’s neck or shoulder [fig.  
93b]. 

Nevertheless, the leather coverings recovered from 
the Valkenburg fort1045 clearly confirm the use of oval 
shields on the Rhineland frontier. In comparison to the 
hexagonal or rectangular variety the oval type offered 
less protection, but it was lighter and more handy. Per-
haps oval shields were used by horsemen who carried 
heavier armour and were subjected to constant risk of 
loss of balance (please note that riding a horse in a heavy 
chainmail frequently led to body displacement and, in 
consequence, to falls). In such conditions a lighter shield 
offered an obvious advantage. Moreover, the oval shield 
with horizontal grip could have been easy moved over-
head to deflect strokes aimed at the right side of the 
rider. That was achieved due to its elongated oval shape. 
The obvious conclusion is that the Roman cavalry of Cel-
to-Thracian origins was composed of heavy armoured 
javelinmen who mainly used oval shields.1046  Please note 
that even the Thracian horsemen transferred to Britain 
after AD 43 continued to use such shields: the above 
mentioned funerary monument from Gloucester, dedicat-
ed to certain Rufus Sita, the cavalryman of the sixth co-

1044  Hyland 1990a: phot. 2 and 14.
1045  Bishop & Coulston 1993: 42 fig. 4.
1046  Such shields appear mainly on tombstones dedicated to horse-
men of Celto-Thracian origins or serving in such units, cf. Schleier-
macher 1984: 90–91 cat. no. 17: Flavius Bassus, eques alae Norico-
rum, from Thracian Dansala [see above notes: 560, 915 and fig. 83]; 
Schleiermacher 1984: 93 cat. no. 18; 110 cat. no. 27: C. Romanius 
Capito, eques alae Noricorum.
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Fig. 93. Oval shield horizontal grip use: a – the horseback use of Dura Europos type shield (draw. Ch. Hook, after MacDowall 
& Hook 1995: pl. A1b); b – Ann Hyland demonstrating the benefits of “horned” saddle, which enabled more enthusiastic sword 
strokes, please note the shield position and how its oval shape reduces the risk of injuring mount’s neck (after Hyland 1993: 
158). At the beginning of the third century AD the growing importance of close combat enforced shortening the shield, which 
was lightened and became more handy – hence the introduction of Dura Europos model.

ba

Fig. 94. Tombstone of a Thracian horseman 
Rufus Sita from Gloucester (phot. by Michael 
Bishop, armatura press, internet: http://picssr.
com/tags/glevum/page3 – access 30.11.2016). 
It seems that the Thracian horsemen trans-
ferred to Britain relied more on longer shafted 
weapons. If that was the case, the use of 
calones for ammunition support was typical 
only for Rhineland frontier. It is difficult to de-
termine the exact shape of the shield, it could 
be oval or hexagonal.
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Fig. 95. Roman defence armour: 1 – shield reconstructed on the basis of representations from Trajan’s column and Valken-
burg leather cover; 2 – chainmail; 3 – breast hooks for shoulder doubling; 4 – first – early second century AD scale armour (after 
Hyland 1993: 79). 
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hort of Thracians, shows one [fig. 94].1047 Similar  was the 
case with the Colchester monument of Longinus Stapeze 
from Ala Prima Tracum (sic!).1048 But please note that 
hexagonal shields were equally popular, mostly among 
horsemen of Celtic origins [fig. 102a].1049 Perhaps, in clear 
contrast to the “Germanic style” examples, these were 
given horizontal handgrips in order to facilitate parrying 
blows or missiles aimed at the right side of the horseman. 
The tombstone of Romanius Capito from Mainz [fig. 73] 
confirms the fact that such shields were narrowed at the 
bottom to avoid injuries to horse’s neck [fig. 93b].

As we can see, the horsemen armed according to the 
Celto-Thracian style used oval or hexagonal shields with 
horizontal grip, sat on saddles with elongated horns, very 
useful in wheeling practiced during “dogfights”, as the 
exchange of javelin volleys was theirs preferred method 
of fighting. These horsemen also relied on calones for 
ammunition support. 

But how huge was the impact of these styles on the 
on the local Rhineland societies. Fortunately enough, we 
are able to confront the data acquired from grave as-
semblies and ritual deposits with the figured evidence. 
Let us begin with the Treveri, a tribe of mixed Germanic 
and Celtic stock.1050 

A first century AD tombstone, published by Bull, was 
recently found at Lancaster [fig. 96]. The stone was 
dedicated to certain Insus, son of Vodullis, citizen of 
the Treveri, a soldier of an Ala Augusta Victoris (?).1051 
It bears a representation of a rider protected only by 
a helmet and armed with a shield and short sword. The 
horseman carries a bracelet of a Celtic type on his wrist 
and in his right hand he holds a head of a defeated 
enemy.1052 The stone displays also the other elements 

1047  CIL VII 67 = RIB 121, see also Schleiermacher 1984: 194–5 cat. 
no. 79; Speidel 2009b: 248 fig. 3 and Webber & McBride 2001: 47.
1048  Schleiermacher 1984: 189 cat. no. 76.
1049  Cf. Schleiermacher 1984: 79 cat. no. 9: Vornatorix [see also fig. 
102a] See below in this chapter for the discussion about hexagonal 
shields. Please note that in case of many monuments it is difficult to 
determine the exact shape of the shield.
1050  According to Tacitus (Germ. 28), the Treveri were proud of their 
Germanic origin, as they wanted to distance themselves from “Gallic 
laziness”. The text goes as follows: “Treveri et Nervii circa affectatinem 
Germanicae originis ultro ambiosi sunt, tamquam  per hanc gloriam 
sanguinis a similtitudine et inertia Gallorum separentur – Treveri and 
Nervi are proud of their Germanic origins, and by this praiseworthy de-
scent they deny their similarity to lazy Gauls” – author’s translation). 
But Tacitus does not mention them alongside with the Vangiones, 
Triboci and Nemetes as “tribes of unquestionably Germanic stock”. 
About the discussion of ethnic identity of the Treveri, see Wightman 
1970: 16–24 and Heinen 1985. For commentary to the text, see Płóci-
ennik & Kolendo 2008: 138. According to King (1990: 153–155), the 
presence of northern Germanic type longhouses alongside Celtic 
types of villas supports the theory that the Treveri tribe combined 
Celtic and Germanic culture elements.
1051  Bull 2007: 10: “Dis / Manibus Insus Vodulli / [fil]ius cive(s) Trev-
er(orum) eques alae aug(ustae) / [t(urma?)] Victoris curator Domitia 
[h(eres) f(aciendum) c(uravit?)]”, cf. table 3 no. 3 for references and 
commentary.
1052  As in: Bull 2007: 28; D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 180–181. 

of Celtic culture: Insus wears tightly fitting knee length 
trousers and boots similar to those recovered from 
much earlier Hochdorf princely grave.1053 He also ap-
pears to be riding on simple blanket, the speculations 
about the possible use of horned saddle are unjusti-
fied.1054 Surprisingly enough, thanks to the power of 
suggestion connected with the supposed Celtic origins 
of the horned saddle and due to the impact of imagina-
tion, some popular reconstructions tend to show Insus 
riding in such saddle.1055 

Stephen Bull, drawing on the comparative evidence 
provided by a tombstone from Ribchester and on as-
sumption that Insus was shown wearing auxiliary cav-
alry type A helmet1056 (Weiler type in German nomencla-
ture), prefers later first century AD date for the Lancaster 
stone.1057 Yet, some features and equipment details sug-
gest earlier, perhaps Neronian, chronology. First of all, 
anyone familiar with Roman military equipment would 
recognize the fact that Insus was shown in Coolus type 
helmet adorned with horsehair crest and geminae pri-
mae plumes, which were intended to secure the divine 
protection of Mars.1058 We should remember that the 
custom of adorning helmets with feathers was copied by 
the Romans from Gauls and became a distinctive feature 
of the whole fifth legion Alaudae.1059 There is no reason 
to distrust such interpretation, as Robinson’s remarks 
on cavalry use of Coolus type helmets had been over-
ruled. And Roman cavalrymen almost certainly used such 
equipment, but in slightly earlier times. Moreover, as Bull 
correctly pointed out, Insus is shown holding gladius of  
a Mainz type. Not surprisingly, such short swords are 
traceable in the Augustan period grave assemblies com-
ing from vicinity of the civitas Treverorum territory, tough 
these finds are not necessarily connected with the tribe 
of Treveri itself. 1060 But we cannot give the Lancaster 
stone such early date: putting all the evidence together 
we can assume that the Treveri have shown a consider-
able amount of conservatism: the equipment sculpted 
on the stone was slightly out of date even in the time of 
invasion of Britannia in AD 43.

1053  For good quality photographs of boots golden remains, see 
Allen 2007: 29.
1054  As in: Bull 2007: 27–28 and in: D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 178, 
180–181.
1055  See, for example, Allen & Reynolds 2001: pl. E for popular re-
construction of Insus’ appearance.
1056  Robinson 1975: 89.
1057  Bull 2007: 23, 29–33.
1058  As it appears on Sumner’s reconstructions quoted in: Bull 2007: 
28 and D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 180–181. On gemine primae, see 
Virg. Aen. 6. 779: “ut geminae stant vertice cristae”; See also D’Amato 
& Sumner 2009a: 8 notes: VIII and IX.
1059  Suet. Caes. 24. 2; Pliny the Elder: HN 11. 44 (121): “praeterea 
parvae avi, quae, ab illo galerita apellata quondam postea Gallico vo-
cabulo etiam legioni nomen dederat alaudae – small wings, that with 
a certain helmet called after them, in following times from a Gallic 
world had given the name to the legion Alaudae”– author’s translation. 
1060  Waurick 1994: 10–11, 20, 34.
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Fig. 96. The Neronian (?) period Lancaster 
stone (after Bull 2007: 15).

The territories of civitas Treverorum, roughly geo-
graphically delimited to the banks of Mosel around 
the present day Trier, reaching as far as Glan river (and 
the lands of neighbouring civitates of tribes, such as 
Vangiones and Nemetes living between the Glan and 
Rhine),1061 in the pre-Flavian period provided several 
auxiliary units for the Roman army service.1062  

At least two cavalry units were raised by the Treveri 
itself: these were: ala Treverorum and ala Gallorum In-
diana (not counting the Ala Augusta known from the 

1061  For the frontiers of these civitates, see Häussler 1994: 45.
1062  Roymans 1996: 22–23.

Lancaster stone). Paradoxically, there is no evidence of 
raising any infantry Treverorum cohort in the Julio-Clau-
dian times.1063 The cohors II Treverorum known from 
Holzhausen and Zugmantel is certainly a third century 
creation, being recruited during the reign of Caracalla.1064 
As it was said earlier, in the neighbourhood of civitas 
Treverorum the customs of weapon deposition in grave 

1063  But such units were raised from neighbouring Vangiones and 
Ubii, see Roymans 1996: 22–23.
1064  See CIL XIII 7612, CIL XIII 7615, AE 1898, 9, 63 = CIL XIII 7616, CIL 
XIII 7618 = CIL XIII 7617 all from Holzhausen and CIL XIII 11971 from 
Zugmantel, see also Spaul 2000: 188.
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assemblages lasted longer than on more romanised ter-
ritories. The local burial grounds and grave assemblages 
from places like Wederath or Koblenz, approximately be-
longing to the late Augustan to Claudian period, yielded 
much information about the war gear of the Treveri, Ubii, 
Vangiones and Nemetes warriors.1065

Yet, at that point we should stress the fact that the 
late Augustan to Neronian poorly furnished grave as-
semblages [fig. 97a] represent a clear contrast with rich 
earlier burials from Göblingen-Nospelt, which may have 
contained remains of victims who fell during Treveri re-
volt in 29 BC, save that hypothesis is quite difficult to 
prove. The burials in question (three of four in fact), 
yielded extra long Celtic style swords, spearheads and 
spurs (found alongside luxurious tableware) giving some 
idea about the arms of armour of Gallic aristocracy in the 
post-conquest period.1066 The change in burial customs is 
uneasy to explain: one suspect influences from the Ger-
manic culture zone and a migration perhaps as well. The 
other explanation is the impoverishment of tribal aristoc-
racy after the events of 29 BC. We should stress the fact 
that in the case of Treveri the archaeological evidence 
clearly corresponds with the general patterns observed 
in the whole Roman Gaul. And so, according to Drinkwa-
ter, the previous group of Gallic chieftains, enfranchised 
by the first Julio-Claudian emperors (and therefore re-
ferred to as Iulii), did not achieved success in being local 
Roman noblemen, as the requirements connected with 
the new way of live stressed the tribal economy to the 
limits, triggering riots like the revolt of Iulius Sacrovir. 
The new generation (naturally labelled as Claudii) was 
more prepared to cope with the challenge.1067 The poor 
quality of the local grave assemblages, especially when 
compared with earlier Göblingen-Nospelt finds, clearly 
corresponds with the occurrence of such phenomenon. 

Nevertheless, despite the poor value of the major-
ity of stored goods, the slightly later grave assemblages 
from neighbouring Wederath, Koblenz and other cem-
eteries contained good quality weapons, such as gladii of 
Mainz type, with broad blades, waisted edges and long 
tapering points,1068 spearheads and conical shield-
bosses etc. Some assemblages yielded even elements 
of typical Roman war gear, such as: barley corn scutum 
shield bosses,1069 dolabrae pickaxes1070 and pilum javelin 
heads.1071 The other grave goods are poorly represented: 
a few pieces of terra sigillata ware and broken pottery 
shreds do not look so impressive. Moreover, there is an-
other clue: the presence of conical bosses of Germanic 

1065  Waurick 1994: 1–27.
1066  See Metzler 1984: 87–99. The burials probably belong to 30–15 
BC period.
1067  See Drinkwater 1978: 817–850.
1068  Waurick 1994: 7, 10–11, 20.
1069  Waurick 1994: 11, 22. These could have been re-used on flat 
cavalry shields, different from the legionary scutum.
1070  Waurick 1994: 16, 20.
1071  Waurick 1994: 19.

origins suggests foreign influences, perhaps coming from 
the neighbouring Vangiones or Ubii tribes (the subject 
requires further investigation).

The recovered assemblages suggest infantry use but 
we should bear in mind the lack of evidence for infantry 
units existence, as no cohors Treverorum is known from 
the time. On the other hand, no elements of horse har-
ness, connected with these burials, had came to light yet. 
Not surprisingly, Waurick attributed the grave assemblag-
es from the neighbourhood of civitas Treverorum territo-
ry to some local militia units.1072 But we should stress the 
fact that the newly discovered Lancaster stone [fig. 96] 
shows Mainz type sword, similar to those recovered from 
grave assemblages in question [fig. 97a], used by a horse-
man of the Treveri (the other piece of equipment visible 
on the monument, the Coolus helmet, has no analogies 
in these burials, but such items were too precious to end 
as grave goods). 

Nevertheless, the written sources can confirm the 
fact that the soldiers recruited among the Treveri served 
as cavalrymen. And so, Tacitus, while referring to Florus 
and Julius Sacrovir revolt (AD 19–21) states that one of 
the instigators of the revolt, Florus ”pressed on with his 
designs and endeavoured to induce a regiment of horse, 
conscripted from the Treveri, but kept in our service and 
under our discipline, to open hostilities by a massacre of 
Roman financiers. A few men were actually won over, but 
the greater number remained loyal”.1073 In another place, 
but still referring to the troublesome events of that re-
bellion, Tacitus puts in the mouth of the Roman com-
mander Silius similar statement: “Silius... exclaimed... 
that recently one cohort shattered the rebel Turoni; one 
regiment of Treveri horse, [exactly] a few squadrons of 
this very unit, the Sequani”.1074

Therefore, in the light of the newly acquired evidence 
and written testimonies we should suspect that at least 
some grave assemblages from the vicinity of civitas 
Treverorum contained equipment similar to that used 
by Treveran cavalry units.1075 The general conclusion is 
that early auxilia from the place sported a hotchpotch 
appearance, grabbing everything what was handy (and 

1072  Waurick 1994: 23.
1073  Tac. Ann. 3. 42: “interim Florus insistere destinatis, pellicere 
alam equitum qua conscripta e Treviris, militia disciplinaque nostra 
habebatur, ut caesis negotiatoribus Romanis bellum inciperet; pau-
cique equitum corrupti, plures in officio mansere “- slightly changed 
translation by Moore & Jackson 1931.
1074  Tac. Ann. 3. 46: “Silius... clamitabat... una nuper cohors rebel-
lem Turonum, una ala Trevirum, paucae huius ipsius exercitus turmae 
profligavere Sequanos“ – changed translation by Moore & Jackson 
1931.  In translation I have followed the idea expressed by Spaul 1994: 
153: “Perhaps this unit was the same regiment of Treveri tempted by 
Florus at the start of the revolt”. If that was the case, the regiment 
obviously remained loyal to the Roman cause.
1075  But we should stress the fact that some of these grave assem-
blages could belong to the neghbouring Cugerni or Nemetones, who 
supplied infantry auxiliary units, see list of these units in: Roymans 
1996: 22–23.
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Fig. 97. Wide spearheads used as the main combat weapons of some Roman soldiers: a – from the grave assemblage no. 
2215 discovered at Wederath (after Waurick 1994: 20). The equipment of such warriors served as inspiration for the sculptor of 
Lancaster stone, though the image lacks shafted weapon [fig. 96]; b – similar spearhead on late Flavian relief from Puetoli, Ber-
lin, Antikensammlung, Staatliche Museum zu Berlin, inv. no. SK 887 (phot. Ann Raia, internet: http://www.vroma.org/images/raia_
images/stele3.jpg – access 28.05.2017). The sculpture once belonged to a base of Domitian’s equestrian statue and later was 
incorporated into a triumphal arch dedicated to emperor Trajan (Kähler 1951: 430–439; Kunze 1992: 224; Flower 2001: 625–648; 
Busch 2009: 331, 333 fig. 13). The equestrian statue could have been erected to celebrate Domitian’s victories over Germanic 
tribes, like the war against the Chatti tribe or the conquest of Agri Decumates. Therefore, the statue could be a representation 
of emperor’s bodyguard who served in Germanic wars. If so, the generic similarity with Wederath find and functional analysis, as 
both weapons were designed to fight with unarmoured opponents like Haltern arrowheads and Aalen spearheads [cf. figs. 85a-b, 
150a],  would allow us to put forward a hypothesis that such wide spearheads with mid-rib were used alongside the Rhineland 
frontier throughout the whole first century AD, tough Kaczanowski (1992: 51) considers  examples with wide blades a rare im-
port in Barbaricum. The horsemen armed according to the “Celto-Thracian” style certainly used shorter and simpler versions, 
sometimes without rib, but suitable for throwing, the earlier mentioned javelinheads, belonging to such weapons, were recov-
ered from Xanten Wardt Rhine loop (cf. Fischer 2012: 333 phot. 485), while horsemen of Germanic stock used longer spears. All 
these types were probably prototypes of Arrian’s λόγχας. Compare with Claudian period monument of Andes [fig. 38].

ba

was handed over by the Romans). Indeed, we can sus-
pect that the local units had gone through a stage of use 
of some re-cycled Roman pieces of equipment. It is also 
noteworthy that these items were used together with 
war gear of Germanic origins, mostly with conical shield 
bosses. 

Due to the surviving archaeological and figured evi-
dence we can still trace the evolution of Treveri horse-
men arms and armour. At the first stage, let us say to 

15 BC, late La Tène war gear was used since that long 
slashing swords and long spears were the main cavalry 
weapons.1076  At some point during the reign of Augus-
tus these items were replaced by shorter Mainz swords 
and the Germanic style conical shield bosses. The long 
spears continued in use, such weapon appears on the 

1076  As we can judge on the basis of  the mentioned above finds 
from Göblingen-Nospelt.
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Fig. 98.  A Treveran (?) horseman Cantaber 
in leather (?) armour with a long spear (after 
Bishop 1988: 80 fig. 15).

tombstone of a Treveran (?) horseman Cantaber from 
Mainz [fig. 98]1077 and on stone erected to commemo-
rate certain Argiotalus from ala Indiana.1078 As we will 
see, Cantaber  uses panoply typical for the lower Rhine 
Germanic horsemen. His tombstone also clearly shows 
a Pazyryk style saddle, with cushions ended with wooden 
(?) closers. Later, in the late Neronian or early Flavian 
times, the Treveri horsemen adapted the horned saddles 
with rigid trees, long spathae swords and Weiler type 
helmets with embossed hair decoration. The pictorial 
evidence for such evolution comes in the form of much 
damaged bas-relief, restored on the basis of fragments 
from Arlon in present day Luxemburg and from the Wes-
seling-Keldenich and Koblenz pieces from Germany [figs. 

1077  Schleiermacher 1984: 101. The shafted weapon shown on the 
monument should have been a spear, as Cantaber clearly prepares 
for stabbing, not for throwing. The name Cantaber not necessarily 
has ethnic meaning, cf. CIL XIII 6235 = ILS 2503: “Partus, Mutti f(ilius) / 
eques ala Agrip(p)iana natione / Trever(us) / Annoru(m) XXXV stip(end-
iorum) / [X]IIII hic situs est / fratre(s) posuerunt” – for more on Treveri 
horsemen in epigraphic sources, see Mommsen 1994: 85.
1078  Schleiermacher 1984: 134–135.

99–100].1079 Judging from the finding places of the dam-
aged elements it is quite probable that the bas-relief in 
question really shows horsemen from the Treveri lands in 
combat with the Germanic horse warriors.1080

As we can see, the figured evidence, such as the above 
mentioned monument and numerous Rhineland tomb-
stones as well, suggests that the auxiliary cavalrymen 
fought “heroic” style duels with their Germanic foes: the 
monument shows horsemen before clash – analogies from 
modern times can demonstrate that in such circumstances 
one side opened ranks to let the charging foes in. If that 
was the case, the fighting ended in series of duels resem-
bling dogfights, when horsemen wheeled around each 
other in strife for better position to deliver a cut or thrust.

But there was another tradition: a legionary horse-
man Caius Marius from the mid-first century AD tomb-

1079  Junkelmann 1990: 191; 1996: 186–167; Nicolay 2007: 250.
1080  Ledering & Bosman 2012: 79. It is noteworthy that the horse-
men shown on the relief carry swords similarly decorated to the one 
recovered from Hod Hill Roman camp in Dorset, Great Britain. For 
photographs and reconstruction of the sword, see Cowan & Ó’Brógáin 
2013: 36–37 pl. C2, 42. As the Hod Hill camp was abandoned around 
AD 50 that fact gives us some clue for dating the change.
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Fig. 99. Neronian or Flavian period Treveri (?) horsemen shown on fragment of a cavalry monument from Arlon (internet: 
http://www.romanarmytalk.com/rat/archive/index.php/thread-3698–2.html – access 14.06. 2017). Note the wide javelin- or 
spearheads.

Fig. 100. Reconstruction of the cavalry monument erected in the Rhineland during the late Neronian or early Flavian periods. 
Based on fragments from Arlon, Wesseling-Keldenich and Koblenz (after Noelke 1998: fig. 39 and Nicolay 2007: 250 fig. 7.6). 
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Fig. 101. Tombstone of a legionary horseman Caius 
Marius from Bonn, mid-first century AD (after Junkelmann 
1991: 61 phot. 25). He uses large hexagonal shield and 
a shafted weapon designed more for stabbing.

Fig. 102. Earlier horse furniture: Neronian period saddles with lower “Haltern style horns” or “Pazyryk style” examples 
used by horsemen who served in ala Longiniana stationed at Bonn: a – tombstone of the Celtic auxiliary horseman Vonatorix 
(CIL XIII 8095, Rheinisches Landesmuseum, Bonn – phot. Michael Bishop, internet: https://www.flickr.com/photos/thearmatura-
press/6816679557 – access 14.06.2017); b – tombstone of Vellaunus, Johanneskreuz in Bonn, CIL XIII 8094 = AE 1892, 126 (in-
ternet: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Corpus_Inscriptionum_Latinarum,_Vol_XIII,_08000_-_08999#/media/File:Vellaunus_
Bonn.jpg  – access 14.06.2017). Ala Longiniana was active on the Rhine frontier in the Neronian period (table 3: 16).

ba
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stone from Bonn [fig. 101] uses different equipment. 
He sits on a saddle with lower horns, closer look on 
the tombstone reveals the fact that he carries no ar-
mour. Instead, he wears a rigid  (leather or felt?) tunic 
to which his dona militaria are attached.1081 The lack of 
a calo with spare javelins suggests that his long shafted 
weapon was designed more for stabbing than for throw-
ing. He relies on a hexagonal shield for protection. Caius 
Marius was a Roman citizen and a legionary soldier,1082 
so why he was not armed according to Italian style? 
Well, he equipped himself according to the local cus-
toms practiced alongside the lower Rhine frontier. The 
horsemen Vonatorix and Vellaunus, who served in ala 
Longiniana, were equipped in a similar fashion [figs. 
102a-b].

C. Lower Rhine “Germanic” style

The lower Rhine horsemen recruited among the native 
Germanic tribes differed much from their Celto-Thracian 
counterparts. In the frontier zone, particularly in the low-
er Rhineland area, the processes of Romanisation were 
not so intensive. All available evidence suggests that the 
Romans intentionally diminished the process because 
they were afraid that the local communities would lose 
their unique martial abilities and military prowess. As 
a result, the locals cultivated customs discontinued in 
more peaceful areas, such as the ritual deposition of  
weapons.1083 Among these half-romanised local com-
munities were the Batavians, who lived around the pre-
sent day Nijmegen in Netherlands, and at least some of 
the above menioned Treveri, who had Germanic origins. 
A glimpse on deposits left by the members of the Bata-
vian community would shed some light on the problem 
of auxiliary cavalry equipment evolution. Further evi-
dence concerning the evolution of the Roman auxiliary 
cavalry equipment comes from the north of the lower 
Rhine area. These lands were inhabited by various Ger-
manic tribes, such as Tungrians or Cannanefates and 
Frisavones.

In the popular imaginary the very introduction of 
units recruited from various Germanic tribes meant 
that savagery was entered into organised civilisation. 
Of course, the behaviour of many Germanic tribesmen, 
who invaded the Roman world in the fifth century AD 
or served in late Roman armies, formed an influential 
stereotype. That stereotype itself seems to confirm that 
conviction – at least in the eyes of present day people. 
Much later the increased use of units recruited from vari-

1081  Such idea was signalled in: D’Amato & Ruggeri 2016: 44. See 
also Schleiermacher 1984: 69 (cat. no. 4) for the image of the tomb-
stone of Marius from Bonn.
1082  CIL XIII 8059: “C(aius) Marius L(uci) f(ilius) Vol(tinia) | Luco Au-
gusto eques | leg(ionis) I annor(um)  XXX  stipen(diorum) | XV h(ic) 
s(itus) e(st) Sex(tus) Sempronius | frater facien(dum) curavit”.
1083  Roymans 1996: 28–35.

ous Germanic tribes had changed the entire character of 
the Roman army.1084 All understand that the very process 
finally had caused the collapse of the Western Roman 
Empire. But at its very beginning the things seemed to 
go in different direction. The traces of acculturation pro-
cesses visible among Germanic tribes, who lived a while 
within the boundaries of the early Roman empire, can 
tell us a quite different story. In complete contrast to the 
popular conviction the Batavians, who settled between 
the Rhine and the river Waal1085 around the present day 
Nijmegen, were quite willing to learn from their Roman 
overlords.1086 

In the Roman world the Batavians were kept in great 
esteem, to quote the words of Roman historian Tacitus: 
“of all these peoples the bravest are the Batavi, who in-
habit a small part of the shore and mainly the island on 
the Rhine; once a tribe of the Chatti, as a result of domes-
tic quarrel they moved to the present habitat to became 
a part of the Roman empire.  Their distinction persists as 
the emblem of their ancient alliance with us, with the ex-
action of tribute and not disturbed by tax collectors; im-
mune from the burdens and contributions, and set apart 
for fighting purposes only, they are reserved for war, to 
be, as it were, our weapons and armour”.1087 

The Batavian cavalry is extremely important for our 
discussion, not because of its unique fighting skills,1088 
but due to the enormous research work done in Neth-
erlands, where even the smallest pieces of Roman aux-
iliary equipment were carefully collected and examined. 
As a result, we get an invariable window into the past 
that enables us tracing the stages of equipment devel-
opment.1089 Yet, such approach requires great caution, 
as the Batavians, and the other auxiliaries of Germanic 
stock as well, differed a bit from their Celtic counterparts. 

In some aspects the processes of weaponry develop-
ment traceable among the Batavians went in the same 
direction as among the Treveri tribe. The starting point 

1084  For the newest approach to Germanic units in the Roman ser-
vice, see Speidel 2009: 109–120.
1085  Tac. Hist. 4. 12. For settlement patterns traceable in the area 
occupied by the ancient Batavian tribal society, see Willems 1986.
1086  The arms and armour of the Batavian auxiliaries were partially 
discussed in my doctoral thesis work (cf. Gawroński 2003: 100–153) 
and in the short articles: see Gawroński 2006b: 66–67; 2008a: 65–71. 
Yet, publishing of the very important research work done by Johen 
Nicolay (2007) to which I had no access earlier, enables further discus-
sion as many clues now become clear. Therefore, the following pages 
contain a renewed and revised version of my former research work. 
1087  Tac. Germ. 29: “Omnium harum gentium virtute praecipui Bat-
avi non multum ex ripa, sed insulam Rheni amnis colunt, Chattorum 
quondam populus et seditione domestica in eas sedes transgressus, 
in quibus pars Romani imperii fierent. Manet honos et antiquae soci-
etatis insigne; nam nec tributis contemnuntur nec publicanus atterit; 
exempti oneribus et conlationibus et tantum in usum proeliorum se-
positi, velut tela atque arma, bellis reservantur “ – slightly changed 
translation after quoted in James 2011: 145 (translation adapted from 
Church & Brodripp 1893).
1088  These would be discussed in details below.
1089  Sadly, we lack a comparable study for Germania Superior.
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was similar: thanks to the finds from Kessel we know that 
in the last half of the first century BC the Batavi used 
long swords of La Tène type, with a rounded bell-shaped 
hilts and rather blunt points, designed more for cut-
ting than stabbing. The scabbards of these swords were 
decorated with openwork fittings.1090 The iron helmet 
of Port type also had been found at Kessel1091 and the 
set of bronze late La Tène phalerae was recovered from 
the possible cult place at Deil.1092 All these items belong 
to the La Tène period D2 (60–30/15 BC). In addition to 
these pieces of martial equipment the Batavian warriors 
probably used other weapons and armour, characteristic 
for the period in question, such as mail shirts and hexag-
onal flat shields, tough we do not have reliable evidence 
to confirm that statement. The surviving evidence would 
allow us to put forward a hypothesis that the earliest 
horse units recruited in the lower Rhine area used late La 
Tène period style equipment with an obvious admixture 
of the Germanic style war gear. 

1090  Roymans 1996: 17–19; Nicolay 2007: 312–313.
1091  Roymans 1996: 18–19; Nicolay 2007: 317.
1092  Nicolay 2007: 243, 316.

Just like the grave assemblages found in the upper 
Rhine area around the civitas Treverorum [fig. 97a], 
some of the discovered lower Rhine cremation burials 
contained conical shield bosses and Mainz Type swords. 
But due to the differences in burial rituals they seem to 
be less numerous (cf. table 6).

With the notable exception of Mehrum,1093 all these 
grave assemblages were very poorly furnished, some-
times containing only additional conical shield bosses.  
However, the items found in these assemblages look 
quite similar to those recovered from the territory of 
nearby civitas Treverorum. Therefore, it is quite possible 
that at the beginning of the first century AD the Batavian 
cavalrymen looked similar to their Treveri counterparts.

1093  Which was more similar to the grave assemblies from Elbe re-
gion and for some scholars the person buried at Mehrum most prob-
ably came from that region, cf. Gechter & Kunow 1983: 449–468; 
contra: Roymans 1996: 35 note 77, who pointed at the similarities 
between Mehrum and lower Rhine grave assemblages. Roymans sug-
gests that the warrior buried at Mehrum was in fact a local chieftain 
entrusted with the command of Batavian auxiliaries. The presence of 
a Roman style hemispherical or domed umbo, cingulum military belt, 
pugio type dagger and a Roman style scabbard makes such interpre-
tation very probable [cf. fig. 173 in the present book].

Fig. 103. Tombstone of an unknown 
Roman horseman, Köln – Flavian period 
(internet: http://www.romancoins.info/Militar-
yEquipment-Horse.html – access 14.06.2017).
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In the complete contrast to the Treveri the Batavians 
were subjected to the more intensive acculturation pro-
cess, which resulted in faster absorption of Roman war 
gear (quite probably it is not a coincidence that the items 
shown on the Lancaster stone [fig. 96] were slightly out 
of date). Yet, we should bear in mind that the dynamics 
of Romanisation among the Batavian tribe went in two 
different directions.

First of all: the Batavians occupied a very special posi-
tion in the Roman military system, they were entrusted 
with the service in the personal bodyguard of the Julio-
Claudian emperors, the so-called Germani corporis cus-
todes.1094 In consequence, they have developed special 
bounds with the ruling dynasty that resembled the old 
traditional Roman patron-client relationships. That factor 
strengthened their position in the lower Rhine area and 
the client Batavian tribe become the main supporter of 
the Roman rule in the region.1095 During the uprising of 
Vindex in AD 69 it was the Batavian host who helped to 
crush the revolt.1096 The Batavian cavalry was also famous 
for its unique skills in river crossing.1097

It is worth nothing that the Batavian units played 
also an important role in the civil war that happened in 
“the year of the four emperors” and during the upris-
ing against the Romans in AD 69–70. As we know, these 
events led to a temporary collapse of the Roman rule 

1094  See Bellen 1981 and Speidel 1984; see also Gawroński 2005.
1095  Again see Tac. Hist. 4.  12. However, the unique position oc-
cupied by the Batavians had also a dire effect for the whole society. 
None of the other tribal civitates had to manage and maintain such 
a large force for such a long time. It is enough to say that the whole 
Batavian society had to support almost a small “army”. Their contri-
bution consisted of eight infantry cohorts and one cavalry ala (that 
makes about 5000 men in active service, almost an equivalent of 
a contemporary Roman legion). To make these burdens bearable the 
Batavians were exempt from the tax payment, which was a special 
concession on the part of Rome. Moreover, the members of the tribal 
aristocracy were given privileges, especially the right to rise and com-
mand the “national” troops themselves, see Roymans 1996: 20–28.
1096  Tac. Hist. 4. 17: “Ne Vindicis aciem cogitarent: Batavo equite 
protrios Aeduos, Arvernosque”, see also Sprey 1953: 30 and Speidel 
1984: 30.
1097  That would be discussed in detail below.

in Gallic and Germanic provinces.1098 But the processes, 
which shaped the equipment of the Batavians, were on 
their way well before the uprising and the cavalrymen of 
the tribe probably used many elements of Roman gear 
at that date. 

Secondly: the presence of the legionary fortresses at 
Hunerberg and Kops plateau,1099 traceable at the present 
day Nijmegen, encouraged contacts between the locals 
and the Romans. Especially the existence of Kops pla-
teau camp, chosen by Drusus to be his headquarters,1100 
spurred the acculturation processes, as the Batavian 
auxiliaries and even the citizens of the nearby located 
oppidum Batavorum had a chance to observe the very 
centre of Roman war machine.1101 It is noteworthy that 
the presence of the Germanic (Batavian?) auxiliaries in-
side the camp was confirmed by archaeological finds, 
the characteristic bronze Germanic spurs of the so-called 
stuhlsporn type were recovered from the site.1102 Moreo-
ver, the abandonment of the site and the subsequent re-
building it as a cavalry camp did not stop the process, as 
the site was occupied by Batavian cavalry auxiliaries.1103 
Therefore, it is easy to suspect that the Batavians were 
subjected to the constant influence of the Roman mili-
tary culture.

1098  About the Batavian uprising, see Sprey 1953; van Soesbergen 
1971; Dyson 1971; Urban 1985.
1099  See van Enckevort 2004: for Hunerberg: 105; for Drusus’  camp: 
106–109. 
1100  See van Enckevort 2004: 109.
1101  See van Enckevort 2004: 110–111. The acculturation process 
pattern resembled that known from Walgirmes, the only one urban 
centre erected inside the newly conquered free Germany where the 
local tribesmen and the Roman residents exchanged goods, see von 
Schnurbein 2004: 23–24. The massive principia and praetorium head-
quarters were also erected at Nijmegen at the beginning of Christian 
era. According to van Enckevort (2004: 109–111), the Romans invest-
ed in such monumental architecture in order to impress the natives.
1102  See van Enckevort 2004: 112.
1103  See van Enckevort 2004: 113–114. Several finds of cavalry hel-
mets with silvered facemasks, deposited with local pottery fragments 
in votive pits, seem to confirm the theory that Kops plateau cavalry 
camp was occupied by the Batavian auxiliaries in the Claudian-Nero-
nian times.

Findspot: Find kind: Dating: References:

1. Someren (Netherlands) Mainz type sword with 
scabbard 27 BC- AD 14 Roymans & Kortlang 1993: 32–36

2. Neeritteer (Netherlands) Mainz type sword AD 1–68 Roymans 1996: 35, 105

3. Maasbree (Netherlands) A scabbard chape fragment First half  
of the first century AD Roymans 1996: 35

4. Haldern (Germany) A scabbard fragment First half  
of the first century AD Reichmann  1979: 416

5. Mehrum (Germany) Sword with scabbard Beginning of the second half 
of the first century AD Gechter & Kunow 1983: 464 fig. 16

6. Köln-Marienburg (Germany) Sword First half  
of the first century AD Van Doorselaer 1963(1964): 29

Table 6. Lower Rhine first century AD grave assemblages, mainly with Mainz type gladii, after Roymans 1996: 105 (see also 
Gawroński 2003: 103 table 7).
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On the other hand, the Romans were not interested in 
rapid progress in Romanisation because the lower Rhine 
communities, and among them the Batavians, were sup-
plying enormous amount of good quality recruits.1104 We 
can even suspect that the Roman authorities were so 
afraid about the eventual decrease of their martial abili-
ties that they suspended promotion of their new ways of 
living. As a result, the urban life and large monoculture 
villae farms in these areas developed slowly, the local 
Batavian aristocracy continued to live in long, wooden 
houses (sharing them with horses and cattle: such dwell-
ings were typical for the European landscape in the pre-
Roman Iron Age) – the Roman roof tiles being the only 
available luxury.1105

Such development had two major consequences: 
in the clear contrast to more peaceful Gaul the tradi-
tional ways of living continued and martial values were 
still considered important, the Batavian auxiliary units 
were, in fact, the old traditional warbands or retinues 
(Gefolgschaften) redressed as “Roman” soldiers.1106 Their 
chieftains, disguised as Roman officers, observed old cus-
toms and lived according to time-honoured traditions. It 
is noteworthy that the Rhine Iulii, in the clear contrast 
to the situation traceable deeper in Gaul, survived and 
prospered.1107 As we can see, the traditional way of life 
posed less challenges to the members of the local tribal 
aristocracies.

As a result, on the territory of civitas Batavorum the 
custom of ritual deposition of weapons lasted longer and 
thanks to that factor we have a great amount of informa-
tion about the arms and armour of the Batavian horse-
men.1108 Moreover, due to the respect for tradition the 
equipment of lower Rhine horsemen combined Roman 
and Germanic elements. 

The general conclusion is that the lower Rhine com-
munities were subjected to two different kinds of cultural 
pressure: on the one hand the constant presence of the 
Roman army resulted in rapid adaptation of Roman arms 
and armour, that process, quite probably, went deeper 
and faster than among the upper Rhine Treveri. On the 
other hand, retaining traditional way of living resulted 
in continuation of some indigenous Germanic fighting 
styles. The results of such subtle interplay of influences, 
caused by dichotomy in Romanisation dynamics, remains 
the main original feature of lower Rhine societies.

1104  See Roymans 1996: 22. We should again recall the fact that the 
number of Batavi tribesmen in active service reached five thousand men.
1105  Roymans 1996: 40–41, 53, 88. The introduction of roof tiles 
began at Nijmegen around AD 40–50, see van Enckevort 2004: 107. 
James (2011: 146) characterizes that phenomenon even more explic-
itly: “Batavian territory for the most part developed along lines very 
different from some neighbouring groups; its byre-houses settlements 
largely retained an Iron Age aspect, and there was little urbaniza-
tion, in contrast to the flourishing cities, such as Cologne, developing 
among the peoples upstream”.
1106  Roymans 1996: 20–22; Nicolay 2007: 60, 247
1107  Roymans 1996: 26–27.
1108  Roymans 1996: 28–30; Nicolay 2007: 124–127

According to Tacitus, the Batavian horsemen were 
specially trained to cross rivers in full arms, swimming 
alongside their mounts: “The Batavians... had long train-
ing in our wars with the Germans; then later they in-
creased their renown by service in Britain, whither some 
cohorts were sent, led according to their ancient custom 
by the noblest of them. They also had at home a select 
body of cavalry, which excelled in swimming; keeping 
their arms and horses they crossed the Rhine without 
breaking their formation”.1109 According to Tacitus, dur-
ing the crossing of the Weser river the overconfidence 
of the Batavian horsemen led to tragedy: „the auxiliaries 
in the extreme rear and the Batavians in the same part 
of the line, while dashing into the water and exhibiting 
their powers of swimming, were thrown into disorder and 
a number of them drowned”.1110  

As it was said by Tacitus, the Batavian horsemen were 
customarily led by the nobility of the tribe. The another 
passage in Tacitus’ annals shows the importance of active 
leadership: “where the current ran fiercest, Chariovalda, 
the Batavian leader, dashed out. By a feigned retreat the 
Cherusci drew him on to a level piece fringed with woods: 
then breaking cover, they streamed out from all points, 
harassed them, when they retired in circular formation 
flung them back, partly by hand to hand fighting, partly 
by discharges of missiles. After long sustaining the fury of 
the enemy, Chariovalda exhorted his men to hack a way 
through the assailing bands. Then threw himself into 
the thickest of the struggle, and fell under the shower of 
spears with his horse stabbed under him and many of his 
nobles around”.1111 As we can see, these tribal leaders 
were commanders of auxiliary units and their social po-
sition was easily recognised within the framework of an 
imperial hierarchy. I is even possible that some of them 
acquired Roman citizenship as a part of special treaty. 
But when we look on the subject from the natives’ per-
spective, we get a very different picture. From their point 
of view the members of tribal aristocracy acted as war-
band leaders. That situation resembled developments 
observed beyond the frontier zone, where prominent 
leaders from various Germanic tribes customarily sur-
rounded themselves with a military retinue. Thus the 

1109  Tac. Hist. 4. 12: “Batavi... diu Germanicis bellis exerciti, mox 
aucta per Brittaniam gloria, transmissis illuc cohortibus, quas vetere 
instituto nobilissimi popularium regebant. Erat et domi delectus eques, 
praecipuo nandi studio, arma equosque retinens integris turmis Rhe-
num perrumpere...” –  translated by Moore 1962.
1110  Tac. Ann. 2. 8: “Postremum auxiliorum agmen, Batavique in 
parte ea, dum insultant aquis, artemque nandi ostentant, turbati et 
quidem hausti sunt” – translated by Jackson 1937.
1111  Tac. Ann. 1. 11: “Qua celerrimus amnis Chariovalda dux Bat-
avorum erupit. Eum Cherusci fugam simulantes in planitiem saltibus 
circumiectam traxere; dein coorti et undique effusi trudunt adversos, 
instant cedentibus collectosque in orbem pars congressi, quidam em-
inus proturbant. Chariovalda diu sustenta hostium saevitia hortatus 
suos, ut inquerentes eaterras globo perfigerent, atque ipse densissi-
mos inrumpens, congestis telis et suffoso equo labitur ac multi nobili-
um circa”. – slightly changed translation by Jackson 1937.
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Batavian units were no more than traditional Germanic 
warbands serving within the structures of the Roman 
army.1112

The most spectacular show of the fighting abilities 
of the Batavian cavalry took place in AD 43 when these 
horsemen swam across the Menai Straits to storm Angle-
sey island (ancient Mona), then a stubbornly defended 
holy place of the Druidic cult: “Suetonius Paulinus...  pre-
pared accordingly to attack the island of Mona, which 
had a considerable population of its own, while serving 
a haven for refugees; and in the view of a shallow and 
variable channel constructed a flotilla of boats with flat 
bottoms. By this method the infantry crossed, the cav-
alry, who followed, did so by fording or, in deeper water, 
by swimming at the side of their horses”.1113 Some thirty 
years after Paulinus’ attack the Romans came back and 
used the same methods to storm Anglesey. According 
to Tacitus, the governor Iunius Agricola: “determined to 
reduce the island of Anglesey, from the capture of which, 
as I have before recorded, Paulinus had been recalled 
by the general rebellion in Britain. His plans had been 
hastily formed and so, as was natural, he had no ships 
on the spot; yet the resourcefulness and determination 
of the general bridged the straits. For after unloading 
all the baggage he picked a body of native auxiliaries 
who knew the fords, and had that facility in swimming 
which belongs to their nation, and by means of which 
they can control simultaneously their own movements, 
their weapons, and their horses: he then launched them 
upon the enemy so suddenly that the astonished island-
ers, who looked for fleets of ships upon the sea, promptly 
came to the conclusion that nothing was hard and noth-
ing invincible to men who fought in this fashion. Ac-
cordingly they petitioned for peace and surrendered the 
island”.1114 Many other nations deployed similar fighting 
skills, for example the medieval Mongols, but the “daring 
feats” of the Batavians captured the imagination of the 
Roman world.

In order to gain some more precise information about 
the equipment used by the lower Rhine cavalrymen we 
have to look on the only one funerary monument of 
the Batavian horseman that survived from the first cen-
tury AD. The tombstone in question was discovered at 
Ivoševci (ancient Burnum in the province Dalmatia). The 

1112  See Roymans 1996: 20–28.
1113  Tac. Ann. 14. 29: “Suetonius Paulinus... igitur Monam insulam 
incolis validam et receptaculum perfugarum, adgredi parat, navesque 
fabricatur plano alveo adversus breve et incertum, sic pedes; equites 
vado secuti aut altiores inter undas adnantes equis transmisere” – 
translated by Jackson 1937.
1114  Tac. Agric. 18: “Monam insulam, cuius possesione revocatum 
Paulinum rebellione totius Brittanniae supra memoravi, redigere in po-
testatem animo intendit. Sed, ut in subitis consilis, naves deerant: ratio 
et constantia ducis transvexit. Depositis omnibus sacrinis lectissimos 
auxiliarium, quibus nota vada et patrius nandi usus quo simul seque et 
arma et equos regunt, ita repente inmisit, ut obstupefacti hostes, qui 
classem, qui navis, qui mare expectabant, nihil arduum aut invictum 
crediderint sic ad bellum venientibus” – translated by Hutton 1970.

stone, now kept in the Zadar Archaeological Museum 
in Croatia [fig. 104], bears the image of certain Imerix, 
son of Servofredius, a Batavian who served as a cavalry-
man in the ala I or II Hispanorum.1115 Imerix is shown on 
a rather slender and tall horse. In his right hand he holds 
a short spear with a wide triangular spearhead and in 
his left he bears a hexagonal shield with a domed boss. 
He is also shown riding in the famous four horned Ro-
man saddle. But a glimpse on the Zadar monument can 
suggest that the “horned” saddle used here had smaller 
horns, like in the earlier “Haltern” type [figs. 33, 35]. That 
happened because the tactics of the Germanic mounted 
lancers was simpler and more straightforward and be-
cause their fighting techniques did not required so much 
wheeling. Our evidence suggests that that was the cus-
tom of lower Rhine horsemen: as it was said earlier, it is 
not a coincidence that the Valkenburg saddle cover [fig. 
27] does not fit the size of extra long stiffeners [figs. 42, 
46],1116 but could have been used together with a “Hal-
tern style” example. The preference for lower stiffeners 
is also clearly visible on tombstones of Caius Marius, 
Vonatorix and Vellaunus from Bonn [figs. 101, 102a-b]. 
It appears that the lower Rhine saddle making was some-
what different from the Celto-Thracian tradition present 
at Mainz. 

According to Simon James, the stone in question is 
somewhat an exception as: “unlike other ‘ethnic’ cavalry, 
Batavians did not take up the Thracian tradition of rider 
tombstones, but Imerix died while serving in non Bata-
vian unit”.1117 That statement can be true, but we should 
bear in mind that the lower Rhine societies in the third 
century AD never witnessed such intensive program off 
city wall building that (in the case of many cities from 
upstream Germany and Britannia as well) saved for us so 
many early Roman tombstones. Nevertheless, the only 
other stone showing supposed “Batavian” horsemen 
comes from Valkhof museum in Nijmegen itself, but it has 
minimal informative value, as only the heads of two hors-
es and upper parts of rider’s torso are clearly visible on 
the monument.1118 Moreover, we can have doubts about 
the ethnic identity of the depicted horseman (or groom) 
because he is shown sporting Roman-style haircut.

It is noteworthy that Ala I Hispanorum was raised 
during the reign of Augustus or Tiberius and was moved 

1115  AE 1971, 299 = Šašel 1978: 843 from Julio-Claudian period: 
“Imerix Servofr/edi f(ilius) Batavos / eq(ues) ala / Hispano/[rum I] / [a]
nnor(um) XXVIII / stip(endiorum) VIII / [h(ic)] s(itus) e(st) // [---]azicico 
/ [---] et Apulo / [---]co Aetoris f(ilio) / [he?]res”. (addenda after: http://
edh-www.adw.uni-heidelberg.de/edh/inschrift/HD011485&lang=en – 
access 6.11.2017 – Flavian chronology suggested at the site probably 
was worked out under the supposition that Batavians were dispersed 
in other units after the collapse of AD 69–70 revolt, but that is difficult 
to sustain due to the finds from Augst).
1116  Connolly & van Driel-Murray 1991: 46.
1117  James 2011: 146.
1118  For the monument, see Nicolay 2007: 250–251; Ledering & 
Bosman 2012: 79.
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by the former emperor to Dalmatia,1119 while a vexilla-
tio of that unit was still active in Augst in the later Julio-
Claudian times.1120 Therefore, we can suspect that the 
Zadar monument was also erected around that date 
(Imerix certainly joined the Ala I Hispanorum in Germa-
nia and later moved and died in Dalmatia, we do not 
know whether he was recruited during the period of 
unit’s permanent stay in Germania, i.e. before AD 31, or 
slightly later, when the vexillatio was active in Augst). The 
monument in question probably belongs to Claudian or 

1119  Spaul 1994: 145.
1120  See AE 1969/70, 421 = AE 1971, 277 = AE 1992, 1276 from 
Augst: “------] / [alae] Moes[icae] / [torqu]atae [prae]/[fect]us vex[il-
la]/[tionis a]lae His[pan(orum)] / [h(ic)? s(itus)? e(st)? h(eres)? f(acien-
dum)? c]uravi[t]”. See also Lieb 1968: 129–132; Walser 1980: 276–277.

Neronian times and bears a representation of a Batavian 
rider from the heyday of Batavian horse.

We have a chance to compare the representational 
evidence provided by the tombstone from Zadar Muse-
um with the archaeological finds. Sadly, the amount of 
available information is not very impressive because the 
finds of military gear, which can be directly connected 
with the Batavian cavalry, are uneasy to trace. Paradoxi-
cally, many pieces of Roman military equipment were re-
covered from the territory of civitas Batavorum.  But it 
was a frontier zone and many of the discovered artefacts 
might have been left by some other Roman units.1121 

1121  See Nicolay 2007 for the analysis of military finds from civitas 
Batavorum. See esp. 161–166 for the evidence for veterans from var-
ious units settled in the lower Rhine delta.

Fig. 104. Zadar monument showing Batavian horseman Imerix, son of Servofredius (phot. Ortolf Harl, internet: http://www.
ubi-erat-lupa.org/imagelink/index.php?Nr=24130&Img=2 – access 30.04.2017).
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Nevertheless, the weapons found in ritual deposition 
hoards at the Empel sanctuary,1122 which was dedicated 
to Hercules Magusanus – the main tribal deity of the 
Batavians, can provide us with some useful and reliable 
information. Thanks to the fact that the lower Rhine so-
cieties, and among them the Batavians, continued the 
Iron Age tradition of ritual deposition of weapons,1123 we 
can suspect that the majority of finds from Empel temple 
were offerings left by some Batavian auxiliaries.

None of the four spearheads discovered at Empel [fig. 
106] resembles the unusual triangular shape, clearly vis-
ible on the Zadar tombstone [fig. 104]. Yet, the ivory 
carvings with a representation of a lightly equipped war-
rior from the Trajanic period indicate that such triangu-
lar wide spearheads and short spears were a standard 
weapon issued to the cavalry scouts.1124 On the other 
hand, the spearheads, discovered at Batavian settlement 
Wijk bij Duurstede “De Horden” were close to the con-
temporary Germanic weapons [fig. 105]. 

On the other hand, due to the Germanic tradition 
the horsemen of the Batavian tribe, according to the 
testimony of Tacitus, used extra-long spears.1125 And so, 
into his Historiae Tacitus quoted a statement about the 
clash between the Batavians and Romans: “thanks to 
their huge stature and their extremely long spears they 
pricked our tossed by waves and swaying soldiers from 
a distance”. 1126 The use of long stabbing spears among 
the lower Rhine auxiliary cavalry is also confirmed by 
pictorial and (indirectly) by archaeological evidence. As 
a support for this thesis one could adduce the funerary 
monument of Sextus Valerius Genialis from Cirencester 
(despite his Roman tria nomina, the rider shown on the 
stone belonged to the lower Rhine Frisavonii tribe) on 
which a horseman with a long stabbing spear can clearly 
be seen [fig. 109].1127 Curiously, the rider is shown using 

1122  van Driel-Murray 1994: 92–107.
1123  Cf. Roymans 1996: 28–35.
1124  D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 110.
1125  At first glance that could be an rhetorical exaggeration. In the 
writings of Tacitus the German spears are  frequently described as in-
gentes (Ann. 1. 64: “contra Cheruscis sueta apud paludes proelia, proc-
era membra, hastae ingentes ad vulnera facienda quamvis procul – on 
the other hand, the Cherusci were accustomed to fighting in marshes, 
having long arms and armed with huge lances to wound from a dis-
tance “), enormes (Ann. 2. 14: “nec enim inmensa barbarorum scuta, 
enormis hastas inter truncos arborum et enata humo virgulta perinde 
haberi – nor the barbarians large shields, neither their huge spears 
were [easy] to hold among tree-trunks and springing brushwood”) and 
praelongae (Ann. 2. 21: “cum ingens multitudo artis locis praelongas 
hastas non protenderet – due to the crowd in the restricted space they 
were unable to attack with or recover their extra-long lances” – all 
translations by author).  On commentary to these texts, see Adler 
1993: 241–245; Kontny 2008: 115.
1126  See Tac. Hist. 5. 18: “immensis corporibus et praelongis hastis 
fluitantem labantemque militem eminus fodiebant” – author’s trans-
lations.
1127  CIL VII 68 = RIB 109: “Sextus Vale/rius Genialis / eq(u)es alae 
Trhaec(um) /civis Frisia(v)us tur(ma) / Genialis an(norum) XXXX st(ipen-
diorum) XX / h(ic) s(itus) e(st) (h)e(res) f(aciendum) c(uravit)”; Schleier-

masked helmet in combat.1128 According to one theory, 
the cavalrymen needed such protection because they 
were unable to protect their faces by shields.1129 

There is some controversy about the length of the 
spear used by Batavian cavalry. As the surviving evidence 
can be misleading, the subject needs detailed discussion. 
And so, Wolfgang Adler1130 drawing on the mentioned 
above Tacitus statements and on the only complete find 
of Roman time Germanic spear from Nydam [fig. 181a] 
which, as it was said earlier, was more than three meters 
long and curiously had a rather short spearhead about 
15 cm long, reached the conclusion that Germanic (and 
Batavian) spears could have been enormously long. That 
theory was given further support by Speidel, who by ad-
ducing the representations of equites singulares Augusti 
from Trajan’s column and quoting the evidence provided 
by Cannanefatian horseman shown on Tipasa (Algeria) 
tombstone and another representation from Gerulata 
(now Rusovce in present day Slovakia) reached the simi-
lar conclusion, arguing that some Batavian spears were 
three meters long [figs. 107–108, 158].1131

The problem is that all quoted evidence comes from 
the second or third century AD and have nothing in com-
mon with the real Batavians. First of all, the Nydam find 
belongs to the later period and, as I will try to prove lat-
er, it was made for the needs of a new kind of warfare 
connected with the introduction of shield wall tactics. 
Secondly, Speidel, as the author of two monographs 
dealing with the Roman imperial horse guards,1132 was 
fully aware about the fact that in the second century 
AD the Batavian horsemen formed only a fraction of the 
newly created equites singulares Augusti1133 (in complete 
contrast to the earlier situation from the Julio-Claudian 

macher 1984: 187 cat. no. 75; Hyland 1993: 103; Junkelmann 1996: 21 
phot. 31; Bull 2007: 42; Негин & Кириченко 2013: 247.
1128  Junkelmann 1996: 21; Негин & Кириченко 2013: 247, 251.
1129  Негин & Кириченко 2013: 251.
1130  Adler 1993: 241–245.
1131  Speidel 2004: 119–123.
1132  Cf. Speidel 1994a and Speidel 1994b
1133  About the corporis custodes of the Julio-Claudian emperors of 
clearly Batavian origins, see: 1. CIL VI 4341 = ILS 1717 = Bellen 1981 
cat. no. 4: “Valens Germanus... nation(e) Batavus”; 2. AE 1968, 32 = 
Bellen 1981 cat. no. 7: “Saturni[nus]...   natione B[ata(v)us?]”; 3. CIL 
VI 8804 = Bellen 1981 cat. no. 8: “Linus... natione Batavus”; 4. CIL VI 
8807 = ILS 1725 = Bellen 1981 cat. no. 9: “Paetinus... natione Bata(v)
us”; 5. AE 1983, 58: “Vetus... n[atione] / Ba[ta(v)us]”; 6. CIL VI 8806 = 
ILS 1727 = Bellen 1981 cat. no. 20: “Nobilis... nat(ione) Bata(v)us”; 7. 
CIL VI 8803 = ILS 1730 = Bellen 1981 cat. no. 18: “Ti(berius) Claudius / 
Chloreus... natione Bata(v)us”; 8. CIL VI 8802 = ILS 1729 = Bellen 1981 
cat. no. 17: “Alcimacus... Batavus”; 9. AE 1952, 149 = Bellen 1981 cat. 
no. 16: “[---]nus... nat(ione) Bata(v)us”; 10. AE 1952, 148 = Bellen 1981 
cat. no. 15: “Indus... natione Batavus”; 11. AE 1952, 147 = Bellen 1981 
cat. no. 14: “Gamo... nat(ione) Bata(v)us”; 12. AE 1952, 146 = Bellen 
1981 cat. no. 13: “Ter[tius]... nat(ione) Bata(v)us”. It is noteworthy that 
out of 26 known inscriptions of the Corporis Custodes 12 belong to 
Batavians. The other five belong to Ubians, there is also one Suebus 
and one Baetasius, cf. Bellen 1981: cat. nos.: 3, 5, 9, 10, 12, 19, 21.
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Fig. 105. The first century AD  spearheads and butt spikes from Wijk bij Duurstede “De Horden” Batavian settlement in Neth-
erlands. Not to scale (after Nicolay 2007: 32 fig. 2.9). Please note that these examples are similar to the  contemporary German-
ic frameae from free Germania, cf. Kaczanowski 1995: 60 pl. VI 5 (the find comes from Kamieńczyk, Poland)

times when they were the backbone of the guard).1134 
Therefore, their arms and armour could have nothing in 
common with the ethnic Batavians. On the other hand, 
the members of the Trajanic and Hadrianic horse guards 
were indeed nicknamed “the Batavians”,1135 as indicates 
the evidence from the above mentioned early second 

1134  Batavians among equites singulares Augusti: 1. CIL III 3676; 2. 
CIL VI  31162 = ILS 2188 = Speidel 1994b cat. no. 62; 3. CIL VI  3220 = 
Speidel 1994b cat. no. 710; 4. CIL VI  3284 = Speidel 1994b cat. no. 
110; 5. Speidel 1994b cat. no. 144; 6. CIL VI 3223 = Speidel 1994b cat. 
no. 136; 7. CIL VI 32860, 32837, 32834 = Speidel 1994b cat. no. 173; 8. 
CIL VI 32869 = Speidel 1994b cat. no. 211; 9. Speidel 1994b: cat. no. 
277; 10. CIL VI 32843 = Speidel 1994b cat. no. 284; 11. Speidel 1994b 
cat. no. 374; 12. CIL VI 32812a = Speidel 1994b cat. no. 442; 13. AE 
1983, 55 = Speidel 1994b cat. no. 552; 14. CIL VI 37255 = AE 1907, 121 
= AE 1908, 80 = Speidel 1994b cat. no. 554; 15. AE 1924, 117 = Speidel 
1994b cat. no. 555; 16. AE 1983, 56 = Speidel 1994b cat. no. 589; 17. 
CIL VI 3240a & 3240b = Speidel 1994b cat. no. 642; 18. CIL VI  3289 = 
Speidel 1994b cat. no.: 656. At first glance the collected sample looks 
very impressive, but we should bear in mind that hundreds of funer-
ary inscriptions left by equites Singulares Augusti had came to light. 
Thus we can be sure that ethnic Batavians formed only a fraction of 
that elite unit. Therefore, the popular nickname ‘Batavians” survived 
only due to the power of tradition.
1135  As states Speidel 2004: 119.

century AD tombstone from Crumerum (Neudorf)1136 in 
Pannonia Inferior: 

I, the most famous on the Pannonian coasts
Among the thousand men and previous  
from the Batavians
Who could, ordered by Hadrian,  
swim across the widely spread
Waters of the Danube in armour...

Ille ego Pannoniis quondam notissimus oris 
Inter mille viros fortis primusq(ue) Batavos 
Hadriano potui qui iudice vasta profundi 
Aequora Danuvii cuntis transnare sub armis 

The equites singulares Augusti certainly used long 
spears, as Speidel correctly pointed out, such weapons 

1136  CIL III 3676. The Danube crossing referred to took place in AD  
118. The veracity of the inscription can also be confirmed by written 
sources. According to Cassius Dio (69. 9. 6.), the crossing of the Dan-
ube done by the Batavian equites singulares of the emperor Hadrian 
had frightened the local „barbarian” communities.
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Fig. 106. The spearheads and shield edg-
ings found among Empel Batavian tribal sanc-
tuary offerings (after van Driel-Murray 1994: 
104). The shown first century AD spearheads 
are somewhat longer than examples from 
“native” Germanic settlements [fig. 105]. The 
copper-alloy fittings certainly belonged to the 
hexagonal “Germanic style” shields. Note the 
only one post-Dacian war awl like dart head (it 
could be interpreted as arrow head as well, cf. 
Nicolay 2007: 346 pl. 35: cat. no. 82.40). 

are clearly visible on Trajan’s column [fig. 108].1137 Spei-
del argues that such lances are an effect of adopting 

1137  Speidel 2004: 120 fig. 14.1. The weapon sculpted probably was 
about three meters long, provided that the dismounted horseman 
shown on the scene was about 165 cm tall, as was the case with the 
average height of Pompeii men (estimated by Bisel on the basis of plaster 
cast male figures, see Wisdom & McBride 2001: 15). For similar results 
(average 169 cm for males) estimated on basis of Herculaneum bones, 
see Bisel & Bisel 2002: 455. It is noteworthy that some Roman horsemen 
were higher. For example Erc26 found at Herculaneum, certainly a sol-
dier judging from his sword and sword belt, was about 174.5 cm tall. He 
spent his lifetime in the saddle, as indicate enlarged femur adductor 
tubercles at both knees. He was a tough, well-exercised heavy boned 
man, cf. Bisel & Bisel 2002: 468  (tough, according to an alternative the-
ory, he worked as a ship carpenter, often holding large pieces of wood 
between legs, see D’Amato & Sumner 2009b: 15–16). The earlier Batavi-
an guardsmen of the Roman emperor could have been much taller. For 
example an auxiliary soldier (recruited locally?) discovered at the Roman 
fort Velsen (the fort was destroyed during Friesian revolt of AD 28/29), 
was 190 cm tall cf. Junkelmann 1997b: 19. Hence the fearsome appear-
ance of the Batavians, cf. Lucan, Phar. 1.  431: “Batavique truces – fierce 
Batavians”. Tough we have to take the artistic license into consideration, 
it is quite probable that the later equites singulares Augusti were also 

indigenous Germanic tradition, but the Sarmatian con-
nection with the long contus lances seems to be more 
probable.1138  After the Dacian wars in which the large 

chosen due to their appearance. Therefore, the spear depicted on the 
scene from Trajan’s column could have been even longer.
1138  Speidel 2004: 234 note 18 tries to make a distinction between 
Sarmatian and Germanic lance fighting techniques. Drawing on both 
literary and figured evidence (cf. Valerius Flaccus 6.236: “abies ob-
nixa genu – spear supported by knee”; Silius Italicus, Punica 15.684: 
“sustentata genu… pondera conti – the weights of the great spears 
supported by knees” and metopes 1 and 2 from Adamklissi or grave-
stones from Worms and Paris, cf. Schleiermacher 1984: 145 and 216: 
cat. nos. 49 and 95) he reached the conclusion that Sarmatian lances 
were supported by the knee. According to his theory, that stands in 
clear contrast to the manner visible on Gerulata stone, which shows 
a horseman resting lance on his shoulder (cf. Speidel 2004: 121). Spe-
idel uses statement in Maurice (Strategikon 3.5.32: “The dekarchs and 
pentarchs lean forward, guarding their head and part of their horse’s 
neck with their shield while holding the lance on their shoulder like the 
“blond” peoples” – quoted after Speidel 2004: 124) to support the 
theory that it was a Germanic manner. But even if that way of lance 
use was indeed copied from Marcomanni or Quadi (it is not a coin-
cidence that the Gerulata stone comes from present day Slovakia), 
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units of archers took part,1139 the Romans started to rise 
heavy cavalry units of contarii and cataphracti1140 in the 
Iranian fashion. It is quite probable that during the Da-
cian wars the extended use of archers and employment 
of horsemen armed with two handed thrusting spears1141 
made the old fighting styles (such as javelin exchange) 
obsolete, as now everyone tried to get a grip with an 
enemy as soon as possible.1142 Moreover, the recruits of 
the cavalry units become more romanised and had lesser 
understanding for the older “heroic” manner of fighting, 
practiced by their forefathers.1143 Perhaps the days of du-
els and dogfights were over. 

It is a distant analogy, but it is worth mentioning that 
similar process occurred in medieval and early modern 
Japan. Generally speaking, analogies concerning samurai 
warfare can be extremely useful because the Japanese 
armour makers had to cope with the same challenges 
as the Roman craftsmen, anyone familiar with the first 
century AD Roman and Germanic weapons would eas-
ily recognize the fact that the main threats (at least on 
the Rhineland frontier) were: low velocity projectiles 
like javelins, cutting strikes of relatively light weapons1144 
(causing cutting force trauma) and spear stabbing strikes. 
The Japanese armour makers had to cope with katana 
or tachi swords cutting strokes, slashing cuts of naginata 

the inspiration probably came from Sarmatian tribes. According to 
Tacitus (Ann. 12. 29), Vannius, king of the Suebi, who prospered in 
these lands from the times of Tiberius onwards, had a cavalry unit 
formed from the Sarmatian Iasyges. Therefore, it is more probable 
that extra-long lance fighting style has nothing in common with lower 
Rhine traditions. Please also note that Adamklisi metopes show rather 
javelin shape lanceae (tough held underarm like earlier Macedonian 
sarissae) as they are sculpted broader near the javelinhead [fig. 91].
1139  See D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 160.
1140  See Mielczarek 1993: 73–81. For the early Roman cataphracti, 
see also D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 198–200.
1141  Bishop & Coulston 1993: 111.
1142  The increased use of heavy armoured cavalry, such as contarii 
or cataphracti, led to the development of infantry missile units like 
javelin armed lanciarii or archers, see Cowan & Hook 2007: 63; see also 
Cowan & McBride 2003b: 24–6. Therefore, the cavalry charges were 
executed at greater speed to avoid casualties from the missile fire.
1143  For example: the members of the imperial horse guards, the 
equites singulars Augusti, were less frequently portrayed on the 
tombstones which depicted horsemen riding down their enemies. 
The other fashions, like the manner of showing riders standing 
alongside their mounts became popular, see Speidel 1994a: 80–81, 
97, 160. See also Speidel 1994b: 288–292. Yet, some old fashioned 
tombstones, such as the one shown in Speidel 1994b: 286 and in: 
Speidel 1994a: 128–9, were still made. These changes could serve as 
a support for hypothesis that the days of heroic warfare were over. 
See also Gawroński 2009a: 50–51.
1144  All that changed with the introduction of longer (and heavi-
er) spatha-type swords, which were able to cause (alongside the 
cutting strokes) the blunt force trauma wounds: that feature of Eu-
ropean edged weapons remained unchanged to the Renaissance pe-
riod. Hence the European armour makers had to cope with different 
threats and the development of armour and fighting styles went into 
different directions: that is why the Japanese analogies could be so 
useful, as they could be easily compared with the inventions of first 
century AD Roman craftsmen.

halberds, low velocity heavy arrows,1145 and spear stab-
bing strikes. Please note that the qualities of Japanese 
bows enforced using “dog-fight” tactics, when mounted 
samurai circled around each other trying to fire an arrow 
aimed at any weak spot. According to some research-
ers, the distance separating opponents was quite mini-
mal, rarely exceeding 10 meters.1146 As Stephen Turnbull 
pointed out: “for all its length the Japanese longbow 
had nothing like the power of the bows wielded by the 
warriors of the steppes from Central Asia. The maximum 
effective range of a Japanese arrow was unlikely to be 
more than about 20m, and the preferred distance for in-
flicting a wound or killing an opponent through a weak 
point in his armour was little more than 10 m. The yumi 
[Japanese bow – R.G.] was therefore essentially a close-
combat weapon and the mounted archer had to gallop 
up quite close in order to engage him, as is made clear 
in several accounts. Furthermore, his human target did 
not usually remain static, and was no doubt trying to 
kill the attacker at the same time”.1147  During these ar-
chery duels the flanks of the noble samurai horsemen 
were protected by foot warriors of lesser social status 
[pl. A2].1148 As we will see, such encounters resembled 
earlier “dogfights” of the first century AD half-Romanized 
auxiliary cavalry.

Moreover, both sides used advanced steel working, 
Japanese and Roman craftsmen made use of high quality 
carbonized iron (tama hagane: 玉鋼 in Japanese, which 
means precious or literally “gem” steel) produced in simi-
lar conditions.1149 Therefore, the Roman and Japanese ar-

1145  Japanese bows, thanks to their size, increased arrow weight and 
long draw, transferred kinetic energy to the fired projectiles quite slow-
ly. Therefore, the arrows tested were able to pierce the teflon pans at 
15 m distance, but loosed their penetrating power rapidly at greater 
distances, tough surviving evidence confirms that the arrows were shot 
for a much greater range, see Conlan 2008: 560. According to informa-
tion provided by Conlan at the same page: “Some accounts describe 
arrows exceeding 436 m..., although the current record for a Japanese 
bow is 385 m”. However, that particular ability could have been useful 
only when fighting with unarmoured opponents: paradoxically the per-
formance of Japanese heavy arrows should not have been so different 
from that of Roman javelins, which had similar killing range. 
1146  Robertson 2006: 180.
1147  Turnbull & Rava 2016: 21–22.
1148  Turnbull & Rava 2016: 20.
1149  About Japanese iron working, see Turnbull 2010: 10–11. Ac-
cording to Turnbull, raw tama hagane had a carbon content of 0.3 
to 1.3%. The best pieces were used for the production of the famous 
Japanese swords. The tama hagane after heating to 750°C becomes 
a mineral known as austenite, a carbon containing steel. But after 
rapid cooling in water it becomes a mineral called martensite, which 
crystalline structures provide excellent cutting edges. However, when 
austenite is cooled more slowly, it becomes pearlite, a softer steel, 
suitable for producing shock absorbing sword cores and armour. The 
Roman craftsmen worked using very similar methods, materials and 
temperatures: ca. 700°C–1300°C, tough their permanent furnaces 
were somewhat different from the disposable Japanese tatara (about 
Roman iron working, see Sim & Kaminski 2012: 25–46). Therefore, the 
materials and production techniques are perfectly comparable. De-
spite the cultural, geographical and chronological distance, the same 
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Fig. 107. Gerulata horseman (after Speidel 
1987: 63 fig. 4). 

Fig. 108. Trajan’s column: lancer acting 
as emperor’s bodyguard (Speidel 2004: 120 
fig. 14.1). Speidel argues that such extra long 
weapons were introduced into Roman army 
use as a result of adaptation of Germanic 
fighting styles. But such theory in comparison 
with the Rhineland and British figured evi-
dence [fig. 98, 109]  and archaeological finds 
[fig. 110] is difficult to sustain.

mour makers had to find solutions to similar problems, 
using similar technologies.

The samurai cavalry tactics was somewhat straight-
forward: small groups of horsemen, composed of few 
mounted warriors, fired at the enemy at short distance, 
perhaps at no more than 20 metres, trying to save the 
strength of their mounts as much as possible and to move 
at a canter at best (the actual release was done in a mid-
stride of a canter because the shaking trot could spoil the 

can be said about the solutions applied for the increase of protective 
values of armour. 

aim). In such conditions the samurai struggled to have the 
enemy at their right side and to aim holding the arrow 
perpendicularly to the horse’s back in order to enable the 
longest and, therefore, most powerful draw and to ensure 
armour penetration and killing efficiency.1150 

It is noteworthy that the contemporary samurai used 
box like great armour, a solid cuirass made of iron or 
leather scales, covered with leather (Japanese: ō-yoroi -
大鎧). That particular type of armour [pls. B-C], despite 
its elaborate design, offered increased protection against 

1150  Mitsuo 2001: 59.
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arrows, mostly due to the existence of large and rigid up-
per shoulder guards (sode 袖 – literally sleeves – please 
note the functional similarity with the shoulder doubling 
of the Roman mail: the Japanese craftsmen went even 
further, they added heart protecting plate).1151 As early as 
the Gempei wars (AD 1180–1185) the mounted samurai 

1151  Zabiegło 2008: 16. The part in question was called Kyubi-no ita.

archers were the backbone of all armies.1152 They fought 
heroic duels in formalized manner,1153 exchanging arrows 

1152  Turnbull 1996: 24; Conlan 2008: 53–55.
1153  Though in the heat of battle formalization was not so strict, 
usually the samurai shouted their names as war cries to proclaim 
general challenges and looked for equal opponents, save that they 
tried to kill any foe regardless shown social status, see Turnbull & 
Rava 2016: 23.

Fig. 109. Tombstone of Sextus Valerius Genialis from Cirencester, a Thracian unit trooper of Friesian stock (phot. Carole 
Raddato, internet: https://www.flickr.com/photos/carolemage/16284144614 – access 30.04.2017). Please note that the horseman 
is shown wearing a parade armour and a masked helmet. However, it remains a mystery how he was able to hold imago stand-
ard shaft, shieldgrip and reins in one hand. The monument shows the most spectacular example of the Lower Rhine Germanic 
style, see above note 1127 for references.
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and going to sword fighting only when the quivers were 
empty. It is significant that the sword fighting is virtu-
ally absent in gunkimono (war tales) from the twelve 
century AD. The earliest evidence comes from the next 
century: from the Mongol invasion times.1154 Only during 
the fourteenth century AD the infantry tactics started to 
gain importance, tough formalized fighting continued.1155 
At one point the theory based on analogies from the 
samurai world seems to be farfetched: the samurai were 
individualistic warriors, eager to gain personal glory. For 
example: the arrows used had their owners names writ-
ten on the shafts in order to assure that all killings would 
be attributed to the right person.1156 That is characteristic 
for all warrior societies: according to the finds from Da-
mascus citadel the medieval Mamluks used arrow shafts 
painted in different colours, most probably for the same 
purpose.1157 Nothing like that had came to light yet from 
the Roman world: the arrows recovered from Dura Eu-
ropos  were plain, deprived of any distinctive marks of 
ownership.1158 Clearly the Romans, at least during the im-
perial times, promoted team spirit. On the contrary, the 
highly individualistic samurai would not accept anything 
like Roman cavalry drills, as there was no honour to be 
gained in team work killing. 

On the other hand, the Japanese mounted samurai 
and the first century AD Roman imperial cavalrymen 
were fighting in very similar conditions: the Japanese 
Kiso ponies were similar in size to the majority of Ro-
man cavalry mounts, the horse skeletons recovered from 
the fourteenth century AD battle cemeteries, like that at 
Kamakura, revealed that the smallest animals had 109 
cm at the withers, while the majority of samurai mounts 
were slightly over 130 cm. A Gempei war hero and a fu-
ture shogun Minamoto Yoritomo rode a mighty beast 
of 142 cm at the withers.1159 That corresponds with the 
data acquired from the Roman sites, though the Roman 
army preferred somewhat higher horses, mostly standing 
above 140 cm at the withers. Nevertheless, the Japanese 
and Roman cavalry mounts, with some exceptions con-
nected with Levantine troopers, were hardy ponies with 
close relation to their Tarpan predecessors, better known 
from their agility and stamina that from speed.

Both sides used saddles that offered quite similar 
weight distribution. Japanese kura 鞍 saddle (more spe-
cifically: gunjingura 軍人鞍, war saddle) consisting of 
front pommel (maewa), cantle (shizuwa) and sideboards 
(igi)1160 was similar in size to the Roman ones and even 

1154  Turnbull 2010: 7.
1155  Mitsuo 2001: 59.
1156  For example in AD 1274 a certain Kikuchi Takefusa shot a Mon-
gol general in his face. The Mongols were able to read his name on 
the shaft and their surviving accounts accuse him for injuring their 
commander, cf. Conlan 2008: 54.
1157  Nicolle & Dennis 2014: 39.
1158  See James 2004: 199–208.
1159  Conlan 2008: 53.
1160  Conlan 2008: 57.

offered similar weight distribution1161 because the use of 
very characteristic abumi closed stirrups enforced riding 
with toes pointed down. In addition both sides preferred 
fighting from a distance (at least Celto-Thracian style 
javelin throwers) and used protective equipment whose 
elaborate design was more important than its defensive 
qualities. As the Celto-Thracian style evolved in hilly land-
scape of upper Germania and the medieval Japan (hilly 
by nature) was also deprived of good cavalry terrain, we 
can say that natural conditions in both war theatres were 
quite similar. When we bear in mind that the materials 
used and threats faced were also very similar, we would 
get an opportunity to compare both worlds. We should 
add that the development of the Japanese arms and 
armour is well understood, as a great amount of data 
survives from the medieval and early modern times, so 
the comparisons with similar processes that shaped the 
evolution of Roman cavalry armour would (to some ex-
tent) increase our understanding of the rules governing 
the courses of Roman-Germanic cavalry encounters.

Furthermore, the development of samurai cavalry 
tactics can be traced through many surviving records in 
which all wounds were carefully described in order to give 
an adequate account of loyal service of particular retain-
ers. That would enable a rare glimpse on the realities of 
mounted combat, such sample does not exists for the Ro-
man times. A good data survives from AD 1333–8: from 
the sample concerning 31 horses 61% of recorded wounds 
were from arrows, further 35% mounts were slashed by 
swords and the remaining 3% animals were stabbed by 
pikes.1162 On the other hand, the majority of victims of the 
AD 1333 Kamakura capture by Nitta Yoshisada had traces 
of slashing cuts on their foreheads, indicating that swords 
were used from horseback to dispatch civilians.1163 That 
reveals the importance of archery duels, the secondary 
role of sword fighting in real battles and the minimal role 
of anti-infantry combat. The pattern resembles earlier Ro-
man practice of exchanging javelin volleys.

However, in the Sengoku period (sixteenth century 
AD) the introduction of large units of peasant infantry 
armed with long spears, bows and muskets made the 
mounted archer obsolete. The horse archer had no 
chances of survival on the battlefield on which the care-
fully aimed single arrows helped nothing against volleys 
of bullets or arrows fired by the large units of disciplined 
ashigaru infantry. In such conditions the mounted war-
rior had to get in a grip with an infantry unit as soon 
as possible. As a result, the long spear had become 

1161  Tough the igi sideboards were positioned somewhat nearer to 
the horse’s spine than the sideboards of the Roman horned saddle, 
offering lesser transfer of weight from the spine and, therefore, poor-
er weight distribution. However, that flaw was compensated by the 
thick underneath padding, we should also remember that the smaller 
Japanese, in the Sengoku period rarely reaching above 150 cm (Mit-
suo 2007: 108–109), were lighter riders.
1162  Conlan 2008: 56–57.
1163  Turnbull 2010: 35.
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a weapon of choice of the mounted samurai.1164  The fa-
mous Takeda clan from the Kai province mastered that 
tactics: for example at Mikata-ga-hara1165 in AD 1573 the 
perfectly timed charge of the clan cavalry smashed the 
army of the future shōgun Tokugawa Ieyasu.1166 The very 
existence of the famous Takeda clan cavalry forced the 
neighbouring daimyo, like Oda Nobunaga, to increase 
the length of infantry pikes.1167 As it had been demon-
strated by the result of Nagashino battle, that factor, to-
gether with the increased use of firearms, ended the age 
of Takeda cavalry supremacy.1168 At this point of history 
the design of Japanese armours changed considerably: 
the old fashioned and elaborate ō-yoroi was replaced by 
plainer and functional tosei gusoku (都制 具足) cuirass-
es [pl. D1–2], some of them were very similar to Roman 
lorica segmentata.1169 Moreover, with the increased role 
of swordplay the older lavishly decorated helmets were 
replaced by plainer zunari type [pl. D1–2]1170 because 
undecorated surfaces deflect blows more easily. As we 
will see, that change mirrors the evolution of the Roman 
amour in the second century AD.

It seems that the changes in Roman military thinking 
and the evolution in Japanese fighting styles had gone in 
the same direction, the switch to the extra-long lances 
was a natural reaction for the conditions created during 
Dacian wars.1171 As Speidel correctly pointed out, such 
long lances needed counterweights made in the form of 
iron or bronze balls, fitted to the end of the shaft,1172 as 
many of them reached three meters. In this respect the 
weapons used by equites singulares Augusti resembled 
old Macedonian cavalry sarissai. Quite probably they 
were also used overarm or held alongside horse’s bel-
ly, just like happened with earlier Macedonian cavalry 
weapons. Tough their development was probably trig-
gered by the contact with the Sarmatian peoples, as the 
Romans needed weapons to cope with steppe cavalry, 
the newcoming philhellenism clearly visible in writings 
of such authors like Arrian, Aelianus or Polyaneus also 
played a significant role in that process. 

1164  See Turnbull 1996: 54–6.
1165  Japanese: Mikata-ga-hara no Tatakai. The battle took place at 
a snowy day of 25th January.
1166  See Turnbull 1996: 106–107.
1167  See Turnbull & McBride 2002: 24.
1168  The battle (Japanese: Nagashino no Tatakai) took place in AD 
1575 near Nagashino Castle. During the battle concentrated volleys 
of gunfire caused serious casualties to the charging Takeda cavalry. 
A good relation about the battle can be found in: Turnbull 2000.
1169  About tosei gusoku armour, see Mitsuo 2001: 68–69; Zabiegło 
2008: 25–39.
1170 About zunari-kabuto (頭成兜) see Conlan 2008: 120; Zabiegło 
2008: 78.
1171  The often broken terrain of the Balkan peninsula was less 
densely forested than the Rhineland border, therefore, the use 
of longer lances had more sense in these regions. Moreover, open 
Pannonian plains offered ideal conditions for their use. On the other 
hand, in the Rhineland the dense forests precluded the use of such 
extra-long lances.
1172  See Speidel 2004: 119.

In time the Sarmatian influences became even more 
significant. As can be judged on the basis of the figured 
evidence from Gerulata1173 and Tipasa1174 tombstones, 
some cavalry units of supposed Germanic origins, after 
the long stay on the Danube frontier, had adopted Sar-
matian fighting styles,1175 such as the use of long con-
tus lances (at this date the units in question certainly 
switched to the local recruitments pattern). As we can 
see, all evidence used by Speidel has nothing in common 
with the lower Rhine fighting styles.

In order to solve the problem we have to use the 
analogies from the neighbouring Germanic world and 
contemporary figured evidence. And so, at the site 
called Bohlenweg XXV, located between Damme and 
Hunteburg, a total of 11 wooden weapons were found. 
Among these finds were seven clubs and four single-
edged swords. The destruction layer to which the weap-
ons in question belonged had an end date pointing at 
AD 15 (based on C-14 and dendrochronological analy-
ses). A spear without iron head was also recovered from 
the site. It was 250 cm long with the point of about 50 
cm [fig. 110]. Some of these curious wooden weapons 
had cut marks from battle use.1176 Tacitus in his relation 
about the last campaign of Germanicus puts in his mouth 
a statement according to which wooden weapons were 
used by the Germanic warriors (according to Tacitus 
only the front line had spears with iron spearheads).1177 
Spear of approximately similar length can be recognized 
on the funerary monument of Sextus Valerius Genialis 
from Cirencester of Frisavonii tribe [fig. 109]. Moreover, 
several other first century AD cavalry tombstones from 
Germania and Britannia, though not necessarily con-
nected with the Batavians, tend to depict spearshafts of 
similar length [figs. 94, 98].1178 Therefore, it is quite prob-
able that the Batavian (and the other horsemen from the 
lower Rhine) horse used spears of similar length. 

The wide use of spears is also confirmed by archaeo-
logical finds. Several spearheads [figs. 105–106] dated 
to the first century AD were recovered from the territory 
of civitas Batavorum, the majority of them quite prob-
ably used for thrusting lances: of about 52 spearheads 
recovered from the lower Rhine territories around pre-
sent day Nijmegen 15 served as lanceheads, 37 other 

1173  For Gerulata tombstone, see Speidel 2004: 121.  
1174  For Tipasa stone, see Schleiermacher 1984: 170 cat. no. 65; 
Bishop & Coulston 1993: 111 and Junkelmann 1992: 144.  
1175  Bishop & Coulston 1993: 109–111; contra: Speidel 2004: 234 
note 15.
1176  Pieper 1999: 509–524; see esp. 520 fig. 12 for the “spear” and 
512 figs. 3–4 for wooden single edged “swords”; see also Grane 2007: 
29 for commentary.
1177  Tac. Ann. 2.14.2–3.
1178  Anonymous rider from Dorchester, see Schleiermacher 1984: 
193 cat. no. 78; stone of the Thracian cavalryman Rufus Sita from 
Gloucsester, cf. Schleiermacher 1984: 194 cat. no. 79;  Bull 2007: 
47 [fig. 94 in the present book]; Treveran horseman Cantaber from 
Mainz, cf. Schleiermacher 1984: 101 cat. no. 22 [fig. 98 in the present 
book]; anonymous rider from Ribchester, see Bull 2007: 31.
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shorter ones could belong to weapons used for thrust-
ing and throwing.1179 At this point we have to recall the 
extra-long lance find from Nydam [fig. 181a].1180 It can 
serve as an evidence for the fact that smaller spearheads 
could have been attached to longer thrusting lances. 
Therefore, it is safer to assume that the length of the 
spearhead not necessarily determines its primary func-
tion. In fact, only five spearheads among these shown by 
Nicolay1181 certainly have been used as javelinheads, as 
they were designed to add maximum weight to the end 
of the spearshaft1182 or to facilitate penetration.1183 As 
it was said earlier, only two small ferrules with bulbous 
heads, specially designed to facilitate drawing a javelin 
from a quiver, had came to light.1184 We have to look at 
such evidence with great caution because the very size 
of the sample precludes categorical statements. The 
supposed archaeological invisibility of javelins may be 
caused by different factors untraceable by archaeologi-
cal means. But if we allow some degree of speculation, 
it becomes clear that thrusting spears were weapons of 
choice among the Batavians. Perhaps the more open 
terrain of the Rhine delta encouraged lance use, that 
situation stands in clear contrast to the customs prac-
ticed upstream, where javelin throwing predominated. 
That theory can be given further support: on the terri-
tory of neighbouring Canninefates five Roman period 
spearheads were found, it seems that four of them were 
intended for close combat, two of them could also serve 
as javelins.1185 

As we can judge on the basis of the figured evi-
dence [figs. 104, 109, with possible exception of 98] 
the stabbing spears were more almost exclusively used 
overarm,1186 tough underarm use provided more stable 

1179  Nicolay 2007: 31–32.
1180  Even though it belongs to the later period and it was used in 
a very specific way (see discussion in the closing chapter).
1181  Nicolay 2007: 340–344.
1182  Due to the rather short and heavy leaf-shaped spearhead, cf. 
Nicolay 2007: 340 pl. 29: cat. nos.: 291.19 and 291.22, 344 pl. 33: cat. 
nos.: 82.50, 128.3.
1183  Due to the narrow and massive long javelinhead, cf. Nicolay 
2007: 340 pl. 19: cat. no. 241.1.
1184  See Nicolay 2007: 345 pl. 34: cat. no. 166. 11–12.
1185  For the images, see van Romburg 2011: pl. 4.
1186  See, for example, Junkelmann 1996: 21 and Bull 2007: 31, 
42–43, 47, 48.

grip and longer reach: the shaft kept under the forearm 
can be held further from the centre of gravity at the 
same time being not exposed to the risk of causing los-
ing balance or dropping the lance. As a result, spear held 
closer to the end offered a greater range: that advan-
tage of the underarm grip was fully exploited later by the 
medieval knights. The reason for such strange behaviour 
was simple: cavalry lances, tough not intentionally con-
structed for throwing, certainly were used in that way: 
a horseman holding a spear overarm was able to stab 
with it or to throw it according to the need1187 (it is note-
worthy that the Macedonian cavalry sarissai were more 
frequently depicted used underarm as these weapons 
were really unsuitable for throwing due to their length).

Curiously, the very methodically researched fort at 
Vindolanda, tough occupied by Batavian and Tungrian 
cohorts, yielded about fifty javelin- and spearheads, 
majority of them being smaller weapons intended for 
throwing and only one or two of them were bigger lance-
heads.1188 Perhaps that situation had something in com-
mon with specific tactical conditions present on British 
frontier. The extensive use of javelins is also confirmed by 
the testimony of Vindolanda writing tablets: 

“menu...[.]n. Brittones
nimium multi equites
gladis non utuntur equi-
tes nec residuunt 
Brittunculi ut iaculos
mittant

v.1.: probably: „ne nudi s[u]nt Brittones” 
or „ne nudi s[i]nt”.

the Britons are unprotected by armour
many of them mounted – the horsemen
do not use swords, they would not hesitate,
little Britons, to throw javelins”.1189

1187  We have reliable evidence that in the Napoleonic times cavalry 
lances were sometimes thrown, especially when opponent was out of 
range or trying to escape, see Jaworski 2011: 62.
1188  Birley 1996: 32–50.
1189  After Tab. Vindol. II 164 – author’s translation.

Fig. 110. The training (?) wooden “lance” from Bohlenweg XXV site (after Pieper 1999: 520 fig. 12). The real combat weapons 
should have been similar in size.
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It is probably a intelligence report, giving fresh infor-
mation about the appearance of and battle readiness of 
the Britons1190 and despite some interpretational prob-
lems, it provides a clear evidence that javelins were con-
sidered important alongside the British frontier. The situ-
ation traceable alongside the Rhine frontier could have 
been similar. A middle first century AD deposit from the 
Rhine-loop1191 discovered at Xanten “Wardt” yielded, 
among other pieces of equipment, several javelin- and 
spearheads, differing in size.1192 Therefore, we may as-
sume that south of the Batavian or Friesian territory the 
javelins were used more frequently. The figured evidence 
can confirm such statement [figs. 38, 73, 83]: it appears 
that from some curious reasons the horsemen of Ger-
manic origins serving in Britain preferred long spears 
[figs. 104, 109]. The same happened with the Thracian 
horsemen transferred to British soil [fig. 94]. Perhaps in 
confrontation with the Celtic mounted javelinmen they 
tried to exploit the “Issus-Gaugamela effect” because 
longer spears offered an obvious advantage over shorter 
javelins – through longer reach. If that was the case, the 
majority of javelins recovered from the Vindolanda site 
should have been used by Batavian infantry for fort de-
fence. The subject requires further investigation.

It is clear that some lower Rhine Germanic auxilia-
ries used their own “native” weapons. A single edged 
slashing sword of apparently Germanic provenience was 
found at Roman fort located at Woerden in the Neth-
erlands [fig. 111]. The Roman castellum was built at 
the site during the reign of Claudius and it had a vicus 
attached to the fortress. Sadly, the sword in question 
comes from somwhere in (or near) the fort, as it was 
discovered by a detectorist and now it is deprived of all 
its archaeological context.1193 Nevertheless, it remains 
a clear indication that Germanic auxiliaries used their 
own “native” war gear.

As for the lower Rhine societies: there is another 
distinctive piece of equipment that gained popularity 
on both sides of the Rhineland frontier. The Batavians 
(and quite probably the other lower Rhine societies) pre-
ferred to use traditional Germanic flat shields, hexagonal 
or rectagular in shape. Such shield is clearly shown on 
the above mentioned tombstone of Sextus Valerius Ge-
nialis from Cirencester of the Frisavonii tribe [fig. 109]. 
These were given Roman style hemispherical or domed 
bosses, as happened in the case of Mehrum assemblage 

1190  If this interpretation is correct – we would have the only one 
Roman intelligence document that had survived to our times (about 
the identification of this document with the intelligence report, see 
Austin & Rankov 1995: 65, 171–172). Although there is a possibility 
that the text refers to an auxiliary unit recruited among the Britons, or 
even to a piece of “De iaculatione equestri” by the Elder Pliny, which 
seems to be the least likely, see. Bowman & Thomas 1994: 106–108; 
Birley 1999: 59. The first interpretation seems the most reasonable. 
1191  Nicolay 2007: 251.
1192  Fischer 2012: 333 phot. 485 (after Müller et al.2008 (non vidi)).
1193  Hazenberg & Vos 2009: 218–219.

[fig. 173],1194 or more frequently conical umbones of Ger-
manic origins.1195 As Nicolay pointed out: “two conical 
umbones from Kessel-Lith1196 can be associated with the 
1st-century auxiliary. The same probably applies to two 
shield grips with wider, rounded ends1197 that were at-
tached to the shield”.1198 Moreover, according to Nicolay, 
the two shield components found at the cult place at 
Empel can be described as of “Germanic” origins. The 
first is a shield boss, tapering to a spike with a conical 
knob at the front.1199 Such examples are known almost 
exclusively from Przeworsk culture assemblages, trace-
able in present-day Poland.1200 The piece in question can 
be dated to the second half of the second century. The 
second piece is a shield grip with incised line and circle 
decorations [fig. 113a]1201 that closely resembles first and 
early second century examples from North Germanic 
cemeteries [figs. 173, 175].1202 Furthermore, according 
to Nicolay,1203 a more elongated grip, decorated with V-
shaped grooves, was found at Bemmel [fig. 113a]1204 and 
a similar end of a handgrip comes from Dodewaard.1205 
Curiously, two analogical examples come from the vicin-
ity of Xanten camp. One bears the inscription c(enturio) 
Albani. The last feature is of extreme importance, as it 
indicates that such “Germanic” war gear was also used in 
Roman service.1206 The Empel sanctuary hoards also con-
tained several fragments of the U-sectioned brass edging 
of a flat hexagonal shield [fig. 106].1207 Such type of shield 
might have been introduced to the Roman army by Celt-
ic, Germanic or even Thracian cavalrymen1208 and thanks 
to the Zadar monument [fig. 104] we can say for certain 
that it was also in use among the Batavian horsemen.

It is worth adding that such U-sectioned brass edging 
of clearly Germanic origins was recovered from the vicin-
ity of the Roman theatre at Augst [figs. 112b-c].1209 At this 
point we have to recall the mentioned above monument 

1194  Of course, that argument is significant only when we accept 
arguments about the Batavian origins of chieftain buried at Mehrum 
raised by Roymans (1997: 35). The subject needs separate discussion 
in the future.
1195  Roymans 1997: 34.
1196  Nicolay 2007: 322 pl. 11: fig. 2.6 and cat. no. 164.4–5.
1197  Nicolay 2007: 324 pl. 13: cat. no. 81.1 and 163.1.
1198  Nicolay 2007: 24.
1199  Nicolay 2007: 323 pl. 12: cat. no. 82.33.
1200  Zieling 1989: type B2b; van Driel-Murray 1994: 104; Nicolay 
2007: 24 note 59.
1201  Nicolay 2007: 324 and pl. 13: cat. no.  82.34.
1202  Zieling 1989: type F5; Van Driel-Murray 1994: 104; Nicolay 
2007: 24 note 60.
1203  Nicolay 2007: 24.
1204  Nicolay 2007: 324 pl. 13: cat. no. 24.1.
1205  Nicolay 2007: 324 pl. 13: cat. no. 53.1.
1206  Schalles 1994b; Nicolay 2007: 24 note 61.
1207  For the spearheads and shield edging, see van Driel-Murray 
1994: 99. Tough Nicolay (2007: 24) claims that some pieces belonged 
to the legionary shields.
1208  Celtic hexagonal shields are clearly visible on the Orange arch, 
there are also some monuments of Thracian cavalrymen that show such 
shields very clearly, see D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 16–17, 183, 203.
1209  Cf. Deschler-Erb 1992: 18–23.
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from Zadar museum, the much discussed here tombstone 
of Imerix, a Batavian who served as a horseman and scout 
in Ala I Hispanorum [fig. 104]. The signalled above theory 
that the unit in question employed Germanic horsemen 
during the stay of its vexillationes at Augst gains now con-
firmation in the form of archaeological find.

The only surviving complete contemporary Roman 
cavalry shield was found at Doncaster, Scotland,1210 in 
the ancient Danum fort [fig. 112a]. Despite its rectan-
gular shape, it shows striking similarities to the example 
shown on the Zadar monument. The Doncaster shield 
had a vertical iron handgrip.  We may suspect that the 
shield shown on the Zadar tombstone was held in the 
same way. The vertical handgrip was also used with the 
horseman’s shield found at Hunn in Norway [fig. 175].1211  
That find can support the hypothesis that the vertical 
style has Germanic roots. If so, the “Germanic style” hex-
agonal shields offered a perfect solution to the problem 
of uneven rein pull, so characteristic for the oval “Celto-
Thracian” examples.

It is obvious that the vertical grip [fig. 113b] was spe-
cially designed for the use of the reins – with the hori-
zontal grip both reins will get an unequal pressure. Not 
surprisingly, in the Middle Ages the Norman knights, as 
the evidence provided by the famous Bayeux tapestry 
may indicate,1212 also have used the vertical grip to con-
trol their shields and mounts. 

Moreover, on the Zadar monument the hemispherical 
or domed boss1213 is clearly shown above the middle of 

1210  See Buckland 1978: 247–268.
1211  The remains of a Germanic hexagonal shield with a spiked boss 
were found at Hunn in southern Norway in a rich grave assemblage, 
see Resi 1986: 70–72 and pl. 5–9, 56–7, 34, 40.
1212  Gravett & Hook 1993: 11–13.
1213  The use of hemispherical or domed bosses was a Roman cus-
tom, as the contemporary Germanic grave assemblies from the lower 
Rhine area contain conical bosses – the only exception is the Mehrum 
grave from Germany, but the warrior buried in that place was proba-
bly a former Roman auxiliary soldier, see Roymans 1996: 33–37. The 

the shield [fig. 104]. We should remember that the boss-
es used with the medieval kite shields were depicted in 
the same way.1214 Not surprisingly, the Doncaster shield 
boss was also positioned slightly above the middle of 
the shield. 

Such means were undertaken to get a better bal-
ance of the shield and to facilitate its use. Such an ar-
rangement also offered better protection to the legs of 
the rider, as the lower part of such unwieldy big buck-
ler covered the left side of the rider from shoulder to 
shoe. Such construction of the shield has, quite probably, 
something in common with the unique fighting skills of 
Batavian cavalry: it is not surprising that no other protec-
tive equipment is shown on the Zadar monument – an 
obvious feature of a horsemen specialised in swimming. 
Gaining as much protection as possible from the shield 
could be a key factor in survival. The more lightly ar-
moured lancers of Germanic stock preferred larger hex-
agonal or rectangular shields for protection. Such shields 
appear on victory monuments from Rome [fig. 114a-b]. 
Some of them, probably, show the members of elite im-
perial horse guard: the equites singulares Augusti. It is 
well accepted that at least some soldiers of that unit had 
Germanic origins and used some “native” weapons,1215 
but again we should stress the fact that hexagonal shields 
should have been used together with rather short lances 
[figs. 104, 109–110]. With “Macedonian style” extra-long 
lances [fig. 108] there was no need for extra-protection. 
But the hexagonal shields should have been considered 
a substitute for heavy mail shirts.

Why? Despite the fact that javelins were frequently 
and willingly used on the Rhineland frontier theatre, it is 
quite possible that cavalrymen from the lower Rhine so-

spherical bosses are a common finds on the Roman military sites and 
one of them is clearly displayed at Het Valkhof Museum at Nijmegen, 
cf. D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 156. 
1214  Gravett & Hook 1993: 52.
1215  Speidel 1994: 26–27.

Fig. 111.  Germanic style single edged sword from the Roman site Woerden, Netherlands (after Hazenberg & Vos 2009: 219).
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Fig. 112. “Germanic style” shields (not to scale): a – Doncaster shield – general look (after Dixon & Southern 1993: 212 fig. 
4); b-c – Germanic style shield parts from Augst (after Deschler-Erb 1992: 19 figs. 2–3).

cieties did not used much body armour. As we remember, 
the mentioned above monument from Zadar [fig. 104] 
shows no protective armour. As it was said, it was a fea-
ture natural for a horseman specialized in swimming. 
But the above mentioned tombstone of Sextus Valerius 
Genialis from Cirencester of the Frisavonii tribe clearly 
shows a kind of linthorax adorned with a breastplate with 
an appropriate apotropaic Medusa head [fig. 109].

Marcus Junkelmann, by adducing a passage in Ar-
rian1216 and a number of recovered decorative breast-
plates, recognized such pieces of equipment as part of 
the Roman light parade armour, used during hippika 
gymnasia performances.1217 There are two possible ex-
planation of such situation: for the Sextus Valerius Ge-
nialis, who was a standard bearer, such armour seemed 
to be appropriate for that particular post, hence the 
choice of the sculptor. On the other hand, it is possible 
that the lower Rhine tribesmen due to their Germanic 
tradition1218 despised protective armour. Perhaps be-
cause of the use of larger and thicker hexagonal shields 
these horsemen were subjected to greater risk of body 
displacement. Hence the habit of using lighter armour.

That is strange because the torso of a human being, 
together with the head, contains organs vital for survival. 
Despite the fact that some organs, like lungs or heart, are 

1216  Who called them: “Κιμμερικὰ χιτώνια – Cimmerian robes”, cf. 
Arr. Tact. 34. 6.
1217  Junkelmann 1996: 67–75.
1218  Tac. Germ. 6: “paucis loricae”.

given some degree of protection offered by a ribcage, the 
others, such as: intestines, liver, kidneys, bladder etc., 
are particularly vulnerable.1219 Judging from the accounts 
of contemporary physicians and surgeons, any wound in 
the thorax 50 mm deep could be fatal.1220 That statement 
can be confirmed by analogies from middle ages. A cem-
etery discovered at Visby in Gotland, Sweden, contained 
victims of a battle from AD 1361, mostly poorly armed 
members of local militia. About 456 skeletons had traces 
of injuries caused by swords or axes, 126 others were 
killed by spears and arrows. But the cemetery yielded 
much more skeletons with no traces of violence at all, 
these persons should have been killed by damage inflict-
ed to the soft parts of their bodies.1221

In the case of the Batavians any form of heavy armour 
could have been impractical during water crossings. But 
we should bear in mind that the Roman army, as it have 
been proven by Raffaele D’Amato, used many types of 
soft armour made from organic materials, such as leather 
or linen.1222 For the long time the leather armour was 
considered a modern artistic license borrowed from the 
propaganda monuments of Rome and beloved by the di-
rectors of “sword and sandals” movies.1223 Doubts were 

1219  For commentary on that subject, see Sim & Kaminski 2012: 95.
1220  Jones 1984: 247; Sim & Kaminski 2012: 95.
1221  Nicolle 1995: 256.
1222  D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: XIII.
1223  We should bear in mind that the leather armour was somewhat 
connected with the Roman soldier and such images were present in 
the popular culture. See, for example, the artistic reconstruction 
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raised about its very existence. Yet, the analysis of old 
and new archaeological finds, such as the leather bands 
found in Qasr Ibrim, Nubia (then the border of Roman 
Egypt),1224 together with the fresh look on the pictorial 
evidence1225 helped to reach the conclusion that such 

of the Roman centurion reproduced in Williams 1978: 22. See also 
Gawroński 2008b: 189–190 for commentary on D’Amato’s hypothe-
sis about the use of soft armour in the Roman army. The discussion 
quoted in the next few pages repeats, to some extent, the statements 
from that article.
1224  D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 144.
1225  For example, the clear examination of the Augustus’ statue 
from Prima Porta suggests that the Roman artist intended to show 
leather lorica, see D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 13. That theory can be 
given even further support: the fragments of the leather lamellar ar-
mour (dated to the middle of the third century AD) were recovered 
from Dura Europos, cf. James 2004: 123–125. Moreover, the armour 
made of crocodile skin, now in British Museum, was also found in 
Egypt, see Sumner 1997: 117. One can add testimony of Varro, Ling. 
Lat. 5. 24: “Lorica, quod e loris de corio crudo pectoralia faciebant – 
leather armour, because breastplates were made from rawhide leath-
er thongs” – author’s translation.

armour was clearly in use. Sometimes the quoted evi-
dence is quite unusual, as one relief from Tell el-Herr in 
Egypt shows Roman soldiers wearing curious helmets 
made in a shape of a dolphin or an elephant head,1226 
but the evidence provided by the sculpture in question 
supports the statement of Elder Pliny that some Roman 
helmets were made from leather.1227 The Roman leather 
defensive equipment was sometimes made from strange 
materials, for example: the armour of crocodile skin, now 
in British Museum, was found in Egypt.1228 Something like 
rigid leather corselet appears on the mentioned above 
tombstone of a Treveran (?) horseman Cantaber from 
Mainz [fig. 98].1229 Raffaele D’Amato also had interpret-

1226  See D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 167–168.
1227  From wild animals such as hippopotamus, see Plin. HN. 8. 39.
1228  See Sumner 1997: 117. According to Sumner, it was an emer-
gency solution undertaken on the eve of Palmyran invasion, but we 
have insufficient evidence to support such theory.
1229  Schleiermacher 1984: 101 for the image. The corselet shown 
on the monument should have been made from leather, as similar 
amour made from iron or bronze would preclude horse riding be-

Fig. 113. Shield grip use: a – first century AD  Batavian  “Germanic style” shield grips from Bemmel (left) and Empel (right) 
– please note that Empel example could have been used with horizontal or vertical grip (after: Nicolay 2007: 324 pl. 13: 24.1, 
82.34). On the contrary, the Bemmel example should have been positioned vertically like in the case of Doncaster shield; b – 
possible reconstruction of vertical shield grip horseback use (author’s drawing). Please also note that the hand was held higher 
than in the case of horizontal grip (as shown on fig. 93a). Therefore, positioning the umbo slightly above the shield’s horizontal 
line of symmetry was a necessity [as shown on the Zadar stone, cf. fig. 104]. Such method of use enabled firm and reliable grip 
and facilitated more efficient horse control, but it came at the price of manoeuvrability – the shield was less useful in dynamic 
parrying. Nevertheless, the horse lancers, who usually fought stabbing the opponents with spears positioned above the shield’s 
upper edge, benefited from increased protection (the design suited their needs). That again came at the price, as the very 
weight of the Doncaster style shields increased the risk of body displacement. Most probably that factor enforced the reduction 
of body armour. It is not a coincidence that horsemen using such shields were shown without body armour [cf. figs.104, 123b].

ba
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ed some representations of Roman cavalrymen, visible 
on Trajan’s column, as belonging to horsemen clad in 
leather armour. According to his oppinion, a closer look 
on some sculpted images (from about 2 cm) reveals the 
fact that some shown riders carry leather armour, while 
the others are clad in mail.1230 

cause its rigidness would prevent hip opening. One should bear in 
mind that the lower parts of bronze muscle cuirasses, intended for 
horse riding, were intentionally made wider at the bottom to allow 
freedom of movement. Therefore, the corselet from the monument, 
shown tied so tightly, must have been made from soft material. 
1230  D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 138 fig. 182: scene XXVII. Similar 
interpretation of the figured evidence was published in: D’Amato 
& Ruggeri 2017: 47 and pl. H. The leather intended for military use, 
for armour or peytrals, could have been described simply as coria in 
sources, cf. Cic. In Pis. 36. 87 and D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 39, 138, 
238 note 201.

Nevertheless, the existence of soft, leather armour 
[fig. 115] means that at least some soldiers from the 
Roman army looked more like their medieval or Renais-
sance counterparts carrying padded gambesons or ake-
tons. We should also remember that the leather armour 
could be very useful for cavalrymen. It helped greatly the 
Roman horsemen to stay in their saddles. We should re-
member that the Roman cavalry used the famous four 
horned saddles that helped the rider to keep its balance. 
Yet, although the Roman cavalrymen were competent 
horsemen, they were still subjected to the risk of falling. 
At this place we should recall the earlier mentioned opin-
ion that riding without stirrups in a direct line, or even 
with some shallow turns, is a relatively simple task. But 
once the weight of weapons and armour is added the 
picture changes.1231 In such conditions soft armour made 

1231  Here the author follows statements made by Hyland 1993: 46.

ba

Fig. 114. The use of hexagonal “Germanic” style shield, please note how they were put forward to avoid injuring the horses’ 
necks: a – Trajanic period frieze from Arch of Constantine (internet: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Arch_of_Constan-
tine,_Trajanic_frieze_panel_Attic_West,_Rome_(8130481114).jpg  – access 30.04.2017); b – the latest evidence for hexagonal 
cavalry shield use, Marcus Aurelius’ column (after Petersen et al. 1896: pl. 62B).
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of organic materials offered an obvious advantage, espe-
cially when the actual fighting was done from a distance. 
During the exchange of javelins, done with lots of ma-
noeuvring, the use of lighter body leather armour helped 
greatly to reduce the risks of upper body displacement. 

However, the leather armour could have been also 
suitable for lancers. At this point one can recall the anal-
ogy of famous soldados de cuera active in Spanish Texas 
and Mexico in the eighteenth and early nineteenth cen-
turies. These horsemen were given medieval style Moor-
ish “Adarga” shields and leather armour for protection. 
That was supplemented with lances, flintlock firearms 
and sabres.1232 Their deadly foes – the Comanche warri-
ors – used lances with flint tips, but some had long spear-
heads resembling awls or needles in shape and made 
of good iron.1233 The leather armour could have been 
considered ineffective, as the engineer Miguel Costanza 
put it in AD 1797: ”the shape of a coat without sleeves... 
made of seven plies of white tanned deerskin, which pro-

1232  Chartrand & Rickman 2011: 20, 22–24, 33, 44 and pl. B.
1233  Meed & Smith 2003: 19, 58 and pl. A.

tects against the arrows of the Indians except at a very 
short range”.1234 As we can see, in the hot Mexican de-
sert climate these defences worked quite well, especially 
if combined with a shield.

The Romans could have been using leather armour 
from the same reasons: they traded better protection for 
the sake of comfort and speed. We should bear in mind 
that horses burdened with lighter riders were faster and 
more agile. In battle conditions, when lots of wheeling 
increased the risk of body displacement, such transac-
tion could have worth risk. Moreover, a horseman in 
lighter armour could have been able to dodge low veloc-
ity projectiles more efficiently. Nevertheless, even such 
lightweight armour could have been impractical for Bata-
vians, it could appear cumbersome during river cross-
ings, especially when soaked with water.

Several pieces of scale armour were recovered from 
the territory of civitas Batavorum, but they clearly be-
long to the second or third century AD.1235 Also some 

1234  As quoted in: Chartrand & Rickman 2011: 44.
1235  Nicolay 2007: 22.

Fig. 115. Author in a leather and felt armour replica (author’s project, realisation by Michał Teodorowicz, phot. Rafał 
Miłoszewski) and with a replica of a Newstead type sword. The weapon was designed more for chopping than slicing strokes, 
though used from horseback it could even smash the Germanic shields of wood and leather (these were given iron bosses, but 
had tin copper-alloy or rawhide edging). A blow to an unprotected body could have been lethal. Leather armour replica was 
based on images from Arch of Orange [fig. 77b]. Such armour could have been a cheaper substitute of chainmail, used when the 
increased risk of body displacement was expected. 
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fragments of chainmail were found at Empel sanctuary 
(made from alternative rows of riveted and punched 
rings, 7 mm in diameter). The diameter of the rings sug-
gests second century date.1236 That means that such ar-
mour was adapted quite late, at least among the Bata-
vians. The suspicion that the people of Germanic stock 
despised body armour or for some reasons considered 
it impractical, as in the case of the Batavian cavalry, gets 
another justification. Sadly, we have no comparable evi-
dence for situation among the neighbouring societies. 
But, as the lower Rhine horsemen were mostly lancers 
and they used lighter armour, they had to rely on larger 
hexagonal shields for protection. Thus, they traded bet-
ter protection for agility.

According to the Germanic fashion, they attacked 
their opponents from their own shielded side placing 
the spearshaft1237 perpendicularly to the horse’s belly in 
such way that the spearhead could hit from above the 
shield’s edge. That caused the need for large hexagonal 
shields with vertical grip. As they frequently fought with 
foot warriors, they needed increased protection for low-
er parts of legs. That was the reason for asymmetrical 
placing of the shield bosses.

 Other pieces of equipment were adapted willingly 
and quickly. The most striking feature that can be ob-
served on the Zadar monument is the presence of the 
mentioned above famous four horned Roman saddle, 
tough with lower horns [fig. 104]. That is somewhat 
strange, as Caesar states that the ancient Germans 
considered effeminate riding with saddles and on har-
nessed horses.1238 Yet, their Batavian cousins had a dif-
ferent attitude to the problem because some parts of 
the Roman riding tack were discovered at Empel temple 
[figs. 26, 60].1239 As we remember, the Roman saddle 
was designed to give a horseman a firm seat because 
the rider used the two front ”horns” to get a good grip 
with his tights. It seems that the obvious advantages of-
fered by its use prevailed over the power of Germanic 
tradition and the Batavians considered the Roman saddle 
a normal part of the standard rider’s equipment. At this 
point we should recall the apparent lack of horned sad-
dle clearly visible on the Lancaster stone [fig. 96]. That 
fact alone speaks a lot about the rapidity of acculturation 
processes to which the Batavian society was subjected. 
The Treveri from the south were, it seems, more reluc-
tant to absorb Roman technology.

The horse shown on the Zadar monument is a mys-
tery [fig. 104]. As far as we can judge on the basis of 
sketchy and inaccurate representation, the anonymous 
artist intended to show a slender and a tall horse. The 
information provided by the remains of the horse skel-

1236  See Nicolay 2007: 22 and 318 for illustration of chainmail.
1237  See chapter 7 for details.
1238  Caes. Bell. Gall. 4. 2.
1239  See van Driel-Murray 1994: 95.

etons suggests that the pony seized animals1240 were the 
majority of the mounts used on the territory of civitas 
Batavorum (cf. table 4). Only the Batavian aristocracy, 
who lived in the rich Villa-type settlements, had access 
to the Roman races and therefore bred higher animals. 
Obviously, the rider shown on the Zadar monument is 
not a member of a tribal aristocracy. Most probably, the 
Ala I Hispanorum had an access to the higher animals 
and Imerix was shown riding one of them [fig. 104].  That 
statement also supports the theory that the majority of 
“regular” Roman cavalry units preferred higher animals.

Thanks to the information provided by the remains of 
the horse skeletons, together with our present knowl-
edge about arms and armour of the Batavian horsemen, 
we can make a reconstruction of the real capabilities of 
the Batavian cavalry: the auxilia Batavorum used small 
or middle sized horses of approximately 13–14 hands of 
withers height, similar to present Polish “Konik” [fig. 72] 
and Dülmen breeds.1241 These pony sized animals suffi-
ciently fulfilled all the requirements given to the Bata-
vian cavalry. These short legged, strong and hardy little 
creatures were tougher than their higher cousins, as the 
modern “primitive” races are renown from their stamina. 
Naturally, these ponies could sustain on the grass only, 
and even the greased belly that was the effect of the 
grazing customs could give a great help during the river 
crossing. The evidence gathered during the experiments 
with the modern Polish “Konik” breed done in the Polish 
Academy of Science Research Station at Popielno sug-
gests that an able bodied man, swimming alongside his 
mount, can cover the distance of approximately 600 me-
tres without much effort.1242 

The above mentioned evidence of the Zadar monu-
ment [fig. 104] suggests that the Batavian horsemen 
were lightly armed.1243 The only item, which could cause 

1240  See Lauwerier 1999: 105.
1241  About these breeds, see Uppenborn & Schwark 1995, 107–109, 
112–114.
1242   By swimming alongside the mount and bracing the animal’s 
neck - or by swimming after the horse with its tail in the hand, see 
Jaczewski 1984: 16–17. We can also recall the opinion of the one of the 
former officers of the Polish cavalry: “We have to imagine how looks 
water crossing when mounted. The swimming horse holds its head 
above the surface and has the rest of its belly arranged in such a way as 
if the creature was moving on the rear legs. In that way, when crossing 
the water no more than 2 meters deep, the horse uses its rump legs to 
pace above the bottom. The rider, if only the horse’s back is covered by 
the water, leans from the saddle and swims alongside his mount while 
holding the mane. If it is a river, then he has to do it from the current’s 
side –  Uprzytomnijmy sobie na czym polega przeprawa konno przez 
wodę. Płynący koń ma na wierzchu tylko łeb, tułów zaś tak ustawiony, 
jakby poruszał się wspięty na tylne nogi. W ten sposób pokonując wodę 
głęboką na dwa metry, koń kroczy zadnimi nogami po dnie. Jeździec, 
gdy tylko grzbiet konia zniknie pod wodą, zsuwa się z siodła, i trzymając 
się grzywy, płynie obok. Jeśli to rzeka, to od strony prądu”- author’s 
translation after Urbankiewicz 1996: 82. See also Gawroński 2003: 
73–74.
1243  As the Batavian horsemen were employed as light cavalry and 
scouts, they had to be lightly armoured. According to Josephus (De 
Bello Iud. 5. 2. 2.), the scouts, with the future emperor Titus among 
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some problems during river crossings, was the large 
hexagonal shield. In the modern times no one had done 
a river crossing, swimming alongside his horse with 
a cumbersome hexagonal shield. But we have the testi-
mony of the seventeenth century cavalryman Jan Chry-
zostom Pasek in which he quoted the description of the 
Polish cavalry attack on the Danish island of Alsen: “It 
was to swim like to Prague from Warsaw, but in the mid-
dle of that arm of the sea was a place where a horse 
could touch the ground and rest, and it was about eighty 
yards1244 of such a place. The voivode1245 alone after mak-
ing a sign of a cross dashed forward into the water, the 
regiments after him because the only three were present, 
not the whole army. Everyone had tucked the pistols un-
der his collar and tied the cartridge box to his neck. When 
he reached the middle [of the arm] he ordered every ban-
ner to rest and then [to swim] further. The horses, luck-
ily, had been tried for swimming earlier; which was poor 
it was placed between the two good ones as these did 
not let it drown. Luckily it was a warm, silent day with-
out frost... No one banner was ashore when the Swedes 
closed. They started shooting, but every banner that left 
the water immediately attacked the enemy. The Swedes 
seeing that just after leaving the water their firearms are 
not wet and are shooting and killing, ran away”.1246 Pasek 
gives no further details about the armament of cavalry-
men participating in the events, except one: the horse-
men were able to cross the water holding pistols with 
a dry powder inside. As the seventeenth century pistols 
were quite heavy, and the Polish horsemen coped with 

them, were caught wearing no armour and went without helmets. 
Moreover, such lightly armed horseman is clearly shown on the ivory 
plaque from a Trajanic period, see D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 110. 
Yet, the Batavian horse-guards of the Roman emperors could have 
used a very extravagant equipment. Suetonius (Cal. 55) states that 
the emperor Caligula entrusted the command of his bodyguards to 
some Thracian gladiators. An image of an extravagant helmet of the 
Attic-Thracian type with a eagle head on its crest was recovered from 
the one Caligula’s ships at Nemi, cf. D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 209. 
Perhaps it could represent an image of emperor’s guardsman.
1244  Pasek uses an old Polish measurement staja to describe the 
space for horse resting. Literally he writes about a half of a staja. 
I have used an equivalent in yards in the translation.
1245  Voivode – wojewoda  – a Polish honorary title used here to 
describe Stefan Czarniecki – the commander of a Polish contingent.
1246  Jan Chryzostom Pasek, Rok 1659: „Było pływać jako na Pragę 
z Warszawy, ale pośrodku tej odnogi było miejsce takie gdzie koń zgrun-
tował i mógł odpocząć, bo było takiego miejsca z pół stajania. Sam tedy 
przeżegnawszy się wojewoda skoczył naprzód w wodę, pułki za nim, bo 
jeno trzy były, nie całe wojsko, każdy za kołnierz zatknąwszy pistolety 
a ładownicę uwiązawszy u szyi. Skoro przepłynął na środek, stanął i ka-
zał każdej chorągwi odpocząć a potem dalej. Konie już były do pływania 
próbowane, który źle pływał, to między dwóch dobrych umieszczano, 
nie dali mu tonąć. Dzień to na szczęście był cichy, ciepły bez mrozu... 
Żadna chorągiew nie była jeszcze u lądu, gdy Szwedzi przypadli. Strzelać 
tedy poczęli; chorągiew też która wyszła z wody, to zaraz na nieprzyja-
ciela skoczy. Szwedzi widząc że choć dopiero z wody, a przecież strzelba 
nie zamokła, ale strzela i zabija, w nogi” –  after Pasek 1979: 40–41. 
The described event took place on December 18th of the AD 1658.

that problem with ease, therefore, we may suspect that 
the ancient Batavians also could swim with their shields. 

The results of modern experiments with the so-called 
“primitive” breeds suggest that the river and channel 
crossings were not even a challenge for small, pony seized 
horses, used by the auxilia Batavorum. Moreover, the 
equipment from the Zadar tombstone resembles the ar-
chaeological finds from the temple of Empel [compare figs. 
104 and 106, 113], the main tribal sanctuary of the Bata-
vians. Therefore, we may suspect that the other Batavian 
horsemen looked similarly to the one shown on Zadar carv-
ings. If so, some of them probably went to the battle armed 
with the large hexagonal shields, carried short spears and 
used the famous Roman saddles with shorter „horns”. The 
horse units recruited among the other indigenous Rhine-
land societies relied on similar equipment, perhaps with 
more concession on behalf on its protective values, like it 
is shown on the already mentioned monument of Sextus 
Valerius Genialis of the Frisavonii tribe [fig. 109], who used 
masked helmet and some kind of soft armour. But these 
horsemen were not expected to do water crossings. 

The lower Rhine tribesmen were probably also re-
sponsible for invention of the one of most iconic sym-
bols connected with the early Roman auxiliary cavalry: 
the helmets with embossed decoration imitating human 
hair. The analysis of surviving evidence suggests that 
these items made their first appearance in the lower 
Rhine area. Helmets, covered with the animal pelts or, 
as it was suspected, human scalps, were discovered 
on Kops plateau at Nijmegen.1247 The cavalry helmets 
used in the Julio-Claudian and Flavian times, belonging 
to the so-called Weiler and Koblenz-Bubenheim types, 
were adorned with human hair imitations embossed in 
bronze.1248 The specimen from Xanten museum had even 
cheek pieces decorated with embossed human hair pat-
terns [fig. 119].1249 Some of these helmets were given 
masks made in the shape of human faces. To make bet-
ter impression these masks were covered with a tin layer 
of silver. The recent research had shown that the silver 
cover was glued to the face mask by means of an organic 
material that was a mixture of natural petroleum oil frac-
tions and pine tar.1250 Some cavalry masked helmets were 
clear imitations of Alexander’s face.1251

It is significant that some members of the Julio-
Claudian dynasty, like Germanicus, tried to imitate and 

1247  See van Enckevort & Zee 1999: 57; Junkelmann 1996: 28. 
However, recent research have shown that horse felt was the most 
probable material used to cover that particular type of helmet, see 
Mischke 2009: 308. Nevertheless, that custom could have had Ger-
manic origins. Trajan’s column clearly shows Germanic warriors clad 
in helmets covered with bear and wolf skins, see Speidel 2004: 14, 35.
1248  About the continuation of the Hellenistic tradition and deco-
ration of early imperial cavalry helmets, see Junkelmann 1992: 182; 
2000b: 87.
1249  Schalles 1994a: 165–155 figs. 2, 3; Narloch 2012: 58 pl. 26. 
1250  Hanel & Willer 2009: 213.
1251  Junkelmann 1996: 28–39.
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surpass the deeds of Alexander the Great. Germanicus 
tried to look like Alexander and even copied his dress 
and appearance.1252 We can suspect that sometimes 
he appeared in public in helmet covered with pelts 
because of the power of tradition connected with the 
great Macedonian king.1253 The pelted and horned hel-
mets clearly appear on some coins with representations 
of Alexander the Great.1254  These images foreshadow 
the later iconography of Philip V mentioned in the previ-
ous chapter in connection with the Iulii monument from 
Saint Rémy-de-Provence. Nevertheless, a portrait of 

1252  Here I follow theory signalled in: Gawroński 2014: 19–20.
1253  About these attempts, see Kunzi 1999: 149–163. 
1254  Like on the tetradrachm minted by the Seleukos the First that 
shows Alexander the Great in the attic helmet decorated by horns 
and the panther’s felt. According to the author of the theory, such 
decoration was probably somehow connected with the cult of Dio-
nysus, see Kunzi 1999: 159. That may by an alternative explanation of 
appearance of horns on portraits of the Macedonian kings, somehow 
in opposition to the Zeus Ammon theory.

Germanicus in a pelted helmet is now kept in collection 
of Erbach/Odenwald castle.1255 Germanicus was appar-
ently fascinated by the cult of Alexander and his connec-
tions with Zeus Ammon. That fascination stood behind 
his unauthorized visit to Egypt that incurred the wrath 
of emperor Tiberius.1256 Similar was the case with Ger-
manicus’ son, the infamous emperor Caligula. Not sur-
prisingly, Caligula attempted to imitate and surpass the 
achievements of both great Alexander and the Persian 
king Xerxes as well, but he did so in his own sinister way. 
During Caligula’s infamous crossing of the Neapolitan 
Bay, when many spectators were drowned, he rode his 
horse Incitatus dressed in Alexander’s robe.1257 As we can 
see, the impact of Macedonian royal ideology was huge. 

1255  Junkelmann 1996: 27.
1256  The Roman historian Tacitus (Ann.  2. 59–61) suggests that 
apart from Germanicus’ official motives, like his concern for the state 
of the province and hunger, his main aim was to study of the country’s 
antiquities.
1257  Suet. Cal.  19.

Fig. 116. Author in a replica of a masked 
helmet (author’s project, realisation by Adam 
Maziar, phot. Rafał Miłoszewski). That par-
ticular example was based on several differ-
ent pieces: the shape of Phrygian cap comes 
from Crosby Garret find, the idea of combining 
Kalkriese style mask with cheek pieces was 
copied from example in Shelby White and Leon 
Levy’s collection [fig. 117]. The Roman Phry-
gian style helmet from Constanța [fig. 122d] 
has cheek pieces decorated with Dioscuri imag-
es, so for an “earlier” example I had decided to 
use such representations from Lord Hamilton’s 
collection vase. The “animal style” images 
were based on much earlier Scythian and Thra-
cian finds and are my private joke. My experi-
ence shows that the eye slits provide sufficient 
vision for horse riding, but in combat situation 
the rider should have used some kind of a long 
shafted weapon, as its use does not require 
advanced fencing, Hence, one can understand 
the choice of weapon used by a horseman 
shown on fig. 109.
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Personal interests of Germanicus played an important 
role in very beginnings of that process. And the origins 
of Macedonian fascination certainly have something in 
common with campaigns of Germanicus. Moreover, on 
the Rhineland frontier the process of adaptation of some 
Macedonian customs could have been strengthen by the 
presence of Thracian auxiliaries.1258  At this point we have 
to recall the mentioned above fragment of Punica by Sil-
ius Italicus in which he describes the helmet of consul 
Flaminius (5. 130–139):

“Among the gathered under the standards, without delay
For the last time he donned armour for the merciless fight 
Made of bronze and on his back a yellow cascade of hair
From a helmet, defence of a man, with emerging high
Triple plumed crest, aroused from the Suebian mane
On the top the Scylla after breaking heavy oars
Threats the enemies with widened doggy jaws 
A noble loot taken from the proud king Gargenus
Of the Boii, after beheading by relentless conqueror
He put it on as before in all his battles he bore it with 
honour

Nec mora, iam medio coetu signisque sub ipsis 
Postrema aptabat nulli exorabilis arma 
Aere atque aequorei tergo flavente iuvenci
Cassis erat munita viro, cui vertice surgens
Triplex crista iubas effundit crine Suebo
Scylla super fracti contorquens pondera remi 
Instabat saevosque canum pandebat hiatus, 
Nobile Gargeni spolium, quod rege superbus 
Boiorum caeso capiti illacerabile victor 
Aptarat  pugnasque decus portabat in omnes”.1259

Zawadzka quite recently correctly pointed out that 
that particular fragment in Silius Italicus is a post-Homer-
ic invention. The Roman poet in a natural way focuses on 
the literary play with the old and good heroic Homeric 
traditions.1260 But there is another interesting clue: ac-
cording to Silius Italicus, the Romans used human scalps 
to create their own “parade” prestigious armour. Despite 
the fact that such literary play cannot be taken as a direct 
evidence for such savage Roman behaviour, we can get 
an impression that at least some contemporary helmets 
were covered with pelts imitating human scalps. It is ob-

1258  For Thracian auxiliaries, see von Schnurbein 1986: 409–431; 
see also Falkenstein 2004: 85.
1259  Author’s translation, after Gawroński 2014: 20.
1260  Zawadzka 2009: 41–42 and notes 82–83. Zawadzka recalls ho-
meric tradition of describing arming for battle (cf. Hom. Il. 3. 328–338 
and  6. 503–505: Paris, 11. 15–45: Agamemnon, 16. 130–139: Patro-
clus, 19. 367–391) and wonders whether the fragment in Silius Italicus 
can be treated as a direct proof of Roman habit of wearing spolia: the 
consul, as a negative hero of Roman historiography should have been 
given “barbarian” arms and armour. On the contrary, as we bear in 
mind the enormous prestige which was acquired through capturing 
of spolia opima, we may speculate that the tale about the helmet of 
Flaminius could have been based on reliable tradition. 

vious that Silius Italicus while preparing the description 
of Flaminius’ helmet drew on Livius’ testimony about 
the lake Trasimene battle and the subsequent consul’s 
death.1261 But now it is important to find out on which 
realities Silius Italicus had built his strange description. 
Fortunately enough, we can put forward a hypothesis 
about the real things from which he took inspiration: 
in order to do so we have to recall the fact that in the 
vicinity of the Roman camp, located on the soil of the 
semi-barbarous Batavians – on the Kops plateau near 
present day Nijmegen, several masked helmets were dis-
covered. One piece was covered with the horse hide.1262 
Another example, discovered at Krefeld Gellep (ancient 
Gelduba), was re-modelled to suit the native Germanic 
taste. The helmet, most probably, also belonged to some 
Batavian warriors and was lost in turmoil of AD 69–70: 
the Weisenau type helmet was cut off below the palm 
and adorned with badger’s skin and feathers.1263 All 
these finds come from the times that can be bound with 
Silius Italicus’ life, we should also bear in mind that the 
Batavians served as bodyguards of the Roman emper-
ors of the Julio-Claudian dynasty.1264 Therefore, we may 
suspect that such early Roman masked helmets covered 
with pelts served as inspiration for Silius Italicus’ strange 
description.1265 

Going further, we may also speculate that the Ro-
man masked helmets were created as imitations of 
captured Macedonian horned parade equipment.1266 
It have been said earlier that only two such Hellenistic 
helmets, adorned with horns, survived to our times.1267 
As we remember, one piece of unknown provenience, 
but with small rudimentary bronze horns still attached, 
is now kept in private collection. The second item, the 
already mentioned find from Bryastovets in present day 
Bulgaria, had large prominent horns. Sadly, none Roman 
helmet adorned with horns survived to our times.1268 
Apart from the Glanum monument, the only evidence 
for retaining horns on Roman helmets from the imperial 
times comes in the form of a sculpted head, most prob-
ably dated to the early second century AD and kept in 
the Archaeological Museum, Grenada.1269 However, it is 
an isolated find and the horns on helmets are virtually 
absent in figured record from other sites, the sculpted 

1261  See Liv. Hist. 22. 6, but there is no mention about the helmet 
of Flaminius.
1262  See van Enckevort 2004: 113–114.
1263  See Reichmann 1999: 111 phot. no. 6. The Weisenau type hel-
met was cut off below the palm and adorned with badger’s skin and 
feathers – for the reconstruction of its look, see MacDowall & Mc-
Bride 1996: 53 pl. A.
1264  Gawroński 2005: 86–105.
1265  Gawroński 2014: 20.
1266  Gawroński 2014: 20.
1267   See the chapter 2 for more.
1268  Sadly, the only one Roman Montefortino helmet to which 
a supposed horn should have been attached appeared to be adorned 
with a crest holder, see Junkelmann 2000b: 95, 98.
1269  D’Amato & Ruggeri 2016: 7.
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head in question was made due to the power of tradition. 
It remains unclear whether the sculpture was intended to 
portray a contemporary cornicularius or to commemo-
rate a brave ancestor who received corniculum award 
for his brave deeds. The general conclusion is that the 
Romans resigned to adorn their parade equipment with 
Macedonian style horns.1270 It seems that the imperial 
Roman army abandoned the practice of giving the semi-
barbarian military award of corniculum in a form of  horn 
or horns attached to the helmets and it only survived in 
the name of cornicularius post.1271 

The masked helmets of the earliest type had separate 
triangular simple masks, attached to the battle helmets. 
Such mask was recovered from the famous Kalkriese site, 
therefore, it was certainly used in AD 9 during the Ro-
man defeat in Teutoburg forest.1272 Triangular in shape, 
it had holes for eyes, mouths and an additional pair un-
der the nose for breathing. But since the cavalry under 
Numonius Vala had retreated before the actual fighting 
began,1273 it is quite probable that it belonged to infantry 
signifer. Quite similar masked helmet cones from Shelby 
White and Leon Levy’s collection (NY). It was attached to 
Weisenau type helmet (which again implicates infantry 
use) together with cheek pieces that covered ears (that 

1270  Gawroński 2014: 20.
1271  The only mention about the horn or corniculum military award 
connected with the imperial times comes in the form of a passage in 
Fronto that refers to Trajan’s activities on the eve of Parthian cam-
paign: “in bellum profectus est cum cognitis militibus hostem Parthum 
contemnentibus, sagittarum ictus post ingentia Dacorum falcibus inla-
ta volnera despicatui habentibus. Multos militum imp(erator) suo que-
mque nomine proprio atque castrensi cognomento ioculari appellabat. 
Plerosque adeo centuriatu vel corniculo vel aere duplo, multos pilo aut 
hasta principe provexerat – [Trajan] went to war with experienced sol-
diers who disdained the Parthians, our enemies, and they did not care 
about their arrows, after they were wounded by the curved swords of 
the Dacians. The emperor himself talked to many soldiers, using their 
proper names, or jocular camp nicknames. Many of them he promot-
ed to the rank of centurion, cornicularius, or gave them double pay, 
many of them he promoted [even] to the rank of the first centurion 
(primus pilus, in Fronto’s rhetorical Latin: hasta aut pilum princeps 
[legionis])” – after Cornelius Fronto, Principia Historiae,  fragmentum 
5.3, author’s translation. Latin text after quotation in: Linderski 2007: 
201. Fronto apparently uses the names of the things connected with 
the career grades (specific or abstract ones like pilum or double pay) 
to describe subsequent ranks in legionary hierarchy: primus pilus or 
duplicarius, it is a kind of rhetorical use of a “pars pro toto”. There-
fore, the word corniculum used in Fronto’s passage naturally stands 
for the rank of cornicularius, a chief clerk in the bureaucratic staff of 
the legion, see von Domaszewski & Dobson 1967: 39 and esp. 8: “der 
allgemeine Satz, dass die cornicularii an der Spitze aller Principales ste-
hen. Ihr gegenseitiges Rangverhältnis bestimmt die Rang des Offiziers, 
dem sie zugeteilt sind – in general the cornicularii are at the head of 
all principales. Their rank order is determined by the rank of officer 
to whom they are assigned” – author’s translation. Linderski (2007: 
203, 205–206) drawing on philological arguments (the verb provexerat 
should describe promotion not award) had reached the same conclu-
sion, therefore, there is no firm evidence for the award of corniculum 
coming from the imperial times, see also Gawroński 2014: 22–23.
1272  Junkelmann 1996: 119.
1273  Vell. Pat. 2. 119.

is the feature typical for cavalry headpieces).1274 All that 
indicates that the item in question was remodelled for 
cavalry use [fig. 117].

The second century AD examples of face masks were 
made without any addition of cheekpieces. Many such 
helmets, now lavishly adorned by embossed hair pat-
terns, were intentionally made to resemble the face 
of Alexander the Great.1275 Doubts were raised wheth-
er these mask helmets were used only for display or 
served to protect the face in real combat. According to 
the evidence provided by the mentioned above tomb-
stone of Sextus Valerius Genialis, it has been suggested 
that the Roman masked helmets were used in real fight-
ing [fig. 109].1276 

My personal experience with masked helmets [fig. 
116] revealed the fact that the eye slits provided suf-
ficient vision range for horse control, though the mask 
restricted breathing. It was not a problem, provided that 
the cavalry encounters never lasted longer than few min-
utes. After all, the Japanese samurai were quite happy 
to use their mengu kabuto (面具兜) masked helmets 
in real combat!  Despite the fact that some Japanese 
examples provided extended range of sight, the other 
characteristics were quite similar.1277 Therefore, there 
is a strong possibility that the Roman masked helmets 
were also used in real combat. However, more compli-
cated fencing was impossible due to the limited vision: in 
combat situation the obvious choice was a long shafted 
weapon that could hold enemy at a distance. That is why 
Sextus Valerius Genialis from the Gloucester monument 
uses long spear [fig. 109]. The conclusion is that the face 
masks were used more to intimidate the enemy than for 
protection.

Naturally, the frequently used embossed hair images 
have roots in the earlier practice of covering the head-
pieces with real pelts [fig. 122a]. In the case of ordinary 
non-masked cavalry helmets the evolution of decoration 
looked similar. The Germanic helmets covered by pelts 
served as a model for later types of cavalry headpieces. 
A new kind of helmet, characterized by longer nape and 
narrow, sloping neckplate [fig. 119], known among Ger-
man scientists as the Weiler/Koblenz Bubenheim type1278 
(Robinson type E1), made its appearance in the first half 
of the first century AD, the earliest finds seem to belong 
to the Claudian-Flavian period.1279 It is noteworthy that 

1274  Junkelmann 1996: 54–55;  Fischer 2012: 204.
1275  Junkelmann 1996: 32–33, 245–253.
1276  Негин & Кириченко 2013: 245–253.
1277  About Japanese masked helmets, see Zabiegło 2008: 88–92.
1278  See, for example, Hanel & Willer 2009: 211; Also Fischer (2012: 
207–208) gives a newest account on cavalry helmets  typology. The ear-
liest examples of Weiler type correspond with the Bassus/Xanten type.
1279  When the first typology for Roman cavalry helmets was built 
(cf. Robinson 1975: 89–106) it was believed that the Roman helmets 
covered with embossed silver or bronze decoration appeared in 
the Flavian period because the first known example of such head 
defences, tough deprived of its embossed sheeting, was recovered 
from late Flavian layers of the Newstead fort, see Curle 1911: 164 
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Fig. 117. The Kalkriese/Weisenau type masked helmet, Julio-Claudian period, Shelby White and Leon Levy’s collection (draw. 
A. Smadi, after Fischer 2012: 204 fig. 297).

Fig. 118. The Amerongen brow band of Weiler type helmet decorated with portraits of emperor Tiberius’ family members (af-
ter Nicolay 2007: 141 fig. 4.7). That particular piece can challenge the established chronology of Weiler type introduction.

the brow band from Amerongen may even challenge that 
chronology, as it was decorated with the images of Drusus 
II and his sons [fig. 118], which implies a Tiberian date. 1280

That type replaced earlier Coolus type helmets similar 
to the mentioned before decorated example from Pom-

and pl. XXVI; Robinson 1975: 89; Junkelmann 1992: 182 phot. 159; 
Dixon & Southern 1993: 34–35. However, the appearance of new 
finds, such as the Xanten Wardt example, changed such approach. 
Now the Claudian-Neronian period seems to be an appropriate date 
for the appearance of that type, cf. Hanel & Willer 2009: 213, tough 
the find of the Amerongen Tiberian brow band can even challenge 
that chronology.
1280  Klumbach 1974: 52–53 cat. no. 39; Nicolay 2007: 141 fig. 4.7.

peii [fig. 77a].1281 The Weiler type helmet bowls were 
made of iron and covered by a thin bronze or silver em-
bossed sheets. The embossing resembled human hair. 
The recent research had shown that the silver cover was 
glued to the iron surface by means of an organic material 
that was a mixture of natural petroleum oil fractions and 
pine tar.1282 The most spectacular example of the Weiler 
type comes from Xanten Wardt deposit [fig. 119]. In that 
case the iron scull-piece (and the cheekpieces as well) 
were covered by silver sheeting richly decorated with 

1281  Fischer 2012: 206 phot. 298.
1282  Hanel & Willer 2009: 213.
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Fig. 119. The mid-first (?) century AD Xanten Wardt Weiler type helmet with embossed hair decoration, Landesmuseum Bonn 
(after Junkelmann 1991: 85 phot. 37). 
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Fig. 120. The early second century AD Butzbach-Dormagen type helmet, ex Axel Guttman’s collection, now Mougins Museum 
of Classical Art (after Junkelmann 2000b: 147 pl. XIX). In comparison to earlier Weiler type [fig. 119] its decoration became sim-
plified, perhaps as a result of increasing risks connected with hand-to-hand combat. The change was, most probably, triggered 
by the Dacian wars experiences.
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human hair and with laurel wreath motif.1283 The Xanten 
Wardt example should be dated to the middle of the first 
century AD.1284

As we can see, the archaeological evidence combined 
with the interpretation of written accounts suggests that 
the Weiler type helmets evolved on the lower Rhine 
frontier and were copied by the other Roman horsemen 
on the Rhine border. It seems that hat particular style 
is typical for the Rhine frontier cavalry because at least 
some “British” auxiliary horsemen, as the Ely find may in-
dicate [fig. 121], used the helmets deprived of embossed 
hair decoration.1285 Even the above mentioned Italian 
pseudo-Attic helmets from Pompeii, used by mounted 
gladiators, were rather plain [fig. 78]. Thus one can 
put forward a hypothesis that the Weiler type helmets 
evolved in the Rhineland frontier. 

All the collected evidence suggests that the lower 
Rhine horsemen were mostly lancers using saddles with 
lower “horns”. They carried lighter armour, but relied on 
large rectangular or hexagonal shields for protection. The 
Weiler type helmets were, most probably, invented to suit 
the needs of these horsemen. After that they were copied 
by other auxiliary troopers from the Germania province. 

There were also horsemen who used combined ele-
ments of Celto-Thracian and Germanic styles: for exam-
ple the Neronian period horsemen Vonatorix and Vellau-

1283  Pyhrr & Godoy 1998: 86–87; Hanel & Willer 2009: 211- 213. 
Curiously, more helmets like the Xanten Wardt example should have 
been known in the Renaissance period because something similar 
served as a source of inspiration for Filippo Negroli – a famous Mil-
anese armour maker – in creating the burgonets from Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, New York and from Hermitage museum, cf. catalogue 
entries no. 21–22 in: Pyhrr & Godoy 1998: 132–136; for the burgonet 
belonging to prince of Urbino Francesco Maria della Rovere (now in 
Kunsthistorische Museum in Vienna), cf. Pyhrr & Godoy 1998: 116–18; 
Fischer 2012: 65–66; and for Charles V helmet from Royal Armeria, 
Madrid, see Pyhrr & Godoy 1998: 125–126.  For example: the AD 1630 
inventory of the dukes of Urbino armoury lists four Roman bronze 
helmets, but these certainly belonged to the republican Montefortino 
type, cf. Pyhrr & Godoy 1998: 22 note 26.
1284  Hanel & Willer 2009: 213.
1285  Goldsworthy 1996: 238 fig. 10.

nus are armoured according to the Celto-Thracian style, 
but rode on the low-horned saddles so popular in the 
lower Rhine areas [fig. 102a-b]. However, that feature 
can be explained by the fact that the design with extra-
long horns was only gaining popularity in those days. 

On the contrary, the anonymous horseman from 
one of the Köln tombstones [fig. 103] carries all typi-
cal Celto-Thracian equipment, including the Flavian pe-
riod saddle with the extra-long horns, but uses a spear 
as a main combat weapon (according to the Germanic 
fashion?) and has no calo shown behind him. He also 
carries an extra-large shield, similar to the Doncaster ex-
ample [fig. 112a]. In order to fight effectively the horse-
man needed to hold the spearshaft overarm and place 
it perpendicularly to the horse’s belly in such a way that 
the spearhead could hit from above the shield’s edge. 
As a result, he tried to have his opponents on his shield 
side in order to exploit all the benefits of increased pro-
tection. It is worth adding that some Germanic foes of 
Rome used similar equipment, such as large shields or 
long lances. One can imagine that the panoply used was 
designed specially for unique combat situations recorded 
on the Rhine frontier [compare with fig. 179]. Perhaps 
the introduction of the Flavian era saddles with extra 
long horns enabled the use of Celto-Thracian style chain-
mail armour by the horsemen armed according to the 
“lower Rhine Germanic style”.

One can also wonder according to which fashion the 
horseman Insus, shown on the Lancaster stone [fig. 96], 
was armed? The lack of proper saddle puts him near 
Germanic traditions, but his oval shield is more Celto-
Thracian in character. Similarly, it is difficult to determine 
whether he carries chainmail armour or not. It is quite 
difficult to resolve that question solely on the basis of the 
figured evidence. As we can see, the borders between 
styles are not always clear: sometimes they are blurred. 
However, we should stress the fact that further evolu-
tion of many equipment elements was the same for all 
types of horsemen. As a result, all these pieces should be 
discussed together.

Fig. 121. The rather plain iron and bronze 
helmet from Ely, Cambridgeshire (after Golds-
worthy 1996: 238 fig. 10).
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D. Common Features

These common rules should be applied to the evolution 
of armour and helmets because these elements evolved 
in the similar way in all Rhineland units. And so, in the 
course of the second century AD helmets of Weiler group 
evolved into Butzbach variant [fig. 120] that foreshad-
owed later Guisborough/Teilenhofen types introduced in 
the Antonine period [fig. 124].  The Butzbach type hel-
mets had plain bowls and decorated browbands (as in 
the case of the example from Butzbach-Dormagen with 
a browband adorned with embossed feathers, according 
to a Thracian custom)1286 or decorative repoussé laurel 
wreath [as in the case of the piece from Axel Guttman’s 
collection, fig. 120].1287 In addition the cheekpieces or 
the browbands belonging to both variants were given 
decoration in bronze. The cheekpieces were quite often 
decorated with a motif of a stylized ear. In addition the 
cheekpieces were also very richly decorated with various 
motifs, such as the Dioscuri images (Castor and Pollux 
were connected with the Roman cavalry due to the Regil-
lus battle tradition),1288 parmae equestres [fig. 120]1289 or 
even sphinxes.1290 

The later Butzbach-Dormagen helmets were made en-
tirely of fine sheet bronze and were richly ornamented 
with repoussé human and animal figures, as the example 
of the piece found at Tell Qum ( ) in Hauran moun-
tains may indicate [fig. 122b].1291 It is quite difficult to 
determine how original, or different, these helmet types 
were. The archaeological evidence suggests that in other 
provinces cavalry helmets were made according to differ-
ent traditions: in the Greek speaking east the “baroque” 
style drawing on earlier Hellenistic patterns was popular 
[fig. 122b-c]. On the other hand, the helmets made in the 
shape of Phrygian caps [fig. 122d] were used alongside 
the Danube frontier. 

The Rhineland Weiler type [figs. 118–119, 122a] was 
also occasionally used in Thracia [fig. 123a], but that can 
be easily explained by veterans coming back from the 
service alongside the Rhineland frontier. Curiously, the 
horseman from the stone found at Mostar [fig. 123b]  
and armed according to the “lower Rhine Germanic 
style” is shown in Pompeii pseudo-Attic type helmet [fig. 
78]. Most probably, the warriors serving in the Balkan 
peninsula, except the Pannonian or Thracian Rhineland 
veterans, had no access to Weiler style helmets. But 
most probably the Mostar stone shows a Dalmatian 
horseman who had adapted some Italian and Germanic 

1286  Junkelmann 1996: 67 phot. 133; Fischer 2012: 208–209 and 
phot. 302.
1287  Junkelmann 2000b: 147–148 pl. XIX-XX, 159–160; Fischer 2012: 
209 phot. 303.
1288  See for example: Junkelmann 1992: 182 phot. 160; Junkelmann 
2000b: 167.
1289  Junkelmann 2000b: 147 pl. XIX.
1290  Fischer 2012: 209 phot. 303.
1291  Fischer 2012: 209 phot. 304.

elements. Perhaps it was made for a trooper who saw 
service on the Rhine frontier or in Britannia and returned 
to Balkan peninsula. But we should bear in mind that 
the hypothesis about the Germanic character of panoply 
displayed at the Mostar stone can be challenged at any 
time.

During the second half of the second century AD 
these forms gave way to the pseudo-Attic Teilenhofen 
variant [fig. 124]. The eponimic example, signed as be-
longing to a serviceman from Cohors II Bracaugustano-
rum equitata – based at Iciniacum fort,1292 was lavishly 
decorated with eagle images, wide browband and had 
a pseudo-crest holder. Similar, though less lavishly deco-
rated pieces come from Guisborough and Rusovce (an-
cient Gerulata) or Worthing.1293 The overall design recalls 
the heroic past of the mythological heroes and probably 
was intended for parade use.

Nevertheless, the surviving ownership inscriptions 
can serve as an evidence that Weiler helmets (and 
subsequent Butzbach-Dormagen and Gainsborough/
Teilenhofen types as well) were worn primarily by the 
cavalry.1294 However, due to the thin bronze used for later 
examples their protective qualities became more limited 
and it appears they were no longer worn into battle (for 
example the two pieces of Gainsborough/Teilenhofen 
helmets from the Axel Guttmann’s collection were made 
of bronze 0.5-0.8 mm thick).1295 On the other hand, Ru-
sovce (ancient Gerulata) find comes from the war zone 
fort and that find alone can challenge such theory.

As we can easily see, the decorative values of that 
particular helmet types were considered to be more 
important than their protective qualities. Therefore, the 
Roman love for display had found yet another place for 
expression. As for the protective qualities: any helmet 
made for protection was mainly constructed to deflect 
blows, in that the respect Weiler/Guisborough embossed 
decoration (even in the later and simpler Butzbach-Dor-
magen version) should be considered a flaw because 
during the downwards cuts the sword point could be 
easily stuck in the bronze hair and the full force of the 
blow would be easily transferred to helmet bowl, thus in-
creasing the chance for penetration and injury. The later 
examples were too thin to offer proper shock absorp-
tion qualities. There are two possible explanations for 
that custom: the horsemen were not expected to engage 
in close combat and the risk of receiving a blow to the 
head was minimal (the ancient Germanic warriors used 
shorter single-edged swords and rode on small horses). 
These helmets were also used in crouched riding posi-
tion, more suited for fast movement and distance javelin 
throwing. Or their decorative qualities were considered 
more important.

1292  Junkelmann 1992: 161.
1293  Fischer 2012: 210–211.
1294  D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 187.
1295  Junkelmann 2000b: 161–162.
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Somewhat later the changes in fighting styles trig-
gered further developments in head protection equip-
ment. At the turn of the second century AD helmets were 
given reinforcements over the forehead to protect the 
rider’s face and head from strikes coming from above.1296 
The cheeks pieces grew larger, covering almost the en-
tire face, except for the nose, eyes and mouth. After the 
Dacian wars the skull pieces received cross reinforce-
ments.1297 The neck guard become more prominent and 
deeper, such improvement certainly enforced straight 
riding position.1298 Decoration has been simplified: em-
bossed figures were frequently replaced by the flat in-
cised ornament. For example: a second century AD iron 
helmet from Niederbieber1299 fort was given a prominent 
peak, serving as a face defence, bronze cross reinforce-
ments attached to the helmet bowl with conical rivets, 
and two enlarged cheek pieces. Over the forehead and 
behind the ears narrow bronze plaques were attached to 
the helmet bowl. These were sparingly decorated with 
engraved lines.

Similar example, though made entirely of bronze, 
comes from the former Axel Guttmann’s collection.1300 
The reason for introducing such helmet (Heddernheim/
Niederbieber) type [fig. 125] was simple: the increased 
role of hand-to-hand combat and improvements in 
sword making required increase of protective qualities, 
cross reinforcements were able to stop blow before the 
blade even had touched the bowl. Moreover, the plain 
undecorated surfaces, like in the Japanese zunari type 
[pl. D1–2], were able to deflect blows more easily. The 
success of that particular design was great: Heddernhe-
im/Niederbieber type helmets appear on sites connected 
with Marcomannic wars1301 and in much later context: 
they were still in use at Dura Europos1302 during the cap-
ture of the town by Persians in AD 256. The type disap-
peared from use because the growing Tetrarchic armies 
required cheaper equipment. Hence the introduction of 
the Romano-Sassanian ridge helmets.1303 

1296  Dixon & Southern 1993: 35.
1297  Peterson 1996: 32, 88. 
1298  Once I was convinced that the first representation of that par-
ticular type of helmet appears on the tombstone of a certain Dolanus 
from the Städtisches Museum, Wiesbaden [fig. 174]. Now I am more 
sure that it shows a helmet belonging to Butzbach-Dormagen type. 
The tombstone comes from the end of the first century AD, cf. CIL XIII 
7585 = Schleiermacher 1984: 131 cat. no. 42 = Speidel 2004: 138 fig. 
17.2, but earlier chronology is proposed in these pulications, see table 
8 in the present book for details. Therefore, the post-Dacian chronol-
ogy of introduction of these reinforcements remains a speculation 
forged from analogies concerning the evolution of infantry helmets, 
which received cross reinforcements as a precaution against blows of 
Dacian scythed, two-handed weapons, see Connolly 1996: 23.
1299  Junkelmann 1992: 190–191, 194.  
1300  Junkelmann 2000b: 146 pl. XVIII, 158; Fischer 2012: 153–154.
1301  From Stillfried and Mušov, cf. Tejral 1994: 43.
1302  James 2004: 106–107.
1303  James 2011: 2016.

A similar kind of helmet from the third century AD 
was found at Heddernheim.1304 This particular type, 
though more lavishly decorated, differed a little from 
the previously described examples: it had smaller cheek 
pieces and richer decoration. In that case the cross re-
inforcements were replaced by bronze coverings made 
in the form of snakes. The cheeks pieces were adorned 
with engraved representations of war deities.1305 Other 
helmets of that type had a peak over the forehead re-
sembling the old republican Etrusco-Corinthian fashions, 
a prominent flat crest holder, sometimes decorated with 
eagle images, and a removable face mask, again cov-
ering almost the entire face except for the nose, eyes 
and mouth.1306  A helmet found at the Hercules’ sanctu-
ary at Empel combines features of both Heddernheim 
and Niederbieber examples.1307 It had cheek plaques 
similar to those known from Heddernheim, prominent 
forehead peak and flat cross bowl reinforcements fitted 
with a decorative crest mount. Generally speaking, the 
introduction of these new types of helmets reflected the 
shift from crouched to straightened riding position. The 
former gives an advantage during distance fighting, when 
the rider sits in more aerodynamic pose and appears as 
a smaller target. Therefore, he moves faster and minimiz-
es the chance of hitting. On the contrary, the latter pose 
enables more freedom of movement during swordplay. 
Such straightened riding position offered an obvious ad-
vantage during the mêlée because it facilitated maintain-
ing high fencing posture and execution of dynamic circu-
lar parries (so important for later spathae types use). 

As for the spathae swords: the adaptation of the 
horned saddle with rigid wooden frames, traceable in-
directly through Valkenburg casing finds, triggered the 
changes in sword making. The very existence of seat se-
curing saddle horns enabled stronger blows and more 
enthusiastic slashing strokes, the old fashioned Fontillet, 
Nauportus, Giubiasco and Wesółki types with narrowing 
edges and a long tapering point gave way to the new 
form of cavalry sword: it had parallel edges and shorter 
point made in the shape of a gothic arch.1308 The proper 
sword handles were made from wood or bone (cow tibia 
being the most frequently used material). Quillons and 
pommels could have been made of wood or ivory.1309 

The sword scabbards were made of wood and leather. 
They were also reinforced with bronze or brass rectan-
gular fittings, often decorated with embossed ornament 
and openwork patterns [figs. 89a-b, 90, 92], like in the 
case of Pompeii type gladius.1310 As it was said earlier, 
scabbard fitting, made of two rectangular sheaths, was 
found in Poetovio (today Ptuj in Slovenia) [fig. 89a]. The 

1304  Junkelmann 1992: 190–191.
1305  For image, see Simkins & Embelton 1998: 22.
1306  Fischer 2012: 2012–2013.
1307  Cf. van Driel Murray 1994: 104.
1308  James 2011: 151.
1309  Bishop & Coulston 1993: 71.
1310  James 2011: 150.
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Fig. 122. Different traditions affecting appearance of Roman cavalry helmets: a - “Germanic style” early Julio-Claudian period 
Weiler type example from Xanten; b –  “Baroque Hellenistic” style: Antonine period Butzbach/Dormagen example from Tell Qum 
in Syria (draw. A. Smadi, after Fischer 2012: 208–209 figs. 301a, 304); c - ”Baroque Hellenistic” style: late Julio-Caudian pseudo-
Attic example from river Jordan, Pergamonmuseum, Berlin (draw. E. Negin, after D’Amato & Ruggeri  2017: 6); Second century AD 
Phrygian cap style helmet discovered at Ostrov and now in Constanța Museum (after D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 189 fig. 273a).

b

a

c d
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item, presumably belonging to the second half of first 
century AD, was richly decorated with figural motifs: 
images of Dioscuri, the goddess Victoria and griffins.1311 
Over time grew the tendency to simplify the scabbard 
decoration. In the second century AD the traditional way 
of balteus attachment, done with the help of two or four 
rings fixed on the both sides of the metal sheath, gives 
way to a single slide system. That custom the Romans 
probably borrowed from the Sarmatian tribes on the 
Danube frontier. Likewise, traditional triangular scabbard 
chapes gave way to a disc- and pelta shaped examples. 
Contemporary reliefs adorning the base of Antoninus 
Pius column and later column of Marcus Aurelius tes-
tify the simultaneous use of both methods of scabbard 
finishing.1312 In the first century AD swords were usually 
worn at the right side hanging on the waist belt or on the 
baldric slung over the left shoulder. In the second cen-

1311  Junkelmann 1992: 146–147.
1312  Bishop & Coulston 1993: 112.

tury AD the practice of wearing the sword on the left side 
became increasingly common. At the end of that century 
the wide shoulder belts, decorated with openwork fit-
tings, replaced the narrower earlier examples.

It is quite probable that spathae with parallel edges 
and gothic arch points were introduced when the Pom-
peii type infantry swords replaced Mainz type gladii, 
i.e. around the reign of Claudius or Nero,1313 tough their 
archaeological context points at slightly later date. In-
deed, they look like narrower and longer Pompeii type 
examples, the shape of the point (triangular in the case 
of Pompeii swords) being the only difference [figs. 89b, 
90].1314 The length of the blades belonging to the newly 
created spatha type ranged from about 60 to 90 cm. For 
example, the best preserved sword from Rottweil in Ger-
many had a blade 86.4 cm long and 4.4 cm wide. In com-
parison: two examples from Newstead [fig. 89b] were 

1313  James 2011: 150.
1314  James 2011: 151.

ba

Fig. 123. The traces of arms and armour styles typical for the Rhineland frontier, discovered in other provinces: a – Flavian 
to Trajanic period Weiler type example found at Pamuk Mogila, Thracia, now in Plovdiv Archaeological Museum (draw. E. Negin, 
after D’Amato & Ruggeri  2017: 6); b – tombstone of unknown horseman discovered at Mostar, now in Zemaljski Museum, Sara-
jevo (phot. Raffaele D’Amato, after D’Amato & Ruggeri  2017: 36). The Mostar horseman uses very large hexagonal shield and 
carries no armour. His helmet apparently belongs to the pseudo-Attic Pompeii type [fig. 78] and the horseman sits on “Pazyryk 
style” cushion saddle. Like the monument dedicated for Imerix from Zadar [fig. 104] that particular stone bears a representation 
of a horseman armed according to the “lower Rhine Germanic style”. Perhaps it is another Germanic scout recruited by ala II 
Hispanorum at Augst and stationed later at Burnum. The Mostar and Zadar are separated by more than 100 km. D’Amato & Rug-
geri  (2017: 36) support a different view: in line with their hypothesis the horseman is armed accordingly to the Thracian fashion, 
using Thracian sica. But I prefer the theory that the monument shows a deformed Pompeii type gladius. Moreover, the Thracian 
horsemen from Germania and Britannia were more heavily armoured. But most probably the Mostar monument shows a Dal-
matian horseman who had adapted some Italian and Germanic elements. Perhaps the stone shows a Dalmatian or Pannonian-
Thracian horseman who saw service on the Rhineland frontier. The subject warrants further investigation. 
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Fig. 124. Teilenhofen helmet (after Junkel-
mann 1992: 158 phot. 145).

respectively: 62–63.5 cm long and 3–3.5 cm wide.1315 All 
these swords belong to the second half of first century 
AD, tough Rottweil example comes from the seventies 
and the Newstead blades belong to the AD 80–100 pe-
riod.1316 

In my opinion it is not a coincidence that the chro-
nology of their appearance corresponds with the period 
when rigid framed saddles with extra-long “horns” were 
introduced. In the same time the armour with additional 

1315  Bishop & Coulston 1993: 74.
1316  James 2011: 151. For images, see 152 fig. 52.

shoulder doubling reached the peak of popularity. All 
these facts mark the change from stabbing to slashing, 
as the preferred method of sword use mirrored changes 
in armour improvements. However, we should stress the 
fact that that particular statement is true for the horse-
men of the Celtic, Pannonian, Dalmatian or Thracian 
stock who used saddles with extra-long “horns”. That 
statement is also an effect of archaeological visibility 
because the majority of finds connected with early im-
perial cavalry comes from Rhineland provinces and Bri-
tannia, so the recovered material shows some degree of 

Fig. 125. The Heddernheim/Niederbieber  
type helmet (after Goldsworthy 1996: 238 fig. 11).
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uniformity. How the situation looked in the eastern or 
African provinces remains a mystery.

Such blades had sections like elongated diamonds 
[fig. 89b] or tear drops and sometimes were made from 
several overlapping layers of alternatively harder car-
bonized iron and softer material. The cutting edges were 
often carburized to achieve greater hardness.1317 Some-
times, like in the case of a sword from Augst, the core 
made of a harder material was encased by two layers 
of softer but elastic iron. Later, the softer material was 
waisted to get hard cutting edges.1318 From the Antonine 
period onwards the custom of decorating the blades with 
inlaid images of military deities, usually Mars or Victoria, 

1317  Bishop & Coulston 1993: 190.
1318  Bishop & Coulston 1993: 190.

gained popularity. Over time these representations be-
came more schematized.1319

In the Antonine period the sword making improved: 
pattern welded blades were introduced in wide use. 
These were formed around a core of multiple iron bars 
made of iron plates of different carbon content, twisted 
to form a screw, hammered and folded. To such strong 
but flexible core cutting edges were added, made of 
highly carbonized iron [fig. 126a, c]. The sword produced 
in such way not only had blade shining with different 
tones but also was extremely durable and resistant to 
blows. In addition it had excellent cutting edges.1320 The 
quality of swords produced by that particular method 
was comparable with that of the famous Japanese ka-

1319  Biborski 1994a: 109–134. 
1320  James 2011: 184; See also Cowan & McBride 2003b: 60 and pl. C.

Fig. 126. Late Antonine to early Severan 
period swords (not to scale). Similar weapons 
could have been used by Roman horse dur-
ing Marcomannic wars (not to scale): a – the 
reconstruction of the Antonine period Canter-
bury burial swords appearance (after James 
2011: 184 fig. 63); b – the find from Komárno, 
Slovakia (after Tejral 1994: 30 fig. 1.7); c – the 
find from Germanic grave assemblage no. 
131 Abrahám, Slovakia may indicate that such 
weapons could have been used by both sides of 
the conflict (after Krekovič 1994: 218 fig. 6.6).

a b c
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tana, which showed similar characteristics.1321 The early  
Antonine blades look like scaled up Pompeii and New-
stead types, with parallel edges and triangular or gothic 
arch tapering points. Two good examples come from 
Canterbury: one was somewhat shorter with long trian-
gular tapering point, perhaps it was intended for infantry 
use. However, the other example had long parallel edges 
and a gothic arch tapering point, and that reveals the 
generic proximity to earlier Newstead spatha, so it could 
have been used by horsemen [figs. 89b, 90, 92, 115].1322 

The development of the above-mentioned technolo-
gies was probably triggered by a necessity to protect the 
edges of the weapons against damage that may have 
happened as a result of collision with other blades dur-
ing swordplay. Indeed, experiments with replicas of Celtic 
swords, made of iron with low carbon content and low 
carbonized edges, indicate a high likelihood of such dam-
age.1323 Roman swords were made using better technolo-
gies and should have been more resistant to wear and 
more durable. However, signs of damage traceable on 
the Roman swords from the Nydam bog deposit1324 may 
indicate that these security measures were inadequate. 
Nevertheless, such weapons were extensively used in 

1321  Due to the combined layers of iron with different carbon con-
tent, see Turnbull 2010: 11–12. The production of Japanese swords 
was more onerous, but the overall effect should have been similar, 
though Japanese swords have many more layers of iron of different 
carbon content. But the battle performance of the both types of 
swords should have been comparable.
1322  James 2011: 184–5 and fig. 63.
1323  Pleiner 1993: 159–164. 
1324  Gebühr 1980: 69–77.

protracted conflicts with various barbarian tribes, known 
to today’s historians as Marcomannic wars [fig. 126]. No 
doubt, such swords were also used alongside the Rhine-
land frontier. But perhaps more active and advanced 
sword fencing was introduced later, when more resistant 
pattern-welded blades appeared in Roman use.

The surviving figured evidence suggests that the 
Rhineland Roman horsemen [figs. 73, 83, 99, 102–103, 
109] used to carry their swords suspended from waist-
belts on the right side. In clear contrast to the infantry 
cingulum militare, Roman horsemen used unadorned 
belts with simple buckles [fig. 127a].1325 The only evi-
dence for richly adorned cingulum militare in cavalry 
context comes in the form of Chassenard “Thracian” 
grave [fig. 169] in which the pieces of such belt were 
found together with cavalry masked helmet.1326 The 
analysis of finds from the first century AD Roman forts 
can confirm such statements: the adorned cingulum 
plates were found mostly at infantry camps or at the 
sites occupied by mixed cohorts. On the other hand, 
forts used only by cavalry alae yielded only simple belt 
buckles.1327

In a clear contrast to earlier customs, the Trajanic 
period victory monuments from Rome show horsemen 
carrying swords on the narrow baldrics, suspended 
from right or left shoulder. In the later Antonine pe-
riod these baldrics became wider [fig. 127b], during 
the third century AD cavalrymen and infantrymen car-

1325  Hoss 2009: 316.
1326  Junkelmann 1996: 24–25 phot. 38; Hoss 2009: 318.
1327  Hoss 2009: 319 fig. 1.

Fig.127. Sword suspension elements (not 
to scale): a – mid-first century AD belt buckle 
from Colchester. It could have been used by 
a Rhineland horseman transferred to Bri-
tannia after the conquest (after Hoss 2009: 
320 fig.5); b – the late second or early third 
century AD sword suspension system, based 
on the slide and wide baldric (after Garbsch 
1992: 88).

a

b
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ried swords on the right side, hung from the wide bal-
dric.1328 The change had something to do with fighting 
styles: during the first century AD the large unwieldy 
shields could obstruct drawing swords, hence the prac-
tice of carrying them on the right side. On the other 
hand, the smaller oval shields from the third century 
AD were more handy, so the swords could have been 
carried on the more convenient left side.

The later Antonine period saw improvements in scale 
armour [fig. 128] especially designed to eliminate the 
problem of its vulnerability to upward thrusts. The sets 
of armour were now made from longer, larger and some-
times narrower scales,1329 fastened under the neck by 
two flat ornamented closers1330 frequently adorned with 
the images of Roman war deities: Mars, Victoria etc. It is 
worth adding that not all finds of such scales belonged to 
human armour. Some larger scales were fastened to the 
horse bardings, as analogies from Dura Europos may in-
dicate.1331 The scales from the period generally had more 
holes for wires or thongs, especially in the lower parts. 

1328  Garbsch 1992: 88; Hoss 2009: 317–318.
1329  Though some scales from armour dated to Flavian period (?) 
found at Gerulata (Rusovce) Slovakian fort may indicate that the 
change was on its way even earlier, cf. Krekovič 1994: 215 fig. 4: 1–2. 
However, Krekovič, drawing on earlier theories, suggests that the 
scales in question belonged to the shoulder guard or doubling, which is 
hard to prove, because of supposed limited flexibility of such armour.
1330  See Bishop & Coulston 1993: 117.
1331  It is very difficult to determine the exact function of armour 
made from such big scales. Big scales are known from the contem-
porary Iža find from Slovakia, see Tejral 1994: 38, and from Het Valk-
hof Museum, Nijmegen, see D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 125. For the 

That particular improvement had eliminated the risk of 
lifting up the scales by an upward thrust.

As a result, scale cuirasses became more rigid and less 
flexible, they had also lost shoulder doublings, otherwise 
the new scale arrangement method would restrict shoul-
der movements. The change reflects the increasing role 
of cavalry vs. infantry combat that certainly was a char-
acteristic feature of the Marcomannic wars. Indeed, the 
finds from Slovakian Roman period sites can serve as an 
evidence for popularity of such armour type on that par-
ticular war theatre.1332

Again, the knowledge about the Japanese armour 
evolution can offer us some clues in our understanding 
of the nature of the change. During the Sengoku period 
the increased role of spear use and the important role 
of cavalry vs. infantry spear combat led to the changes 
in armour making: the Sengoku period scales evolved 
from traditional narrower kozane (Japanese: 小札) into 
larger iyo sane (伊予札) as more protection was needed 
against spear thrusts. That led to the development of 
special kind of cuirass, which evolved from kozane-dō  
(小札堂 – literally scale cuirass) into specific type called 

horse barding scales, see James 2004: 129–134 and Bishop & Coul-
ston 1993: 158.
1332  Such scale set was discovered in the second century AD con-
text at the Germanic settlement at Cifer-Pác, see Krekovič 1994: 
220–221 fig. 8: 7; Tejral 1994: 37, 39. It certainly was a gift or a war 
booty. Scale armour fragments are known from the contemporary 
Iža, Mušov, Biely Kostol, Komárno, Skalice sites from Slovakia and 
Czech Republic, see Tejral 1994: 36–39.

Fig. 128. Late Antonine period rigid scale armour from Mušov fort, Czech Republic (not to scale): a- neck closer; b – scales 
(after Tejral 1994: 37 fig. 6.15 and 38 fig. 7.1–2). The introduction of such armour was triggered by the increased use of lances.

a b
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iyo sane-dō  (伊予札堂), made from extra large scales 
[pl. D2].1333

That stands in clear contrast to earlier practice when 
smaller scales were used almost exclusively. Armour 
made from such smaller parts, due to the overlapping 
effect, offered increased protection against projectiles. 
But in hand-to-hand combat that was insufficient be-
cause spear and sword thrusts had more potential holes 
to penetrate. It seems that similar changes occurred 
in Sengoku Japan and alongside the Roman-Germanic 
frontier. It is quite possible that during the Marcomannic 
wars the typical Germanic preference for dismounting 
before combat led to many cavalry vs. infantry clashes. 
During these encounters many spears (the best defence 
against horse) were used. Hence the change in armour 
making.

The general conclusion is that the development of 
cavalry equipment went in a different direction than 
the changes in infantry arms and armour. In the case 
of mounted troops the old Italian fashions were quickly 
replaced by Celtic or Thracian ideas, more suited for 
distance warfare. We should bear in mind that the Ital-
ian equipment was more suited for close combat. The 
chronological order of figured evidence (collected in 
table 8) suggests that the replacement process was 
completed during the closing years of Tiberius’ reign. 
The fusion of Celtic, Thracian, Parthian and Italian fash-
ion subsequently shaped the mature form of “Celto-
Thracian” style. That happened during the second half 
of the first century AD, perhaps in the late Neronian or 
early Flavian times (again, see table 8 for references). 
As a result, the first century AD auxiliary horsemen pre-
ferred body armour and equipment suited to distance 
cavalry vs. cavalry combat. The “Celto-Thracian tactical 
package” offered increased protection against low veloc-
ity projectiles. Moreover, it offered protection against 
downward cuts and lesser quality defence against up-
ward spear or sword thrusts delivered by foot warriors: 
in close combat any upward thrust would easily pene-
trate the scale armour or mail hauberk made from thin-
ner wire. That means that the cavalrymen were expect-
ed to engage in close combat only with horsemen and 
to fight with infantry from a distance. One should also 
remember that the lavishly decorated Weiler type hel-
mets could have caused problems in close combat. The 
general conclusion is that nearly all pieces of equipment 
used in the first century AD were lavishly decorated and 
designed more for display than for fighting. The surviv-
ing evidence suggests more cavalry vs. cavalry clashes, 
quite probably resolved at a distance, and a minimal role 
of anti-infantry actions.

Meanwhile, the “lower Rhine Germanic style” had 
made its appearance. It evolved earlier than the mature 

1333  See Mitsuo 2001: 68; Zabiegło 2008: 28, 102–104 for the 
change from kozane-dō to iyo sane-dō.

form of “Celto-Thracian” style, as its origins were less 
complicated. It emerged as a result of an acculturation 
process, as some elements of Roman war gear were 
absorbed by Germanic frontier tribes. The collected 
evidence suggests that it was already in use in Tiberian 
period (once again, see table 8 for references).

However, the most important changes appeared af-
ter the major conflicts: after the conquest of Dacia and 
during the Marcomannic wars. The impact of the Dacian 
conflict was significant because many units from differ-
ent parts of the empire took part in the war. The conflict 
caused re-introduction of longer lances, different types 
of javelinheads and lighter mail shirts. 

These changes affected much the horsemen accus-
tomed to fighting in a Celto-Thracian manner, who earlier 
had used long javelins suited for distance throwing, long 
horned saddles and relied on foot calones for ammunition 
support. As it has been said, it was a fighting style peculiar 
for the Rhineland frontier, practiced mostly by the Mainz-
based cavalry units. But after the Dacian war that particu-
lar way of fighting disappeared. Possibly the Rhineland 
units had to adapt to the new conditions created by the 
experiences gained during the Dacian wars. It is possible 
that during the reign of Trajan the Rhineland horsemen 
reverted to the long lances and adopted the awl-like Nu-
midian style darts. The new defensive disposition, coming 
into existence with the establishment of upper Germanic 
and Raetian limes, changed the rules. As a result, the 
horsemen resigned to use foot servants on the battlefield: 
they disappear from the figured evidence. It is possible 
that the calones, earlier expected to march together with 
the “advancing” legions, later became a burden during 
mundane duties of border patrolling. One can suspect 
that that particular factor was responsible for “shorten-
ing” the saddle horns because in the new conditions no 
one could offer a rider an aid during mounting. 

The first century AD Roman cavalry equipment evolved 
gradually. For example: the evidence gathered in the pre-
vious chapter suggests that the greatest improvements in 
horse tack appeared after the wars with Parthians, as the 
rigid framed saddles with horns come into use after east-
ern campaigns of Marcus Antonius (37–33 BC), presum-
ably as a support for wheeling tactics. Now it becomes 
clear that the change was insufficient and the extra-long 
horned saddles had made their appearance few years af-
ter the inconclusive campaigns of Domitius Corbulo (AD 
58–63).  We should stress the fact that all the described 
developments came as a result of acquired knowledge. 
The final effect was a result of interplay of influences 
coming from different cultural zones: Mediterranean, 
Celtic and Germanic, though the acculturation processes 
had different dynamics. Some elements of the Roman cul-
ture were easily absorbed, others had to wait. Meantime 
main tactical requirements were changing in response to 
the new challenges. The chronological pattern of these 
changes looks as follows:
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Period: Saddles and tack: Helmets: Armour and shields: Shafted we-
apons: Swords:

Early Augustan:

Padded horned saddles 
evolving from Pazyryk type.

Celtic and Thracian type 
phalerae used

Late La Tène Agen 
and Port forms 

continued; Roman 
Coolus type intro-
duced to cavalry 

use

Gallica chainmail shirts 
continued. Shoulder 

doubling introdu-
ced? Round parmae 
equestris gradually 
replaced by larger 
hexagonal shields

Long spears 
“Bohlenweg size” 

introduced

Late La Tène long-
swords gradually 

replaced by Giubiasco, 
Fontillet and Naupor-
tus elongated forms

Late Augustan 
to Tiberian

Padded horned saddles 
continued? Wooden framed 

saddle trees introduced

Coolus type conti-
nued.

Masked helmets 
of Kalkriese type 

introduced

Conical shield bosses 
used by “native” 

auxiliaries,
hexagonal shields 

continued.
Loricae squamatae 

with shoulder doubling 
gain popularity

Javelins more po-
pular, under Thra-

cian influence?
Iron bulbous grips 

introduced?

Mainz type short 
swords used by „nati-

ve” auxiliaries

Claudian to 
Flavian

Niello engraved harness 
fittings, phalerae with 

embossed decoration, leaf 
shape pendants introduced. 

Wooden framed saddle 
with long horns predomi-

nant

Weiler type helmets 
introduced

Masked helmets of 
“Alexander” type  

introduced?

Oval shields introdu-
ced?

hexagonal shields 
continued

Javelins with wide 
heads predomi-

nant
Long spears 

“Bohlenweg” type 
continued

Newstead type 
longsword introduced, 
replaces earlier forms

Trajanic  
and Hadrianic

Niello engraved harness 
fittings and phalerae going 

out of use

Butzbach-Do-
rmagen helmets 

introduced.

Shoulder doubling 
abandoned. Simple 

T-shirt like mail predo-
minant.

Hexagonal and oval 
shields continued

“Macedonian 
style” extra- long 

spears introduced. 
Awl-like javelin 
heads and iron 

bulbous grips gain 
popularity

Newstead type spathae 
continued. Scabbard 

slides began to replace 
four rings mounting 

system

Late Antonine 

Openwork fittings and 
phalerae replace older 

forms. Saddles receive less 
prominent horns

Guisborough/ 
Teilenhofen and 
Niederbieber/ 

Hedderenheim type 
helmets introduced

Rigid scale cuirasses 
gain popularity. Hexa-
gonal and oval shields 

continued

Iron bulbous grips 
disappearing?

Cantenbury type 
spathae introduced, 

replace
 earlier forms

Wide shoulder belts 
now decorated by 

openwork fittings, re-
place earlier narrower 

examples

 

Table 7. Chronological order of changes in Roman cavalry equipment.

Monument or tombstone: Equipment shown: Chronology:
Italian style:

1. Grave monument from the vicinity of 
Porta Nocera, Pompeii [fig. 80] Pugio, Mainz type gladius, round shield Ortisi 2015: 83, 98: about AD 25–50. 

2. Mantua reliefs from Palazzo Ducale  
[figs 48–49]

Round or oval shields, armour with shoulder  
doubling, ”Pazyryk style” saddles, coarse wool 

saddle blankets

Connolly 1998: 234: early first century 
AD, perhaps Augustan period

Analogies to Italian style:
3. Fighting gladiators from tomb of  
Umbricius Scaurus, Pompeii [fig. 79]

Spears, round shields, gladiatorial helmets, saddle 
blankets Junkelmann 1991: 163: about  AD 70

Lower Rhine Germanic style:
4. Tombstone of Treveran horseman  

Cantaber from Mainz [fig. 98]
Long spear, large shield, soft ”leather” armour, 

”Pazyryk style” saddle
Schleiermacher 1984: 101–102: Tiberian 

period (?)

5. Tombstone of a legionary horseman 
Caius Marius from Bonn [fig. 101]

Short spear or long javelin,  large hexagonal shield, 
soft armour adorned with phalerae, no helmet,  

saddle with low horns 
Schleiermacher 1984: 69–70: after  AD 43

Table 8. The most characteristic elements of figured evidence on which the chronological order of changes in Roman cavalry 
equipment was based (compare with table 7). The selection was done due to the informative value of sources and according to 
existence of firm chronology. But please note that not in all cases these two elements can work together, some monuments, 
though important as evidence, have uncertain chronology.  
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Monument or tombstone: Equipment shown: Chronology:
6. Tombstone of a Batavian horseman 
Imerix from Burnum, now in Zadar Mu-

seum [fig. 104]

Long spear, large hexagonal shield, no armour  
or helmet,  saddle with low horns  Claudian, Neronian or Flavian period (?)

7. Tombstone of Sextus Valerius Genialis, 
a Friesian horseman, from Cirenchester 

[fig. 109]

Long spear, large hexagonal shield, parade soft 
armour and masked helmet, imago standard, 

saddle with low horns, horse trappings adorned 
with phalerae

Schleiermacher 1984: 187–188: about AD 
50–100.

Analogies to lower Rhine Germanic style:

8. Tombstone of an anonymous horseman 
from Mostar  [fig. 123b]

Pompeii style gladius,  large rectangular shield, 
Pompeii style pseudo-Attic helmet, no armour, 

“Pazyryk style” saddle – could it be a representa-
tion of a Dalmatian horseman who served on the 

Rhineland frontier?

Neronian or early Flavian

Celto-Thracian style:

9. Tombstone of Andes of Ala Claudia  
from Mainz [fig. 38]

Short javelin, Nauportus type sword, oval shield, 
helmet, mail shirt with shoulder doubling,  

“Pazyryk style” saddle,  horse trappings adorned 
with phalerae

Schleiermacher 1984: 98: about  
AD 70 –75, in my opinion it is possible 
that the stone comes from the time of 

transfer of unit to Britannia in AD 43 due 
to the shown Nauportus type sword.

Or, if Andes served in Ala I Claudia Gal-
lorum Capitoniana, the stone shoud be 

dated to AD 45 before the unit’s departu-
re to Thracia, see note 555 in the present 

book, see table 3 for references.
10, Tombstone of Petronius Diascentus, 

from Cohors  VI Thracum, Mainz
Nauportus type sword, hexagonal shield mail shirt,  

saddle with low horns
Schleiermacher 1984: 108–109: about 

AD 40–50 

Tombstone of Romanius Capito of  
Ala Noricorum from Mainz [fig. 73]

Nauportus type sword, short javelin hexagonal 
shield,  Weiler type helmet, mail shirt with shoul-
der doubling, saddle with elongated horns, horse 

trappings adorned with phalerae

Schleiermacher 1984: 112: about   
AD 60–69/70

11. Tombstone of Annauso of  
Ala II Flavia from Mainz 

Short javelin, Nauportus type sword, hexagonal 
shield,  mail shirt with shoulder doubling, Weiler 

type helmet, saddle with elongated horns

Schleiermacher 1984: 99–100: about  
AD 74–90

12. Tombstone of Flavius Bassus of Ala 
Noricorum from Köln [fig. 83]

Short javelin, Newstead type sword, oval shield, 
mail shirt with shoulder doubling, Weiler type, 
saddle with elongated horns, Doorwerth style 

horse furniture, calo carrying a shield

Schleiermacher 1984: 92: shortly before 
AD 96.

13. Tombstone of Dolanus  from Cohors IV 
Thracum, Wiesbaden [fig. 174]

Short javelin, Newstead type sword, vertical scab-
bard slide, hexagonal shield, mail shirt with sho-

ulder doubling, Butzbach|Dormagen type helmet, 
saddle with shortened horns, horse phalerae

Schleiermacher 1984: 131–132: Claudian 
period. It should be given Flavian chro-
nology due to the scabbard slide and 

Dormagen style helmet. The unit in qu-
estion survived the Batavian revolt and is 

attested in Germania Inferior in  
AD 80, cf. Schleiermacher 1984: 132

Horsemen using Celto-Thracian style, 
transferred to Britannia: 

14. Tombstone of a Thracian horseman 
Rufus Sita from Gloucester [fig. 94]

Long spear, Newstead type sword, oval shield, pla-
in Pompeii pseudo-Attic style helmet with Weiler 

type ear cover, ”Pazyryk style” saddle

Schleiermacher 1984: 194–195: about 
AD 43–80

15. Tombstone of a Thracian horseman 
Longinus Stapeze, born in Serdica  

(now Sofia), from Colchester

Oval shield, plain Pompeii style or Coolus helmet, 
scale armour, saddle with small horns, round 

phalerae

Schleiermacher 1984 189–190 about  
AD 50–100, but possibly erected after 

the invasion: about AD 43–49

16. Kirkby Thore monument 
[figs. 151–152]

Long spear, hexagonal shield, armour with breast 
hooks and shoulder doubling Weiler type helmet, 

round phalerae, loop stirrup with rigid bottom

Schleiermacher 1984: 200: third or fo-
urth century AD, but should be changed 
to Flavian period due to the equipment 

shown, mainly breast hooks 
Horsemen using Celto-Thracian style, 

with elements of the “lower Rhine  
Germanic style”:

17. Tombstone of Insus from Lancaster 
[fig. 96]

Mainz type sword, oval shield, Coolus type helmet, 
saddle blanket Claudian or Neronian

Table 8. Continuation
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Going further we should stress the significance of the 
changes that occurred during the Marcomannic wars. 
The impact of the conflict was tremendous: the saddles, 
protective equipment and swords were completely re-
modelled. During that conflict the Roman cavalry had 
changed its fighting preferences, being more frequently 
engaged in hand-to-hand combat. It seems that during 
the later Antonine period, when the cavalry vs. infantry 
fighting become more important, the improvements in 
scale armour technology became a necessity: the larger 
scales with more holes for wires or leather thongs offered 
more protection against upward spear thrusts. As a re-
sult, we can suspect that the horsemen witnessed more 
anti-infantry actions. The helmets which enforced upright 
stance and the newly introduced pattern-welded swords, 

more suited for swordplay, replaced older forms. As a re-
sult, the “Germanic” or “post-Dacian” panoply, clearly in-
tended for close combat, replaced earlier Celto-Thracian 
patterns: the riders preferred to use longer lances, fought 
in upright stance, could have used hexagonal shields with 
vertical grip, and rode in saddles with less prominent 
“horns”. However, these horsemen differed much from 
their earlier lower Rhine protoplasts because they relied 
on good quality protective equipment. Thus, the horse-
men from the late Antonine or early Severan period were 
better prepared for close contact fighting, especially with 
foot warriors. That implies the revolution in cavalry drills 
and the fact that all written sources, especially Arrian’s 
treatise, which deals with the pre- Marcomannic wars re-
alities, should not be used for reconstructing later tactics.

Table 8. Continuation

Monument or tombstone: Equipment shown: Chronology:

18. Tombstone of Vonatorix from Bonn  
[fig. 102a]

Short spear or long javelin,  large hexagonal shield, 
scale armour with shoulder doubling, no helmet, 
saddle with low horns, horse trappings adorned 

with phalerae,  horse trappings adorned with 
phalerae

Schleiermacher 1984: 78: about AD 
40–69, possibly mid-first century AD

19. Tombstone of Vellaunus from Bonn 
[fig. 102b]

Short spear or long javelin,  large oval shield, mail 
shirt with shoulder doubling, Weiler helmet,  

“Pazyryk style” saddle, horse trappings adorned 
with phalerae, imago standard

Schleiermacher 1984: 80: about AD 
40–69, possibly mid-first century AD

20. Tombstone of an anonymous  
horseman from Köln  [fig. 103]

Short spear or long javelin,  large oval shield, 
mail shirt with shoulder doubling, Weiler helmet, 
saddle with large horns, horse trappings adorned 

with phalerae. 

Schleiermacher 1984: 94: Flavian period
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The Roman and the ancient Germanic horse warriors 
were constantly subjected to the influences coming 
from the “oriental” world. However, these influences 
are quite difficult to trace: the archaeological evidence is 
very limited and the pictorial or even written sources can 
be misleading. Nevertheless, it is a fact that during the 
first century AD the Roman Rhineland cavalry used some 
units of horse archers recruited from Parthia or even 
Arabia. These units were stationed mostly alongside the 
upper Rhine frontier.1334 From the beggining of the third 
century AD onwards the Parthian and Persian influences 
became more prominent in Germaniae provinces: the 
Romans began to employ heavily armoured lancers, their 
appearance being evidently inspired by the Iranian pat-
terns. Meanwhile, the ancient Germans remained in the 
constant contact with the Sarmatian tribes. 

The Parthian and Arabian horse archers were frequent-
ly used among the forests and hills of upper Rhineland. 
We can even say that the eastern auxiliaries were active 
on the Germanic frontier since the reign of Augustus. The 
typical three-bladed and leaf shaped arrowheads have 
been found at the Roman camp at Haltern [figs. 85a, 
150a]. These finds are a clear indication of the fact that 
some eastern archers had been already active in Germa-
nia in the Augustan times.1335 The ones recovered from 
Haltern camp were somewhat wider than the better 
known eastern examples.1336 The difference was caused 
by the fact that the eastern enemies of Rome frequently 
fought in armour and the Germanic warriors did not.1337 As 
a result, the arrow tips used in the Middle East had great-
er penetration power. On the contrary, the ones found at 
Haltern camp could cause more dangerous wounds.1338 
Sadly, we have no clues to determine the ethnic origins of 
the owners of these leaf shaped arrowheads.

1334  Of course, the author had in mind the “anti-Germanic” cavalry. 
The units of Parthian origins were employed throughout the whole 
Roman world, see Kennedy 1977: 521–32.  
1335  See von Schnurbein 1979: 40; Harnecker 1997: 92–93, pl. 78–79.
1336  Such sharply ended arrowheads were found, for example, at 
Dura Europos, see James 2004, 201–203.
1337  See Tac. Germ. 6: “Paucis loricae, vix uni aterive cassis aut galea”.
1338  Herodianus (6. 7. 8) gives similar account on damage caused by 
eastern horse archers to the unarmoured Germanic warriors. 

Yet, due to the written sources we know for certain 
that mounted archers were used in Germania province 
from the early times. A passage in Tacitus contains a de-
scription of a marching order of Germanicus’ army dur-
ing the campaign of AD 16: “Our army marched in such 
order: auxiliary Gauls and Germans were in the front, 
and behind them the foot-archers, after them four le-
gions and Caesar himself with two praetorian cohorts 
and some picked cavalry; next came all other legions and 
light-armed troops with horse-archers, and the remain-
ing allied cohorts. Soldiers determined and prepared to 
change the marching order into a battle line”.1339

Fortunately enough, the surviving epigraphic evidence 
provides more information. There were two Parthian 
cavalry units who could have seen active service against 
the Germanic tribes. An so, an Augustan or Tiberian 
inscription on the silver ring found at Neuss mentions 
ala Parthorum veterana.1340 It is quite probable that the 
mentioned above ala received the title veterana after 
quelling the Pannonian rebellion in AD 6–9 because the 
Dalmatian inscription from Klis (near Salona – Solin) 
mentions that unit without the title veterana.1341  The 
unit probably acquired the title after distinguished ser-

1339  Tac. Ann. 2. 16. 3: “Noster exercitus sic incessit: auxiliares Galli 
Germanique in fronte, post quos pedites sagittatii; dein quattuor le-
giones et cum duabus praetoriis cohortibus ac delecto equite Caesar; 
exim totidem aliae legiones et leuis armatura cum equite sagittario 
ceteraeque sociorum cohortes. Intentus paratusque miles ut ordo ag-
minis in aciem adsisteret” – author’s translation.
1340  CIL XVI 10024.35 = ILS 9147: “Decu(rio) alae / Part(h)or(um) 
vet(erana) / quoi (Sic!) prae(e)s[t] / P(ublius] Vibius Rufus”. Kennedy 
(1977: 522) proposes Augustan or Tiberian date for the inscription 
since the earliest Neuss fort was manned by the auxiliaries. It is also 
noteworthy that a certain Publius Vibius Rufus is known from his ep-
itaph (of Augustan date) found at Rome, see Wilson & van Deman 
Magoffin 1914: 429–431.
1341  CIL III 8746 = ILS 2532: “[......] / C(aius) Iul(ius) Th[i]ridat[i]s f(i-
lius) / dec(urio) ala Partho(rum) / an(nis) XXVI dom(o) / Roma h(ic) 
s(itus) e(st) / Sex(tus) Coelius [............]V[.....]”. Kennedy (1977: 523) 
stresses the fact that the person mentioned above should have been 
“the son of a prominent retainer of some Parthian exile or hostage 
domiciled in Rome”. According to his arguments, it is less probable 
that he had been a son of a pretender Tiridates who tried to recover 
the Parthian throne with the Roman help in 25/6 BC. Kennedy also 
suggested an early first century date for that inscription.
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vice during Dalmatian wars of Tiberius,1342 as Tacitus ex-
plicitly refers to the prominent participation of Parthians 
in the events.1343 Therefore, it seems quite probable that 
the ala I Parthorum veterana was transferred to Neuss 
after AD 9.

The Parthians appear to be quite willingly serving 
their former adversaries. The reason for such behaviour 
was simple: inside the Parthian society loyalty was di-
rected towards personalities, not state. According to the 
testimony from Josephus, about 11–9 BC a Babylonian 
Jew called Zamaris, troubled by the dynastic strife in Par-
thia, fled to Syria accompanied by five hundred retainers, 
mostly horse archers.1344 The Syrian governor Caius Sen-
tius Saturninus handed them over to Herod the Great, 
who settled them in Batanea near Trachonitis. As one can 
imagine, the retainers of Zamaris were not Babylonian 
Jews,1345 but true Parthians.1346

1342  Kennedy (1977: 523) cautiously stresses the fact that there 
could have been also two different units of Parthian origins using 
different names.
1343  Tacitus refers to certain Ornospades who distinguished himself 
during the Dalmatian wars and later was found at the command of 
several thousands of horse when the emperor Tiberius attempted to 
dethrone the Parthian king Artabanus, see Ann. 6. 37.
1344  Josephus, Ant. Iud. 17. 2. 1. (23–27). See also Olbrycht 2013: 
23–24 for commentary on these events.
1345  As described in: Rocca & Hook 2009: 17.
1346  Note the fact that mastery in horse archery required long time 
training. In Mamluk times Kipchaq slaves accustomed with bow and 
horse from childhood were trained several years before being accept-

The surviving epigraphic evidence from Mainz men-
tions another Parthian unit: the ala Parthorum et 
Araborum. The inscription in question refers to certain 
Antiochus, son of Antiochus, a Parthian from Anazarbus 
in Cilicia.1347 The inscription is curious as Antiochus is de-
scribed as evocatus (a veteran who returned into ranks) 
and as triplicarius, i.e. a trooper who received a triple 
pay (a quite unusual thing in the Roman army).1348 The 
another unusual fact about that inscription is that An-
tiochus, apparently a non citizen, received dona mili-
taria – rewards for bravery restricted only to citizen 
soldiers.1349 Judging from the names of his entourage 
Antiochus seems to be Hellenized member of the Cili-
cian society, a person of apparently Parthian origins, but 
also possibly a representative of a second generation of 
immigrants.1350 It is quite possible that the Parthian for-

ed as soldiers, see Nicolle & McBride 1993: 8–9. In the Parthian soci-
ety training was less formalized, but it could last long, see Olbrycht 
2013: 43. As one can imagine, the members of Babylonian Jewish 
community were involved in other activities, so they had no chance 
to acquire necessary skills. About the community members involved 
in armour industry, see Josephus, Ant. Iud. 18. 9. 1. (314–317); see 
also Olbrycht 2013: 116–117.
1347  AE 1976, 495: “Antiochus / Antiochi f(ilius) / Parthus Anaz/ar-
baeus eques / ala(e) Parthorum / et Araborum evo/catus triplicarius / 
stip(endiorum) X donis don/atus Belessippus / frater posuit”.
1348  Saddington 2005: 198.
1349  Maxfield 1981: 121–127; Saddington 2005: 198.
1350  About the Hellenisation of the family of Antiochus, see Traina 
2013: 282.

Fig. 129. The first or early second cen-
tury AD conical helmet found at Sarajevo, 
now in Zagreb Archaeological Museum (after 
D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 165 fig. 230). The 
helmet shown on Maris’ monument [fig. 131] 
could have looked similar.
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bears of Antiochus settled in Cilicia under Tiberius and 
they might have been members of entourage of Von-
ones, a Parthian pretender allowed to settle there in that 
time.1351 If such was the case, it is quite possible that the 
Arabic members of ala Parthorum et Araborum were re-
cruited among the tribesmen living near the present day 
Harran in Turkey (ancient Carrhae). As the neighbouring 
Tektek Dag area was subjected to Arabic settlement,1352 it 
is also possible that the Arabian recruits came from other 
regions like, for example, Hatra.1353

An eastern horse archer from ala Parthorum et Arabo-
rum, named Maris, was clearly depicted on an another 
tombstone of Julio-Claudian chronology found at Mainz 
[fig. 131].1354 The inscription mentions several persons of 

1351  Kennedy 1977: 528; Saddington 2005: 199.
1352  Saddington 2005: 199.
1353  For the Arabian communities of Hatra and Sumatar and Singar, 
see Retsö 2003: 439–448. However, it is noteworthy that many Syrian 
nomadic tribesmen, quite often described by the ancient sources as 
“Arabs”, in fact used Aramaic language, see Gawlikowski 1997: 41–42.
1354  See Schleiermacher 1984: 106–107; Selzer 1988: 158; Boppert 
1992: 29; Renoux 2010(2): 15 fig. 10 for a good photograph.

presumably Semitic or Iranian origins.1355 Therefore, the 
unit should have been recruited among communities of 
mixed Iranian and Arab identity, most probably in Cili-
cia or northern Syria. Although the sculpure in question 
had been seriously damaged, some distinctive features 
are visible at first glance.1356 Maris had been depicted 
as a horse archer dressed in Parthian costume. He had 
been shown riding a rearing horse of a hot blooded Ara-
bian stock, while in the background a calo can be seen, 
clad in a typical Roman tunic and prepared to fetch his 
master some spare arrows. The clearly visible animal’s 
head pike-profile, together with long slender legs and es-

1355  See AE 1959, 188 = AE 1967, 339: “Maris Casiti f(ilius) an-
no(rum) L / stip(endiorum) XXX ala Part(h)o(rum) et / Araborum turma 
/ Variagnis Masicates / frater et Tigranus / posierunt’. See Petersen 
1966: 61 for Semitic (Aramaic) origins of names Maris and Casitus. 
See Traina 2013: 281 for commentary on Iranian and Armenian names 
mentioned by the text. See also Spaul 1994: 176–178. Spaul had sug-
gested that the unit in question was originally recruited from Parthi-
ans and Arabs.
1356  See Schleiermacher 1984: 106 and Traina 2013: 280 for good 
photographs.

Fig. 130. Palmyran hunter with a non-contact bow – mounted on a rather tanky Nesean charger and using padded saddle – 
perhaps a first-second century AD sculpture judging from the two ring sword suspension  (after Gawlikowski 2009: 124 fig. 1).
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pecially the tail held up high, do not leave space for any 
doubts for its Arabic origins. It is also noteworthy that 
the horses of Arabian stock were willingly used in Roman 
times, sometimes in the climatic conditions quite foreign 
to their natural environment: a skull clearly belonging 
to the Arabian horse was found in Newstead fort. That 
particular find seems to confirm the wide use of Arabian 
mounts in the Roman times.1357

The state of preservation of the monument prevents 
categorical statements, but Maris appears to be shown 
wearing a conical helmet of segmented “Parthian style”, 
or of one piece solid dome construction [fig. 129]. Ac-
cording to the figured evidence, such equipment was 
worn by the eastern archers in Roman service.1358 Yet, 

1357  Curle 1911: 368; Hyland 1990a: 25; Hyland 1993: 43.
1358  Eastern archers from Trajan’s column seem to wear segment-
ed helmets of presumably Sarmatian origins, see Bishop & Coulston 
1993: 119; D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 164–165. Bishop and Coulston 
stressed the fact (1993: 118) that the known Parthian examples were 
of segmental construction (cf. also James 1986: 117–20). Therefore, it 
is doubtful that Maris really had used conical helmet. On the contrary 

the monument’s state of preservation makes difficult to 
determine whether that particular helmet had a mail 
aventail. It also prevents categorical statements about 
its construction. It could have been made in another way, 
like early Sassanian ridge helmets known from later con-
texts, for example from Dura Europos.1359 

It is also possible that the supposed neckguard, partly 
visible on the monument, resembles the lower part of 
a leather Phrygian cap attached to the helmet, just like 
on the headpiece shown on the Naqs-e-Rajab carvings.1360  

something like simple conical helmets or caps appears on pictorial 
evidence from Dura Europos (for illustrations, see Wilcox & McBride 
1995: 8).
1359 James 2004: 104–105; 2011: 2016.
1360  Parthian or Sassanian helmets recovered from Nineveh had 
traces of iron mail aventails or of leather lining, see Grancsay 1963: 
253, 258. The helmet worn by Maris seems to look similar to the 
headpiece shown on the third century AD Ardashir investiture re-
lief from Naqs-e-Rajab, for images see: http://www.cais-soas.com/
CAIS/virtual_museum/sasanian/Sites/naqsh_e_rajab.htm (access 
20.07.2014).

Fig. 131. First century AD monument of horse archer Maris from Landesmuseum Mainz (after D’Amato & Ruggeri 2017: 1). 
Please note a “loop” on the forefoot that may acted as a kind of “loop” stirrup. As far as I know that feature appears only on that 
particular photograph. It was taken from internet: http://www.livius.org/pictures/germany/mainz-mogontiacum/mainz-museum-
pieces/mainz-tombstone-of-maris/ – access 27.05.2017.
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On the other hand, we should bear in mind that during 
the second century AD conical helmets, some with mail or 
scale aventails attached, became popular among Roman 
horse archers because the apparent lack of rigid cheek-
pieces facilitated drawing the bowstring to the ear and 
aiming. The Antonine period Intercissa piece certainly 
was used by the Roman cavalry, as it bears two t(urma) 
inscriptions.1361 Interesting examples of such Roman 
conical helmets come from Sarajevo (now in Zagreb Ar-
chaeological Museum) [fig. 129] and from Karagatch in 
present day Bulgaria (Sofia Archaeological Museum).1362 
On the basis of these finds one can judge that the use of 
conical helmets was linked somehow with the Balkan, or 
more precisely, Thracian traditions. Yet, it is difficult to say 
whether such helmet was really sculpted on the Maris’ 
stone [compare figs. 129 and 130]. It is equally difficult to 
determine whether Maris was shown clad in mail shirt.1363

On the contrary, the archery equipment is easily recog-
nizable. Maris was shown using a short composite bow be-
ing a transitional form between old “Scythian type” (i.e. the 
short recurved bow with short ear laths) and a later “Hun-
nic type”.1364 Similar bow can be easily recognized on ter-
racotta plaque from Collection Sarre, Berlin [fig. 65a-b].1365 

1361  See Bishop & Coulston 1993: 118.
1362  See D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 164–165; Genčeva 2012: 99 
fig. 11. Though Karagatch example had cheek pieces attached and, 
perhaps, was not intended for archer’s use. 
1363  As is suggested in: Schleiermacher 1984: 106–107.
1364  For the simple description of Scythian bows and their further de-
velopment into “Hunnic” type, see Karasulas & McBride 2004: 20–21.
1365  See Sekunda & McBride 1994: 67 fig. 61; Wilcox & McBride 
1995: 8; Loades 2016: 56 for images.

Both shown bows (especially that visible on Berlin 
plaque) are quite similar to much later Turkish tekne 
kuram or “boat bow”. As Loades pointed out: “the 
tekne kuram, most importantly, had moderate bend-
able keasan-gezi [a part of a bow arm, being one third 
of the arm, located near the ear lath – R.G.]. This sub-
tle and supple flex in the kasan-gezi  offered advan-
tages to a bow that had to withstand the rigours of 
campaign, albeit at the expense of some mechanical 
efficiency. It made the bow more stable and less like-
ly to turn inside out. Moreover,  tekne kuram could, 
if necessary, be left strung for extended periods of 
time”.1366 The remains of a Parthian bow found at Yrzi 
in Mesopotamia [fig. 134] can confirm such a hypothe-
sis: parts of a central handgrip and of an ear lath were 
discovered at the place.1367  

The handgrip lacked characteristic tekne kuram 
“hump”, but it was wide enough to act similarly. As we 
know, the composite bows can be divided into two cate-
gories: the ones with elongated ear laths and those with 
shortened ones. In the elongated version (the “Hunnic 
type”) the ears laths had no contact with the string [figs. 
132, 137a], except the place where end loops rest in 
grooves.1368

The examples with shortened ears, like “Scythian” 
or later Turkish designs, absorb string shock on whole 
length of the ear because the ears are curved or bent 

1366  After Loades 2016: 14.
1367  For the Yrzi bow, see James 2004: 191–192; de Waele 2005: 
156.
1368  Though the later Mongol and Manchu (Qing) bows had contact 
elongated laths and string bridges (Qing bows), see Loades 2016: 19, 21.

Fig. 132. Author with a modern rep-
lica of a large recurved bow (phot. Rafał 
Miłoszewski). That particular example (by 
Csaba Grozer) has elongated ear laths. It is 
a “non contact” type bow. Please note that in 
normal conditions shooting with thumb draw 
and fletching arranged in “western” way can 
result in injures of the bow hand. In normal 
conditions I use bracer and glove on the left 
hand. Compare with fig. 135.
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outside towards the target [figs. 133, 137b], in order to 
avoid turning inside out the ear laths. The later examples 
received special “string bridges” in a form of wooden v-
shaped guides to assure that the string would hit the 
lath in place where it is attached to the bow arm.1369 
These are called string bridges. Other bows had “humps” 
carved beneath ear laths where the bowstring loops 
were expected to hit the bow “ears”.

 The first type enables stronger lever action and fa-
cilitates using bows with heavier draw. The second type 
enables faster release. The Yrzi bow ear lath was recon-
structed without string bridges [fig. 134] and it had no 
contact with string except the ending loops [like on figs. 
132, 137a], though if it had long string loops, these could 
have rested on the whole length of ear laths – like in 
tekne kuram design [figs. 133, 137b]. The figured evi-
dence does not show such elements, but on the Maris’ 
monuments and Berlin plague much shorter ear laths 
are clearly visible. Shorter bows sometimes required 
bowstring guides, so the existence of “humps” or string 
bridges is quite possible. 

The other available pictorial evidence tends to show 
Parthians, or contemporary Iranian culture influenced 
nomads, using bows of “Hunnic type” which had longer 
non-contact ear laths [figs. 130, 135].1370 We should re-
member that such rigid elongated laths (Arabic siyah) 
acted as levers and allowed drawing heavier bows.1371 
And the Parthians were known from strength of their ar-
chery equipment.1372 The working replica based on Yrzi 

1369  Loades 2016: 7–8.
1370  See, for example, Rostovtzeff 1947: 177 and pl. XIX: 4. For 
Dura Europos murals, see James 2004: 194; Ilyasov 2003: 323; see 
also Wilcox & McBride 1995: 8 for Dura Europos mural and 21 for the 
bow lookout; for long laths on Takht-i-Sangin and Orlat plaques, see 
Ilyasov 2003: 321–2.
1371  For the details of the composite bow construction, see chap-
ter 1.
1372  See Tac. Ann. 6. 35.

Parthian bow had a draw of 35 kg.1373  It is also notewor-
thy that the Roman period long ear-laths had been found 
as far south as ed-Dur (Umm al-Qaiwan in the United 
Emirates of Arabia).1374 Therefore, it can be proved that 
in the Roman times the Arab nomads used bows of “Par-
thian” type as well.  

But the visible lack of long ear laths – in the case 
of Rhineland figured evidence and on the above men-
tioned Berlin plaque [fig. 65a-b] – could be an effect of 
an artistic licence: on the Maris’ tombstone the upper 
lath is shown somewhat shorter due to the presence of 
the carved arch that limits the whole composition from 
above. The bottom lath appears to be somewhat longer 
[fig. 131]. That theory could be given further support: 
the type of a gorytos (bowcase combined with a quiver) 
carved on the monument strongly resembles the ones 
known from Bactrian Takht-i-Sangin bone plates1375 and 
Orlat plaques (found near Samarkand in present day 
Uzbekistan)1376 or the quiver found at Niya in Xinjang.1377 
It is noteworthy that both plaques show the bows with 
long ear laths and the bowcase from Niya was special-
ly designed to hold such a weapon. Such quiver is also 
shown on another Sarre collection terracotta from Berlin, 
made in a shape of Parthian horse archer1378 and on Firu-

1373 James 2004: 191.
1374  See de Waele 2005: 154–160.
1375  For Takht-i-Sangin bone plates, see Nikonorov 1997(2): 11, 59: 
pl. 27; Litvinsky 2001: 137–166; Ilyasov 2003: 291–292, 321–322; Lit-
vinsky 2010: 28. The majority of researchers prefer chronology point-
ing at first century BC – early first century AD. Only Litvinsky (2001: 
137–166) had suggested later, even early Sassanian date.
1376  On these representations of varied chronology (according to 
different theories, these images could belong to the second cen-
tury BC – first century AD) and commentary on Orlat plaques, see 
Пугаченкова 1989: 152; Olbrycht 1999: 206–7; Ilyasov 2003: 281–
298, 321–322.
1377  See Ilyasov 2003: 292–293, 321–322.
1378  See Sekunda & McBride 1994: 62 fig. 60, 78; Brosius 2006: 121 
fig. 27: Pergamonmuseum, no. I.3684.

Fig. 133. Author with a modern replica of 
a recurved bow: a Turkish tekne kuram type 
(made by Sylwster Styrczula, phot. Rafał 
Miłoszewski). It is a “contact” bow type. Com-
pare with fig. 65a-b.
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zabad relief (depicted in association with the fallen Par-
thian king Artabanus V).1379 On the other hand, the use of 
shorter ear laths is also possible, especially when smooth 
(but not so strong) draw was needed.1380 If that was the 
case, the Parthian bows used on Rhineland frontier were 
something like “unfinished” tekne kuram design (without 
“hump” grip and string bridges). As the Germanic foes 
used no armour, such type would be perfectly designed 
to fit the needs because it enabled faster shooting.

Interestingly, the horseman shown on the monument 
of Maris holds in his bow hand a bundle of arrows. Ac-
cording to the testimony of Sarre Collection terracotta 
from Berlin,1381 that was a Parthian custom which ena-
bled rapid shooting [fig. 65a-b].1382 Sadly, we have no in-
formation about the kind of arrows used, though we may 
suspect that these resembled the ones recovered from 
Qasr Ibrim in Nubia and from Syrian Dura Europos [figs. 
136, 138–140, 150c].

The Dura Europos arrow shafts were made of reeds 
in which tamarisk wooden endings for arrowhead tangs 
were inserted. Some examples were sharpened and 
acted as arrow tips: such projectiles could have been 

1379 See Litvinsky 2001: 151.
1380  See Loades 2016: 7–8 for action of the no-contact design.
1381  See Sekunda & McBride 1994: 62 fig. 61, 78; Wilcox & McBride 
1995: 8.
1382  Nowadays, that particular manner of shooting is a hallmark of 
the so-called Hungarian mounted archery school created by Kassai 
Lajos, see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mounted_archery (access 
24.07.2014). According to the mentioned website, a well trained 
horse archer can shoot quite rapidly: “Kassai places great emphasis 
on this technique and can shoot up to 12 arrows in 17.80 seconds, 
while mounted”. But as modern competitors tend to use lighter bows 
(mainly slightly less than half of the draw weight of the reconstructed 
Yrzi bow) in real battle conditions the rapidity of Parthian archery fire 
could have been not so impressive: one can imagine that that partic-
ular flaw was compensated by greater range and higher accuracy.

deadly, especially when fired at short distance against 
unarmoured opponents.1383 The other examples had tri-
lobate, triangular iron or two bladed copper-alloy tips at-
tached.1384 The long nocking points (the end of the shaft 
between the fletching and string grove) had parabolic 
fletching: in some cases the arrangement of feathers al-
lowed the use of Mediterranean draw in which the arrow 

1383  James 2004: 196.
1384  James 2004: 194–195.

Fig. 134. The Yrzi bow (after Brown 1937 and James 2004: 192 fig. 115).

Fig. 135. Horse archer with non-contact bow on a third 
century AD graffito from Mithraeum at Dura Europos (after 
James 2004: 194 fig. 117A). Compare with fig. 132.
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nocking point rests under the index finger and the string 
is pulled with all four fingers. In such case the grove on 
the shaft enabled placing the shaft on the left side of the 
bow and during the release the feathers did not touched 
the bow grip. It is called a “western” arrangement [fig. 
142 –  left]. On the other hand, the other shafts were 
designed for the use of “Mongolian” thumb draw [figs. 
132–133, 143]. In such case the arrangement of feathers 
prevented injuring the bow hand. Such feature allowed 
placing the arrow on the right side of the bow grip, which 
is required for the accuracy of thumb draw shooting [figs. 
132–133]. It is called an “eastern” arrangement [fig. 142 -  
right].1385 The state of preservation of Maris’ monument 
excludes speculations about the kind of draw used, but 

1385  For more on Dura Europos arrows, see James 2004: 190–208.

if he preferred the “Mongolian one”, it required a thumb 
ring use – similar to that found at Dura Europos [fig. 
141].1386  However, the Augustan period arrows from 
Qasr Ibrim [fig. 136] were using only “western” style 
fletching.1387 A Severan copy of an erlier Hellenistic statue 
from Museo Egizio di Torino clearly shows that Mediter-
ranean draw was used in Macedonian (and possibly Ro-
man) horseback archery [fig. 144].1388 But Maris was of 
Parthian, Arabian or Aramaic stock and could have used 
different draws. 

1386  James 2004: 199 fig. 120 cat. no. 652. It is the earliest known 
evidence for the use of thumb draw.
1387  Paul Brown, Roman Arrows. internet: http://www.romanarmy.
net/arrows.shtml. – access 27.05.2017.
1388  Sekunda 2008: 346 fig. II.9.

Fig. 136. Early Augustan period reed “Ro-
man” arrow from Qasr Ibrim, Nubia, now in 
British Museum (internet: Paul Brown, Roman 
Arrows, http://www.romanarmy.net/arrows.
shtml. – access 27.05.2017).

ba

Fig. 137. A comparison between non-contact (a) and contact (b) bows (phot. Rafał Miłoszewski). In the first case the bow-
string remains in contact with ear laths only in the places where the ending loops are attached to the bow, in the second case 
the bowstring rests on the ear laths.
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Fig. 138. Dura Europos reed arrow shaft and fletching – about AD 256 (after James 2004: 207 fig. 126).

Fig. 139. Reed and wooden arrow shafts from Dura Europos (after James 2004: 206 fig. 124: 722 and 733). In other cases the 
wooden ends with iron trilobate tanged tips were inserted into longer reed shafts. 

Fig. 140. The reconstruction of Dura Europos arrows: made of reed with an iron tip and made of reed with a wooden end 
(after James 2004: 193 fig. 116 A-B).

Fig. 141. Archery thumb ring from Dura Europos enabling 
“thumb draw”, about AD 256 (after James 2004: 199 fig. 120: 652).
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We can see that the existing evidence is inconclu-
sive. It is difficult to determine the type of arrows used 
alongside the Rhine frontier. But interestingly enough 
the Arabic-Aramaic horseman Maris had copied local 
Thracian custom practiced at Mainz. He relies on a calo 
for battlefield logistic support: the calo visible on the 
monument carries spare arrows. Nevertheless, the ar-
chery equipment from Maris’ monument was either of 
Parthian origins or was strongly influenced by Parthian 
culture. 

Sadly, virtually no information can be acquired from 
Maris’ monument [fig. 131] about the type of the saddle 
used, only the part of a side flap and the haunch and 
breast straps are clearly visible, which is, as it was said 
earlier, a common feature of contemporary horse furni-
ture. Those shown on Maris’ monument appear to be 
adorned with lunnulae. 

However, the most puzzling thing about the Maris’ 
tombstone is the way in which the rider’s leg had been 
sculpted: it is nothing strange that his leg had been 

shown clad in typical Parthian leggings,1389 but Maris 
appears to be riding with legs put forward in an almost 
“knightly” manner, let us say: in the “Western style”.1390 
Moreover, his foot is shown parallel to the ground and 
on his forefoot a kind of a loop is clearly visible. To make 
matters more interesting the heel is shown put down, 
as if Maris had been riding in stirrups! That is strange 
because the great majority of the Roman cavalry tomb-
stones tend to show the riders with their legs put slightly 
backward and with toes pointing downwards: that po-

1389  Like on the bronze statue of a Parthian “prince” from Shami in 
Iran, see Olbrycht 1999: 172–173.
1390  That manner is also practiced today with the help of stirrups, 
see McGreevy & McLean 2010: 181: “Earlier saddles from Spain and 
also American western riding saddles prompt riders to adopt the so 
called chair seat in which the riders legs are carried forward. They 
place the rider so that he or she sits on the horse’s back”. But please 
do not mistake the bent back beginners “chair seat”, often considered 
a fault in European riding school (commonly caused by using too short 
stirrups, see Próchniewicz 2003: 149), with the fully developed, well 
balanced, straight “Western” seat.

Fig. 142. “Western” (left) and “eastern” 
(right) arrangements of fletching (after James 
2004: 193 fig. 116 F-G).

Fig. 143. Thumb draw (phot. Rafał Miłoszewski). Please note that the shown arrow has fletching in “western” style, inconven-
ient when thumb draw is used.
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sition is natural for riding without stirrups. Of course, 
nothing like loops appears on these monuments.

There are two possible ways of explaining the exist-
ence of such strange artwork. First of all, one may as-
sume that the Roman cavalry monuments are not pho-
tographs from the past and the way in which Maris’ leg 
was shown is an effect of an artistic licence: the straight 
leg position could be a sculptor’s fault and the strange 
loop visible on the forefoot could be a shoe lace, so 
characteristic for the Parthian [pl. G] and early Sassanian 
costume,1391 mistakenly shown on the forefoot near toe 
(not in the correct position near ankle). A bad artistic 

1391  For the most characteristic examples of Iranian shoe laces, see 
Żygulski 2002: 25, 64, 81; Nicolle & McBride 1996: 18, 22; Wilcox & 
McBride 1995: 3, 40.

quality of the monument can serve as a further support 
of such theory.

The only other possible explanation of such strange 
representation is the acceptance of the fact that the art-
ist wanted to portray a rider using stirrups.1392 Anyone 
accustomed with horse riding would recognize the fact 
that maintaining such position without the support of 
the stirrups would cause loss of balance. A centre of 
gravity of the rider would be moved forward and the 
upper body part would be unable to regain stable posi-

1392  Compare the tombstone of Maris with representations of 
horsemen visible on much later hunting scene from Taq-i-Bustan, cf. 
Gazagandou 2001: 6. In that case the Iranian artists certainly want-
ed to show stirrups, but only small straps enveloping toes had been 
sculpted. Note also the striking similarities in position of the legs.

Fig. 144. A Severan period copy of a Hellenistic statue showing Mediterranean draw used in Macedonian or Roman horse-
back archery, Museo Egizio di Torino (internet: http://slideplayer.com/slide/5353886/ – access 24.06.2017).
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tion. But with the help of stirrups such position would 
be extremely safe because the rider would be able to 
brace himself against the cantle using stirrups to maxi-
mize the pressure on it. Moreover, doing so in a contem-
porary “horned” saddle, certainly in use at Mainz at that 
time, could probably be even more effective, as the rear 
horns could provide more support. That particular seat 
is nowadays practiced in Western riding, especially when 
the thin “oxbow” stirrups are used.1393 Such deep seat is 

1393  But please note that during the fast ride the true oxbow stir-
rups are quite frequently positioned under the arch of the foot. On 
the contrary, the hypothetic leather and wood stirrups (visible?) on 
the tombstone of Maris are kept under feet’s balls. Therefore, they 
could have looked more like modern bell stirrups with flat bottoms, 
but they were made from perishable materials. 

employed mostly when the rider needs more secure po-
sition or when one expects bucking or kicking. Also any-
one accustomed with horse archery would recognize the 
fact that the use of stirrups allows using heavier bows: 
the back muscles stretched more extensively can work 
more effectively supporting the draw.1394

1394  The benefits of using stirrups in horse archery were analyzed 
by Maenchen-Helfen (1973: 206), tough stability (not bow drawing) 
was the main concern of the discussion. The opinion that stirrup use 
facilitates drawing heavier bows and suggestion about the way in 
which it is done are based on my personal experience. Similar views 
on that subject can be found in Loades 2016: 40. Loades put forward 
a hypothesis that the very process of stirrups introduction had some-
thing in common with the need for drawing stronger bows, as the 
horseman “tilts the pelvis, in the manner of a weightlifter, to both 

Fig. 145. First century AD Kushan Carnelian seal of Adsho (negative) with a representation of a rudimentary loop proto-stir-
rup, which most probably was used only as a mounting aid – British Museum (internet: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/
commons/e/e0/AdshoCarnelianSeal.jpg – access 20.04.2017).
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The idea about stirrups is not so ridiculous as it 
sounds: primitive loop stirrups were certainly used in 
those times. Loop stirrups made from perishable mate-
rials – such as leather – have been known in India and on 
the Eurasian steppes.1395 The figured evidence testifies 
their use in India as early as the second-first centuries 
BC.1396 Such stirrups, perhaps, had small wooden planks 
attached to the bottom, which provided a better sup-
port for the rider’s feet.1397 The figured evidence for loop 
stirrups existence comes also from the Kushan world: 
a Kushan seal from British museum clearly depicts loose-
ly hanging single loop, probably used only as a mounting 
aid [fig. 145].1398 But another Kushan seal from sir John 
Marshall’s collection (though difficult to date precisely) 
bears the first known representation of a true stirrup: the 
rider is shown holding his foot in a wide loop similar to 
the bell stirrups used in Western riding [fig. 148].1399 The 
stirrup shown on the seal probably was made from wide 
straps of rawhide reinforced at the bottom by a wooden 
plank. It is also noteworthy that the rider depicted on 
the seal uses “proper” European seat: a straight line can 
be drawn from his shoulder to hip and heel.1400 Such po-
sition is quite difficult to maintain without the help of 
stirrups.1401

protect the spine from vertebral compression and to recruit all the 
muscles, including those of the legs, into the power of the draw”.
1395  See Littauer 1981: 99–105; Yet, the other supposed repre-
sentation of a “loop” stirrup from the Kul Oba torque (see Littauer 
1981: 102 and pl. XXIII) depicts, in fact, a shoelace. We can observe 
that method of shoe lacing on a lekythos from Cyprus, see Sekunda 
& Chew 1992: 50.
1396  For loop stirrups used in India, see Littauer 1981: 99–100, pl. 
XXI; Azzaroli 1985: 157;  Singh 1997: 63.  
1397  Such planks were, perhaps, similar to the pair of iron rods dis-
covered at Nagpur in India and dated to the first centuries BC, see 
Leshnik 1971: 147: fig. 2: 21, see also Littauer 1981; 100. See also fig. 
153 in the present book.
1398  The seal in question was wrongly considered to show a kind 
of a hook stirrup, cf. Rosenfeld 1967: pl. XVI, 101–102; Littauer 1981: 
102; Nikonorov 1997(1): 58; 1997(2): fig. 37e. But it appears to be only 
a mounting aid.
1399  See Callieri & Errington 1997: cat. no. 7.17. For the possible  re-
construction of the use of such loops among the Kushans, see Nicolle 
& McBride 2002: 55 and plate A. It is also worth adding that Nicolle 
did not knew the mentioned above seal, he drew his ideas from stir-
rups depicted on a Egyptian Coptic textile round panel, now displayed 
in the Textile Museum, Washington, see Nicolle 1994: 81; 2004: 31. 
There are also some Coptic ivories that show riders clad in a kind of 
a “Roman” armour and using leather loop stirrups, see Nicolle 1997: 
cat. nos. 84, 85 and Kennedy 2001: 172, note 60; see also Nicolle 
1994: 39. If he had known the seal mentioned above, his reconstruc-
tions could have been different. See also Alföldi 1967: 17 for Parthian 
stirrups, but that is based on evidence from coins of Labienus, which 
show bow cases instead of stirrups.
1400  For the description of the proper riding position, see Próch-
niewicz 2003: 145–46. Such riding position can be easily observed on 
“Rembrandt’s” Polish Rider from Frick’s collection.
1401  That does not mean that it is impossible: nowadays training of 
the inexperienced riders requires doing such exercises. But humans 
from the past rode in more relaxed poses: if the rider depicted on 
the seal had no stirrups, his legs should have been shown hanging 
downwards.

The critics of that theory can argue that the true rigid 
stirrups were invented in China in the very beginning 
of the fourth century AD.1402 But the loop stirrups were 
used by the nomadic societies even before the invention 
of the “rigid” iron stirrups, which appeared in China in 
the time of nomadic invasion.1403 The mentioned above 
Kushan seals can serve as an evidence that stirrups made 
from organic materials were already known in the steppe 
environment before introduction of that idea into China. 
The appearance of these finds in China could be an effect 
of an acculturation process that led to the invention of 
true rigid stirrups.1404

There are some reasons to think that stirrups in fact 
originated in Eurasian steppes. According to some Soviet 
archaeologists, the loose finds of iron stirrup models at-
tributed to the Tashtyk culture from Minusinsk basin can 
be dated to the third century AD.1405 The other contro-
versial evidence may suggest that loop stirrups were in-
vented among the Hsiung-nu tribes. According to Xiuqin 
Zhou, the evidence comes in the form of “the strap loop 
hanging from the horse depicted on the Ordos plaque 
found at Keshengzhuang 客省莊, Shaanxi, and dated to 
the third century BC, probably is a stirrup or precursor 
of the stirrup”.1406 Xiuqin Zhou adds that there is other 
evidence: “in the Xiongnu tomb groups at Xichagou 匈
奴西岔溝古墓群 of the first century BC, some suspect 
that the circular items hanging from the horsebacks, as 
depicted on the plaques, are stirrup-like devices”.1407 One 
may add that some Ordos representations of horsemen 

1402  The earliest reliable Chinese representation of a single mount-
ing stirrup (a terracotta figure of a rider) comes from a Jin tomb dated 
to AD 302. It was discovered near Changsha, the first representation 
of paired stirrups is dated to AD 322 and comes from a tomb dis-
covered near Nanjing. Later finds may indicate that these stirrups 
were made from wood covered with the glided bronze. For more 
information on the early Chinese stirrups, see Амброз 1973: 81–98; 
Вайнштейн & Крюков 1984: 123–124; Dien 1986: 33–56, figs. 1–3; 
Xiuqin Zhou 2009: 205, 362 fig. 150, 365 figs. 157–159.
1403  In which the Wu Sun tribes took part, see Peers & Perry 1995: 
21.
1404  As the earliest known examples were made from wood cov-
ered with metals, the earliest stirrups were of a simple “wood and 
leather construction”, see Littauer 1981: 100–101. That feature may 
explain the apparent lack of archaeological finds connected with the 
first proto-stirrups. All what remains is the research work on the un-
reliable pictorial evidence.
1405  Кызласов 1960: 140 fig. 51: 9, 10. However, we should bear 
in mind that the chronology of these finds is disputable: the dating 
was reached by an observation that in the Tashtyk assemblages the 
models of things are ending in the archaeological record by the third 
century AD. It is uncertain whether that rule could be applied to the 
loose finds, see Вайнштейн & Крюков 1984: 123.
1406  Xiuqin Zhou 2009: 204. It is noteworthy that Litvinsky (2001: 
140) and Ilyasov (2003: 272, 319 fig. 4.3) could not reach any agree-
ment about that particular plaque. Litvinsky prefers the loop stirrup 
theory, while Ilyasov doubts whether it ever could have been used as 
a stirrup or mounting aid because it is depicted too long; he prefers 
the theory that the object in question represents a decorative tassel 
which hangs from the saddle. 
1407  Xiuqin Zhou 2009: 204–5. Although he adds that not all schol-
ars believe in such interpretation.
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Fig. 146. The Sarmatian draconarius from a tombstone kept at Grosvenor Museum, Chester – second half of the second 
century AD  (internet:  https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/3/3a/Grosvenor_Museums_-_Grabstein_3_Sarmate.jpg – 
access 19.04.2017).
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tend to show their legs in the position similar to that vis-
ible on Maris monument.1408

Therefore, it is quite possible that the Yueh-chih tribes 
learned that idea from their Hsiung-nu neighbours and 
passed it further to India: the Kushans who invaded In-
dia were the direct successors of the Yueh-chih. Or the 
whole idea was passed from India to the steppe zone 
and then, finally, introduced into China. What remains 
a mystery is the way in which the idea about loop stir-
rups had travelled further west through Eurasian steppes 
until it reached the Roman borders. Actually, it was an 
older generation of scholars who believed that the Irani-
an nomads, Sarmatians and Parthians among them, used 
stirrups. And so: Rostovtzeff believed that the Sarmatian 
tribes brought Iranian military ideas, among them new 
forms of horse-trappings and probably stirrups, from Iran 
to South Russia.1409 Also Alföldi believed that the Parthi-
an horsemen used stirrups.1410 Similar views can be found 

1408  See Maenchen-Helfen 1973: 205 fig. 1.
1409  See Rostovtzeff 2000: 80; for commentary on that subject, see 
Xiuqin Zhou 2009: 203.
1410  See Alföldi (1967: 17 and pl. 9: 9, 10), who maintained that 
Parthians used leather stirrups, but his statement was based on in-

in the writings of Polish archaeologist Tadeusz Sulimirski, 
who credited Sarmatians for using loop stirrups, but gave 
no details to support that theory.1411

In Sulimirski’s case there is a possible explanation of 
that attitude. From the collection of the Grosvenor Mu-
seum (Chester) comes a tombstone of a Sarmatian dra-
conarius. The monument (dated to the end of the second 
century AD or to the beginning of the third century) is 
well known in the scientific world, but the majority of 
scholars focused their attention on features clearly vis-
ible: on the draco standard1412 or on the headpiece that 
may be a representation of a Phrygian cap1413 or of an 

sufficient evidence; he refers to Chertomlyk vase (that clearly shows 
girth strap instead of leather stirrup) and the gold and silver coins of 
Quintus Labienus (showing a bowcase and quiver of the Niya type); 
see also Maenchen-Helfen 1973: 206 note 32.
1411  Sulimirski (1979: 36) states that the Sarmatian saddles should 
have had leather loops attached instead of rigid stirrups, while on 
page 108 he makes a statement about the finds of stirrups from the 
Kuban steppes, but without giving any further details. His knowledge 
was almost certainly based on statements from: Веселовскій 1905 
and Rostovtzeff 1931: 557 – 558.
1412  See Coulston 1991: 101–114.
1413  See D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 191.

ba

Fig. 147. Detail of the loop stirrup shown on fig. 146: a – photo; b –  author’s drawing on the base of artwork made from pho-
tograph visible on fig. 146. 
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early form of a spangenhelm.1414 As far as I know, no one 
gave attention to the leg shown on the tombstone: dur-
ing the visit to Grosvenor Museum I was able to examine 
the monument personally: the crude stonework causes 
the fact that the overall picture is somewhat blurred, 
but the stirrup leather is clearly visible [figs. 146–147]. It 
ends above the ankle holding the loop which envelopes 
the foot in the instep, passing under the shoe: that prob-
ably is the one of the first representations of primitive 
“loop stirrups” in Europe. As Sulimirski had mentioned 
the Grosvenor Museum monument1415 and the Chester 
Sarmatian community1416 and because after the Second 
World War he lived and worked in the United Kingdom, 
it is almost certain that he knew the Grosvenor tomb-
stone from autopsy. Then one can ask: why Sulimirski 
had made no mention about the strange loop stirrup? 
We should bear in mind that for the older generation of 
scholars the connection between the existence of heavy 
cavalry, from which the Sarmatians were famous, and the 
use of stirrups was so obvious that it was unworthy of 
any mention – especially for the ones brought up within 
the traditions of Polish nobility. Putting the evidence to-

1414  Such helmets, made with protruding crossbar reinforcements 
attached with the use of conical rivets, were popular in the Iranian 
world during the second and third centuries AD, see James 2011: 217.
1415  See Sulimirski 1979: 160 and photo no. 46.
1416  See Sulimirski 1979: 163.

gether we may suspect that the whole idea of “loop stir-
rups” travelled along the northern steppe trade routes1417 
and that there is a strong probability that it reached the 
eastern borders of the Roman empire.

Furthermore, the knowledge about loop stirrups 
could had reached the Roman Empire by another route. 
It is noteworthy that loop stirrups were known to the Ar-
abic tribes in the late antiquity. Such stirrups are clearly 
depicted on a Egyptian Coptic textile round panel, now 
displayed in the Textile Museum, Washington.1418 There 
are also some Coptic ivories, which depict riders clad in 
a kind of a “Roman” armour and using leather loop stir-
rups.1419 Yet, it is very difficult to establish a firm date for 
these artefacts. Stirrups made from perishable materi-
als are also mentioned in the classical Arab literature. 
An Arab historian al-Mubarrad tells us that: “stirrups 
were first made of wood and therefore broke very eas-
ily, with the result that whenever the warrior wished to 
brandish his sword, or a lancer strike with his spear he 
had no support”.1420 As we can judge on the basis of col-

1417  See Rtveladze (2010: 80–97) for the northern trade route by 
which the knowledge about the loop stirrups could have reached the 
Sarmatian and Roman worlds.
1418  See Nicolle 1994: 81; 2004: 31.
1419  see Nicolle 1997: cat. nos.: 84, 85 and Kennedy 2001: 172 and 
note 60; see also Nicolle 1994: 39.
1420  Al-Mubarrad Kāmil (ed. W. Wright, Leipzig 1886) quoted in: 
White 1967: 18, 142. See also Kennedy 2001: 171–172.

Fig.148.  Proto-stirrup with rigid bottom (?) on Kushan seal from sir John Marshall’s collection (Callieri & Errington 1997: cat. 
no. 7.17).
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lected evidence, these items had a form of a huge loops, 
hanged from the both sides of the saddle. According to 
the suggestion of al-Mubarrad, such stirrups, like the 
earlier Indian ones, had small wooden planks attached 
to the bottom, these provided better support for the 
rider’s feet.1421 It is also noteworthy that the classical 
Arabic term rikāb ( ), which gave way to nowadays 
used rikāb as-surj ( ) in the case of stirrup, can 
be translated as “stirrup” or as “stirrup leather thong”.1422 
According to Kennedy, there is an apparent lack of that 
particular word in Arabic poetry from pre-Islamic times 
that may be an indication of the fact that loop stirrups 
were foreign borrowings and they were considered un-
manly: it is said that Caliph Umar Ibn al Khattab main-
tained that a man who is unable to vault in his saddle 
cannot be considered a true warrior.1423 

However, we should stress the fact that the lack of 
any mention about stirrups in pre-Islamic Arabic poetry 
could be explained by the differences between settled 
and nomadic communities. The famous pre-Islamic poets 
were brought up in the tents of the nomads, not among 
the city based merchants. It is well known that these 
two worlds differed considerably in many aspects.1424 
We should bear in mind that in Bedouin equestrian cul-
ture the stirrups were not held in high esteem: Bedouin 
horsemen disdained saddles and stirrups and did not 
used them even in Victorian times.1425  Therefore, it is 
quite possible that the knowledge about Indian loop stir-
rups was passed not among the nomadic tent dwellers, 
but among the city based merchant elite interested in 
maritime trade.

Nevertheless, the Jāhiliya period Arabian warriors 
were able to obtain knowledge about the loop stirrups 
directly from India. The Elder Pliny, when writing about 
the dangers awaiting for Red Sea ships travelling to India, 
refers to archers taken aboard by merchants as a pro-
tection against pirates.1426 Elder Pliny makes no mention 
about the archers’ ethnicity, but the early third century 
AD inscriptions from Arabian desert in Egypt refer to Pal-
myran horse (and probably camel) archers protecting the 
Red Sea traders.1427 The Arabs itself were sailing to India 

1421  Though closed wooden stirrups were also used in the Arabic 
word later. A Syrian Mamluk fourteenth century AD wooden stirrup 
from Institut du Monde Arabe collection being a good example, cf. 
Bashir Mohamed 2008: 347 cat. no. 333 inv. R–953. For reconstruc-
tion of its look: see also Nicolle & Dennis 2014: 36–37 pl. D. The item 
was covered by incised ivory instead of leather. Moreover, wooden 
stirrups covered by leather or rawhide are still used in Western riding 
and are by no means inferior to the metal ones.
1422  See Kennedy 2001: 171–172; Jensen 2013: 122. The same core 
ra-ka-ba “ ” describes “riding”.
1423  See Nicolle 1994: 37.
1424  About these differences, see Danecki 2015: 20, 33–34, 61–62.
1425  Curtis & Tallis 2912: 52 fig. 26.
1426  Plin. NH. 6. 26 (101): “sagittariorum cohortibus inpositis; et 
enim piratae maxime infestabant”.
1427  See Sidebotham 2011: 65–66; Dijkstra & Verhoogt 1999: 207–
218.

since ancient times.1428 On that basis one can speculate 
that the archers from Pliny’s relation were also of Arabi-
an or Aramaic origins. Nevertheless, regardless the ways 
by which the knowledge about Indian technical devel-
opments have been acquired, it certainly become avail-
able in Roman Syria and Mesopotamia. A fragment of 
a bas-relief discovered in 1923 by Mission archéologique 
française à Palmyre shows a kind of a stirrup similar to 
that depicted on Kushan seal from Marshall’s collection 
[fig. 149].1429

In that case we cannot mistake the enveloping stir-
rup with shoe lace because it is raised above the boot, 
the stirrup leather is also clearly visible. Also the men-
tioned above terracotta plaque from Sarre collection 
(Pergamonmuseum, no. I.3684) bears a representation of 
a loop, but in this particular case it seems to be attached 
to the typical Parthian leg cover.1430 Therefore, it is true 
that the tribes of Iranian nomadic stock experimented 
with loop stirrups that later gave way to the Chinese rigid 
design. On the basis of Maris’ monument we can also 
make a hypothesis that the troopers of ala Parthorum et 
Araborum somehow acquired the idea about loop stir-
rups and put it to use on the Rhine frontier (the most 
convincing element of the tombstone is the way in which 
the heel was shown: it appears to be held down and that 
is impossible to do without the aid of a stirrup). 

The critics of that hypothesis would raise an argument 
that the other Parthian horsemen are clearly depicted 
riding without stirrups, the available pictorial evidence 
shows their feet held in a proper “ballerina” position.1431 
Why then such a revolutionary invention gained so little 
popularity? And why the Romans, so willing and able to 
learn from their adversaries, did not wanted to imitate 
the idea? 

The answer is quite complicated: we should bear in 
mind that before the development of rigid stirrups the 
available loop design looked as an invitation for a drag-
ging accident, the benefits from stirrup’s use were less 
important than risks. Furthermore, there is another fac-
tor that we should take into consideration: “the power of 
tradition”. As Xiuqin Zhou pointed out: “it seems that the 
stirrup-like devices were not widely used among these 
nomadic people. Nomads are required to have riding 
skills to survive; such talents symbolize their manhood 
and strength. They are taught to ride as children, often 
learning on sheep and cows. Even if they developed cer-

1428  Hourani 1995: 9.
1429  As far as I know, the best available information about the look 
of the bas-relief in question comes from the web archive: http://
medihal.archives-ouvertes.fr/medihal-00786308/ (access 20-07–
2014). The photograph comes from archives of Institut Français Du 
Proche-Orient. See also Seyrig 1937: pl. III 3.
1430  Brosius 2006: 121 fig. 27.
1431  For the terracotta figurines from British Museum, see Wilcox 
& McBride 1995: 18; James 2011: 205; from Sarre collection (Perga-
monmuseum in Berlin), see Sekunda & McBride 1994: 62 fig. 61, 78; 
Wilcox & McBride 1995: 8.
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tain devices to help with mounting, they had little incen-
tive to improve and perfect them to the level of true stir-
rups. They might see the use of a helping device, such 
as a stirrup, as a signal of weakness, tarnishing their 
nomadic image and reputation”.1432 To that opinion one 
can add an observation from the contemporary eques-
trian practice: all people accustomed with horse riding 
appreciate the safety benefits provided by the cage stir-
rups (their design helps avoiding dragging accidents), but 
when it comes to the jumping or dressage competition 
no one uses them because in common opinion they are 
regarded a sign of poor horsemanship and because of 
their “ugly” or inelegant appearance. On the basis of 
such opinions one can imagine that the proud steppe 
warriors looked at the newly invented loop stirrups with 
contempt, at best. 

But one can wonder whether it is true. Contrary to 
Xiuqin Zhou’s opinion, the available evidence suggests 
that loop stirrups almost certainly were invented among 
the steppe dwellers. But then one should answer, why 

1432  Xiuqin Zhou 2009: 208.

did the fearsome warriors invented such a “weaklings 
aid”! In order to answer that question we have to exam-
ine the construction of the horned saddle once more. 
The available evidence suggests that the horned saddle 
had high front pommel and low cantle. In this respect 
the horned saddle was similar in design to the modern 
Western riding cutting saddles. On that particular sad-
dle type the seat is not flat but descents gently down-
wards from the “fork” to the cantle. If stirrups really had 
been attached to the horned saddle, the result should 
have looked similar to that observed in Western cutting 
riding: thanks to the descending seat the weight of the 
rider should have been placed just behind the cantle, 
the legs should go forward as the rider would naturally 
brace himself against the cantle, using stirrups to maxi-
mize pressure (all this perfectly fits to the image vis-
ible on Maris’ monument). In such conditions the rider 
would be unable to stand in the stirrups long enough 
to fire a bow in a midstride because his legs would be 
put forward, far away from his centre of gravity (please 
note that many cutters prefer thin “oxbow” stirrups that 
enforce a deeper seat as they prevent standing in them, 

Fig. 149. Fragment of a bas-relief dis-
covered in 1923 by Mission archéologique 
française à Palmyre at temple of Bel – with an 
inscribed name Taimarsô (internet: http://me-
dihal.archives-ouvertes.fr/medihal-00786308/ 
– access 20.07.2014). The “seam” on trousers 
going up from boot flaps could be a “proto-
stirrup”.
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a rider who uses them has to keep his legs put forward, 
otherwise they would slip under the arch of the foot 
and that is somewhat dangerous). The hypothetical thin 
leather loops from Maris’ monument should have been 
working in a similar way.1433 Therefore, the benefits of 
lateral security would also be not so big because in such 
conditions the rider struggles to maintain constant pres-
sure on cantle and the stirrups are put forward providing 
less support (nowadays cutters often grasp the fork in 
order to regain stability). The overall impression is that 
that particular way of riding is not for weaklings: it re-
quires well developed balance, confidence and dexter-
ity.

But if such way of riding was so difficult, one can 
wonder where were the benefits? First of all: such riding 
style enables extreme manoeuvrability, as the horse’s 
front legs receive less pressure. Secondary: bracing 
against the cantle facilitates drawing heavier bows and 
stabilizes aim. At this point we have to recall the battle 
conditions present in the Rhineland theatre of war: the 
apparent lack of open plains and deserts excluded apply-
ing traditional Central Asian tactics, there was no place 
for swarming around the static enemy as it happened at 
Carrhae. Therefore, the main advantage of horse arch-
ers, their ability to shower the enemy with volleys of 
arrows, was of no use because the adversaries were hid-
ing in the forest, waiting for a right moment to attack. 
A lots of ambushes and skirmishing in a small scale - that 
probably was the main job of men serving in Ala Partho-
rum et Araborum. In such conditions timing was crucial: 
one well aimed arrow could win the day. At this point 
we have to recall the innovative design of arrows re-
covered from Haltern camp [figs. 85a, 150a]. Their abil-
ity to inflict more serious wounds is not a coincidence: 
their users wanted to be sure that one arrow would be 
able to stop any enemy. Probably, there was no time for 
a second aim. Of course, in theory the swift, long legged 
oriental mounts were able to outrun any Germanic war-
rior or any short legged native pony. But probably not in 
all places they had enough space to do it. In such condi-
tions any innovation that improved manoeuvrability or 
aiming was able to save life. It is not a coincidence that 
people taken from their natural environment are more 
innovative: if such was the case we can suspect that the 
tombstone of Maris could show a horseman who used 
loop stirrups.1434

1433  But please note that the stirrup visible on the mentioned above 
seal from Marshall’s collection offered more support (due to the 
shown wide bottom), because of that the shown rider could maintain 
the proper riding position. 
1434  There is a conviction that stirrups evolved from mounting aids 
(in the form of a single stirrup) to the paired design. That is based 
on finds from China, see Xiuqin Zhou 2009: 205. But there is no evi-
dence that the process went in the same direction in other places: the 
mentioned above Kushan seal from British Museum seems to depict 
mounting aid, but the other one from Marshall’s collection shows 
a rider using a stirrup: it cannot be a mounting aid at all, single stirrup 

At least some Roman horsemen could have copied 
such innovative design. A direct evidence for that fact 
is now displayed at British Museum: the Roman exhibi-
tion houses a tombstone of an anonymous cavalryman 
[figs. 151–152]. It was found near the present village 
of Kirkby Thore (ancient Brauniacum or Braboniacum) 
in Cumbria, in the vicinity of the Roman cavalry fort.1435 
The stone slab shows a Roman cavalryman riding down 
a “barbarian” foe. In right hand he holds a huge spear. 
But his leg appears to be locked in a strange triangle that 
could be a loop stirrup with a rigid bottom bar attached. 
It is unclear whether the man shown on the monument 
in question used both stirrups, but the equestrian logic 
can suggest that he did so because riding with the help 
of only one stirrup is useless – certainly the sculpted ele-
ment did not served only as a mounting aid [pl. F]. 

We should stress the fact that such stirrups were 
unknown in the western world in that period, the only 
evidence concerning their use comes from India: a bar-
row with the number 37, roughly dated to the last cen-
turies BC, discovered near Junapahi, Nagpur, contained 
horse bones, an ordinary snaffle bit and a pair if iron rods 
about 17 cm long, ended with iron wire loops [fig. 153]. 
The finds were interpreted as the bottoms of primitive 
“loop” stirrups (the iron loops were intended for leather 
straps attachment).1436 It has been also suggested that 
these elements formed parts of a bridle,1437 but that 
was done on the ground that the loop stirrups did not 
existed in India: for some researchers figured evidence 
shows only feet held inside girth straps or toe stirrups 
at best,1438 though the earlier mentioned evidence of 
Kushan seal from sir John Marshall’s collection [fig. 148] 
had not been taken into consideration. Nevertheless, it 
remains unclear how the whole idea reached Germanic 
and British frontiers of the Roman empire. 

We can establish a firm date for the Kirkby Thore 
monument: Schleiermacher prefers a second to third 
century AD chronology – mostly due to the stylistic 
criteria and bad quality of the sculpting.1439 During the 
visit to the British Museum I was able to examine the 
monument personally: it shows certain features that can 
date the stone to the Flavian period. The shown helmet 
is sculpted together with an ear – that is a characteris-
tic feature of Weiler type helmets. Behind the horse’s 
head the edge of a hexagonal shield is clearly visible. 
The horse trappings are adorned with phalerae and lun-
nulae pendants. But the most important feature can be 

in riding would be useless. Theoretically, we have no evidence that 
Maris had used paired stirrups, but, as it was said, there is no sense 
in using single stirrup while riding: please note that the early Chinese 
mounting aids are shown attached to the saddles, no one of them 
was depicted in use.
1435  Schleiermacher 1984: 200 cat. no. 82; Bull 2007: 48.
1436  Rivet-Carnac 1879: 10 pl. IV: 12; Leshnik 1971: 145 fig.2: 20–21.
1437  Азбелев 2014: 306.
1438  Азбелев 2014: 306, 308.
1439  Schleiermacher 1984: 200.
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seen on rider’s torso: the horseman carries armour with 
shoulder doubling and breast hooks – such things were 
used in the first century AD. 

There is an epigraphic evidence for cavalry activity at 
Kirkby Thore fort, but it refers to the third century AD 
presence.1440 The other two cavalry tombstones found 
at the place have uncertain chronology, one of them can 
be rather late – from third or fourth century AD.1441 At 
the Kirkby Tore fort a turf and timber phase had been 
identified that can be roughly dated to the AD 80–120 
period.1442 Therefore, it is quite possible that the Kirkby 
Thore monument belongs to the Flavian period. More-
over, the rest of shown arms and armour, i.e. the long 
spear, Weiler type helmet and hexagonal shield, looks 
similar to the panoply of Rhineland horsemen – the mon-
ument of a Friesian horseman Sextus Valerius Genialis 
being the most characteristic example [fig. 109].

The frequent transfers of troopers from the low 
countries1443 and the consequences of Batavian revolt 
triggering changes in dislocation of many auxiliary units 
of dubious loyalty can give further support to such hy-
pothesis. We should bear in mind that the Batavian and 
Tungrian (and Friesian, as the example of Genialis may 
indicate) auxiliaries were moved to British province un-
der loyal prefects, enfranchised with Roman citizenship 
by the Batavian revolt suppressor, Petilius Cerialis.1444 On 

1440  CIL VIII 4800 from Ksar Shabi (Roman Gadiaufata) in Algeria 
refers to certain Publius Licinius Agatopas, who served as praefectus 
alae at Brauniacum.
1441  Schleiermacher 1984: 201 cat. no. 83; Bull 2007: 48.
1442  Charlesworth 1964: 63–75.
1443  About such case, see Birley 1979: 100. 
1444  Birley 2001: 16. About the case of Batavian and Tungrian co-
horts transferred to Vindolanda under the command of their “native” 
officers, see also Hassall 2000: 335.

the other hand, the earlier mentioned Ala Sebosiana of 
Gallic origins could have been transferred to Newstead 
around that time. As we can see, the frequent transfers 
to Brittannia from the Rhine frontier are a common prac-
tice in the Flavian period. Therefore, we can put forward 
a hypothesis that Kirkby Thore slab bears an image of 
a Rhineland Roman horseman. If that was the case, the 
lower Rhine horsemen could have copied the whole 
idea of stirrups from eastern mounted archers based at 
Mainz. 

There is another clue: the Rhineland cavalry tactics 
required the assistance of calones and the Kirkby Thore 
stone shows no one. For some curious reasons these 
foot “squires” were considered unimportant on the Brit-
ish soil, as they are virtually absent in figured evidence 
from the province. That is strange because many “Brit-
ish” cavalry units were recruited in the Rhineland.  Per-
haps the British Celts found a way to cope with the foot 
servants and their help in fighting became obsolete. But 
we should bear in mind that the help of calones could 
have been crucial during mounting, especially when the 
warhorses carried saddles with the Flavian era extra-
long “horns”, most typical for the Mainz based units. 
Please note that the Kirkby Thore monument gives no 
details about the type of saddle used, but the Flavian 
chronology of the stone suggests one with “extra-long” 
horns. Tough Kirkby Thore proto-stirrups could have 
been used as a support during riding, they were also 
a great help in quick mounting. And when the Antonine 
period cavalry resigned to use the long-horned saddles 
the experiments with proto-stirrups were discontinued. 
Perhaps it was safer to ride without them, due to the 
risks of dragging accidents – the subject requires further 
investigation.

Fig. 150. Roman arrow tips (not to scale): a – Augustan period examples from Haltern camp (after Harnecker 1997: pl. 78: 
832) designed to inflict serious wounds to unarmoured opponents; b – piercing armour design from Harzhorn battle site from 
AD 230–240  (after Berger et al. 2010: 342 phot. 11); c – Dura Europos arrow tip (after James 2004: 203 fig. 694).

ba c
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No doubt, such innovative design never became pop-
ular among the Roman horsemen. We should remem-
ber that many Roman horsemen fought as mounted 
javelinmen or mounted spearmen, who were expected 
to engage in hand to hand combat. For such warriors the 
proto-stirrups were not so important.

Moreover, the proto-stirrups could have been dan-
gerous: the Germanic warriors frequently fought on foot 
using single edged short swords. Furthermore, the Ger-
manic cavalrymen willingly dismounted to fight.1445 In 
confrontation with such opposition the rider’s legs were 
in great danger. Therefore, the Roman cavalrymen tried 
to protect these vulnerable parts by the use of oval or 
hexagonal shields. From the second century AD onwards 

1445  See belov: note 1865.

they also used greaves with movable knee parts.1446 The 
seat used also provided some protection as the legs were 
kept bent backwards. The eventual use of loop stirrups 
would not only restrict the freedom of movement, so 
important to mounted javelinmen, but also would put 
the riders in danger because the legs protruding forward 
would become an easy target. In such conditions only the 
horse archers, who were not expected to participate in 
hand to hand fighting, were able to use loop stirrups. The 
horseman shown on Kirkby Thore monument remains 
the only exception from that rule. Perhaps due to the 
changing conditions of British warfare the apparent lack 
of a calo enforced inventing mounting aid? Again, the 
subject requires further investigation.

1446  Cf. Junkelmann 1996: 78–77.

Fig. 151. The Flavian period Kirkby Thore stone from British Museum, inv. no. PRB 1969.7–1.2 (author’s drawing on the base 
of artwork done from author’s photograph). Note the breast hooks typical for the Flavian times and stirrup. I was kindly informed 
by the employees of the British Museum that the Kirkby Thore stone was bought from Sotheby’s from K. J. Hewett Ltd on First 
July 1969. Its former owner was James Hugh William Lowther, Seventh Earl of Lonsdale. The stone was kept at Lowther Castle 
until Sotheby’s sale. (http://www.britishmuseum.org/research/collection_online/collection_object_details.aspx?objectId=136399
6&partId=1&searchText=Kirkby+Thore+&page=1 – access 09.07.2018).
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Fig. 152. Detail of the Kirkby Thore stone 
stirrup author’s drawing on the base of art-
work done from author’s photograph

Fig. 153. Junapahi (Nagpur) iron bridle and pair of  proto-stirrups, first century BC (after Rivet-Carnac 1879: 10 pl. IV: 12 and 
Азбелев 2014: 307 fig. 8.1). Anonymous cavalryman from Kirkby Thore slab [figs. 151–152] could have been using similar ele-
ments, though made of wood.
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Please also note that the loop stirrups were not so safe 
because the light loops were uneasy to find when lost or 
dropped from leg. The heavier ones offered better perfor-
mance, as they kept the thongs attached stretched and 
were easier to find and recover. Adding the wooden stiff-
eners at the bottom of the stirrup could help in that mat-
ter, these wooden planks also greatly reduced the chance 
of catching the leg into stirrup and facilitated standing in 
stirrups. Such planks could have been shown on Kushan 
seal from Marshall’s collection. Curiously enough, one is 
also shown on Kirkby Thore monument [fig. 152]. There is 
another problem: any horseman using stirrup needs pro-
tection against stirrup strap chafing, autopsy and closer 
look on the Kirkby Thore stone reveals the fact that the 
rider shown on the monument has on his leg something 
like gaiter, in the type used later by Gaucho riders or 
Spanish soldados de cuera [fig. 152].1447 That fact alone 
can provide an evidence that Kirkby Thore proto-stirrups 
were used in horse riding and did not served only as 
a mounting aid. The general conclusion is that the Kikby 
Thore monument remains the only one piece of evidence 
for stirrup use among Roman horsemen.

1447  Chartrand & Rickman 2011: 20.

We should bear in mind that the evidence about 
eastern horse archers presence on the Rhine frontier is 
not limited to one stone. Another Arabian recruit born 
in Philadelphia died in the Roman service during fight-
ing with the Germanic warriors. A gravestone found at 
Mainz in 1954 mentions certain Flavius Proclus, a guards-
man of the emperor Domitian [fig. 154].1448 Thanks to the 
epigraphic evidence we can suspect that the name was 
popular among the Arabian recruits during the Flavian 
times. A gravestone found at Carnuntum in present day 
Austria mentions certain Proculus, son of Rabilius,1449 
an archer from the second Italian cohort. According to 
Speidel, Proculus, as it is suggested by his tribus, was 
a Roman citizen. Yet, he was born in Philadelphia (now 
Amman in present day Jordan) and probably received his 

1448  Schleiermacher 1984: 103–104; Junkelmann 1992: 164–165: 
“Flavius Proclus / eq(ues) sing(ularis) Aug(usti) domo / [Phi?]lodelpia 
(sic !) an(norum) XX /  [Stip(endiorum) ---/ h(ic) s(itus) e(st) h(eres) f(a-
ciendum)] c(uravit)”.
1449  See CIL III 13483a = ILS 9168 = CSIR I Österreich I 4: cat. no. 
553: “Proculus / Rabili f(ilius) Col(lina tribu) / Philadel(phia) mil(itavit) 
/ optio coh(ortis) II / Italic(ae) c(ivium) R(omanorum) (centuria) Fa[us]/
tini ex vexil(latione) sa/git(tariorum) exer(citus) Syriaci / stip(endiorum) 
VII vixit an(nos) / XXVI /Apuleius frate(r) / f(aciendum) c(uravit)”.

Fig. 154. Gravestone of Flavius Proclus 
(after Junkelmann 1992: 164 phot. 150).
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Roman citizenship just after the enlistment. That was the 
standard practice of the Roman army, which customar-
ily tended to enrol local recruits into the auxiliary units 
“no matter where the unit had been raised originally”. 
Certainly Proculus was born in Arabia in a family which, 
judging from the name of his father, had not yet received 
the Roman citizenship.1450 We even do not know when 
and where Proculus joined the second Italian cohort. Yet, 
there are some suggestions.  Proculus from the second 
Italian cohort died during the Danubian campaigns of 
emperor Domitian.1451 The practice of local enrolment of 
recruits may indicate that the cohort in question could 
have been active in the Syro – Palestine region some 
years earlier. It seems that somewhere during Domitian’s 
reign some auxiliary units stationed in Syria received an 
influx of Arabian recruits, skilled in archery. It is not a co-
incidence that the inscription from Carnuntnum liter-
ally mentions a unit of archers (vexillatio sagittariorum). 
Also on the Mainz gravestone another Flavius Proclus is 
depicted as a horse archer.1452 It quite probable that the 
Romans had recruited a group of Arabian archers from 
Philadelphia1453 and for curious reasons they had given 
them citizenship and even similar names as well. One of 
them even became a member of emperor’s guard. Nev-
ertheless, the process should be somehow connected 
with preparations and troop movement that preceded 
Domitian’s campaign against the Germanic and Dacian 
tribes. 

According to the photograph, quoted in Junkelmann’s 
work,1454 the guardsman Flavius Proclus was shown riding 
on a rearing Arabian horse, easy recognizable due to the 
“pike” head profile and raised tail. Flavius Proclus was 
sculpted riding bareheaded, firing a composite bow with 
short ear laths, similar to that recognizable on Maris’ 
stone. In addition the horse harness, depicted on the 
monument, was adorned by lunnulae pendants [fig. 154]. 

Despite the fact that the rear part of the depicted sad-
dle is obscured by a rectangular quiver, the clearly visible 
front pommel offers us an interesting clue: it seems that 
the Romans had developed a special form of a horned 
saddle, intended for horse archer’s use. It is clear that 
the saddle type in question should have been build on 
a rigid wooden frame, as the front horns are shown at-
tached high at the front arch. That method was different 
from that used earlier: on the Pazyryk (or on the famous 
terracotta army) style saddles the wooden closers were 
attached to the backs and rears of the padded cushions 
[fig. 155]. In that saddle type the closers were gripped by 
the lower thighs. It is worth adding that the saddles of 
that particular type were extensively used by horse arch-

1450  See Speidel 1992c: 225–226 = 234–235.
1451  See Speidel (1994a: 36), who draws on Strobel 1989: 20–21.
1452  Schleiermacher 1984: 103.
1453  Speidel 1994a: 36.
1454  Junkelmann 1992: 164–165 phot. 150; see also Renoux 2010(2): 
13 fig. 8 for good photograph.

ers in the steppe zone till the late Roman times, as the 
Bosporan kingdom grave stelae my indicate.1455

On the contrary, the rigid horns of the Roman “horse 
archery type” were attached higher, like the “swells” 
used in the Western riding or “poleyns” in Australian 
saddle. It is obvious that only the use of a rigid wooden 
front arch would made such construction possible. Of 
course, these were gripped by the middle thighs. In ad-
dition the saddle shown has side flaps extended forward, 
like knee rolls in modern jumping saddles.1456 That hap-
pened because the horse archers had to use different 
seat. The mounted javelinmen who were the backbone 
of the Roman cavalry arm stationed at Mainz rode with 
legs hanging loosely downwards because they had to be 
ready for balance changes, so natural in dynamic javelin 
throwing, and had to ride in more flexible way while still 
maintaining stable position. On the contrary, the archers 
had to hold firm by knees extended forward and to grip 
the horns by upper tights in order to stabilize position 

1455  Many Russian scholars, drawing on the figured evidence from 
Bosporan stelae, reached the conclusion that deep rigid framed sad-
dles, similar to the Roman horned variety, were used among Bospo-
ran horsemen from the first century AD onwards, see for example 
Горончаровский 2001: 86–87; Виноградов & Горончаровский 
2008: 171–174. That certainly was done under the impression of 
Connolly`s horned saddle reconstruction. Also other figured evidence 
was interpreted according to that clue: for example the Sarmatian 
saddles known from the Kosika vessel found near Astrakhan were 
widely recognized as belonging to the horned variety, cf. Brzeziński 
et al. 2002: 38, 15; Нефедкин 2004: 107; Gawroński 2004: 40; 2007: 
63; Симоненко 2010: 229–230 – for the image, see also Нефедкин 
2004: 107. Many scholars, including the author of the present book, 
had taken Connolly’s horned reconstruction as a model for restoring 
the appearance and function of some Parthian and Sarmatian sad-
dles, see for example: Gawroński 2004: 32–33, 40; 2007: 63. Howev-
er, according to my current opinion the evidence for rigid saddles in 
the steppe zone is very limited. After viewing several monuments in 
various museums I am convinced that majority of the steppe saddles 
belonged to the old Pazyryk type. We simply had taken the wooden 
closers, attached to the backs and rears of the padded cushions, for 
horns of the Roman type saddles. Please note that the majority of 
figured evidence, like the image of terracotta Parthian horse archer 
from British Museum, tend to show bigger closers attached to the Pa-
zyryk type pillows (see Wilcox & McBride 1995: 18 for the image). The 
same was the case with the Bosporan stelae, see Mielczarek 1999: pl. 
XII-XIV, XVI for images. None of these representations shows large 
protruding horns, looking like these from Flavian time Roman figured 
evidence. The use of horned saddles was, in fact, restricted to the 
Parthian and Sassanian Iran, as previously discussed graffiti from old 
Nisa and Ardashir’s relief from Firuzabad (see Masia 2000: 248 pl. 1 
for the image) may indicate. The only firm evidence for the use of rigid 
framed saddle among the Pontic steppe dwellers comes in the form 
of late third century AD terracotta statue from Artesian (Артезиан), 
found in the Crimean peninsula, which shows rigid rectangular flat 
cantle, cf. Виноградов & Горончаровский 2008: 174 fig. 80. Further-
more, only some speculations could be made about the terracotta 
horse model from Sibirka (Сибирка), as it shows a single horn at-
tached to front pommel, serving for tying the reins, cf. Симоненко 
2010: 229. One should imagine that such front horn required wooden 
frame for support. Perhaps it represents a transitional form from pad-
ded to framed type.
1456  Interestingly, such extended flaps are also visible on Maris’ 
stone.
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and aim (the arrow was fired at the midstride, therefore, 
firm grip was required when the rider “raised” in the sad-
dle, otherwise the inertia force of moving body would 
press him forward and spoil the aim). Please note that 
that was not a concern of mounted javelinmen because 
the throw was executed during the raising phase and the 
rider’s body inertia could even add poundage to the fly-
ing projectile, provided it was thrown forward above the 
horse’s neck. Therefore, the mounted javelinmen could 
enjoy a more relaxed seat during combat and the horse 
archers were not allowed to do so when firing a bow. 
That particular aspect of mounted archery quite prob-
ably caused the stirrup invention, as even the support 
offered by primitive leather loops could allow some relief 
to the tired knees and tights.

As nothing like that appears in the eastern art, it 
seems that such saddles were indigenous Roman crea-
tion invented to adapt the Flavian period “extra-long 
horns”, so popular at Mainz, to the needs of horse ar-
chery. The surviving figured evidence suggests that it 
was a local innovation: two tombstones from Scarbantia 
in Pannonia Superior depict quite different equipment. 
And so, a stone of certain Tiberius Iulius Rufus1457 shows 
a horseman riding in a rather plain padded saddle and 
using a Weiler type cavalry helmet (that is strange due 
to the existence of cheekpieces that could spoil the aim). 
Similar image appears on the much damaged stele of 

1457  AE 1906, 111 = AE 1909, 198; Renoux 2010(1): 357; see also 
Renoux 2010(2): 18 fig. 13 for image.

Acrabanis.1458 That could have happened because of pre-
Flavian dating of both monuments,1459 but padded sad-
dle could also be seen on Antonine period tombstone of 
Iulius Galianus from Tipasa.1460 Padded treeless saddles 
were also used in the east, as the earlier mentioned Pal-
myran relief representing mounted archer during leop-
ard hunt [fig. 130]1461 may indicate. Interestingly enough, 
such Pazyryk style saddle, with the girth strap attached 
in an almost “Australian” way,1462 can be seen on another 
Palmyran relief [fig. 47].1463

Therefore, it is quite possible that the high horned 
saddles with extended forward side flaps were used only 
on the Rhineland frontier because such riding equip-
ment is virtually absent in surviving figured evidence 
from other provinces. Perhaps they were invented dur-
ing the experiments made with Flavian period saddles, 
then furnished with the extra-long horns that should 
have been prepared for horse archers’ use. Earlier, the 
very the same eastern auxiliaries had passed further the 
knowledge about the construction of rigid saddles them-
selves, after all the Parthian horse archers served on the 

1458  CIL III 4367; see also Renoux 2010(2): 16 fig. 11 for image.
1459  As long horned saddles appear in figured evidence slightly lat-
er, during the early Flavian times.
1460  Schleiermacher 1984: 172–173 cat no. 66. But please note 
that the bad artistic quality of the monument prevents categorical 
statements.
1461  Gawlikowski 2009: 124 fig. 1.
1462  I.e. like in the Australian stock saddle.
1463  Schlumberger 2010: pl. XII.

Fig. 155. Parthian horse archer on ter-
racotta figurine (first or second century AD?) 
from British Museum (BM 135684 – after 
Curtis & Tallis 2012: 155 cat. no. 116). Au-
topsy and close observation reveals the fact 
that the shown horseman sits on “Pazyryk” 
style saddle. It also becomes clear that in 
case of saddles of that particular type the 
closers protrude sideways. In case of Roman 
“horned” saddles the horns, especially the 
rear ones, are positioned straight up.
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Germanic frontier as early as the the times of Germani-
cus (and perhaps earlier). Even the Haltern style saddles 
could have been created as a result of an advice given 
by Parthian auxiliaries [pl. G]. We should remember that 
these warrriors fought in Germania and Pannonia side 
by side with the Celto-Thracian horsemen who later used 
the rigid saddles with long horns. So, there is a strong 
possibility that the whole idea of loop proto-stirrups was 
also borrowed from the Parthian or Arabic auxiliaries. It 
is not a coincidence that all these borrowings happened 
at Mainz military camps, where recruits from so many 
lands met.

Nearly all above mentioned monuments show east-
ern horse archers using Mediterranean finger release, 
the thumb draw being not so popular. In addition some 
of the shown warriors (with the notable exception of Fla-
vius Proclus stone) carried short swords on their left side. 
It is uncertain whether the Rhineland eastern auxiliaries 
used other oriental equipment: in Palmyran art the Ara-
bic or Aramaic warriors carry long spears and small round 
shields.1464

As it was said earlier, the eastern auxiliaries were 
withdrawn during Hadrian’s reign in response to the Bar 
Kochva revolt.1465 As a result, the impact of other “east-
ern” fighting styles was renewed only in the late Severan 
times with the introduction of a new kind of warrior: the 
heavy cavalryman – cataphractus. Some eastern troop-
ers, according to Herodianus’ account,1466 were taken to 
Germania by Severus Alexander, the majority of them 
were horse archers from Osroene and some Mauretani-
an horsemen, but with some Parthian fugitives among 
them. Some of these troopers certainly were trained 
to fight as heavy cavalrymen and were adequately 
equipped to do so. These men were called to arms in 
the great need of overcoming the newly introduced Ger-
manic shield wall tactics.

Sadly, the only reliable information about the arms 
and armour of these troopers comes in the form of 
a tombstone [fig. 156] found at Bad Cannstadt (now in 
Württembergisches Landesmuseum, Stuttgart), which 
mentions Aurelius Saluda and Regrethus brothers of 
apparently Aramaic origins, serving in ala nova firma 
cataphractaria.1467 On the stone in question we can see 

1464  Seyrig 1970: pl. IX 1; Gawlikowski 2009: 125 fig. 2; 2010: 16; 
Schlumberger 2010: pl. XIV.
1465  With the departure of Cohors I Flavia Damascenorum miliaria 
equitata sagittaria to Judea, see Spaul 2000: 433.
1466  Hdn. 6. 7. 8.
1467  AE 1931, 68; AE 2006, 931: “D(is) M(anibus) / Aureli(i)s Saluda 
et / Regretho fratrib(us) / quond(am) equitibus / n(ovae) alae firm(ae) 
catafr(actariae) / Aurel(ius) Abdetat/hus frater / e(orum) f(aciendum) 
c(uravit)”, see also Spaul 1994: 82–83; see also Nesselhauf 1937: 
82 cat. no. 103; Filtzinger 1975: 198–200, phot. 84. Schleiermacher 
1984: 128–129 cat. no.: 40;  Scheuerbrandt 2006: 299–303. Although 
Scheuerbrandt (2006: 303) proposes later date – on the basis of intro-
ducing name Aurel(ianus) as Abdetathus’ nomen gentile – and argues 
about its Pannonian origins, the Aramaic names from the inscription 
make such interpretation highly unlikely. Similar was the case of with 

a vexillarius mounted on a walking horse, in his left hand 
he holds vexillum, the traces at the monument also in-
dicate that he had a lance in his right. He is shown in 
an eastern style helmet (of ridged variety?) and wearing 
baggy trousers. It is difficult to determine whether he 
used padded saddle of Pazyryk type or short horned rigid 
saddle, similar to that from Firuzabad relief [fig. 202]. 
As we can see, that amount of data does not look very 
impressive. Also the Scriptores Historie Augustae in the 
passage from Severus Alexander’s fictional oration give 
a clear (but short) reference to the captured Sassanian 
equipment, re-used by the Roman heavy cavalry: “Cata-
phractarii, who they call clibanarii, ten thousands we 
capture at war, with their arms we would arm our men. 
Many captured Persians we will hire”.1468

Therefore, in order to reconstruct the arms and ar-
mour of ala nova firma cataphractaria we should take 
a closer look on fighting abilities, weapons and defen-
sive equipment of Iranian heavy cavalrymen. And so, the 
main offensive weapon used by Iranian heavy horse was 
a long lance, usually held two handed, called contus or 
κοντός by Latin or Greek authors.1469 It was always de-
scribed as extremely long,1470 tough information about 
its exact dimensions did not survived. According to Cas-
sius Dio’s testimony, such long lances had a natural ten-
dency for bending or breaking.1471 Also the archaeological 
finds are not so helpful in that matter. Sadly, just a few 
pieces of shafted weapons were discovered at Dura Eu-
ropos and none of these artefacts belonged to the heavy 
cavalry long lance.1472 As far as I know, no such weapon 
comes from Parthian or Sassanian context. 

In addition, the archaeological finds from the Pontic 
steppes also cannot help much in that matter. Despite 
the fact that many Sarmatian sites yielded spearheads, 
mainly 15–20 cm long,1473 virtually nothing could be said 
about the length of the spearshafts, as no sockets or 
spear butts (in the clear contrast to the earlier Scythian 
sites)1474 were found in situ and in consequence no meas-
urements could have been taken.1475 Therefore, we have 

CIL XIII 7323 = ILS 9148 from Frankfurt: “Memoriae Bi/ribam Absei 
(filii) dec(urionis) a[l]/ae Firmae Catafr/act(ariae) bello desider/ati ori-
undo ex pr/ovincia Moesopo/[ta]miae (!) domo Rac[------]”. All these 
people were Aramaic mercenaries bearing Semitic names like soldiers 
mentioned by P. Oxy. XLI 2951 from AD 267, see Speidel 1987a: 195–
197 = 1992b: 75–7. It is noteworthy that these troopers also served 
as cavalrymen.
1468  SHA Alex. 56.6: “Cataphractarios, quos illi clibanarios vocant, 
decem milia in bello intermimus, eorum armis nostros armavimus. 
Multos Persarum cepimus eosdemque vendidimus” – author’s trans-
lation. See Speidel 1987: 197 = 1992b: 77 for commentary.
1469  See for example: Plut. Crass. 24. 3; 25. 9; 27. 2; Plut. Luc. 28. 3.
1470  Val. Flacc. Argon. 6. 162, 235–236.
1471  Cass. Dio 40. 24. 1. See also Mielczarek 1993: 61 for commen-
tary on cataphracti lances.
1472  James 2004: 188–190.
1473  Симоненко 2010: 78.
1474  Симоненко (2010: 81) pointed out that the longest Scythian 
spears rarely exceeded 3 m.
1475  Симоненко 2010: 80–81.
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Fig. 156. Gravestone of Aurelius Saluda 
and Regrethus brothers, Stuttgart, Württem-
bergisches Landesmuseum (phot. Ortolf Harl, 
internet: http://www.ubi-erat-lupa.org/monu-
ment.php?id=7512 – access 02. 05. 2017). 

Fig. 157. Combat use of two-handed lance (after Симоненко 2010: 84 fig. 56).
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to rely on inaccurate figured evidence. One of the re-
searchers, using anthropological and zoometrical meas-
urements, had made a deep analysis of iconographical 
sources connected with the Roman period steppe war-
riors.1476 He had reached the conclusion that the longest 
Sarmatian lances rarely exceeded 3.5 m.1477 That cor-
responds with the results of experiments conducted by 
Marcus Junkelmann, who found longer lances (of about 
4.5 m) more difficult to manage.1478 On the other hand, 
a seventeenth century Polish winged hussars lance, pre-
served in Sanguszko arsenal, measured 498 cm.1479 But 
such weapons were used only with the help of special 
leather shoes attached to the saddle’s front pommel with 
the help of a long leather thong in order to balance the 
lowered lance.1480 The supposed 3.5 m sounds reliable, 
as some lances used by Don Cossacks almost reached 
that length.1481  

Moreover, experiments conducted by Junkelmann re-
vealed the fact that such lances should have been held 
two handed: the right hand grips the shaft near the end, 
the left has to hold the reins and shaft near horse’s neck 
(the distance between the two hands should be more 
than 1 m). The shaft should be held at some angle to 
horse’s body and never in parallel position to the mount’s 
belly (it causes inclination), as riding in such manner 
would certainly result in the loss of balance and body 
displacement.  It is noteworthy that the theory about 
such use of long lance was built on the interpretation of 
figured evidence, as famous as Dura Europos graffiti and 
nearly all representations of cataphracti tend to show 
that wrong manner. On the other hand, maintaining 
proper position enables collection, thus increases control 
and facilitates manoeuvrability.1482 The surviving iconog-
raphy from the Napoleonic wars indicate that Don Cos-
sacks used that method, though some artists again had 
shown the lance held incorrectly, in parallel position.1483 

The figured evidence that testifies the two handed 
lance use betrays some connections with the lower 
Rhine area. The earlier mentioned stone from Tipasa 
shows such lancer named Audiutor – a horseman from 
ala I Cannanefatium.1484 The unit was originally recruited 
from Cannanefati tribe who were the northern neigh-
bours of the Batavians.1485 The horseman shown on the 
stone certainly uses two handed lance in the Sarmatian 

1476  Скобелев 2004a; 2004b.
1477  Скобелев 2004b: 89.
1478  Junkelmann 1992: 146.
1479  Żygulski 1982: 270–271.
1480  Brzezinski & Vuksic 2006: 46.
1481  Симоненко 2010: 81.
1482  Junkelmann 1992: 144–146; Симоненко 2010: 81–88.
1483  Скрылов 2008: see colour plate before the page 193; see 
also Jaworski 2011: 61. It is noteworthy that the author of the cited 
iconographical evidence, A. Desarneux, when painting a picture 
showing his capture near Krasne had depicted the incorrect manner 
of two handed lance use, though he was a participant of the event.
1484  AE 1951, 265; AE 1955, 133.
1485  Roymans 2004: 207.

manner [figs. 157–158]. But the ala Cannanefatium was 
stationed on the Danubian frontier for a long time, so it 
had lost connection with its original recruitment pool.1486 
As it was said earlier, there is no reason to connect that 
particular style of fighting with lower Rhine tribes.1487

As a secondary weapon the heavy cavalryman used 
long swords. The narrow blades usually had parallel 
edges and long tapering points, sometimes resembling 
gothic arches.1488 Some examples, used by Iranian-
speaking nomads, had diamond sectioned blades1489 
(please note the similarity to the contemporary Roman 
Straubing-Nydam type). Usually the nomad swords had 
iron, bone or stone quillons1490 or hilt guards and a stone 
pommel1491 attached to the grip end. That particular idea 
was developed in Han China and reached Iran in a sim-
plified form.1492 Alongside the Rhineland frontier (apart 
from some similar examples from Germanic context) we 
have no archaeological traces of shorter Sarmatian style 
“ring” swords use.1493 Such swords usually were tied to 
tight by four rings, rigidly attached to the scabbard. The 
tang was also ended with a ring1494 – hence the name. 
They served as self-defence weapons for horse archers 
and were used at close range. On the other hand, the 
longer swords enabled longer reach.  These apparently 
were made more for thrusting than cutting, though ex-
ecuting cutting strikes was also possible.

Such Parthian swords with cross-guard iron hilts and 
long tapering points, 57–78 cm long, are known from 
northern Iran.1495 Later Sassanian examples were very 
similar, but were given discoid “mushroom” like pom-
mels.1496 Such swords were carried in scabbards with the 
help of a slide.1497 As the find of Han nephrite scabbard 
slide from Chatalka Bulgarian site1498 may indicate, the 

1486   Speidel 1987b: 63 = 1992b: 64; Lörincz 2001: 180.
1487  See above note 1138.
1488  Симоненко 2010: 43–45.
1489  Masia 2000: 240 fig. 12f.
1490  Such piece of equipment made of bone – of apparently Sas-
sanian origins – was found at Dura Europos, see  James 2004: 150 
cat. no. 528.
1491  Симоненко 2010: 48; see also Brzeziński et al. 2002: 34; a cop-
per-alloy hilt guard and a crystal pommel came from Dura Europos, 
see James 2004: 150 cat. nos.: 529 and 531; See also Masia 2000: 
188–189.
1492  Masia 2000: 188–189.
1493  In the clear contrast to the Roman imitations of Sarmatian ring 
swords, see Hundt 1953: 109–118; Kellner 1966: 190–201. A rich-
ly decorated sword of that type was found at Branitsa in Bulgaria. 
Though the scabbard had semicircular decorative chape and a slide, 
the construction of other fittings suggests that it was made from two 
layers of leather and that could be a fashion copied from the nomads, 
see Genčeva 2012: 108 fig. 23.1. But the short length of the majority 
of these weapons found in Roman conexts suggests infantry use.
1494  Симоненко 2010: 32–42; see also Brzeziński et al. 2002: 34.
1495  James 2011: 214–215 and fig. 75.
1496  James 2011: 205 fig. 84.
1497  James 2011: 205.
1498  Werner 1994: 275, 277 figs. 4, 6–7; In fact, the sword in ques-
tion was found at Roshava Dragana (Рошава Драгана) barrow, see 
Симоненко 2010: 67.
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Chinese ”style” swords were used on Danube frontier as 
early as the first century AD (these slides were attached 
to the eastern type long swords, which had also the Iron 
hilts decorated in “animal” style).1499 Quite probably they 
had also reached the Rhineland frontier with the estab-
lishment of ala nova firma cataphractaria.

These weapons were constructed for piercing armour. 
In that respect they were similar to some late medieval 
or Renaissance swords that had long tapering points or 
narrow blades (in the case of rapiers) and diamond sec-
tioned blades as well.1500 Another type of weapon, spe-
cially designed for fighting with armoured opposition, 
was mace. At Dura Europos a copper-alloy spiked mac-
ehead was found, the cast was made in the form of three 
superimposed 5-pointed stars, while the spikes from 
upper and bottom rings were triangular in section, the 
central ones were rhomboidal. Similar example comes 
from Roman Mauretania (now in Louvre collection) and 
another one of unknown origins is kept in Museum of 
Fine Arts, Boston.1501 As Arrian clearly states that such 
maceheads were Roman cavalry weapons,1502 the con-
nection with cataphracti heavy horse seems doubtful.

On the other hand, such weapons, mostly like their 
later medieval imitations, were specially designed for 
fighting with armoured opponents. Thus the very exist-
ence of heavy eastern horsemen seems to be the most 
probable reason for their invention. Indeed, the surviving 
evidence, like the famous graffito from Dura Europos, in-
dicates that the cataphracti cavalrymen were armoured 

1499  Симоненко 2010: 67; Kostov 2014: 5–12; see also: D’Amato & 
Sumner 2009a: 198–199.
1500  Oakeshott 1994: 301.
1501  About the Dura Europos macehead and its analogies, see  
James 2004: 189–190: cat. no. 547.
1502  Arr. Tact: 4. 9: “οἳ δὲ καὶ πελέκεις μικροὺς φέρουσι πάντοθεν 
ἐν κύκλῳ ἀκωκὰς ἔχοντας – they carry small maces, with all spikes 
arranged in a circle – author’s translation”. Please note that Arrian 
uses the word πελέκεις (literally: axes) to describe maces, see James 
2004: 190.

from neck-to-toe.1503 The Dura Europos graffito suggests 
combining different armour types, such as: scale armour, 
mail and laminar armour, the latter used for limbs protec-
tion.1504 And so, the torso of the depicted rider was cov-
ered with something like later medieval coat-of-plates, 
the rectangular iron pieces being arranged in rows.1505 
The laminar armour for arms and legs used by the heavy 
Roman horse could have been copied from the Iranian 
world, as similar defences appear on Firuzabad reliefs.1506 
In addition heavy cavalry scale armour appear in Kushan 
art (on reliefs from Khalchayan palace).1507 The Chatalka 
(Roshava Dragana) Bulgarian site yielded also a neck de-
fence made in a form of a circular red-painted iron band, 
with a chainmail part attached to the bottom of it.1508 
The find is a clear continuation of earlier Macedonian or 
Thracian fashions used in the Hellenistic times.1509

On the other hand, the heavy Roman horse laminar 
defences, though originating in Iran and well known in 
the Hellenistic times,1510 were probably more similar to 
the contemporary Roman manicae armguards. The re-
mains of such defences were found at Carnuntum, New-
stead and Carlisle.1511 These finds enabled the recon-

1503  On cataphracti armour, see Mielczarek 1993: 57–59.
1504  Though in Yale’s archives survive two somewhat different ren-
derings of the famous graffito, see James 2004: 43 fig. 23. But that 
does not have any significant influence on basic interpretations.
1505  See Wilcox & McBride 1995: plate C1 for artistic interpretation 
of the famous graffito and page 43 for commentary.
1506  See Mielczarek 1993: 125 fig. 10; Wilcox & McBride 1995: 22–
23; Masia 2000: 234 fig. 2 for images.
1507  See Mielczarek 1993: 59, 131 fig. 14.
1508  Genčeva 2012: 92–93 fig. 6.
1509  See chapter 1.
1510  Articulated arms or leg defences appear in late Achaemenid 
and Hellenistic art, like on: Khumbuz-Tepe flask, two Louvre statuettes 
(AO 1760 and AO 25538) and on Pergamum temple of Athena reliefs. 
These clearly represent the newly introduced heavy cavalry armour, 
see Sekunda & McBride 1994: 71, 76 and figs. 29–30, 32–34 or page 
78 fig. 54.
1511  Bishop 2002: 69–72.

Fig. 158. Contarius Audiutor from Ala 
Prima Canna(ne)fatium on a gravestone from 
Tipasa, mid-second century AD (after Speidel 
1987: 63 fig. 3). Note also the “fold” after the 
breast strap that may represent a closer from 
“Pazyryk style” Sarmatian saddle.
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struction of an articulated right hand guard. According 
to Bishop, these “armguards probably had around 35 
iron/steel copper-alloy plates below the main upper plate 
(the number probably varied according to the length of 
the arm and size of the lames”.1512 The lames itself were 
articulated on wide leather thongs and attached to them 
with copper-alloy rivets. These armguards probably had 
also some kind of internal lining attached beneath the 
metal plates in order to increase protection against the 
blunt force trauma.1513 According to Bishop, armguards 
were: “worn on the front of the arm, over the inside of 
the elbow joint, only has to be able to compress and 
this is precisely what the Roman manica can do”.  That 
particular feature was also important for heavy horse-
men, as armguards protected the arms front, so exposed 
to enemy’s spear thrusts. The articulated leg defences 
should have been looking very similar, though we have 
less archaeological data for their appearance (we have 
to use unreliable figured evidence). One of the best 
descriptions of heavy cataphracti horsemen to survive 
comes from the writings of late Roman historian Am-
mianus Marcellinus: “scattered among them were the 
full-armoured cavalry (whom they called clibanarii) all 
masked, furnished with protecting breastplates and girt 
with iron belts, so that you might have supposed them 
statues polished by the hand of Praxiteles, not men. Thin 
circles of iron plates, fitted to the curves of their bodies, 
completely covered their limbs; so that whichever way 
they had to move their members, their garment fitted, 
so skilfully were the joinings made.”1514 

It is worth adding that not all cataphracti cavalrymen 
were clad in iron or bronze. Other materials were also 
used. According to the passage in the writings of Greek 
traveller Pausanias, the Sarmatian heavy horse used 
a variant of scale armour made from horse-hooves or 
horn: “Their breastplates they make in the following fash-
ion. Each man keeps many mares, since the land is not 
divided into private allotments, nor does it bear anything 
except wild trees, as the people are nomads. These mares 
they not only use for war, but also sacrifice them to the 
local gods and eat them for food. Their hoofs they col-
lect, clean, split, and make from them as it were python 
scales. Whoever has never seen a python must at least 
have seen a pine-cone still green. He will not be mistaken 
if he liken the product from the hoof to the segments that 
are seen on the pine-cone. These pieces they bore and 
stitch together with the sinews of horses and oxen, and 
then use them as breastplates that are as handsome and 

1512  Bishop 2002: 69.
1513  Bishop 2002: 69.
1514  Amm. Marc. 16. 10. 8: “sparsique cataphracti equites, quos cli-
banarios dictitant, [personati] thoracum muniti tegminibus et limbis 
ferreis cincti, ut Praxitelis manu polita crederes simulacra, non viros: 
quos lamminarum circuli tenues apti corporis flexibus ambiebant per 
omnia membra diducti ut, quocumque artus necessitas commovisset, 
vestitus congrueret iunctura cohaerenter aptata” – translation after 
Rolfe 1950.

strong as those of the Greeks. For they can withstand 
blows of missiles and those struck in close combat”.1515

At this point we have to recall the above mentioned 
bone scale armour found at Pompeii [fig. 82]. It could 
serve as an indirect evidence that also the Roman heavy 
horse used such armour. In addition, at Dura Europos 
the remains of two limb leather lamellar defences were 
found.1516 The rectangular scales were arranged in rows 
and fastened by leather thongs. In the clear contrast to 
iron or bronze scale armour such defences had no need 
for leather or linen backing. Moreover, something like 
leather articulated armour appears on the base of Tra-
jan’s column1517 and on graffito discovered at Iluraton, 
Crimea.1518 These elements of figured evidence can sup-
port the theory that Sarmatian cataphracti cavalrymen 
made more use of lighter armour, most probably due to 
the lack of extra-heavy mounts1519 similar to Persian Ne-

1515  Pausanias 1. 21. 6: “τοὺς δὲ θώρακας ποιοῦνται τὸν τρόπον 
τοῦτον. ἵππους πολλὰς ἕκαστος τρέφει, ὡς ἂν οὔτε ἐς ἰδιωτῶν 
κλήρους τῆς γῆς μεμερισμένης οὔτε τι φερούσης πλὴν ὕλης ἀγρίας 
ἅτε ὄντων νομάδων: ταύταις οὐκ ἐς πόλεμον χρῶνται μόνον, ἀλλὰ 
καὶ θεοῖς θύουσιν ἐπιχωρίοις καὶ ἄλλως σιτοῦνται. συλλεξάμενοι 
δὲ τὰς ὁπλὰς ἐκκαθήραντές τε καὶ διελόντες ποιοῦσιν ἀπ᾽ αὐτῶν 
ἐμφερῆ δρακόντων φολίσιν: ὅστις δὲ οὐκ εἶδέ πω δράκοντα, 
πίτυός γε εἶδε καρπὸν χλωρὸν ἔτι: ταῖς οὖν ἐπὶ τῷ καρπῷ τῆς 
πίτυος φαινομέναις ἐντομαῖς εἰκάζων τὸ ἔργον τὸ ἐκ τῆς ὁπλῆς οὐκ 
ἂν ἁμαρτάνοι. ταῦτα διατρήσαντες καὶ νεύροις ἵππων καὶ βοῶν 
συρράψαντες χρῶνται θώραξιν οὔτε εὐπρεπείᾳ τῶν Ἑλληνικῶν 
ἀποδέουσιν οὔτε ἀσθενεστέροις: καὶ γὰρ συστάδην τυπτόμενοι καὶ 
βληθέντες ἀνέχονται” – translation after Jones 1917: 107.
1516  James 2004: 123–125: cat. nos. 441–442.
1517  Bishop 2002: 19 fig. 3.2.
1518  Mielczarek 1993: 97, 137 fig. 19.
1519  Strabo (Geog. 7. 4. 8) makes a statement that: “ἴδιον δὲ 
τοῦ Σκυθικοῦ καὶ τοῦ Σαρματικοῦ παντὸς ἔθνους τὸ τοὺς ἵππους 
ἐκτέμνειν εὐπειθείας χάριν: μικροὶ μὲν γάρ εἰσιν, ὀξεῖς δὲ σφόδρα 
καὶ δυσπειθεῖς – it is a peculiarity of the whole Scythian and Sarma-
tian race that they castrate their horses to make them easy to man-
age; for although the horses are small, they are exceedingly quick and 
hard to manage” – translation after Jones 1924.  Although Sarmatian 
tribes have used many breeds of horses, it can be assumed that the 
situation on the Eurasian steppes looked similar to the earlier times 
when basically two types of horses were used: short-statured rela-
tives of smaller “primitive” creatures and slightly higher mounts of 
lighter construction, resembling today’s Akhal-Teke horses. Among 
the carcasses found at Pazyryk site were the remains of both types. 
The presence of the larger horses, some 150 cm tall at the withers, 
surprised the researchers, as they seemed larger than the animals 
that were known in the region at that time, see Rudenko 1970: 56–57. 
Because the Altai Scythian horses were the ancestors of the Sarma-
tian horse, it can be assumed that the situation present in central Asia 
was similar to that predominant in the Black Sea region, cf. Hyland 
1990a: 22–23. Furthermore, the analysis of horse bone finds from 
the Pannonian steppes indicates the existence of a similar situation. 
For example, in Tác, ancient Gorsium, where the bones of approx. 60 
individuals were found, the withers height ranged between 127 and 
161 cm. The average height was approx. 138 cm, cf. Junkelmann 1990: 
251. In this case we are dealing with higher and lower horses. Since 
Strabo explicitly mentions the small horses, it can be assumed that 
that was the most widely bred animal type. In the case of Gorsium the 
impact of crossbreeding with higher Roman horses was recognised 
and the heterosis effect can explain the very existence of higher ani-
mals. See also Gawroński 2003: 69 note 272.
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sean chargers. On the other hand, the figured evidence 
from Gerulata and Tipasa may indicate [figs. 107, 158] 
that the Roman cataphracti or contarii horsemen used 
heavier horses, perhaps related to some eastern races, 
like the famous Persian Nesean chargers.1520 As the heavy 
cavalry needed animals able to overcome the opposing 
horse by sheer weight or to break the infantry shield wall, 
the choice of heavier and bigger mounts was natural.

But even such huge animals needed substantial pro-
tection. Therefore, the cataphracti horses were covered 
in scale armour. Sadly, no traces of such defences had 
came to light in the Rhineland area. Therefore, we have 
to look on eastern analogies. Two iron and copper-alloy 
scale horse armours or bardings, still attached to fabric 
backings, were discovered by Rostovtzeff and Cummont 
in a third century AD context at Dura Europos. These 
were accompanied with several other less preserved 
horse armour fragments. Judging from the photographs 
[fig. 159] taken after the discovery, these bandings per-
fectly fitted for use on Arabian horses.1521 No such discov-

1520  See Speidel 1987b: 63 = 1992b: 64 for images.
1521  About the horse armour from Dura Europos, see James 2004: 
129–134 and Bishop & Coulston 1993: 158. According to Hyland 

ery had came to light yet on the western frontiers of the 
Roman Empire. But, according to the eastern analogies, 
such bardings should have been made from somewhat 
wider and longer scales. The problem is that such large 
scales were not only fastened to the horse bardings but 
also were used in human armour as well, therefore, it 
is quite difficult to determine whether the discovered 
pieces belonged to trooper’s or mount’s equipment.1522 
Though Dura Europos assemblage yielded some frag-
ments of horse armour that could have been used for 
neck protection (?)1523 – no fragments of head defences 
or chamfrons had been discovered.  However, such piece 
of armour is clearly visible on Bad Canstatt tombstone. 
In clear contrast to the horse bardings the head defens-
es are well known from various European sites. Leather 
chamfrons, dated to the early second century AD, were 
found at Vindolanda (Chesterholm) and Newstead. 

(1993: 85), the well built Arabian horses of about 15 hands (152 cm) 
at the withers were able to cope with the challenge of carrying Dura 
Europos armour. 
1522  Big scales are known from the contemporary Iža find from Slo-
vakia, see Tejral 1994: 38 and from Het Valkhof Museum, Nijmegen, 
see D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 125.
1523  James 2004: 134.

Fig. 159.  Dura Europos horse armour put on an Arabian horse just after discovery (after James 2004: 129 fig. 74). 
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Two such chamfrons, found at Newstead, had special 
openings for attachment of copper-alloy eye protec-
tors.1524 On the leather surface some ornate silver studs 
were preserved, arranged in ornaments depicting vine 
leaves.1525 The copper-alloy eye protectors, judging from 
the examples found at Neuss and Corbridge, had the 
hemisphere form and were decorated with a openwork 
ornament that allowed vision. It is also noteworthy that 
the passage in Arrian’s treatise confirms the use of such 
eye protectors  during hippika gymnasia performanc-
es.1526 But there is a strong possibility that such defences 
were used in battle conditions as well. As was demon-
strated during the recently conducted experiments, the 
animals unaccustomed with their look fled almost imme-
diately. Therefore, the use of such equipment required 
long training of horses.1527 

At the Roman camp at Vindolanda an almost com-
plete chamfron was found [fig. 160].1528 It lacked only 
copper-alloy eye protectors and was made of two layers 
of leather. The surface layer was made of smooth, thick 
cowhide. From below it was lined with finer and thinner 
goat skin. This particular example had two round holes 
for eyes and – as was in the case of Newstead piece – it 
had been previously decorated with the silver studs from 

1524  van Driel Murray 1993: 10.
1525  Junkelmann 1992: 207.
1526  Arr. Tact. 34. 8.
1527  Hyland 1993: 15.
1528  van Driel Murray 1993: 9–12.

which only the holes survived. As in the case of the New-
stead piece, these were arranged in ornaments resem-
bling the shape of vine leaves. In addition some other 
leather fragments were found, clearly cut off from these 
chamfrons during their production. That fact can confirm 
the supposition about the existence of local production 
centre. The finds belong to the period when the lower 
Rhine units (cohortes: IX Batavorum and III Tungrorum) 
were stationed at Vindolanda camp. Therefore, the re-
covered artefacts have nothing in common with the cata-
phracti heavy cavalry. 

The other chamfrons from a third century AD con-
text, but made from copper-alloy, were discovered at 
Eining and Straubing in Bavaria.1529 These consisted of 
three plates protecting the front and sides of horse’s 
head. The front pieces were rectangular in shape and 
decorated with the images of Mars or Hercules. The side 
plates resembled the letter “P” in shape. As in the case of 
leather examples, the side plates had intact hemisphere 
openwork eye protectors. The Bavarian copper-alloy 
chamfrons should have been used during hippika gymna-
sia performances like earlier Vindolanda and Newstead 
pieces. But the evidence provided by Bad Canstatt tomb-
stone [fig. 156 – the feature is hardly visible on the pho-
tograph] suggests that such defences were used by the 
cataphracti heavy cavalry as well – I would rather prefer 
the supposition that the monument shows a leather ex-
ample [fig. 160], though the other scholars point at the 
use of rigid examples among cataphracti cavalrymen.1530

Such heavy horse armour, though effective in deflect-
ing projectiles and even offering some protection against 
spear thrusts or sword cuts, had two significant disad-
vantages: first of all it was extremely heavy, the weight 
of the full set could even reach above 47 kg, not counting 
the weight of an armoured rider, saddle and tack etc. De-
spite the fact that the whole weight of horse armour was 
well distributed on the mount’s body, it greatly affected 
the heavy cavalry performance on the battlefield, limit-
ing the time of effective work. On the slippery ground or 
frozen water it could be a great disadvantage because 
horses were prone to the risk of fall or falling through the 
ice.1531 Tacitus explicitly refers to the Roxolani horsemen 
falling on the slippery ground during the thaw.1532

1529  Junkelmann 1996: 80–83 phot. 168–170.
1530  Some reconstruction tend to show the cataphracti heavy cav-
alry using them, see James 2004: pl. 13. These reconstructions are 
certainly inspired by Bavarian finds and Bad Canstatt monument.
1531  Baumer 2012: 262.
1532  Tac. Hist. 1. 79: “Sarmatae dispersi aut cupidine praedae graves 
onere sarcinarum et lubrico itinerum adempta equorum pernicitate 
velut vincti caedebantur. namque mirum dictu ut sit omnis Sarmata-
rum virtus velut extra ipsos. nihil ad pedestrem pugnam tam ignavum: 
ubi per turmas advenere vix ulla acies obstiterit. sed tum umido die et 
soluto gelu neque conti neque gladii, quos praelongos utraque manu 
regunt, usui, lapsantibus equis et catafractarum pondere. id princip-
ibus et nobilissimo cuique tegimen, ferreis lamminis aut praeduro 
corio consertum, ut adversus ictus impenetrabile ita impetu hostium 
provolutis inhabile ad resurgendum; simul altitudine et mollitia nivis 

Fig. 160. The method of Vindolanda chamfron use (after 
James & Thorpe 1997: 179). Compare with chamfron shown on 
fig. 156.
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Moreover, during a sunny day, especially in the 
warmer latitudes, the armoured horses were prone to 
the risk of dehydration.1533 In warmer climates, or even 
during a hot day, dehydration of war horses could de-
cide the outcome of the day. For example: one of the 
Italian condottieri, Bracchio di Montone, won the battle 
of San Egideo (July 15, AD 1416) because he organised 
a steady supply of fresh water for his knights and their 
horses while his opponent had neglected that important 
factor.1534 That is why the armoured horses were kept 
covered to the last moment and these felt or fabric cov-
erings were removed just before the attack.1535 Such cav-
alry was only useful on flat plains, in the broken terrain 
the armoured horses tired quickly not only due to the 
weight of carried burden but also thanks to the constant 
need of climbing and descending. In addition, the cost 
of raising and maintenance of such units was higher, at 
least in comparison to the lighter horse, as armour mak-
ing absorbed more resources and even the animals con-
sumed more fodder. That is why the cataphracti, though 
used alongside the Rhineland frontier, never gained 
much popularity.

No doubt, there were some attempts to minimize 
these risks and costs: reducing the size and weight of 
horse armour being the only way. It is possible that the 
artist who sculpted the Bad Canstatt tombstone could 

hauriebantur. Romanus miles facilis lorica et missili pilo aut lanceis ad-
sultans, ubi res posceret, levi gladio inermem Sarmatam (neque enim 
scuto defendi mos est) comminus fodiebat, donec pauci qui proelio 
superfuerant paludibus abderentur. ibi saevitia hiemis aut vulnerum 
absumpti – the Sarmatians were scattered, and in their eagerness for 
plunder had encumbered themselves with heavy baggage, while the 
superior speed of their horses was lost on the slippery roads. Thus they 
were cut down as if their hands were tied. It is wonderful how entire-
ly the courage of this people is, so to speak, external to themselves. 
No troops could show so little spirit when fighting on foot; when they 
charge in squadrons, hardly any line can stand against them. But as 
on this occasion the day was damp and the ice thawed, what with the 
continual slipping of their horses, and the weight of their coats of mail, 
they could make no use of their pikes or their swords, which being of 
an excessive length they wield with both hands. These coats are worn 
as defensive armour by the princes and most distinguished persons of 
the tribe. They are formed of plates of iron or very tough hides, and 
though they are absolutely impenetrable to blows, yet they make it 
difficult for such as have been overthrown by the charge of the enemy 
to regain their feet. Besides, the Sarmatians were perpetually sinking 
in the deep and soft snow. The Roman soldier, moving easily in his 
cuirass, continued to harass them with javelins and lances, and when-
ever the occasion required, closed with them with his short sword, and 
stabbed the defenceless enemy; for it is not their custom to defend 
themselves with a shield. A few who survived the battle concealed 
themselves in the marshes. There they perished from the inclemency 
of the season and the severity of their wounds” – translation Church 
& Brodribb 1864: 54.
1533  Hyland 1993: 85; Baumer 2012: 262.
1534  Hamilton-Jackson 1904: 117; Nicolle & Embleton 1997: 28.
1535  According to Plutarchus (Crass. 24), during the battle of Car-
rhae in 53 BC the Parthian commander Surenas had ordered his heav-
ily armoured cataphracts to wear covers over their armour not only 
to disguise their true nature but also to protect their precious Nesean 
chargers from dehydration. 

have been trying to show a kind of a peytral protecting 
the horse’s breasts, but the stone’s state of preserva-
tion prevents categorical statements (the monument is 
badly damaged at the place and the overall impression 
could be misleading). Nothing like that had come to light 
from the Rhineland area. However, that particular piece 
of equipment has analogies coming from the Sarmatian 
cultural context. Some Sarmatian breastplates took the 
form of a rectangular plate, from time to time decorated 
in steppe “animal style”. The other examples consisted 
of two curved plates decorated with circle ornaments.1536 
Due to the obvious disadvantages of using full horse ar-
mour in Germania’s broken terrain it is quite possible that 
such lighter defences were also used by the Roman heavy 
cavalry.

The Bad Canstatt monument [fig. 156] also shows 
an ordinary vexillum standard (a rectangular piece of 
a fabric attached to a bar hanging perpendicularly from 
a pole) carried by the depicted horseman. However, the 
above-mentioned Sarmatian stone from Grosvenor Mu-
seum (Chester) shows a draco standard being used [fig. 
146]. Such standards usually had a copper-alloy snake 
head attached to a pole and a fabric windsock. It is note-
worthy that a snake head belonging to that particular 
standard type was discovered at Niederbieber.1537 That 
suggests the presence of soldiers of “eastern” origins. 
We should remember that these standards, as other 
field signs of nomadic origins, were specially designed 
to show the strength and direction of the wind blow.1538 
That was very helpful when bows and arrows were used 
because the obtained knowledge facilitated aiming. The 
problem was that the draco standards resisted air and, 
as a result, were difficult to handle even for the experi-
enced horsemen. Hence the presence of loop stirrups on 
the Grosvenor stone [figs. 146–147].

Sadly, the Bad Canstatt monument provided less in-
formation about the kind of helmets used by the Roman 
cataphracti cavalry. A word personati – i.e. masked (?) – 
used in the quoted above passage in Ammianus Marcel-
linus may indicate that visor helmets, most probably re-
sembling human faces, were a common sight.1539 These 
pieces were, perhaps, similar to the third century AD 
parade masked helmets. On the other hand,  a graffito 
from Dura Europos clearly shows a cataphract in a coni-
cal helmet with a face-covering mail aventail. It resem-
bles Sarmatian conical or Sassanian ridge helmets. As the 
cataphracti were equipped according to the Iranian style, 
it is quite possible that something like Dura Europos ridge 
helmet was used alongside the Rhine frontier. The Dura 
Europos skull piece was made of two iron half shells  riv-
eted on the longitudinal axis to the external strip of iron, 
it had also a nasal and a tubular crest holder. To the lower 

1536  Симоненко 2010: 211–215.
1537  Junkelmann 1996: 79 phot. 164–165.
1538  Wilcox & McBride 1995: 44–45.
1539  Sidnell 2006: 270.
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edge of the helmet a mail aventail was attached, together 
with a nasal protection for the face.1540 Moreover, there 
is another possibility: the Roman cataphracti could have 
been using something like the Sarmatian style Spangen-
helm (such helmets were made of four to six iron plates 
riveted to iron or copper-alloy strips that formed the 
framework, the frame itself had a conical curved shape, 
culminating in a point).1541 According to some scholars, 
something resembling the Dura Europos ridge helmet or 
a spangenhelm appears on the monument of a Sarma-
tian horseman from Grosvenor Museum.1542

There is yet another interesting clue that has to be 
discussed in connection with the influence of eastern 
fashion on the development of Roman cavalry helmets. 
During the second century AD the Roman horse began 
to wear pseudo-Attic helmets modelled to resemble 
Phrygian caps. And so, in Ostrov, in present-day Roma-
nia, a second century AD cavalry helmet was found [fig. 
122d] made in the form of a Phrygian cap with cheek 
pieces decorated with the images of Castor and Pollux 
(now in Constanța Archaeology Museum).1543 The Phry-
gian cap was adorned with the representation of an ea-
gle’s head: the point is that it was a piece of real battle 
equipment because there was no mask attached. Similar 
example, with the skull piece shaped like the Phrygian 
cap ended with an eagle’s head and adorned with the 
images of Mars and Victoria, is kept in a private muse-
um at Mougins, Provence. The helmet has a neck guard 
made of bronze scales attached to the rear. Something 
like the helmet in question appears on the third century 
AD Ludovisi sarcophagus.1544 Interestingly enough, some 
scholars claim that the above-mentioned second cen-
tury monument from the Grosvenor Museum in Chester 
bears a representation of an auxiliary Sarmatian horse-
man1545 wearing such piece of equipment.1546

Another helmet of that type was found at Crosby Gar-
rett (now in a private collection). In the clear contrast to 
the above-mentioned examples a visor mask was an in-
tegral part of the helmet. Interestingly, it had a gryphon’s 
image attached to the top of the cap.1547 Therefore, it 

1540  James 1986: 120–126; 2004: 104–105; 2011: 216. The external 
strip of iron, T -shaped in section, resembled the Roman reinforcing 
plates used on the Niederbieber helmets, see fig. 77.
1541  James 1986: 113; Brzeziński et al. 2002: 20.
1542  See Brzeziński et al. 2002: 47 and pl. H for Spangenhelm inter-
pretation. See Mason 2012: (colour phot. 27) for the Sassanian style 
ridge helmet interpretation.
1543  D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 188–189.
1544  Fischer 2012: 211–212 phot. 307; James 2014: fig. 12.3.
1545  For an image of the Grosvenor Museum Chester monument, 
see James 2011: 217.
1546  Such an interpretation of the Grosvenor monument and Ostrov 
helmet can be found in: D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 191. However, it 
should be stressed that the Spangenhelm interpretation clue is closer 
to the artist’s intentions and seems to be closer to the real helmet 
used by the Grosvenor horseman. 
1547  See James 2011: 133; 2014: 99 fig. 12.2.

was a parade example used during the hippika gymnasia 
performances.

The origins of that type of equipment remain obscure, 
though a Parthian helmet from the Boston Museum of 
Fine Arts provides an useful explanation for the inspira-
tion source.1548 The other possibility is the continuation 
of the Hellenistic Thracian tradition absorbed directly or 
through some Samnite fashions. It is also possible that 
creation of the Phrygian cap helmets has something to 
do with Trojan mythology (and Trojan games as well) – 
so important for the Romans.1549 Nevertheless, there is 
a strong possibility that the horsemen of eastern origins, 
like Maris, used these helmets.1550 

The tactics of the cataphracti heavy cavalrymen was 
rather straightforward. According to Arrian, the steppe 
dwellers were responsible for inventing the wedge forma-
tion.1551 In the clear contrast to swarm or loose line, suita-
ble for horse archers, the wedge was designed especially 
for heavy horse. The conviction about the eastern roots 
of the formation should have had some logical justifica-
tion, so it is possible that that kind of tactics was favoured 
by cataphracti –  the heavy cavalry of eastern origins.

On the other hand, Mariusz Mielczarek, drawing on 
written sources,1552 analysed the archaeological evidence 
for the equipment used.1553 With the help of analogies 
connected with the old Polish winged hussars tactics he 
suggested that cataphracti heavy cavalrymen attacked 
in columns several ranks deep. According to that theo-
ry, such formation had been developed in response to 
the introduction of the Macedonian sarissophoroi to 
the Middle East. It also had been suggested that these 
heavy horsemen were able to defeat infantry standing in 
formations1554 – due to the use of extra long lances.1555 
That ability of the eastern heavy horse offered the Ro-
man commanders an opportunity to cope with the shield 
wall tactics, introduced to the Germanic word at the be-
ginning of the third century AD.1556

The main advantage of using the wedge or column 
formations was their psychological intimidating impact: 
the point of the wedge or the narrow column front could 
have been seen as aimed at particular place in the bat-

1548  James 2014: 96–104 see esp. 104; for image see 98–99, figs. 
12.1–2.
1549  James 2014: 102. However, the existence of a bronze cheek 
piece from Hatra (cf. fig. 12.2. 8.) makes the “eastern” inspiration 
theory more probable. 
1550  James 2014: 104.
1551  Arr. Tact. 16. 6: “ταῖς δὲ δὴ ἐμβολοειδέσι τάξεσι Σκύθας 
κεχρῆσθαι μάλιστα ἀκούομεν, καὶ Θρᾷκας, ἀπὸ Σκυθῶν μαθόντας. - 
We hear that the Scythians and the Thracians, learning from the Scythi-
ans, have made the greatest use of wedge-shaped formations” – trans-
lation after F. Brudenall and F. Walbank, as quoted in: Hyland 1993: 71.
1552  Such as the description of Carrhae battle, cf. Plut. Crass. 24. 
3–5, 25. 4.
1553  Mielczarek 1993: 63.
1554  The subject will be discussed in detail in the closing chapter.
1555  Mielczarek 1993: 42–43, 90–91.
1556  Again, see the closing chapter for details.
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tle line, so the warriors standing at that vulnerable point 
were prone to panic (as a result the risk of breaking for-
mation increased). As it was said earlier, the Romans had 
introduced the eastern heavy horse to the Rhine fron-
tier in response to the newly adapted Germanic shield 
wall tactics, despite the fact that also the unarmoured 
Germanic cavalry was in great danger when attacked by 
cataphracti. The Roman historian Ammianus Marcelli-
nus, while referring to Julian’s campaign in AD 357 and 
Argentorate battle, makes a clear statement about that 
particular disadvantage: “For they realised that one of 
their warriors on horseback, no matter how skilful, in 
meeting one of our cavalry in coat-of-mail, must hold 
bridle and shield in one hand and brandish his spear with 
the other, and would thus be able to do no harm to a sol-
dier hidden in iron armour; whereas the infantry soldier 
in the very hottest of the fight, when nothing is apt to be 
guarded against except what is straight before one, can 
creep about low and unseen, and by piercing a horse’s 
side throw its unsuspecting rider headlong, whereupon 
he can be slain with little trouble”.1557 

As we can see, the heavy horse during pitched bat-
tles needed protection of lighter troops able to spot and 
destroy Germanic ambushes. In general, the heavy horse 
were expensive and useless in broken terrain, so the in-
troduction of ala firma cataphractaria must be treated as 
a kind of experiment, inspired by emperor’s experience 
in the east and the need of overcoming the Germanic 
shield walls. One may hypothesize that the result was not 
worth the cost. Moreover, throwing the cataphracts into 
battle required special preparations and the horsemen 
were prone to risk of dehydration. In broken terrain they 
were unable to deliver a crushing charge and their horses 
could have been getting tired more quickly. Therefore, 
the use of such heavy cavalrymen on the Rhine frontier 
ceased and was renewed much later, in Julian’s times 
(but we should remember that the administration of the 
later Empire was better accustomed to resource manage-
ment and in those days the cost of heavy horse mainte-
nance must have been considered affordable).

The general conclusion is that the impact of the east-
ern fighting styles was quite limited and did not affected 
much the development of local warfare. The periods of 
increased use of eastern troops were rare and appeared 
under the emperors who had personal experience in 
eastern warfare or hereditary connections with the 
eastern provinces. That pattern is particularly apparent 
during the reigns of two emperors: Domitian’s (who had 
eastern bodyguards previously serving his brother dur-
ing the siege of Jerusalem) and Severus Alexander’s (per-

1557  Amm. 16. 12. 22: “Norant enim licet prudentem ex equo bella-
torem cum clibanario nostro congressum frena retinentem et scutum, 
hasta una manu vibrante, tegminibus ferreis abscondito bellatori noc-
ere non posse, peditem vero inter ipsos discriminium vertices, cum 
nihil caveri solet praeter id quod occurrit, humiliter et occulte reptan-
tem latere forato iumenti, incautum rectorem praecipitem agere levi 
negotio trucidandum” – translatiom after Rolfe 1950(1).

sonally connected with Emesa). The situation traceable 
during the times of Augustus and Tiberius is somewhat 
different, as the presence of eastern auxiliaries was en-
forced by the need of absorbing Parthian refugees. 

While the impact of the eastern fighting styles on the 
Roman cavalry can be easily recognized, the same cannot 
be said about the analogical process traceable among the 
Germanic tribes: the surviving archaeological evidence is 
limited and fraught with interpretational problems. The 
initial contacts between Sarmatian and Germanic peo-
ples lasted from the late second century BC, when the 
Germanic Bastarnae after migration to the lower Danube 
basin met the nomadic Sarmatians.1558 According to the 
testimony of Tacitus, the two peoples practiced mixed 
marriages.1559 However, during the first half of the first 
century AD the contacts were limited to the area located 
between Prut and Dniester rivers on which the concen-
tration of cemeteries may serve as an evidence for the 
Sarmatian presence.1560 Later the Sarmatian-Germanic 
relations became more intensive, especially in the areas 
close to Hungarian basin, settled by the Iazygian tribes 
somewhere between AD 18 and 79.1561 

However, it is difficult to find any archaeological traces 
of early military influences that could be connected with 
these nomadic tribes. The only reliable information comes 
from written sources: Tacitus, while relating the events of 
connected with the collapse of regnum Vannianum in AD 
49, explicitly refers to Sarmatian (Iazygian) cavalrymen pre-
sent in the army of Vannius, king of the Quadi.1562

The only Sarmatian borrowings that can be traced with 
archaeological methods come in the form of ring-pommel 
swords [fig. 161a]. However, the majority of these weap-
ons finds, located alongside the both banks of the Elbe 
river and in the Schleswig-Holstein area,1563 were copies 
of the so called Ringknaufschwerter, which were Roman 
imitations of the true Sarmatian ring-pommel swords.1564 
The Roman examples differed from the Sarmatian proto-
types in construction: the ring pommels were attached 
to the tang by two rivets, while in the case of Sarmatian 
genuine examples the ring was forged from the tang. The 
problem is that the earliest finds of that particular sword 
type belong to the mid-second century AD, the Roman 
Ringknaufschwert type was quite probably copied from 
the Sarmatian tribes during the Dacian wars.1565 

1558  The chronological difference comes from the fact that Strabo 
makes no mention about them, while Elder Pliny (NH. 4. 25) refers to 
their presence near Carnuntum in Pannonia, see Shchukin 1994: 487. 
1559  Tac. Germ. 46.
1560  Kokowski 2004b: 14–15.
1561  Shchukin 1994: 487.
1562  Tac. Ann. 12. 29–30. See also Shchukin 1994: 490 for commen-
tary on the Sarmato-Germanic contacts during the collapse of regnum 
Vannianum.
1563  Raddatz 1961: 26–55; Biborski 1994b: 85–97.
1564  Raddatz 1961: 40; Kaczanowski 1992: 27–28; Sadowski 2004: 
272.
1565  Sadowski 2004: 274–275.
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It has been suggested that the Germanic ring pommel 
swords were copies of a Roman idea. But some traces 
of absorbing direct Sarmatian influences in sword mak-
ing could be found among the Germanic tribes earlier, 
therefore, the whole concept of ring pommel could have 
been borrowed directly from the Sarmatian tribes. Such 
traces were discovered on the territories of today Po-
land and western Ukraine, then inhabited by the ”Van-
dal-Lugian” Przeworsk culture peoples and by the Lipice 
culture bearers of mixed Germanic and Dacian stock. In 
the western Ukraine, in the vicinity of Zvenyhorod, at the 
place called Hoeva Hora (Хоева хора) – in a grave assem-
blage belonging to Lipice or Przeworsk culture – a long, 
double edged, tear sectioned sword was found. It had 
a long iron cross-guard and a characteristic ring pommel. 
The spur1566 and spearhead1567 found together with the 
sword clearly betray Przeworsk culture influences. These 
finds can date the whole assemblage to the B1 phase 
(AD 0–79).1568 The buried warrior was not of a Sarma-
tian stock, as these nomadic tribes did not used spurs, 
it is also difficult to determine whether the buried man 
was of Germanic or Dacian origins because the Hoeva 
Hora assemblage contained elements of both cultures. 
As the sword in question is much earlier than the earliest 
chronology of the Ringknaufschwerter introduction into 
the Roman army use, it cannot be treated as a Roman 
import or idea borrowed from the empire.1569 Instead, 
it should be taken as an evidence for direct Sarmatian 
influence.1570

1566  Type C1a after Ginalski 1991: 57–58.
1567  Similar to type 5 by Kaczanowski 1995: 16–17.
1568   About the Hoeva Hora assemblage, see Sadowski 2004: 265–
288.
1569  Dąbrowski & Kolendo 1967: 415.
1570  Sadowski 2004: 277.

There is also some impact of the Sarmatian culture 
traceable on territories inhabited by the ”Vandal-Lugian” 
Przeworsk culture (roughly today central and western 
Poland). And so, although the conical objects from San-
domierz-Krakówka “quasi-princely” grave1571 are con-
sidered a Sarmatian import,1572 the subject is far from 
clear and warrants further investigation.1573 On the other 
hand, the presence of a horse burial (and of some typical 
nomadic tanged trilobate arrow tips as well) in the grave 
assemblages from Grzybów (Świętokrzyskie voivode-
ship) may serve as an evidence for direct Sarmatian 
influence.1574 As it was said earlier, some engravings on 
spear- and javelinheads recovered from the Przeworsk 
culture territories resemble Sarmatian tamga signs [fig. 
161b].1575 The chronology of these finds suggests that 
the whole idea of adorning the shafted weapons with 
the Sarmatian signs was borrowed from the nomads at 
the end of the first (or at the beginning of the second) 
century AD.1576 The interchange of ideas went in two di-
rections, in some Sarmatian assemblages appear typical 
Germanic conical bosses, though it is possible that the 
nomadic tribesmen had made no practical use of them 
because horse archery and wielding huge lances from 
the saddle required the use of both hands.1577

1571  Kokowski & Ścibior 1990: 385/5/51–53.
1572  Dobrzańska 1999: 81.
1573  The items in question do not look like typical Sarmatian arrow tips.
1574  Garbacz 1990: 185–186; 1992: 183 Garbacz & Garbacz 1990: 
263–278; Dobrzańska 1999:  83. These finds belong to the late second 
century AD (C1a). The authors of the original publication of the Grzy-
bów cemetery considered the arrow tips in question to be Roman, cf. 
Garbacz 1995: 211–215; contra: Dobrzańska (1999: 85), who connects 
them with the Sarmatian culture.
1575  Sulimirski 1979: 134–135 fig. 48; Shchukin 1994: 485–495 esp. 
488 fig.1; Dobrzańska 1999: 82, 84 fig. 4.
1576  Shchukin 1994: 494–495.
1577  Shchukin 1994: 490–493 figs. 2–3.

Fig. 161. Sarmatian elements in Germanic 
culture (not to scale): a – second century AD 
Ringknaufschwerter from Germanic graveyard 
Halmfelde, graves 302, 403 (after Bantelmann 
1971: pl. 40: 3002g, pl. 60: 403a and Sad-
owski 2004: 287 fig. 4: 4–5); b – first century 
AD spearhead with Sarmatian tamga signs 
from Zadowice in present-day Poland (after 
Shchukin 1994: 488 fig. 1: 4).

a b
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It is noteworthy that the Germanic-Sarmatian contact 
became more intensive during the Marcomannic wars, 
as the Sarmatian tribes, together with many Germanic 
warriors, participated in raids into Roman territory.1578 It 
is difficult to say whether the Sarmatian horsemen really 
used rigid saddles with wooden frames1579 because the 
figured evidence connected with the other Iranian no-
mads (except the highly developed Parthian or Sassanian 
heavy cavalry) suggests the opposite. It seems that the 
ancient Germans had borrowed the idea of saddles based 
on two cushions from the Sarmatian world. But it is also 
probable that the Germanic tribesmen had made a next 
step in saddle design slightly later and adopted the whole 
idea of framed trees (placed above these cushions) from 
the Romans just after the Marcomannic wars. Therefore, 
we can suspect that the Germanic saddle makers had 
been influenced by diverse traditions coming from two 
different cultural zones, located outside the Germanic 
world. Also the concept of long lances use, certainly pre-
sent during cavalry vs. infantry clashes of the third cen-
tury AD, could have been borrowed from the Sarmatian 
world. The problem is that the evidence for long lance 
use comes from Scandinavia, far from areas where Sar-
matian and Germanic cultures met.1580 But we should also 
recall in that context the Gerulata stone [fig. 107]. It has 
something in common with the Sarmatian culture and it 
comes from the area where contacts between Sarmatian 
and Germanic peoples certainly happened, it also may 
indicate that the idea about the extra-long shafted weap-
ons had been shared between them – perhaps we are 
misguided by the rules of archaeological visibility in that 
case. If so, the direct borrowing of the concept of long 
lance use happened somewhere in present-day Slovakia. 
The subject requires further investigation. 

Generally speaking, at the beginning of the Mar-
comannic wars the impact of the eastern cultures on 
these Germanic tribes who inhabited the frontier zone 
was very limited and some possible borrowings, like the 
supposed use of Ringknaufschwerter traceable in na-

1578  Shchukin 1994: 491.
1579  As wants Симоненко 2010: 230–231. The rigid framed saddles 
appear in the steppe zone in the Noin-Ula Hsiung-nu assemblages at 
the beginning of Christian era. However, we should remember that 
the whole idea about the “Sarmatian” rigid saddle was built on the 
basis of Roman analogies. But it was already said that the surviving 
figured evidence enables different interpretations: for example the 
Sarmatian warriors from Kosika vessel could have been shown using 
Pazyryk style saddles (instead of the rigid framed variety), see above 
note 1455.
1580  That subject would be enlarged on in the closing chapter.

tive grave assemblages [fig. 161a], happened through 
the occasional contacts, as the whole idea could have 
been borrowed indirectly from the Roman world.1581 The 
situation have changed during the closing phases of the 
conflict when Roman influences disrupted stability in 
barbarian world. The displacement of many individuals 
certainly affected dynamics of transfers in technology.  
Quite probably the cavalry fighting styles, connected 
with the new shield wall tactics introduced in the third 
century AD, were adapted from the Sarmatian world, but 
that is difficult to prove.

Generally speaking, the impact of eastern technologies 
was enormous: it has been said before that the great-
est improvements in horse tack appeared after the wars 
with Parthians, the rigid framed saddles with horns come 
into use after eastern campaigns of Marcus Antonius 
(37–33 BC) and the extra long horned saddles had made 
their appearance in few years after the inconclusive cam-
paigns of Domitius Corbulo (AD 58–63). That happened 
due to the transfers of knowledge, which were a direct 
result of influx of eastern recruits to Germanic frontier.  

On the other hand, the true impact of the exotic fight-
ing styles, such as horse archery, was very limited. That 
happened because the indigenous Rhineland population 
lacked the necessary skills, acquired by the Iranian and 
Arabian/Aramaic nomads from childhood, practiced and 
mastered in extremely harsh conditions. The locally re-
cruited warriors had different customs and obeyed differ-
ent habits: for example the use of loop stirrups offered 
no advantage for mounted javelinmen or spearmen be-
cause riding with legs put forward increased the chances 
for battle injuries. Therefore, it was more practical to en-
list the easterners than to teach the local recruits new 
skills. Hence the important occasional influxes of eastern 
auxiliaries. But the impact of the “eastern ideas” on the 
western Roman saddlery is a fact.

These exotic troopers were employed because their 
fighting skills offered the Roman army an obvious ad-
vantage: horse archers were able to exploit the lack of 
suitable protective equipment among the Germanic war-
riors (and the lack of faster, higher horses as well). On 
the other hand, the heavy horsemen were introduced 
to fight with the new shield wall tactics. Similar process 
occurred among the Germanic tribes, whom the ideas 
borrowed from the Sarmatian world helped to cope with 
new challenges.

1581  It is quite difficult to determine who influenced whom, the 
Romans could have learned the idea directly in the Danubian zone.
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Before the era of machine guns the success of cavalry 
attack depended on unit’s ability to maintain close for-
mation. Usually the sheer weight of slowly advancing 
massed troops decided the day. Therefore, it was cru-
cial for all troopers to advance slowly at even pace and 
maintain formation to the last moments. Such custom 
served also as a countermeasure against dispersing 
horses because these animals too often get excited by 
speed. No doubt, chasing and “racing” was a natural re-
action dictated by herd instinct. As a result, the horses 
were spurred into gallop just before the contact with the 
enemy. Doing so helped to save the reserves of strength 
and prevented the animals from being blown off too 
soon. The outcomes of cavalry vs. cavalry clashes were 
decided during a chaotic and confused mêlée. When at-
tacking infantry the horsemen relied on intimidating ef-
fect of a cavalry charge.

When stiff resistance was expected, or when the en-
emy was ready to stay firm and did not let the intimidat-
ing effect of an upcoming cavalry charge to have an im-
pact on its morale, the attacking forces had two options: 
to charge home and try to ride down the opposition or 
to wheel round while harassing the enemy with ranged 
weapons. If the latter happened, speed, smooth execu-
tion of turns, dodging, and mastery in the use of missile 
weapons were crucial to success.

From time to time different solutions were preferred 
by various commanders: in Napoleonic times, as the grim 
fate of French cavalry at Waterloo can confirm, riding 
down the opposition was a natural reaction. On the oth-
er hand, any Mongol commander would prefer to wear 
down the enemy and weaken the opposition by arrow 
fire before ensuring that the last charge would decide 
the outcome. 

The internal command structure was essential to 
success, as the orders to perform any action had to be 
passed to ordinary troopers. In the imperial times the 
auxiliary cavalry was still composed of turmae of 30 
troopers.1582 The whole turma was commanded by a de-
curio, who was supported in his duties by two soldiers: 

1582  See the second chapter for details.

a duplicarius and a sesquiplicarius: they received dou-
ble pay and a pay-and-a-half respectively. As during the 
republic, the decurio also had a deputy – an optio. In 
addition the sign of the whole sub-unit was carried by 
a signifer.1583 Only the legionary cavalry could have been 
different as it retained the old republican files of ten. If 
the unit served as a crack force, such command structure 
could have been crucial to success because the high ratio 
of NCO’s ensured smooth execution of orders. 1584  But 
how the whole entity acted in the battlefield? We should 
respond that question on the basis of data provided by 
our sources, but we should always keep in mind that the 
battle tactic evolved through time.

The amount of information about Roman cavalry bat-
tle tactics is not impressive, especially when we look for 
descriptions concerning the Roman-Germanic conflicts. 
However, the evidence collected in previous chapters 
may suggest that the cavalry battles in the republican 
and early imperial times were resolved after a brutish 
and a confused mêlée, when one side, frightened by the 
very look of the upcoming charge, opened the ranks to 
let the attackers in. After a few minutes of fighting one 
side usually gave up and fled to the safety: the solid line 
of infantry or field fortification offerred protection in 
such cases. After some time the horsemen re-formed 
and returned to the fighting. As it was said earlier, such 
narration about the fluid course of cavalry clashes was 
quoted by Tacitus into his description of first Cremona 
battle, which took place during the civil war of AD 69.1585 
At this place we should recall the fact that Tacitus’ tes-
timony refers to the Rhineland cavalry serving Vitelius’ 
cause. Therefore, we can see that in open terrain the 
Rhineland Roman horse used standard solutions typical 
for all cavalry units. The wheeling round manoeuvres 
were also practiced by Italian horse earlier on other 

1583  For the organization pattern of the Roman cavalry turma, see Ps. 
Hyginus, “De munitionibus castrorum”: 16 and Hyland 1993: 148–149.
1584  See above note 530 on the command structure of the legionary 
cavalry. The exceptionally high ratio of NCO’s to troopers was essen-
tial to the Roman citizen cavalry success, see McCall 2002: 79–81. 
1585  Tac. Hist. 2. 41. See the third chapter for details.
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occasions, as during the battle for the colony of Forum 
Iulii.1586 

But the Rhineland Roman horsemen fought in dense-
ly wooded areas, in a terrain almost unsuited to cavalry 
warfare. One can wonder about the reasonableness of 
such solution. The clear evidence that the Roman horse-
men were employed in such way comes from the writings 
of Pliny the Elder. As we remember, he served as a cavalry 
commander on the Rhineland frontier. Most probably he 
knew the Germanic forests from autopsy. At one place he 
writes about the roots of the very old oak trees. He says 
that due to the lack of place they sometimes grew high, 
forming a kind of open gates that could allow a passage for 
a whole turma.1587 It is an obvious exaggeration, but one 
can wonder whether any Roman reader of Pliny’s work 
had doubted that the cavalry was used in dense forests.

Sadly, the relations of the classical authors do not 
contain much detail about the Romano-Germanic cavalry 
clashes. The great majority of the available information 
comes from the writings of the Roman historian Taci-
tus. As he drew on valuable sources, like on the earlier 
mentioned lost twenty books about the Germanic wars 
written by Elder Pliny,1588 his relation can be trusted. It 
is the famous Tacitus’ brevitas that causes the majority 
of interpretational problems – his statements are fre-
quently too enigmatic for a modern reader. The amount 
of information provided by other authors is even less 
impressive. For example: Velleius Paterculus, though he 
had seen military service in Germania under the future 
emperor Tiberius, being a tribune, a cavalry prefect, and 
a legate,1589 for obvious reasons was more interested in 
describing Tiberius’ achievements – giving less attention 
to tactical details. We can find also some data in the writ-
ings of the Roman historian Dio Cassius, but sadly with-
out any significant details.

And so, in the marching order the cavalry formed the 
vanguard and the rearguard of the advancing army. Taci-
tus writes that during the AD 14 Germanicus’ Germanic 
invasion1590 a part of the cavalry arm, apparently with 
some of the auxiliary infantry cohorts as well, led the van-
guard; then marched the first legion followed by the bag-
gage train in the centre (most probably composed of pack 
mules), the legionaries from the twenty-first advanced on 
the left flank, those of the fifth guarded the right flank. 
The twentieth legion secured the rear, and then came 
the rest of the allies with perhaps some cavalry among 

1586  Tac. Hist. 2. 15: “equites circumvenerunt – cavalry wheeled 
round”.
1587  Plin. NH 16. 2. 6: “et ipsos inter se rixantes curvari portarum 
patentium modo, ut turmas equitum tramittant”.
1588  See above note 708. 
1589  Vell. Pat. 2. 104, 111.
1590  The early campaigns of Germanicus were undertaken not only 
from military reasons, these enterprises were aimed to keep soldiers 
busy when the mutiny of Germanic legions was pacified, see Powell 
2013: 81–83.

them.1591 During the AD 16 invasion the picked cavalry, to-
gether with two praetorian cohorts, formed the escort of 
Germanicus.1592 Similarly, Petilius Cerialis, entrusted with 
the duty of quelling the Batavian revolt in AD 70, was 
escorted by a picked body of cavalry.1593 Normally, the 
mounted forces should have moved through paths cleared 
by pioneers, or, as did the rebel Batavian cavalry in AD 
69, galloped over the plains.1594 Sometimes the burden of 
marching through wilderness was considered too great, 
so, as it have been said earlier,1595 during the AD 16 cam-
paign Germanicus transported the cavalry by water.1596 

In the battle line the cavalry protected the flanks of 
friendly infantry, most probably the horsemen from elite 
alae and inferior cohortes equitatae were brigaded to-
gether at the wings, facing the enemy horse and pre-
venting flanking attacks.1597 When the enemy cavalry was 
driven from the field the horsemen pursued the fleeing 
enemy or tried to attack the flanks or rear of the op-
posed infantrymen. In AD 16, during the battle at An-
grivarian Wall, Germanicus ordered his best cavalry to 
charge the enemy in flank, the other cavalry squadrons 
under Stertinius were ordered to wheel round and attack 
the enemy from rear, Stertinius himself promised not to 
be late.1598 The frontal attack on enemy lines could end 
in disaster. For example: at the end of AD 69, during the 
Batavian revolt, the rebellious auxiliary cavalry attacked 
the array composed of Vocula’s legionary veterans, but 
received by the orderly battle line, fled to safety behind 
the array of their own forces.1599

But if the charge was successful, the pursuing horse-
men could have been easily lured into ambush. During the 
campaign of AD 14 Germanicus pursued the Cheruscan 
chieftain Arminius – as he fell back into wilderness - and 
when the opportunity arose Germanicus ordered his cav-
alry to ride forward and clean the plains occupied by the 
enemy. But Arminius rallied his men and ordered them to 

1591  Tac. Ann. 1. 51: “pars equitum et auxiliariae cohortes ducebant, 
mox prima legio, et mediis impedimentis sinistrum latus unetvicesima-
ni, dextrum quintani clausere, vicesima legio terga firmavit, post ceteri 
sociorum”. The words of Tacitus from the present chapter – quoted 
in the form of oratio obliqua – are much changed periphrases of old 
translations made by A. J.  Church & W. J. Brodribb. These come from 
various editions starting from the end of nineteenth century.
1592  Tac. Ann. 2. 16: “cum duabus praetoriis cohortibus ac delecto 
equite Caesar”.
1593  Tac. Hist. 5. 21: “sed ubi Cerialis cum delecta equitum manu 
subvenit – where Cerialis came with the selected horsemen” – author’s 
translation.
1594  Tac. Hist. 4. 22 “adsultante per campos equite”.
1595  See the third chapter for commentary.
1596  Tac. Ann. 2. 5.
1597  See Gilliver 2011: 111–112. According to Gilliver, the horsemen 
from cohortes equitatae were separated from their mother units and 
massed at the wings.
1598  Tac. Ann. 2. 17: “validissimos equitum incurrere latus, Stertin-
ium cum ceteris turmis circumgredi tergaque invadere iubet, ipse in 
tempore adfuturus”.
1599  Tac. Hist. 4. 33: “eques prorupit, exceptusque compositis 
hostium ordinibus terga in suos vertit”.
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keep close to the woods, suddenly wheeling round, and 
soon gave the men concealed in the forest a signal to at-
tack. As a result, the Roman cavalry was thrown into disor-
der by this ambush. The cohorts held in reserve increased 
the panic: they were unable to reinforce the battle line as 
they soon become disorganised by the very appearance of 
the flying troops. They were pushed into swamps, known 
well to the victorious enemies, dangerous and treacher-
ous to foreigners unacquainted with them.1600 

Similar situation occurred two years later, in AD 16,  
during the battle at the Angrivarian Wall. The Cheruscan 
chieftain Arminius concealed his cavalry in the neigh-
bouring woods in order to attack the legions from the 
rear if they had entered into the forest.1601 Sadly, Tacitus 
gives no further details about the subsequent fighting, 
he states only that the Roman cavalry fought with inde-
cisive success.1602

The testimony of Tacitus can be taken as an evidence 
that the Rhineland cavalrymen also were able to set 
an ambush in a Germanic fashion, concealing troopers 
among trees. That passage in Tacitus refers to one epi-
sode from the civil war of AD 69 during which the Vite-
lian commander Aulus Caecina Alienus set an ambush 
some twelve miles from Cremona. As Tacitus writes – at 
a place called the Castors – he deployed some bravest 
auxiliary soldiers and concealed them in the woods that 
overhang the road at the place. The cavalry were ordered 
to advance forward and had to provoke a battle, then 
they were ordered to make a feigned retreat – only to 
lure the hasty pursuing enemy into ambush, where the 
hidden foot soldiers could join the fighting.1603 But the 
whole trick was betrayed to the Othonian commander 
Celsus.1604  Before the battle lines engaged, the Vitelian 
forces began the feigned retreat as planned, but Celsus, 
being aware of the whole stratagem, did not let his men 
to pursuit the enemy too eagerly. The Vitelians left their 
positions in a hurry and seeing Celsus’ men gradually giv-
ing way, they chased them too far and found themselves 
ambushed.1605 As the cavalry serving Vitelius’ cause came 
from the Rhineland provinces, there should be no doubt 

1600  Tac. Ann. 1. 63: “ Sed Germanicus cedentem in avia Arminium 
secutus, ubi primum copia fuit, evehi equites campumque quem hostis 
insederat eripi iubet. Arminius colligi suos et propinquare silvis mon-
itos vertit repente: mox signum prorumpendi dedit iis quos per saltus 
occultaverat. tunc nova acie turbatus eques, missaeque subsidiariae 
cohortes et fugientium agmine impulsae auxerant consternationem; 
trudebanturque in paludem gnaram vincentibus”.
1601  Tac. Ann. 2. 19: “equitem propinquis lucis texere ut ingressis 
silvam legionibus a tergo foret”.
1602  Tac. Ann. 2. 21: “equites ambigue certavere”.
1603  Tac. Hist. 2. 24: “ad duodecimum a Cremona (locus Castorum 
vocatur) ferocissimos auxiliarium imminentibus viae lucis occultos 
componit: equites procedere longius iussi et inritato proelio sponte 
refugi festinationem sequentium elicere, donec insidiae coorerentur”.
1604  Tac. Hist. 2. 24: “proditum id Othonianis ducibus”.
1605  Tac. Hist. 2. 25: “Antequam miscerentur acies, terga vertentibus 
Vitellianis, Celsus doli prudens repressit suos: Vitelliani temere exurgen-
tes cedente sensim Celso longius secuti ultro in insidias praecipitantur”.

that similar stratagems were used in wars with Germanic 
tribes, perhaps with better effect.

In a disastrous situation the cavalry was first to flee, 
as it happened in AD 9 during the famous battle in Teu-
toburg forest. According to the testimony of Velleius 
Paterculus, a certain Numonius Vala, then a legate of 
Varus, besides being a cautious and honourable man in 
his previous life, had set a bad example by abandoning 
the infantry and leaving it deprived of cavalry protection. 
It was a much feared example because the legionaries 
were left at the enemies’ mercy.  Vala tried to escape to 
the Rhine with his horsemen. But – as Velleius writes – 
the goddess Fortuna avenged his bad deeds, as he did 
not survive those whom he had left in peril, but he died 
as a deserter.1606 The later Roman historian Dio Cassius 
adds a few details to that history stating that the Roman 
horse fought intermingled with the foot soldiers and col-
lided frequently among trees.1607 That most probably 
happened before the horsemen fled from the battlefield.

Sometimes, in desperate circumstances, the cav-
alry forces was raised ad hoc from the bravest Roman 
soldiers. And so, in the AD 15 the Roman commander 
Aulus Caecina Severus, being surrounded in the marshy 
ground, quite impartially handed over the horses, start-
ing from his own and the animals belonging to the of-
ficers and tribunes as well, to the bravest soldiers in the 
army that these fighters first and then the rest of infantry 
would attack the enemy.1608

However, the great majority of the known accounts 
refers to cavalry participating in punitive actions and 
the scorched earth tactics. For example: in AD 15 a cer-
tain Pedo led the cavalry right into the territories of the 
Frisii.1609 Similarly, in AD 16 Germanicus received an infor-
mation about a revolt of the Angrivarii tribe in his rear. 
He immediately send Stertinius, with some horse and 
light infantry, who punished the “treason” with fire and 
sword.1610 Again, in the autumn of AD 16 at the end of 
the disastrous campaigning Germanicus gave orders to 
Caius Silius to march against the Chatti tribe. He did so 
taking with him thirty thousand infantry and three thou-
sand cavalry.1611

In such punitive actions timing was crucial to success. 
And so, during the Friesian revolt of AD 29 the rebels 

1606  Vell. Pat. 2. 119: “At Vala Numonius, legatus Vari, cetera quietus 
ac probus, diri auctor exempli, spoliatum equite peditem relinquens 
fuga cum alis Rhenum petere ingressus est. Quod factum eius fortuna 
ulta est; non enim desertis superfuit, sed desertor occidit”.
1607  Dio Cass. 56. 21.
1608  Tac. Ann. 1. 67: “equos dehinc, orsus a suis, legatorum tribuno-
rumque nulla ambitione fortissimo cuique bellatori tradit, ut hi, mox 
pedes in hostem invaderent”.
1609  Tac. Ann. 1. 60: “equitem Pedo praefectus finibus Frisiorum 
ducit”.
1610  Tac. Ann. 2. 8: “Angrivariorum defectio a tergo nuntiatur: missus 
ilico Stertinius cum equite et armatura levi igne et caedibus perfidiam 
ultus est”.
1611  Tac. Ann. 2. 25: “C. Silio cum triginta peditum, tribus equitum 
milibus ire in Chattos imperat”.
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tried to besiege the fortress Flevum that sheltered some 
Roman officials.1612 As soon as the word about that action 
reached Lucius Apronius, the propraetor active in Lower 
Germania, he gathered from the upper province some 
legionary veterans and summoned some picked auxiliary 
foot and horse. He dispatched immediately both relief 
armies down the Rhine, attacked the rebellious Frisii, 
raised the siege at once and dispersed the rebels who 
rushed to defend their own property. Next, he ordered 
the construction of solid roads and bridges over the near-
by estuaries to enable the march of his heavy infantry-
men and when a ford was found, he ordered the cavalry 
ala, raised from the Canninefates tribe, together with 
all the German infantry in Roman service, to attack the 
enemy from the rear. But the Friesians held out against 
these retaliatory forces standing prepared – already in 
a battle array – and soon they began to beat the Roman 
auxiliary horse as well as those from the legionary cav-
alry sent to support them. That happened because only 
three light cohorts attacked first, soon followed by the 
two more, and when some time passed the entire cavalry 
force was sent to the attack. They should have been vic-
torious if only they had charged in one single group, but 
instead they came up, as it happened, at intervals – so 
they were unable to bolster the courage of the already 
beaten troops and were themselves driven from the field 
by the very panic of the fleeing comrades.1613 

During the Napoleonic era a wise or prudent com-
mander never committed all the available cavalry force 
to one charge, some troops were kept in reserve in order 
to repulse the victorious enemy, had the planned attack 
failed.1614 But the attacking force intended for the ini-
tial charge should never be too weak in order to assure 
the success of the whole operation and the most expe-
rienced soldiers attacked in the first line. It seems that 
Lucius Apronius did the opposite thing.

The hostilities with the Friesian tribe continued. Dur-
ing the year 58 two Friesian  chieftains: Verritus and Mal-
orix – apparently seeing an opportunity in the peace on 
the frontier – allowed their people to settle on vacant 
land near the Rhine delta. The Roman officials soon dis-
covered their presence and frankly informed them that 
the occupied land was reserved for the Roman use.1615 

1612  Tac. Ann. 4. 72.
1613  Tac. Ann. 4. 73: “Quod ubi L. Apronio inferioris Germaniae pro 
praetore cognitum, vexilla legionum e superiore provincia peditumque 
et equitum auxiliarium delectos accivit ac simul utrumque exercitum 
Rheno devectum Frisiis intulit, soluto iam castelli obsidio et ad sua tut-
anda degressis rebellibus. igitur proxima aestuaria aggeribus et pon-
tibus traducendo graviori agmini firmat, atque interim repertis vadis 
alam Canninefatem et quod peditum Germanorum inter nostros mere-
bat circumgredi terga hostium iubet, qui iam acie compositi pellunt 
turmas socialis equitesque legionum subsidio missos. tum tres leves co-
hortes ac rursum duae, dein tempore interiecto alarius eques immissus: 
satis validi si simul incubuissent, per intervallum adventantes neque 
constantiam addiderant turbatis et pavore fugientium auferebantur”.
1614  Bielecki 2002: 307–308.
1615  Tac. Ann. 13. 54.

Though the emperor Nero gave the two leaders Roman 
citizenship, he also ordered the Frisii to abandon the 
seized territory. When they have shown disobedience 
some auxiliary cavalry launched a sudden attack and 
forced them to do so, as they captured or slaughtered 
many who resisted the emperor’s orders.1616

The auxiliary horsemen were used not only for puni-
tive raids. Sometimes the horsemen had to find and cap-
ture some important persons, especially in places where 
the terrain enabled rapid advance. For example: in AD 70, 
during the Batavian revolt, a cavalry unit, send by Petilius 
Cerialis to attack the tribesmen encamped on Moselle’s 
banks, rode rough – covering the less steep hills – and 
succeeded in capturing the principal Belgic chieftains, 
among them one Valentinus – their main war-chief.1617

Surprisingly enough, the surviving accounts contain 
only fragmentary data about the cavalry role in repel-
ling the Germanic raids. According to Tacitus, in AD 50 or 
51 an invasion of the plundering bands of Chatti caused 
panic in Upper Germany. As a result, the governor Pub-
lius Pomponius1618 send the tribal militias of Vangiones 
and Nemetes, together with the allied cavalry, in order to 
intercept the raid and to attack suddenly the dispersed 
enemy from different directions. The commander’s plan 
was fulfilled by the soldiers. They attacked in two col-
umns and those who marched to the left cut of the plun-
derers’ escape route and captured them enjoying spoils 
and heavy sleep.1619

Similar, but not so dramatic, narration appears in one 
passage in Dio Cassius. In AD 169 on the eve of the Mar-
comannic wars the six thousand Langobardi and Obii 
crossed the Danube, but the cavalry under Vindex inter-
cepted the raiding party and – as soon as the infantry 
under the command of Candidus came in support – the 
barbarians were completely beaten.1620 It is noteworthy 
that our sources focus their attention on Danube frontier, 
as the Rhineland had become secondary in importance.

Sometimes the Roman horsemen were used for deep 
scouting raids. According to the Roman historian Dio Cas-

1616  Tac. Ann. 13. 54: “Nero civitate Romana ambos donavit, Frisios de-
cedere agris iussit. atque illis aspernantibus auxiliaris eques repente im-
missus necessitatem attulit, captis caesisve qui pervicacius restiterant”.
1617  Tac. Hist. 4. 71: “et pars equitum aequioribus iugis circumvecta 
nobilissimos Belgarum, in quis ducem Valentinum, cepit”.
1618  Publius Pomponius is known from CIL XIII 5200 and CIL XIII 5201 
found at Vindonissa or from AE 1996, 1175b discovered at Mogonti-
acum (Mainz).  
1619  Tac. Ann. 12. 27: “Isdem temporibus in superiore Germania 
trepidatum adventu Chattorum latrocinia agitantium. dein P. Pompo-
nius legatus auxiliaris Vangionas ac Nemetas, addito equite alario, 
immittit, monitos ut anteirent populatores vel dilapsis improvisi cir-
cumfunderentur. et secuta consilium ducis industria militum, divisique 
in duo agmina, qui laevum iter petiverant recens reversos praedaque 
per luxum usos et somno gravis circumvenere”.
1620  Dio Cass. 72. 3: “ὅτι Λαγγιοβάρδων καὶ Ὀβίων ἑξακισχιλίων 
τὸν Ἴστρον περαιωθέντων, τῶν περὶ Βίνδικα ἱππέων ἐξελασάντων 
καὶ τῶν ἀμφὶ Κάνδιδον πεζῶν ἐπιφθασάντων, εἰς παντελῆ φυγὴν οἱ 
βάρβαροι ἐτράποντο”.  
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sius, the marauding bands of Lugians1621 – active on the 
distant foreground of the Moesian frontier and troubled 
by a war with the Suebi – sent envoys to the emperor 
Domitian asking for help. And they were send an aid – as 
Dio Cassius writes – that was not strong in numbers, but 
in honour: a hundred horsemen were sent to support 
them.1622 No doubt, the mission was aimed to collect 
valuable intelligence.

It appears that the Roman cavalry, despite of being 
employed in battle lines for protection of the wings, was 
used mainly in punitive expeditions. It is curious that 
references to repelling the barbarian raids appear less 
frequently in written accounts. Whether that mirrors 
the realities remains unclear. Sadly, our sources give only 
fragmentary and cursory picture of the described events, 
making no mentions about the details of battle tactics. 

As the relations about the Roman cavalry battles are 
so enigmatic, we should examine the sources connected 
with the Roman horse training in order to say something 
about the tactics used.

We should distinguish between individual training of 
horses and troopers that should prepare them for battle 
conditions, and unit’s training that was set to prepare 
the cavalry in a desired way – and the very nature of 
that activity can provide us information about changes 
in tactical preferences.

 Therefore, restoring the chronological order of avail-
able sources is crucial. The treatise “About Throwing the 
Javelins from Horseback  – De iaculatione equestri”, writ-
ten by Elder Pliny in the time of his service on the Rhine 
frontier during Claudius’ reign,1623 was the first literary 
work that should have contained detailed information 
about the Rhineland cavalry training. Sadly, it was lost. 
Fortunately enough, Arrian’s tactical manual – the Ars 
Tactica - written in Greek about AD 136 to celebrate 
Hadrian’s anniversary of his twentieth year of reign1624 – 
contains several passages in which he described cavalry 
games: the hippika gymnasia performances. At least 
some of these passages are based on Elder Pliny’s work. 
We can suspect that the majority of Arrian’s information 
should refer to first century realities. But we should bear 
in mind that some other parts of Arrian’s tactical manual 
are a reflection of earlier Hellenistic knowledge1625 and 

1621  As the Lugians inhabited the central lands of the present-day 
Poland (Płóciennik & Kolendo 2008: 160–169) Dio Cassius apparently 
had in mind some marauding warbands.
1622  Dio Cass. 67. 12ff(5): “ὅτι ἐν τῇ Μυσίᾳ Λύγιοι Σουήβοις τις῾ ̣̣ ̓ 
πολεμωθέντες πρέσβεις ἔπεμψαν, αἰτοῦντες συμμαχίαν παρὰ 
Δομιτιανοῦ, καὶ ἔλαβον οὐ τῷ πλήθει ἰσχυρὰν ἀλλὰ τῷ ἀξιώματι: 
ἑκατὸν γὰρ ἱππεῖς μόνοι αὐτοῖς ἐδόθησαν”. About the help for the Lu-
gians, see Wielowiejski 1970: 157; Kolendo 1981: 467; for the sources 
used by Dio Cassius in that part of his history, see Mrozewicz 2011: 8–11.
1623  See above note 707; see also Gawroński 1998: 35–46.
1624  See Wheeler 1978: 353.
1625  Once there was a consensus of opinion that Arrian used Ae-
lianus’ treatise as a source of his own. In fact, Arrian and Aelianus 
“derive independently from a common source” – see Stadter 1978: 
117. Perhaps it was Asclepiodotus’ work.

some other statements refer explicitly to Hadrian’s in-
novations introduced to cavalry training.1626 Therefore, 
we have three chronological layers in Arrian’s work: 
the parties about general cavalry tactics are based on 
Hellenistic realities, the description of hippika gymna-
sia performances refers to practices introduced during 
the first century AD and finally the passages about the 
newly introduced “Hadrian’s inventions” certainly are 
based on Arrian’s contemporary experiences. To make 
matters more complicated some descriptions are based 
on Arrian’s direct observations. These were made during 
his military service or even when he was a member of 
Hadrian’s retinue and participated in numerous inspec-
tions – the Lambaesis adlocutio preserved information 
about just one of these reviews.1627 Although we can 
distinguish between Hellenistic and Roman realities, the 
border between Arrian’s autopsy and borrowings from 
Elder Pliny remains annoyingly blurred.

The information acquired from Arrian’s work could 
be supplemented by some data from the treatise of the 
fourth century military theoretician Publius Flavius Vege-
tius Renatus. Despite the fact that his military manual 
was written during the reign of emperor Valentinian II, 
Vegetius based it on earlier realities, perhaps referring 
to third century practices.1628

Let us examine the individual training first. Any cav-
alryman require thorough training to fulfil required du-
ties. The Roman troopers were no exception. But before 
the unit’s training could began, the horses should be 
broken and accustomed to saddle carrying. In addition 
they should have been taught to tolerate rider and tack. 
Teaching proper reactions to aids was also important, 
as was changing paces at signals. No information about 
contemporary Roman horse breaking practices survived, 
except one enigmatic passage in Suetonius, who stated 
that Julius Caesar: “rode a unusual horse with feet al-
most human; for its hoofs were divided like toes. This 
horse was foaled in his estates, and since the haruspices 
had claimed that it foretold the world rule for its master, 
he reared it with the greatest care and was the first to 
ride on it, as he not allowed it to bore other rider”.1629 It 
is obvious that horse riding was present among the tra-
ditional pursuits of senatorial and equestrian orders. As 
a result, we can say that the Roman viri militares should 
have been eminently qualified in these matters. Sadly, 
we have no information about the methods used in 
horse training during the initial phase of breaking. Simi-

1626  See below.
1627  About the presence of Arrian among Hadrian’s retinue at Lam-
baesis, see Speidel 1994a: 49; Birley 2002: 316, 497 note 17.
1628  For more about Vegetius, see Zuckermann 1994: 67–73 esp. 
73 – he proposes AD 386/7 as a creation date of that treatise.
1629  See Suet. Caes. 61: ‘Utebatur autem equo insigni, pedibus prope 
humanis et in modum digitorum ungulis fissis, quem natum apud se, 
cum haruspices imperium orbis terrae significare domino pronuntias-
sent, magna cura aluit nec patientem sessoris alterius primus ascen-
dit“– author’s translation. See also Plin. HN. 8. 64.
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larly, teaching reactions to aids is also absent in Roman 
theoretical writings.

On the other hand, we have more available informa-
tion about the second stage of individual training. It was 
supervised by specially chosen officers called magistri 
equitum.1630 According to Vegetius, training included 
both marches in difficult terrain and exercises on spe-
cially prepared training grounds.1631 During winter or in 
bad weather conditions these exercises took place in 
halls, specially built for that purpose.1632 That was par-
ticularly important for cavalry training because the earth 
furrowed with hooves and subsequently frozen forms an 
obstacle for a galloping horse. 

Particular emphasis was placed on learning proper 
mounting techniques. For this purpose the wooden dum-
mies of horse’s height were used.1633 In summer the rid-
ers were trained in swimming and water crossing in an 
almost Batavian fashion. As one may expect, they swam 
alongside their horses.1634

The figured evidence from North Africa suggests that 
Roman horsemen learned rapid turns, performing fig-
ures which resembled the Arabic figure eight. The high 
walls of the Roman training manèges were designed to 
facilitate learning manoeuvring in limited space.1635 The 
archaeological evidence can confirm such statement: the 
places specially prepared for the equestrian exercises, 
identified at legionary camps: Caerleon and Lambaesis, 
had enough space for thirty horsemen. These arenas 
could have been used for hippika gymnasia performanc-
es.1636 Therefore, cavalry exercises, such as mentioned by 
the emperor Hadrian in his adlocutio,1637 were trained in 

1630  See CIL V 87278 = ILS 2333 from Aquileia: “Iulius centurio | 
supernumerarius | leg(ionis) XI Claudiae | stip(endiorum) XXXIII  an-
nor(um) circiter XXX tiro probitus ann(is) XXI postea profecit | dis  ce(n)s 
equitum | ordine factus mag(ister) | equitum positus hic”; see also 
Speidel 1994c: 37 note 4. 
1631  Veg. Epit.1. 27: training was sometimes practiced “in campis”. 
1632  Veg. Epit.2. 23. The remains of such construction were discov-
ered at Inchtuthill, see Davies 1968: 75.
1633  Veg. Epit. 1. 18. Riders have to be able to mount a horse in 
any situation: despite the weight of armour, with a drawn sword in 
a hand and so on. During the cavalry clashes falls certainly happened, 
in such case one could mount a stray horse running nearby, this skill 
could save live in critical circumstances. Practicing these exercises is 
also confirmed in Arrian, Tact. 43. 3. As shown by the modern experi-
ments, mounting a dummy horse furnished with a Roman horned sad-
dle did not cause major difficulties, see Connolly 1987: 16–17; Connol-
ly 1996: 37. However, the pattern could have changed if only a higher 
horse was given a Flavian era long-horned saddle. On the other hand, 
the later versions with closers instead of horns were easier to vault on 
[fig. 197]. Please note that Vegetius writes about that particular type 
of saddle, not about earlier examples with longer horns.
1634  Veg. Epit. 2. 10.
1635  It is based on tombstone from Mauretanian Caesarea com-
memorating a certain Gavius Frontinus, centurio of equites singulares 
Augusti, see CIL VIII 21034 = AE 1891, 111 and Speidel 1996: 58–59.
1636  See Hyland 199: 20–23. For the Roman arenas for equestrian 
exercises and training grounds, see Davies 1968.
1637  The already mentioned CIL VIII 2532 and suppl. II. 8042 = ILS 
I 2487 from Lambaesis.

small groups. But Arrian, while describing the settings 
of hippika gymnasia performances, refers to specially 
prepared ground. Careful examination of that particular 
passage reveals the fact that the “stage” was designed 
for show during which a certain unspecified number of 
horsemen tried to impress the audience: “[1] They do 
not simply choose a level ground, where they are to carry 
out their exercises, but in addition they prepare it in that 
way: marking off from the whole field the area before 
the tribune to form a rectangle of equal sides, they dig 
over the middle of the field to an even depth and break 
up the clods to give a soft consistency. [2]  Those of the 
troopers who are distinguished in ranks or are outstand-
ing in horsemanship, come past armed with glided iron 
or bronze helmets, so that in this way they draw the gaze 
of the spectators upon themselves. [3] These helmets do 
not, like those made for battle, protect only the head and 
the cheeks, but coincide completely with the faces of the 
horsemen with openings at the eyes, which while not in-
terrupting the view, nevertheless afford protection to the 
vision. [4] From the helmets hang plumes of yellow hair, 
not for any practical purpose but to make a fine show: 
and when the horses charge, if there happens to be even 
a slight breeze, they present a splendid spectacle when 
borne aloft by the breeze, small though it might be. [5] 
They also carry shields, not of the kind used for battle, 
but lighter in weight (since their exercises are directed 
towards speed and elegance) and multi coloured to look 
attractive. [6] Instead of corselets they wear Cimmerian 
tunics, similar in size to corselets, some scarlet, others 
blue and others in a variety of colours. [7] On their legs 
they wear trousers, not loose ones like the Parthians 
or Armenians, but tight round the legs. [8] The horses 
wear carefully fitted chamfrons, but they have no need 
for side-coverings (parapleuridia), for the javelins used 
in the exercise have no iron tips and consequently, tough 
they could do some damage to the horses’ eyes, they fall 
harmlessly against their sides, especially as these are 
mainly protected by the saddle cloths”.1638

1638  Arr. Tact. 34. 1–8: “[1] τὸ μὲν χωρίον, ἵναπερ τὰ γυμνάσια 
αὐτοῖς τελεῖται, οὐχ ὁμαλὸν ἐπιλέγονται μόνον, ἀλλ᾽ ἐς τοσόνδε 
προσεξεργάζονται, ὥστε σκάπτειν τε τὸ μέσον αὐτοῦ ἐς βάθος 
αύμμετρον καὶ τὰς βώλους συγκόπτειν ἐς λεπτότητά τε καὶ μαλ-
θακότητα, ἀποτεμνόμενοι τοῦ παντὸς πεδίου τὸ πρὸ τοῦ βήματος 
ἐς πλαισίου ἰσοπλεύρου σχῆμα. [2] αὐτοὶ δὲ ὡπλισμένοι παριᾶσι 
κράνεσι μὲν σιδηροῖς ἢ χαλκοῖς κεχρυσωμένοις, ὅσοι κατ᾽ ἀξίωσιν 
αὐτῶν διαπρεπεῖς ἢ καθ᾽ ἱππικὴν διαφέροντες, ὡς καὶ αὐτῷ τούτῳ 
ἐπάγειν ἐπὶ σφᾶς τῶν θεωμένων τὰς ὄψεις. [3] τὰ κράνη δὲ ταῦτα οὐ 
καθάπερ τὰ ἐς μάχην πεποιημένα πρὸ τῆς κεφαλῆς καὶ τῶν παρειῶν 
προβέβληται μόνον, ἀλλ᾽ ἴσα πάντη τοῖς προσώποις πεποίηται τῶν 
ἱππέων, ἀνεῳγότα κατὰ τοὺς ὀφθαλμούς, ὅσον μὴ ἐπίπροσθεν τοῦ 
ὁρᾶν γιγνόμενα σκέπην παρέχειν τῇ ὄψει. [4] χαῖται δὲ ἀπήρτηνται 
αὐτῶν ξανθαί, οὐκ ἐπὶ χρείᾳ μᾶλλόν τι ἢ ἐς κάλλος τοῦ ἔργου: καὶ 
αὗται ἐν ταῖς ἐπελάσεσιν τῶν ἵππων, εἰ καὶ ὀλίγη πνοὴ τύχοι, ἡδίους 
φαίνονται ἀπαιωρούμεναι. [5] καὶ θυρεοὺς δὲ φέρουσιν, οὐχ οὕ-
σπερ ἐς τὰς μάχας, ἀλλὰ τῷ βάρει κουφοτέρους, ἅτε ἐπ᾽ ὀξύτητι καὶ 
κάλλει τὰς μελέτας ποιούμενοι, καὶ ἐς ἡδονὴν πεποικιλμένους: ἀντὶ 
δὲ τῶν θωράκων [6] Κιμμερικὰ χιτώνια, ἴσα καὶ ὅμοια τοῖς θώραξιν, 
τὴν δὲ χρόαν οἳ μὲν κόκκου, οἳ δὲ ὑακίνθου, οἳ δὲ ἄλλῃ καὶ ἄλλῃ πε-
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Therefore, we may assume that the hippika gymnasia 
performances focused on individual training or on learn-
ing cooperation in small teams, as the limited space pre-
cluded more complicated group manoeuvring. 

But to what kind of activities these cavalry drills pre-
pared their participants? During the hippika gymnasia 
performances the participants vigorously practiced fight-
ing with thrown projectiles, using blunt wooden darts 
and real combat javelins. When blunt ones were used 
one part of a training team served as a target while 
the other tried to improve their aim and skill in javelin 
throwing. The main purpose of these exercises, apart 
from improving combat skills of the riders, was to ac-
custom the horses to battle noise and flying projectiles. 
The panoply used, like face masks for riders and head 
protections for horses, though visually attractive and 
intended for display, were considered necessary safety 
precautions.

In order to understand properly the training pur-
poses of the hippika gymnasia performances we should 
examine its origins. The panoply used, particularly the 
masked helmets, certainly belong to Hellenistic tradi-
tion. These could have developed from theatrical masks 
or even from terracotta masks used in funeral rituals.1639 
Such helmets appear on reliefs from Athena’s temple in 
Pergamum.1640 Their origins have something in common 
with Thracian customs, as the earliest masked helmets 
were found in present-day Bulgaria, the fourth century 
BC “Phrygian cape” piece from Kovashevica being a good 
example.1641 The masked helmet from Kostol in Serbia, 
though very archaic in appearance, was discovered in 
the vicinity of Trajanic period bridge. Therefore, its Hel-
lenistic chronology could be challenged.1642 Such helmets 
could have been also popular in Hellenistic east. An iron 
helmet with silvered mask from the first forty years of 
the first century AD was found in a Sampsigerami royal 
family grave at Emesa in Syria.1643 Nevertheless, the the-
ory about the impact of the Thracian culture on origins of 
masked helmets is quite acceptable and the Emesa find 
could be an example of acculturation process, especially 
because its late chronology.

ποικιλμένα: [7] ἀναξυρίδας δὲ περὶ τοῖν σκελοῖν, οὐ καθάπερ Παρ-
θυαῖοι καὶ Ἀρμένιοι κεχαλασμένας, ἀλλὰ προσεσφιγμένας τοῖν σκε-
λοῖν. [7] ἵπποι δὲ αὐτοῖς προμετωπιδίοις μὲν ἐς ἀκρίβειαν πεφραγ-
μένοι εἰσί, παραπλευριδίων δὲ οὐδὲν δέονται: ἀσίδηρα γὰρ ὄντα τὰ 
ἐπὶ τῇ μελέτῃ ἀκόντια τοὺς μὲν ὀφθαλμοὺς τῶν ἵππων κακόν τι ἂν 
ἀπεργάσαιτο, ταῖς πλευραῖς δὲ αὐτῶν ἄλλως τε καὶ τοῖς ἐφιππίοις τὸ 
πολὺ μέρος σκεπομέναις ἀβλαβῆ προσπίπτει. πρῶτον μὲν δὴ ἐπέλα-
σις αὐτοῖς ἐς τὸ ἀποδεδειγμένον”. All Arrian’s Ars Tactica translations 
in this chapter after F. Brudenall and F. Walbank, as quoted in: Hyland 
1993: 72–77. See page 72 for that particular passage. 
1639  Such masks were discovered at Lipari necropole north of Sicily, 
see Schwarzmaier 2012.
1640  Junkelmann 1996: 23 phot. 34; Fischer 2012: 222.
1641  Junkelmann 1996: 22 phot. 32; Fischer 2012: 222.
1642  According to Junkelmann (1996: 23–24 phot. 33), it belongs 
to the first or early second century AD; see also Fischer 2012: 222.
1643  Junkelmann 1996: 24 phots. 35–7; Fischer 2012: 224.

The origins of greaves with movable knee parts, 
which were also used during the hippika gymnasia 
performances, are obscure. The earliest movable knee 
piece was discovered at Ardea and belongs to the sec-
ond - first centuries BC.1644 Therefore, the use of such 
equipment could reflect the adaptation of an indigenous 
Italian tradition. The subject requires further investiga-
tion.

On the other hand, according to Arrian’s testimony, 
the highly sophisticated manoeuvres practiced by the 
Roman cavalry were given Celtic names.1645 Arrian ex-
plains that fact: “I am well aware, however, that the ex-
planation of the various terms would be difficult even 
for the Romans themselves, because many of them do 
not belong to their native tongue, but some of them 
derive from the Iberians or the Celts, since they have 
taken over institutions which are themselves Celtic. 
Celtic cavalry being held in high regard by them in bat-
tle – τῶν ὀνομάτων ἑκάστων, ὅτι οὐδὲ αὐτοῖς Ῥωμαίοις 
τὰ πολλὰ τῆς πατρίου φωνῆς ἔχεται ἀλλ᾽ ἔστιν ἃ τῆς 
Ἰβήρων ἢ Κελτῶν, ἐπεὶ τὰ πράγματα αὐτὰ Κελτικὰ ὄντα 
προσέλαβον, εὐδοκιμήσαντος αὐτοῖς ἐν ταῖς μάχαις 
τοῦ Κελτῶν ἱππικοῦ”.1646 We must bear in mind that 
Celtic auxiliary units became the mainstay of the Roman 
horse since late republican times.  As a result, nearly all 
of cavalry exercises were described as “Celtic” without 
any further ethnic specifications. But there is one ex-
ception: one of the manoeuvres took its name from the 
Iberian Cantabrian tribe. It was the so-called Cantabrian 
gallop.1647 As we will see, that particular exercise served 
different purposes and should be treated as something 
separate. 

After careful examination of the evidence we may put 
forward a hypothesis that the hippika gymnasia perfor-
mances originated in an environment where Thracian, 
Celtic and Italian influences combined. And there was 

1644  Now in Museo delle Navi di Nemi, see D’Amato & Rava 2011: 12.
1645  These were the so-called pertinos, xynema and toloutegon ma-
noeuvres, cf. Arr. Tact. 37. 4: “ὁ πέτρινος δὴ ὀνομαζόμενος τῇ Κελτῶν 
φωνῇ – what in the Celtic tongue is called the pertinos” and 42. 3: 
“ἡ γὰρ δὴ ξύνημα τῇ Κελτῶν φωνῇ καλουμένη – by the name of xy-
nema in the Celtic language” or 43. 2: “καὶ τὸ ἔργον τοῦτο Κελτιστὶ 
τολούτεγον καλεῖται – this manoeuvre is called, in Celtic, tolout-
egon” – slightly changed trans. by F. Brudenall and F. Walbank, after 
quoted in: Hyland 1993: 74, 76. It seems that these parts of Roman 
equestrian terminology which had no Latin or Greek etymology had 
Celtic origins. That alone speaks a lot about the scale of Celtic impact 
on the Roman horse culture.
1646  Arr. Tact.  33. 1. Trans. by F. Brudenall and F. Walbank, after 
quoted in: Hyland 1993: 72.
1647  Arr. Tact. 40. 1–9 esp. 1: “γίγνεται, ὡς δοκεῖν ἔμοιγε ἀπὸ 
Καντάβρων Ἰβηρικοῦ γένους τοῦτο ὀνομασθεῖσα, ὅτι ἐκεῖθεν αὐτὴν 
προσεποίησαν σφίσι Ῥωμαῖοι – Next comes the so-called Cantabrian 
charge, which it seems to me has got its name from the Iberian tribe of 
Cantabrians, because the Romans had adopted it from them”- trans. 
F. Brudenall and F. Walbank, after quoted in: Hyland 1993: 75. Please 
note that the term Cantabrian gallop or charge does not appear in the 
original text, it is an invention of a translator forged to render Arrian’s 
fought. See also Hyland 1993: 133–141 on Cantabrian gallop.
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only one such a place: on the Rhineland frontier Celtic 
and Thracian auxiliaries were subjected to the constant 
influence of Italian culture. Therefore, it is quite prob-
able that the hippika gymnasia performances originat-
ed on the Rhineland frontier. The Augustan or Tiberian 
finds of masked helmets from Kops plateau, mentioned 
in one of the previous chapters, can give a further sup-
port to such theory: as we remember these were found 
with skull-pieces adorned with natural fur. We should 
consider them a “pre-mature form”. It was in use before 
an embossed human hair decoration became popular. 
But the very existence of a “pre-mature form” could 
serve as an evidence that the custom of making hippika 
gymnasia performances originated somewhere in the 
Rhineland area. At this point we should recall the fact 
that Elder Pliny should have seen his military service in 
the Germania province, as the evidence delivered from 
Xanten horse trappings may suggest [fig. 53] together 
with testimony of his nephew.1648 When he composed 
his treatise “De iaculatione equestri” the cavalry shows 
should have been considered a novelty. It have been sug-
gested that Elder Pliny had completed his Rhineland mili-
tary service during the reign of Claudius.1649 That gives us 
a clear evidence that the hippika gymnasia performances 
were becoming a normal practice in those days, though 
they were unknown to the majority of Romans who lived 
far from the frontiers. That is why Elder Pliny decided to 
write his treatise.

 At this point we should also recall the unusual de-
scriptions of javelin armed cavalry quoted in Arrian’s 
work. Earlier in this book it has been suggested that 
Pliny the Elder’s work could have served as a source for 
these passages.1650  Going further we can put forward 
another hypothesis: at least some parties of Arrian’s hip-
pika gymnasia descriptions could have been based on 
Pliny’s work, though autopsy also played an important 
role. Arrian, being an accomplished military commander, 
certainly witnessed hippika gymnasia performances. He 
do not needed to quote translated fragments of earlier 
equestrian treatises. But the presence of Celtic military 
jargon and the unusual descriptions of javelin armed cav-
alry may suggest that he did so. Why? Perhaps due to the 
power of tradition. If that was the case, all cavalry train-
ing described in Arrian could have been practiced earlier, 
at least as early as the Claudian period. 

The careful examination of Arrian’s work reveals the 
fact that all these exercises prepared the riders for one 
kind of activity: for skirmishing with javelins. The detailed 
analysis of hippika gymnasia cavalry drills was made by 
Ann Hyland.1651 Being an accomplished horse rider and 
authority in the matters of Western riding she made 
a thorough research of Arrian’s text, bringing vividly to 

1648  See above notes: 707, 708, 956 and below note: 1958.
1649  See above note 707.
1650  See chapter 4 for details.
1651  See Hyland 1993: 101–164.

life Roman cavalry games. The problem is that Arrian’s 
testimony refers to shows not to combat situations. 
Therefore, we should confront the results of Hyland’s 
work with our knowledge about combat realities peculiar 
for the Germanic frontier in order to find out how skills 
acquired on the training grounds worked in real battle 
conditions. 

Arrian’s narrative begins with the description of the 
so-called “charge from concealment”1652 that began with 
a sudden feigned attack:”[1] Their first charge into the 
marked-out area is well rehearsed to produce the most 
brilliant and dramatic effect possible, especially as they 
appear to charge in unobserved from whatever direction, 
making out not one single sally but the greatest possible 
variety. [2] In their charge the sections are distinguished 
by standards, not merely Roman but also Scythian, so 
as to make the charge more colourful and terrifying. 
[3] The Scythian standards take the form of serpents of 
even length and hanging from staves. They are made by 
sewing pieces of dyed cloth together, with their heads 
and whole bodies right down to their tails like snakes, 
so as to produce as terrifying a likeness as possible. [4] 
When the horses are halted one sees these devices as 
no more than pieces of coloured cloth hanging down, 
but when the horses are in motion, they are filled out 
by the breeze and look remarkably like beasts and even 
hiss as the rapid movement sends the air through them. 
[5] These standards do not merely provide the eye with 
a pleasurable thrill, but they also serve a useful purpose 
in keeping apart (the sections of) the charge and pre-
venting the various ranks from tangling with each other. 
[6] For those who bear them are the men most skilled in 
doubling back and wheeling, and they choose to make 
continually more circles and one direct charge after an-
other, while the body of the troop have only to follow 
each his own standard. [7] Thus the succession of vari-
ous kinds of wheeling, of manifold types of doubling back 
and of charging in different ways nevertheless causes no 
confusion in ranks. For if one standard were to be con-
fused with another or one horse to collide with another, 
the whole purpose both as a display and as a practical 
exercise would be lost”.1653 

1652  Term forged by Hyland 1993: 101.
1653  Arr. Tact. 35. 1–7: “[1] πεδίον γίγνεται ὡς διαπρεπέστατα ἐς 
κάλλος καὶ λαμπρότητα ἠσκημένη, ὁπόθεν ἂν μάλιστα ἐκ τοῦ ἀφα-
νοῦς ἐξελαύνειν δόξειαν καὶ μὴ ἁπλῆν ἀλλ᾽ ὡς ἔνι ποικίλην τὴν ἐκ-
δρομὴν ποιεῖσθαι. [2] σημείοις δὲ διακεκριμένοις ἐπελαύνουσιν, οὐ 
τοῖς Ῥωμαϊκοῖς μόνον ἀλλὰ καὶ τοῖς Σκυθικοῖς, τοῦ ποικιλωτέραν 
τε καὶ ἅμα φοβερωτέραν γίγνεσθαι τὴν ἐπέλασιν. [3] τὰ Σκυθικὰ 
δὲ σημεῖά ἐστιν ἐπὶ κοντῶν ἐν μήκει συμμέτρῳ δράκοντες ἀπαιω-
ρούμενοι. ποιοῦνται δὲ ξυρραπτοὶ ἐκ ῥακῶν βεβαμμένων, τάς τε 
κεφαλὰς καὶ τὸ σῶμα τᾶν ἔστε ἐπὶ τὰς οὐρὰς εἰκασμένοι ὄφεσιν, 
ὡς φοβερώτατα οἷόν τε εἰκασθῆναι. καὶ τὰ σοφίσματα ταῦτα. [4] 
ἀτρεμούντων μὲν τῶν ἵππων οὐδὲν πλέον ἢ ῥάκη ἄν ἴδοις πεποι-
κιλμένα ἐς τὸ κάτω ἀποκρεμάμενα, ἐλαυνομένων δὲ ἐμπνεόμενα 
ἐξογκοῦται, ὥστε ὡς μάλιστα τοῖς θηρίοις ἐπεοικέναι, καί τι καὶ 
ἐπισυρίζειν πρὸς τὴν ἄγαν κίνησιν ὑπὸ τῇ πνοῇ βιαίᾳ διερχομένῃ. 
μένῃ. [5] καὶ ταῦτα τὰ σημεῖα οὐ τῇ ὄψει μόνον ἡδονὴν ἢ ἔκπληξιν 
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At first glance it becomes clear that the Roman cavalry 
games were stage-managed performances with horse-
men appearing suddenly on the training ground, prob-
ably galloping from behind the tribunes, obscured from 
the audience’s sight.1654 

Ann Hyland insists that all horses used during the 
show should have been of comparable, if not equal, 
size, confirmation and temperament.1655 That was done 
to ensure that all member of a team moved fluently at 
equal pace. One can wonder whether similar situation 
could appear on the real battlefields. Bearing in mind the 
earlier mentioned results of biometric research from the 
Lower Rhine camps one can say that the Romans could 
do so, presumably allocating mounts of similar size to 
each turma.

The troop leaders directed the rest of the participants 
by standard movement. The standards used during the 
show appear to be of the newly introduced “draco” vari-
ety, adopted from the Danubian barbarians after Dacian 
wars.1656 In clear contrast to their barbarian prototypes, 
which appear to imitate the heads of large canine preda-
tors, the Roman examples tend to represent viper’s or 
dragon’s heads. A fine example of such a head was found 
at Niederbieber in Germany.1657 These dragon heads 
were fitted with long “tails” made from colour fabric, 
similar to today’s windsocks. These probably served the 
same purpose determining the strength and direction 
of the wind and fulfilling the role of later bunchuks,1658 
used by nomadic peoples to facilitate archery aiming. 
The Roman examples could have been a great help dur-
ing a windy day, especially when the troopers practiced 
with light blunt darts. However, during the real combat 
the weight of heavy javelins made these banners useless. 
We should stress the fact that only the expert horsemen 
could carry these draco standards, mostly due to the 
strong wind resistance. Their handling required great skill 
and the role of standard bearers was crucial for dictating 
team’s movements.1659 At this point we should recall the 

παρέχει, ἀλλὰ καὶ ἐς διάκρισιν τῆς ἐπελάσεως καὶ τὸ μὴ ἐμπίπτειν 
ἀλλήλαις τὰς τάξεις ὠφέλιμα γίγνεται. οἱ μὲν γὰρ φέροντες αὐτά, 
[6] οἱ δαημονέστατοι τῶν ἐξελιγμῶν τε καὶ ἐπιστροφῶν, ἐς ἄλλους 
καὶ ἄλλους κύκλους ἢ ἄλλας καὶ ἐπιστροφῶν, ἐς ἄλλους καὶ ἄλλους 
κύκλους ἢ ἄλλας καὶ ἄλλας ἐπ᾽ εὐθὺ ἐκδρομὰς ἐπιλέγονται, τὸ δὲ 
πλῆθος οὐδὲν ἄλλο μεμελέτηκεν, ὅτι μὴ ἕπεσθαι τῷ οἰκείῳ ἕκαστοι 
σημείῳ. [7] καὶ οὕτω ποικίλαι μὲν αἱ ἐπιστροφαί, πολυειδεῖς δὲ οἱ 
ἐξελιγμοί, πολύτροποι δὲ ἄλλῃ καὶ ἄλλῃ αἱ ἐπελάσεις γιγνόμεναι 
ἀσυγχύτους ὅμως τὰς τάξεις παρέχονται. συνενεχθὲν δὲ σημεῖον 
σημείῳ ἢ ἵππος ἵππῳ ἐμπεσὼν ἀναταράξειεν ἂν τὴν πᾶσαν τάξιν 
καὶ οὐ τὸ κάλλος μόνον ἀλλὰ καὶ τὴν χρείαν διαφθείρειε τοῦ ἔργου”. 
Translation by F. Brudenall and F. Walbank quoted in: Hyland 1993: 73.
1654  Hyland 1993: 101.
1655  Hyland 1993: 112.
1656  Coulston 1991: 101–114.
1657  Hyland 1993: 102; Junkelmann 1996: 79; Fischer 2013: 233.
1658  From Ukrainian: Бунчук or Polish: buńczuk. It is a standard 
made in a form of a of horse or yak hair tail attached to the top of 
a pole. Such standards served steppe nomads for centuries, see Wil-
cox & McBride 1995: 44–45. See also Gawroński 2003: 132 note 532.
1659  Hyland 1993: 104.

earlier mentioned tombstone of a draconarius, discov-
ered at Chester inside the northern wall.1660 As it was said 
before, he is shown using curious loop proto-stirrups that 
could have been a great help when riding with the draco 
standard [figs. 146–147].

In battle conditions simpler standards were used that 
were easier to manage. The earlier mentioned tomb-
stone of Sextus Valerius Genialis from Ala I Thracum, 
discovered at Cirencester, shows a simple imago at-
tached to a pole [fig. 109]. Similar standard was sculpted 
on a Corbridge tombstone of Flavinus – a horsemen of 
an Ala Petriana.1661 Because both units were transferred 
from Rhineland (see table 3 for details) there should 
be no doubt that similar field signs were used on the 
Germanic frontier. Nevertheless, the participants of the 
hippika gymnasia performances should have been well 
accustomed to the commands given by standard move-
ments, no matter it had a windsock attached or not. The 
real problems could have been caused by horses that 
could become too excited by speed.

As Hyland pointed out: launching horses into gallop 
from a standstill or a walk required considerable skill 
and training.1662 As the Romans did not used starting 
stalls,1663 the horses should have been controlled by aids 
and spurred into action. But because Arrian mentions 
a trumpet giving signal for a charge1664 – it is quite pos-
sible that the Romans used conditioned reflexes to force 
rapid forward moving.1665 Moreover, the modern racing 
horses are not restrained during competitions. Naturally, 
the animals soon become excited by speed. The oppo-
site happened with the Roman horses: smooth execution 
of required manoeuvres forced controlled movement. 
In such conditions some animals usually try to “snatch 
the reins from their riders’ hands by jerking their heads; 
head tossing sometimes so much so that they hit riders’ 
noses”.1666 In order to prevent that natural tendency all 
manoeuvres should have been practiced earlier at slower 
pace, the speed of movement increased only when hors-
es become accustomed to the required tasks.1667

Sadly, the passage in Arrian does not contain any de-
tailed information about the very nature of the execut-
ed charges and counter charges, the author writes only 
about doubling and wheeling.1668 We can only suspect 
that while the one side practiced charging in close or-
der, the other trained opening ranks in order to receive 

1660  Mason 2012: 180 phot. 105.
1661  Schleiermacher 1984: 191 cat. no. 77; Hyland 1993: 106; Jun-
kelmann 1996: 20 phot. 30; Bull 2007: 44–45.
1662  Hyland 1993: 110.
1663  Horses naturally do not like closed spaces. In opened starting 
stalls the animals usually start galloping naturally, encouraged to do 
so by a sudden appearance of a free space.
1664  Arr. Tact. 36. 3.
1665  Hyland 1993: 107. Such cavalry trumpet was found at Bonn in 
Germany.
1666  Hyland 1993: 110.
1667  Hyland 1993: 110.
1668  Arr. Tact. 35. 6.
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the charge. Most probably, the roles changed when the 
“attacked” troop was able to outmanoeuvre the oppo-
sition and deliver a counter-charge. That particular ele-
ment of cavalry games was aimed to recreate the con-
ditions of a confused mêlée in more organized manner. 
The problem is that Arrian writes about repeating the 
manoeuvres of a standard bearer, which implies team 
working. But how these “teams” really worked in mêlée 
conditions remains a mystery. Nevertheless, the whole 
exercise forced the horsemen to focus their attention 
on standard bearers while they tried to perform the re-
quired manoeuvres.

In a second passage Arrian refers to a testudo forma-
tion used as a target for practicing javelin throwing:”[1] 
When the charge is over the riders halt in close formation 
to the left of the tribune, with their horses’ heads turned 
backwards, thus holding their shields protectively in front 
of their own backs and those of their horses. This forma-
tion corresponds to the close formation (xynaspismos) of 
the infantry and is known as the ‘tortoise’. [2] Two horse-
men, distancing themselves from their file sufficiently to 
allow the rest of their group (literally: the friendly horse-
men) to sally, station themselves in front of the right wing 
of the ‘tortoise’, to act as the targets for the missiles of 
those riding straight towards them. [3] So one half of the 
riders wait at the ready, shield to shield; but when the 
trumpet sounds, the other half charge, hurling as many 
missiles at as fast a rate as possible, first the best man, 
and following him the next in merit and so on in turn. 
[4] The beauty of the action lies in a soldier, while rid-
ing forward in a straight line, hurling the largest possible  
number of javelins in the quickest succession at the two 
men stationed before the (left) wing of the ‘tortoise’ and 
scoring the maximum number of hits on their shields. [5] 
Charging in a straight line forwards then they veer to one 
side, as though turning to make a circle. This turn they 
make to their right, that is to the spear-throwing side. [6] 
For this nothing stands in the way of the javelin throwing, 
and the shields afford protection to those throwing them 
as they charge”.1669 

1669 Arr. Tact. 36. 1–6. “ [1] ὁμοῦ δὲ ἥ τε ἐπέλασις αὐτοῖς 
ἀποπαύεται καὶ κατὰ τὰ ἀριστερὰ τοῦ βήματος ὑπομένουσιν 
ἐπά λ ληλοι ἱππῆς, τὰς μὲν κεφα λὰς τῶν ἵππων ἐς τοὐπίσω 
ἀποστρέψαντες, τοὺς θυρεοὺς δὲ πρὸ τῶν νώτων τῶν σφετέρων 
καὶ πρὸ τῶν ἱππείων νώτων προβεβλημένοι. καὶ ἡ τάξις αὕτη, 
καθάπερ ὁ συνασπισμὸς τῶν πεζῶν, χελώνη ὀνομάζεται. [2] δύο 
δὲ ἱππῆς, τοῦδε τοῦ στοίχου διέχοντες ὅσον ἐκδρομὰς παρέχειν 
τοῖς φιλίοις ἱππεῦσι, προβέβληνται πρὸ τοῦ δεξιοῦ κέρως τῆς 
χελώνης, τοῦ ἐκδέχεσθαι τοὺς ἐξακοντισμοὺς τῶν ἐπ᾽ εὐθὺ 
ἐπελαυνόντων. [3] οὕτω μὲν οἱ ἡμίσεες τῶν ἱππέων πεφραγμένοι 
ἵστανται ἐς προβολήν: ἐπὰν δὲ σημήνῃ τῇ σάλπιγγι, οἱ ἡμίσεες αὖ 
ἐπελαύνουσιν, ὡς πλεῖστα καὶ συνεχέστατα ἀκόντια ἐξακοντίζοντες, 
πρῶτος ὁ πρῶτος κατ᾽ ἀρετήν, καὶ ἐπὶ τούτῳ ὁ δεύτερος, καὶ οἱ 
ἐφεξῆς ὡσαύτως. [4] τὸ δὲ κάλλος τοῦ δρωμένου ἐν τῷδε ἐστίν, 
ὅστις ὅτι πλεῖστα καὶ συνεχέστατα ἀκόντια, ὀρθῷ ἐπελαύνων τῷ 
ἵππῳ, ἐς τοὺς δύο τοὺς προβεβλημένους πρὸ τοῦ [ἀριστεροῦ] κέρως 
τῆς χελώνης κατὰ αὐτῶν τῶν ὅπλων ὡς μάλιστα τύχοι ἀκοντίσας. [5] 
ἐπελάσαντες δὲ ἐπ᾽ εὐθύ, ἐγκλίνουσιν αὖ ἐς τὰ πλάγια ὡς ἐς κύκλον 
ἐπιστρέφοντες. ἡ ἔγκλισις δὲ αὐτοῖς [6] ἐπὶ τὰ δεξιὰ σφῶν γίγνεται: 

As Hyland pointed out, it was more difficult to decel-
erate from a gallop than to accelerate. Normally horses 
tend to come gradually from gallop to canter, then from 
trot to walk, and finally to a halt. Learning rapid stops 
was somewhat tricky but feasible, as modern practice 
connected with Western riding may indicate. That abil-
ity was crucial for executing the next described manoeu-
vre – for forming the testudo.1670 As Arrian writes about 
“attackers” and “defenders” – it becomes clear that the 
horsemen worked divided in two teams. Hyland pro-
posed the possible reconstruction of an arrangement of 
these two groups standing in testudo formation [fig. 162].

Indeed, after halting the animals the two groups of 
horsemen formed a loose shield wall, arrayed in a slight-
ly oblique ranks, with horses’ heads turned away to fa-
cilitate covering them with the shields of the preceding 
troopers. Then the two riders from one group sallied out 
and stopped further away to act as targets for the up-
coming “attackers” who belonged to the another team 
[fig. 162]. Ann Hyland tried to argue that the most stable 
horses and the most confident horsemen should have 
been chosen for that particular task.1671 But even stand-
ing in a testudo formation could be stressful for some 
animals. We should also bear in mind that the Roman 
cavalry games, though they were indeed a show, were 
aimed primarily to prepare the horses and troopers for 
the challenges of real combat. Therefore, all mounts 
should have been prepared to endure the noise of blunt 
javelins pounding the shields of their masters, the train-
ing of Roman cavalry horses perhaps looked similar to 
that of contemporary mounted police, all animals should 
have been renown from their confidence and stability. 
Perhaps, from time to time, all horses were taught to en-
dure the sight and noise of flying and hitting projectiles 
in such a way. Only on special occasions, like during the 
emperor’s inspection, the choice of most stable mounts 
could have been considered important.

As some horsemen acted as targets, the others vig-
orously practiced javelin throwing, trying to hurl at 
them as many blunt darts as possible. The riders rode 
in a straight line, accelerating as they moved, bracing 
the tights against the front horns of the saddle. Accord-
ing to Ann Hyland, a fast moving horse usually runs in 
a much straighter line – that factor helped the trooper 
to lose several javelins in a quick succession.1672 Moreo-
ver, as she pointed out, the speeding mount lowers his 
head and “a low head carriage here would be essential 
for marksmanship”.1673 Hyland also noticed the fact that 
in battle situation the opposite behaviour gave the rider 
an advantage because the higher neck carriage offered 

οὕτω γὰρ τῷ τε ἀκοντίζειν οὐδὲν ἐμποδὼν ἵσταται, καὶ οἱ θυρεοὶ 
προβέβληνται πρὸ τῶν ἀκοντιζόντων ἐν τῇ ἐπελάσει” – translation 
by F. Brudenall and F. Walbank quoted in: Hyland 1993: 73
1670  Hyland 1993: 115.
1671  Hyland 1993: 118.
1672  Hyland 1993: 119.
1673  Hyland 1993: 119.
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more protection.1674 It is natural for a right handed javelin 
thrower to put more weight on the right side of the sad-
dle during the throw. Any horse, endangered by a loose 
of balance, would naturally react to such an action by 
turning right. In such conditions the rider had only two 
possibilities: he had to counteract that tendency by cor-
recting seat or he had to allow the horse to turn right. 
Thus veering to the right side after throw, described by 
Arrian,1675 was a natural reaction.

Such training prepared the horsemen for battle condi-
tions: the shield side was presented to the “enemy” as in 
testudo formation, it could have been used when a group 
of horsemen get under fire in open terrain and from 
some reasons was unable to deliver a counter-charge. 
However, in the dense forests of Germania such skill was 
of little use. One can also wonder whether the horsemen 
had enough space among trees for charging in a straight 
line and throwing many javelins. 

On the other hand, some cavalry drills – practiced dur-
ing the hippika gymnasia performances – were extreme-
ly useful in a confused mêlée. The pertinos manoeuvre 
could provide us a perfect example. It was an equivalent 
of a Parthian shot, but done with a javelin. As Arrian de-

1674  Hyland 1993: 119.
1675  Arr. Tact. 36. 5.

scribed it: “[1] A soldier has to carry enough javelins for 
him to keep on throwing them through the whole of the 
outpost as he rides past; and the continuous throwing 
and the incessant din create an unparalleled consterna-
tion. [2] Between the right wing of the formation (i.e. the 
‘tortoise’) and the advanced position of the two horse-
men riders dart out unnoticed, galloping in front of their 
own formation and hurling javelins at those riding past. 
[3] And these veer off to the left and consequently they are 
somewhat unprotected as they ride by. Here the horse-
man has to be exceptionally good and to have acquired 
ability to hurl javelins against those making a charge and 
at the same time to protect his right side by extending 
his shield. [4] In riding past, the horseman is obliged to 
throw his javelins while turning to the right, and in the 
complete turning movement he has to employ what in the 
Celtic tongue is called the pertinos, which is most difficult 
of all. [5] For he has to turn with all the force in his two 
sides, which are not strong, in order to hurl his javelin in 
as straight line as possible directly behind his back and, 
after doing this, to turn sharply and bring the shield over 
his back, because in that action he is uncovered and at en-
emy’s mercy, if he makes the turn without protection”.1676

1676  Arr. Tact. 37. 1–5: „[1] καὶ χρὴ τοσαῦτα φέρειν ἀκόντια, ὡς διὰ 
πάσης τῆς προβολῆς ἐξακοντίζειν παριππεύοντα. καὶ τοῦ τε ἀκρο-

Fig. 162. The pertinos manoeuvre (after Hyland 1993: 120). 
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According to Ann Hyland, the pertinos manoeuvre was 
done as follows: the riders from the team not engaged in 
target practice [the team B – as shown on fig. 162] sallied 
out to attack the horsemen preparing for javelin throw-
ing [the team A from fig. 162]. With an equal speed they 
had to dash forward and cross the path of the upcom-
ing “opponents”. At the same time they should twist in 
the saddle in order to throw a blunt javelin alongside the 
horse’s rump, aiming directly at the “opponents” riding 
after them. After doing so they had to cover their backs 
with shields.1677 As Hyland pointed out: “this complicated 
sequence of manoeuvres required superb co-ordination 
of muscles and mind on the rider’s part, and a horse that 
was exceptionally sensitive to directions and also one that 
was honest. To manipulate the shield with such dexterity 
in a series of rapid manoeuvres the rider had to drop his 
reins on the horse’s neck and rely on his horse obeying 
leg and body signals”.1678  She adds that all the described 
manoeuvres should have been executed swiftly, smoothly 
and accurately because any mistake in timing could result 
in injuring one of the participants or his horse.1679 

Hyland claims that the pertinos manoeuvre could 
have been developed under the influence of Parthian 
tactics.1680 But its Celtic name makes such interpretation 
doubtful: it should have been developed by Celtic horse-
men in the area where skirmishing with javelins was pop-
ular. Furthermore, that particular combat skill was useless 
if employed against Parthian horse archers, as their com-
posite bows were able to outrange any javelin thrower in 
any circumstances. However, during skirmish encounters 
typical for fighting in the Germanic forests such combat 
skills could have been very useful, as the pertinos ma-
noeuvre prepared the riders to cope with threats com-
ing from behind. Because of the huge Celtic component 
present among the Rhineland cavalry arm (see table 3) 
we can say that such fighting styles certainly were em-
ployed against the Germanic foes of Rome. Please also 

βολισμοῦ τὸ συνεχὲς καὶ τοῦ κτύπου τὸ ἀνέκλειπτον ὥσπερ τι ἄλλο 
ἐκπληκτικὸν φαίνεται. [2] μεταξὺ δὲ δὴ τοῦ τε δεξιοῦ κέρως τῆς τά-
ξεως καὶ τῆς προβολῆς τοῖν δυοῖν ἱππέοιν ἐκ τοῦ ἀφανοῦς ἱππῆς 
ἐκθέουσι, προϊππεύοντες μὲν τῆς οἰκείας τάξεως, ἀκοντίζοντες δὲ 
ἐς τοὺς παριππεύοντας. καὶ τούτοις ἐπ᾽ ἀσπίδα ἡ ἔγκλισις γίγνεται, 
καὶ ταύτῃ ἀφρακτότεροι παριππεύουσιν. ἔνθα δὴ καὶ μάλιστα ἀγα-
θοῦ δεῖ ἱππέως, [3] ὡς ὁμοῦ μὲν ἐξακοντίζειν δυνατός τε γίγνηται ἐς 
τοὺς ἐπελαύνοντας, ὁμοῦ δὲ σκέπειν τὴν δεξιὰν πλευρὰν τῇ προβο-
λῇ τοῦ ὅπλου. [4] καὶ ἐν μὲν τῇ παρελάσει ὁ κατὰ δεξιὰν ἐπιστροφὴν 
ἀκοντισμὸς ἀναγκαῖος αὐτῷ γίγνεται, ἐν δὲ τῇ παντελεῖ ἐπιστρο-
φῇ ὁ πέτρινος δὴ ὀνομαζόμενος τῇ Κελτῶν φωνῇ, ὅς ἐστι πάντων 
χαλεπώτατος. [5] χρὴ γὰρ ἐπιστραφέντα, ὅρη δύναμις μἁ ̣̣ θ̓ακαῖν 
ταῖν πλευραῖν, ἐς τὸ κατ᾽ οὐρὰν τοῦ ἵππου ὡς ἔνι μάλιστα εὐθὺ ἐς 
τοὐπίσω ἀκοντίσαι, καὶ τοῦτο δράσαντα ὀξέως αὖ ἐπιστρέψαντα 
κατὰ νώτου βαλεῖν τὸ ὅπλον, ὅτι τὰ γυμνὰ οὕτω γε παραδίδοται τοῖς 
πολεμίοις, εἰ ἄνευ προβολῆς ἐπιστρέψειεν. ὁμοῦ δὲ ἥ τε ἐπέλασις 
ἤδη ἀποπαύεται καὶ οἱ πρόσθεν”  – translation after F. Brudenall and 
F. Walbank – as quoted in: Hyland 1993: 73–74.
1677  For commentary on pertinos, see Hyland 1993: 121–122.
1678  Hyland 1993: 121.
1679  Hyland 1993: 122.
1680  Hyland 1993: 121.

note the potential usefulness of the acquired skills during 
a confused mêlée: executing the pertinos manoeuvre in 
two teams forced the riders, engaged in target practice, 
to do mental exercises. They had to divide their attention 
between two different tasks: they had to focus on the 
waiting targets and simultaneously they had to be aware 
of the horsemen coming from their left [fig. 162]. 

The next manoeuvre described by Arrian in the follow-
ing passage mirrors the previous exercises [the position of 
both teams, as reconstructed by Hyland, can be seen on 
fig. 163]. The team previously engaged in javelin throw-
ing switches to pertinos practice and their “opponents” 
are now engaged in darting the pre-arranged targets: “[1] 
When the charge is finished and those who charge first 
are again standing in order to the right of the tribune, as 
the others did on the left, the two horsemen, distancing 
themselves from the wing take up position in the man-
ner of an outpost, and the troops themselves sallying 
out between this pair and the whole formation hurl their 
javelins in the same manner at those riding by. Here in-
deed only the best of the horsemen are chosen for this 
skirmishing. [2] those starting from a point to the right of 
the tribune can only achieve a continuous rain of javelins 
and a constant din, since they do not furnish a view of 
anything else to the spectators on the tribune, owing to 
right side of the riders being turned away from them in 
a charge of this kind. [3] But when they charge from the 
left, then the whole art of javelin hurling can be clearly 
seen, namely the use the shields for defence, the quick 
lowering of the javelins from the left hand down into the 
right, and how the right hand takes them and whirling 
them over the head, discharges the shaft it has seized, as 
if from rotating wheel, and at the same time takes (anoth-
er one) and whirling it over the head dispatches that one 
too. Then there is the way in which the rider maintains an 
elegant posture during the skirmishing and besides that, 
as they charge, the brightness of the shields and both the 
speed and agility of the horses in turning and the manner 
in which the cavalry charge at equal intervals. [3] If the 
charges are to widely separated that very fact destroys 
the continuity of the javelin throwing, but if they came 
too close they hinder the spectator from having a clear 
view and thereby prevent an accurate assessment. For by 
charging close up to a good horseman a bad one hides 
him, and a second good horseman coming along in an 
elegant fashion covers up the bad one’s failings. [5] It is 
essential, while maintaining the continuity, to ensure that 
the good rider receives the appropriate prize which is his 
due and to give the bad on the censure he deserves”.1681 

1681  Arr. Tact. 38. 1–5: “[1] ἐπελάσαντες ἐν τάξει αὖ ἵστανται ἐπὶ 
δεξιᾷ τοῦ βήματος, καθάπερ οἱ ἄλλοι ἐν ἀριστερᾷ, καὶ οἱ δύο ἱπ-
πῆς διέχοντες ἀπὸ τοῦ κέρως τῆς προβολῆς τὸ ἴσον ἵστανται, καὶ 
αὖ οἱ μεταξὺ αὐτοῖν τε τούτοιν καὶ τῆς πάσης τάξεως ἐκθέοντες ἐς 
τὸν αὐτὸν τρόπον ἐξακοντίζουσιν ἐς τοὺς παριππεύοντας. ἔνθα δὴ 
ὅ τι περ κράτιστον τῶν ἱππέων ἐς τόνδε τὸν ἀκροβολισμὸν ἐπιλέγο-
νται. [2] οἱ μέν γε ἀπὸ τῶν δεξιῶν [τοῦ βήματος] ἀρχόμενοι οὐδὲν 
ἄλλο ἢ τὸ συνεχὲς τῆς ἀκροβολίσεως καὶ τὸ ἐπάλληλον τοῦ κτύπου 
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As Hyland pointed out: “on the battlefield the whole 
set of 36–9 exercises would have been translated into 

παρέχονται: οὐδὲ γὰρ ἄλλου τινὸς θέαν παρέχουσι τοῖς ἐπὶ τοῦ βή-
ματος ὁρῶσιν, ἅτε ἀποστρόφου ἀπ᾽ αὐτῶν τῆς δεξιᾶς τῶν ἱππέων 
ἐν τῇ τοιᾷδε ἐπελάσει γιγνομένης. [3] ὁπότε δὲ ἐκ τῶν ἀριστερῶν 
ἐπελαύνοιεν, τότε δὴ πᾶς ὁ ἀκροβολισμὸς ἀρίδηλος γίγνεται, καὶ 
τῶν θυρεῶν ἡ προβολή, καὶ ἡ ἐκ τῆς ἀριστερᾶς χειρὸς ἐς τὴν δεξι-
ὰν ὕφεσις τῶν ἀκοντίων ὀξεῖα, καὶ ἡ δεξιὰ ὅπως αὐτὰ ὑπολαβοῦσα 
καὶ ὑπὲρ τῆς κεφαλῆς περιενεγκοῦσα ὥσπερ ἐν τροχοῦ περιδινήσει 
ὁμοῦ μὲν ἐξηκόντισεν, ὁμοῦ δὲ ὑπέλαβεν τὸ λειφθέν, καὶ τοῦτο αὖ 
ὑπερενεγκοῦσα ἐξηκόντισεν. ἥ τε καθέδρα ἡ ἐπὶ τοῦ ἵππου αὐτοῦ 
τοῦ ἱππέως ἀεὶ εὐσχήμων καὶ ὀρθὴ ἐν τῷ ἀκροβολισμῷ σῴζεται, καὶ 
ταύτῃ μᾶλλον, ὅτι ἐπελαυνόντων ὁρᾶται καὶ τῶν ὅπλων ἡ λαμπρό-
της καὶ τῶν ἵππων ἡ ὠκύτης τε καὶ τὸ ἐν ταῖς ἐπιστροφαῖς εὐκαμπές 
καὶ ὅπως ἐν ἴσοις τοῖς διαστήμασιν αἱ ἐπελάσεις γίγνονται τῶν ἱπ-
πέων. [4] αἱ μέν γε ἐπὶ μέγα διαλιποῦσαι αὐτῷ τούτῳ τὸ συνεχὲς 
τοῦ ἀκροβολισμοῦ ἀφανίζουσιν, αἱ δὲ ἄγαν ἐπάλληλοι τῇ ἀκριβείᾳ 
τῆς θεωρίας ἐμποδὼν ἵστανται τὸ δίκαιον αὐτῆς ἀφαιρούμεναι: τόν 
τε γὰρ ἀγαθὸν ἱππέα ἐγγὺς αὐτῷ ἐπελαύνων ὁ κακὸς ἤδη ἠφάνι-
σεν, καὶ τοῦ κακοῦ ἄλλος αὖ ἀγαθὸς εὐσχημόνως ἐπιφερόμενος τὴν 
ἀπρέπειαν συνεσκίασεν. [5] ἀλλὰ χρὴ τοῦ συνεχοῦς σῳζομένου τόν 
τε ἔπαινον τῷ ἀγαθῷ σῷον εἶναι καὶ πρέποντα, καὶ τῷ κακῷ τὸ ὀφει-
λόμενον ὄνειδος ἀποδίδοσθαι” – translation after F. Brudenall and F. 
Walbank quoted in: Hyland 1993: 74.

a relentless succession of missile attacks coming from 
literally all directions”.1682 But one can wonder whether 
such combat skills could have been used in the described 
way on the Rhineland frontier. The earlier mentioned 
statement in Josephus remains a clear evidence that 
the eastern Roman cavalrymen carried their javelins in 
quivers attached to the saddles. The earlier discussed 
figured evidence from the Rhineland suggests differ-
ent behaviour of Roman horsemen from the Germanic 
frontier. It seems that they relied on calones for javelin 
supply. Perhaps they carried only one heavy javelin (two 
at best, but one in the rein hand not in a quiver) and re-
lied more on marksmanship, never intending to produce 
something like a hail of projectiles. From some obscure 
reasons they preferred heavier and longer javelins, un-
suitable for quiver carrying. Perhaps the cavalry encoun-
ters in Germania were so brutish and swift affairs that 
the Roman horsemen had a chance only for one throw 
before joining the mêlée. Moreover, heavier javelins have 

1682  Hyland 1993: 126.

Fig. 163. The pertinos manoeuvre – second move (after Hyland 1993: 123). 
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greater range and superb power of penetration. Please 
also note that their opponents, the Germanic warriors, 
also customary carried only one projectile (see below 
table 10a-b). That implies that training of the Rhineland 
cavalry looked somewhat different. 

The same can be said about the next manoeuvre de-
scribed by Arrian as follows: “[1] When they have twice 
exchanged formations, advanced posts (i.e. the two 
horsemen) and the roles of javelin-throwing and turning 
and are making a second  charge, from the left, they do 
not simply veer to the right and disappear after charging 
with the horses past the tribune, but the quickest of them 
keep back each one javelin for a (special) purpose, and 
the very best keep back two. [2] When they approach the 
tribune, riding past they turn their horse in a circle and 
in the very act of turning they hurl the javelin obliquely 
to the boundary of the field and it has to reach as distant 
a point as possible, while still quivering. [3] Those who 
have kept back two javelins turn back their heads a lit-
tle behind their shields as they charge and twisting their 
right side round as far as they can discharge the remain-
ing javelin directly behind them”.1683

Ann Hyland stated that it remains unclear whether 
the whole team rode as to make a circle – with only the 
best marksmen retaining one or two darts to throw them 
during the manoeuvre – or only the best chosen horse-
man participated in that part of the show. Nevertheless, 
it could indeed impress the audience, especially when 
the flight paths of two javelins, thrown by the two dif-
ferent riders, crossed in the air.1684 Again Hyland makes 
a comment about the potential use of the acquired skill 
in the real battlefield situation: “the defensive value of 
this last javelin exercise can readily be seen, as can the 
order to throw javelins as far as possible to the far rim of 
the arena. If caught in open territory where they could 
be surrounded, the defenders could close ranks in a circle 
formation and hope to repel distant enemy skirmishers 
from a hail of javelins from all points of the circle, un-
til they were either driven off or help arrived. Naturally 
when out on patrol or in actual war conditions, troop-
ers would have a full quiver of the smaller javelins and 

1683  Arr. Tact. 39. 1–3:  „[1] δὶς δὲ ἀμείψαντες τὰς τάξεις τε καὶ 
τὰς προβολὰς καὶ τοὺς ἀκροβολισμούς τε καὶ τὰς ἐπιστροφάς, ἐπει-
δὰν τὴν δευτέραν τε καὶ ἀριστερὰν ἐπέλασιν ποιῶνται, οὐχ ἁπλῶς 
ἐγκλίναντες ἐπὶ δόρυ καὶ παρὰ τὸ βῆμα παρελάσαντες τοὺς ἵππους 
ἀπαλλάσσονται, ἀλλ᾽ οἱ ὀξύτατοι αὐτῶν ἐς τὸ ἔργον ὑπολείπονταί 
σφισιν ἓν ἕκαστος ἀκόντιον, οἱ δὲ ἄκροι καὶ δύο. [2] καὶ ἐπειδὰν 
πελάσωσι τῷ βήματι παριππεύοντες, ἐς κύκλον μὲν ἐπέστρεψαν τὸν 
ἵππον, ἔτι δὲ ἐν τῇ ἐπιστροφῇ αὐτοῦ ἔχοντες ἐπὶ τὸ πέρας τοῦ πεδί-
ου λοξὸν ἠκόντισαν, καὶ τοῦτο ὡς ἐπὶ μή κιστόν τε καὶ ὡς μάλιστα 
κραδαινόμενον χρὴ ἐξικέσθαι. οἳ δὲ καὶ δύο ὑπολειπόμενοι ἐπειδὰν 
ἐπελάσωσιν, [3] ἤδη τὸ ὑπολειφθὲν ὑπὸ τὸν θυρεὸν, ἐγκλίναντες 
ὀλίγον τὴν κεφαλὴν καὶ τὴν δεξιὰν πλευράν, ὡς ἀνυστόν, περιελί-
ξαντες ἐς τοὐπίσω σφῶν ἐξηκόντισαν. ἐπὶ τούτῳ δὲ Κανταβρική τις 
καλουμένη ἐπέλασις” – translation after F. Brudenall and F. Walbank 
quoted in: Hyland 1993: 74–75.
1684  See Hyland 1993: 126–127.

a supply of the larger, heavier sort in the saddle quiver as 
mentioned by Josephus and Vegetius”.1685 

Such statement requires few words of commentary. 
First of all: Vegetius indeed makes a mention about the 
javelins carried behind a shield, but it remains unclear 
whether it was done in quiver, moreover, that particular 
passage refers to the elite Tetrarchic period infantrymen 
from Ioviani and Herculiani legions.1686 Secondary: the 
fragment in Josephus certainly describes javelins carried 
by the Roman cavalry in a quiver, but Josephus makes it 
clear that only three of four heavy ones were used.1687 
Nevertheless, the eastern Roman cavalrymen could form 
such a defensive circle, but it was of little use against 
opponents armed with superior ranged weapons, such 
as slings or bows. When harassed from a distance and 
with no chance of escape the Roman horsemen would 
be doomed. In such a situation any commander would 
rather charge and make an attempt of breaking out. For 
the Rhineland horsemen such solution was also useless, 
as they carried less javelins. Furthermore, in the broken 
terrain of Germania the natural obstacles would impede 
the smooth movement of a defensive circle. Moreover, 
we cannot say for sure that the described movement was 
done as Hyland interpreted it on fig. 163. Arrian writes 
literally about turning the horse by making the circle: “ἐς 
κύκλον μὲν ἐπέστρεψαν τὸν ἵππον”. But that could be 
interpreted as proposed by Hyland and shown above (i.e. 
by making a large circle) or may mean: by making a volt 
or a pirouette. If that was the case, the radius of the sup-
posed circle could have been much smaller, leaving place 
only for one rider. If that happened, the evolution should 
have been performed not by a team but by a succession 
of few riders performing the manoeuvre independently.

Nevertheless, the skills acquired during such show 
could have been extremely useful when hit-and-run tac-
tics was employed: the horsemen dashed from ambush, 
wheeled round throwing their javelins at the confused 
opponents and charged with drawn swords when the 
enemy panicked. From the same reasons the next ma-
noeuvre described in Arrian’s treatise, the Cantabrian 
gallop, could have been extremely helpful for training 
expert horsemen, but was useless as a combat drill in 
the broken terrain of Germany. Arrian described it as fol-
lows: “[1] Next comes the so-called Cantabrian charge, 
which it seems to me has got its name from the Iberian 
tribe of the Cantabrians, because the Romans adapted 
it from them. [2] It goes as follows. The leading body 
of horsemen, as at the beginning, is drawn up shield to 
shield to the left of the tribune, except for the two horse-
men who receive the javelins directed at them. [3] They 

1685  Hyland 1993: 128.
1686  Veg. Epit. 17: “Quinos autem mattiobarbulos insertos scutis por-
tare consuerunt, quos si oportune milites iactent – but they are ac-
customed to carrying mattiobarbuli inserted behind their shields and 
the soldiers hurl them if an opportunity arose” – author’s translation.
1687  Ios. De Bello Iud. 3. 5. 5. (97); see chapter 4 for the text and 
translation.  
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charge from the right, as on the former occasion, wheel-
ing to the right, and while they are charging – another 
charge begins on the left of the tribune and wheels round 
in a circle. [4] These horsemen no longer use light javelins 
but whittled spears, without iron tips but heavy enough 
to be hard for those hurling them to handle and not with-
out danger to those against whom they are hurled. [5] 
For this reason they are instructed not to aim at the hel-
met of those riding past nor to throw their spears at the 
horse, but before the horseman turns away and so ex-
poses part of his side or leaves his back uncovered in the 
act of turning, to aim at the shield itself and drive a spear 
in it as violently as possible. [6] Precision is achieved in 
this, if the horseman who is carrying out this Cantabrian 
circle, approaches as closely as possible to those riding 
past and hurls his spear as near as he can into the very 
middle of the shield and the weapon strikes the shield 
with a thud or indeed goes right through it while the sec-
ond man meets the second and the third the third and in 
the same way those following meet their counterparts 
in line. [7]  For the noise of course is terrifying and the 
circling in a manoeuvre of this kind provides an elegant 
show, with the one group concentrating on accurate aim-
ing and the vigorous hurling of their weapons, while the 
others concentrate on caution and self-preservation in 
facing their attackers.  [8]  In addition there is a con-
cern to display continuity in hurling the javelins, not by 
all horsemen – for not all are proficient in so skilled an 
operation – but those of them who posses consummate 
horsemanship. [9]  These position their horses with the 
tribune high up to the right and from there, as the horse 
from a starting start advances to the (far) rim  of the 
dug-out area, they must discharge as many javelins as 
possible as continuously as possible and as far as pos-
sible to fall quivering into the uncleared ground. [10] 
A really good horseman will succeed in releasing fifteen 
javelins in the correct fashion before his horse leaves 
this area; [11] and any man would earn more just praise 
who got as far as twenty. Any advance in this number 
can only be achieved by abandoning strict honesty and 
cheating, mostly by holding the horse still for a longish 
time and dispatching one or two javelins while it is still 
standing, or after it has crossed the (far) rim of the dug-
out area.  [12] For my own part I hold in much greater es-
teem a performance which sticks to the rules rather than 
a clever show designed to impress the spectators”.1688 

1688  Arr. Tact. 40. 1–12: “[1] γίγνεται, ὡς δοκεῖν ἔμοιγε ἀπὸ Κα-
ντάβρων Ἰβηρικοῦ γένους τοῦτο ὀνομασθεῖσα, ὅτι ἐκεῖθεν αὐτὴν 
προσεποίησαν σφίσι Ῥωμαῖοι. [2] ἔχει ὧδε. ἡ προβολὴ μὲν ἡ τῶν 
ἱππίων, καθάπερ ἐξ ἀρχῆς, ἐν ἀριστερᾷ τοῦ βήματος πεφραγμένη 
ἐκτέτακται, πλήν γε δὴ τῶν δύο ἱππέων τῶν ἐκδεχομένων τὰ ἐπ᾽ 
εὐθὺ ἀκόντια. [3] ἐπελαύνουσι δὲ ἀπὸ τῶν δεξιῶν ὥσπερ καὶ τὸ πρό-
σθεν ἐγκλίνοντες ἐπὶ δόρυ, ἐπελαυνόντων δὲ αὐτῶν ἐν ἀριστερᾷ 
τοῦ βήματος ἄρξαμένη ἄλλη ἐπέλασις γίγνεται ἐς κύκλον ἐπιστρέ-
φουσα. [4] οἱ δὲ ἱππῆς οὗτοι οὐκ ἀκοντίοις κούφοις διαχρῶνται ἔτι, 
ἀλλὰ ξυστοῖς δόρασιν, ἀσιδήροις μέν, τῷ βάρει δὲ οὔτε τοῖς ἐξακο-
ντίζουσιν εὐφόροις, οὔτε ἐφ᾽ οὕς ἐκπέμπεται ἀκινδύνοις. [5] καὶ ἐπὶ 

According to Arrian, the Cantabrian charge, as its 
name implies, was borrowed from the Iberian Canta-
brian tribe.1689 The ancient Iberians had a long tradition 
of guerrilla warfare and were masters of hit and run 
tactics. Iberians were accustomed to use of feigned re-
treats and repeated attacks. The Latin authors referred to 
such tactics using the word concursare,1690 which means 
“to run hither and thither” or “to skirmish”. No doubt, 
something like the wheeling move of Cantabrian charge 
was used during the rapid attacks in the Cantabrian 
mountains. But the Roman version differed much from 
the rough guerrilla-style lightning charge. The Roman 
variant of a Cantabrian charge required two opposing 
wheeling teams moving into two opposite directions in 
such a way that their tracks formed two circles of equal 
radius. At the place where the circles closed the horse-
men threw heavier, but still blunted, javelins at their op-
ponents, aiming at the shields. That manoeuvre was re-
constructed by Ann Hyland [as shown on fig. 164]. At first 
glance the evolution looks simple. It was done at canter 
and picking the right lead was essential for success: “the 
Cantabrian gallop required the horses to maintain the 
right lead, while the javelin maneuvers in Arrian 36–39 
necessitated facility in both the left and right leads”.1691 
As Hyland pointed out: horses are able to choose the 
right leading leg instinctively, but they can do so deprived 
of the burden of a rider. Wrong distribution of balance 
or giving a wrong aid would certainly disturb the choice 

τῷδε παραγγέλλεται μήτε τοῦ κράνους στοχάζεσθαι τῶν παριππευ-
όντων μήτε ἐς τὸν ἵππον τὸ δόρυ μεθιέναι, ἀλλὰ γὰρ πρὶν ἐγκλῖναι 
τὸν ἱππέα καὶ παραγυμνῶσαί τι τῆς πλευρᾶς ἢ ἐκφῆναι τοῦ νώτου 
ἐπιστραφέντα, αὐτοῦ δὴ τοῦ θυρεοῦ στοχαζόμενον ὡς Βιαιότατα 
ἐναράξαι τὸ δόρυ. καὶ τὸ ἀκριβὲς τοῦδε τοῦ ἔργου ἐν τοῖσδ᾽ ἐστίν, 
[6] εἰ ὡς ἐγγυτάτω τοῖς παριππεύουσι πελάσας ὁ ἐς τὸν Κανταβρι-
κὸν τοῦτον κύκλον καθεστηκὼς ὡς μάλιστα κατὰ μέσου τοῦ θυρεοῦ 
τὸ δόρυ ἐξακοντίσειεν, τὸ δ᾽ ἐμπεσὸν τῷ θυρεῷ κτυπήσειεν ἢ καὶ 
διέλθοι δι᾽ αὐτοῦ διαμπάξ, καὶ ὁ δεύτερος ἐπὶ τούτῳ τοῦ δευτέρου 
ἐξίκοιτο, καὶ ὁ τρίτος ὡσαύτως τοῦ τρίτου, καὶ οἱ ἐφεξῆς τῶν ἐφεξῆς 
ἐν στοίχῳ κατὰ τὰ αὐτά. [7] ὅ τε γὰρ κτύπος ἀμέλει ἐκπληκτικός, καὶ 
ὁ ἐξελιγμὸς ἐν τῷ τοιῷδε εὐσχήμων φαίνεται, καὶ τοῖς μὲν εὐστο-
χίας τε καὶ σφοδρότητος ἐν τῷ ἀκοντισμῷ μελέτη γίγνεται, τοῖς δὲ 
ἀσφαλείας τε καὶ φυλακῆς πρὸς τοὺς ἐπιόντας. [8] ἐπὶ τούτοις δὲ τῆς 
συνεχείας τοῦ ἐξακοντισμοῦ μελέτη τε καὶ ἐπίδειξις ποιεῖται ἐκ τῶν 
ἱππέων οὐ πάντων — οὐ γὰρ πάντες ἐπιτήδειοι ἐς τήνδε τὴν ὀξύτητα 
—, ἀλλὰ γὰρ ὅσοι αὐτῶν ἄκροι ἐς ἱππικήν. [9] οὗτοι καθιστᾶσι μὲν 
τοὺς ἵππους, ἐν δεξιᾷ ἔχοντες ἄκρον τὸ βῆμα, ἐκεῖθεν δὲ ἀτρέμα 
προϊόντος τοῦ ἵππου ἔστε ἐπὶ τὴν ὀφρῦν τοῦ ἐσκαμμένου χωρίου, 
χρὴ ὡς πλεῖστα καὶ ὡς συνεχέστατα καὶ ὡς ἐπὶ μήκιστόν τε καὶ ἅμα 
κραδαινόμενα ἐς τὸ ἀνώμαλον μεθιέναι τὰ ἀκόντια. [10] καὶ ἀγα-
θὸς μὲν ὅστις πεντεκαίδεκα ἀκόντια μεθιέναι ὡς χρὴ πρὶν ἐκβῆναι 
τοῦδε τοῦ χωρίου τὸν ἵππον ἐξήνυσεν. πολὺ δὲ τούτου ἐνδικώτερον 
ἐπαινοῖτο ἂν ὅστις καὶ ἐς τὰ εἴκοσι προύβη. [11] ὡς τό γε ὑπὲρ ταῦτα 
οὐκέτι τῆς ἀκριβείας ἐχομένων γίγνεται, ἀλλὰ κλεπτόντων τὸ πολὺ 
κατὰ τὴν στάσιν τοῦ ἵππου ἐπὶ πλέον γιγνομένην, ὡς ἔτι ἑστηκότος 
φθάσαι δύο ἢ τρία ἀκοντίσαι, ἢ ὑπερβάντος τὴν ὀφρῦν τοῦ ἐσκαμ-
μένου, [12] ἀλλ᾽ ἔγωγε πολὺ μᾶλλον ἐπαινῶ τὸ ἐννόμως δρώμενον 
ἤπερ τὸ ἐς ἔκπληξιν τῶν ὁρώντων σοφιζόμενον” – translation after 
F. Brudenall and F. Walbank quoted in: Hyland 1993: 75.
1689  Arr. Tact. 40. 1.
1690  See Treviňo & McBride 1995: 8.
1691  Hyland 1993: 139.
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of the leading leg. Any unfortunate horseman who had 
ordered his mount to pick the wrong leading leg would 
be given a rough and uncomfortable ride, as the horse 
would canter shortening the stride. In such condition he 
would certainly spoil the aim.1692 Obviously, any Roman 
horseman was able to correct that mistake by changing 
the leading leg, but it took a while (an alternative recon-
struction of that evolution can be found in Junkelmann’s 
book, but the riders shown there are making two circles 

1692  Hyland 1993: 139

in the same direction: as a result only one the horsemen 
from only one team could expose the shield side to the 
enemy and that is highly unlikely).1693

During the “assault” the exact spacing and timing was 
crucial for the success of the show. The animals should 
have been moving at similar speed and even pace. They 
should have been divided by equal spaces, in order to 
ensure smooth succession of javelin throws. Any mistake 

1693  Junkelmann 1991: 176–177 fig. 115.

Fig. 164. The Cantabrian charge or gallop (after Hyland 1993: 135). 
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could result in injuring horse or rider.1694 From these rea-
sons the Cantabrian charge was never practiced in battle 
conditions, as had been suggested by Speidel.1695 Doing 
so would require an unspoken mutual agreement of both 
sides to act in a similar way, i.e. to fight riding in two 
circles. One can imagine that any opponent, attacked in 
such a way, would simply charge to stop constant harass-
ing and would transform a nice “show” into a chaotic 
and confused mêlée. The Cantabrian charge could have 
been used earlier against the solid formations of heavy 
infantrymen, most probably Roman legionaries, but the 
tactics employed by Germanic and Parthian enemies of 
Rome should have made such fighting style obsolete.1696 
Moreover, the correct executing of a Cantabrian ma-
noeuvre required perfect spacing and timing and that 
could have been difficult in rough terrain – in delivering 
such a charge many things could go wrong.  We can be 
sure that alongside the Germanic frontier nothing like 
that had really happened – the earlier mentioned written 
accounts suggest that during cavalry clashes usually one 
side opened ranks to receive the attackers.

Though useless on the battlefield the Cantabrian gal-
lop was extremely important for training: it taught the 
horsemen to move at equal pace while retaining the 
perfect control over their mounts, to change leading leg 
at need, to aim accurately and to throw the javelin in 
a precisely defined moment. Indeed, cavalry encounters 
could have been brutish and messy brawls, but horse-
men prepared in such a way were a real threat to any 
opponent.

The next passage in Arrian’s treatise refers to some-
what different kind of training. Instead of interaction 
between two teams of horsemen a target practice is 
described, at this time done in battle armour and with 
weapons used in real combat: “[1] Next they arm them-
selves as if for battle with iron corselets and helmets and 
shields which are no longer the light ones. [2]  And first 
of all the teams charge swiftly forwards bearing each 
man a single lance1697 and before reaching the tribune 
they must dispatch this at once quivering and resound-
ing as they aim at the target which has been set up for 
that very purpose to the left of the tribune. [3] Good men 
charge a second and even a third time, not that they are 
required to, but they got a pleasure from the exercise 
itself and from the praise it gives rise. [4] The second 

1694  Hyland 1993: 140–141.
1695  Speidel 2004: 130. See the next chapter for details.
1696  The ancient Germans would probably send swift young runners 
to cope with the problem, the Parthians would rely on horse archery 
to repel the skirmishing mounted javelin-throwers. However, there 
could have been a renaissance of such tactics after the Marcoman-
nic wars when the shield wall tactics re-introduced the slow-moving 
blocks of heavy infantry. The subject would be enlarged on below in 
the closing chapter.
1697  Please note that the translator uses here a word “lance” that 
stands for Greek λόγχη. However, the context of the phrase leaves no 
doubt that a heavy battle javelin was used during the show.

charge they make with two lances, and these a man 
must hurl as accurately as possible while charging in 
a straight line forwards”.1698

As Hyland’s had pointed out: the lanceae thrown dur-
ing that exercise should have been of the kind used dur-
ing real combat, but made without the iron heads.1699 
The weight of the battle armour and shield should have 
made that particular part of the show more difficult, as 
carrying the increased burden could put the horsemen 
in a greater risk of body displacement.1700 According to 
Hyland, the participants of the show should have learned 
earlier how many strides they would have to cover be-
fore reaching the throwing point in front of each tar-
get – Arrian writes that the two of that kind were used 
during the second turn. She recalls the example of the 
cobbled stone foundation of such tribunal from Pudding 
Pie Hill, south of Maryport, which had 35 to 40 yards 
(about 36 meters). It took about nine strides to cover 
that distance.1701 Again perfect timing and rider’s ability 
to control the speed of his horse were crucial to success. 
Hyland also stresses the fact that the spare heavy javelin 
should have been carried in a quiver, as mentioned in Jo-
sephus.1702 That could have been the custom of nearly all 
cavalry units in the empire. But the Rhineland horsemen 
relied on calones for that task. Therefore, we may sus-
pect that at least in Germanic units the calones were also 
training with their masters, bringing them spare lanceae 
during the show. Or, perhaps, the horsemen carried the 
spare javelins in a shield hand, just like Sextus Valerius 
Genialis shown on the above mentioned tombstone from 
Cirencester carried his standard [fig. 109]. The subject 
requires further investigation.

The prologue to the next exercise described in Ar-
rian emphasized the typically Roman sense of hierarchy. 
There should also have been an element of rivalry among 
the horsemen from each turmae, as the order in which 
their names were mentioned reflected the level of their 
abilities and skills. That was particularly important during 
the following part of the show, especially because the 
upcoming evolution was extremely difficult: “[1] When 

1698  Arr. Tact. 41. 1–4: “[1] ἐνθένδε ἤδη ὡς ἐς μάχην ὁπλίζονται 
θώραξί τε σιδηροῖς καὶ κράνεσι καὶ θυρεοῖς οὐ τοῖς κούφοις ἔτι. [2] 
καὶ πρῶτα μὲν αἱ τάξεις σπουδῇ ἐπελαύνουσι τοὺς ἵππους: μίαν δὲ 
λόγχην φέροντας, τήνδε πρὶν πελάσαι τῷ βήματι χρὴ ὡς οἷόν τε κρα-
δαινομένην τε καὶ ἅμα ἐπανακτυποῦσαν ἐξακοντίσαι τοῦ σκοποῦ 
στοχαζομένους, ὃς δὴ ἐν ἀριστερᾷ τοῦ βήματος ἐπ᾽ αὐτῷ τούτῳ τῷ 
ἔργῳ πέπηγεν. [3] καὶ ὅσοι γε ἀγαθοὶ αὐτῶν, καὶ δεύτερον ἐπελαύ-
νουσιν οὗτοι καὶ τρίτον, οὐ πρὸς ἀνάγκην ἀλλ᾽ αὐτῷ τῷ ἔργῳ καὶ τῷ 
ἐξ αὐτοῦ ἐπαίνῳ ἀγαλλόμενοι. [4] ἡ δευτέρα δὲ ἐπέλασις σὺν δυοῖν 
λόγχαιν γίγνεται, καὶ ταύτας χρὴ ἐξακοντίσαι ὀρθῷ ἐπελαύνοντα τῷ 
ἵππῳ ὡς μάλιστα οἷόν τε ἐπίσκοπα. ἐπὰν δὲ ἐκπεριέλθῃ καὶ τοῦδε 
τοῦ ἀκοντισμοῦ τὸ” – translation F. Brudenall and F. Walbank, quoted 
in: Hyland 1993: 75–76.
1699  Hyland (1993: 145) recalls the passage from the next chapter 
(Arr. Tact. 42. 4) in which Arrian explicitly writes that the weapons 
used during that particular part of a show did not had iron heads.
1700  Hyland 1993: 145.
1701  Hyland 1993: 146.
1702  Hyland 1993: 146–147.
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the voluntary display of javelin throwing is over, then 
the outstanding senior officers of the company1703 order 
the names of all horsemen to be called out in order, first 
the decurio and after him a duplicarius and the sesqui-
plicarius (literally, he who gets pay and a half), and then 
the other members of turma in turn. [2] The man whose 
name is called must answer ‘Present’ with a great shout 
and simultaneously gallop forward carrying three lances. 
The first of these he must hurl at the target from the 
edge of the dugout area, the second when level with the 
tribune and while horse is galloping straight forward; 
and, if he will follow the rules laid down by the emperor, 
he must hurl the third as his horse veers to the right, aim-
ing at another which on the emperor’s instructions they 
set up for this very purpose, namely to receive the third 
lance. [3] This is the most difficult throw at all, since it is 
made at the very moment that the horse is turning and 
before it has completed the turn. [4 ] A throw made in 
this way goes by the name of xynema in the Celtic lan-
guage and this is not easy even with no iron head on 
the lance. There are cases when the man, who is fired 

1703  Brudenall and Walbank apparently use that phrase to translate 
στρατιᾶς ἡγεμόνες. However, because no specific unit or sub-unit is 
mentioned here that particular activity could have been done even 
by an army commander.

by his skill and desire for honour, succeeds in hurling as 
many as four lances at the first target or three as his 
horse gallops straight on and fourth when he is turning, 
in accordance with the emperor’s rules. [5] It is in this 
exercise above all that a good marksman can be distin-
guished from the bad, since the feat is not carried out 
in an uninterrupted line or in an uproar. My own praise 
goes especially to the turma which furnishes the largest 
number achieving distinction in throwing their lances, as 
being truly well trained for warfare”.1704

1704  Arr. Tact. 42. 1–5: [“1] ἑκούσιον, ἐνταῦθα δὴ ὅσοι ἀγαθοὶ 
στρατιᾶς ἡγεμόνες, ὀνομαστὶ ἀνακαλεῖσθαι κελεύουσι πάντας 
ἐφεξῆς τοὺς ἱππέας, δεκάδαρχον πρῶτον καὶ διμοιρίτην ἐπὶ τούτῳ 
καὶ ὅστις ἐν ἡμιολίᾳ μισθοφορᾷ, ἔπειτα τοὺς ἐφεξῆς τῆς δεκαδαρχί-
ας. καὶ οὕτω διὰ πασῶν τῶν δεκαδαρχιῶν ἡ κλῆσις γίγνεται. [2] τὸν 
κληθέντα δὲ χρὴ ὁμοῦ μὲν ὑπακοῦσαι τῷ καλοῦντι μεγάλῃ τῇ βοῇ 
ὅτι ῾πάρειμἰ, ὁμοῦ δ᾽ ἐξελαύνειν τὸν ἵππον τρεῖς λόγχας φέροντα. 
καὶ τὴν μὲν πρώτην ἀπὸ ἄκρου τοῦ χωρίου τοῦ ἐσκαμμένου ἐξακο-
ντίζειν ὡς ἐπὶ τὸν σκοπόν, τὴν δευτέραν δὲ ἀπὸ αὐτοῦ βήματος, καὶ 
ταύτην ἔτι ὀρθῷ τῷ ἵππῳ: τὴν τρίτην δέ, εἰ τὰ ἔννομα καὶ πρὸς τοῦ 
βασιλέως τεταγμένα δρῴη, ἐγκλίνοντος ἐπὶ δεξιὰν τοῦ ἵππου, ἐς τὸν 
ἄλλον σκοπόν, ὃν ἐπ᾽ αὐτῷ δὴ τούτῳ κατὰ πρόσταξιν τοῦ βασιλέως 
ἐς ἐκδοχὴν τῆς τρίτης λόγχης ἱστᾶσιν. [3] ἥδ᾽ ἔστιν βολὴ ἡ πασῶν 
χαλεπωτάτη, εἴ πως πρὶν πάντη ἀποστραφῆναι τὸν ἵππον, ἐν αὐτῇ 
ἔτι τῇ ἐπικαμπῇ γίγνοιτο. ἡ γὰρ δὴ ξύνημα τῇ Κελτῶν φωνῇ καλου-
μένη [4] ταύτῃ δὴ ἄφεσις γίγνεται, ἐπείπερ οὐδὲ ἀσιδήρῳ ἀκοντίῳ 
εὐμαρὴς ἀκοντίζεσθαι. ἤδη δέ τις ὑπὸ ὀξύτητός τε καὶ φιλοτιμίας καὶ 

Fig. 165. Small manuballista from Xanten 
Wardt (after Schalles 2007: 235). Such war 
machines could have been used like later 
medieval crossbows [fig. 166] – even from 
horseback. That particular find can provide an 
explanation for a mysterious phrase in Arrian 
in which he writes that some horseback throw-
ing exercises were done from machines (Tact. 
43. 1: “ἀπὸ μηχανῆς”). 
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According to Ann Hyland, the difficulty of the de-
scribed evolution lies in the fact that the horseman 
should have been able: “to synchronize deceleration and 
turn of horse with a perfectly timed launch of a weapon, 
which itself necessitated a very vigorous torso and right-
arm movement, the trooper had to have had truly excep-
tional co-ordination of his whole body. The complexity of 
this movement means that the equine difficulties cannot 
be divorced from the human and military aspects and 
explained in isolation, as expressed in previous chapters. 
Instead the movement should have been taken as a whole 
and the interrelating aspects explained together. To facili-
tate this Celtic Xynema manoeuvre the horse had to be 
travelling on his right lead as the turn was to the right. 
A shallow turn  can be made at a considerable speed, but 
the sharper turn experienced in this test had to be made 
with a horse in a more collected frame. The text says ‘the 
horse veers to the right’ that implies a right turn but not 
necessarily one of ninety degree. However, to have been 
difficult and spectacular the turn had to have been of 
some severity. At this point of turning the energy that 
have been used in propelling the horse forward must 
have been contained, the speed decreased, and the cen-
tre of the horse’s gravity transferred from the forehand 
to the hindquarters so that the animal could have been 
turned rapidly and have been in a good position to launch 
forward into a gallop once more. As the horse’s centre of 
gravity was transferred further back and his forehand (i.e. 
front legs and shoulder) lightened the horse would have 
raised his head and neck from the stretched out position 
of a straight fast galloping animal, and contracted it up 
and back into the frame of a collected horse. At this mo-
ment the trooper reined his horse to the right by using 
his left leg on horse’s side and left hand or shield edge 
on the left side of the horse’s neck, he would also have 
loosed his lance. This had to be done in the mid-point of 
the turn. The trooper would have twisted his torso in the 
opposite direction to which he had instructed his horse 
to go and fired his weapon across the horse’s neck in line 
with his left shoulder. For this would have had the pro-
tection of his shield down his left side as he turned to 
the right. The later he loosed his weapon the further the 
horse has turned to right, and therefore the more skewed 
in the saddle the rider would have been until he was past 
the physical possibility of aiming accurately”.1705

As we can see, the Xynema move required advanced 
horsemanship. The acquired skills could have been ex-

τέσσαρας λόγχας ὀρθῷ τῷ ἵππῳ ἐπὶ τὸν πρῶτον σκοπὸν ἐξακοντίσαι 
ἤνυσεν, ἢ τὰς τρεῖς μὲν ὀρθῷ τῷ ἵππῳ, τὴν τετάρτην δὲ ἐπιστρέφο-
ντι, ὡς ὁ βασιλεὺς ἔταξεν, [5] ἔνθα δὴ ὅ τε ἀγαθὸς ἀκοντιστὴς καὶ ὁ 
κακὸς μάλιστα πάντων διαφαίνονται, ἅτε οὐκ ἐν στοίχῳ ἀδιακρίτῳ 
οὐδὲ ἐν θορύβῳ δρωμένου τοῦ ἔργου. καὶ ἥτις ἐπέλασις τοὺς πλεί-
στους παράσχοιτο τῶν λογχῶν τῇ βολῇ διαπρέποντας, ταύτην ἐγὼ 
μᾶλλον ἤ τινα ἄλλην ἐπῄνεσα, ὡς πρὸς ἀλήθειαν τῶν πολεμικῶν 
ἔργων ἠσκημένην” – translation after  F. Brudenall and F. Walbank, 
as quoted in: Hyland 1993: 76.
1705  Hyland 1993: 150.

tremely useful when a group of Roman horsemen was 
ambushed in a broken terrain in which they had limited 
space for manoeuvring. Firing a javelin in a turn allowed 
the use of horse’s speed for adding force to the throw in 
a limited space where acquiring speed was impossible.  
No doubt, similar fighting skills were practiced alongside 
the Rhineland frontier.

In the following passage Arrian describes another evo-
lution of Celtic origins. In addition he mentions the sword 
practice and exercises in saddle vaulting: “[1] There are, 
furthermore, various forms of shooting, employing light 
javelins or missiles, the latter shot not from the bow but 
from a machine, or stones thrown from the hand or from 
a sling at a target midway I have already mentioned. 
Here again is a fine feat if they can smash the target 
with the stones, for it is not easy to smash. [2] However, 
this do not brings the exercises to an end, but they now 
charge carrying straight staves, first as if to provide a de-
fense, and then as if reaching after an enemy in flight. 
Next, as if attacking another enemy as the horse turns 
they raise their shields above their heads and move them 
over to cover their backs and they complete this move-
ment, whirling their staves as if another enemy were 
charging. This manoeuvre is called in Celtic, toulout-
egon. [3] They then draw their swords and carry them 
along making a variety of strokes, to the utmost of their 
skill, either reaching an enemy in flight or killing one that 
has fallen, or carrying out some action obliquely as they 
ride alongside. In addition they demonstrate the great-
est possible variety of ways of jumping onto their horses 
using all the methods and styles in which a horse can 
be mounted by a horseman. [4] As a climax they dem-
onstrate leaping in full armour onto a galloping horse, 
which some call the traveller’s leap (hodoiporiken)”.1706 

It seems that the described part of the show included 
free target practice. Not only javelins were used but also 
bolts and stones. The latter were most probably catapult 
bolts, and that sounds unusual because Arrian describes 

1706  Arr. Tact. 43. 1–4: “[1] ἐπὶ τούτῳ μέντοι ἤδη πολύτροποι ἐξα-
κοντισμοὶ γίγνονται ἢ κούφων παλτῶν ἢ καὶ βελῶν, οὐκ ἀπὸ τό-
ξου τούτων γε ἀλλ᾽ ἀπὸ μηχανῆς ἀφιεμένων, ἢ λίθων ἐκ χειρὸς ἢ 
ἐκ σφενδόνης ἐπὶ τὸν σκοπόν, ὃς μέσος τοῖν δυοῖν, οἷν ἤδη μνήμην 
ἐποιησάμην, ἵσταται. καὶ ἐνταῦθα αὖ καλόν, εἰ συντρίψειαν τοῖς 
λίθοις τὸν σκοπόν, ὅ δὲ τύχοι οὐκ εὐμαρὴς συντριβῆναι. [2] οὐ μὴν 
οὐδὲ ἐπὶ τοῖσδε λήγει αὐτοῖς τὰ γυμνάσια, ἀλλὰ κοντοὺς γὰρ τὰ μὲν 
πρῶτα ὀρθοὺς ὡς ἐς προβολὴν φέροντες ἐπελαύνουσιν, ἔπειτα ὡς 
πολεμίου φεύγοντος ἐξικόμενοι: οἳ δὲ ὡς ἐπ᾽ ἄλλον πολέμιον ἐν τῇ 
ἐπιστροφῇ τοῦ ἵππου τούς τε θυρεοὺς ὑπὲρ τὴν κεφαλὴν αἰωρή-
σαντες ἐς τὸ κατόπιν σφῶν μετήνεγκαν, καὶ τοὺς κοντοὺς ὑπερε-
λίξαντες ὡς ἐπελαύνοντος ἄλλου πολεμίου ἐξίκοντο. καὶ τὸ ἔργον 
τοῦτο Κελτιστὶ τολούτεγον καλεῖται. [3] καὶ ἐπὶ τῷδε εὖ τὰς σπάθας 
σπασάμενοι ἄλλοτε ἄλλην πληγὴν παραφέρουσιν, ὅπως μάλιστα 
οἷόν τε, ἢ φεύγοντος πολεμίου ἐξικέσθαι ἢ πεσόντα κατακανεῖν ἢ 
καὶ πρᾶξαί τι ἐκ πλαγίων παραθέοντες. ἐπὶ τούτῳ μέντοιπηδήσεις 
ἐπὶ τοὺς ἵππους ὡς ἔνι ποικιλωτάτας ποιοῦνται, ὅσαις ἰδέαις καὶ 
ὅσοις σχήμασιν ἀναβαίνεται ἵππος ὑπὸ ἱππέως: [4] καὶ τελευταίαν 
δὴ τὴν ἐνόπλιον πήδησιν ἐπιδεικνύουσι θέοντος τοῦ ἵππου, ἥντινα 
ὁδοιπορικὴν ὀνομάζουσιν” – translation after  F. Brudenall and F. 
Walbank, quoted in: Hyland 1993: 76–77.
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the mounted show. But these could have been fired from 
a hand held ballista of a crossbow size, part of such ma-
chine was found in Xanten Wardt Rhine deposit.1707 The 
reconstructed example looks somewhat unhandy [figs. 
165–166], but one can imagine that in special circum-
stances such weapons could have been fired from horse-
back just like later medieval crossbows. Certainly, such 
action required using reliable and well trained horses. In-
terestingly enough, the materials that should have been 
used in making the Roman hippika Gymnasia masks had 
been tested with bolts fired from the replica of Xanten 
manuballista. The materials tested were: industrially 
made iron, iron worked by blacksmith, and hammered 
bronze. Only industrially made iron had shown some 
traces of destruction [figs. 166–167].1708 That can give 
further support to the theory that at least some masked 
helmets were used in battle. However, the bolt shooting, 
as mentioned in Arrian, should have been done with the 
help of pre-arranged targets because no one wanted to 
act as a living practice dummy, dressed in fancy protec-
tive masked helmet.

1707  Schalles 2010: 1–70.
1708  Hanel & Willer 2009: 302. 

The stones mentioned in the passage could have 
been hurled by hand or with a help of a sling. According 
to Hyland, the speed of the moving horse added force 
to the throw. The stones thrown by the mounted men 
could have had enough force to smash a pre-arranged 
target.1709

However, during the next exercise, known in the 
Celtic language as toloutegon, the horsemen used a dif-
ferent kind of practice weapon. Walbank translated the 
phrase: “ἀλλὰ κοντοὺς γὰρ τὰ μὲν πρῶτα ὀρθοὺς ὡς 
ἐς προβολὴν φέροντες ἐπελαύνουσιν” by words: “but 
they now charge carrying straight staves, first as if to 
provide a defence”. The Greek term κοντός, rendered 
here as stave, used for a punting pole in Homer,1710 could 
have meant a rod around which a scroll was rolled,1711 
but generally in the imperial times was used to denote 
a pike, as did Lucian in his “Taxaris vel amicitia”.1712 We 
could expect something like Sarmatian long pikes at that 
place. But few words further Arrian writes about whirling 

1709  Hyland 1993: 153.
1710  Od. 9. 487.
1711  Petersen 2012: 264 note 26.
1712  Luc. Tax. 55.

Fig. 166. Firing a bolt from a reconstructed Xanten manuballista. It was used like crossbow (internet: http://www.romanhide-
out.com/news/2005/20050224.asp – access 24.07.2017).
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the staves (κοντοὺς ὑπερελίξαντες) so one may expect 
that these were similar in size to the ordinary spears.1713 
But why Arrian had not written explicitly about spears? 
Most probably because he had blunted staves in mind. 
As Hyland pointed out, it is difficult to reconstruct the de-
scribed evolution. The mention about whirling the staves 
implies parry and thrust use.1714 In fact, all the mentioned 
exercises were most probably similar to modern lancers 
drills, when whirling the weapon was used to change the 
direction of thrust or to parry the enemy’s strokes.1715 
However, there was one difference: the Roman riders si-
multaneously trained parrying the blows with a shield, 
protecting the parts exposed to attack, especially those 
which they could not defend with a lance. Hence throw-
ing the shield to the back [pl. F]. According to Hyland, the 
turn done during the toloutegon manoeuvre should have 
been of 180 degree.1716 It is almost certain that in the bat-
tlefield conditions the toloutegon helped a trained horse-
man to defend himself with a shield from attacks coming 
from different directions. Yet, that could have been done 
with the lighter Celto-Thracian examples, but not with 
the large rectngular Doncaster style shields [fig. 112a].

As Hyland pointed out, the horns of the Roman sad-
dles should have been a great help during sword prac-
tice, as these saddle-parts enabled making more en-
thusiastic swinging cuts and strokes. In the battlefield 
conditions the herd instinct of the horse would enable 
the control of the fleeing enemy, just like during the 
modern Western riding cutting competitions the good 
cutting horse struggles to control (and to anticipate) the 
movements of a cow or a calf.1717 No doubt, the sword 
practice was important in real fights, especially when all 
shafted weapons were broken. In a broken and densely 

1713  Hyland 1993: 154: “A heavy and long pike could not be so ma-
nipulated as it needed two hands to wield and the rider was not then 
encumbered with a shield, as he was in this exercise”.
1714  Hyland 1993: 154–155.
1715  Jaworski 2011: 20.
1716  Hyland 1993: 155.
1717  Hyland 1993: 157.

forested lands of Germania a good swordsman should 
have had an advantage because the growing trees too 
often precluded proper spear use.

The closing sentences of the passage in question re-
fer to mounting practice. As Hyland pointed out: “very 
few of the people who ride today can mount a horse 
without the aid of stirrups. Those who can are usually 
very young and athletic”.1718 Inside the Roman army the 
constant training meant that such ability was more com-
mon. However, the problems with effectiveness of that 
training are described in one literary passage in Fronto 
that relates the reaction of Roman proconsul Pontius 
Laelianus to the sorry state of Syrian legions: “Pauci mili-
tum equum sublimitus insilire, ceteri aegre calce, genu, 
poplite repere – few of the soldiers could vault on their 
steeds, the rest scrambled clumsy up by dint of knee or 
ham”. As it was mentioned earlier, the text is full of rhet-
oric, similar description refers to javelin throwing skills: 
“Haud multi vibrantis hastas, pars major sine vi et vigore 
tamquam labceas iacere – not many could make their 
spears hurtle, most tossed them like toy lances without 
verve and vigour”.1719

The modern experiments have shown that vaulting 
in the saddle, though required training, is possible. Ac-
cording to Peter Connolly and Carol van Driel-Murray, the 
existence of a wooden tree was a great help in mount-
ing practice: “experiment shows that vaulting from the 
side is relatively simple, the front horns being grasped 
by one hand and the middle of the cantle by the other. 
The horn and the cantle take the full weight of the rider 
(plus his equipment) as he vaults in, the back horn holds 
him in as he settles. This places considerable demands on 
the strength of the structure and the technique is quite 
impossible to execute without rigid front horns”.1720 As is 
was said earlier, the Roman military theoretician Veget-

1718  Hyland 1993: 158.
1719  Fronto, Ad Verum Imp. 2. 19. Translation after W. Heinemann, 
as quoted in: Hyland 1993: 158.
1720  Connolly & van Driel-Murray 1991: 46.

Fig. 167. Results of shooting at the masked helmets materials with bolts fired from the replica of Xanten manuballista:  
A – industrially made iron: B – iron worked by blacksmith; C – hammered bronze (after Hanel & Willer 2009: 302 fig. 12).
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ius advocated using wooden horses to teach the young 
soldiers proper mounting techniques.1721 The vaulting ex-
periments were repeated by Junkelmann, who also pro-
posed using a spear as a mounting aid. The weapon was 
vertically impaled into the ground and a trooper grasped 
it near the spearhead, employing the arm strength to 
support the vault.1722 Another technique was similar to 
that practiced by the modern trick riders. It was used 
when a horse was moving at a trot or canter. The rider 
should move at run facing forward. Then he had to skip 
alongside his steed a few paces and after grasping the 
cantle he had to jump forward with both feet. The trick 
was to use the horse’s momentum to vault into the sad-
dle. Today’s trick saddles usually have a central horn and 
some hand grips as well, in jumping in they serve the 
same purpose as the horns of the Roman saddles.1723 
However, we should stress the fact that all modern ex-
periments in saddle vaulting were done in ideal condi-
tions, on wooden horse models or on animals standing 
quietly, in real battle mounting the Rhineland saddles 
with extra-long horns could have caused some problems. 
Hence the presence of calones.

However, there is another clue. If the text of Ars Tac-
tica indeed was based on Arrian’s personal experience, 
perhaps on observations done during the Lambaesis 
training,1724 we should stress the fact that the troopers 
from African alae may have not used the horned saddles 
at all. The figured evidence from northern Africa reveals 
the fact that the ordinary saddle blankets were used in-
stead.1725 That would make mounting more tricky, but the 
riders had no protruding horns to clear. That also means 
that two different cavalry traditions co-existed inside the 
Roman army. 

We should add that Arrian of Nicomedia had also wit-
nessed Roman horsemen practicing leaping upon horses 
at Sebastopolis in present-day Georgia.1726 The horned 
saddles were certainly used in the Roman east,1727 but 
these most probably belonged to the equipment of 
extra-heavy horsemen (cataphracti). The old “Pazyryk 
style” saddles – with shorter closers – were more popular 
in the area, as numerous Palmyran and Bosporan sculp-
tures may indicate. Therefore, the horsemen observed 
by Arrian at Sebastopolis could have had no protruding 

1721  Veg. Epit. 1. 18.
1722  Junkelmann 1992: 106–107: phot. 106–109.
1723  Hyland 1993: 159.
1724  As wants Birley  (2002: 316, 497 note 17).
1725  Cf. tombstones from Cherchel in: Schleiermacher 1984: 155 
cat. no. 55: Licaus; 157 cat. no. 56: Dazas; see also D’Amato & Ruggi-
eri 2016: 40 for better photograph. See also Cristina & Lechilli 2015: 
4–5 figs. 1–3 for similar representations of saddle blankets from Cirta 
region.
1726  At Sebastopolis Arrian of Nicomedia had inspected the arms, 
armour and horses of troopers stationed at the place and observed 
their exercises in leaping on horses, cf. Arr. Peripl. 9: “καὶ τοὺς ἵππους 
καὶ τὰ ὅπλα ἰδεῖν καὶ τοὺς ἱππέας ἀναπηδῶντας ἐπὶ τοὺς ἵππους”.
1727  Fronto, Ab Verum Imp. 2. 19; Nicolle & McBride 1996a: 33; 
James 2004: 69.

horns to clear during jumping. The general conclusion is 
that Arrian statements about leaping on horses should 
no longer be taken as reliable evidence for the Rhineland 
horsemen mounting skills. Mounting the saddles with 
the extra-long horns could have required assistance of 
foot calones or use of some mounting aids, like proto-
stirrup shown on Kirkby Thore monument. The subject 
warrants further investigation.

The closing passage in Ars Tactica refers to changes 
introduced into the Roman cavalry training during the 
reign of emperor Hadrian. As we can see, many “barbar-
ian” elements became a common practice: “[1] These are 
the traditional exercises which the Roman cavalry had 
practiced since ancient times. But the emperor had also 
introduced the practice of barbarian manoeuvres such 
as the Parthian and Armenian horse archers carry out, 
together with the turns and feigned retreats of Sarma-
tian and Celtic stave-bearers, with cavalry taking turns 
to charge and varieties of skirmishing, useful in battle; 
and they also use the war cries native to each race, Celtic 
for Celtic cavalry, Getic for Getic and Rhaetic for those of 
Raetia. [2] The  horses are also trained in jumping across 
a ditch and leaping over a wall and, in a word, there are 
none of their ancient practices which have become ob-
solete that have not been revived and are now practiced 
by the Romans; and they are in addition those devised by 
the emperor with a view to beauty, speed, the inspiring of 
terror and practical use. [3] So that in our present empire, 
in the twenty years of Hadrian’s reign, it seems to me that 
the following lines are far more appropriate now than 
they were to ancient Sparta: “There flourishes both the 
spear of the brave and the sweet-voiced Muse and Justice 
in the wide open streets, the defender of fine actions”.1728

Indeed, it was a period of transition. The statement 
coming from that particular passage in Arrian reveals the 
fact that the hippika gymnasia performances evolved 
through time. Therefore, the exercises once described 
by Elder Pliny in his “De iaculatione equestri” could have 
been quite different. The conclusion is that the cavalry 
drills – as described in Arrian’s work – reflect the general 

1728  Arr. Tact. 44. 1–3:” [1] ταῦτα μὲν τοῖς Ῥωμαίων ἱππεῦσι τὰ 
συνήθη τε καὶ ἐκ παλαιοῦ ἀσκούμενα: ὁ βασιλεὺς δὲ προσεξεῦρεν 
καὶ τὰ βαρβαρικὰ ἐκμελετᾶν αὐτούς, ὅσα τε Παρθυαίων ἢ Ἀρμενίων 
ἱπποτοξόται ἐπασκοῦσι, καὶ ὅσας οἱ Σαυροματῶν ἢ Κελτῶν κοντο-
φόροι ἐπιστροφάς τε καὶ ἀποστροφὰς τῶν ἵππων ἐν μέρει ἐπελαυ-
νόντων, καὶ ἀκροβολισμοὺς  ἐν τούτῳ πολυειδεῖς καὶ πολυτρόπους 
καὶ ἀλαλαγμοὺς πατρίους ἑκάστῳ γένει, Κελτικοὺς μὲν τοῖς Κελτοῖς 
ἱππεῦσι, Γετικοὺς δὲ τοῖς Γέταις, Ῥαιτικοὺς δὲ ὅσοι ἐκ Ῥαιτῶν. [2] καὶ 
τάφρον δὲ διαπηδᾶν μελετῶσιν αὐτοῖς οἱ ἵπποι καὶ τειχίον ὑπεράλ-
λεσθαι, καὶ ἐνὶ λόγῳ, οὐκ ἐστιν ὅτι Ῥωμαίοις τῶν τε παλαιῶν ἐπιτη-
δευμάτων, ὅ τι περ ἐκλελειμμένον, οὐκ ἐξ ὑπαρχῆς ἐπασκεῖται, καὶ 
ὅσα ἤδη προσεξεύρηται ἐκ τοῦ βασιλέως, τὰ μὲν ἐς κάλλος τὰ δὲ ἐς 
ὀξύτητα, τὰ δὲ ἐς ἔκπληξιν τὰ δὲ ἐς χρείαν τὴν ἐπὶ τῷ ἔργῳ. [3] ὥστε 
ἐς τήνδε τὴν παροῦσαν βασιλείαν, ἣν Ἀδριανὸς εἰκοστὸν τοῦτ᾽ ἔτος 
βασιλεύει, πολὺ μᾶλλον συμβαίνειν μοι δοκεῖ τὰ ἔπη ταῦτα ἤπερ ἔς 
τὴν πάλαι Λακεδαίμονα ῾ἔνθ᾽ αἰχμά τε νέων θάλλει καὶ μῶσα λίγεια, 
καὶ δίκα εὐρυάγυια καλῶν ἐπιτάρροθος ἔργων” –  translation after F. 
Brudenall and F. Walbank quoted in: Hyland 1993: 77.
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practice of the Roman horse from the times of Hadrian. It 
has been proven that some exercises, though extremely 
important in training, were useless against Germanic 
warriors – the Cantabrian charge being a good example 
of such a situation: it was unsuitable for broken terrain 
and densely wooded landscape. Moreover, its proper 
execution  required mutual understanding of both sides, 
which is impossible.  Thus, we can put forward a hypoth-
esis that the hippika gymnasia performances evolved 
into a mature form in the areas with more open spaces 
– most probably in the eastern or African provinces. At 
first glance such statement looks somewhat confusing 
because of the Celtic origins of majority of described 
evolutions. Perhaps the exercises of Celtic origins were 
practiced earlier in a somewhat different form. Quite 
probably these cavalry drills evolved in a new environ-
ment (in eastern or southern provinces?) to a form un-
suitable for use in a densely forested areas, but useful in 
the open terrain.

One can hypothesize that in the times of Elder Pliny 
there should have been more practice with longer jave-
lins and the cavalry maneuvers should have been more 
useful in a confused mêlée. The fragments in Arrian refer-
ring to the heavy lanceae or λόγχαι use can provide us 
with another argument: the unusual description of heavy 
javelins discussed in one of the previous chapters should 
had come from the first century AD when such weapons 
were more important. As it was said, such weapons ap-
pear on some Rhineland tombstones [figs. 38, 83, 94, 
97b]. It was suggested earlier that Arrian’s description 
of such heavy javelins should have been copied from El-

der Pliny’s treatise. If so, the heavier javelins were more 
important in cavalry training in Julio Claudian times (on 
the Germanic frontier?) and gradually were replaced by 
lighter ones.

In Arrian’s work we have two quite different descrip-
tions of the weapons used by the Roman cavalry in train-
ing. Some of them tend to show the realities contempo-
rary to Arrian’s times. Yet, one of them, the one about 
the λογχοφόροι, could have been drawn on an earlier 
source which described the realities from the Rhine fron-
tier. We should remember that some descriptions of the 
Roman cavalry weapons could have been borrowed by 
Arrian from Pliny the Elder, as may indicate the earlier 
dicussed strange description of Roman cavalry.1729 There-
fore, on the basis of all the collected evidence one may 
hypothesise that in the Ars Tactica echoes of De iacula-
tione equestri may be heard. It is very likely that some 
parties of Elder Pliny’s treatise might have served Ar-
rian as a source for his description of the Roman cavalry 
weapons.

Therefore, there is a strong probability that the de-
scription of heavy javelins should had come from the first 
century AD when such weapons were more important. 
Heavy javelins or short spears appear on some Rhine-
land and British tombstones [figs. 83, 94, 97b]. There-
fore, Arrian’s description of such heavy javelins could 
have been copied from Elder Pliny’s treatise. If so, the 
heavier javelins were more important in cavalry training 

1729  See chapter 4 for the disussion on Arrian’s terminology con-
cerning cavalry weapons.

Fig. 168. Drawing a javelin from a quiver attached to the saddle “horn” and a throw (after Hyland 1993: 143). Such method 
of javelin carrying was described by Josephus and was in use in barren lands of Judea. We have no clue whether similar skill was 
practiced alongside the Rhineland frontier, as the figured evidence shows spare javelins carried by calones.
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in Julio-Claudian times (alongside the Germanic frontier) 
and gradually were replaced by lighter ones.

We should stress the fact that all the observations, 
which had been made by Hyland on drills described in 
Arrian, refer to specific way of javelin throwing when 
all weapons were carried in quiver, as she had made it 
clear on fig. 168. As it was said, we have no idea whether 
practices of the Rhineland frontier looked similar. The 
figured evidence shows no quivers, except the one mys-
terious object carried by a calo sculpted on the earlier 
mentioned stone of Oclatius [fig. 24] – but that could 
be a bundle of spears as well. Therefore, we can add 
another argument to the hypothesis that on the Rhine-
land frontier the spare javelins were carried by calones, 
perhaps because the types used alongside the Rhineland 
frontier were heavier and less handy. If so, the earlier 
cavalry drills described in the first half of the first century 
AD by Elder Pliny could have been different. 

That hypothesis could be given further support: the 
face masks used during the hippika gymnasia performanc-
es evolved through time. As it was said earlier, the figured 
evidence provided by the tombstone of Sextus Valerius 
Genialis from Cirencester [fig. 109] suggests that masked 
helmet were used in real combat.1730 Furthermore, Mar-
cus Junkelmann examined construction of several masked 
helmets and pointed out that some early examples were 
exceptionally thick (about 4 mm) and could have been 
used in battle conditions.1731 As an argument he recalls 
the example of an extra thick mask from the Chassenard 
(France)  “Thracian style” grave [fig. 169]. The grave as-
semblage also contained fragments of mail armour and 
hooks that fastened it at the breast of the dead warrior.1732 
On the contrary, the later cavalry helmets are made of 
thinner material. That could have been caused by the fact 
that at least some early examples were intended to serve 
in real combat, but these pieces could also have been 
used to protect the rider from heavier practice weapons. 
If that was the case, we can hypothesize that blunt train-
ing javelins evolved from heavier to lighter ones. 

Moreover, we have a clue concerning the time dur-
ing which these heavy javelin drills were introduced into 
the Roman army practice. Virgil gives us a description of 
cavalry games practiced by some members of the no-
bility in Augustan times: “[The youths] galloped apart 
in equal ranks, and the three companies, parting their 
bands, broke up the columns, then recalled, they wheeled 

1730  Негин & Кириченко 2013: 245–253.
1731  Junkelmann 1996: 51. As an argument he recalls the exam-
ple of an extra thick mask from Chassenard  “Thracian style” grave. 
The French grave assemblage contained also fragmennts of mail and 
hooks that fastened armour at the breast of the dead warrior offering 
better protection due to the presence of two layers of mail, cf. Junkel-
mann 1996: 24–25 and phot. 38. The above mentioned experiments 
with bolt shooting can also support the theory that masked helmets 
were used in battle.
1732  Junkelmann 1996: 24–25 and phot. 38.

about and charged with leveled lances. Next they enter 
on other marches and other countermarches in oppos-
ing groups, interweaving circle with alternate circle, and 
waking an armed mimicry of battle”.1733 These were the 
so-called Trojan games. One can easily recognize the 
similarity to the opening moves of the hippika gymnasia 
performances. But the above cited lines in Virgil do no 
mention any javelin throwing.1734 That happened because 
the Augustan period Roman horsemen were armed ac-
cording to the old “Italian style” described earlier, and 
their training was designed to prepare them to close 
combat with spears. Therefore, the heavy javelin drills 
should have been introduced into cavalry training after 
finishing the Aeneid. Certainly, that reform happened be-
fore the reign of Claudius, as Elder Pliny had described an 
existing, but unknown to wider publicity, practice. That 
perfectly fits the chronology established for early face 
masks and “Thracian” Chassenard grave assemblage.  

Though the “Thracian” character of the latter could be 
challenged, the burial rites being the sole argument for 
such an attribution, such finds can provide a support for 
an earlier mentioned hypothesis that the Thracian auxilia-
ries were involved in the process of hippika gymnasia de-
velopment.1735 If that was the case, the masked helmets 
should have evolved from battle pieces into a “parade” 
equipment. The same process could have happened with 
javelins used for training. If so, the earlier hippika gym-
nasia shows should have been more brutish and more 
straightforward in character. It seems that the much soft-
er version was practiced in the times of Hadrian.

At this point we should recall the cited above passage 
in Fronto. Though full of rhetoric while referring to bad 
condition of Syrian army it may contain a core of truth. 
Therefore, it may suggest that even the softer version of 
training practice was in decline shortly before the erup-
tion of Lucius Verus’ Parthian war.1736 It has been sug-
gested that: “the long peaceful reign of Hadrian’s suc-
cessor, Antoninus Pius AD 136–161, had not resulted in 
all units being kept up to Hadrianic battle readiness”.1737 
Nevertheless, the passage in Fronto can confirm that the 

1733  Virg. Aen. 5. 580–5: “olli discurrere pares atque agmina terni / 
diductis solvere choris, rursusque vocati / convertere vias infestaque 
tela tulere. / inde alios ineunt cursus aliosque recursus / adversi spati-
is, alternosque orbibus / orbis\ impediunt pugnaeque cient simulacra 
sub armis”-  translation by H.R. Fairclough, quoted in: McCall 2002: 67.
1734  Actually, the word “telum” could also describe a javelin or ar-
row, but with the verb “tulere” –  third person perfecti activi from 
fero, ferre, tuli, latum – it should be translated literally as: they “at-
tacked with carried weapons”, i.e. lances. The only other connotation 
with throwing and “tulere” is doubtful: the verb sometimes refers to 
casting votes, cf. Dobson 1825: 743: “suffragia tulere”. But votes are 
not, by no means, javelins.
1735  Junkelmann 1996: 25–26.
1736  As it was said the described event took place in  AD 150 or, less 
probably, in AD 163 – see chapter 3 for details.
1737  Hyland 1993: 158.
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Fig. 169. The first century AD “Thracian” assemblage from Chassenard, France (after Junkelmann 1996: 24–25 phot. 38). It 
contained an extra-thick mask. Please note that the assemblage in question also preserved parts of military cingulum, only in 
that case these artifacts appeared together with cavalry equipment.

previous methods of training were retained in the Anto-
nine period, at least in theory.

But the Roman military theoretician Vegetius, writ-
ing at the end of fourth century AD, makes no mention 
about the javelin training in connection with cavalry. He 
writes only that a decurio “is to be preferred to the com-
mand of a troop for his activity and address in mount-
ing his horse completely armed; for his skill in riding and 
in the use of lance and bow; for his attention to form-
ing his men to all the evolutions of the cavalry; and for 
his care in obliging them to keep their cuirasses, lances 
and helmets always bright and in good order”.1738 It is 
noteworthy that Vegetius, while enumerating the skills 
of a good cavalryman, mentions long spear (contus) and 
a bow, but makes no reference to javelin use. It is diffi-
cult to say whether that statement refers to the realities 
observed in the fourth century AD or, that is more proba-

1738  Veg. Epit. 2. 14: “Similiter eligendus est decurio, qui turmae equi-
tum praeponatur, inprimis habili corpore, ut loricatus et armis circumda-
tus omnibus cum summa admiratione equum possit ascendere, equitare 
fortissime, conto scienter uti, sagittas doctissime mittere, turmales suos, 
id est sub cura sua equites positos, erudire ad omnia quae equestris 
pugna deposcit, eosdem cogere loricas suas uel catafractas, contos et 
cassides frequenter tergere et curare” – translation Clarke 1767: 67–68.

ble, Vegetius recalls the glorious past of the Roman army 
describing the state of affairs from the third century AD. 
If that was the case, we can put forward a hypothesis 
that the vigorous javelin training, such as practiced dur-
ing the hippika gymnasia shows, disappeared from Ro-
man cavalry training in the course of the third century 
AD.1739 Naturally, battle javelin throwing remained in use, 
though declined in importance because more attention 
was given to lance and bow. 

Archaeology can provide further support to such hy-
pothesis. The latest cavalry “sport” equipment comes 
from the third century AD deposits discovered at the 
Bavarian sites: Straubing and Eining.1740 Nothing like that 
had come to light from the fourth century AD. It seems 
that the hippika gymnasia performances disappeared 
from the Roman cavalry practice during the Tetrarchic 
period. The course of the changes in Roman cavalry prac-
tice looks as follows:

1739  Though some sources still refer to cavalry games held in spring, 
see Greg. Nyss. In Quadr. Martyres PG 46 col. 77; Agathias 2. 1. 2.; 
Miracula S. Anastasii Persae 23 – after Rance 2007: 372 note 128. But 
these should have looked somewhat different.
1740  Junkelmann 1996: 46–47, 76; Fischer 2012: 226–228.
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The cavalry games could last longer than the reali-
ties of the battlefield as happened in the case of medi-
eval style tournaments from the Renaissance period. As 
Vegetius writes about lance and bow skills, we should 
assume that these abilities grew in importance in the 
third century AD. For a while cavalry games could have 
been teaching obsolete fighting techniques, mostly due 
to the power of tradition. But changes in tactics soon de-
cided about the fate of hippika gymnasia performances. 
It seems that during the course of the third century AD 
the Roman cavalry fighting styles had changed much: the 
emphasis on javelin throwing gave way to the dominance 
of close order hand-to-hand fighting. 

Sadly, no details about the training and fighting styles 
survived to our times, Vegetius’ statements being sim-
ply too enigmatic. The writings of later authors, Pseudo-
Maurice for example, contain too much references to the 
tactics inspired by steppe dwellers. But still some specu-
lations can be made. The basics of training war-horses 
for hand-to-hand combat did not changed much until 
the Renaissance period. These methods are well known 
through treatises printed by various horse-riding masters 
in Renaissance Italy.1741 The most famous of them, a Nea-
politan nobleman called Federico Grisone, had published 
in AD 1550 his “Gli ordini di cavalcatore” or “Rules of rid-
ing.” The book achieved an immediate commercial suc-
cess, it was also translated into many European languag-
es.1742 Sadly, his achievements did not received proper 
attention they deserved. That happened because nowa-
days Federico Grisone enjoys a bad reputation among 
riding theorists, mostly due to the proposed fairly drastic 
methods of training. It is true: he advised tying a living 
hedgehog to a tail of a disobedient horse.1743 

Quite recently Grisone’s writings were given proper 
interest they deserved and he found a votary advocate 
in the person of Giovanni Battista Tomassini. Tomassini 
re-examined the context of all these cruel advises and 
pointed out that these were quoted into Grisone’s trea-

1741  Here I follow discussion of Grisone’s treatise in: Arbuzińska 
2015: 143–144.
1742  Tomassini 2014: 79, 84.
1743  Edwards 2001: 96.

tise as curiosities, according to the Renaissance custom. 
Grisone himself added that a good and well trained 
horseman does not need to use such drastic meas-
ures.1744 Nevertheless, Grisone’s methods can provide 
us information about training battle-horses for close 
combat. 

And so, in the Renaissance period the basic exercises 
consisted of sets of headlong charges. The emphasis 
on going fast in a straight line was natural for training 
a horse for knight’s needs. One can imagine that the in-
troduction of long lances that happened in the Roman 
world during the second century AD enforced develop-
ment of similar training methods. However, Grisone’s 
straight charges were interspersed with volts, half-volts, 
pirouettes and half-pirouettes. The idea behind this was 
that the properly trained warhorse should have been 
able to make a sequence of quick charges during which 
the animal should have been well prepared to make 
rapid stops or turns. No doubt, during many chivalric 
encounters that ability helped to stop after unhorsing 
one opponent and facilitated turning around in search 
of a new enemy.1745

The principles of harmony and the love of symme-
try, so typical for the Renaissance era, also influenced 
Grisone’s thinking. He invented special geometric fig-
ures in order to facilitate execution of corresponding 
exercises in the manège [as shown on fig. 170]. Though 
much complicated and sophisticated as they were, these 
figures were not so ridiculous as they look. The horses 
should have been able to change the direction of charge 
rapidly, and they had to do so in group, never disturbing 
the battle line. As a result, the requested turns had to 
be completed in the shortest possible time and in the 
smallest space. No doubt, the late Roman cavalry, armed 
with long lances, was trained in a similar manner. We can 
speculate that the new fighting styles required charging 
in close order. If that was the case, the days of wheeling 
exercises, so important for Arrian of Nicomedia, were 
over. Due to the close order in which the lance-armed 
horsemen attacked any executed turn should have been 

1744  Tomassini 2014: 98–101.
1745  Tomassini 2014: 93–94; Arbuzińska 2015: 144.

Date of origins: Source: Described main activities: Refers to realities:
About 29–19 BC Virgil, “Aeneid”: 5.580–7 Wheeling and circling, lance fighting. Contemporary and earlier

About AD 41–54 “De Iaculatione Equestri” by Elder Pliny Heavy javelin throwing? Broken terra-
in manoeuvres? Contemporary

About AD 136 “Ars Tactica” by Arrian of Nicomedia
Light and heavy javelin throwing. 
Open space manoeuvres. Saddle 

vaulting
Contemporary and earlier

About AD 163 “Ad Verum Imp. II” by Cornelius Fronto Light and heavy javelin throwing. 
Saddle vaulting Contemporary

About AD 386/7 “Epitoma Rei Militaris” by Flavius Vege-
tius Renatus

Long lance and bow practice. Saddle 
vaulting Of the third century AD?

Table 9. Chronological order of changes in Roman cavalry training techniques.
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sharp. The Renaissance knights had similar problems. 
Therefore, Grisone insisted on learning what later the 
equerry of king Louis XV, monsieur Robichon François 
de La Guérinière described as “Les airs relevés”, which 
means: “figures in the air”.1746 Thus, it can be assumed 
that the horses were taught to turn on their hind legs, 
with front parts raised in the air, performing pesades or 

1746  de La Guérinière 1742: 129–136.

levades.1747  The surviving archaeological evidence sug-
gests that the third century Roman cavalry and their Ger-
manic opponents used similar combat techniques. The 
subject would be enlarged on in the last chapter. The 
general conclusion is that the Romans abandoned exten-
sive training in javelin use during the third century AD in 
favour of lance and bow practice (table 9). That mirrors 
changes in equipment (tables 7–8).

1747  Tomassini 2014: 94; Arbuzińska 2015: 144.

Fig. 170. The Federico Grisone’s manège 
figure  (after Tomassini 2014: 93). 
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The vision of Germanic warriors present in modern his-
torical works evolved through time. The first Romantic 
views, soon replaced by heroic images so popular in the 
pre-war Germany [fig. 171], gave way to modern un-
derstanding of Germanic weapons based on thorough 
archaeological analysis.1748 Therefore, the research on 
the ancient Germanic warfare has a very long tradition. 
As a result, the arms and armour of the Germanic tribes 
had been studied sufficiently for a long time. Hence, 
there is no need for repeating the work that had already 
been done.1749 The following chapter is only an attempt 
to show how the Germanic warriors had dealt with the 
specific threat imposed by the Roman cavalry. In the 
following pages I use the well known Eggers-Godłowski 
system of relative chronology in which the A3 phase can 
be correlated with the 70-0 BC times, the B1 phase cor-
responds with the AD 0–79 period, the B2a phase covers 
the late Flavian and early Trajanic age, the B2b – late 
Trajanic, Hadranic to early Antonine periods up to the 
beggining of Marcomannic wars, while the transition-
al phase B2b/C1a should be correlated with the Mar-
comannic wars and early Severan period ending about 
AD 200. The late C1a and subsequent C1b phases cover 
the AD 200–260 timespan.1750 

For the Romans the truth about the opposition with 
which their horse arm had to fight was hidden beneath 
the cover of stereotype. The narratives of Roman histori-
an Tacitus contain somewhat intimidating descriptions of 
Germanic warriors. The tribes who inhabited the opposite 
side of the border frightened the Romans with their very 
appearance [figs. 172 and pl. H]. There was a consensus 
of opinion that they had never mingled with others. That 
happened because no one wanted to abandon territories 

1748  For example: Weski 1982; Raddatz 1985; Adler 1993; Godłowski 
1994; Kaczanowski 1995; Kontny 2008.
1749  See, for example: Jahn 1916; Weski 1982; Raddatz 1985; Adler 
1993; Kaczanowski 1995; Kontny 2008. A simplified and incorrect in 
many details version could be found in: Powell 2014.
1750  For the newest views on Eggers-Godłowski chronology, see 
Godłowski 1994: 169–178; Knorr 2001: 148, 158–160 and Kontny 
2005: 60 esp. notes 5–6.

in Asia, Africa or Italy only to live in places with harsh and 
bad climate, unless it was one’s homeland.1751 

For Tacitus the Germans were, therefore, a people 
who, though divided into several tribes, retained com-
mon characteristics: “without intermarriage with oth-
ers they always have been a separate people, clean and 
similar only to each other. Therefore, among the masses 
of people, the look of bodies is the same for all: wild, 
blue eyes, red hair, powerful body, strong only in attack. 
Strength in arduous labour no longer the same, they 
also can endure heat and thirst with difficulty, to the 
cold and hunger – under such sky and on such soil – they 
are accustomed”.1752 Because of the so deeply rooted 
in Roman mentality disapproval for mixed marriages1753 
(at least with those who did not obtained ius conubium) 
Tacitus considered the homogenous appearance and 
huge size of Germanic warriors an advantage in battle. 
The other authors expressed similar views: for the poet 
Lucan the Batavians who served in imperial Germanic 
guard were characterized by bulky build.1754 The lack of 
inhumation burials, so characteristic for western Ger-
mans throughout the period in question, makes any an-
thropological analyses impossible, tough an auxiliary sol-
dier buried at Velsen fort in Netherlands, a victim of the 
Friesian attack in AD 29, certainly could make an impres-
sion on any Roman, as he was over 190 cm tall.1755 Large 
rectangular cloaks, sometimes made of sheepskins,1756 
woollen trousers and leather boots worn together with 
long sleeved blouses complete the image of Germanic 

1751  Tac. Germ. 2.
1752  Tac. Germ. 4: “Ipse eorum opinionibus accedo, qui Germaniae 
populos nullis aliis aliarum nationum conubiis infectos propriam et 
sinceram et tantum sui similem gentem exstitisse arbitrantur. Unde 
habitus quoque corporum, tamquam in tanto hominum numero, idem 
omnibus: truces et caerulei oculi, rutilae comae, magna corpora et 
tantum ad impetum valida: laboris atque operum non eadem patien-
tia, minimeque sitim aestumque tolerare, frigora atque inediam caelo 
solove adsueverunt” – author’s translation.
1753  Płóciennik & Kolendo 2008: 114; compare also with the opinion 
about mixed marriages quoted by Tacitus in:  Germ. 46.
1754  Luc. Phar. 1. 431: „Vangiones Batavique truces”.
1755   Cowan & McBride 2003a: 10; Lendering & Bosman 2012: 74–75.
1756  Kolendo 1998: 199, 204–205. These cloaks, according to Varro 
(Ling. Lat. 5. 167) and Caesar (Bell. Gall.  6. 21. 5), were called renones.
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foes of Rome. In addition some warriors, especially from 
eastern tribes like Marcomanni or Quadi, sported long 
beards and tied hair at the side of the head to form a dis-
tinctive “Suebian knot” [figs. 171–172].1757

It was a dangerous world of endemic warfare in which 
martial violence was a common sight and military prowess 
was essential for survival. The warriors from the tribal lev-
ies were loyal to their kin and families.1758 As Tacitus wrote, 
in many times the already broken battle line was restored 
by the intervention of women who urged their relatives 
to fight back, reminding them the very perspectives of 
slavery.1759 The visions of disgrace and abuses, inevitable 

1757  Tac. Germ. 17; Płóciennik & Kolendo 2008: 127–129. Warriors 
shown on Portonaccio sarcophagus are sculpted in such attire and 
with long beards, see Sadurska 1990: 285. Various Roman representa-
tions of barbarian warriors also repeat that scheme, Suebian knot was 
also persevered on a scull discovered at Oxterby, Schleswig-Holstein, 
see Płóciennik & Kolendo 2008: fig. 5–14.
1758  Tac. Germ.  7.
1759  Tac. Germ.  8. Similar relation comes from the times of Cymbri-
an wars, see Plut. Mar. 19. 7. It is true that the description in question, 
as quoted in Tacitus, refers to tribal migrations or activities of levies, 

for women in case of defeat, usually worked well to boost 
the morale of warriors. The very character of tribal rivalry, 
as it was full of endemic violence, duelling, raiding and 
counter-raiding, shaped that demanding world. The en-
demic warfare resulted in depopulation of huge stretches 
of land. Caesar mentions the Germanic pride felt among 
these peoples thanks to the vast and uninhabited tracts of 
land that surrounded the territories of each tribe.1760 That 
emptiness, deprived of any settlements, was not only an 
important sign of community’s military strength but also 
served as a protection against marauding warbands, as 
expeditions undertaken to obtain spoils were a common 
phenomenon. What is more, the wealth acquired in such 
a way served as a source of political power and provided 
means to maintain large retinues.1761 

Successful chieftains inevitably become respect-
ed warlords surrounded by loyal warbands (Latin: 

but not to the practices present in armed retinues, see Płóciennik & 
Kolendo 2008: 119.
1760  Caes. Bell. Gall. 6. 23; For commentary, see Kolendo 1987: 357–374.
1761  See Goldsworthy 1996: 44–45.

Fig. 171. According to Caesar and Tacitus, Germanic horsemen fought supported by foot retainers (author’s drawing, after 
Gawroński 2007c: 42). Inspired by illustration quoted in: La Baume 1934.
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comitatus).1762 The studies on Iron Age Germanic peo-
ples written in German language adopted the habit of 
describing these armed retinues by the term „Gefolg-
schaft” (or „Gefolgschaften” in plural). According to one 
definition, that word describes “a group of armed war-
riors surrounding its leader”.1763 According to another: 
“Gefolgschaft is a kind of relationship based on loyalty, 
in which a man enters voluntarily to provide advice and 
military assistance, in return expects care and generosi-
ty” .1764  Tacitus vividly explained the reasons that shaped 
these bonds of mutual obligations and dependency, the 
very number of the warriors led and fame gained by the 
retinue’s size were the indicators of any chieftain’s social 
status: “mighty too is the will amongst these followers, 
as each one wants to take the first place near his leader; 
strong is also the aspiration of the chieftains to excel in 
number and valour of retainers”.1765 

As Tacitus wrote, the leaders were chosen from the 
nobility, the prestige gained through demonstration of 
courage was considered decisive.1766 They led by example, 
eager to show contempt for danger and exerting moral 
influence on other fighters. It was considered a disgrace 
when the leader was surpassed in courage by one of his 
retainers or clients, as also happened in the case when 
the followers were unable to match boldness of their su-
periors.1767 Loyalty and mutual respect were essential to 
keep these bonds together.  At last, as one author pointed 
out, it was a union of free men remaining in a constant, 
but not a lifelong, disposal of a chieftain, tough their ob-
ligations were limited to the war service and representa-
tion.1768 Some other researchers argued that these reti-
nues performed and important role in judicial life of the 
tribe,1769 tough such theory requires renewed discussion.

Warfare fuelled martial violence.1770 That happened 
because the booty acquired during raids was distributed 
among retainers,1771 successful  chieftains were able to 

1762  Some theories about the Germanic warbands were outlined 
also in: Gawroński 2003: 32–34. Here I follow only the basics to give 
an overall picture of the phenomenon in question.
1763  Kroeschell 1971: 1433–1434; Bazelmans 1991: 94.
1764  Schlesinger 1953: 235: „Gefolgschaft ist] ein Verhältnis..., das 
freiwillig eingegangen wird, auf Treue gegründet ist und den Mann 
zu Rat und (kriegerischer) Hilfe, den Herrn zu Schutz und Milde verp-
flichtet”; see also Bazelmans 1999: 4.
1765  Tac. Germ. 13: “magnaque et comitum aemulatio quibus primus 
apud principem suum locus, et principum cui plurimi et acerrimi comi-
tes” – author’s translation.
1766  Tac. Germ. 7: “reges ex nobilitate, duces ex virtute sumunt – 
they choose kings according to their noble ancestry, war-leaders by 
their bravery” – author’s translation.
1767  Tac. Germ. 14.
1768  Kuhn 1956: 12; see also Wenskus 1961: 347.
1769  Kristensen 1983: 3–21. 
1770  Here and on the next few pages I follow the discussion outlined 
in: Gawroński 2003: 35–42 esp. 41–42.
1771  Tac. Germ. 14: „exigunt enim principis sui liberalitate: illum bel-
latorem equum, illam cruentam victricemque frameam. Nam epulae 
et quamquam incompti, largi tamen apparatus pro stipendio cedunt. 
Materia munificentiae per bella et raptus –  for from the liberality of 

maintain small armies in that way. Young women, due 
to the high rate of perinatal mortality,1772 were also con-
sidered a part of spoils of war, especially by unmarried 
members of military retinues.1773 But even a small draw-
back could rapidly end the most promising career of any 
once successful depredator, especially when there was 
no loot to be distributed among waiting retainers.

All these factors, combined with exceptional skills and 
personal charisma, allowed astonishing career perspec-
tives for ambitious individuals. During the early Roman 
period several powerful tribal polities emerged, shaped 
through the activities of strong leaders.1774 Let us men-
tion only two of the most vivid examples: the “state” of 

their leader that they demand: a war-horse and a blood-stained and 
victorious lance. Feasts, though inelegant, are plentifully furnished, 
these remain their only pay. Maintenance of such generosity in plun-
der and rape” – author’s translation. Because of the requirements of 
rhetoric Tacitus tries to make an impression that the warriors fought 
only for victory. Nevertheless, the hope for improving status was one 
of the main factors contributing to the proper motivation of retainers; 
see also Wenskus 1961: 355.
1772  Not only affecting children but troublesome for mothers as well.
1773  Kolendo 2010: 135.
1774  Like among the Goths, see Tac. Germ. 42.

Fig. 172. A head of a barbarian with nodus Suebicus from 
a Roman vessel found at Czarnówko, Poland (after Płóciennik 
& Kolendo 2008: fig. 14).
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the Marcomanni tribe, created by Maroboduus, and the 
Cheruscan tribal entity under the leadership of Arminius. 
Arminius’ story perfectly illustrates the advantages and 
threats connected with leader’s position. He gained pres-
tige by defeating of the Romans in the Teutoburg forest 
in AD 9. It helped him greatly to dominate the Cheruscan 
tribe and allowed forging a coalition of western Germanic 
tribes.1775 Because of the astonishing victory over “invinci-
ble” superpower Arminius acquired unique position. No 
doubt, he used all means to ensure that memories about 
his deeds are still present in minds of his fellow tribes-
men. Two passages from Tacitus’ Annales refer to Ro-
man weapons captured during that famous battle, they 
were still in use among Arminius’ retainers – that fact 
alone boosted the prestige of a victorious leader.1776 But 
the gradual loss of authority came with the unresolved 
battles at Idistaviso1777 and Angrivarian wall,1778 as the 
memories of his previous merits faded away. Moreover, 
the additional loss of prestige came when his father-in-
law Segestes, endangered by his fellow tribesmen, ap-
pealed to the Romans for help. In reward he handed 
over his pregnant daughter Thusnelda, Arminius’ wife, to 
Germanicus, as a token of friendship, a hostage or pris-
oner1779 – who knows? As ancient Germans were renown 
from the great respect shown to their womenfolk,1780 it 
must have been a serious blow to Arminius’ much covet-
ed image. Not surprisingly, shortly after these events he 
was murdered by relatives and rival nobles, apparently 
belonging his own tribe but jealous about his unique po-
sition.1781

Maroboduus’ rise to power was quite different. Being, 
just like Arminius, a former Roman hostage, even a “fos-
ter son”, he exploited the acquired knowledge to his 
own purposes. The network of existing trade links con-
necting his lands with the Roman empire enabled main-
tenance of a huge retinue, composed of highly trained 
warriors. That particular warband not only allowed him 
to strengthen his position among Marcomanni but also 
helped him to subdue various peoples from neighbour-
ing countries.1782 Surviving accounts can confirm such 
story. According to Velleius Paterculus, Maroboduus had 
a bodyguard of trained warriors, able to match even Ro-

1775  About Arminius’ career, see Tac. Ann. 2. 88. 
1776  Tac. Ann.  1. 57.5; 2. 45. 3; Kontny 2003: 254 note 13.
1777  Tac. Ann.  2. 16–18. For the Germanic tribes the level of casu-
alties should have been exceptionally high, as Tacitus (2. 18) wrote, 
the bodies and weapons were scattered on the distance of ten miles: 
“decem millia passum cadaveribus atque armis aplevere”; see also 
Powell 2013: 109–110.
1778  Tac. Ann.  2. 20–22. In that case Arminius’ reputation was spoiled 
through unsuccessful employment of tactics that worked well at Teu-
toburg forest. The scouts in Germanicus’ army spotted the pre-erect-
ed artificial wall and the legions were well prepared to cope with the 
problem, tough victory was hard fought, see Powell 2013: 109–110.
1779  Strabo, Geog. 7. 1. 4; Tac. Ann. 1. 58.
1780  Tac. Germ. 8.
1781  Tac. Ann. 2. 63. 
1782  Vell. Pat. 2. 108–109; Strabo, Geog. 7.1.3; Kolendo 2010: 129–134.

man standards.1783 But later he was forced to go into ex-
ile after loss of authority in unresolved encounter with 
Arminius in AD 17.1784 As in Arminius’ case, the loss of 
prestige was the main cause of his fall: Maroboduus was 
defeated by a former exile, a nobleman called Catualda, 
who raised a substantial force among Gothones1785 living 
near the Baltic shore.1786 Among so superstitious people, 
as the ancient Germans were, any minor setback could 
have been interpreted as a loss of divine favours and 
usually caused rapid harm to authority. For an ambitious 
chieftain his reputation was his main source of power, 
the image of “invincibility” should have been protected 
at all costs, tough none leader could risk accusations of 
cowardice. In that strange world cautious approach to 
warfare provided no gain and was equally dangerous as 
it could spoil leader’s reputation.

We should also add that large retinues, with numbers 
of warriors attracted by victories and loyal to exception-
ally successful chieftains, could have had a polyethnic 
character. According to Reinhard Wenskus, the very exist-
ence (and raising) of such powerful warbands influenced 
formative processes that shaped new tribal identities, 
sometimes even forging new ethnic groups. The seeds 
of new tribal traditions were associated with the leaders 
of the “ever-victorious” armies. According to this theory, 
the changes in the tribal structure and identities were 
the results of rivalry between warband leaders.1787

The true motivations of retainers and leaders alike 
were hidden beneath their bellicose character: the sur-
viving accounts stress the fact that ancient Germans de-
spised cowardice and many disgraced ended by hang-
ing themselves on trees.1788 Leaving a body of a fallen 
comrade, or throwing apart a shield, was also considered 
a disgrace.1789 But, despite the fact that these motiva-
tions really worked in a warlike society, we should ask 
a question why they had so profound impact on warriors’ 
behaviour? The answer was simple even for the Romans: 
the poorly developed agriculture was unable to provide 
any substantial subsistence, any additional gain could 
have been obtained only through war. As Tacitus wrote, 

1783  Vell. Pat. 2. 109: „Corpus suum custodientium imperium, per-
petuis exercitis paene ad Romanam disciplinae formam redactum - he 
gave orders to his bodyguards, by constant training he almost reached 
the standards of Roman discipline” – author’s translation.
1784  Tac. Ann. 2. 45–47.
1785  Tac. Ann. 2. 62. According to Tacitus’ testimony, Maroboduus 
in his capital accumulated wealth from plunder.
1786  Tac. Germ. 42.
1787  Wenskus 1961; Bazelmans 1991: 113.
1788  Tac. Germ. 12: “Proditores et transfugas arboribus suspendunt”.
1789  Tac. Germ. 6: “Corpora suorum etiam in dubiis proeliis referunt. 
Scutum reliquisse praecipuum flagitium, nec aut sacris adesse aut con-
cilium inire ignominioso fas; multique superstites bellorum infamiam 
laqueo finierunt – they carry away the bodies of their fallen even when 
the outcome of combat is doubtful – to cast away the shield is consid-
erent the greatest disgrace; one branded with such shame cannot be 
present at the sacrifices or enter assemblies; and many – who have 
survived war – end their misery with rope” – translation by author.
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the ancient Germans considered a disgrace to obtain by 
sweat and arduous labour that what could be won by 
sheering of blood.1790  All these factors meant that the 
Romans had to cope with the highly motivated enemy.

But how these warbands really behaved on the bat-
tlefield? How they coped with the threat posed by the 
Roman cavalry? In order to gain a proper picture of the 
Germanic fighting styles, used in combat with the Ro-
man horse, we should examine the archaeological evi-
dence first, then confront the obtained results with the 
testimonies of ancient authors and modern hipological 
knowledge.

Our problem lies in uneven distribution of the ar-
chaeological data: the knowledge about fighting styles 
comes from the statistical analysis of the discovered 
grave assemblages. But alongside the Germanic part of 
the Rhineland frontier graves containing weapons are 
a rare sight, save these available for study are poorly 
furnished with material.1791 As a result, we have to rely 
almost exclusively on data provided by communities who 
once lived in the vicinity of Elbe, in the Mecklenburg re-
gion or in today’s Saxony.1792 The better situation appears 
on lands inhabited by Marcomanni and Quadi, roughly 
corresponding with present day Moravia and Slovakia.1793 
The analysis of assemblages from today’s Poland, con-
nected with the Roman age Przeworsk culture, is of ex-
treme importance because weapons appear in Przeworsk 
grave assemblies in large quantities.1794 

The main combat weapon used by the Germanic 
warrior was a spear. According to Tacitus’ testimony, the 
ancient Germans used the word framea for spear. The 
Germans used these weapons to fight from a distance or 
fought with them at close quarters.1795 The already men-
tioned assemblage from the Bohlenweg XXV site (be-
tween Damme and Hunteburg) – quite precisely dated to 
AD 151796 – contained a spear shaft [fig. 110] deprived of 
any iron head. It was 250 cm long with the point of about 
50 cm.1797 That length of as spear was, most probably, 
a common design, the already mentioned extra-long Ger-
manic spear from Nydam1798 [fig. 181a] clearly belongs to 

1790  Tac. Germ. 14: “Pigrum quin immo et iners videtur sudore ad-
quirere quod possis sanguine parare”.
1791  See discussion in Weski 1982: 63.
1792  In Weski 1982 and Adler 1993.
1793  Droberjar & Peška 1994; Verčík 2007.
1794  For the newest analysis of the Przeworsk culture data, see 
Kontny 2008.
1795  Tac. Germ. 6: “hastas vel ipsorum vocabulo frameas gerunt 
angusto et brevi ferro, sed ita acri et ad usum habili, ut eodem telo, 
prout ratio poscit, vel comminus vel eminus pugnent – they use spears, 
frameas in their language, with narrow and short iron [blade] – but so 
sharp and useful – that with the same weapon, depending on need, 
they fight from afar or at close quarters” – author’s translation.
1796  According to C-14 and dendrochronological data.
1797  Pieper 1999: 509–524; see also Grane 2007: 29 for commentary.
1798  That was more than three meters long, see  Engelhardt 1865: 
pl. X: 5 and Kontny 2008: 117.

the later period and should be connected with different 
combat styles.

We have no evidence that Germanic spear shafts 
could had been tapered in order to relocate the centre 
of balance nearer to the handgrip, as was in the case of 
Greek spears,1799 but that is quite probable (please note 
that the spear shafts intended for throwing should have 
the centre of gravity located nearer to the head, the ex-
amples used exclusively in close combat were thicker 
near the grip in order to facilitate “fencing”).

The spear shafts could, or could not, have an iron butt 
spike,1800 but the iron head was the most lethal part of 
the weapon. These could have been made in the vari-
ety of shapes. The Przeworsk culture grave assemblages 
can provide us an useful comparative data. And so, some 
of them had a narrow long-leaf shape,1801 others were 
made to resemble elongated broad leaf,1802 while some 
of them were widest in the central part of the “leaf”.1803 
All these could have appropriate round sockets, longer 
or shorter, according to the type. The spearheads varied 
in size, some examples found all around Germania libera 
were as long as 50 cm.1804

During the period in question some Przeworsk culture 
spearheads have been adorned with engraved vertical 
straight lines.1805 Also some engravings on spear- and 
javelinheads recovered from the Przeworsk culture ter-
ritories resemble Sarmatian tamga signs.1806 In the west-
ern part of free Germania the use of iron heads with en-
gravings ceased to exist during the later Roman period, 
at least south from Scandinavia.1807 

The Slovakian finds from the territories of Quadi tribe 
may indicate that the spearheads used among the south-
eastern Germans were quite similar in shape to those 
recovered from the Przeworsk culture grave assemblag-
es.1808 On the contrary, the Rhineland area had failed to 
produce comparable data, suitable for statistic analysis, 
or even such enabling some speculations, mostly due to 
the burial customs that prevented furnishing grave as-
semblages with weapons. Nevertheless, one may expect 
the presence of more spearheads of presumably Roman 
origins1809 in that area. 

The general impression about the B1 phase finds com-
ing from the territories of the Przeworsk culture is that 

1799  Sekunda & Hook 2000: 53.
1800  Jahn 1916: 59–60; Verčík 2007: 137, 163; see also Kontny 1999: 
128–137 for Przeworsk culture butt spikes.
1801  Types: I/1, I/2, IV, X, XIII-XV according to Kaczanowski’s (1995) 
typology.
1802  Types: I/3, I/4, II, VI-VIII after Kaczanowski’s (1995) typology.
1803  Types: III, V, IX, XII according to Kaczanowski’s (1995) typology.
1804  Raddatz 1985: 302.
1805  Kontny 2004: 147–148.
1806  Sulimirski 1979: 134–135 fig. 48; Shchukin 1994: 485–495 esp. 
488 fig. 1; Dobrzańska 1999: 82, 84 fig. 4.
1807  Although they appear in Danish sites, see Raddatz 1985: 302. 
1808  Verčík 2007: 137, 147, 163.
1809  With flat leaf section and short socket, see Kaczanowski 1995: 
50–51.
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the examples of the broad- and elongated leaf shape 
were very often given a mid-rib and a rather short sock-
et. The smaller examples, quite frequently found in grave 
assemblages together with the longer ones, were, most 
probably, javelinheads.1810 The statistic analysis of data 
from grave assemblages (B1 phase) reveals the fact that 
the difference in length, present between paired longer 
and shorter examples, was not so big.1811 That perfectly 
fits to Tacitus’ description of a framea, which served as 
a general multi-purpose weapon intended for short quar-
ters and distance fighting.1812 The available evidence sug-
gests that such weapons were often carried in pairs, the 

1810  In the Przeworsk culture the grave assemblages contain-
ing more than one spear- or javelinhead could be found as early as 
pre-Roman Iron Age (the A3 phase according to relative chronology), 
but that feature became more significant during Roman period. The 
custom reached its peak during the B2b phase, when about 71% of 
weapon graves were furnished with more than one shafted weapon 
head. During the phase B2b/C1a the practice had lost its significance, 
as only 40% of grave assemblages contained remains of two, or more, 
shafted weapons, see Kontny 2008: 110. 
1811  Kontny 2008: 110. A good example of that feature comes in the 
form of the B1 grave assemblage no. 292 discovered at Kamieńczyk 
in Poland, where two (almost) similar spearheads were found, see 
Kontny 2008: 112 fig. 3.
1812  Kontny 2008: 114.

piece with smaller spearhead was intended for throwing 
while the other one served in close combat.

Apart from spears, some intended for throwing and 
thrusting, the Germanic warriors used also javelins suit-
able only for distance fighting. These were given barbed 
heads that prevented removing them from wounds 
or shield planks and could have been used only once. 
Nevertheless, some javelinheads were decorated with 
bronze or copper-alloy socket bands. Moreover, some 
barbed examples were given extra long sockets, some-
times reaching 40 cm. One may expect Roman influence 
here, a hypothesis about pilum inspiration remains plau-
sible, tough a great majority of these javelinheads comes 
from Silesia, southern and central Germany or lower 
Saxony, i.e. from regions located far from empire’s bor-
ders.1813  At least on the territories of Przeworsk culture 
barbed javelinheads were most frequently used during 
the early stages of the B1 phase,1814 later their number 
dropped significantly. Barbed javelins were also adapted 
by Germanic horse guards serving the Roman emperors, 

1813  Raddatz 1985: 302.
1814  Kontny 2008: 111.

Fig. 173. The Claudian or early Neronian grave assemblage from Mehrum in Germany (after Gechter & Kunow 1983 and 
Roymans 1996: 37 fig. 10). The warrior buried at Mehrum used some Roman weapons, such as pugio dagger and short sword. 
Also some shield elements, like spherical umbo, had Roman origins. On the other hand, the shield grip and spearhead are Ger-
manic in character. It remains unclear whether the Mehrum warrior acquired the Roman gear during service in empire’s army or 
through plunder.
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a tombstone of a Batavian eques singularis Augusti bears 
a clear representation of such weapon.1815 

During the phase B2b  barbed javelinheads were 
gradually replaced by the ordinary leaf-shaped ones. 
Such weapons had iron heads considerably smaller than 
those intended for “ordinary” spearheads and were de-
prived of any barbs. Moreover, during the B2a phase the 
spearheads had been given longer sockets1816 and the dif-
ference between longer and shorter examples became 
more significant.1817 Indeed, many grave assemblages 
from the phase in question contain spearheads of un-
equal sizes, as the multi-purpose weapons from earlier 
times were replaced by spears and javelins which had 
clearly defined functions, javelins being only used for 
throwing and lances being made exclusively for thrust-
ing.1818 On the other hand, during the phase B2b/C1a the 
difference in the length of spearheads again become less 
significant, the situation resembled the circumstances 
present during the B1 phase.1819 The latter change, per-
haps, has something in common with the chaos of the 
Marcomannic wars – the subject warrants further inves-
tigation.

Modern analogies may suggests that beneath such 
changes in weaponry some significant developments in 
social structure and tactics could have been concealed. 
For example, after Chaka’s bid for power the Zulu society 
was subjected to serious social reorganization, several 
regiments of warriors were created, new lethal encir-
cling tactics of “bull horns” was introduced and all these 
changes resulted only in replacement of smaller iron 
heads, suitable for throwing, by larger ones designed 
solely for thrusting (these were the famous assegai). Lat-
er, the contact with firearms that happened during Boer 
incursions caused the re-introduction of javelins.1820 If we 
could trace all these changes by archaeological means, 
we would get a simple javelin to spear evolution picture 
with later co-existence of javelin- and spearheads. What 
caused the changes in Przeworsk culture weaponry re-
mains a mystery – here we have reached the boundaries 
of archaeological perception of the past.

In the clear contrast to the later La Tène period when 
the long double-edged slashing swords were popu-
lar, the early Roman age Germanic warriors preferred 
shorter swords, double or single edged. Double edged 
weapons were mostly inspired by gladii of Roman ori-
gins. Besides, the imported gladii of Roman origins of 
Mainz and Pompeii types (or their copies) were popu-
lar in southern Scandinavia, some examples were given 
local imitations of Roman scabbard fittings. Many finds 
of that kind were discovered as far as present-day Den-

1815  Speidel 2004: 127 fig.15.1.
1816  Kontny 2004: 144–6.
1817  Kontny 2008: 114.
1818  Kontny 2008: 114.
1819  Kontny 2008: 114.
1820  Knight & McBride 1995: 59 pl. B; Knight 1995: 109–113.

mark, though some pieces come from northern Germany 
or central Poland.1821 We should remember that burial 
customs practiced in the areas inhabited by the western 
Germanic tribes made weapon graves a rare sight, but 
we can speculate that Roman gladii were used in these 
territories at least as frequent as in Scandinavia. The iso-
lated finds, such as Mehrum,1822 could give further sup-
port to such hypothesis [fig. 173]. 

The gladius type sword was quite handy, designed for 
stabbing or slashing, no matter whether used for foot or 
mounted combat – the ancient Germans rode to battle 
on a rather short horses and did not need long reach. 
During the period in question the imitations of Roman 
gladii were subjected to some changes. Some swords 
belonging to that variety became longer in time, the 
blades were some 60 cm long with parallel cutting edges. 
The handle most probably resembled Roman patterns, 
though it was somewhat shorter. As in the case of their 
Roman counterparts, these examples were designed for 
thrusting and, to some extent, slashing. On the other 
hand, at the end of the period some broader and shorter 
examples appeared,1823 but soon had been replaced by 
much longer spathae.

On the other hand, the single edged swords [figs. 111, 
177] were designed to deliver cleaving blows and, unlike 
the Greek kopis, they had a straight blade and a triangu-
lar thrusting point. The handle consisted of two wooden 
planks riveted to the iron bar protruding (sometimes at 
an angle) from the thicker side of the blade.1824 The rear 
part of the handle enveloped the little finger. Thanks to 
that it enabled delivering stronger blows. Moreover, due 
to the short length such weapons were extremely handy. 
These swords were used from pre-Roman Iron Age on-
wards and were considered a weapon of choice of east-
ern Germanic tribes.1825

Longer swords [fig. 175] regained its popularity at the 
end of the period, some of them being pattern welded, 
some resembled elongated Roman infantry versions with 
broad blades and parallel cutting edges, ideal for cutting 
or slicing, others had narrower blades and elongated ta-
pering points and were designed mostly for thrusting.1826 
These types resembled Roman Lauriacum and Hromów-
ka types respectively. However, we should bear in mind 
that at least some of these swords were, in fact, import-
ed from the Roman empire. As metallographic research 
work may indicate, the Roman imports including  pattern 
welded swords formed 60% of used edged weapons at 
the beginning of the third century.1827 

1821  Watt 1994: 303–317, see esp. 316 fig. 9 for distribution of Ger-
manic scabbard imitations.
1822  Gechter & Kunow 1983: 449–468; Roymans 1996: 37 fig. 10; 
Bridger 2007: 346.
1823  Raddatz 1985: 305.
1824  Raddatz 1985: 306.
1825  Jahn 1916: 134–135; Weski 1982: 15–18.
1826  Raddatz 1985: 305.
1827  Kaczanowski 2001: 65.
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Some warriors used long knives instead of swords.1828 
For example: Slovakian war-knives had blades 24–25 cm 
long1829 and a single cutting edge. In fact, it is quite dif-
ficult to distinguish shorter single edged swords from 
longer battle knives. 

The flat, hexagonal or rectangular shields, prob-
ably (as no example survived intact) made of wooden 
planks,1830 remained the only protection. They were 
hollowed in the middle to allow the hand to grasp the 
handle. Wooden handles were often reinforced by 
an iron bar that served as a handgrip. The B1 and B2a 
period handgrips were quite narrow [figs. 113a, 173, 
175],1831 but sometimes these were decorated with two 
large hemispherical rivets at each end [as it was in case 
of Mehrum and Hunn 19 assemblages, see figs. 173, 
175].1832 The later examples were somewhat wider and 
were given flat rectangular or triangular plates at each 
end, apparently for attaching the grip to the wooden 
planks. Especially in Przeworsk culture the B2b/C1a 
examples had plates with rounded ends.1833 The verti-
cal handgrip  [fig. 113b] used with such elongated hex-
agonal large buckler remained an option acceptable for 
a horseback use because it enabled holding the reins and 
shield in one hand – in such conditions the horse should 
be controlled only with the help of the reins held near 
the withers, these should be grasped by the hand bent 
at the elbow and placed over the horse’s shoulder – of 
course – together with the shield grip. Such solution was 
also used in the case of the earlier mentioned Roman 
auxiliary cavalry Doncaster shield [fig. 112a]. We should 
again stress the fact that the use of the horizontal hand-
grip on horseback is rather difficult: usually the shield 
hand holds the reins together – when grasping the shield 
with a horizontal grip it would hang down with the upper 
part pulling down the wrist and the reins would continu-
ally force the mount to turn in the shield hand direction 
due to the unevenly distributed pulling force [fig. 93a 
shows a solution – but the position would not be main-
taned for long]. Interestingly enough, the great majority 
of miniature metal shields models, recovered from early 
Roman period grave assemblages from the territories 

1828  Raddatz 1985: 307; Weski 1982: 36; Adler 1993: 25–30.
1829  Verčík 2007: 137, 164
1830  As was in the case of three shields recovered from lake La Tène, 
made of oak planks, see Connolly 1990: 118–119. The cultural prox-
imity and profound impact of Celtic culture on Germanic word make 
such hypothesis plausible. The pre-Roman shields from Hjortspring 
bog deposit were somewhat smaller, the dimensions of the highest 
example were 80 to 33 cm, there was also an almost rectangular 
“buckler” that had 60 to 46 cm, see Raddatz 1985: 290. The indige-
nous Germanic shields survived also from the later period (Raddatz 
1985: 326), but these were used for newly introduced “shield wall” 
tactics and could have been made in round shape and from materials 
which served different purposes.
1831  Zieling types: F1, F2, F3, G, H and I.
1832  See Deschler -Erb 1992: 20–21 figs. 6, 8 for similarities between 
the shield remains from these assemblages.
1833  Zieling types P, T and V.

of present day Poland, have horizontal grips attached, 
only one, found at Siemianice, was given a vertical hand-
grip.1834 That could be an indicator that specialized cav-
alry weapons could have been less popular, though that 
impression could also be a result of unknown burial rites.

The shields were also given conical iron bosses pro-
tecting the hand, from the B2a period onwards these 
received blunt or sharp spikes, sometimes used for de-
flecting blows,1835 but in the majority of cases employed 
as offensive weapons. We should stress the fact that such 
weapons excluded the use of any tight formation because 
otherwise the sharp ends of the bosses would harm the 
backs of fellow warriors standing in the front lines.1836 In 
majority of cases loose formations were a necessity.

Some shields were also given iron or copper-alloy re-
inforcements at the edges, probably designed to improve 
resistance to sword cuts.1837 The whole shield was prob-
ably covered by woollen fabric or hide and, according to 
testimony of Tacitus, decorated with bright colours.1838 
Some Rhineland cavalry tombstones bear representations 
of fallen Germanic warriors using rectangular or hexago-
nal shields adorned with simple geometric motives.1839 
However, the colours had faded away a long time ago.

The surviving evidence from quite exceptional in-
humation grave assemblage no. 19, found at Hunn in 
southern Norway [fig. 175], where edging discovered in 
situ enabled reconstruction of shield dimensions, may 
indicate that the rectangular or hexagonal shields used 
by horse warriors could be some 106 cm high.1840 Most 
probably infantry shields were similar in size.1841 

During the B2b/C1a phase the Germanic tribes (espe-
cially the eastern folks) began to use wide belts furnished 
with large rectangular buckles and double spikes. Trian-
gular strap terminals attached to their ends had a ring 
at one point.1842 These wide belts perhaps also offered 
some protection in battle.

1834  Andrzejowski 2000: 42–44; see esp. 42 for Siemianice find (fig. 2. 6).
1835  As was in the case of shield boss found at Nasławice in Poland, 
damaged during such action, see Kontny 2008: 110 fig. 2. See also 
Czarnecka & Kontny 2009: 32 fig. 2.
1836  Speidel (2004: 91–96) while referring to the evidence from 
Trajan’s column writes about testudo formation used by Germanic 
warriors. However, these are certainly Roman auxiliaries trained ac-
cording to the Roman customs. Some blunt spiked shield bosses could 
have been used in such a way, but these appear only at the end of 
the period.
1837  Deschler-Erb 1992: 18–22.
1838  Tac. Germ. 6: “nulla cultus iactatio, scuta tantum lectissimis 
coloribus distignunt”.
1839  Schleiermacher 1984: 73, 90, 136, 138 – but these could simply 
render the look of shield’s spine.
1840  The B2a assemblage contained also a long double edged sword, 
a spear and two spurs, decorated with silver wire, see Resi 1986: 
70–72 and pl. 5–9, 56–57, 34, 40.
1841  The earlier lake La Tène shields, most probably used by foot 
warriors as they were given horizontal grips, were about 110 cm high, 
see Connolly 1990: 119.
1842  See Madyda-Legutko 2011: 271–272 for reconstruction of their 
appearance. Some were discovered near the Roman camp at Mušov 
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The Roman horse quite often had to fight with armed 
retinues of ambitious chieftains, interested in plunder 
and raiding. The encounters with tribal levies, composed 
of all men able to bear arms, appeared less frequently. 
We shall examine both cases separately.

Written sources can confirm the fact that at least 
some members of these marauding warbands wore dis-
tinctive field signs. Such was the case of Harii,1843 men-
tioned by Tacitus, who painted their bodies and shields 
with black and fought by nights.1844 As Kristensen pointed 
out, there should have been internal hierarchy traceable 
among warband members. That happened because Ger-
manic warbands, in clear contrast to some African ethnic 
groups like Zulu1845 or Massai,1846 were composed from 
warriors of different age. According to Kristensen, the 
youngsters began their careers armed only with spear 
and shield and received a horse later as a reward for mer-
its.1847 That corresponds with Tacitus statement about re-
wards received by a warrior from successful chieftain.1848 
The archaeological evidence suggests that riding parties 
consisted of horsemen, perhaps accomplished warriors 
who formed the core of military retinues. These could be 
traced through burials containing spurs.1849 That state-
ment corresponds with the archaeological evidence from 
Przeworsk culture, where the burials of men who died 
in maturus age show tendency for furnishing them with 
weapons and spurs.1850 On the other hand, large tribal 
levies could be composed from substantial force of foot, 
though poorly equipped.

in Moravia, see Tejral 1994: 52.
1843  Though that particular name is a result of Renaissance conjec-
ture made by Franciscus Puetolanus in 1475 and derivered from alii 
traceable in codices. In that case the information about that unusual 
fighting style should refer to the mentioned alongside Nahanarvali, 
see Płóciennik & Kolendo 2008: 165.
1844  Tac. Germ. 43: “nigra scuta, tincta corpora; atras ad proelia 
noctes legunt”. See also Kristensen 1983: 16; Czarnecka 1990: 116; 
Kontny 2003: 257. The Harii military retinue should lived on the terri-
tories of Przeworsk culture, see Płóciennik & Kolendo 2008: 165–169.
1845  Knight 1995: 32–34, 61–63; Knight & McBride 1995: 7–9.
1846  Peers & Ruggeri 2005: 10–11.
1847  Kristensen 1983: 44, 50.
1848  Tac. Germ. 14: „illum bellatorem equum – a war horse”.
1849  Kontny (2003: 255) pointed out that riding parties were com-
posed from mounted warriors and the horses served as means of 
transport, being irreplaceable in escape, especially when the rider 
was able to take on mount’s back the accompanying runner (the enor-
mous carrying capabilities of the so-called “primitive” races make 
such hypothesis plausible), but the warriors more frequently fought 
dismounted. Therefore, he uses traces of standardization, clearly 
visible in Przeworsk shafted weapons during B2b phase, as a better 
indicator for existence of larger warbands in that period, see Kont-
ny 2003: 260–262. Although that could be true in most aspects, the 
graves containing spurs are the only evidence enabling reconstruc-
tion of fighting styles characteristic for the Germanic elite, especially 
when existing sources can confirm cavalry use in pitched battles, see, 
for example, Tacitus’ information (Ann. 2. 19–20) about the mounted 
ambush set in a forest during the battle at Angrivarian wall.
1850  Czarnecka 1990: 109.

We should stress the fact that the surviving material 
is fraught with many interpretational problems: such 
mounted members of military elite can be traced only 
on the basis of grave assemblages1851 containing spurs. 
But any analysis of such evidence appears to be dif-
ficult due to the specific distribution of such finds. For 
example: among the Longobardic tribes in the Elbe re-
gion the spurs were an indicator of social status (these 
were the so-called chair-shaped spurs made of small 
iron or bronze plates to which prickers1852 and leather 
strap yokes were attached). Therefore, some Longobardic 
grave assemblages contain more than one pair.1853 On the 
other hand, on the territories inhabited by the western 
Germanic tribes the spurs are hardly seen in burials.1854 
As a result, the graves containing spurs form only 3% of 
weapon burials traceable in western “free Germania”.1855 

Fortunately, the evidence from the territories inhabited 
by the Przeworsk culture can provide us more informa-
tion. Some Przeworsk culture grave assemblages con-
tained spurs that had complete iron yoke ended at both 
ends with two knobs for tying leather straps, apparently 
designed for holding the whole thing in a place at the heel, 
and a pricker. It is  noteworthy that during the B2 phase 
the prickers were attached to extended central parts of 
the yokes that resembled the iron or bronze plates known 
from chair-spurs – that feature is a trace of western Ger-
manic influences. In the complete contrast to the Longo-
bardic territories the spurs are more common in grave 
assemblages. And so, the B1 phase every fourth weapon 
grave assemblage contained spurs.1856 That changed dur-

1851  Actually, Adler (1993: 263) believes that some cemeteries from 
the lower Elbe region were used by members of armed retinues. But, 
as Kontny (2003: 260) correctly pointed out, his theories are difficult 
to prove because the composition of grave assemblages could re-
flect only burial customs. The realities of social networks from “real” 
life, to some extent, could have not found reflections in the after-
world. For example: weapons given by a successful chieftain could 
become a family heirloom and not necessary ended as grave goods. 
As a result, the grave assemblage of the deceased warrior could be 
misinterpreted as belonging to not especially warlike member of the 
community, etc. Such interpretational problems are difficult to avoid 
and can seriously affect our views.
1852  The prickers were frequently adorned with silver wire. Accord-
ing to German archaeologist Martin Jahn (1921: 22), the chair-shaped 
spurs (Germ. Stuhlsporen) were typical for western Germanic tribes 
and must have originated in the Elbe region. The chair shaped spurs 
appear also in graves further to the east, in Wielbark culture grave 
assemblages, but certainly these were imports, see Smółka 2014: 48.
1853  Böhme 1991: 296–298.
1854  Weski 1982: map 66.
1855  Weski 1982: 53–56, 256.
1856  Kontny 2008: 118. Kontny made a following commentary on 
that phenomenon: “This result may be to some extent explained 
by the fact that this paper takes into account materials from the 
north-eastern zone of the Przeworsk Culture. In this area, especial-
ly in the so-called Nidzica Group from phase B1 weapons in burials 
appeared only exceptionally. Only the spurs remained a common 
element of grave goods. As this area was taken into account there 
appeared a certain overrepresentation of spurs in contrast to other 
categories of military equipment. This concerns several burials out of 
the 151 analysed ones so it does not seem that the distortion should 
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ing the B2a phase when the number of burials with spurs 
decreased – that feature that can be explained by a small 
number of weapon in grave assemblages from the time, 
but in the course of B2b/C1a phase the number of such 
finds increased considerably, reaching its peak at the late 
stage of C1a and at the very beginning of C1b periods, 
when spurs appear in almost every third burial containing 
military equipment. That feature seems to reflect the in-
creasing tendency for mounting horse raids (and growing 
importance of horse riding as well).1857 Not surprisingly, 
such phenomenon appeared during (and after) the tur-
bulent times of Marcomannic Wars. On the basis of such 
evidence one can speculate that horse warriors formed 
some 30% of tribal levies, at least during the end of the 
period in question. Moreover, in riding parties the amount 
of horsemen could have been even higher. The testimo-
nies of many ancient authors suggest that mounted Ger-
manic warriors were accompanied by swift, lightly armed 
horse-runners [fig. 171].

However, we should stress the fact that it is quite diffi-
cult to find archaeological traces of these young swift war-
riors. Those who were successful died as mature warriors 
of higher status and their grave assemblages contained 
goods appropriate for their newly acquired position. 
Those unsuccessful...  most probably left no traces at all. 
Therefore, in that particular case much of our evidence 
is based on written accounts that could be augmented 
with some speculations. And so, the battle knives were, 
perhaps, preferred weapons of these young horse-stab-
bers who fought, just like earlier Geek hamippoi, along-
side cavalrymen. As Tacitus stated: “they fight mixed 
with horse: their swiftness is sufficient and suitable for 
mounted combat”.1858 According to his statement, these 
horse-runners were “elected from all youth and placed 
in front of the battle array”.1859 The group of such chosen 
warriors was called “the hundred” and was renown from 
their agility and dexterity.1860 At this point we have to re-
call the already mentioned opinion of Xenophon that peo-
ple chosen to fight alongside horse should have very high 
motivation or even show hatred against the enemy.1861 No 
doubt, the thinking of ancient Germans went in the same 
direction because horse stabbers were youngsters eager 
to make their name and earn reputation. 

In this case it is worth mentioning that the Germanic 
warriors drew not on ancient Greek patterns, which is 

be considerable. Thus we have a more frequent than previous custom 
of equipping the deceased with spurs”.
1857  Kontny 2008: 118.
1858  Tac. Germ. 6: “mixti proeliantur, apta et congruente ad eques-
trem pugnam velocitate peditum” – author’s translation.
1859  Tac. Germ. 6: “quos ex omni iuventute delectos ante aciem lo-
cant” – author’s translation.
1860 Tac. Germ. 6: “centeni ex singulis pagis sunt, idque ipsum in-
ter suos vocantur, et quod primo numerus fuit, iam nomen et honor 
est – from every village a hundred, and by this very name they are 
known among their fellow tribesmen, what was at first only a number 
becomes a title and honour” – author’s translation.
1861  See chapter 1.

highly unlikely, but relied on Celtic traditions.1862 For 
example, an alabaster urn from Chiusi shows an Italian 
cavalrymen in combat with Gallic warriors: one of them 
stabs his opponent’s mount in the belly.1863 In addition, 
such fighting styles also appear in written testimonies in 
connection with Celtic warriors.1864 

 The presence of these horse-runners among Ariovis-
tus’ retainers is well attested by Caesar’s account: “they 
had six thousand cavalry, with the same number of in-
fantry, swift runners of extraordinary courage, each one 
of whom had been selected by one of the cavalry out of 
the whole host for his own protection. The cavalry were 
accompanied by them in action, and regularly fell back 
upon their support. In case of a check, they flocked to 
the rescue; whenever a trooper was severely wounded 
and fell from his horse, they rallied round him; and they 
acquired such speed by training that if it was necessary 
to make a forced march or retreat rapidly, they sup-
ported themselves by the horses manes and kept pace 
with them”.1865 Therefore, “the hundred” from Tacitus’ 
account were not, as wants Lindsay Powell,1866 general 
purpose light skirmishers, but true horse-runners.

The surviving accounts from Caesar’s times can con-
firm the high effectiveness of that particular fighting 
style. According to his relation, during the Germanic 
campaign of 55 BC, when eight hundred Usipi horse-
men attacked the Roman vanguard of five thousand al-
lied Gallic horse, the Germanic warriors: “alighted from 
their steeds, stabbed several of our horses from beneath 
and sent the rest fleeing in such a fright that they did 
not halt until they saw our army. In that skirmish seventy 
four horsemen of ours were killed, among them high-
born, brave Piso of Aquitania whose grandfather had 
been king of that nation and was recognized as friend 
by senate”.1867 

1862  Speidel 2004: 133–134.
1863  Chiusi Museo Civico inv. 981, a good photograph in: Healy 
1993a: 64. Similar urn in Florence, Museo Archeologico, see Speidel 
2004: 240 note 4.
1864  Diod. 5. 29–31; See also Strabo, Geog. 3. 4. 18 on Celtiberians. 
See Speidel 2004: 133–134, 240 for interpretation.
1865  Caes. Bell. Gall. 1. 48: “equitum milia erant VI, totidem numero 
pedites velocissimi ac fortissimi, quos ex omni copia singuli singulos 
suae salutis causa delegerant: cum his in proeliis versabantur, ad eos 
se equites recipiebant; hi, si quid erat durius, concurrebant, si qui 
graviore vulnere accepto equo deciderat, circumsistebant; si quo erat 
longius prodeundum aut celerius recipiendum, tanta erat horum exer-
citatione celeritas ut iubis sublevati equorum cursum adaequarent” – 
translation after Holmes 2015: 28.
1866  Powell 2014: 18. That misinterpretation occurred through sepa-
rating words in Tacitus from their context. However, we should stress 
the fact that the testimony about the swiftness of “the hundred”, 
composed from chosen young warriors, should be read only with 
previous statement that explicitly describes them as horse runners.
1867  Caes. Bell. Gall. 4. 12: “ad pedes desiluerunt subfossis equis 
compluribus nostris deiectis reliquos in fugam coniecerunt atque ita 
perterritos egerunt ut non prius fuga desisterent quam in conspectum 
agminis nostri venissent. In eo proelio ex equitibus nostris interficiun-
tur IIII et LXX, in his vir fortissimus Piso Aquitanus, amplissimo genere 
natus, cuius avus in civitate sua regnum obtinuerat amicus a senatu 
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According to Speidel, just after subduing the Usipi and 
Tencteri tribes some warriors were given to Crassus and 
took part in the Parthian war.1868 They distinguished them-
selves during the disastrous battle at Carrhae. As Plutarch 
relates: “the horsemen sent by Caesar… wrought wonders 
of bravery. Many slid from their steeds, dove beneath 
their foes’ horses, and struck them in the underbelly”.1869

The Germanic horse stabbers, according to Spei-
del, won day for Caesar at Pharsalos in 48 BC: “when 
Pompey’s horse, the flower of Rome’s aristocratic youth, 
came around Caesar’s right wing to attack him from 
behind, Caesar ambushed them with six cohorts of Ger-
mani, his 3,000 most daring foot taken from the third 
line—that is, from the reserves. They not only rushed at 
Pompey’s horsemen and sent them fleeing, they went 
on to cut down the bowmen and slingers who had come 
along with the horsemen; then they took Pompey’s left 
wing in the rear, beginning the rout of his lines”.1870 De-
spite the fact that Caesar himself refers only to six co-
horts of chosen infantry1871 making no mention about 
their ethnicity, the later author Florus makes a statement 
about ethnic origins of Caesar’s reserve: “the German 
cohorts attacked the dispersed horsemen as if they were 
on horseback and the others on foot”.1872 According to 
Speidel’s theory, these cohorts were later quite often 
mistaken for legionaries, but, as he argues, the third line 

nostro appellatus”. Translation after quoted in Speidel 2004: 134 – 
with some changes.
1868  Speidel 2004: 135.
1869  Plut. Crass. 25. 2. Translation after quoted in: Speidel 2004: 135 
with some changes. Despite the fact that Plutarch explicitly refers to 
Γαλάται having Gauls and Germans in mind as was in the custom of 
ancient authors writing in Greek, there is no doubt that at least some 
of the horsemen serving with Publius Crarssus in the vanguard, espe-
cially during the clash with the Parthian cathaphracts, were of Ger-
manic origins judging from their fighting style, see Speidel 2004: 135.
1870  Speidel 2004: 135.
1871  Caes. Bell. Civ. 3. 93. 4–6: “eodem tempore equites ab sinistro 
Pompei cornu, ut erat imperatum, universi procucurrerunt, omnisque 
multitudo sagittariorum se profudit, quorum impetum noster equitatus 
non tulit, sed paulum loco motus cessit, equitesque Pompei hoc acri-
us instare et se turmatim explicare aciemque nostrama latere aperto 
circumire coeperunt. quod ubi Caesar animum advertit, quartae aciei, 
quam instituerat sex; cohortium numero, dedit signum. illae celeriter 
procucurrerunt infestisque signis tanta vi in Pompei equites impetum 
fecerunt, ut eorum nemo consisteret, omnesque conversi non solum 
loco excederent, sed protinus incitati fuga montes altissimos peterent  – 
at the same time the horse on Pompeius’ left wing, according to orders, 
charged in a body, and the whole multitude of archers poured forth. 
Our cavalry, failing to withstand their attack, gradually quitted their 
position and retired. Pompeius’ cavalry pressed forward all the more 
eagerly, and deploying by squadrons began to surround our lines on 
their exposed flank. Caesar, observing it, gave the signal to his fourth 
line, which he had composed of six cohorts. These advanced rapidly 
and with colours flying attacked Pompeius’ horse with such fury that 
not one of them stood his ground, and all, wheeling round, not only 
quitted the position but forthwith in hurried flight made for the highest 
hills”- translation A.G. Peskett (1914); see also Speidel 2004: 135.
1872  Florus, Epit. 2.13.48: “Germanorum cohortes tantum in effusos 
equites fecere impetum ut illi esse pedites, hi venire in equis videren-
tur” – translation after quoted in: Speidel 2004: 135.

was the place to station lightly armed auxilia rather than 
legionaries. He adds further support to that hypothesis, 
stressing the fact that Caesar himself praised the speed 
of the attack “and speed is not a quality of heavily armed 
legionaries but, in Caesar’s own judgment, of Germanic 
foot, and so is their skill in taking on horsemen. Florus, 
who abridges Livy, likewise stresses the speed of these 
troops; he seems to be right, therefore, when he says 
that they were Germanic cohorts”.1873

Giving precedence to testimony of a historian from 
Trajanic-Hadrianic period to an eyewitness’ account is 
quite unusual, but we have to keep in mind that Caesar 
could have intentionally omitted the barbarian contribu-
tion to his main victory over fellow citizens – for obvious 
political reasons.

The Germanic tribesmen continued to mix horsemen 
with light horse-runners during the early imperial period. 
According to Tacitus’ relation about the desperate situa-
tion in which Caecina’s legions were caught in AD 15: “Ar-
minius...  with chosen followers he cut through the Roman 
column. They mainly wounded the horses who, slithering in 
the blood and the slippery mud, threw their riders, pushed 
everyone aside, and trampled over those who lay on the 
ground … Caecina, who upheld the front, fell to the ground 
as his horse was stabbed from below. He would have been 
surrounded had not the first legion stepped in”.1874

Also a number of first-century Roman Rhineland cav-
alry gravestones show naked Germanic warriors armed 
with straight swords of unspecified length, diving be-
neath their foes’ mounts, stabbing the steeds in the bel-
lies. The horsemen are sculpted with spears or javelins 
in hands, riding down the warriors shown below.1875 The 
main characteristic examples come in the form of monu-
ments of: Flavius Bassus from Köln [fig. 83],1876 Petro-
nius Diascentus and Caius Romanius Capito from Mainz 
[fig. 73].1877 Similar image can be seen on the tombstone 
of Dolanus from Wiesbaden [fig. 174].1878

Other stones, like that of Andes from Mainz [fig. 38],1879 
show horse hewers armed with sickle like weapons, trying 

1873  Speidel 2004: 135.
1874  Tac. Ann. 1. 65: “Arminius… cum delectis scindit agmen eq-
uisque maxime vulnera ingerit. Illi sanguine suo et lubrico paludum 
lapsantes excussis rectoribus disicere obvios, proterere iacentes… Cae-
cina dum sustentat aciem, suffosso equo delapsus circumveniebatur, 
ni prima legio sese opposuisset”. Translation after quoted in Speidel 
2004: 135–136.
1875  Speidel 2004: 137.
1876  See above notes: 560 and 915.
1877  Diascentus: CIL XIII 7052 = Schleiermacher 1984: 108–109 cat.
no. 26; Romanius: CIL XIII 7029 = Schleiermacher 1984: 110–111 cat. 
no. 27 = Speidel 2004: 137 fig. 17.1; see also Speidel 2004: 136–137, 
241 for commentary. However, Speidel’s (2004: 136) interpretation of 
the figured evidence is most probably incorrect, as the stone of Roma-
nius clearly depicts a rim of the shield beneath the horses head, not 
a scythed sword designed for fighting with horse-stabbers [see fig. 73].
1878  CIL XIII 7585 = Schleiermacher 1984: 131–132 cat. no. 42; Spe-
idel 2004: 138 fig. 17.2; see also page 241.
1879  CIL XIII 7023 = Schleiermacher 1984: 97–98 cat. no. 20.
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to hack the legs of Roman horse’s steeds.1880 The minia-
ture sickle-like bronze knife from Enns remains the only 
surviving representation of such weapon.1881 

The emphasis on light infantry tactics was a necessity. 
Most probably it was a result of the relative weakness 
of the Germanic horse. The surviving archaeological evi-
dence suggests that animals ridden into battle by the an-
cient Germanic warriors were smaller than their Roman 
counterparts. The average results of biometric research 
may indicate that the difference was significant. Horses 

1880  Speidel 2004: 149.
1881  Speidel 2004: 151. The Pannonian grave assemblage from 
Káloz, cited by Speidel (2004: 152) as evidence for existence of such 
weapons, contains, most probably, a kind of a Dacian falx or a Thra-
cian rhomphaia.

of both sides differed in height, the Germanic tribesmen 
had to ride on horses which stood some 120 cm at the 
average. On the contrary, the Romans used animals that 
had about 140 cm at the withers (at the average),1882 
though some mounts used by the elite units were even 
higher, reaching 160 cm.

That weakness of the Germanic horse was also no-
ticed by the ancient authors: according to the accounts 
of Caesar1883 and Tacitus1884 the Germanic mounts were 
slow and of lower quality. In the case of the Roman cav-
alry the difference in horse height was even more signifi-
cant. However, that advantage, noticeable in the times 
of Caesar, later, due to the impact of genetic material 
acquired from imported Roman animals, no matter loot-
ed or bought, decreased significantly, especially among 
the tribes living near the Rhine border.1885 However, we 
should bear in mind that research results were based on 
data from sites of diverse character and not necessarily 
reflect the situation characteristic for the battlefields.

It is noteworthy that horses used in the other fringe 
of Germania libera were somewhat larger. The analysis 
of material recovered from the Przeworsk culture sites 
suggests that the horses used in Roman times ranged 
between some 100–145 cm at the withers, the majority 
of them being 125–140 cm high.1886 The increased height 
at the withers could have been a result of the wider use 
of geldings because castration done before the horse had 
reached the second year of age can enhance its growth 
by about 4–6 cm.1887 On the other hand, the increased 
height could have been a result of import, as larger indi-
viduals from Roman territories could have been used to 
improve the quality of local breeds.1888

Similar picture could be obtained from the territories 
inhabited by the Baltic peoples. The Bogaczewo culture 
site at Paprotki Kolonia yielded several skeletons of hors-
es belonging to the first four centuries AD. The recovered 
remains indicate that the animals found ranged from 115 
to 142 cm at the withers.1889 Both examples may serve 
as an evidence that relatively higher horses were also 
available for military use, even in the remote regions of 
Germania libera.

To obtain a more detailed picture we have to turn 
again our attention to studies conducted in the border 
area near the Rhine estuary (see table 4). The results can 
shed some light on that problem. The material roughly 
dated to the period 200 BC – AD 200, recovered from 
sites like Velsen Hoogovens and Assendelft site F, had 

1882  Peters 1992: 44–45.
1883  Caes. Bell. Gall. 7. 65, 5: “minus idoneis equis utebanur”.
1884  Tac. Germ. 6: “equi non forma non velocitate conspicui”.
1885  Peters 1992: 44–45.
1886  Bajkowska 1999; quoted after Kontny 2009: 107.
1887  Kobryń 1984: 50; Bajkowska 1999 (non vidi) quoted after Kont-
ny 2009: 107.
1888  Lasota-Moskalewska & Kobryń 1998: 9; Bajkowska 1999 – 
quoted after Kontny 2009: 107.
1889  Karczewska et al. 2009: 58–60.

Fig. 174. Gravestone of Dolanus from Wiesbaden (after 
Schleiermacher 1984: 131 cat. no. 40 and Speidel 2004: 138 
fig. 17.2). The horseman from a Thracian cohort is shown rid-
ing down a horse stabber. The Butzbach\Dormagen type hel-
met with elongated neck guard suggests a late first century 
AD chronology. In a Thracian manner Dolanus relies on a calo 
for carrying spare javelins. Note also the earliest evidence for 
the cavalry use of scabbard slide (in the Roman context).
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shown that the Germanic tribesmen who lived outside 
the Roman border used horses having 135–140 cm at the 
withers. On the contrary, the Romans preferred slightly 
higher animals for military use. The sites belonging to the 
Julio-Claudian, Flavian and Trajanic periods, like Kesteren, 
Valkenburg and the legionary camp at Nijmegen, had 
yielded data which confirms that Roman cavalry mounts 
were some 145 cm high at the average, with some an-
imals reaching 163 cm at the withers – as it was said 
earlier, the bones of the highest horses were recovered 
from canabae legionis at Nijmegen.1890 The Romans pre-
ferred higher mounts due to their increased capabilities 
in speed of movement (the longer limbs increased the 
length of the stride). But how that situation looked on 
the battlefield?   

The finds from the Roman camp in Krefeld-Gellep, the 
ancient Gelduba, can shed some light on that subject. As 
it was said earlier, on the battlefield site from the time of 
the Batavian revolt (AD 69–70) 31 horse skeletons were 
discovered. The animals measured respectively 117 – 154 
cm at the withers.1891 The context of the finds (the bodies 
of men and horses thrown together into pits and sprin-
kled with lime) may indicate that burials in question of-
fered a temporary solution – they were intended to elimi-
nate the threat of epidemic inside the besieged camp.1892 
Some skeletons found belonged to small animals that 
stood mere had 117–126 cm at the withers. These horses 
have been identified as mounts belonging to Germanic 
warriors.1893 Their extremely low height may indicate that 
they were brought to Gelduba from the lands inhabited 
by the tribes that were not subjected to Roman rule. On 
the other hand, the higher animals certainly were used 
by the Roman cavalry. These finds may indicate that the 
Germanic warriors, at least in the time of need, used all 
animals available and the Romans in similar conditions 
relied on mounts being slightly above the average.

The surviving biometric data suggests that the Ro-
man period Germanic horses were closely related to wild 
Tarpans and they looked very similar to modern Polish 
“Konik” and Dülmen pony breeds.1894 In fact, both races 
are closely related, as Dülmen horses received an influx 
of genes from Polish Konik breed [fig. 72].1895 Nowa-
days, adult Polish “Koniks” are characterized by strong 
and stocky build, they have short strong legs and necks 
set low out of the chest, as a result their shoulders are 

1890  Lauwerier & Robeerst 2001: 279.
1891  Nobis 1973: 251 (non vidi, quoted after Hyland 
1990a: 68).
1892  Junkelmann 1990: 42; Reichmann 1999: 98.
1893  Junkelmann 1990: 42: „Die beiden kleinsten Pferde fielen mit 
ihren 117 und 126. 5 cm aus den Rahmen, vielleicht waren es Ger-
mannenpferde  – The two smallest horses fell out from the frame, 
with their 117 and 126. 5 cm they were perhaps Germanic horses”. – 
author’s translation.
1894  Uppenborn & Schwark 1995: 106–109, 112–114; Edwards 2001: 
185, 193; Jaworski 2003: 7.
1895  Jezierski & Jaworski 2008 (non vidi, quoted after Pasicka 2013: 28). 

rather steep (that particular feature affects the length 
of the stride and reduces the speed of movement). In 
the complete contrast to some steppe breeds, they have 
small heads with a straight profile. They have also deep 
chests  (minimum chest circumference: 165 cm). As for 
phenotypic features: usually they have a thick mane and 
their hair coat is blue dun, sometimes called “mouse-
gray”, with a black stripe on the back. As for the modern 
standards, the Koniks are rather short in height, they 
have 130–140 cm (12.3–13.3 hands) at the withers. 
These horses weigh about 350–400 kg.1896 

Using comparative data connected with Polish Koniks 
we can say that the mounts ridden to battle by German-
ic horsemen were slower than the higher animals that 
served in the Roman cavalry.1897 

But we should stress the fact that that particular ad-
vantage was not so obvious. With the possible excep-
tion of some rich and successful chieftains the Germanic 
warriors used no armour at all, as Tacitus pointed out: 
“few armours; one or another has a helmet”.1898 Indeed, 
armour kits or helmets are a rare sight even in richly 
furnished weapon burials, such as the two grave assem-
blages from Hagenow in Mecklenburg belonging to B2 
phase. The burials contained mail shirts, one of them 
yielded also a Roman cavalry helmet of Weiler (or Butz-
bach-Dormagen) type [fig. 176].1899 Also some Slovakian 
native settlements provided finds of scale armour, clearly 
belonging to the Marcomannic wars period.1900  It seems 
that at the end of the second century AD the problems 
with armour shortages gradually improved – most prob-
ably due looting or battle salvage. Nevertheless, the 
majority of Germanic warriors relied only on shields for 
protection. In consequence the Germanic horses carried 
lightly equipped warriors.

On the other hand, the Roman horses were burdened 
with the weight of mail shirts and helmets, not counting 
the heavy horned saddles and horse furniture adorned 
with bronze phalerae. That factor must have an impact 
on the speed of the horses. Moreover, smaller horses 
belonging to the so called “primitive races” have shorter 
bellies and shorter legs, which make them more agile. At 
this point we should recall the opinion of the veteran of 
Napoleonic wars, general Dezydery Chłapowski, based on 

1896  Uppenborn & Schwark 1995: 106–109; Edwards 2001: 193; 
Prawocheński 2010: 436–438; Pasicka 2013: 28
1897  Once I was a witness of a horse archery competition during 
which many hot blooded horses were used, together with one Polish 
Konik: these participants who had to ride on that creature obtained 
inferior results. Riding on a distance of about 100 meters they were 
always 1–2 seconds late. On the other hand, they were more accu-
rate.
1898  Tac. Germ. 6: “paucis loricae; vix uni alterive cassis aut galea”- 
author’s translation.
1899  Voß 1994: 263–266.
1900  As it was said, such scale armour set was found in the sec-
ond century AD context at the Germanic settlement at Cifer-Pác, see 
Krekovič 1994: 220–221 fig. 8: 7; Tejral 1994: 37, 39. But we do not 
know whether it was used by a horseman.
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his observations made during the Aspern-Wagram cam-
paign: “This inequality is derived reliably from the fact 
that the Hungarians make much fun from the swordplay 
and the French only thrust; tough a Hungarian on a light-
er horse can easily beset the French beast, a Frenchman 
sitting on a heavier mount, precisely because the horse is 
not agile and he can guide it only with some difficulty, he 
is fully aware from which side the Hungarian intends to 
strike, and he has time to parry the cut, and with a strait 
and well-sharpened sword-end he will inevitably thrust 
his opponent in the chest. The Hungarians do not strike 
with the blade’s flat side, like is the custom of English 
cavalry, but they chop with the edge, only because they 
always do it in motion or when turning the horse they cut 
unconsciously whether they can”.1901

During the Roman age the more agile but slower Ger-
manic ponies could exploit that unexpected advantage, 
as the Romans sitting on faster horses could easily spoil 
their aim – we should remember that javelins and spears 
remained their main offensive weapons throughout the 
period. In broken terrain, in marshy or densely forested 
areas, the Germanic horsemen had the advantage – as 
the Roman horse could not outrun them, and, on the 
other hand, the light tribal warriors were able to outma-
noeuvre them with ease. Moreover, the very presence of 
light horse runners could easily disturb the concentration 
of Roman horsemen because they were forced to focus 
their attention on many more threats. When the terrain 
formed an obstacle that could prevent retreat, the Ro-
mans easily could find themselves in peril.1902 Of course, 
the swift horses on which the lightly armed Parthian 
archers or Numidian javelinmen were mounted enabled 
escape in any conditions.

On the other hand, in open terrain the Roman cavalry 
had the advantage because the Roman horsemen, due to 
the fact that they sat on higher an faster mounts, could 
throw javelins at greater distances. That happened be-
cause the motion of a galloping horse could add velocity 
and poundage to the javelin throw. Presumably that was 
enough to hold Germanic warriors at a bay. 

Also during the mêlée the greater weight of Roman 
horses could give them some advantage, especially 
when fighting occurred in a place where manoeuvring 
was impossible.  At this place we should recall the anal-

1901  Chłapowski 1986: 68: „Nierówność ta pochodzi niezawodnie 
z tego, że Węgry bardzo pałaszami machają, a Francuzi żgają i lubo 
Węgier na lżejszym koniu łatwo francuzkiego konia obskoczy, Fran-
cuz siedząc na ciężkim koniu, właśnie dlatego że koń niezwinny i że 
mało może nim kierować, spokojnie uważa z której strony Węgier się 
na niego zamierza, ma czas zasłonić się od cięcia, a prawie prostym 
a dobrze zaostrzonym końcem szabli niechybnie pchnie w pierś prze-
ciwnika. Węgrzy nie płazem, tak jak angielska kawalerya, ale ostrzem 
rąbią, ale że zawsze czynią to w pędzie, lub zwracając konia, więc tną 
bez przytomności gdzie się uda”- author’s translation. See also Gaw-
roński 1998: 40.
1902  As happened during the battle at Angrivarian Wall, see Tac. 
Ann. 2. 19–20. In that case the Germanic horsemen waited for the 
Romans hidden in a forest. See the previous chapter for more.

ogies from modern times again. And so, the heavier 
horses used by Grenadiers à Cheval from Imperial Guard 
won the day for Napoleon at Eylau in Prussia.1903 Howev-
er, the most characteristic event of such kind occurred 
during the charge of the heavy brigade which took place 
on October 25, AD 1854 at Balaklava. The regiments in-
volved in the attack have used specially selected heavy 
horses,1904 though it should be acknowledged that some 
units, like Scots Greys, sat on a bit smaller animals.1905 
The battle took place in a specific conditions: the shape 
of terrain and hesitation shown by some Russian officers 
caused the fact that both sides have failed to deliver the 
charge at a regular pace, therefore, the mass and weight 
of the horses determined the result of the clash.1906 We 
can easily imagine that in similar conditions the Roman 
horsemen could simply push the lighter Germanic war-
riors, mounted on smaller animals, out of the place.

We should also stress the fact that surviving archaeo-
logical evidence gives no confirmation to the supposition 
that the western Germanic horse warriors struggled to 
obtain greater manoeuvrability. Among the votive finds 
from the Batavian sanctuary at Empel only simple snaf-
fle bits were discovered,1907 with no curb bits. Ordinary 
snaffle bits also appear in Przeworsk culture assemblag-
es, though they are very rare (for example one such bit, 
dated to the B1 phase, was found at Pełczyska in Pińczów 
district).1908 The only one curb bit from the early first cen-
tury AD context was discovered in a Przeworsk culture 
burial at Malkowice in Poland. But that particular find, 
dated to the very beginning of B1 phase, was imported 
from Balkans, more precisely: from territories inhabited 
by the members of Padea-Panagjurski-Kolonii group.1909 
A part of an ordinary snaffle bit, most probably belonging 
to the Przeworsk culture warrior, was found at Svalyava 
(Свалява) in trans-Carpathian Ukraine. The find belongs 
to the Marcomannic wars period.1910 However, that 
changed considerably during the B2 phase and especially 
after the Marcomannic wars when chain reins and curb 
bits gained popularity (the subject would be enlarged on 
in the next chapter).

According to Caesar’s testimony, the Germanic war-
riors, tough frequently dismounting and remounting in 
combat, considered the use of saddles (or even saddle 
blankets) effeminate and inappropriate for warriors.1911 

1903  Vuksic & Grbasic 1993: 182: see also Haythornthwaite & Hook 
1997: 60.
1904  Perret 2001: 58. 
1905  Gray horses approximately 15 hands high at the withers, see 
Vuksic & Grbasic 1993: 200.
1906  Perret 2001: 58–61. See also Gawroński 2003: 90.
1907  van Driel-Murray 1994: 97.
1908  Nosek 1947: 147–149; Kontny 2009: 105.
1909  Baranowski 1973: fig. 36; Kontny 2009: 105–106.
1910  See Olędzki 2011 for photograph (no number attached).
1911  Caes. Bell. Gall.  4. 2. 3–4: “Equestribus proeliis saepe ex eq-
uis desiliunt ac pedibus proeliantur, equos eodem remanere vestigio 
adsue fecerunt, ad quos se celeriter, cum usus est, recipiunt: neque 
eorum moribus turpius quicquam aut inertius habetur quam ephippiis 
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The use of saddles became more common from the third 
century AD onwards, presumably under the Roman influ-
ence.

As it was said, the weapon burials containing spurs 
are virtually absent in western parts of Germania libera. 
Therefore, in order to get a more detailed information 
about the arms and armour used by Germanic mount-
ed warriors we have to rely on comparative data from 
Elbe region and southern Scandinavia. The sample of 
weapon grave assemblages that contained the so-called 
chair-shaped spurs was divided into two groups belong-
ing to the B1 and B2 phases respectively (tables 10a-b). 
At first glance it becomes clear that the spear was the 
main combat weapon,1912 though the great majority of 
warriors also used another, perhaps smaller, example or 
a javelin – apparently carried for distance fighting: 10 as-
semblages out of 23 contained two shafted weapons. All 
assemblages contained some shield elements (we should 
stress the fact that elements of shield construction made 
solely from perishable materials could have been used 
in some cases – these left no traces in cremation buri-
als). During the B2 phase the shield bosses were given 
spikes for parrying blows and thrusting, in earlier times 
conical bosses were popular. The differences between 
phases are also connected with the kind of edged weap-
ons used: the B1 phase warriors preferred shorter sin-
gle edged weapons and their successors relied more on 
double edged swords, some of them having long blades 
enabling longer reach. Whether that change reflects pro-
gress in horse breeding, as higher animals became more 
common, remains unclear. The subject warrants further 
investigations.

However, the creditability of such evidence requires 
several words of commentary. First of all we should stress 
the fact that the shown sample is too small and precludes 
general statements. For example, despite the general 
predilection for use of longer double edged swords [fig. 
175: 2], traceable at the end of period in question (see 

uti – in cavalry encounters they frequently leap from their horses and 
fight on foot; they train their horses to remain in the very spot where 
they have left them, to which they hastily retreat as is in their custom; 
nor, according to their habits, is anything regarded as more inappro-
priate, or more effeminate, than to use saddles or saddle blankets” – 
translation: W. A. McDevitte and W. S. Bohn (New York 1886: Harper 
& Bros.), slightly changed by author. It is noteworthy that Ceasar uses 
the word ephippium that was used to describe saddle blankets. That 
fact alone can support the theory that proper saddles were unknown 
to the Romans at the time. The knowledge about them could have 
reached the Roman soil, but the terminology was still in develope-
ment. The ancient Germans obeyed that custom even in the times of 
Marcomannic wars, as the evidence from Marcus Aurelius’ column 
may indicate, see Petersen et al. 1896: pl. 41B; Ferris 2009: 135 fig. 
59, 141 fig. 67. See also fig. 193 in the present book.
1912  Actually Lammert (1931: 52) and Adler (1993: 259–260) draw-
ing on  statement  made by Tacitus (Germ. 6: “eques quidem scuto, 
frameaque contentus est – the rider has to be content with shield and 
framea spear”) wondered whether Germanic horsemen used only 
one spear. Contra: Speidel 2004: 129 – who stressed the role of jave-
lin throwing in Germanic horse tactics.

table 10b), the person buried in the princely grave found 
at Mušov in Moravia clearly preferred single edged sword 
[fig. 177].1913 As the assemblage contained spurs,1914 it 
was certainly used in mounted combat. However, we 
should stress the fact that the appearance of the longer 
double edged swords in graves of horse warriors mirrors 
the similar development on the Roman side when earlier 
Fontillet, Nauportus and Giubiasco type swords [fig. 75a-
c] were replaced by Newstead type spathae [fig. 89b].

The other deformation, possibly present in data based 
on grave assemblages, could be a result of using weap-
ons made solely from perishable materials like wood. 
According to the speech put by Tacitus into Germani-
cus’ mouths, only the first line of Cheruscan warriors 
used long spears, the rest had  “fire-hardened or short 
weapons”.1915 At this point we should recall the already 
mentioned finds from Bohlenweg XV site that yielded 
not only wooden spear but also several wooden single 
edged swords, perhaps intended for training weapons, 
but of some use in the time of need.1916 The representa-
tions of Germanic warriors using wooden clubs are also 
clearly visible on Trajan’s column.1917 Such weapons left 
no traces in cremation burials, though some warriors 
certainly used them.1918 Moreover, the absence of shield 
elements traceable in some weapon graves could have 
been caused by the fact that the deceased warriors used 
shields made solely from wood and other organic ma-
terials, such defences are known from Hjortspring, the 
bog deposit from pre-Roman Iron Age.1919 These sources 
suggest that simpler and less complicated weapon kits 
were also in use.

Similarly, the tactics of the Germanic horse was quite 
straightforward. Sadly, the Roman historian Tacitus quot-
ed into his Germania only one single statement about the 
fighting techniques of Germanic mounted warriors.1920 
He wrote that they do not make turns, like is in the Ro-
man custom, but instead: „they ride straight ahead or 
with one turn right making a circle in such a way that no 
one stays behind – sed nec variare gyros in morem nos-
trum docentur, in rectum, aut uno flexu dextros agunt, 
ita coniuncto orbe, ut nemo posterior sit”.1921 That state-

1913  Droberjar & Peška 1994: 283, 290 fig. 11.
1914  Droberjar & Peška 1994: 284 fig. 7.
1915  Ann. 2. 14. 3: “Primam utcumque aciem hastatam, ceteris prae-
usta aut brevia tela” – translation after quoted in: Speidel  2004: 114.
1916  Pieper 1999: 509–524; see also Grane 2007: 29.
1917  Speidel  2004: 78–82.
1918  Verčík 2007: 153, 164.
1919  Raddatz 1985: 290, 337 fig. 1: 1–3.
1920  What follows on next few pages contains a revised and up-
dated version of my already published  article, see Gawroński 1998: 
35–46.
1921  Tac. Germ. 6. Codex Aesinas and Codex Vaticanus lat. 1862: 
coniuncto and on the margin: cuncto. Codex Farnesianus sive Neapol-
itanus: cuncto and below the word: coniuncto. Codex Vaticanus 1518: 
concto. Different versions of the sentence in question traceable in the 
codices generally do not change its meaning. The difference concerns 
a choice between coniuncto and cuncto, except that coniuncto version 
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Table 10a-b. List of Roman period grave assemblages from B1-B2 phases containing weapons and spurs – from northern 
Germany and southern Scandinavia (SE – single edged sword GL – gladius type double edged sword; SP – spatha type elongated 
double edged sword) after Gawroński 2003: 107 table 8, with some changes). Please note that the sample contains only the as-
semblages with set chronology and furnished with many kinds of weapons, so it is far from being complete.

Table 10a: B1 phase:

Burials: Swords: Spears: Javelins: Handgrips: Bosses: Spurs: References:
1. Bornitz Fundkomplex 29 

(graves: A, B, 3, 6 1946) SE 1 1 1 1 2 Voigt 1976: 189–201, 
pl. 20–22.

2. Hamburg-Langenbek 27 SE - 1 1 1 2 Wegewitz 1965: 23–24, 
pl. 4, 23.

3. Husby 499. - 1 1 1 1 1 Raddatz 1974: 43, pl. 99.
4. Husby 182 
(or early B2)

- - - 1 1 4 Raddatz 1974: 21–22, pl. 
45.

5. Husby 321 . 1 - 1 1 1 Raddatz 1974: 32, pl. 67.
6. Moderup 3 - 1 - 1 - 2 Albrectsen 1956: 24 pl. 2.

Table 10b. B2 phase: 

Burials: Swords: Spears: Javelins: Handgrips: Bosses: Spurs: References:
1. Bordesholm 1534 GL 1 - 1 - 3 Saggau 1981: 63–64, pl. 72.
2. Bordesholm 1984 SE 1 - 1 - 3 Saggau 1981: 83, pl. 94–95.

3. Bredal. - 1 - 1 - 1 Mikkelsen 1988–89: 
162–163.

4. Frφyshov - 1 1 1 1 1 Grieg 1926: 53, pl . 40.

5. Hamfelde 152 - 1 - 1 1 1 Bantelmann 1971: 96, 
pl. 23.

6. Hamfelde 318 GL 2 - 1 1 2 Bantelmann 1971: 
117–128, pl. 44–45.

7. Hamfelde 403 - 1 1 1 1 2 Bantelmann 1971: 
129–130, pl. 62.

8. Hamfelde 512 GL 1 1 1 1 2 Bantelmann 1971: 144, 
pl. 78–80.

9. Hamburg-Langenbek 161 SP 1 - 1 - 2 Wegewitz 1965: 23–24, 
pl. 7, 25.

10. Hresager. - 1 1 1 1 1 Mikkelsen 1989: 157–162.

11. Hunn 19 SP 1 1 1 1 2 Resi 1986: 70–72,pl. 5–9, 
56–57, 34, 40.

12. Husby 182 - - - - 1 1 Raddatz 1974: 56, pl. 138.

13. Kastrup Lerkar 1 GL 1 1 1 1 2 Lund Hansen 1987: 
407–408; Ilkjær 1990: 280.

14. Kastrup Lerkar 2 GL 2 - 1 1 4 Lund Hansen 1987: 408; 
Ilkjær 1990: 280.

15. Kemnitz 818 - 2 - 1 1 4 Geisler 1974: 92, pl, 85.

16. Putensen 150 SP 1 - 1 1 3 Wegewitz 1972: 183–188, 
pl. 34–36.

17. Slusegård 1072. SE - - 1 - 2 Klindt-Jensen 1978: 224.

ment requires special attention, as it is a single surviving 
piece of information about the fighting styles used by 
Germanic horsemen throughout the period in question. 

is much more likely, both because of the language logic and due to the 
fact that concto version was usually added later in the margins or un-
der the text; „sed nec variare gyros...  docentur” – literally: „they are 
taught not to [do] different turns”; „dextros (gyros) agunt” – literally: 
„they execute turns in the right direction”. One can note Tacitus’ strive 
to provide as much information as possible using only few words.

However, Tacitus’ famous brevitas, certainly present 
in that particular phrase, caused numerous interpreta-
tion problems and difficulties to the generations of schol-
ars. The majority of doubts concerned the very nature 
of the “turn to the right”, so briefly described in Tacitus’ 
work. Interpretative difficulties were caused by the fact 
that all research was reduced to mere analysis of the log-
ical structure of the sentence in question. For instance, 
a very probable supposition that turns to the left side 
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Fig. 175. The early B2 panoply of a Germanic horse warrior – the grave assemblage no. 19 from Hunn in southern Norway 
(after Deschler-Erb 1992: 20 fig. 6): 1 – spearhead; 2- sword; 3–5 – shield parts; 6 – drinking horn parts; 7 – spurs.
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Fig. 176. A rich warrior panoply from grave II\1899 found at Hagenow in Mecklenburg. Please note that the shape of umbo 
and mail hauberk was reconstructed from fragmentary data (after Voß 1994: 266 fig. 4). The T-shirt shape of the hauberk and 
the presence of Weiler or Butzbach/Dormagen type helmet suggests Trajanic (early B2) date. The owner of such items certainly 
used a horse, though the assemblage in question did not contained spurs.

also had happened in reality forced Karl Müllenhoff to 
introduce the following emendation: “dex[tros vel sinis]
tros” instead of “dextros”.1922

Curiously, some scholars made an attempt to explain 
such “unusual” manner of riding “only” to the right by 
recalling the anatomical changes created in the prena-
tal period of horse’s life (sic!).1923 Probably the natu-
ral horse’s inclination for turning to the left side could 
cause some problems in the early stages of learning, 
but it could not have any serious impact on the types of 
turns practiced by the Germanic horsemen. Otherwise, 
it should be assumed that the ancient Germans – while 
charging their opponents –  and Tacitus exactly refers 
to that kind of activity – rode on unbroken mounts and 
tried to correct that flaw just before the collision with 
the enemy. What is more, Tacitus sometimes collected 

curiosities and some strange passages included into his 
writings were explicitly quoted for increase of interest of 
readers and listeners. Yet, this rather embarrassing flaw 
was not characteristic only for Germanic mounts and 

1922  Müllenhoff 1900: 96.
1923  Roll 1939: 85–86.

probably could catch the attention of Tacitus, had he in-
tended to write a manual for breaking horses.

Another hypothesis, presented by Allan Lund, de-
serves some attention.1924 According to his theory, the 
“wheeling right” manoeuvre, described by Tacitus, re-
sembles exercises performed by the Roman horse dur-
ing the hippika gymnasia performances, known to us 
through Arrian’s account.1925 As it was said earlier, in Ar-
rian’s times these cavalry drills were shows of military 
prowess, well known the Romans, especially to those 
who completed military service in one of the border 
provinces.  

According to Lund, Tacitus’ information could corre-
spond to Roman reality, and more precisely to one of 
Arrian’s cavalry drills practiced during hippika gymnasia 
performances. At this point we should once again re-
call the blunt javelin practice described in the previous 
chapter. As we remember, Arrian states that the Roman 

1924  Lund (1989) refers to the hypothesis put forward by Lammert 
(1931: 51–52; 1938: 194–196) according to which the information 
about the “wheeling right” manoeuvre Tacitus was able to drew di-
rectly from Elder Pliny’s “De iaculatione equestri”.  
1925  Arr. Tact. 36.1.
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riders threw the blunt javelins somewhat mechanically: 
“ἐπελάσαντες δὲ ἐπ᾽ εὐθύ, ἐγκλίνουσιν αὖ ἐς τὰ πλάγια 
ὡς ἐς κύκλον ἐπιστρέφοντες. ἡ ἔγκλισις δὲ αὐτοῖς ἐπὶ 
τὰ δεξιὰ σφῶν γίγνεται – charging in a straight line for-
wards they then veer to one side, as though meaning 
to make a circle. That turn they make to their right”.1926 
In that case the right turn was forced by javelin throw-
ing. After a throw the rider’s weight was shifted to the 
right side, he also increased his right leg’s pressure on 
the side of the horse and that almost automatically en-
forced the mount to turn right.1927 Arrian says clearly 
that this manoeuvre was done by horsemen riding one 
by one: “πρῶτος ὁ πρῶτος κατ᾽ ἀρετήν, καὶ ἐπὶ τούτῳ 
ὁ δεύτερος, καὶ οἱ ἐφεξῆς ὡσαύτως – first the best 
man, and following him the next in merit and so on in 
turn”.1928 Beauty of this action depended on throwing 
a large number of javelins as soon as possible.1929 Due 
to lack of space in the arenas1930 where hippika gymna-
sia performances were held the very need of smooth 
executing of all desired manoeuvres forced the horse-
men, who have already thrown their javelins, to leave 
the place very quickly in order to ensure that their suc-
cessors had enough space for their performance. In such 
circumstances executing turn to the right side had a logi-
cal justification, as it took less time in comparison to that 
made in opposite direction because it did not require the 
rider to shift body weight and that saved precious sec-
onds. However, the drills described in Arrian required 
a thorough training, a special selection of horses and 
the ability to collaborate in a team. Moreover, we should 
stress the fact that Arrian himself writes precisely that 
the riders performed the manoeuvre – as he described 
it – one after another. Had the ancient Germanic horse-
men behaved similarly, Tacitus certainly would not had 
used the phrase nemo posterior sit – no one stays be-
hind. Dismissing the similarities between Arrian’s drills 
and Germanic tactics described in Germania leads to the 
assumption that the tribal warriors should have attacked 
arrayed in a single line. What is more, the setting of hip-
pika gymnasia shows, intended to impress the barbar-
ians, was specially designed to emphasize the “superhu-
man” features of the Romans – the horsemen were seen 
in silvered masks, looking like deities.1931 It is difficult to 
imagine a situation in which Tacitus, who contrasted Ger-
man „primitiveness” with the manoeuvres performed by 
the Roman cavalry, while describing the barbarous tactics 
might have in mind hippika gymnasia performances.1932

1926  Arr. Tact. 36, 5–6 – translation by F. Brudenall and F. Walbank, 
as quoted in: Hyland 1993: 73.
1927  About mounted javelin throwing, see Hyland 1993: 142–146. 
1928  Arr. Tact. 36, 3 – translation by F. Brudenall and F. Walbank, 
after quoted in: Hyland 1993: 73.
1929  Arr. Tact. 36, 4. 
1930  Hyland 1993: 19–23; training grounds: Davies 1968: 73–100.  
1931  See Hyland 1993: 37–44; Junkelmann 1996.
1932  Gawroński 1998: 43.

Nevertheless, Lund’s hypothesis received further 
support from Speidel, who, tough sceptical about simi-
larities to Roman hippika gymnasia manoeuvres on the 
ground that they were intended more for display than for 
combat training,1933 stressed the importance of javelin 
throwing in Germanic horse tactics. For him circling ma-
noeuvre was a logical explanation of Tacitus’ mysterious 
statement: “while cantering in a circle, spear-throwing 
was kept up without a break, or in Tacitus’ words no 
one was “last.” The first to ride against the enemy thus 
circled back to follow the last, thereby creating an un-
broken circle. Describing how Roman horse trained for 
this tactic, Arrian, like Tacitus, stresses the need to pre-
serve the circle. Even in a straight line attack horsemen 
might shoot several spears at the enemy before closing 
in, but in circling attacks footmen could keep on hand-
ing them fresh weapons at the far end of the circle. The 
right-circling manoeuvre required training but was easier 
than left-circling. In the latter, the horseman had to shift 
hands, and the rider had to shift his shield towards the 

1933  Speidel 2004: 239 note 24: drawing on Adler (1993: 240), who 
found hippika gymnasia performances intended more for display than 
for training.

Fig. 177. Single edged sword from Mušov princely grave 
(after Droberjar & Peška 1994: 290 fig. 11). As the assemblage 
contained spurs, it appears that the buried “prince” or chief-
tain preferred single edged sword for mounted combat. That 
happened despite the general tendencies visible in table 10b.
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enemy to guard his otherwise open right side. The left-
circling attack being so complex, Germanic horsemen did 
not go in for it, according to Tacitus, though surely, like 
all cavalry, they could wheel left in the open field”.1934 

The presence of javelins in spur grave assemblages 
make such hypothesis plausible (see table 10a-b). But we 
should bear in mind that the whole concept of continu-
ous wheeling was based on Mediterranean ideas about 
the tactics of javelin-throwers. Apart from the already 
mentioned Cantabrian gallop,1935 wheeling was charac-
teristic for the tactics of Tarentine horse: Diodorus when 
writing about Paraitakene battle states that Antigonos 
had posted on the left wing  “the lightest of his horse-
men, who, drawn up in open order, were to avoid a fron-
tal action but to maintain a battle of wheeling tactics”.1936 
At first glance the Greek horsemen were similar to those 
seen in German retinues. They rode on horses thirteen 
hands tall,1937 used ordinary blankets instead of saddles 
and fought with spears, javelins and curved swords. The 
only difference came in the form of protection used: the 
cavalry of classical Greece carried bronze cuirasses in-
stead of shields, but that had changed in the Hellenistic 
times [fig. 9]. Some riders also went into action accom-
panied by horse-runners. But they were employed in dif-
ferent terrain: in ancient Greece or Italy forests compa-
rable with these seen in Germania were a rare sight. The 
wheeling tactics was designed for open terrain. It was 
unsuitable for the dense forests of Germania.

Addtitionally, some researchers argued that the ma-
noeuvre described by Tacitus was executed by a whole 
array of warriors dressed in a single line. If that was the 
case, then its difficulty lay in the fact that the horses 
should have moved at different speeds because the ani-
mals running at the edge had to overcome the greatest 
way. Hence tightening the line [fig. 178].1938

We should stress the fact that Tacitus’ mysterious 
phrase could be given simpler explanation. Germanic 
woods offered no space for complicated manoeuvring. 
At this point we should recall analogies from modern 
times. These suggest that throughout the ages the epic 
Hollywood-style charges were extremely rare. Moreover, 
direct collisions between masses of cavalry occurred on 
the battlefields very rarely. Usually one side opened ranks 
to allow the charging opponents enter and to make pos-
sible mêlée fighting.1939 We should also recall one of the 
numerous relations about Waterloo battle: “There was no 
check, no hesitation, on either side; both parties seemed 

1934  Speidel 2004: 130.
1935  Arr. Tact. 40. 1–9; Hyland 1993: 133–141.
1936  Diod. 19. 29. 1: “ἐλαφροτάτους τῶν ἱππέων, οἳ κατὰ στόμα 
μὲν ἤμελλον φυγομαχήσειν ἀραιοὶ διαστάντες, ἐκ μεταβολῆς δὲ 
διαγωνιεῖσθαι “  – translation after quoted in: Fields & Ó’Brógáin 
2008: 26.
1937  Fields & Ó’Brógáin 2008: 38.
1938  Barker 1951: 255–257; Hammerlich 1956: 283–297; see also 
Płóciennik & Kolendo 2008: 118.
1939  After Goldsworthy 1996: 237.

to clash in the most reckless manner and we fully ex-
pected to have seen a most horrid crash – no such thing! 
Each, as if by mutual consent, opened their files on com-
ing near, and passed rapidly through each other, cutting 
and pointing, much in the same manner one may pass 
the fingers of the right hand through those of the left. 
We saw but few fall. The two corps reformed afterwards, 
and in a twinkling both disappeared, I know not how or 
where”.1940 Provided that basic human and (especially) 
equine reactions did not changed much throughout cen-
turies, one can imagine that the clashes between Roman 
and Germanic horse looked very similar. In wooded areas 
opening ranks remained an only possible option because 
the very presence of trees precluded not only complicat-
ed manoeuvring but also dodging or evading the enemy.

We should stress the fact that in confused mêlée, in 
conditions similar to the described above, turning to the 
right enabled the best use of shield protection. Already at 
the beginning of former century Georg von Kobilinski high-
lighted the fact that during the cavalry battle turning solely 
to the right side had a logical justification. It was caused 
by the eagerness to make the best possible use of cover 
provided by the shield. Germanic horse warriors in turning 
right exposed left sides protected by shields. As compared 
to a conventional way of fighting, such array not only se-
cured better protection but also brought about the change 
in spear use. One needed to hold the spearshaft overarm 
or underarm and place it perpendicularly to the horse’s 
belly, so that the spearhead could hit from above1941 the 
shield’s edge.1942 We should add that such use of spear 
and shield is confirmed by the above mentioned images of 
mounted gladiators from the grave of Umbricius Scaurus, 
once standing at the Herculanean gate at Pompeii [fig. 79]. 

At this point we should remind about the presence of 
single spurs found in some grave assemblages together 
with weapons. In special conditions the single spur tied 
to the left heel may have been used to facilitate turning 
to the right side because after use the horse certainly 
would react by escaping the pain and turning in another 
direction.1943 Once I have made an attempt to add fur-
ther explanation to that phenomenon linking it with the 
wheeling right manoeuvre: during the turn a softer spur 
bump could help in sword or spear use, provided that 
the blow was delivered to the left side, as it automatical-
ly made mount’s belly bend to the left and strengthened 

1940  After Keegan 1976: 149, quoted in: Goldsworthy 1996: 237.
1941  Or from the side when held underarm.
1942  von Kobilinski 1900: 190–191; 1901: 20.
1943  That feature was explained by Kontny (2009: 103): “if one spur 
were used during the fight then it would be useful on the left leg; it 
would serve to steer the horse to the right (avoiding a painful prick 
from the left the horse moves to the right). As warriors’ left hand was 
occupied by the shield (or the reins) they kept the offensive weapon in 
the right one, the horse’s movement increased the strength with which 
the horse-rider setup pressed against the opponent”. See also Jahn 
1921: 92; Żak 1959: 63–64 and Żak & Maćkowiak – Kotkowska 1988: 
271–272, 286 for the discussion on that subject.
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the power of a blow because of the body weight of the 
moving animal. It added poundage to the thrust or strike. 
Furthermore, dragging a spur in the mount’s left side 
forced its head to turn. That move enlarged the warrior’s 
striking area and offered more possibilities to operate 
with heavy weapons, like swords, from horseback1944 – of 
course, only if the opponent attacked from the right side. 
However, my present equestrian knowledge forced me to 
take more cautious approach to these possibilities: one 
may not exclude the use of spurs in the way described 
above, though in real world spurs were certainly used 
in pairs, the use of single spur would result in the fact 
that the animal very soon would became indifferent to 
the stimuli provided by the other leg and any request 
for rapid wheeling to the left side would be denied. In 
such situation the horseman could easily found himself 
in danger.1945 Therefore, it is better to assume that single 
spurs, found in burials, were used only as pars pro toto.

We should also stress the fact that the Germanic 
horse fought alongside the mentioned above horse-
runners and that is confirmed by Tacitus’ words: “mixti 
proeliantur”.1946 According to the already mentioned 
passage in Ammianus Marcellinus, the necessity of ma-
nipulating both the shield and the spearshaft at the same 
time, with no other protection used made the Germanic 
cavalry rather vulnerable,1947 tough we should remem-
ber that Ammianus clearly refers to clashes with the ex-
tra-heavy cataphracti horse. Nevertheless, the armour 
used by ordinary Roman horsemen, though affecting 
the speed of movement, offered them some advantage 
in hard hand-to-hand fighting. Therefore, the Germans 
attempted to improve defences of their own cavalry by 
mingling horse with light infantry. As it was said earlier, 
they used for that purpose specially chosen young war-
riors. We should stress the fact that their very presence 
forced the Germanic horsemen to attack rather slowly, 
arrayed in one line „in such a way that no one remains 
behind – ut nemo posterior sit”. Otherwise, the horse-
runners accompanying the cavalry and holding tails or 
manes during charge would be scattered by the riders 
and trampled by the back ranks.1948 Therefore, the speed 
of the horse could not be higher than that of a running 
man. It is this slowness, as the analogies from the medi-
eval and modern times may indicate,1949 was of decisive 

1944  Gawroński 1998: 42.
1945  Similar view was expressed in: Weski 1982: 54.
1946  Tac. Germ. 6.
1947  Amm. 16. 12. 22. See above note 1557.
1948  Gawroński 1998: 44.
1949  Gawroński 1998: 40. The slow pace of attack forced by the 
presence of horse-runners helped to maintain formation’s cohesion. 
As analogies from knightly tactics may indicate, the very slowness 
of the charge helped to maintain close formation and ensured the 
success of the attack. Expecting such use of horse the Normans de-
veloped special formation called conrois, a slowly advancing column 
of heavy knights arrayed in double-row, see Nicolle & Hook 1996: 16, 
57 and Nicolle 1995: 78, 129–30. The use of such formation resulted 
in a gradual increase in the size of the shields (Nicolle 1995: 133) – 

importance for the rank unity and for the effectiveness 
of the attack. Similar view was expessed in the already 
mentioned opinion of general Dezydery Chłapowski. 1950 

In such conditions there was no place for circling in 
a way described by Speidel. We should bear in mind that 
the Romans used faster horses. These animals, though 
overweighted by the burden of armour, still were able to 
catch any circling Germanic warband, especially during 
the initial stages of cavalry clash. It is not a coincidence 
that the grave assemblages from the period contained 
only two shafted weapons at best, and a substantial part 
of them yielded only one piece (see table 10a-b). If the 
content of these assemblages somehow reflects the re-
alities of life, we should realize that Germanic horsemen 
were fully aware about the fact that they had a chance 
for one throw only, as one can imagine it was done just 
before joining the mêlée. 

We should also bear in mind that the human fist has 
limited carrying capacity. It is not a coincidence that the 
horsemen of ancient Greece usually carried one spear or 
two javelins in two hands.1951 The Germanic horse were 
not different, as they had to hold spearshaft, reins and 
a shieldgrip in one hand [pl. H], javelin in another. The 
need for rapid dismounting and the absence of saddles 
precluded use of quivers. That is why the shafted weap-
ons appear in grave assemblages in pairs.

However, there is another clue: the turning to the right 
side could have been done in order to minimize losses 
caused by Roman cavalry javelin fire.1952 It remains un-
clear whether the Roman horse, as Josephus had pointed 
out,1953 carried these three or four javelins in the quiver, 
or, more probably, relied on calones for ammunition sup-
port. As it was said earlier, such practice was certainly 
present among these Roman horsemen who were based 
at Mainz. In all conditions the Romans being mounted 
on faster horses were able to retreat after throwing each 
javelin. No doubt, during the throws the Roman horse 

as knights in such an array were vulnerable to projectiles, especially 
to arrow fire, see Marshall 1990: 221–226. Maintaining cohesion of 
a battle array also was critical to the success of cataphracti charge, 
see Mielczarek 1993: 48–50. Goldsworthy (1996: 236) admits that “it 
has been standard practice for cavalry throughout history to advance 
at a walk or trot and only accelerate into charge, when closer to the 
enemy, so that the formation had little chance of breaking up, and 
arrived as a group. Such control over the instincts of men and horses 
to press on only came with discipline and practice. A nineteenth-cen-
tury British manual suggested that the gallop should begin 50 yards 
[46 m.] away from the enemy if infantry, and 150 yards [137 m.] from 
a cavalry unit advancing in the chargers direction”. One can assume 
that in the case of ancient Germans the very presence of horse-run-
ners served to slow the speed of movement. That feature of tribal 
tactics certainly worked as a substitute for team spirit, group training 
and discipline. Only retinues of the greatest leaders were trained ac-
cording to the Roman customs, as was in the case of Maroboduus’ 
followers, see Vell. Pat. 2. 109; Speidel 1994a: 20; 2004: 130.
1950  Gawroński 1998: 40.
1951  Gaebel 2002: 29.
1952  Gawroński 1998: 42.
1953  Ios. De Bello Iud. 3. 5. 5. (97). See chapter 4 for more.
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Fig. 178. Tacitus’ wheeling right – pivoting 
at one point hypothesis (author’s drawing). 
According to some researchers, the Roman 
historian had described a flanking move dur-
ing which the whole line of horsemen turned 
right – due to the differences in distances 
covered by the particular riders the horsemen 
moved at different speeds in order to main-
tain a straight line. Though such move could 
have been useful in flanking attacks, in battle 
conditions it should had been very difficult 
to maintain formation’s cohesion, especially 
when the line was attacked at the flank by 
a sudden sally – please note that the hypoth-
esis in question ignores the activities of the 
opponents.

Fig. 179. Tacitus’ wheeling right – opening 
ranks hypothesis (author’s drawing). Accord-
ing to that hypothesis, the wheeling right was 
done by each horseman at the place in order 
to open ranks and let the enemy in. Modern 
analogies suggest that such a thing was 
done to avoid collision between two charging 
groups of horsemen. The fighting was contin-
ued in a series of duels or dogfights resolved 
in an almost “samurai fashion”.

used some of the complicated cavalry drills described 
in Arrian’s Ars Tactica. On the contrary, the Germanic 
horsemen used more straightforward fighting styles. Ac-
cording to Tacitus: “they were not taught to differentiate 
turns as it is in our custom” that means that the tactics of 
these tribal warriors appeared to be simple when com-
pared with the Roman methods. At this point we should 
recall the wheeling right circle, as described by Speidel, 
and stress the fact that it bears too much resemblance 
to the Cantabrian gallop practiced by the Roman horse 
and known from Arrian’s work.1954 As Tacitus wrote, the 
Germanic horse tactics should have looked much simpler. 

But there is a simpler explanation: the initial right turn 
could have been done in order to open ranks and receive 

1954  Arr.Tact. 40; Hyland 1993: 132–141. See chapter 6 for more.

the Roman charge, as happened at Waterloo centuries 
later (most probably both sides turned right to avoid col-
lision). Moreover, such rapid turn also helped to mini-
mize the Roman advantage of being mounted on heavier 
horses because they were unable to use the sheer weight 
of their mounts to push their opponents from the place. 
The horse-stabbers assisting the Germanic cavalry possibly 
tried to run ahead, attempting to reach the fetlocks and 
abdomens of Roman horses. If the Roman horsemen had 
pressed their mounts too hard, the Germanic horse stab-
bers would have had a chance for success, as larger Roman 
mounts, thanks to the carried weight of men and armour, 
were less agile and needed space for stopping or turning. 
Turning right not only helped to avoid Roman javelin fire in 
confused mêlée but also provided the best opportunity to 
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exploit manoeuvrability and agility of Germanic ponies – 
their small size suddenly becoming an advantage. 

It seems that during the charge the Germanic horse-
men tried to change rapidly the direction of movement, 
turning their horses only once to right side in order to pro-
vide shield cover for bodies of humans and animals. But if 
rank opening really happened, and it is very likely that it 
was so, there was neither space nor time for such compli-
cated manoeuvring, done almost in the style of baroque 
haute école. Instead, each warrior tried to turn his horse 
right separately at the place, not making any evolutions 
in Roman style (nec variare gyros in morem nostrum), but 
turning rapidly right (uno flexu dextros agunt). Because the 
warriors tried to dodge Roman blows they rode past the 
attackers as fast as possible (ita coniuncto orbe, ut nemo 
posterior sit), escaping the Romans mounted on higher 
speeding horses. If the Germanic horse were attacked by 
mounted javelinmen armed in a “Celto-Thracian” style, the 
fighting soon would be resolved in series of “dogfights” 
in an almost Japanese manner, with much wheeling as 
the riders struggled for better position for aiming. Most 
probably, the Germanic horse-runners and Roman calones 
were also engaged in a fighting, trying to protect the sides 
of their mounted “masters”. One may expect that only 
one or two javelin volleys were exchanged before the is-
sue was decided in hand-to-hand combat. But if the Ger-
manic horsemen found themselves engaged in a fight 
with the “Germanic style” lancers, especially with those 
armed like the anonymous horseman from one of the Köln 
tombstones [fig. 103] – with a huge spear and a very large 
shield, the fighting could have ended in series of close con-
tact duels sooner because less javelins were used [exactly 
in the same way as it was shown on fig. 179 as both sides 
wanted to have their foes on their shield side].

It is quite probable that Tacitus took such description 
of Germanic horse tactics from Elder Pliny’s work Bella 
Germaniae – the main source he had been using when 
writing Germania.1955  We should again recall the fact 
that the Younger Pliny, nephew of the famous scholar, 
had mentioned yet another book in which his uncle de-
scribed the equestrian matters.1956  We remember that in 
one of his letters he quoted a passage about the origins 
of Elder Pliny’s treatise “De iaculatione equestri”. Now 
we should examine the text more closely. Younger Pliny 
writes: “about throwing darts from horseback one book, 
he wrote with equal talent and energy when he served 
as a prefect of a cavalry wing...  Twenty books about the 
wars in Germania in which he collected all about our wars 
with the Germanic tribes, which he began during his ser-
vice in Germania encouraged by a dream – de iaculatione 
equestri unus, hunc cum praefectus alae militaret, pari 
ingenio curaque composuit... Bellorum Germaniae viginti 

1955  See above note 708. We can add also statement in Tacitus: 
Ann. 1. 69: “tradit C. Plinius, bellorum Germanicorum scriptor” and 
commentary on that statement in: Norden 1929: 267.
1956  See above notes 708 and 956.

quibus omnia quae cum Germanis gessimus bella collegit; 
incohauit cum in Germania militaret, somnio monitus”.1957 
As we can see, the text gives no information about the 
place of Pliny’s military service, but it has been suggested, 
quite correctly, that the famous Roman scholar had com-
pleted his military service during the reign of Claudius.

 One can only guess the reasons that led Pliny the Elder 
to write such a treatise. It was not uncommon to write 
works, strictly speaking guides, collecting experiences of 
people who held important positions in the Roman ad-
ministration. We can only recall Frontinus’ “De aqueductu 
Urbis Romae” or the slightly later “Acies contra Alanos”, 
written by Arrian. The fighting styles of Germanic horse 
should have raised the Elder Pliny’s interest,1958 who, by 
reason of being a commander of cavalry wing (praefectus 
alae – an important step in cursus honorum according to 
the regular militae equestris career) or due to the power of 
tradition because he should have been interested in tradi-
tional pursuits of his class, was eminently qualified in the 
equestrian matters.1959 However, the place of his service 
can be identified: at this point we should recall the earlier 
mentioned assemblage of horse trappings, kept in British 
Museum, bought from the Hungarian antiquarian Gabriel 
Fehérváry in the nineteenth century and said to be found 
at Roman camp Castra Vetera (now Xanten in Germany): 
as we remember, one of the discovered phalerae bears the 
inscription punctim: Plinio praefec(to) [fig. 53].1960 If we can 
credit reliability to that particular information, it may serve 
as an evidence that the equestrian knowledge possessed 
by Elder Pliny was practical, not theoretical, to some ex-
tent. Moreover, the mentioned earlier strategic disposition 
of Julio-Claudian cavalry forces suggest that the cavalry ala 
commanded by Elder Pliny provided flank cover for the 
legio XV Primigenia that was stationed at Xanten (Vetera) 
during the reign of Claudius, starting from AD 43.1961 But 
the epigraphic evidence for cavalry presence at Vetera re-
fers only to Ala I Flavia Gemina,1962 which was raised after 
the Batavian revolt of AD 69/70 (see table 3: 9). Therefore, 
it is possible that Plinius commanded a unit stationed else-
where. The fact that legio XV Primigenia was transferred to 
Vetera from Mogontiacum camp around AD 431963 makes 
such hypothesis plausible. As it was said earlier, Elder Pliny 
could have travelled with the legion taking Xanten horse 

1957  As it was said before, it comes from: Plin. Min. Ep. 3. 5 – au-
thor’s translation. See also a very short mention made by Elder Pliny 
himself in: NH 8. 65: “sed et nox diximus in libro de iaculatione eques-
tri condito”.
1958  Norden (1923: 281) while making a complicated analysis of the 
lost content of Bella Germaniae that Pliny had written during his mil-
itary service (incohauit cum in Germania militaret) had pointed out 
that: “die dann nur in den der Claudischen Zeit angehörigen Bella des 
Plinius gesucht werden kann”. So Pliny’s cavalry service should had 
been completed at the same time.
1959  Gawroński 1998: 36.
1960  See above note 706.
1961  Walser 1993: 194; D’Amato & Ruggeri 2016: 13.
1962  AE 1893, 53.
1963  Lepelley 2001: 167; D’Amato & Ruggeri 2016: 13.
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trappings with him.1964 These were later deposited during 
the Batavian revolt. We should remember that the horse-
men stationed at Mainz were javelin-throwing specialists. 
Therefore, it is possible that Elder Pliny had completed his 
treatise at Mainz. It is quite difficult to identify the unit 
in which the famous scholar had completed his military 
service, it could have been:  Ala I Claudia Gallorum Capito-
niana or Ala Gallorum Indiana or even Ala Rusonis1965 (see 
table 3: 7, 14, 24 for references). Ala I Claudia Gallorum 
Capitoniana is a most probable candidate because the unit 
had an influx of Dalmatian recruits, equipped according 
to the “Celto-Thracian style” [fig. 38]. If that was the case, 
Elder Pliny should have completed his service before AD 
45 when the unit was transferred to Thracia. However, 
we should bear in mind that nearly all elements of that 
hypothesis could be challenged at any time.

And now we should recall the strategic disposition of 
legions awaiting the full scale invasion of free Germania, 
ready to march into battle. The banks of rivers like Main 
or Lahn were considered the main invasion routes. During 
the expected expedition the cavalry forces had two main 
tasks: scouting and providing flank cover for the advanc-
ing legions. If our hypothesis is correct, then Plinius was 
in charge of the most important concentration of cav-
alry units on the whole Rhine frontier. Naturally, he was 
interested in collecting information about potential en-
emies. Just like Arrian, who enriched the traditional Hel-
lenistic and Roman knowledge about the cavalry tactics 
with the statements about the fighting styles typical for 
peoples from outside the empire,1966 the Elder Pliny could 
include some information about reactions to javelin fire, 
so characteristic for Germanic horse, in his “De iaculatione 
equestri” that he had just been preparing. Pliny’s method 
of work consisting in repeating frequently the same de-
scriptions makes it likely that the information about such 
unusual way of fighting could have been repeated in one 
the twenty books of “Bella Germaniae”. For Tacitus, who 
looked down on barbarians from the summit of his Ro-
manitas, the information about riding „only” to the right, 
featuring barbarians’ “primitiveness”, was perfectly fitting 

1964  On the contrary, the Elder Pliny could have completed his 
military service on the lower Rhine frontier, as one may hypothesise 
on the basis of his interest in the geography of the North Sea and 
the Frisian islands, see Norden 1923: 282–310. But the presence of 
horseback heavy javelin-throwing tactics, certainly practiced at Mainz 
but not in the lower Rhine cavalry traditions, makes such hypothesis 
highly unlikely.
1965  CIL XIII 7031 = ILS 2500 from Mainz: “Adbogius Coi/nagi f(ili-
us) na(tione) Petr/ucorius eq(ues) al(ae) / Rusonis an(norum) / XXIIX 
sti(pendiorum) X / hic situs est / ex testamen/to libertus / fecit” – has 
wide chronology pointing at the first half of the first century AD, see 
Spaul 1994: 20.
1966  We should recall the fact that in the earlier cited passage Ar-
rian (Tact. 44. 1) had written that emperor Hadrian introduced many 
new elements to cavalry tactics, such as manoeuvres typical for Par-
thian and Armenian mounted archers, turns characteristic for Sarma-
tian horse or Celtic spearmen and even shouts and cries typical for 
Celtic, Raetian and Getic tribes. See also Gawroński 1998: 36. See the 
previous chapter for details.

to be used. One may, therefore, hypothesise that in the 
sixth chapter of Germania the echoes of a passage about 
“turning right”, copied from “Bella Germaniae” and indi-
rectly from “De  iaculatione equestri”, may be heard.1967 
Moreover, we should stress the fact that the collected data 
(see table 8 for references) suggests that Elder Pliny had 
described the “Celto-Thracian” fighting style in his trea-
tise: the rapid turning to the right could have helped in 
avoiding javelin fire and was useful in opening ranks as 
well [fig. 179]. We can be sure that Pliny had collected his 
data about Germanic tactics before the “Celto-Thracian” 
fighting style had evolved into its mature form. The surviv-
ing evidence suggests that the “Celto-Thracian” style was 
later subjected to some form of evolution because the 
horsemen received the “long-horned” saddles later, per-
haps during the closing years of Nero’s reign (see table 8). 
Before that date cavalry encounters could have been more 
dangerous, brutish and chaotic – the increased thickness 
of the Chassenard face mask [fig. 169] that comes from the 
period in question is most probably not a coincidence. But 
in Pliny’s opinion such brutish clashes certainly deserved 
diligence and were a worthy theme to catch the attention 
of the audience and readers. The collected data (see table 
9 for references) suggests that during the reign of Claudius 
cavalry training for javelin throwing was something new 
for the Romans, as they still remembered spear fighting 
techniques typical for the reign of Augustus.1968 It was not 
the situation from the times of Arrian when more peo-
ple were familiar with the mature form of hippika gym-
nasia performances. However, we should stress the fact 
that Tacitus did not ever bothered about these develop-
ments, as he simply had copied some statements from 
Pliny’s works. But thanks to that we can be sure that the 
analysed statement in “Germania” refers to cavalry tactics 
practiced alongside the upper Rhine frontier during the 
reign of Claudius.

It is quite probable that the Roman horse had less to 
do with ordinary Germanic infantry, consisting of tribal 
levies, because the riders could have been able to keep 
distance in any conditions, except when ambushed. The 
Roman horsemen also could have been endangered by 
Germanic foot, had their movement abilities been re-
stricted by difficult terrain or by some other obstacles. 
In any other circumstances they were able to exploit the 
advantage of being mounted. Most probably, in such sit-
uation the Roman horse would try to harass the slower 
enemy from a distance, no doubt, by javelin fire. The 
problem was that the ancient Germans did not fought in 
densely packed formations, as their sharply ended shield 
bosses precluded that solution, instead they tried to rush 

1967  Gawroński 1998: 45–46. 
1968  The Rome had seen the last capture of spolia opima duel in 28 
BC – most probably won in an old fashioned hand-to-hand horse clash 
(?) by Marcus Licinius Crassus – during which he slew the Bastarnae 
chief Deldo in Moesia, see Dio Cass. 51. 24. 5; see also Kehne 1998: 
187–211 esp. 202. But because Crassus was not an independent army 
commander the glory went to the emperor Augustus himself.
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forward arrayed in loose wedges1969 – cunei in Latin – 
with the boldest or better equipped warriors running at 
the front, the great majority of others seeking protection 
behind them.1970 Every man carried a spear, some had 
javelins (many o them barbed), a few had swords. The 
majority of these tribal levies relied on shields for protec-
tion, helmets and sets of armour being extremely rare.

We should bear in mind that the javelins carried by 
the Roman horsemen could have been used with a le-
thal effect at a distance. It is also possible that the Ro-
man horse attacked Germanic infantry with swords only 
when the opponents became disorganized by javelin fire 
or scattered. The Germanic foot, quite probably, had also 
tried to respond with projectiles, but we should bear in 
mind that these warriors, deprived of almost any protec-
tion and slower, were aiming at armoured and moving 
targets and all this they had to do when the cavalrymen 
were busy darting at them. In all these circumstances the 
Roman horsemen had an advantage. 

The other problem with tribal levies was that these 
gathered very slowly.1971 It is quite possible that some 
Roman cavalry raids went through Germanic territories 
unchecked. It happened because assembling forces of 
individual tribes took time. In fact, the very slowness 
of gathering process caused delays, even in times when 
response to the attacks of quickly marching Roman col-
umns was needed. For example: when Caesar crossed 
the Rhine in 55 BC the Suebian tribe hid possessions 
and people unable to fight in the forests, the warriors 
gathered in the centre of the tribal territory and decided 
to expect the Romans at the place.1972 Two years later, 
during another invasion, the tribe reacted in a similar 
manner.1973 Sometimes the invading Roman armies met 
virtually no resistance.1974 In most cases the Germans at-

1969  Tac. Germ. 6: “Acies per cuneos componitur”.
1970  Goldsworthy 1996: 50. But a passage in Caesar (Bell. Gall. 1. 
52) refers to phalanx adopted by Ariovistus’ army. Perhaps his state-
ment describes some other type of battle array because spiked or 
conical bosses of Germanic shields precluded adaptation of “classical” 
phalanx formation. The enigmatic nature of our sources makes many 
details uncertain.
1971  Goldsworthy 1996: 51. See also Gawroński 2003: 42.
1972  Caes. Bell. Gall. 4. 19.
1973  Caes. Bell. Gall.. 6. 29.
1974  Tac. Ann. 1. 55; 2. 8. 

tacked Romans in last moments when the legions were 
starting retreat, forced to do that by logistical problems. 
We do not know much about Germanic logistical sys-
tem, but according to Tacitus’ relation, only the Chatti 
tribesmen carried substantial food supplies when going 
for war.1975 We should admit that difficulties with food 
supplies were a normal problem for other tribal armies 
on similar stage of development. For example: the Zulu 
army regiments, tough superbly organized and led, could 
not operate far from their bases. In fact, they could do 
that for a few days only, due to the food shortages. Cus-
tomarily, the boys who have not yet reached the age of 
military conscription were entrusted with the food car-
rying tasks. However, in the African conditions such lo-
gistical model worked quite well because the exceptional 
speed of movement, so characteristic for the Zulu, usu-
ally enforced the quick outcome of campaign, often in 
a pitched battle. Moreover, during the campaigning in 
the hostile territory warriors could rely on supplies taken 
from opponents and “live from the land”.1976 The ancient 
Germans were not very different. They did not make any 
use of guerrilla tactics.1977 Instead, the gathered warriors 
typically evinced willingness to face the Roman troops in 
the open field, in a pitched battle. It appears that difficul-
ties with food supply were the reason for such behaviour. 
The premature leave of invading forces must have caused 
much disappointment, as no personal glory was gained.

As we can see, the Germanic warriors, especially those 
from military retinues, remained a formidable foe. But 
the Roman horse was well prepared to cope with that 
problem. However, at the beginning of the third century 
AD all these principles changed considerably. During the 
Marcomannic wars the increasing number of Roman 
captives1978 enabled transfer of military technology and 
knowledge. As a result, the Roman and Germanic horse-
men alike had to adapt to new battlefield conditions - they 
had to face solid blocs of infantry, fighting with interlocked 
round shields. It proved to be quite a challenge. That 
problem will be discussed in detail in the next chapter.

1975  Tac. Germ. 30; see also Goldsworthy 1996: 47.
1976  Knight  1995; 50–51, 179–184.
1977  Goldsworthy 1996: 52–53.
1978  Kolendo 1992: 297–308.
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The third century AD had witnessed one of the most im-
portant changes in warfare. It had a huge impact on the 
battlefield tactics, as had the “pike and shot” revolution 
in the sixteenth century when disciplined blocks of pike-
men made knightly cavalry obsolete. During the course 
of the third century AD the Roman legionary infantry re-
signed to use towering scutum shields and began to fight 
with flat, or slightly dished, oval examples [fig. 180b].1979 
The rectangular scutum virtually disappeared from the 
figured record. It is significant that the great majority 
of foot soldiers sculpted on the contemporary decora-
tions of the arch of Septimius Severus use only flat oval 
shields.1980

That change is somewhat different from the ear-
lier “Antonine revolution” that had brought significant 
changes in soldier’s dress and equipment design,1981 to 
mention only the popularity of openwork fittings, but 
the principles of battle tactics remained unchanged. The 
earlier mentioned Canterbury spathae or even the newly 
coming to use Lauriacum-Hromówka type swords,1982 
and the short Ringknaufschwerter1983 from the period of 
Marcomannic wars as well, perfectly worked in conjun-
ction with the old rectangular scutum, just like the earlier 
Pompeii type examples.1984 The hexagonal or rectangular 
shields were still used by auxiliary cavalry and infantry 
alike – the changes of the “Antonine revolution” affected 
mostly the dress or equipment design because the effort 
connected with the Marcomannic wars enforced cheap-
er production, the very principles of tactics and fighting 
styles remained unchanged.

1979  James 2011: 187; Elliott 2014: 74. Of course, the Roman legions 
always contained a proportion of lighter skirmishers using flat oval 
shields, as can be seen on the reliefs from principia at Mainz castrum 
legionis, see Cowan & McBride 2003a:  26. The sculpture in question 
most probably shows the arma antesignana known from Lambae-
sis inscriptions, see AE 1978, 471; see also Speidel 1992a: 14. We do 
not know how many legionaries carried such equipment. But in the 
course of the third century AD the oval examples completely replaced 
rectangular ones.
1980  Elliott 2014: 74.
1981  About the Antonine revolution, see Bishop & Coulston 1993: 109.
1982  Biborski 1994b: 85–97.
1983  Bishop & Coulston 1993: 123.
1984  See Bishop 2016: 28 for Ringknaufschwerter and 58 for shield use.

But at the beginning of the third century AD the long 
slashing swords replaced shorter ones in infantry use 
and pilum heavy javelin gradually, though not complete-
ly, was replaced by a long thrusting spear. These items 
worked better in conjunction with the oval shield.1985 
Meanwhile, the Germanic foes of Rome were subjected 
to a similar change. The methods of fighting introduced 
during that period survived the collapse of Western Ro-
man Empire and were used on the European battlefields 
until the battle of Hastings in AD 1066.  No doubt, the 
newly introduced shield wall fighting style had a tremen-
dous impact on cavalry tactics, especially alongside the 
Germanic frontier.

In technical terms it was a comeback of the old pha-
lanx, so typical for the classical Greece. We should also 
stress the fact that the change in question was a result 
of a gradual process and it took time. Naturally, the Ro-
mans had used phalanx formation through ages, they re-
verted to it in special circumstances even during times 
when manipular or cohortal formations dominated the 
battlefield.1986 The most detailed description of such bat-
tle array can be found in the writings of Arrian. His “Acies 
contra Alanos” was, most probably, a part of a wider work 
“Alanica”. Sadly, only that particular fragment survived to 
our times. It contains a description of a battle disposition 
aimed to repulse the attack of Alanic nomads. It is worth 
adding that Arrian probably wrote his treatise when he 
was a governor of Cappadocia in AD 135 and faced prob-
lems with Alanic raids.1987 However, it remains unclear 
whether the described battle disposition was tested in 
real combat.

And so, in the four front ranks of the proposed forma-
tion Arrian placed javelinmen holding the heavy pila - he 
uses the word κοντός to describe them – which also can 
be translated as pike or stave, but because he adds that 
their points ended in a thin iron shanks – ἐπίλεπτα τὰ 
σιδήρια προῆκται – there should be no doubt, that he 
had in mind the heavy assault javelins of the legionary in-
fantry that bent under the impact, especially when locked 

1985  James 2011: 187; Elliott 2014: 72–73, 99–100.
1986  For more, see Wheeler 1979: 304–305.
1987  Wheeler 1979: 303.
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in enemy’s shield. So it was difficult for the enemy to pull 
them out of their shields, making them cumbersome 
and unwieldy. So, according to Arrian, the men standing 
in the frontline should keep their javelins lowered for-
ward at ready, and if the enemies closed, they should 
be able to thrust the iron points at the horses’ breasts. 
Those standing in second, third and fourth rank were to 
throw their javelins to wound horses and kill their riders 
by transfixing the shields and armour, as the horsemen 
were thrown helplessly into the hoof-beaten ground, 
especially if the iron point was bent because of its soft-
ness. In the following ranks Arrian placed soldiers with 
lighter javelins, he uses the term λογχοφόροι to describe 
them, so they should have been using lighter lanceae 
with greater range. The ninth rank behind them was 
composed of foot archers.1988 In that case such ad hoc 
created phalanx formation was used against the heavy 
Sarmatian cavalry. 

However, there is one argument that can support 
the hypothesis that that particular passage in Arrian is 
a rhetorical exercise on use of heavy javelins – please 
note that Arrian describes the Alanic horsemen carrying 
shields (literally he makes a remark on piercing shields 
and armour: θυρεῷ καὶ θώρακι ἐμπαγέντος) and the 
heavy two-handed lances, which were the traditional 
Sarmatian cavalry weapons,1989 precluded using one. 
If so, the description in question could have been only 
a theoretical work. The subject warrants further inves-
tigation. Nevertheless, we can suspect that in normal 
circumstances the second century Romans used stand-
ard tactics against foot soldiers, throwing their pila and 
subsequently closing with drawn short swords.

In order to find out the date of resigning the scutum 
shields use we have to examine the archaeological evi-
dence. The Syrian city Dura Europos yielded the richest 
deposit of the Roman military equipment ever found – 
the abandonment of the town after the Sassanian siege 
in AD 256 gave the stored weapons chance of survival.1990 
Several shield elements were preserved at the site, in-
cluding traditional Mesopotamian examples made of 
reed and hide.1991 But the majority of the discovered 

1988  Arr. Alan. 16–18: “καὶ αἱ μὲν πρῶται τέσσαρες τάξεις ἔστων 
κοντοφόρων, ὧν δὴ τοῖς κοντοῖς μακρὰ καὶ ἐπίλεπτα τὰ σιδήρια 
προῆκται. καὶ τούτους οἱ μὲν πρωτοστάται ἐς προβολὴν ἐχόντων, 
ὡς εἰ πελάζοιεν αὐτοῖς οἱ πολέμιοι, κατὰ τὰ στήθη μάλιστα τῶν 
ἵππων τίθεσθαι τῶν κοντῶν τὸν σίδηρον: οἱ δευτεροστάται δὲ καὶ 
οἱ τῆς τρίτης καὶ τετάρτης τάξεως ἐς ἀκοντισμὸν προβεβλήσθων 
τοὺς κοντοὺς ὅπου τύχοιεν, καὶ ἵππους τρώσοντες, καὶ ἱππότην 
κατακανοῦντες, ἢ θυρεῷ καὶ θώρακι ἐμπαγέντος τοῦ κοντοῦ καὶ διὰ 
μαλθακότητα τοῦ σιδήρου ἐπικαμφθέντος ἀχρεῖον τὸν ἀναβάτην 
ποιήσοντες. αἱ δὲ ἐφεξῆς τάξεις λογχοφόρων ἔστων; ἐνάτη δὲ ἐπὶ 
τούτοις ἔστω τάξις οἱ πεζοὶ τοξόται”.
1989  Tac. Hist. 1. 79; Mielczarek 1993: 97; for a commentary on Ar-
ran’s testimony about the Sarmatian shields, see also Brzeziński et 
al. 2002: 23. Similar description of Sarmatian shields can be found in 
Dio Cassius (72. 7).
1990  James 2004: 4–5.
1991  James 2004: 186–187.

shield parts, such as bosses or wooden planks, belonged 
to the oval variety.

One can suspect that the shift from rectangular to 
oval examples was far from being complete at that time: 
one complete rectangular scutum shield was found at 
the place.1992 It was made of plywood 5 mm thick, its 
edges were covered with rawhide. Both surfaces, front 
and rear, were covered with a layer of red-dyed leather. 
The front of the shield was decorated with martial sym-
bols, painted in encaustic technique: two goddesses Vic-
toriae on the sides of the legionary eagle and a lion at 
the bottom. The painting provided waterproof surface. 
The piece was 102 cm high and 83 cm wide.1993 However, 
the towering shields should have been used in formation 
and we can expect that several other rectangular exam-
ples were used by Roman legionaries for defence.1994 
Not surprisingly, another small fragment of a rectangular 
shield was also discovered at the place.1995

The intentionally shortened longswords, the so-called 
semispathae, are still found in the middle third centu-
ry AD contexts at Roman forts in Raetia and Germania 
provinces,1996 so it becomes clear that the some rec-
tangular towering shields, designed to work with short 
swords, should have been used alongside the Germanic 
frontier at that time.

But it is significant that the elements of flat oval shields 
were more frequently found at Dura Europos [fig. 180b]. 
In clear contrast to the rectangular piece these were 
made of wooden planks glued together. These exam-
ples also had rawhide edgings and some were covered 
by painted hide. A hemispherical iron boss and an iron 
handgrip, placed horizontally, completed the design. Sur-
prisingly enough, these defences were similar in size to 
their rectangular forebears. The best preserved examples 
were about 107–118 cm high and 92–97 cm wide.1997 The 
hide coverings of some shields were also decorated by 
paintings, including scenes from Iliad and  the depictions 

1992  James (2004: 169) recalls the testimony of Dio Cassius (49. 30. 
1), who writes about “shields hollowed and channel-like”, to argue 
that the semicircular, rectangular scuta were still in use during the 
first half of the third century. Though such hypothesis can be true, the 
apparent lack of figured evidence for the continuation of the rectan-
gular type requires further explanation. The Alba Iulia third century 
AD (?) monument shows one, but it is an isolated example (the mon-
ument in question has uncertain chronology, ranging from AD 106 to 
AD 270, see Travis & Travis 2011: 46 and fig. 13). 
1993  James 2004: 182–183; Elliott 2014: 74. See also James 2004: 
164 for encaustic teqnique.
1994  Tough James (2004: 169) ends the discussion about the evi-
dence for Roman equipment standardization and avoids categorical 
statements. See also James 2004: XV for the evidence of military 
presence at Dura Europos (the IV Scythica was attested in P. Dura 
32 before the siege). On the other hand, the painted lion could have 
been a badge of XVI Flavia Firma or III Cyrenaica, see James 2004: 166.
1995  James 2004: 184.
1996  Such finds come from Köln, Köngen, Künzing and Saalburg, see 
Bishop 2016: 32.
1997  About the oval shields from Dura Europos, see James 2004: 
159–181; Elliott 2014: 74.
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of Greeks fighting with Amazons.1998 Only one piece be-
longing to an oval shield was of plywood construction.1999

Nevertheless, at the end of Tetrarchic period the pro-
cess of change was ended. It is not a coincidence that the 
foot soldiers shown on the contemporary decorations of 
the arch of Constantine use only flat round shields.2000

The reasons behind that change remain obscure. 
There is a consensus of opinion that it had something 
in common with the newly introduced changes in sword 
use. The old gladius-type swords, with blades only 50 
cm long, worked at best in conjunction with rectangu-
lar scutum type shields. Their potential could have been 
fully exploited when they were used in organized ranks, 
usually the soldiers stabbed the opponents from behind 
of their large towering shields. They had also adopted 
the crouched fighting position in order to benefit from 
the protection offered by the semicircular scutum. The 
rectangular shields were also used in an offensive way - 
to knock down the opponents or to push them forward. 
Their use required not only physical strength but also 
considerable confidence and courage, and a certain 
amount of aggression as well. 2001 

 During the course of the third century AD the Ro-
mans adapted a new fighting position. The newly in-
troduced Niederbieber helmet type, with prominent 
cross reinforcements on the top of the head, had also 
extended neckguard. As a result – according to mod-
ern re-enactors: “any attempt to look ‘up’ is futile since 
the helmet sits squarely on the shoulders. A crouching 
stance, favoured by soldiers from Trajan’s legions, is vir-
tually impossible – instead one has to stand upright and 
fight over the top of the shield”.2002 The upright stance 
enabled introducing new fencing styles. The spathae of 
the Lauriacum-Hromówka broader type and the longer 
Straubing-Nydam examples were constructed more for 
slashing than for stabbing. Their pattern-welded blades 
were more resilient to blows and consequently such 
swords could have been used to parry strikes2003 more 
often. But it was difficult to use longer swords with the 
rectangular, semicircular scutum: “given the longer sword 
type, a change in the shape of the shield is understand-
able. The back projecting corners of the rectangular le-
gionary shield are a serious hindrance in sword combat 
using a spatha, as sparring sessions conducted by author 
with reconstructed weaponry had demonstrated. While 

1998  James 2004: 164.
1999  James 2004: 184–185.
2000  As seen in: Goldsworthy 2011: 5.
2001  For the crouched fighting position of the early imperial Roman 
legionary, see Cowan & McBride 2003a: 61 and pl. D.  Such fighting 
position can be easily recognized on the reliefs from principia at 
Mainz, see Elliott 2014: 66–67. The Adamklisi metopes show Roman 
legionaries using short swords in the underarm thrust but also in the 
over-arm cuts or making downward thrusts from above, see Cowan 
& Ó’Brógáin 2013: 48–49.
2002  Elliott 2014: 83.
2003  Gebühr 1980: 69–77.

thrusting attacks with spatha proved easy enough, slash-
ing blows aimed at a defining opponent proved extreme-
ly difficult. Switching to the new-style broad oval shield, 
the cutting attacks were more easily made, the curve of 
the shield allowing both diagonal and vertical strikes”.2004

But in the terms of infantry vs. infantry clashes stab-
bing could be as lethal and effective as slashing. If so, 
we cannot expect any greater efficiency from slashing 
strikes in infantry clashes, especially in close order fight-
ing. Some conservative military theoreticians advocated 
thrusting and made complains about the new fighting 
styles. According to Vegetius, once the Roman soldiers 
were trained not to cut but to thrust with their swords - 
they not only laughed at those who cut with the weap-
on’s edge but always found them an easy prey – because 
slashing with the edge, though powerful, seldom kills, as 
the vital parts are protected both by bones and armour. 
On the other hand, the stab, though penetrates not so 
deeply, is generally fatal.2005 

But contrary to Vegetius’ opinion, during a more cha-
otic battle in loose array a longer sword is more effective. 
However, its full potential could have been appreciated 
only in infantry vs. cavalry clashes. In a confrontation 
with a horseman – especially with one armed with a long 
spear – the reach provided by a longer weapon could 
save life. If that was the case, the change in Roman arms 
was triggered by the increasing role of cavalry. Indeed, 
during the course of the third century AD the Romans 
frequently fought with Persian or Sarmatian heavy horse, 
armed with extra-long lances.

Moreover, the use of thrusting spears was easier 
thanks to the oval shape of the newly introduced shield 
models. As Elliot pointed out: “the spear rests happily 
at the upper right corner of an oval shield and can be 
handled aggressively in combat within that ‘zone’. The 
rectangular shield of the legions has a sharp corner in 
this ‘zone’, forcing the spearman to either hold his weap-
on along the side of the scutum or along its top edge. 
Neither of those choices comfortably allows an attack 
capable of striking over the opponents’ shield whilst 
still keeping one’s own shield raised high in a defensive 
posture”.2006 At the beginning of the third century AD 
the Romans had made several experiments with the re-
introduction of the old phalangites. The first attempt was 

2004  Elliott 2014: 77. However, not all agree with that opinion. Some 
scholars are convinced that the Romans still cultivated the long tra-
dition of thrusting because their swords were not so long, see Cowan 
& Ó’Brógáin 2015: 36.
2005  Veg. Epit. 12: “Praeterea non caesim sed punctim ferire dis-
cebant. Nam caesim pugnantes non solum facile vicere sed etiam 
derisere Romani. Caesa enim, quouis impetu veniat, non frequenter 
interficit, cum et armis vitalia defendantur et ossibus; at contra puncta 
duas uncias adacta mortalis est; necesse est enim, ut vitalia penetret 
quicquid inmergitur. Deinde, dum caesa infertur, brachium dextrum 
latusque nudatur; puncta autem tecto corpore infertur et aduersarium 
sauciat, antequam videat”.
2006  Elliott 2014: 77–78.
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made by the emperor Caracalla.2007 According to Wheeler, 
it was: “more of his frivolous and extravagant imitation 
of Alexander the Great. We cannot consider Caracalla’s 
phalanx a regular fighting unit, and no evidence will sup-
port a claim that it was”.2008 Similar attempt was made 
slightly later by Severus Alexander. According to Historia 
Augusta, Severus Alexander formed units with names tak-
en from the glorious Hellenistic past: the argyroaspides 
and chrysoaspides.2009  We can only speculate how much 
the fascination with the glorious Macedonian past had 
influenced this experiments. Such phenomenon is clearly 
visible in the writings of the second century Roman mili-
tary theoreticians, in Aelianus’, Arrian’s and Polyaneus’ 
works.  No doubt, it had a formative and seminal impact 
on the “creativeness” of some emperors. Most probably, 
the change in thinking was also fuelled by intellectual 
movements like the “second sophistic”.  But these can-
not hide the fact that the realities of the battlefields were 
changing rapidly. Heavy Persian or Sarmatian horsemen 
became a menace for infantrymen deprived of protection 
of longer shafted weapons. And this frequently happened 
to legionaries who had just thrown their pila javelins. 
Again, the increasing role of cavalry enforced the intro-
duction of long thrusting spears for infantry protection.

Meanwhile, the Germanic foes of Rome were sub-
jected to a similar change. At the beginning of the third 
century AD southern Scandinavia entered into period of 
turmoil. The archaeological evidence suggests that it was 
a period of intensive fighting, since the equipment of the 
defeated “armies” was deposited in lake offering places 
in order to satisfy the grim Germanic gods. These offer-
ing sites reverted to a bog or peat deposits, as archaeolo-
gists call them, because the vegetation had reclaimed the 
former lakes for Mother Earth. The process of military 
equipment deposition had begun already at the end of 
the second century, as material from both Thorsberg (1) 
and Vimose (2b) may indicate. The analysis of the discov-
ered military gear suggests that the defeated invaders 
inhabited western-southern coasts of the Baltic Sea and 
the Weser-Elbe-Oder regions. The first half of the third 
century AD had witnessed a change, traceable in compo-
sition of the most of the bog deposits, only the origins of 
assemblages from the second Thorsberg remained the 
same. The former owners of equipment – deposited at 
the rest of the C1b sites, such as: Illerup Ådal A, Nydam 
Ia, Vimose 3 and Illerup Ådal B – came from the western 
part of the Scandinavian Peninsula.2010

These sites had opened an invariable window into the 
past, providing us with a huge amount of information 
about the Germanic arms, armour, equipment and war-
fare. For our investigations the Illerup Ådal A deposit is 
the most significant, as the recovered material mirrors 

2007  Hdn. 4. 9. 4.
2008  Wheeler 1979: 314.
2009  Sev. Al. 50. 5; Wheeler 1979: 314.
2010  Grane 2007: 272–273; for more, see Ilkjær 2007: 72–73. 

the changes traceable on the Roman side of the limes. 
Moreover, the deposit in question is chronologically iden-
tical with the arch of Septimius Severus that marks the 
beginning of the transition period. As Thomas Grane had 
pointed out: “Ilkjær’s weapon typology, Roman coins and 
dendrochronological data combined with iconographical 
comparisons to the triumphal arch of Septimius Severus 
(ad 193–211) places deposition A in the years just after 
AD 200, in the beginning of the period C1b”.2011

The Illerup Ådal site yielded a huge amount of finds 
(about 12, 000 artefacts), mostly weapons and personal 
equipment, with some elements of horse harness. The 
surviving archaeological evidence suggests that the “ar-
mies”, which had invaded Jutland from South-West of the 
Scandinavian Peninsula about AD 200, were quite well 
organized. The equipment of Illerup Ådal warbands re-
flected stratification of contemporary Germanic societies. 
Subsequent analysis of the recovered artefacts revealed 
three combinations of weapons and equipment that dif-
fered according to the wealth and status of their owners. 
That division reflects the three different hierarchy levels 
traceable inside the defeated warband. And so, at the 
top of the “army’s” hierarchy were the prominent lead-
ers, whose pattern welded swords, shields or belts, and 
pieces of elaborate horse harness as well, were richly 
decorated with gilded silver. In the middle were their 
“lieutenants” or deputies: they carried similar swords, 
shields, belt fittings or riding equipment pieces, but dec-
orated only with bronze. The third level, the lowest in 
status, consisted of ordinary foot warriors who were “the 
sword fodder” of the time. They went into battle carry-
ing – in many cases – only a spear, a barbed javelin, and 
a plain shield finished with some iron elements. Inside 
the Illerup Ådal A deposit some 5–6 sets of equipment 
belonged to the members of the uppermost group, the 
equipment of the middle rankers belonged to approxi-
mately 35–40 warriors, and about 350 sets can be associ-
ated with the lowest class of ordinary foot warriors.2012

Despite the fact that all recovered artefacts were ritu-
ally destroyed, it is possible to reconstruct the appear-
ance of Illerup Ådal shields.2013 All warriors used round 
shields made of very thin wooden planks, of about 10 
mm at the middle, tapering to 3 mm at the rim. Usu-
ally the construction of one shield required five to eight 
boards, presumably from oak or alder, but poplar and 
lime trees were also used. The shields measured about 
one meter in diameter, a hole was also cut in the centre 
to make place for the handle. The handle usually was 
made from hazel wood and covered with metal accord-
ing to the status of the warrior. The edges were protect-

2011  Grane 2007: 229; for more about that subject, see Ilkjær 2003a: 
50; 2003b: 29–31.
2012  Ilkjær 1994: 213, 236 pl. 1, 243, 246 pl. 3; 1997: 56–61; Car-
nap-Bornheim & Ilkjær 1996(5): 263 pl 7.
2013  About Illerup Ådal shields, see Ilkjær 2001 and 2007: 100–102 
for summary.
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ed by iron or bronze fittings or rims, designed to keep the 
planks together.2014 An iron boss was attached to the sur-
face, usually hemispherical in shape, though some coni-
cal examples were also used.2015 We are unsure whether 
the shield surface was covered by skin or hide, as was in 
the case of Roman Dura Europos examples. Other organ-
ic materials could have been also used to hold the shields 
together, but all these elements were most probably dis-
solved in alkaline conditions present at the site.2016  How-
ever, the surface of some shield boards preserved some 
traces of red or cinnabar dye. The fittings of the richest 
examples reflected the higher status of warriors, silver 
and gold being the rarest, bronze was used for middle 
rankers.2017 The shields used by the elite warriors were 
masterpieces of art. For example: one piece had been 
decorated with the stylized images of human heads,2018 
some other fittings of another example included the im-
ages of Alexander the Great of Roman origins.2019  The 
silver handgrip of one shield was adorned with a golden 
aureus bearing the image of empress Faustina the El-

2014  Ilkjær 2007: 100.
2015  Ilkjær 1994: 245 fig. 7.
2016  Ilkjær 2007: 100.
2017  Ilkjær 2007: 102.
2018  Ilkjær 2007: 128, 134–135.
2019  Ilkjær 2007: 52.

der.2020 Shields similar in construction were also recov-
ered from second Thorsberg deposit [fig. 180a].2021

There is some controversy about the methods of 
fighting characteristic for these Germanic warriors. 
Some scholars claim that they fought in loose forma-
tions because the spiked shield bosses should have been 
used offensively for strikes, what is not possible to do 
in close order formation.2022 But, according to Kazimierz 
Godłowski, the majority of sharply ended spiked bosses 
belong to the earlier chronological horizon, the later ex-
amples were more bluntly ended.2023

The warriors, whose equipment was deposited at Il-
lerup Ådal, used spears as main combat weapons. Every 
combatant possessed also a javelin.2024 Some 366 spear-
heads and 410 javelin heads belong to the Illerup Ådal 
A deposit.2025 The spear shafts were found in fragments, 
but in two cases it was possible to reconstruct the origi-
nal length of the recovered weapons: the shafts meas-
ured respectively 220 and 270 cm.2026  The spearheads 

2020  Ilkjær 2007: 132–133.
2021  Raddatz 1987: fig. 21; Kontny 2008: 129 fig. 14a-b.
2022  Kazanski 2013: 499.
2023  Compare the horizon 2 and group 5 with the group 6 and hori-
zon 2a belonging to C1b phase in: Godłowski 1994; 169–178; see esp. 
176 fig. 5 for chronology.
2024  About Illerup Ådal spears, see  Ilkjær 1990.
2025  Ilkjær 1994: 236 tab. 1.
2026  Ilkjær 2007: 44.

Fig. 180. Third century AD shields used by both sides of the conflict (not to scale): a – Germanic shield elements from Thorsberg 
(after Engelhardt 1863: pl. 8: 1, 6, 11a); b – Roman Dura Europos plank oval shield (after Bishop & Coulston 1993: 151 fig. 107: 2).

a b
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belonged to the so-called Vennolum type.2027 These 
were leaf shaped, rhomboid in section, with the socket 
of about one fourth of the blade’s length. The blade itself 
was widened near the socket at one third of its length.2028 
Spearheads were made from two pieces of iron showing 
different degree of carbonization. As a result, the heads 
were hard, elastic and resistant to blows.2029  The jave-
lin heads belonged to a Simris type: it had a long socket 
and a narrow blade. The quite long barbs protruded only 
slightly, going parallel to the socket.2030

My personal experience with dummy spears fight-
ing had shown that the weapons longer than, let us say: 
220 cm, are useless in single combat or in loose array, as 
any opponent, armed with a sword or a different kind of 
a shorter blade,  would easily came in – shortening the 
distance – and then his opponent would became an easy 
prey because he has limited abilities to shorten the grip. 
Even if he was able to do so, the unwieldy weapon is too 
cumbersome to operate with. Any use of larger spears 
makes sense only in disciplined battle array and requires 
fighting in tight formations. Even then a determined op-
ponent has a chance to overcome the hedge of spears 
by shortening the distance. As it happened, according to 
the description of the Roman historian Cassius Dio, dur-
ing Caesar’s battle with Ariovistus: the Romans rushed 
forward and  “they came to so close quarters with them 
that the enemy could not employ either their pikes or 
long swords”.2031 As the construction of earlier Germanic 
shields, especially the use of spiked or conical shield 
bosses, precluded fighting in tight formations, that par-
ticular passage could not refer to the course of the battle 
from the past, but to Dio’s contemporary realities. No 
doubt, the Romans used that method to cope with the 
“new model” Germanic  phalanxes. The archaeological 
evidence, such as the earlier mentioned wooden spear 
shaft from Bohlenweg site, do not support the theory 
about the use of long spears in the early Roman period. 
Therefore, the written accounts of some Roman histo-
rians should be treated with caution.2032 No doubt, the 
evidence from Danish bog deposits can confirm the the-
ory that the switch to the shield wall tactics, which also 
required the long spear use, had happened at the very 
beginning of the third century AD.

About 147 swords were recovered from the Illerup 
Ådal A and B deposits.2033 These were exclusively pattern-

2027  These were named after the archeological site in Norway, see 
Ilkjær 2007: 46; for the chronology of the Vennolum type, see also 
Bemmann 1994: 183.
2028  Ilkjær 2007: 44, 46.
2029  Ilkjær 2007: 47.
2030  Ilkjær 2007: 44; for the chronology of the Simris type, see also 
Bemmann 1994: 183.
2031  Dio Cass. 38.49. 1–2: “καὶ οὕτω γε ὁμόσε αὐτοῖς ἐχώρησαν 
ὥστε σφᾶς μήτε τοῖς κοντοῖς μήτε τοῖς ξίφεσι τοῖς μακροτέροις 
χρήσασθαι”. – text and trans. Cary 1914: 302–303.
2032  For a different view on that subject, see Speidel  2004: 87–89.
2033  Ilkjær 1994: 236 tab. 1.

welded spathae of Roman origins [fig. 204a-b], similar 
to the well known Straubing-Nydam type (or the newly 
defined Illerup-Vimose). In the majority of cases only 
blades were imported from the Roman empire, the scab-
bards, handles and baldrics were produced locally. These 
were superbly adorned by silver fittings and scabbard 
chapes. The baldric buckles were permanently fixed to 
fit one particular size, that fact alone may suggest that 
all swords can be interpreted as personal property of 
the defeated warriors.2034 However, some less impres-
sive fittings were imported from the Roman world:2035 
one baldric fastener with votive inscription to Jupiter and 
adorned with eagle image has an analogy from Hadrian’s 
wall, apparently cast from the same mould.2036 

 No doubt, the introduction of extra long spears and 
hemispherical or conical bosses, no matter whether dec-
orated with bronze or silver or left with a plain iron sur-
face, marked a change in a Germanic warfare. In a clear 
contrast to the earlier, more sharply ended and spiked 
examples, the newly introduced hemispherical bosses 
enabled fighting in closely packed phalanx-like forma-
tions, as the man standing in the front line would not 
be harmed by the spiked boss in his back. Moreover, the 
testimony of written sources also confirms the existence 
of such closely packed formations and its significance 
for ancient Germanic warfare. And so, the Strategikon of 
Pseudo-Maurice describes a fulcum (ϕοῦλκον in Mau-
rice’s Greek) – then a closely packed infantry formation. 
Quite recently the testimony of “Maurice” was analysed 
by Philip Rance.2037 Technically, it is a shield wall static 
formation in which: “the men deployed at the front come 
together side-by-side until they are shield-boss to shield-
boss with one another (οἱ μέν ἔμπροσθεν τεταγμένοι ἐκ 
πλαγίου εἰς τὰ βούκουλα ἀλλήλοις ἐγγίζουσιν).2038 The 
fulcum formation was used to advance towards the en-
emy lines in closed ranks. According to Rance’s interpre-
tation of Maurice’s text: “before close-quarters contact 
with the enemy, about two or three bowshots from the 
enemy battle line, upon the order “iunge,” the infantry 
were to close in from both the flanks and rear, a manoeu-
vre Maurice calls πύκνωσις or σφίγξις “.2039 

However, such formation was retained only during 
the initial phase of advance. Just before the contact 
with the enemy, within the bow range: “they advance 
in a fulcum, whenever, as the battle lines are coming 
close together, both ours and the enemy’s, the archery 
is about to commence, and those arrayed in the front 
line are not wearing mail coats or greaves. He [the her-
ald] orders, “ad fulco.” And those arrayed right at the 

2034  Ilkjær 1993: 132 fig. 9; von Carnap-Bornheim & Ilkjær 2000: 48 
= 8; Ilkjær 2007: 88–94.
2035  von Carnap-Bornheim & Ilkjær 2000: 45, 47 = 5, 7; Ilkjær 2007: 
88.
2036  Ilkjær 2007: 98–99.
2037  See Rance 2004: esp. 266.
2038  After Rance 2004: 271.
2039  Rance 2004: 271.
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very front mass their shields together until they come 
shield-boss to shield-boss, completely covering their 
stomachs almost to their shins. The men standing just 
behind them, raising their shields and resting them on 
the shield-bosses of those in front, cover their chests 
and faces, and in this way they engage – ϕοῦλκῳ 
περιπατοῦσιν, ὅταν ἐγγιζουσῶν τῶν παρατάξεων, τῆς 
τε ᾑμετέρας καὶ τῶν ἐναντίων, μέλλῃ ἄρχεσθαι ἡ τοξεία 
γίνεσθαι καὶ οὐ ϕοροῦσιν οἱ ἐν τῷ μετώπῳ τεταγμένοι 
ζάβας ἢ γονυκλάρια. παραγγέλλει αδ ϕουλκω. καὶ τῶν 
ἔμπροσθεν κατὰ τὸ μέτωπον τεταγμένον πυκνούντων 
τὰ σκουτάρια αὐτῶν μέχρι τοῦ ἐγγίζειν τοῖς βουκούλοις 
κατασκέποντες προσπεπλασμένως τὰς γαστέρας αὐτῶν 
μέχρι τῆς κνήμης, οἱ δὲ παρεστῶτες αὐτοῖς ὄπιθεν 
ὑπερανέχοντες τὰ σκουτάρια αὐτῶν καὶ ἀναπαύοντες 
εἰς τὰ βούκουλα τῶν ἔμπροσθεν σκέπουσι τὰ στήθη καὶ 
τὰς ὄψεις αὐτῶν καὶ οὕτως συμβάλλουσιν”.2040 There-
fore, according to Philip Rance, in infantry vs. infantry 
combat the fulcum or ϕοῦλκον formation was a compact 
column, with two front ranks arrayed in a shield wall.2041

Since “Maurice’s” testimony comes from the end of 
the six century AD, one can wonder whether the fulcum 
formation was used earlier. But the late Roman officer 
and historian Ammianus Marcellinus in his relation about 
the AD 357 Argentorate (Strasbourg) battle refers to Ro-
man infantry fighting in the shield wall formation. The 
Roman legionaries raised the shields high against the 
showering Germanic javelins – “quos contra pertinax 
miles scutorum obicibus vertices tegens“ – and protected 
the battle array with the interlocked bucklers – “frontem 
artissimis conserens parmis”.2042

But where are the ancient Germans in that argumen-
tation? Some scholars claim that the fulcum or ϕοῦλκον 
derives from the Germanic Volk. According to Rance: 
“the earliest attested form is Old High German folc, 
which conveyed different spheres of meaning equating 
to “people” or “crowd,” “army” or “host,” “warband” or 
an army’s constituent formations in battle. The military 
application is obviously of the greatest interest here. It 
is attested in every Germanic language except Gothic, 
including the Old English folc (“host, army”; cf. gefylce 
“troop, division”), Old Saxon folc (“troop, division”), and 
Old Norse fólk (“people, host, troop”)”.2043 If that was the 
case, fulcum could be a loanword borrowed from any 
western Germanic language. But, as Rance pointed out, 
the whole argumentation can be challenged because the 
written sources tend to emphasize the chaotic and disor-
ganized character of the Germanic attacks.2044 However, 
the presence of such opinions in written sources could 
be a result of artistic convention.

2040  Strategikon 12. B. 16. 30–38 – cited after Rance 2004: 271–272.
2041  Rance 2004: 272.
2042  Amm. Marc. 16. 12. 36. See also Rance 2004: 302 for commen-
tary on Ammianus’ relation.
2043  Rance 2004: 288.
2044  See Rance 2004: 290–291. However, Speidel  (2004: 93) is con-
vinced that the ancient Germans fought in more organized manner.

On the other hand, the figured evidence can support 
a hypothesis that the shield wall tactics was employed 
by the ancient Germanic warriors even earlier. According 
to Michael P. Speidel, some scenes from Trajan’s column 
show Germanic auxiliaries in Roman service using shield 
wall tactics against Dacian warriors.2045 Most probably, 
these irregulars, apparently of “barbarian” origins, were 
responsible for transferring the shield wall “know-how” 
into the free Germania. Furthermore, Dio Cassius makes 
a mention about shield wall tactics when he refers to 
the course of battle fought between Caesar and Ariovis-
tus.2046 We should bear in mind that Dio’s account can 
be an obvious anachronism, as contemporary spiked or 
conical shield bosses, typical for pre-Roman A3 phase, 
made such fighting style rather difficult.2047 If so, the de-
scription in Dio Cassius’ history should refer to his con-
temporary realities.  If that was the case – at least we 
can put forward such a hypothesis – it could be treated 
as evidence that the shield wall tactics became popular 
among the ancient Germans during the reign of Septi-
mius Severus or his descendants. That perfectly fits to 
the archaeological evidence from second Thorsberg and 
Illerup Ådal A deposits.

The growing popularity of these new methods of 
fighting certainly had something to do with the intro-

2045  Speidel 2004: 91–92.
2046  Dio Cass. 38.49. 6: “τάς τε ἀσπίδας ἁπανταχόθεν σφῶν 
προεβάλλοντο, καὶ ὀρθοὶ ἱστάμενοι ἀπρόσμικτοι μὲν ὑπὸ τῆς 
συγκλείσεως  δυσκίνητοι δὲ ὑπὸ τῆς πυκνότητος ἐγίγνοντο, καὶ οὔτε 
ἔδρων οὐδὲν οὔτε ἔπασχον  – they would hold their shields before 
them on all sides, and standing erect, they proved unassailable by 
reason of their solid front and difficult to dislodge on account of their 
denseness; thus they neither inflicted nor suffered any harm” – text 
and trans. Cary 1914: 304–305. Similar narration appears in Caesar’s 
works, cf. Bell. Gall. 1.52. 4–5: “At Germani celeriter ex consuetudine 
sua phalange facta impetus gladiorum exceperunt. Reperti sunt com-
plures nostri qui in phalanga insilirent et scuta manibus revellerent 
et desuper vulnerarent. – Then the Germans rapidly, as was in their 
custom, formed a phalanx [and] stood firm against the fury of swords. 
Many of our soldiers were seen leaping upon the phalanx, dragging up 
the shields with their very hands and stabbing from above” – author’s 
translation. From that description becomes clear that Caesar had in 
mind something like Roman testudo, as the Roman soldiers were able 
to leap upon the shields and attack from above, therefore, it was not 
a phalanx in the old Greek style. 
2047  As many retainers of Ariovistus came from Silesia, which saw 
rapid depopulation at the end of the pre-Roman period during A3 
phase (though the newest theories emphasize also the role of Cim-
brian migration in that process, cf. Kokowski 2004c: 35), the glimpse 
on high domed, conical or spiked bosses (Bohnsack 7A-B, 8–9: cf. 
Łuczkiewicz 2004: 135–136; 2006: 89–90) from the time can confirm 
the fact that forming a classical Greek style phalanx with such shields 
is impossible: the spiked bosses would certainly injure the warriors 
standing in the front. But forming a testudo or making a kind of 
a shield roof with interlocked umbones is quite possible. That battle 
array differed somehow from the third century AD formations – per-
haps the later hemispherical umbones enabled massing the infantry-
men arrayed in many closely packed ranks – and in older days only 
the front-rankers formed the testudo. But in normal cicumstances the 
Germanic shields were used more dynamically to parry blows, see 
Bochnak 2006: 163 fig. 1.
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duction of more aggressive cavalry tactics. Shield wall 
worked perfectly as an anti-cavalry tactics, one liter-
ary passage describing such infantry vs. cavalry clash 
comes from the writings of the late Roman historian 
Agathias. He refers to a minor skirmish that happened 
outside Rimini in AD 553. The warband of Franks was 
attacked by Narses’ horsemen, but they: “all massed 
themselves together, both infantry and cavalry, and de-
ployed in a compact formation, which though not very 
deep… was nevertheless made strong by linking shields 
and drawing in the flanks in good order – ἠθροίζοντο 
δὲ ἐπὶ σφᾱς ἅπαντες, τό τε ἱππικὸν καὶ οἱ πεζοί, καὶ 
ἐς φάλλαγγα ξυνετάττοντο. βαθεῑαν μὲν οὔ τι μάλα... 
καρτερὰν δὲ ὅμως τῷ συνασπισμῷ καὶ τῷ τὰ κάρα ἐν 
κόσμῳ ξυννενευκέναι”.2048 As we can see, the compact-
ness of such tight formation was considered a necessary 
precaution against cavalry charge. 

Interestingly enough, “Maurice’s” text gives us more 
details about such anti-cavalry formation:  “if the enemy 
[cavalry], coming within a bow shot, attempts to break 
or dislodge the phalanx, which is hazardous for them, 
then the infantry close up in the regular manner. And 
the first, second, and third man in each file are to form 
themselves into a ϕοῦλκον, that is, one shield upon an-
other, and having thrust their spears straight forward 
beyond their shields, fix them firmly in the ground, so 
that those who dare to come close to them will readily 
be impaled. They also lean their shoulders and put their 
weight against their shields so that they might easily 
endure the pressure from those outside. The third man, 
standing more upright, and the fourth, holding their 
spears like javelins either stab those coming close or hurl 
them and draw their swords. And the light infantry with 
the cavalry [stationed to the rear] shoot arrows – εἰ δὲ 
τὴν τῆς σαγίττας βολὴν παρερχόμενοι οἱ ἐχθροὶ ῤῆξαι 
καὶ βιάσασθαι τὴν φάλαγγα ἐπιχειρήσουσιν, ὅπερ ἐστὶν 
αὐτοῖς ἐπικίνδυνον, τότε πυκνοῦσθαι κατὰ λόγον τοὺς 
πεζούς. καὶ τὸν μὲν πρῶτον καὶ δεύτερον καὶ τρίτον 
ἑκάστης ἀκίας εἰς ϕοῦλκον καθίστασθαι, τουτέστιν 
ἓν ἐφ῾ ἓν σκουτάριν, καὶ τὰ κοντάρια αὐτῶν ἔξω τῶν 
σκουταρίων ὄρθια προβάλλοντας, ἀντερείδειν γενναίως 
τῇ γῇ, ἵνα ἑτοίμως ἐμπειρῶνται οἱ κατατολμῶντες 
ἐγγίζειν αὐτοῖς, καὶ τοῖς ὤμοις ἐνθλίβειν ἤτοι ἀντιβαίνειν 
τοῖς σκουταρίοις, ἵνα ῤᾴως τὴν ὤθησιν τῶν ἔξωθεν 
φέρωσιν. τὸν δὲ τρίτον, ὡς ὑψηλότερον ἑστῶτα, καὶ τὸν 
τέταρτον κατέχοντας ὡς ἐπὶ ἀκοντίων τὰ κοντάρια, ὅτε 
μὲν κατακεντᾶν τοὺς ἐγγίζοντας. ὅτε δὲ καὶ ἀκοντίζειν 
καὶ ἐπιλαμβάνεσθαι τῶν σπαθίων, τοξεύειν δὲ καὶ τοὺς 
ψιλοὺς μετὰ τῶν καβαλλαρίων”.2049

No doubt, such anti-cavalry tactics was used earlier, 
most probably from the very beginning of the third cen-
tury AD. In the archaeological material the change in in-
fantry tactic had left traces in the form of a clearly visible 
horizon of hemispherical shield bosses, belonging to the 

2048  Agath. 1.21–22; after Rance 2004: 291.
2049  Strategikon 12.A.7.49–60 – cited after Rance 2004: 276–277. 

Jahn 8 type. These were used with the newly introduced 
round shields. The distribution of finds has something 
in common with the migration of the “tactical package” 
connected with the shield-wall tactics. The hemispheri-
cal bosses were popular in present-day southern Norway 
and in areas inhabited by Baltic peoples. On the contrary, 
the lands of central Poland and Oder estuary yielded less 
finds – in these areas the tribes forming the Przeworsk 
and Luboszyce cultures used them less frequently.2050 
However, the lack of finds, clearly visible in the lands in-
habited by Gothic tribes, can be easily explained because 
the burial rites typical for the Wielbark culture forbade 
the deposition of iron artefacts in graves. Therefore, we 
can say that the whole idea was passed from tribe to 
tribe alongside the Baltic Sea coasts. According to An-
drzej Kokowski, the number of finds drops significantly 
to the south from the Luboszyce culture territories, but 
increases in southern Scandinavia.2051 

Some archaeological evidence suggests that the 
new styles of fighting had reached as far as the present 
Polish-Ukrainian border: the Przeworsk culture grave 
assemblage from Swaryczów contains a hemispherical 
boss, a handle, two leaf-shaped spear heads and a long 
spatha sword.2052 No doubt, such panoply was used in 
conjunction with the round shield. Such “migrations” of 
“tactical packages” happened also in the modern times: 
at the beginning of the nineteenth century the Ngoni 
tribes, apparently frightened by the aggressive politics 
of the Zulu king Chaka, escaped from the menace as far 
as the shores of lake Victoria. But before the migration 
started they had adapted the whole Zulu concept of 
close-range fighting with short assegai and large shields. 
Subsequently, they put to a good use the newly acquired 
tactical knowledge, fighting for place in their new home-
land and frightening the local tribes.2053 The same could 
have happened in the C1a–1b phase on the Baltic sea 
shores. Andrzej Kokowski had put forward a hypothesis 
that the period of turmoil, traceable in southern Scandi-
navia at the beginning of the third century AD, not only 
caused some depopulation of the southern Baltic shores 
but also gave the Gothic tribes an impulse to migrate to 
the south.2054 Quite probably they had taken with them 
the knowledge about the shield wall tactics and em-
ployed it with good results against the Przeworsk culture 
locals. Naturally, these tribesmen also adapted the whole 
“tactical package” – to cope with the Gothic menace: the 
Swaryczów grave assemblage being a direct trace of such 
process. Sadly, we are unable to trace similar phenom-
ena among the western Germanic tribes, as their burial 
rites in the majority of cases forbade furnishing graves 
with weapons. But due to the mentioned above passage 

2050  Kokowski 1994: 369–373.
2051  Kokowski 1994: 373.
2052  Kuśnierz 1994: 40–41; Kokowski 1994: 369–370 fig. 1.
2053  Peers & Ruggeri 2005: 12–17.
2054  Kokowski 2006: 281.
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in Dio Cassius and thanks to the evolution patterns of Ro-
man arms and armour we may suspect that they adapted 
the shield wall tactics as well.

We should stress the fact that the transition from 
the old legionary tactics to the shield wall fighting style 
should have caused changes in the mentality of the com-
batants. The older tactical solutions required a certain 
degree of aggression: the Roman legionary had to come 
close to the enemy in order to exploit all the benefits 
coming from the use of shorter blade – the gladius-type 
sword, apparently designed for stabbing, worked best in 
crowds. On the other hand, the Germanic warrior when 
carrying the old style hexagonal shield, adorned with the 
sharp spiked boss, had to use offensively both arms, not 
only fighting with spear or sword but also punching the 
opponents with shield. The adaptation of shield wall tac-
tics changed everything: from that moment both sides 
relied on long spears to hold the enemy at a bay, since 
shortening the distance became more risky and gave less 
benefits. As a result, the shield wall worked best at de-
fence. Therefore, the combatants should have developed 
more cautious approach: the days of aggressive infantry 
tactics were over. Not surprisingly, both sides of the con-
flict entrusted the cavalry arm with the offensive tasks.

There are two ways to overcome the slow moving 
infantry massed in the shield wall. First of all, one can 
harass the enemy from the distance. The archaeological 
evidence suggests that the ancient Germans used sim-
ple longbows for that purpose. Such bows were find in 
Nydam bog deposit. According to Paulsen, only 8 from 
23 bows and 80 from about 193 arrows could have been 
used in real combat.2055 Nevertheless, the experiments 
(made with a replica) had proven that the bows used 
were of 17 kg draw, which is not impressive.2056 For the 
experiments stronger bows were used, of about 22–27 
kg draw weight. It soon became clear that at a distance 
of 25–130 m the needle-like arrow tips were unable 
to go through the shields made from wooden planks, 
though they were able to pierce the wood to some de-
gree: it had some effect, as spikes protruding from the 
inner shield surface made it rather unwieldy.2057 Recent 
investigations, based on Illerup Ådal shields, have shown 
that the alder planks were made of pollarded trees that 
gave them thin growth rings. These shields were given 
additional greasy coating, painted red and covered with 
a thin layer of gut or hide. The experiments have shown 
that antler arrowheads, triangular in section, could split 
shields made from ordinary wooden planks, prepared 
from today’s lime or oak trees. But these specially made 
Roman Iron Age shields could have been a different story, 
as these should have had increased protective values.2058 

2055  Paulsen 1998: 391, 405, 423, 425; Kontny 2008: 130.
2056  Paulsen 1998: 422; Kontny 2008: 127.
2057  Paulsen 1998: 422–423 and fig. 18; Kontny 2008: 127, 130–131 
fig. 15a-b.
2058  Pauli-Jensen 2009: 371.

Interestingly, some Nydam antler arrowheads show 
traces of damage, which suggest that they were used for 
piercing mail armour.2059 However, when hitting unpro-
tected flesh and bones even the 17 kg draw weapons 
could have a lethal effect. 

On the contrary, the Romans used more effective dis-
tance weapons for that purpose. The newest discoveries 
at Harzhorn in Lower Saxony, done at the Romano-Ger-
manic battle site from the times of Maximinus Thrax (AD 
235–238), revealed many catapult bolts2060 and three-
leaf arrow tips, intended for strong composite bows [fig. 
150b].2061 The finds from Harzhorn resemble somewhat 
later artefacts from Dura Europos [fig. 150c].2062 Thus, 
we can speak about some degree of the Roman military 
equipment unification process, traceable in the early 
third century AD. Nevertheless, both arrows and cata-
pult bolts were used to harass the Germanic shield wall 
battle line.

If archery or artillery fire had created a hole in the 
battle line, the cavalry could have been ordered to rush 
forward and charge in any appearing gap. That was the 
second solution to the tactical problem. However, not all 
scholars believe in horse charges against densely packed 
infantry lines. The problem is now a subject of a hot de-
bate and many aspects of cavalry vs. infantry use require 
separate discussion.

For some scholars the success of a cavalry charge 
depended on its ability to intimidate the enemy before 
contact. As Goldsworthy pointed out: “a ridden horse will 
not in normal circumstances collide with a solid object if 
it can stop or go around it”.2063 Later he recalls the Na-
poleonic era clashes during which the tactics of infantry 
squares was based on that principle. He adds that in the 
majority of cases the infantry squares were virtually im-
pregnable. There were, however, some exceptions. For 
example: at Garcia Hernandez (25 July 1812) the King’s 
German Legion Dragoons had broken the French infan-
try square, when the dead horse had fallen on the front 
French line the other dragoons who survived the first 
volley rushed forward into the gap in order to break the 
French battle array and achieved success by doing so.2064 
It was widely accepted that in the normal circumstances 
such a thing would not had happened. Therefore, ac-
cording to some scholars, the success of a cavalry charge 
depended on intimidating effect of the upcoming horse-
men, as the look of the charging cavalry unit, thundering 
across the battlefield, could have caused panic among 
the unprepared infantrymen.2065 According to Goldswor-
thy: “a man, unless of exceptionally strong nerves or very 

2059  Pauli-Jensen 2009: 373.
2060  Berger et al.2010: 339–341.
2061  Berger et al. 2010: 342–343.
2062   See James 2004: 209–230 for the catapult bolts and 199–208 
for the arrows.
2063  Goldsworthy 1996: 230.
2064  Haythornthwaite & Hook 2013: 52–53; Goldsworthy 1996: 230.  
2065  Goldsworthy 1996: 230–231.
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familiar with horses, would normally instinctively move 
out of the way of the galloping horse. Add to this instinc-
tive fear of a galloping horse, a rider, impressively armed 
and equipped, and the fear of the cavalry charge may be 
understood”.2066  The generally mild nature of the horses 
gave such hypothesis further support: “horses are in 
the main timid animals, as are most graziers. Their best 
mean of avoiding trouble is flight”.2067

Certainly, such was the case with Jewish insurgents, 
who run away frightened by a daring deed of a single 
horseman: “Longinus, one of the horsemen, rushed out 
of the army of the Romans, and leaped into the very 
midst of the array of the Jews; and as they dispersed 
themselves upon the attack, he slew two of their men 
of the greatest courage; one of them he struck in his 
mouth as he was coming to meet him, the other was 
slain by him by that very spear which he drew out of the 
body of the other, with which he ran this man through 
his side as he was running away from him; and when 
he had done this, he first of all ran out of the midst of 
his enemies to his own side – Λογγῖνός τις τῶν ἱππέων 
ἐξαλλόμενος τῆς Ῥωμαϊκῆς τάξεως ἐμπηδᾷ μέσῃ τῇ 
τῶν Ἰουδαίων φάλαγγι, καὶ διασκεδασθέντων πρὸς τὴν 
ἐμβολὴν δύο τοὺς γενναιοτάτους ἀναιρεῖ, τὸν μὲν κατὰ 
στόμα πλήξας ὑπαντιάσαντα, τὸν δ᾽ ἀνασπάσας ἐκ τοῦ 
προτέρου τὸ δόρυ κατὰ πλευρὰν διαπείρει τραπόμενον, 
ἐκ μέσων τε τῶν πολεμίων ἄτρωτος εἰς τοὺς σφετέρους 
ἔδραμεν”.2068 On the other hand, during the civil war in 
AD 68 the charge of the Treveran auxiliary horsemen was 
stopped by the solid line of Praetorian cohorts. Accord-
ing to Tacitus, “the Treveri turmae charged the enemy 
without caution and were received by veteran soldiers 
[i.e. the praetorian cohorts from Otho’s side] – while they 
were also harassed from the side by the local villagers, 
who were skilful stone throwers”.2069 

Similarly, in AD 70 the Roman cavalry troopers hesi-
tated to charge the solid battle array of rebel Batavian 
infantry. According to Tacitus’ relation: “the Roman 
horse charged and received by the orderly enemy lines, 
turned backs and fled to their own”.2070 No doubt, these 
accounts, besides being a reliable sources for the course 
of described events, can also support the theory that 
the cavalry was unable to charge home into the densely 
packed enemy lines, provided that the men opposing 
them stood calm and received the charge without pan-
ick.2071 

2066  Goldsworthy 1996: 231
2067  Hyland 1993: 15.
2068  Bell. Iud. 5. 312–313. Slightly changed translation by Winston 
1895. See also Goldsworthy 1996: 231 for commentary.
2069  Tac. Hist. 2. 14: “Trevirorum turmae obtulere se hosti incaute, 
cum exciperet contra veteranus miles, simul a latere saxis urgeret apta 
ad iaciendum etiam paganorum manus”- author’s translation.
2070  Tac. Hist. 4. 33: “eques prorupit, exceptusque compositis hosti-
um ordinibus terga in suos vertit” – author’s translation.
2071  Goldsworthy 1996: 230–231.

Such opinions are endlessly repeated by other au-
thors in popular literature: “cavalry could rarely break 
disciplined infantry”.2072 Another example comes with 
comment to some modern artwork depicting the Cata-
launian Fields battle: “while the experience of facing 
a mass of charging horsemen would have been terrify-
ing, the Visigoths have little to fear as long as they can 
maintain their cohesion and keep an unbroken shieldwall 
facing the enemy. The Ostrogoths, on the other hand, 
hope to cause enough panic for the enemy formation to 
break up, at which point all advantage would pass to the 
mounted men. When this fails, all they can do is throw 
their javelins or stab with lances as they wheel around for 
another try”.2073 But reducing the whole discussion about 
fighting styles to such simplistic “shield-wall psychology” 
caused the fact that many clues still remain overlooked.

The problem is that the thinking of many researchers, 
especially those brought up in the Anglo-Saxon cultural 
circle, was heavy influenced by the oral and written tra-
ditions connected with the Napoleonic wars. The legend 
about “the thin red line” that stopped the French cav-
alry at Waterloo had been present in their lives since 
childhood. To that one can add the tradition about the 
gallant dismounted knights and famous English archers 
fighting outnumbered with the French mounted forces 
during the St. Crispin day at Agincourt in AD 1415.2074  Ac-
cording to such thinking scheme, the dismounted forces 
would always beat the charging cavalry, provided they 
would stay calm and maintain solid battle line. Therefore, 
the outcome of Garcia Hernandez clash was considered 
a rare exception.2075  

In that context the opinion of Minor Markle about the 
Macedonian hetairoi armed with the extra-long sarissai 
still remains a rare exception: “if a squadron of 120 horse 
in wedge formation charged a hoplite phalanx eight 
ranks in depth, the rider at the point of the wedge would 
slay with his lance the hoplite facing him, drop his lance, 
and advance with his sword against the soldier behind 
the one whom he had slain. The two riders stationed to 
his rear about six feet apart in the second rank of the 
wedge would advance with their lances against the foot 
positioned on each side of the first one killed, slay them, 
drop their lances, and advance with their swords. If, in 
the meantime the first lancer had been overpowered 

2072  Nicolle & Hook 2011: 10.
2073  MacDowall & McBride 1996: 59.
2074  Even a cursory look on children’s books from the seventies can 
reveal the roots of such thinking. See, for example, Williams 1978: 
8–9 on Agincourt: “The English had only 6, 000 men, mostly foot sol-
diers and archers. The French army was much larger. Expecting an 
easy victory, the proud French knights jostled for a place as they at-
tacked. Crowded together, they made an easy target for English bow-
men” and 11–12 for Waterloo battle: “At the battle of Waterloo in 
1815, lines of British infantry in their red uniforms stood fast against 
the French cavalry. And the ‘thin red line’ became famous”. The major-
ity of present day military historians and archeologists were brought 
up with such books.
2075  Haythornthwaite & Hook 2013a: 52.
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and slain by his opponent in the second rank of hoplites, 
another lancer in the third rank in the wedge would ride 
forward into his position and slay the soldier in the sec-
ond rank who had killed the first lancer. In the wedge 
of 120 lancers, there would be a total of seven lancers, 
one in every other rank, in file behind the first lancer. 
Hence, even on the unlikely assumption that no rider, 
after living his sarissa in the body of his first adversary, 
succeeded with his sword in killing a second opponent, 
such a wedge with its sarissae alone could break apart 
a phalanx of eight ranks in depth. Moreover, the superior 
weight and velocity of the horses and riders would drive 
the front rank of foot back against the rear ranks, throw-
ing them into confusion and rendering them useless”.2076  
Similar opinions can be found in the writings of these 
Polish authors, who, like Mariusz Mielczarek, empha-
sized the role of the long shafted weapons in infantry 
vs. cavalry clashes.2077 No doubt, the tradition about the 
Polish winged hussars and their victories at Kircholm on 
27 September 1605 and Vienna in 1683 had influenced 
his thinking.2078 Especially at Kircholm the long lances of 
the winged hussars were able to outreach the pikes of 
Swedish infantrymen.2079

Nevertheless, it becomes clear that constant drawing 
on Napoleonic realities influenced the thinking of some 
military historians. That happened because the deeds of 
the Polish winged hussars are not remembered in the 
Anglo-Saxon cultural circle. Similarly, the Macedonian 
horsemen were not well understood and their modus 
operandi remained a subject of a hot debate. But the 
mechanical use of the Napoleonic era analogies has one 
flaw: the success of infantry squares against the upcom-
ing cavalry charges depended on well aimed volleys of 
musket fire. The gunpowder was absent on the ancient 
battlefields. That cannot help in better understanding of 
the ancient fighting styles. And when the infantry was 
unable to respond with musket fire the picture changed 
dramatically. At Katzbach in August 1813 the French 
Chasseurs-à-Cheval attacked a square of Prussian infan-
try: because of the heavy rain the Prussians were unable 
to fire muskets while the French cavalrymen were also 
unable to do any harm to the massed infantrymen, pro-
tected by the hedge of bayonets. Then the Chevau-Lè-
gers-Lanciers were sent in support – as their lances were 
able to outreach the Prussian rifles and bayonets - they 
soon began to stab the hopeless infantrymen from a dis-
tance. The result was a complete route while the lanc-
ers remained unharmed. Similar situation happened at 
Dresden during the same month when the French cui-
rassiers were unable to overcome the square of Austrian 
infantrymen until the lancers from general’s Latour Mar-
bourg escort were able to stab a breach in enemy’s line 

2076  Markle 1977: 339.
2077  Mielczarek 1993: 48.
2078  Mielczarek 1993: 91.
2079  See Sikora 2010: 32.

only to allow the French cuirassiers charging inside their 
formation.2080 As the grim fate of Colborne’s brigade at 
Albuera may indicate, in the rainy conditions the infantry 
was doomed if attacked by lancers and caught unable or 
unprepared to form a square.2081 

The well aimed volleys of musket fire were naturally 
absent on the Roman Iron Age battlefields: during any 
confrontation with the well disciplined infantry tight for-
mation all that a horseman needed was a weapon that 
enabled longer reach. At this point we should recall the 
earlier mentioned extra long spear find from Nydam 
[fig. 181a].2082 Being little more than three meters it was 
a specialized cavalry weapon. The shaft had a twine loop 
attached at the middle of the shaft,2083 most probably 
preventing the weapon from being lost when changing 
the grip from the underarm to overarm or vice versa. 
At this point one can recall the loops attached to the 
Macedonian cavalry long shafted weapons, clearly vis-
ible at the bottom of famous Pompeii mosaic. However, 
the weapon was used in such a way only during the 
cavalry vs. cavalry clashes. A bracteates from Sundsvall, 
Sweden [fig. 181b], can provide us an information about 
the way in which such long spears could have been used 
against tight infantry formations. It shows a rider holding 
a spear2084 near the end at one fourth or one fifth of its 
length. That was done because the weapon was used to 
outreach the infantry spears. We should also remember 
that the quoted earlier passage in Maurice’s Strategikon 
advises impaling the spear buts into the ground when 
confrontation with cavalry was expected. If that was also 
a custom of the third century Germans, then only some-
thing like a half of the spear length protruded from the 
shield wall. That makes about 180 cm at best (if we can 
use the evidence from Illerup Ådal).  

So the longer reach of the shafted weapon enabled 
charging into enemy’s formation. Markle’s observations 
on Macedonian cavalry warfare can be used to recon-
struct the mechanics of infantry vs. cavalry clashes that 
happened during the third century AD. Tough the men-
tality of combatants was certainly different, the Ger-
manic shield wall formation resembled the old Greek 
phalanx. Therefore, the horsemen with long lances could 
have been used to break infantry formations in a way 
described by Markle. There is a strong possibility that the 
Germanic horsemen, like earlier Macedonian hetairoi, 
charged in a wedge formation – or arrayed in a column – 
to exploit the full psychological impact of the upcoming 
cavalry attack. We should stress the fact that the success 
of mounted charge depended on many factors, the in-
timidating appearance of the attackers was only one of 
them. If it was so important, then the old Persian scythed 

2080  Haythornthwaite & Hook 2013b: 34.
2081  Haythornthwaite & Hook 2013b: 36.
2082  Engelhardt 1865: 27 and pl. X: 5.
2083  Kontny 2008: 115.
2084  Imer 2007: 381; Lau 2009a: 280 fig. 2.
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Fig. 181. Germanic horse lances (not 
to scale): a – the extra long (305–307 cm) 
cavalry spear from Nydam (after Engel-
hardt 1865: pl. X: 5); b  – possible look of 
a “lancer” armed with such a long spear on 
bracteates from Sundsvall, Sweden (after 
Imer 2007: 381 (non vidi) and Lau 2009a: 
280 fig. 2).

a

b

chariots should have been the best horse-powered 
weapons ever invented [fig. 7a-c]. The charges of lanc-
ers armed with the long shafted weapons could break 
battle array if only archery had opened a gap in infan-
try formations. Interestingly, in the Scandinavian world 
such tactical developments occurred in similar conditions 
again and again: the Vendel period chieftains apparently 
had used similar tactics in order to break infantry forma-
tions.2085 And so did the Norman knights confronted with 
the Anglo-Saxon shield wall. All that required using one 
type of weapon: the long lance. 

We should also bear in mind that the shaft from Ny-
dam had a very short spearhead attached at its end, it 
was about 15 cm long.2086 However, if the Nydam spear 
really was used against infantry formation in a way 
shown on Sundsvall bracteates [fig. 181b], that aspect 
of its construction could be logically explained. Smaller 
spearhead would made such weapon more wieldy, es-
pecially if it was grasped near its end. It enabled stab-
bing from a distance while the horseman and his mount 
remained relatively safe beyond the reach of infantry 
spears. No doubt, the result could have looked similarly 
to that recorded at Katzbach. In that respect the ancient 
Germanic horsemen resembled the old Macedonian he-
tairoi. But they also have used methods of fighting about 
which the old Macedonians could not have even heard.

The use of such extra-long spears can also explain the 
switch from earlier rectangular or hexagonal shields to 
the round or oval ones. The round examples could have 
been used more easily and dynamically to deflect blows 
coming from different directions: the older rectangular 
pieces were somewhat heavier and thanks to their shape 
offered more protection to the legs, but it was more dif-
ficult to raise them up. And when the foot warriors were 

2085  Engström 1997: 254.
2086  Kontny 2008: 116. 
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attacked with these extra long spears they could only 
defend themselves by parrying the blows with shields. 

But if the infantry stood firm, the Germanic horsemen 
could have used other methods to overcome the shield 
wall. The problem is that these actions required charg-
ing home inside the infantry formation and could have 
ended with some horses being impaled on protruding 
spears. Unfortunately, the scholars interested in the his-
tory of cavalry, including the author of the present book, 
are the horse lovers brought up in the modern culture 
of equestrian tradition. All will agree with me that now 
the equestrian culture is based on compassion and on 
mutual understanding between the horse and rider. Dur-
ing the modern competitions, no matter whether it is 
classical dressage or Western riding, the intentional use 
of spurs is forbidden. Also the accidental use of spurs is 
punished. We try not to remember for what purpose the 
spurs were designed: most people simply think that they 
were used only to urge the horses to move faster.

But the spurs were invented and designed to enable 
the horsemen charging home into the solid infantry for-
mations. The horse instinctively tries to avoid pain and 
danger: no doubt, dragging spurs into both sides would 
give the animal a stimulus to escape. In such conditions 
any horse would rush rapidly forward in order to escape 
pain: the threats from the front would be ignored, not 
only because the horse has a blind spot in the front of his 
head [fig. 195] but also because the animal concentrates 
on the pain stimuli, felt on both sides. In battle condi-
tions the determined rider could, with the help of spurs, 
force his mount to push the shield wall with breasts. As 
the threats from the front are ignored, some unlucky 
animals would be impaled on spears, but that, as it hap-
pened later at Garcia Hernandez, would break enemy’s 
formation. For the horse lovers such an idea sounds 
cruel, but the archaeological evidence can confirm that 
horses were used in such a way.

Indeed, during the first half of the third century AD, 
roughly correlated with the very late C1a  and C1b phas-
es, the western Germanic world saw revolution in spur 
design: the new type Leuna was introduced.2087 The ar-
rangement of the straps holding in place the Leuna type 
spur was reconstructed by Geisler [fig. 182].2088 In a clear 
contrast to earlier examples [fig. 175] from the western 
Germanic world the newly introduced type had an iron 
or copper-alloy yoke, frequently asymmetrical.2089 Its 
arms were ended with two flat discs to which the strap 
terminals were attached. From the centre of the metal 
heel band the shank and pricker protruded, usually riv-
eted through the hole in the yoke. A hook or a bar with 
a strap terminal protruded perpendicularly from the mid-

2087  Jahn 1921: 77; Geisler 1978: 5–56; see esp.22 for chronology. 
2088  Geisler 1978: 18.
2089  About the development of the Leuna type and its generic prox-
imity to the earlier used “Stuhlsporen”, see Geisler 1978: 6. 

dle of the heel band.2090 That element was apparently 
designed to hold a leather strap or thong that provided 
the additional stabilization for the spur. The whole thing 
was designed to achieve maximum effect without any 
risks [fig. 182]. The earlier examples, which had leather 
yokes or heel bands, could bend at the heel during use. 
As a result, the horse could receive a stimulus from only 
one side and instead of charging forward could avoid 
the pain by jumping or veering to the opposite side. One 
can imagine that in a confused battle such unexpected 
behaviour could cause death of an unprepared rider. 
Therefore, the designers of the new spur type wanted to 
be sure that the stimuli would be used in a desired way. 
As we can see, only the changes in cavalry tactics can 
explain the introduction of the new Leuna type.

But how to assure that the horse would move in the 
desired direction? From the second half of the second 
century AD the harsh curb bits [figs. 183–185] with chain 
reins attached gained popularity among Germanic war-
riors. The curb bits with chains had appeared in Sambian 
peninsula and alongside the Rhineland frontier during 
the end of B2 phase.2091 These belonged to the Klein 

2090  Geisler 1978: 6.
2091  Actually, Baranowski (1973: 404–408) points at the type Klein 
Wagen as on the first defined type of chain reins. It can be dated to 
B2 phase. It is known from three finds: from Klein Wagen in Germa-
ny, from Danish site Gudbjerg and from East-Prussian site Russkoe 
(Русское) in present day Russia. But, with the exception of the Danish 
example, these came without context. Baranowski (1973: 397) attri-
butes the origins of chain reins to Sambian peninsula. See also Wil-
bers-Rost 1994: 101–106 and Lau 2007: 127–128 fig.1 for the discus-
sion about the origins of chain reins and curb bits. Baranowski (1973: 
460–467) stresses the impact of Celtic chain belts on the develop-
ment of chain reins, tough the time gap causes a problem in that case.

Fig. 182. The arrangement of the straps holding in place 
spurs of Leuna type (after Geisler 1978: 18).
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a

Wagen and Kirpehnen-Povarovka (Поваровка – in the 
Russian part of former east Prussia) types [figs. 183a–
184].2092 Kirpehnen-Povarovka type was first described 
by La Baume.2093 According to one theory, the whole de-
sign of chain reins evolved among the Baltic tribes dur-

2092  Wilbers-Rost 1994: 205–207, 213, 222.
2093  La Baume 1944: 8. 

ing the late B2 phase2094 and was copied by the western 
Germanic tribes before the Marcomannic wars. Differ-
ent hypothesis was forged by Nina Lau, who recalled the 
fact that many Germanic horsemen saw service in the 
Roman army: the Kirpehnen examples appeared also in 
the Roman camps.2095 The Kirpehnen type chain reins 
were subsequently succeeded by Vimose and Illerup 
types [figs. 183b, 185], typical for B2–C1b period2096 and 
C1b-C2 phase respectively.2097 Before the end of the third 
century AD the Thorsberg type [fig. 188] was introduced 

2094  For Sambian finds, see Baranowski 1972: 408–433, figs. 5, 11, 
25, 28; Nowakowski (1996: 56) states that the local variants of chain 
reins, typical for Dolkeim-Kovrovo culture, differ in some details from 
these known from Germania and Scandinavia. These could have been 
a Dolkeim-Kovrovo culture innovation, see also Kontny 2009: 104. 
Baranowski (1973: 414) sets the chronology of introduction of Kirpeh-
nen/Povarovka type to the end of B2 phase.
2095  See Lau 2007: 131.
2096  See Lau 2007: 128; 2008b: 29–30. According to Lau, the earliest 
finds appear in the Sambian graves (for example in the assemblage 
from Sorthenen in former eastern Prussia – chronology comes from 
the find of fibula Almgren V ser. 9 (Kniefibel) belonging to B2b-C1a 
horizon, which Lau recalls as an argument drawing on Nowakowski 
(1996: 50). See also the cited place in Nowakowski (1996: 50) for more 
on the relative chronology of the Kirpehnen/Povarovka finds and their 
relation to the later phase of Dolkeim-Kovrovo culture. It seems that 
the whole idea of chain reins of Vimose type was transferred to the 
Scandinavia in C1b period, see Lau 2007: 128 and fig.1; 2008b: 30.
2097  See Lau 2007: 132; 2008b: 34–35.

Fig. 184. Chain bridle reconstruction of Kirpehnen type 
(after Wilbers-Rost 1994: 223).

Fig. 183. Chain reins and curb bits (not to scale): a – from Kirpehnen/Povarovka (Поваровка) in present-day Russia (after 
Wilbers-Rost 1994: 222) and (b) similar loose find (Vimose type) from Kamieńczyk, Poland (after Baranowski 1973: 428 fig. 18).

b
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into use, the large and flat bronze rings, rectangular in 
section, were its main characteristic feature.2098 All types 
differed in design: the earlier types had smaller ring junc-
tions and smaller rings. On the contrary, the Illerup type, 
and the subsequent Thorsberg2099 type from C2 phase, 
had longer junctions (made of iron in the case of Illerup 
type) and larger rings.2100 The above mentioned bracte-
ates from Sundsvall in Sweden probably shows an Illerup 
or Thorsberg type bridle [fig. 181b]. 

All the described curb bits and reins had large rings 
attached to the mouthpiece. When pulled the ring junc-
tion was blocked on the larger ring: the hole in junction 
piece was drilled straight, while the bent rod that formed 
the large ring had some curvature – as a result the rein 
junction could have been blocked at one place [figs. 
185a-b, 187]. When the reins were pulled the same hap-
pened with mouthpiece. Subsequently, the pair of large 
rings acted as shanks providing leverage: the action was 
strengthened by the presence of metal bar positioned 
under the horse’s chin.2101 Please note that the whole 

2098  See Lau 2009b: 142.
2099  See Lau 2007: 132; 2008a: 42–45; 2008b: 37–39.
2100  See Lau 2007: 129 fig. 2; See also Lau 2008a: 42 for Thorsberg 
type chain reins.
2101  According to Lau (2009: 279): “The bar under the horse’s chin 
was depressed against the chin; the angle of the bit was depressed 
into the palate/roof of the mouth. This effect is foremost intense 

design worked under strong pull – in normal circum-
stances the ring curbs were only little harsher than ordi-
nary snaffle bits. The general conclusion is that the whole 
design enabled differentiation between the strong and 
light stimuli. It was made to ensure that the warhorse 
would ignore the accidental stimuli, since the rider was 
required to use considerable strength to enforce desired 
action. Such curb bits were perfectly suited to the battle 
conditions during which the accidental loss of balance, 
even a more enthusiastic blow or thrust, could end in 
giving undesired stimuli.

We should stress the fact that the very existence of 
chain reins can support the theory that the Germanic 
horsemen fought in close contact with the enemy infan-
try. There is no need to seek other explanations. For ex-
ample, Lau pointed out that: “by a loose keeping of light 
leather reins vibrations result, which could be misunder-
stood by the horses as demand of changing the direc-
tion. These vibrations can be avoided by higher weight 
of the reins. Modern Western riders use rein weights as 

in conjunction with nose fittings and so called Kehlbergen (throat 
guards), which were fixed around the jaw of the horses. So the horse 
is not able to open the mouth to avoid the pressure.” She also points 
out – recalling Junkelmann’s opinion (1992: 20–23 and fig. 9) – that 
the “same principle worked with Roman curb bits in conjunction with 
noseband and chin frame”. 

Fig. 185. Chain reins and curb bit from Illerup Ådal: a – Illerup type (after von Carnap-Bornheim & Ilkjær 1996: pl. 18–23 and 
Lau 2008b: fig. 2); b- reconstruction of a bridle (after Ilkjær 2007: 123). Please note that the leather (?) thong, which connected 
the bridle with the breast strap, prevented the animal from doing more enthusiastic rearing. Similar arrangement was used with 
slightly later Thorsberg type bridles, see Lau 2009a: 280 fig. 1.

a b
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Fig. 186. Illerup Ådal horse tack: recon-
struction of arrangement of breast and haunch 
straps (after Ilkjær 2007: 114). Please note that 
the wide and rigid straps were needed when 
lots of rearing actions was expected.

well as rein-chains. Only in conjunction with a western 
curb, similar to the Germanic curbs of the roman Iron 
Age, riding with only one hand is practised”.2102 The other 
authors only stressed the fact that the chain reins served 
to protect the horse.2103 

All these statements are true. But the above men-
tioned theories cannot hide the fact that the chain 
reins were designed primarily as a necessary precaution 
against enemy foot warriors: the design assured that 
the foot front liners would not cut them in the heat of 
battle. And such a situation could occur only when the 
mounted warriors pressed the shield wall with breasts 
of their mounts. With reins cut the curb bit will lose its 
“directing” abilities and the horse would veer round and 
then escape from danger. The Renaissance period analo-
gies can provide further support to such hypothesis. For 
example: the chain reins were attached to horse armour 
made for count Antonio IV Collalto at Brescia around AD 
1580–90.2104 As we remember, in those days the Swiss 
mercenaries dominated the Italian battlefields: they 
used halberds to attack mounted knights, so the chain 
reins not only offered some protection for the neck of 
count’s warhorse but also assured retaining control over 
mount. Curiously, chain reins appear only at the end of 
the age of chivalry, in the period when the massed for-
mations of Swiss pikemen or German landsknechts ruled 
the battlefields: the analogy with the late Roman period 
is obvious.

One analogy from the medieval times may suggest 
that the penetration of the solid shield wall was pos-
sible. Such event occurred at Hastings in AD 1066. Ac-
cording to the Norman bishop and poet Guy of Amiens 
and his Carmen de Hastingae Proelio, a knight and min-

2102  Lau 2009: 280.
2103  La Baume 1944: 9; Baranowski 1973: 477.
2104  Pyhr et al. 2006: 27 fig. 25.

strel named Taillefer galloped before all horsemen, play-
ing like a jougleur with his sword he managed to cast it 
into the air and catch it, and repeated that again and 
again, suddenly he dashed forward and went through 
the Anglo-Saxon shield wall where he fell after killing 
several opponents. The whole story could have been 
made up later, but Guy of Amiens proved to be a reli-
able source.2105 That was done thanks to the intimidating 
effect of a sudden charge, but Taillefer could have used 
also the strength of his horse to force a way into the 
Anglo-Saxon battle array.

Such use of horse required rudimentary protection 
for mount’s breasts and a stable seat. Not surprisingly, 
the third century Germans saw a rapid development in 
saddlery. That is somewhat strange because their ances-
tors considered using one effeminate or unmanly. It has 
been suggested that some rudimentary padded saddles, 
perhaps looking like ordinary pillows, were used togeth-
er with Vimose type reins.2106 The horse trappings SARA 
found at Illerup Ådal near the Vimose type bridle gave no 
clues for saddle construction, so perhaps it was made in 
the form of stuffed pillows2107 resembling earlier Pazyryk 
style examples. More complicated saddlery was used to-
gether with Illerup type reins.2108 Indeed, the remains of 
eleven sets of riding gear were recovered from Illerup 
Ådal A deposit.2109 From which, according to the condi-
tions present in the Illerup Ådal lake and bog, only the 
metal elements survived. Thanks to them we know that 
the harnesses consisted of breast and haunch straps. 

2105  About Taillefer: Oman 1991: 160.
2106  Lau 2008b: 34.
2107  von Carnap-Bornheim & Ilkjær 1996: 250 phot. 192;  Lau 2008b: 34.
2108  Lau 2008b: 35–36
2109 For example: Carnap-Bornheim & Ilkjær 1996 (Tafelband): cat. 
nos.: SARL: pl. 1–2, SARI: pl. 5–8, SARN: pl. 9, SAQX: pl. 22, SARA: pl. 
40–53, SAKO: pl. 148–149, SARE: pl. 208–212. In Ilkjær 2007: 104 ten 
sets; Dobat et al. 2014: 192: eleven.
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These were made of rather wide leather straps fastened 
with D-shaped buckles. The straps were reinforced with 
rectangular metal plates and adorned with smaller hang-
ing straps. The surviving Y- shape junction plates can sug-
gest that the breast straps were divided into two before 
being attached to the saddles [fig. 186].

Sadly, only few saddle elements survived at Illerup 
Ådal. But finds from other sites can give us a clue how 

these saddles looked. At Sogard Sø elements of a horse 
harness were found. In addition some saddle elements, 
apparently belonging to the so-called Ejsbøl type, were 
found at the place, i.e. the ring fitting and two plates that 
were fastened to the lower edge of saddle cover.2110 These 

2110  Ørsens 1993: 207–209, 272 and figs. 17, 18.

Fig. 187. Reconstruction of an Illerup Ådal bridle (after Ilkjær 2007: 107). Please note that the round shape of the side rings 
enabled leverage action only in case when strong pull was used. Otherwise, the rings rotated without consequences. 
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Fig. 188. Chain reins from Thorsberg de-
posited before the end of the third century 
AD (phot. M. Hölfinger, after Lau 2009b: 142 
fig. 2). After the introduction of the Thorsberg 
type the chain reins soon went out of use.

probably belonged to the saddle with a wooden tree.2111 
Similar four ring elements from a wooden saddle, together 
with a concentration of finds belonging to a horse harness, 
were found at Illerup Ådal. Sadly, the assemblage did not 
contained a bridle. The assemblage can be dated to the 
C1b phase2112 like reins of Illerup type. Therefore, it is pos-
sible that the those saddles of Ejsbøl type were used to-
gether with the Illerup type harnesses and bridles.2113 

It is noteworthy that some parts of horse gear, similar to 
that discovered at Illerup, were also recovered from Thors-
berg bog deposit [fig. 189].2114 As a result, we may speak 
about a general tendency of saddle use. These newly in-
troduced saddles were designed to hold a rider firmly at 
the place. And only a wooden tree was able to provide the 

2111  Lau 2008b: 36.
2112  The horse harness SAQS with the concentratin of finds 56/78, 
see von Carnap-Bornheim & Ilkjær 1996: 112–114 figs. 80–81.
2113  Lau 2008b: 36.
2114  Lau 2009b: 144.

rider enough support. The thickness of fittings adorning 
crupper and breast straps, discovered at Illerup and Thors-
berg, can alone serve as a support for such statement. In-
deed, the designer of the tack had to rely on thick leather 
belts for saddle stabilization. No doubt, these straps should 
have been attached to the rigid saddle tree.

The hypothesis about the wooden tree construction, 
used for the C1b phase Germanic saddles, can be given 
further support: the Sudovian culture barrow at Szwaj-
caria (near Suwałki in present day Poland) yielded a leath-
er saddle cover and some wooden elements, together 
with iron fittings and two rows of bronze nails [figs. 190–
191].2115 The assemblage in question contained also other 
artefacts that can set its chronology to C1b phase.2116

The rows of nails, discovered at the side of the leather 
cover, should have been pinned to the wooden side board 
(some parts of a wooden tree were still visible at the mo-

2115  Kontny 2013: 137–138.
2116  Kontny 2013: 135 note 1.

Fig. 189. Elements of horse gear from Thorsberg (phot. M. Hölfinger, after Lau 2009b: 145 fig. 5).
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Fig. 190. The C1b leather saddle cover nails and fittings from barrow 2, Szwajcaria cemetery (after Kontny 2013: 137 fig. 3) 
and Ejsbøl Nord saddle fittings (after Ørsens 1988: pl. 185 and Kontny 2013: 137 fig. 3).  

ment of discovery, like the leather cover, but not all these 
elements survived till now).2117 The iron rings with fittings 
and the 17 cm long iron bar (a saddle fitting) resemble 
similar, though more decorative, examples found at Ejsbøl 
Nord bog deposit2118 and Illerup Ådal deposit A.2119

According to Bartosz Kontny, the iron bar from Szwa-
jcaria could have served as a fitting belonging to the 
front pommel, perhaps resembling later Migration Pe-
riod examples.2120 But closer examination of the subject 
can change that picture. First of all, we should examine 
these saddle constructions to which people living in Bar-
baricum had access. As it was said earlier, the eastern 
Germans had some contacts with the Sarmatian tribes: 

2117  Kontny 2013: 138.
2118  Ørsens 1993: 93–95; pl. 164–187;  Kontny 2013: 138.
2119  In that case wooden pieces with trtriangular sectiom were also 
recovered frm the place, see von Carnap-Bornheim & Ilkjær 1996: list 
3; Kontny 2013: 138.
2120  Kontny 2013: 138. The same impression had got the author 
of the present book, but my vision had changed due to the closer 
examination of the problem.

these still used the Pazyryk style cushion saddles. If Lau’s 
supposition is correct, then the Germanic cushion sad-
dles from B2b-C1a period could have been similar. It is 
also true that many Germanic warriors served in the Ro-
man army and have contact with saddles built on the 
wooden trees. But it is very probable that the German-
ic (and Baltic) peoples had copied not the well known 
Neronian or Flavian pattern [fig. 28b] with extra-long 
“horns”,2121 but the later Antonine period version with 
the rudimentary horns [figs. 43, 64, 197]. We are unsure 
whether the ancient Germans had copied the whole Ro-
man wooden tree design or they gave the Pazyryk style 
cushions rigid boards, achieving better weight distribu-
tion. In the first case the front pommel and cantle boards 
served as junctions between boards, in the second case 
the junction was more flexible, perhaps made of leather. 
The former solution provided better weight distribution, 
but only if the saddle was correctly designed to fit the 
built of a particular horse. The latter – ensured that the 

2121  As wants Lau 2007: 131.
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saddle would fit more horses. If that was the case, the 
presence of  iron or copper-alloy bar fittings can be easy 
explained: they adorned wooden semicircular closers at-
tached at each end of a side board – the generic proxim-
ity to the Pazyryk design is obvious [fig. 197]. 

Curiously, such saddle type can be seen on an early 
fourth century AD porphyry sarcophagus of Saint Helen 
[fig. 192, pl. E] from the Sala a Croce Greca of the Pio-
Clementine Vatican Museum. The horseman seen on the 
middle of sarcophagus rides on a saddle that has thick 
rigid closers attached to both ends of the side boards. 
Most probably, the Roman artist wanted to show the 
wooden tree covered with leather (?) casing. 

The problem is that the monument was sculpted 
about one hundred years after the introduction of such 

saddles into use. It is full of artistic license, as the sar-
cophagus horsemen are shown in Attic or Italo-Corinthi-
an helmets (not in use since the republican times) and 
carry round shields grasped with the help of old-hoplite 
parpax and antilabe system [pl. E]. But some elements, 
like the round shields, can suggest that the artists want-
ed to show the members of the newly created sholae 
palatinae in which many Germans served. Most prob-
ably, the Germanic warriors in Roman service introduced 
the new saddle and shield designs into the Roman army 
guard units, where they remained in use for hundred 
years. After all, the McClellan type saddles were used by 
the US cavalry from the times of civil war to the second 
world war. Some examples were serviceable even later 
and used by the Rhodesian mounted infantry (Grey’s 

Fig. 191. The iron bar fitting and wooden remains from barrow 2, Szwajcaria graveyard (after Kontny 2013: 137 fig. 3). 

Fig. 192. A horseman from sarcophagus of 
Saint Helen (author’s drawing). Compare with 
pl. E – the saddle closers are only visible at an 
angle.
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Fig. 193. The Germanic horsemen riding bareback – Marcus Aurelius’ column (after Petersen et al. 1896: pl. 41B).

Scouts) in the seventies. I know personally some riders 
who now use old McClellan type saddles produced be-
fore the first world war. If the same happened with the 
Roman versions of Ejsbøl or Illerup type saddles, then 
the figures from the sarcophagus of Saint Helen could 
reflect the existing realities.

But why the Germanic warriors started to use rigid 
framed saddles while their ancestors considered them 
effeminate and unmanly? The late second century AD 
Marcus Aurelius’ column still shows them riding bare-
back [fig. 193]. Therefore, the change should have hap-
pened about AD 200. But why? To get an answer we 
should examine the mechanics of infantry vs. cavalry 
combat once more. It is true that the shield wall battle 
array could have been pushed by horses’ breasts.  But if 
the infantry stood firm, stubbornly holding the ground, 
the horsemen could do two things: first of all, they could 

veer round, retreat and subsequently deliver another 
charge. Secondly, the horsemen could attack their op-
ponents from above.

In order to do so the horsemen should collect their 
mounts as strongly as possible and using various series 
of aids ask them to rear. In other words: they should 
order their mounts to perform a levade. However, it is 
quite possible that the horses could have been already 
charging the shield wall in a collected stance. It is well 
known that horses when they carry their heads natu-
rally extended forward [fig. 194] they have visual field in 
front, seeing all the obstacles before them, the blind spot 
before nose is not a problem. But in a collected stance, 
when the neck is over-bent, the animal sees virtually 
nothing in the front: it is a blind area [fig. 195]. 2122 

2122  McGreevy et al. 2004: 40. 
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Of course, in normal circumstances such strong rein 
pull and neck over-bending gives a natural signal to 
stop. But the horse could be taught to overcome that 
stimulus and move forward, despite of the received 
signals. It is somewhat tricky because the stimuli for 
moving forward or stopping should be given by leg aids 

(hence the development in spur design in C1b period), 
but nevertheless it is possible. The problem is that any 
animal schooled in such way becomes a battlefield ram, 
able to smash into and go through any shield wall (be-
cause the horse is unable to notice the obstacle), but 
it is useless in normal conditions, since stopping such 
mount becomes extremely difficult (the leg aids are 
not so effective as bits). But it is certain that the third 
century AD chain reins were used in such a way: please 
note the bent neck, clearly visible on the bracteates 
from Sundsvall, Sweden [fig. 181b]. 

In order to increase the horses’ chances for survival 
their breasts were given additional rudimentary protec-
tion. For example, the elements of breast strap recovered 
from Thorsberg bog [fig. 196] could have been given leath-
er backing, as shown on the much earlier monument of 
Friesian horseman – Sextus Valerius Genialis [fig. 109].2123

Protected or not, the horses in a gallop or even can-
tering, deprived of the line of sight – when all obstacles 
at the front remain unnoticed – should have been able 
to knock down any shield wall. But if some opponents 
were able to stay firm and remain in a battle array, the 
horses – already engaged in pushing the shield wall with 
their very breasts – had no other choice but to rear. The 
move resembled one of the old de La Guérinière’s “Les 
airs relevés” – the levade [fig. 206].

We should examine the biomechanics of the levade: 
the horse in a collected stance raises on his haunch legs. 
To execute that move the animal shakes his head down 
and up in order to use neck muscles and head weight 
for adding momentum and strength to it.2124 The angle 
between ground and animal’s belly should never ex-
ceed 45° (otherwise it is called a pesade). Few animals 
are able to hold for long such a position, since the horse 
has to keep balance and stabilize weight throughout the 
haunch muscles while the lower parts of hind legs are 

2123  See D’Amato & Ruggeri 2016: pl. C for the reconstruction of 
peytral’s appearence.
2124  Levade biomechanics description after Clayton 2003: 14–17 
and author’s observations.

Fig. 194. Horse’s line of sight in a natural 
stance (author’s drawing after photograph 
quoted in: McGreavy et al. 2004: 40 fig. 2.4a).

Fig. 195. Horse’s line of sight with head strongly bent (au-
thor’s drawing after photograph quoted in: McGreavy et al. 
2004: 40 fig. 2.4b). Horse moving in such position could have 
been converted into a “living battle ram” and directed against 
enemy’s shield wall. All that was possible thanks to a blind 
spot present before the animal’s head. Please note that the 
shown above bracteates from Sundsvall, Sweden, shows 
a horse with chain reins and head bent in such a way [com-
pare with fig. 181b]
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used as springs. To hold such a position requires enor-
mous strength, so now only the races of “baroque” con-
firmation, like Lipizzaners or Andalusian horses, are able 
to perform such evolutions.

However, the Roman Iron Age battlefield was not 
a manège of Spanische Hofreitschule and the animals 
were not required to stand rearing for long. Instead, the 
horses were ordered to kick the foot warriors or to use 
their weight to knock down the shield wall. Meanwhile, 
the riders used the long lances to stab from above [fig. 
206]. But we should ask whether the small Germanic 
horses were capable of rearing encumbered with the 
weight of riders?

The Illerup Ådal bog deposit yielded bones of four 
warhorses. The skeletons of two individuals certainly 
belong to deposition place A, two other were found at 
its periphery.2125 These animals were led into the shallow 
waters of the sacrificial lake and butchered with spear 
stabs, sword strokes and axe blows.2126 All discovered 
animals were 6–10 years old males and stood 130–141 
cm at the withers.2127 A glimpse on data collected in table 
4 can confirm us that the chieftains of warriors whose 
equipment was deposited at Illerup Ådal had chosen 
the highest and strongest available animals. The tooth  
enamel, belonging to two horses, was analysed for stron-
tium isotopes. The result suggests that the horses could 
came from present day Denmark, southern Sweden or 
northern Germany.2128 The results are inconclusive. 

We should bear in mind that the origins of warriors 
(and warbands) whose equipment was sacrificed at Il-
lerup Ådal were a subject of a hot debate. The typologi-
cal analysis of the recovered material suggested that they 

2125  Dobat et al. 2014: 193.
2126  Dobat et al. 2014: 195. 
2127  Dobat et al. 2014: 196–197 and table 1.
2128  Dobat et al. 2014: 201.

came from southern regions of the Scandinavian penin-
sula.2129 Nowadays, the debate touches other important 
topics, it is essential to discover “whether the sacrifices 
were conducted by the defending communities (who had 
been attacked by the armies represented by the finds) 
or whether the booty was collected by attacking armies 
after a victorious expedition”.2130 Despite the fact that the 
results of strontium isotopes analysis cannot solve that 
question, it becomes clear that all the discovered horses 
were raised in the northern parts of Germania Magna.

It is worth adding that such sacrifices were not unique 
for Illerup Ådal site. The remains of similarly sacrificed 
horses were also discovered at Nydam. The animals were 
butchered in a similar way and deposited together with 
some parts of a headgear.2131

It is obvious that such small horses would not perform 
the levade in the style of Spanische Hofreitschule or Le 
Cadre Noir de Saumur. But these animals were capable 
of rearing, bucking or kicking and thanks to the rapid in-
flux of adrenaline caused by the close contact with enemy 
they were able to do all these things with riders on their 
backs. In earlier days cavalry vs. infantry clashes could 
have been a rare sight, hence the ancient Germans in 
Caesar’s times despised the use of saddles. But the rapid 
changes in warfare, so typical for the period after the 
Marcomannic wars, led to the rapid adaptation of sad-
dlery.

The use of wooden framed saddles was necessary to 
survive charges on solid infantry formations. The Roman 
saddle design (the Antonine period version with short-
ened horns) perfectly fitted to be used. The presence 
of captives caught during the Marcomannic wars, and 
of the Roman army veterans as well, helped in trans-

2129  Ilkjær 2007: 68–70
2130  Dobat et al. 2014: 199.
2131  Engelhardt 1865: 35, 40 and figs. A-E; Dobat et al. 2014: 199.

Fig. 196. Breast strap reinforcements from 
Thorsberg (after Raddatz 1987: pl. 522, 1.2.4 
and Lau 2007: 132 fig. 4).
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Fig. 197. The possible appearance of Romano-Germanic saddle tree from the third century AD (author’s artwork). The recon-
struction was based on representations from sarcophagus of Saint Helen [fig. 192] and supposition that the long “horns” were 
replaced by the short “Pazyryk” style closers. I had intentionally used Connolly’s reconstruction of Roman saddle tree as a basic 
model [fig. 28b] to show how the Roman and Germanic saddles had changed from the Flavian times onwards. The Germanic 
design should have looked similar to the Roman one, since the concept of using wood for saddle trees was acquired from Roman 
prisoners of war. The closers of side boards, visible on the Saint Helen’s sarcophagus, held a horseman in place. In the northern 
Germanic version the Ejsbøl Nord type saddle fittings [fig. 190] were probably attached to the closers, holding the leather cas-
ing on the surface of the saddle tree. The Ejsbøl saddles had four rings attached somehow to the end of each side board, these 
most probably served the same purpose as the Roman phalerae: to attach the haunch and breast straps (but not the girth strap 
as wants Baranowski 1973: 437–438). The whole idea of Pazyryk style “closers” attached to the ends of side boards could have 
been borrowed from the east.  However, in the clear contrast to the great majority of eastern designs the saddles used in Roman 
or Germanic (and Baltic) cultures were based on wooden trees, the leather casing could have been nailed to the edge of side 
boards, as happened in the case of Szwajcaria finds [fig. 190]. Here I had reconstructed the junctions between the side boards 
as made from wood, like in the earlier Roman constructions, but these elements could have been made from flexible material, 
perhaps from the combination of rawhide and willow tree greens. The cantle could have been more arched like the one shown in 
the inset. In comparison to the earlier examples this saddles offered less secure seat, but facilitated rapid dismounting. And that 
was essential for survival, especially when the rider fought with infantry arrayed in a shield wall. That version was also cheaper 
to produce and that offered an advantage to more numerous Tetrarchic armies.

fer of technology. One can recall the Szwajcaria finds 
as an evidence, as the two rows of nails should have 
been fixed to the edge of side board [figs. 190, 197].2132 

2132  One of the saddles discovered in AD 1907 at Kerch in the 
Crimea on a Raman period necropolis was finished in a similar way: 
“attractive saddle made of wood and leather and decorated along the 

That statement could be given further support: at the 
Sambian Baltic graveyard Aleika 3 (former Jaugehnen) 
some remains of a horse were dicovered, dated to the 
very end of the second century AD. The animal found 

edges with nails with gilded heads and silver ornamentation”, cf. Tay-
lor 1978: 192 note 64. Sadly, no other details are known. 
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in grave A–418 had been buried, according to the Baltic 
custom, with some elements of riding gear. Among the 
remains were: “iron rivets with the bronze heads, which 
judging from their size and placement served for fasten-
ing the details of wooden saddle”.2133 As the contempo-
rary Baltic and Germanic chain bridles were so closely 
related, we may suspect that also the Baltic saddle 
design was very similar to that used by the Germanic 
warriors. Thereefore, we should put forward a hypoth-
esis that the third century AD Germanic saddles were 
also built on wooden trees [fig. 197]. And because only 
the Romans possesed the needed knowledge it is quite 
possible that the riding equipment used in Barbaricum 
resembled contemporary Roman designs. The com-
parison between the shape of saddle closers visible on 
Saint Helen’s sarcophagus and the shape of Ejsbøl Nord 
type saddle fittings [fig. 190] can give further support to 
that theory. However, it is also quite possible that the 
Roman design was modified to fit the Sarmatian “Pa-
zyryk” patterns  – then the cushions should have been 
used under the side boards, like in earlier Roman design 
[fig. 28b].  The new way of fighting caused many horse 
losses, so the need for rapid evacuation from the saddle 
was essential for survival. That factor enforced the need 
for designs of universal character, which could have 
been used on greater range of mounts of different built. 
As a result, the newly developed saddle provided stable 
seat and enabled rapid evacuation in case of danger 
[figs. 190, 197]. Please note that in our times the rid-
ers from Spanische Hofreitschule perform all “Les airs 
relevés” without stirrups to avoid dragging accidents in 
case of fall.2134 And the Germanic saddles from the third 
century AD offered stabilization quite similar to that felt 
in Iberian style saddles used by the modern haute école 
riders (in case when these are used without stirrups).

It remains unclear whether these “new model” Ger-
manic horsemen used shields in conjunction with lances. 
The surviving figured evidence is inconclusive. The earlier 
mentioned bracteates from Sundsvall, Sweden, shows 
no one [fig. 181b]. The third century AD tombstone 
from Heidelberg, dedicated to a Suebian scout Respec-
tus in the Roman service, shows one, but the scout has 
been depicted as mounted javelinman, not as a lancer 
[fig. 198].2135 Besides, harassing the shield wall with 
javelins was an alternative option to straight line charge. 
A grave assemblage from Großengotten, Unstrut-Hein-
ich-Kreiß, preserved the panoply of a mounted warrior, 
dated by a presence of Ginalski F2 asymmetrical spur 
to the C1 phase. It contained five javelinheads.2136 That 
stands in a clear contrast with earlier customs, when the 
graves of mounted warriors were furnished with no more 

2133  Skvortsov 2009: 137; see also 136 fig. 5.
2134  Boiselle et al. 2010: 582–611.
2135  CIL XIII 11735; Schleiermacher 1984: 87–88 cat. no. 15; Nuber 
1997: 67 fig. 48 Speidel 1983: 77 = 1992b: 103.
2136  Bemmann 2003: 57, 89 fig. 4: 1–14 (1–5 for javelins, 7 for spur).

than two shafted weapons (see table 10a-b for details). 
Therefore, it is possible that at least a part of the third 
century AD Germanic horsemen fought as javelinmen. It 
is obvious that the slowly moving massed infantry battle 
arrays, though protected by shields, were vulnerable to 
sudden attacks of mounted javelinmen, especially when 
not in fulcum or testudo formations. Mounted javelin-
men could have been used to open gaps in close forma-
tions, these were subsequently attacked by mounted 
lancers. The Germanic horsemen should have used quiv-
ers for carrying these javelins and that stands in contra-
diction to their earlier customs. 

Fig. 198. A third century AD tombstone from Heidelberg.  
It shows a Suebian scout in Roman service known under his 
Roman name Respectus (after Nuber 1997: 67 fig. 48). Respec-
tus carries the newly introduced round shield and two shafted 
weapons.
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The origins of the shield wall change remain obscure: 
it is true that Tacitus refers to round shields used by the 
Gothic warriors in the course of the first century AD.2137 
However, the archaeological evidence for existence of such 
customs is inconclusive: the Gothic burial customs preclud-
ed deposition of weapons in graves and the copper-alloy 
shield miniatures – found in the territories of “Gothic” 
Wielbark culture – resemble the typical hexagonal variety. 
The round shields visible on the column of Marcus Aurelius 
could be the first sign of “new style” introduction, but they 
could also be a result of artistic licence.2138 

The shield wall tactics re-shaped the Germanic com-
munities from the Rhine frontier and Scandinavia to 
the cliffs of Crimea. The Germanic umbones belonging 
to the Ilkjær types 5b-c2139 (Jahn 8) and datable to the 
C1b phase were recovered from the layer of burning 
traceable in the Greek Black Sea colony of Tanais. Most 
probably, these were left in the place by Gothic warriors 
who raided Tanais in AD 251. Perhaps these were an off-
shoot of Cniva’s army that invaded Balkans at the time 

2137  Tac. Germ. 44: “Gotones... Rugii et Lemovii; omniumque harum 
gentium insigne rotunda scuta, breves gladii – Gothones... Rugians 
and Lemovians; for all these nations typical are round shields, short 
swords” author’s translation.
2138  For the discussion on that subject, see Kontny 2006: 159–183.
2139  Ilkjær 1990: fig. 199.

(and killed the emperor Decius at Abrittus).2140 Moreo-
ver, from Crimean Panticapaeum comes a terracotta 
figurine of a mounted warrior [fig. 199], roughly dated 
to the second or third century AD. The warrior carries 
a round shield with a hemispherical umbo clearly visible 
in the centre.2141 That is strange in a Greek and Roman 
tradition (Hellenistic period Greek cavalry round shields 
usually had spine in the middle, while the Roman impe-
rial cavalry preferred oval or hexagonal examples). So it 
is quite possible that the figurine represents one of the 
newcoming Gothic warriors. Therefore, the round shields 
could have been used by contemporary mounted Ger-
manic warriors.

The shield wall remained in use till Viking times. How-
ever, the chain reins went out of use in the course of the 
fourth century. That happened because the cavalry fight-
ing style connected with them caused so many casual-
ties. During the period of turmoil in the third century AD 
such casualties were acceptable. But the period of rela-
tive stability that occurred after accession of Constan-
tine the Great should have caused some changes in the 
mentality of Germanic warriors. Perhaps the horses be-
came more precious property and could not be wasted 
as easily (the period of turmoil could result in degrada-
tion of available genetic pool, the larger horses capable 
of braking through ranks could became rare). But some 
elements of the old styles survived, since the riders from 
Saint Helen’s sarcophagus carry the traditional Germanic 
round shields and use lances that have large bulbous 
counterweights on one end [pl. E]. Thanks to these ele-
ments the shown lances could have been used in a man-
ner visible on the bracteates from Sundsvall.

All these changes in Germanic tactics and cavalry 
fighting styles meant that the Roman cavalry stationed 
alongside the Rhine frontier had to face a completely 
new challenge during the course of the third century 
AD. But thanks to the very nature of available archaeo-
logical evidence we cannot trace the exact chronology 
for certain processes. Some changes could occur after 
the death of Commodus, but time passed until they 
became popular. Moreover, many elements of military 
equipment are similar to earlier pieces. For example, the 
helmets with cross reinforcements remained virtually un-
changed. Furthermore, in the time of crisis the army very 
reluctantly dumped unserviceable equipment, perhaps 
due to the shortage of raw materials.2142 As a result, the 
amount of archaeological data from both Germaniae is 
more limited (in comparison to earlier times). Moreover, 
due to the very processes of unification and standardi-
zation of military equipment it is difficult to distinguish 
between cavalry and infantry war gear. To make mat-
ters worse, the figured evidence, so helpful in analysing 

2140  Шаров 2010: 268 fig. 9
2141  Redina & Klejman 2006: 317.
2142  See Bishop & Coulston 1993: 34–37, 122 for the the changes in 
the  processes of deposition of weapons. 

Fig. 199. Terracotta figurine from Crimean Panticapaeum 
roughly dated to the second or third century AD (after Redina 
& Klejman 2006: 317). The presence of the round shield with 
half-spherical umbo may suggest that the clay figurine repre-
sents one of the Gothic invaders.
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earlier cavalry equipment, almost ceased to exist, since 
the tombstones from the third century AD show Roman 
soldiers in ordinary clothing: only the swords, sword 
belts and sometimes spears or shields appear on the 
grave stelae.2143 Moreover, very few “Germanic” cavalry 
tombstones survived from the period.2144 Furthermore, 
the quality of sculpting seriously reduces the informative 
values of the surviving evidence.

As a result, we have to rely on comparative data from 
other parts of the empire. Fortunately enough, the sig-
nificant degree of unification traceable in military gear 
from the period in question enables such comparisons. 
The Syrian city Dura Europos was destroyed by the Sas-
sanians in AD 256, yet it had yielded the richest military 
equipment deposit from the Roman world, with many 
pieces of organic  material surviving intact, such compari-
sons would give us a rare opportunity to show the whole 
spectrum of changes from the period.2145

The horse tack did not changed a lot from the An-
tonine period. The surviving phalerae look rather plain 
and not so decorative when compared with the earlier 
examples from the first century AD. A good example of 
such style comes from Zugmantel fort [figs. 200–201a]. 
The recovered horse harness consisted of a set of plain 
hemispherical phalerae with flat edges. A set of bronze 
studs and a heart-form phallic pendant adorned the 
bridle. The set contained also a bronze hackamore.2146 
Generally speaking: the third century AD phalerae were 
either metal discs left plain or cast pieces of openwork 

2143  Bishop & Coulston 1993: 125 fig. 85: 1–4;  James 2004: 44 fig. 
24; 2011: 188 fig. 66.
2144  Schleiermacher 1984: 87–88 cat. no. 15.
2145  James 2004: 4–6.
2146  Schleiermacher 2000: 167, 172, 174–175 pl. 1.

design. According to Bishop and Coulston: “the domi-
nant decorative motifs were now a mixture of Classical 
(waves, swastika) and Celtic (trumpet, lotus blossom) 
elements”.2147 Three examples of such round phalerae 
come from the Feldberg fort.2148 One of them was rather 
flat, with a spherical “boss” in the middle: it had five 
junction loops attached directly to the disc.2149 That was 
a feature of earlier Antonine period phalerae.2150 Plain 
copper-alloy phalerae come also from Dura Europos in 
Syria.2151 That again can support the theory that the pro-
cess of equipment unification certainly happened inside 
the Roman army.

 The leather straps from horse trappings were very 
frequently adorned with decorative studs: these were 
accompanied with corresponding sets of lunnulae or 
heart-form phallic pendants, sometimes cast in open-
work techniques as happened in the case of earlier men-
ioned horse tack from Celles-Les-Warremmes [fig.  63]. 
The Dura Europos finds can confirm that the custom was 
continued in the middle of the third century AD.2152 

The pattern of finds distribution reflect random pro-
cesses: the earlier mentioned elements of horse gear 
from the Zugmantel fort had came to light not only be-
cause it had a cavalry garrison2153 but also because it was 
methodically researched.  Interestingly, the use of metal 
detectors during licensed excavations increased the 
amount of horse gear finds from the territories of civi-

2147  Bishop & Coulston 1993: 157.
2148  Schleiermacher 2000: 178, 180, 183–184 pl. 5:1–3.
2149  Schleiermacher 2000: 183–184 pl. 5:1.
2150  Bishop & Coulston 1993: 120–121 fig. 81.
2151  James 2004: 100 fig. 46: 368–369.
2152  See James 2004: 88–100 for the elements of Dura Europos 
horse harnesses.
2153  Schleiermacher 2000: 168: cohors I Treverorum equitata.

Fig. 200. A reconstruction of an early 
third century AD Roman horse harness from 
Zugmantel fort (after Schleiermacher 2000: 
172).
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tas Batavorum.2154 It appears that the region could have 
been a major horse breeding centre in the course of the 
late second and early third century AD. It is worth add-
ing that the just mentioned Dura Europos deposit also 
contains a great amount of horse trappings elements and 
these show features similar to the Rhineland finds.

We should stress the fact that the lack of bronze 
“horn” saddle stiffeners, traceable in the second or third 
century AD contexts, is significant.  These elements were 
so characteristic for the late first century AD Roman sad-
dlery, and were used mostly by the Rhineland and British 
horse. But in later times saddle stiffeners appear neither 
in the material from the Rhineland sites nor at Dura Eu-
ropos.2155 At this point we should also stress the fact that 
the elements of the decorative rectangular plates, which 
hung from the triplet straps adorning the first century AD 
Roman saddles, still remained in use: such pieces were 
recovered from Dura Europos.2156 Therefore, we can say 
that the Roman saddles from the period had only rudi-
mentary saddle horns, similar to those shown on Saint 
Helen’s sarcophagus [figs. 192, 197, pl. E].

The earlier mentioned late Antonine or early Sev-
eran horse tack from Celles-Les-Warremmes [fig. 63] 
indicates that the breast and haunch straps became 
narrower already at the end of the second century AD. 
A third century AD openwork phalera from Buciumi in 
Romania was preserved with the corresponding strap fit-
tings2157 – the straps used in conjunction with it should 
have been rather narrow [fig. 201b]. It is logical that the 

2154  Nicolay 2007: 67, 69. 88 fig. 3. 11. Acording to Nicolay, the in-
crease in the number of finds from AD 120–260 period cannot be 
explained by differences in horse harness design. The area could have 
been a horse breeding centre, but using rich horse harness elements 
in training process makes no sense, see Nicolay 2007: 220. However, 
we shoud stress the fact that the very existence of such finds may 
indicate that horse riding culture was held in high regard in the area.
2155  James 2004: 69.
2156  James 2004: 100 fig. 46: 362–367.
2157  James 2004: 69 fig. 34.

lighter saddles required narrower leather straps, hence 
the appearance of the Celles-Les-Warremmes horse trap-
pings. Please note that the straps shown on Saint Helen’s 
sarcophagus are rather wide and look more similar to the 
Illerup Ådal horse harnesses, perhaps it is not a coinci-
dence that these elements show resemblance to the ear-
lier Germanic horse gear – that can support the theory 
that the members of elite Scholae Palatinae of Germanic 
origins are shown on the sarcophagus. The saddles with 
rudimentary horns still appear in the iconographic record 
during the fourth century AD, as some early Christian 
sarcophagi may indicate,2158 but they gradually went out 
of use. Ordinary padded saddlery was clearly depicted 
on he now lost Diocletianic fresoes from Luxor military 
camp, similar saddles appear on Piazza Armerina mosa-
ics.2159 The Roman army again began to use the other 
kinds of saddles, such as blankets or padded cushions. 
Such light, presumably treeless saddles are depicted on 
the now lost Diocletianic military frescoes from the tem-
ple at Luxor.2160 It seems that the Romans lightened the 
horse gear during the Tetrarchic period: they sacrificed 
seat stability for the sake of speed. That offered them 
some advantage: the Romans relied on speed of their 
taller and faster mounts to outmanoeuvre the smaller 
and slower Germanic horses. 

The speed and agility offered also some advantage 
in confrontation with the Germanic infantry arrayed in 
a shield wall. The new Germanic shield wall war-tactics 

2158  As one can judge on the basis of photograph published in: 
D’Amato & Rava 2012b: 15.
2159  Junkelmann 1990: 168–169 fig. 166. Though saddle with a small 
horn appears on a scene from the Greater “Circus Race“ from Piazza 
Armerina, see Junkelmann 1990: 125 fig. 124. Horned saddle appears 
also on niello-inlaid scene from one of the fourth century AD Seuso 
treasure plates, see Junkelmann 1992: 71 fig. 76.
2160  Jones 2015: 156 fig. A.I. Some reconstructions suggest (cf. Nicol-
le & McBride 1996a: pl. C3) that they had quilted padding, although 
some authors have claimed the existence of wooden frames, see Ste-
phenson & Dixon 2003: 109–110; see also Nicolle & McBride 1996c: 4.

Fig. 201. Third century AD openwork phalerae (not to scale): a – openwork phalera from Zugmantel (after Bishop & Coulston 
1993: 156 fig. 112:3); b – phalera with strap junctions from Buciumi in Romania (after James 2004: 69 fig. 34). 

a b
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gradually re-shaped the Roman horse tack, making the 
horned saddles obsolete. In that respect the Roman 
horsemen from the fourth century resembled their Hel-
lenistic predecessors. Only the extra-heavy cathaphracti 
of Iranian origins continued to use the long horned sad-
dles, as the figured evidence from Firuzabad reliefs [fig. 
202] may indicate.2161 But even the Sassanian horse-
men began to use lighter saddlery.2162 It was a natural 
change: the infantry became more static because of the 
introduction of the new “shield wall” tactics. The cav-
alry became more manoeuvrable, some units became 
lighter, as happened with the general purpose Roman 
Rhineland cavalry, some had to undertake the offensive 
role: hence the development of the cathaphracti cav-
alry arm.

It is probably not a coincidence that the ordinary snaf-
fle bits come from the majority of the third century AD 

2161  Azzaroli 1985: 92 fig. 55; Masia 2000: 248 pl. 1. A presumabely 
Roman horse – carrying a saddle with medium size horns – is shown 
on the middle third century AD relief from Bishapur, see Junkelmann 
1992: 70–71 fig. 77.
2162  Farrokh & McBride 2005: 18.

contexts.2163 That forms a clear contrast with Germanic 
customs, described above.

All the changes in Roman horse tack can be explained 
as a result of the introduction of the new shield wall 
tactics. However, the opening date for the change re-
mains difficult to trace. The earlier mentioned relief 
from Dion (Caritsa) with the saddle with reduced horns 
[fig. 43] is difficult to date with some precision, but the 
figured evidence from Marcus Aurelius’ column [fig. 64] 
is significant: because the column was ended after the 
Marcomannic wars it may reflect the realities from the 
times of Commodus. And precisely during that period 
the shield wall tactics was making its appearance. There-
fore, the reduction of saddle horns could have been 
caused by the conviction that the rider should not be 
endangered by the perspective of being stuck between 
the large horns, especially when in fight with the infan-
try shield wall and seated on the falling horse. From the 

2163  See, for example, the late second early third century AD as-
semblages from Zugmantel and Saalburg (Schleiermacher 2000: 169, 
176–177 pl. 2: 1–5) –  which contained simple snaffle bits. The curb 
bits are also absent in the well researched frontier zone near Nijme-
gen, see Nicolay 2007: 46.

Fig. 202. The latest evidence for the long “horned” saddles use comes from the early third century AD Firuzabad I relief in 
Iran (after Herrmann & MacKenzie 1989 and Masia 2000: 248 pl. 1). In these times the Romans used saddles with rudimentary 
horns or short closers.
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same reasons the experiments with loop stirrups were 
discontinued, perhaps only the standard bearers [figs. 
146–147] used them little longer (due to the air resist-
ance the standards were uneasy to handle, so the loop 
stirrups were of some use).

As for the offensive weapons: the surviving written 
evidence suggests (see table 9 for details) that the thrust-
ing spear became the main cavalry weapon. The mount-
ed javelinmen still existed, as may suggest the above 
mentioned tombstone of Respectus from Heidelberg [fig. 
198], but these horsemen were not expected to engage 
in hand-to-hand combat. Again, one may suspect that 
the majority of Roman horsemen benefited from “Issus-
Gaugamela” effect because longer weapons can offer 
some advantage in hand-to-hand combat through long-
er reach. Perhaps the introduction of the post-Dacian 
wars extra long spears enforced the change in Germanic 
weaponry – they had adopted the long lances after the 
Marcomannic wars. If that was the case, the multi-pur-
pose, but shorter, shafted weapons became obsolete, as 
could have happened earlier with the Achaemenid Per-
sian palta after the confrontation with the Macedonian 
horse. Please note that such change is traceable among 
both sides of the conflict.

As for the archaeological evidence: it is quite difficult 
to distinguish between cavalry and infantry weapons.  

Because of the abandonment of dumping equipment 
practice connected with the third century AD crisis, it is 
difficult to find a rich weapon assemblage from the fort 
at which the cavalry activity is well attested. Let us ad-
duce an assemblage of weapons discovered at fort Pfünz 
(Castra Vetoniana) as an example. The site is located in 
the neighbouring Raetia, but the unification of Roman 
equipment present during the period in question can 
give us a good reason for use of such analogy. Fighting 
styles used nearby were very similar to those typical for 
the Rhineland frontier. The assemblage contained the 
remains of Lauriacum-Hromówka and Straubing-Nydam 
type swords, hemispherical umbones and many javelin- 
and spearheads. Some extra-large and wide examples 
served as beneficiarii insignia. But the rest, different in 
size and shape, was used as real combat weapons. The 
leaf or rhomboid spearheads had diamond sections.  
The spearheads had the widest section positioned at 
the one third of the blade.2164 The fort was garrisoned 
by cohors I Breucorum civium Romanorum equitata and 
two inscriptions left by cavalry decuriones can confirm 
the presence of mounted troops at the site.2165  It is quite 

2164  Süsskind & Wigg 1992: 59 phot. 47.
2165  Maximus, cf. cf. CIL III 5918; Flavus Alpinus, cf. CIL III 11938 and 
Flavius Noranus, cf. CIL III 11939.

Fig. 203. Weapons, helmet and shield elements from Pfünz fort, Raetia (after Süsskind & Wigg 1992: 59 phot. 47). 
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probable that at least some of the described weapons 
were used by cavalry [fig. 203].  The mounted javelinmen, 
as the mentioned above tombstone from Heidelberg can 
indicate [fig. 198], were still present in the Roman army, 
but never became the mainstay of the frontier cavalry. 
These were lightly armed horsemen of Germanic origins 
who served as a mobile cavalry forces in the lower Ger-
many.2166

The sword types of the third century AD show com-
mon features and, despite some differences in shape, all 
these weapons were used in combat in a similar way. 
Moreover, it is difficult to investigate how much these 
differences were a result of introducing the new shield 
wall tactics. Tests of use are needed to describe how 
these swords worked.2167 However, as the size of the pre-
sent book limits the discussion to the few main types, 
we should stress the fact that all pattern welded blades 
are better in resisting blows or work good in active par-
rying. The differences in use are caused by different 
lengths. And so, about AD 200 the old Canterbury-Kopki 
style swords2168 gave way to the new types [figs. 204a-c, 

2166  Speidel 1983: 76–79 = 1992b: 102–104.
2167  First attempts were made by Simon James (2011: 35 fig. 9). 
It appears that the third century blades work good at chopping and 
slicing strikes. That implies shattering shield walls (but that activity 
was not tested).
2168  Biborski 2004: 554 fig. 112: 2; Biborski & Ilkjær 2006(11): 169.

205]. The later Antonine and early Severan blades, many 
of them pattern welded, come in several variants: the 
Lauriacum-Hromówka type [fig. 204a, c] had wide blades 
with parallel edges and a gothic arch tapering point.2169 
The Straubing-Nydam swords, or according to the newly 
introduced Biborski’s terminology Vimose-Illerup type 
[fig. 204a-b],2170 were slenderer and longer, with a long 
tang, sometimes the blades were diamond sectioned.2171 

2169  Biborski 2004:554 fig. 112: 5 and 555; Biborski & Ilkjær 
2006(11): 203–206.
2170  Biborski 2004: 556, 558 fig. 113: 2; But, according to Biborski 
& Ilkjær (2006(11): 317), there were some shorter examples of that 
particular type, with blades 73–79 cm long. 
2171  Ulbert 1974: 197–216; James 2011: 185–6 and fig. 64. The 
sword type names are used interchangeably after the terminology 
present in: Ulbert 1974; Miks 2007; James 2011 and finally Biborski 
2004 and Biborski & Ilkjær 2006. The situation is somewhat con-
fusing, as the typologies do not use the same names. For the short 
and most logical summary on the later Roman period sword typol-
ogy, built according to the newest discoveries, see Biborski 2004: 
549–568. In fact, Biborski’s typology is far more complicated, con-
taining several other types. Here, for the sake of clarity I had decided 
to simplify the discussion and outline only the main types because all 
the third century AD swords were used in a similar way: for example 
the swords belonging to the Folkesunda-Zaspy, Lauriacum-Hromówka 
and somewhat earlier Buch-Podlodów, Canterbury-Kopki and Lach-
mirowice-Apa types should have been used in similar way, though 
Folkesunda-Zaspy type should have worked more successfully against 
parries apparently because the lack of fullers made the blade more 
flexible, but it could have been less effective against armoured oppo-

Fig. 204. Roman swords from the first 
half of the third century AD (not to scale): 
a – Lauriacum-Hromówka and Vimose-Illerup 
types, from Hromówka and Illerup Ådal (after 
James 2011: 186 fig. 64); b – Vimose-Illerup 
type from Illerup Ådal (after Biborski 1994: 
112 fig. 5a: 1–3); c – Dura Europos (after James 
2004: 145 fig. 84: cat. no. 512).

a b c
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According to some opinions, the former method made 
them stiff and rigid.2172 The main variant of Vimose-Il-
lerup type (finds from “Barbaricum” belong to the C1b 
phase) was similar in shape, but it had a section resem-
bling the shape of two edge-connected “diamonds”, due 
to the fuller running down the blade.2173  All types could 
have been used from saddle, tough the Straubing-Nydam 
or Illerup-Vimose variants enabled longer reach.  

However, all these swords were used just like the ear-
lier types: for slashing mostly, tough better resilience and 
improved quality made chopping hacking blows possible, 
which caused cutting and blunt force trauma alike, tough 
the Roman sword were better suited for slicing.2174 The in-
troduction of technology, which enabled such methods of 

nent due to the lack of rigidity (see Biborski 2004: 554 fig. 112: 1–5 for 
the images of these sword types). Similarly, the Woerden-Bjárs type 
(Biborski 2004: 558 fig. 113: 1) should have worked like Vimose-Illerup 
examples, though it enabled somewhat shorter reach. However, in all 
these cases the fighting practice looked similar, though there should 
have been differences in use of longer and shorter blades. Therefore, 
all my statements about the use of Lauriacum-Hromówka type should 
be also true for Folkesunda-Zaspy and Buch-Podlodów variants. The 
Illerup-Vimose swords should have been used like Woerden-Bjárs 
examples.
2172  Oakeshott 1994: 301.
2173  Biborski & Ilkjær 2006(11): 217–236.
2174  For the techniques, see James 2011: 34–35.

use, is almost contemporary with developments in pro-
tective equipment, such as the introduction of rigid scale 
armour, and could be somehow connected with the shift 
to infantry shield wall tactics. As it was said before, it was 
a period of unification, and styles traceable at one fron-
tier could be found on another: for example the spatha 
found at Pfünz looks very similar to the example discov-
ered at Dura Europos.2175 Besides, Dura Europos yielded 
more finds of that kind: another long spatha-sword was 
found in the tower no. 19 countermine. 2176 Simon James 
stresses the fact that these blades, thanks to their length, 
should have been used as cavalry weapons,2177 though 
context of the latter example rather suggests infantry 
use. Nevertheless, the finds from Pfünz fort [fig. 203] and 
Dura Europos [figs. 204c, 205]  can support the theory 
that the Roman army equipment reached a high degree 
of unification in the middle of the third century AD.

From the end of the second century AD onwards the 
swords began to be carried on the wide shoulder bal-
drics [figs. 127b, 205], divided by disc fasteners.2178 The 
practice was continued during the third century AD. 
As before, the swords were attached to the baldric by 
means of the scabbard slide.2179 But now the scabbards 
were adorned almost exclusively with pelta-form or disc 
chapes.2180 

The existing analysis of damage traces, visible on Ny-
dam spathae swords, enables a reconstruction of the 
spathae fencing styles. Due to the widespread use of this 
particular sword type on both sides of the Roman fron-
tier, especially at the end of the second and at the begin-
ning of the third centuries AD, and thanks to the universal 
nature of this kind of weapon it can be assumed that the 
swordplay styles used by the Romans and Germans alike 
were very similar, therefore, data acquired from German-
ic ritual bog deposit could be used for reconstruction of 
the Roman fencing style. And so, preserved traces2181 are 
an evidence for the frequent use of high fencing posture, 
with straitened belly and blade pointing downwards. Due 
to the lack of protruding quillons and poor hand protec-
tion the low fencing posture, with blade held upwards, 
was not used because static parrying of downwards cuts 
could result in injuries to the wrist and forearm. 

The use of a dynamic circular parries was particularly 
important during mounted combat because of the ab-
sence of other protection to the rider’s right side, lacking 
shield. Despite the lack of counterweight, the use of such 
heavy sword was facilitated by a presence of a massive 
wooden or bone head that gave a good support for the 
hand and wrist. Spathae type swords were mainly used 

2175  James 2004: 145 cat. no. 512.
2176  James 2004: 146–7 cat. no. 513.
2177  James 2004: 141.
2178  James 2004: 52.
2179  Bishop & Coulston 1993: 130; James 2004: 142.
2180  James 2004: 142; James 2004: 142.
2181  Gebühr 1980: 69–77; A good introduction to fencing with com-
bat weapons: Zabłocki 1989: 39–51. 

Fig. 205. Dura Europos sword (AD 256) similar to some-
what earlier Lauriacum-Hromówka type and the reconstruc-
tion the sword fittings and scabbard appearance (after James 
2004: 146 fig. 85: cat. no. 513).
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to deliver chopping or slicing strokes, done with the help 
of the elbow or shoulder. Due to the weight of the blade 
the blows were not delivered by the sole wrist, though 
using it together with shoulder enabled slicing cuts.2182 
With spathae type swords thrusts were also used. Analo-
gies from the Napoleonic wars and the memories of the 
Polish-Soviet war veterans can confirm their high effec-
tiveness in horse combat, especially because the rider 
trapped in the saddle had no ability to evade the thrust. 

2182  See James 2011: 34–35.

It seems that teaching swordsmanship was an important 
element of the Roman horse training, as Arrian mentions 
various types of cuts used by the riders (see chapter 6). 
The use of these swords is similar to fencing methods 
used with Cossack shashka or Polish karabela sabers. 
Please also note the similarity with the Japanese tech-
niques in which dynamic circular parries, tough done by 
the blade side or non cutting edge, were extremely im-
portant.2183 That, of course, was a result of using similar 

2183  Turnbull 2010: 32; See also Tanaka 2005: 201 phot. 3–4.

Fig. 206. A horseman with Dura Europos style oval shield from the right side of the “Great” Ludovisi sarcophagus, about AD 251 
(internet: http://ancientrome.ru/art/artworken/img.htm?id=6608 – access: 7.11.2016). Please note that the horseman from Ludovisi 
sarcophagus uses the levade to get an advantage over a foot warrior and tries to stab him over the shield rim with his spear.
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materials and production techniques.2184 The general con-
clusion is that both sides of the conflict had used blades 
better prepared for stationary hand-to-hand-combat.

As for the protective equipment, some features re-
mained unchanged from the later Antonine period. The 
rigid scale cuirasses remained in use, as can be confirmed 
by the existence of rigid copper-alloy closers, belonging to 
the third century AD contexts: the Raetian finds from Man-
ching, Künzig and Pfünz2185 belong to the period in ques-
tion: the situation on the Rhine frontier should have been 
similar. The figured evidence from the “Great” Ludovisi sar-
cophagus can confirm that the mail shirts in the Atnonine 
T-shirt form continued in use. In fact, the sarcophagus, 

2184  Once I was convinced that data from Nydam battle damage 
traces could have been used to reconstruct fencing with all Roman 
spathae types, see Gawroński 2003: 118–119 and esp. note 434. Now 
I am more convinced that these rules should be applied only for lat-
er, more sophisticated, swords whose more damage-resistant blades 
were able to endure active parrying. In older days of predominant 
distance fighting the swords should have been used more rarely, and 
if so, only to chop the fleeing enemy. 
2185  Bishop & Coulston 1993: 145.

sometimes attributed to Herennius, co-emperor and son 
of Decius, who was killed at the Abrittus battle in AD 251, 
bears the clearest representation of the Roman mail.2186

The enclosed Niederbieber helmets, with extended 
high peak in the front and crossed reinforcing crown 
guards, remained in use till AD 270.2187 Helmets of that 
particular type were used by infantry and cavalry alike. 
Reinforcing guards, belonging to that particular helmet 
type, were found at Pfünz fort [fig. 203].2188 Several hel-
met fragments of the Niederbieber type were found at 
Dura Europos.2189 All these finds can be treated as an evi-
dence for equipment unification processes.

We should again stress the fact that rigid scale cui-
rasses and large closed helmets of Niederbieber type 
[fig. 125] enforced straightened riding position: the days 
of crouched horse riding had already been ended in the 
late Antonine period, but the growing popularity of both 

2186  Cowan & McBride 2003b: 14–15.
2187  Junkelmann 1992: 200.
2188  Süsskind & Wigg 1992: 59 phot. 47.
2189  James 2004: 106–107 and cat. nos.: 372–376.

Fig. 207. Plain greaves intended for battle use (not to scale): a – Augsburg example (after Junkelmann 1991: 99 phot. 57);  
b – mid-third century AD Dura Europos copper-alloy greave fragments (after James 2004: 128 fig. 71 cat. no. 447). The shown 
example should have been rather plain and intended for combat, not for display.

a b
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types of protection can confirm that during the third cen-
tury AD the upright style was an only option.  

The hexagonal and elongated oval cavalry shields dis-
appeared from pictorial record about AD 200.2190 The fig-
ured evidence from the right side of the “Great” Ludovisi 
sarcophagus can confirm the fact that Dura Europos type 
oval shields were used by the Roman horsemen around 
AD 251 [figs. 180b, 206]. It remains unclear whether 
these were used with vertical or horizontal handgrips, 
but the plank construction of surviving Dura Europos 
examples [fig. 180b] suggests that only one solution 
was possible: it could have been very difficult to carve 
vertical handgrip across the glued wooden planks. The 
Dura Europos type shields were somewhat shorter than 
the earlier examples, some of which reached 130 cm 
in height [figs. 103, 112a], in the clear contrast the Syr-
ian examples were 107 and 118 cm long and 92–97 cm 
wide.2191 We should stress the fact that smaller shields 
were more handy during hand-to-hand combat [fig. 93a], 
especially when used dynamically to parry blows. On the 
other hand, the earlier (larger) hexagonal or oval exam-
ples were made for static defence, mainly against projec-
tiles. We should connect the change with the reduction 
of saddle horns because using lighter shields reduced the 
risk of body displacement.

However, the usefulness of the later examples came 
at a price. Shortening the shield exposed the calves: the 
left calf was especially vulnerable as the rider could not 
use the right hand weapon to parry the blows. Hence the 
development of greaves with movable knee parts, which 
were perfectly shaped for cavalry use because they ena-
bled seat with calves bent back and toes pointing down-
wards. Such pieces of equipment were often described 
as “parade” armour, mostly because the examples from 
Eining2192 and Straubing2193 were richly adorned with em-
bossed figures, without doubt, these pieces were used 
during the hippika gymnasia performances. But the very 
existence of such richly adorned greaves2194 can con-
firm the fact that cavalry games were still practiced in 
the early years of the third century AD, perhaps due to 
the power of tradition. That is somewhat strange, as the 
other evidence (see table 9) suggests shift from javelin 
throwing to spear combat – perhaps that phenomenon 
resembled the fate of much later jousting tournaments: 
still practiced when wheel lock pistols became the main 
cavalry combat weapon in the west of Europe.

Plainer and more sturdy examples were certainly used 
in real combat [figs. 207a-b]. Such piece was found at 
Augsburg in Raetia. The movable knee part was adorned 
with the image of Pegasus, while the greave was left 

2190  The youngest images of these come from Marcus Aurelius’ col-
umn, see photograph quoted in: Petersen et al. 1896: pl. 62B.
2191  Junkelmann 1992: 195.
2192  Junkelmann 1996: 76 phot. 155–156.
2193  Junkelmann 1991: 171–172 phot. 114; 1996: 76.
2194  Junkelmann 1996: 75–76.

plain [fig. 207a]. Marcus Junkelmann attributes the find 
to the late first or early second century AD.2195 Slightly 
later examples come from present-day Hebron.2196 But 
the evidence for the plain greaves battle use comes from 
Dura Europos: the remains of several fragments belong-
ing to one copper-alloy example were recovered from the 
place.2197 It comes together with a piece of linen backing, 
carried under the greave to prevent chafing [fig. 207b].2198 
Also two fragments of an articulated arm guard, perhaps 
belonging to the heavy armoured  cathaphractus, were 
found at Dura Europos.2199 Perhaps the weapons of heavy 
cavalrymen transferred from the east during the reign of 
Severus Alexander looked very similar.

It is significant that no other piece of “parade” hip-
pika gymnasia equipment was found at Dura Europos 
(with the possible exception of panted shields). It seems 
that greaves with movable knee parts were introduced 
during the early imperial times as “parade” equipment 
and became combat armour in the middle of the third 
century AD. The reasons for that change were simple: in 
the confused mêlée, when the horsemen of two sides, 
arrayed in close orders, are mixed together, the rider’s 
legs were prone to injuries caused by a sudden knock-
ing of a knee with a knee. Hence the high boots of the 
Napoleonic era cuirassieurs2200 and knee protectors, used 
by modern polo players.2201 That can serve as an indirect 
evidence that the third century AD Roman cavalry pre-
ferred fighting in close order.

The general conclusion is that the new “shield wall” 
tactics was innvented to help the Germanic foot warriors 
withstand the cavalry charges, as the evidence concern-
ing the introduction of chain reins is earlier (from the 
late B2 phase onwards) than the evidence for the use 
of hemispherical bosses and round shields (the earliest 
representations come from Marcus Aurelius’ column, 
erected in Commodus’ times). Therefore, the introduc-
tion of round shields was a reaction to the development 
of shock cavalry. The hemispherical bosses were designed 
to enable forming closely packed infantry formations, 
which gave the foot warriors a chance to withstand the 
“knocking down” charges of the speeding and almost 
blind horses.

The introduction of heavy infantry “shield wall” tactics 
and appearance of the new cavalry lancers forced the Ro-
man horse arm to change. As the long “horns” of the ear-
lier Roman saddles became dangerous in confrontation 

2195  The object in question belongs to private collection and was 
kept in Römermuseum and Maria-Ward-Institut in Augsburg, see 
Junkelmann 1991: 97–99 phot. 57 and internet: http://arachne.uni-
koeln.de/arachne/index.php?view[layout]=objekt_item&search[con-
straints][objekt][searchSeriennummer]=607306 – access  07.11. 2016.
2196  James 2004: 127.
2197  James 2004: 126–128: figs. 71–72 and cat. no. 447.
2198  James 2004: 128 fig. 73 and cat. no. 448.
2199  James 2004: 126–128 fig. 71 and cat. no. 446.
2200  Haythornthwaite & Hook 2013a: 19.
2201  Edwards 2001: 361.
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with infantry, lighter riding equipment was introduced: 
saddles with rudimentary horns and lighter phalerae be-
came popular – the Roman horse should have relied on 
speed and agility to outmanoeuvre the Germanic horse-
men rapidly charging in a straight line. Meanwhile, the 
Roman combat equipment became more adapted to 
hand-to-hand combat styles. As a result, earlier fighting 
techniques, based on a tactical “package” developed in 
the course of first century AD and designed to suit skir-
mishing javelin tactics, became obsolete. The change 
had tremendous impact on the further development of 
saddles and riding equipment: the long horns, which pro-
vided (even for our present standards) an extra-secure 
seat, went out of use. The experiments with loop stirrups 
were discontinued because these inventions offered poor 
protection against dragging accidents and were useless 
against infantrymen fighting in densely packed “shield 
walls”, as no one wished to be killed tied to the dead 

horse carcass in front of the advancing “shield wall” pha-
lanx. As a result, the Tetrarchic horsemen looked similar to 
their predecessors from the Hellenistic times, relying on 
padded saddles and saddle blankets. And so, the fifth cen-
tury AD wooden Coptic wooden masterpiece “The relief 
of a besieged city” from Museum für Spätantike und Byz-
antynische Kunst in Berlin clearly shows a horseman en-
gaged in combat with an infantry shield wall [fig. 208]. The 
rider uses only a rudimentary saddle with no horns, prob-
ably based on padded cushion.2202  Indeed, it was a come-
back of an old “Italian style”. As we remember, earlier Ro-
man horsemen used long spears, round shields and rode 
on simple saddle blankets. Only the use of levade during 
cavalry vs. infantry clashes was something new: the horse-
men relied on their mounts in order to overcome densely 
packed infantry formations [figs. 206, 208]. 

2202  Effenberger & Severin 1992: 10, 180–181 cat. no. 95.

Fig. 208. Late Roman horseman against the shield wall. A fragment of Coptic carvings showing: “The relief of a besieged 
city” – from Museum für Spätantike und Byzantynische Kunst in Berlin, cat. no. 4782 (after Effenberger & Severin 1992: 10). 
Please note that the horseman uses padded saddle. The infantry had formed the fulcum battle array. Please also note that some 
foot warriors in the front ranks use conical shield bosses while the others from the rear carry the hemispherical ones.
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That development differed from later early medieval 
customs, when mounted knights were used to cope with 
shield walls. Why such evolution did not happened in 
the Roman times? After all, the Romans experimented 
with loop stirrups and used saddles which enabled se-
cure seat. They could draw on eastern experiences with 
cataphracti heavy horse.  But their social structure, still 
based on ancient city-state patterns, was unprepared 
for the introduction of feudalism. There were also 
some technical problems: the Romans did not have so 
many large horses to enable such change. And the third 

century AD infantry, arrayed in shield walls, was more 
disciplined and stubborn. As a result, it was difficult to 
employ something like Hastings feigned retreat tactics. 
Nevertheless, we can be sure that the newly introduced 
shield walls completely re-shaped the realities of the 
third century AD battlefields. The Romans had lost their 
advantage (when  the “horned” saddles became obso-
lete) because both sides began to use similar equipment, 
though the Romans still benefited from better armour. 
With that change the early imperial styles gave way to 
the new ones.
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In the present book I was able to describe the chrono-
logical order of changes in cavalry equipment peculiar 
for the Roman Rhineland mounted forces. The used war 
gear was shaped by the interplay of various influences 
coming from very different cultural zones, sometimes 
from far away. I was also able to find out what was typi-
cal for the anti-Germanic mounted warfare, what was 
borrowed from abroad, and how big was the impact of 
indigenous Germanic fighting techniques on the evolu-
tion of Roman combat styles. I have tried to show how all 
these changes affected horse riding equipment of both 
sides of the conflict. It was also possible to reconstruct 
the chronological order of changes in training methods. 
I had tried to argue that cavalry drills, vividly described 
by Arrian, were used in warfare only during the first two 
centuries AD. The “shield wall” revolution that occurred 
at the beginning of the third century AD made them ob-
solete, though they were still practiced for the next fifty 
years, mostly due to the power of tradition. 

When the Romans began the conquest of Germania 
the cavalry equipment was influenced by two different 
traditions. One of these was connected with the Italian 
horsemen. These were mostly officers, but there should 
have been some legionary cavalrymen among them. 
These horsemen followed Italian customs. The surviving 
pictorial evidence testifies that they used round shields 
and short stabbing swords of Mainz type, most probably 
they also had relied on spears for their main combat 
weapons. Some conservative individuals certainly still 
rode on simple saddle blankets. 

There were also tribal auxiliary horsemen who relied 
on Celtic or Thracian fighting techniques: these warriors 
preferred long swords, used javelins and spears, and rode 
on “Pazyryk” style cushion saddles. In the clear contrast 
to the Italian horse they relied on longer (hexagonal or 
oval) shields for defence. In hand to hand combat these 
examples were not so handy as the earlier used Ro-
man round ones, but offered increased static protection 
against javelin fire. The horsemen of Celtic origins were 
also responsible for the introduction of specific cavalry 
drills, vigorously practiced by the Roman horse up to the 
middle of the third century AD.

These two traditions had begun to mingle during the 
reign of Augustus. The decorative Haltern copper-alloy 
saddle stiffener can suggest that the Romans had begun 
the use of rigid framed saddles in Augustan times. The 
whole concept was brought from the east, perhaps dur-
ing the Parthian campaigns of Marcus Antonius (37–33 
BC) or through these Parthian auxiliary horsemen who 
served alongside the Rhine frontier. Rigid framed sad-
dles were introduced as a support for wheeling tactics 
connected with javelin throwing.

The Italian war gear soon was replaced by the “bar-
barian” tribal panoply. After the conquest of Germania 
the horse-riding culture was the same in Italy and in Ger-
mania province, as the similarities between Haltern and 
Pompeii military assemblages may indicate. But soon the 
Germanic frontier style started to evolve independently, 
becoming a new quality. Therefore, in the early Flavian 
times two different riding traditions appeared, marked 
by differences in horse tack. The Rhineland cavalry began 
to develop unique elements of equipment, which were 
a fusion of Celtic, Thracian, Italian, Parthian and Ger-
manic traditions. In time some items, like helmets with 
embossed hair decorations, were made to suit the local 
customs, even some parts of the horse tack, such as leaf 
pendants and niello engraved phalerae, were produced 
in nearby Gaul to suit the practical needs and local tastes.

The analysis of surviving figured evidence and archae-
ological data, especially concerning visibility of horse 
tack elements, helped to reach the conclusion that the 
Celto-Thracian Rhineland “Roman” horsemen developed 
a specific way of fighting: these cavalrymen used javelins 
as their main combat weapon and relied on wheeling 
tactics. Drawing on the fighting style practiced earlier 
by the Balkan Celto-Thracian warriors (as it is shown on 
the Abdera monument) the auxiliary horsemen began 
to rely on foot servants for ammunition support. These 
“squires” were responsible for carrying spare javelins. 
The figured evidence from the Rhineland gravestones 
suggests that the first century “Roman” horsemen had 
copied not only the Thracian iconographic scheme but 
also the shown combat techniques. That way of fighting 
was peculiar only to the Rhineland frontier. It is not a 
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coincidence that the grave stelae from the other parts 
of the empire show cavalry troopers without the help 
of any servants or squires (only some tombstones from 
Gaul and Thracia repeat the Rhineland pattern, but that 
can be easily explained by the presence of Rhineland vet-
erans or by the power of the Celto-Thracian traditions).

That particular fighting style was adapted as a precau-
tion against Germanic horse runners. We should bear in 
mind that during the clashes between groups of horse-
men the javelin throwing was a dominant way of fight-
ing. These encounters resembled formalized duels of 
samurai: the horsemen made lots of wheeling, struggling 
for better position to aim. As in the case of samurai, the 
flanks of mounted warriors were protected by foot serv-
ants. During the Neronian period (few years after the end 
of inconclusive campaigns of Domitius Corbulo) the Cel-
to-Thracian cavalrymen had adapted saddles with extra-
long “horns” – perhaps again under Parthian influence. 
These saddles enabled more secure seat, so important 
in wheeling tactics. Surviving pictorial evidence (namely 
the Kirkby Thore tombstone from the British Museum) 
suggests that some Rhineland horsemen, transferred to 
Britannia province, began the experiments with loop stir-
rups, using the knowledge acquired from some eastern 
auxiliary archers stationed at Mainz.

The figured evidence from Mainz and the distribu-
tion pattern of extra long copper-alloy “horn” stiffeners, 
traceable at Mainz Weisenau military camp, may suggest 
that the saddles with extra-long “horns” were peculiar 
for the Celto-Thracian combat style. That fighting tech-
nique was practiced mainly by the Mogontiacum based 
cavalry and was perfected during the Flavian period. 
It was also used by some detachments transferred to 
Britannia and lower Germania: that phenomenon was 
a direct consequence of the Batavian revolt collapse, 
when strategic disposition of many units had changed. 
These copper-alloy “horn” stiffeners, together with the 
remains of leather saddle covers, found at Valkenburg 
or Vindolanda, were used for the reconstruction of the 
“true” Roman cavalry saddles appearance. But now it be-
came clear that we were looking on the abilities of the 
Roman cavalry arm from a very narrow perspective be-
cause these elements were mainly used by the Rhineland 
troopers. Therefore, I should stress the fact that the data 
acquired from Rhineland and British sites should not be 
used to describe the combat abilities of the other Ro-
man cavalry units. The subject warrants further investiga-
tion. We should find out how exactly looked the saddles 
used by the great majority of the other Roman cavalry 
troopers. It is extremely important to acquire detailed 
information about the other types of saddles used by 
the eastern and African units. Sadly, the task should wait 
for the appearance of some new discoveries. Now we 
can only warn against the use of data from the Germanic 
and British provinces for the research on horse tack from 
the other parts of the empire. If I could bet, I will stand 
for the hypothesis that the old “Pazyryk style” cushion 

saddles were still in use in eastern and African provinces 
(with the notable exception of some heavy horse units, 
especially the eastern cataphracti cavalrymen, whose 
long-horned saddles could evolve independently in Par-
thian environment and remained in use for a long time - 
these were used longer than Roman examples).

I should also stress the fact that not all Germanic fron-
tier horsemen had used similar equipment: the troop-
ers recruited from the lower Rhine societies used longer 
spears and preferred exceptionally large hexagonal or 
rectangular shields for hand-to-hand combat. The sur-
viving figured evidence shows them armed in such a way, 
deprived of the company of calones. These riders also 
rode on saddles with lower horns, different from these 
used around Mainz. Perhaps the Thracian and Celtic tra-
ditions had lesser impact on the lower Rhine societies.

The short legged “primitive” horses that stood about 
140 cm at the withers were the main combat mounts of the 
Rhineland cavalry. But the evidence from the early second 
century AD suggests that the legionary horsemen stationed 
at the Nijmegen camp used higher horses, some animals 
having more than 160 cm at the withers. That happened 
because legionary troopers were intended to be a crack 
force and their intimidating appearance had to assure that 
the events of AD 69 would never be repeated.

During the Domitian’s reign the creation of static de-
fence lines had begun: as a result, the horsemen of both 
Germaniae, mostly from cohortes equitatae, were en-
trusted with border patrolling duties. On the contrary, the 
surviving epigraphic evidence suggests that the earlier first 
century cavalry troopers were stationed near the large 
legionary camps, ready to provide flank protection and 
scouting service for the “advancing” legions. Perhaps the 
development of static frontiers resulted in abandonment 
of heroic warfare. The fighting scenes with calones disap-
pear from cavalry tombstones in the early Trajanic period. 
It seems that the “tactical package” consisting of “long-
horned’ saddles, decorated Weiler or Gainsborough style 
helmets and large oval or hexagonal shields went out of 
use in the early Antonine period.  Most probably, the Cel-
to-Thracian fighting style became obsolete when horse-
men resigned to provide flank cover for the legionary in-
fantry and became responsible only for border patrolling: 
the calones, who earlier could march together with the 
advancing legions, became useless in border supervising.

The Marcomannic wars, though did not affected 
so much the Rhineland frontier, triggered the massive 
transfer of military knowledge into the free Germania. 
As a result, the new methods of fighting were developed: 
the Germanic warriors began to use horses for knocking 
down the infantry battle-arrays.  On the other hand, the 
foot warriors began to rely on shield wall tactics to stop 
the charges of “blind” horses.

The change was dramatic: during the fifty years, which 
separated the throne accession of Septimius Severus and 
capture of Dura Europos, the Roman army re-shaped their 
fighting styles. Roman infantrymen resigned to use short 
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swords and towering shields, subsequently the offensive 
pila also went out of use. By doing so the Roman army 
abandoned the “tactical package” that enabled Rome’s rise 
to power. Instead, the legions reverted to the old “phalanx 
style” fighting techniques, once again giving them new life.

The “shield wall” revolution had a tremendous im-
pact on Roman tactics and warfare. The Romans had lost 
the technological advantage over their Germanic foes. 
Only the superiority in protective equipment still gave 
them some handicap. As a result, the cavalry arm had to 
change. The horsemen ceased to ride in crouched posi-
tion and began to use less secure saddles, which ena-
bled rapid evacuation in case of mount’s death. The Ro-
man cavalrymen needed equipment for fighting in the 
newly adapted straightened posture, hence the use of 
enclosed helmets with crossbar reinforcements and rigid 
scale armour. In the new circumstances the riders were 
expected to engage more in hand-to-hand fighting. They 

participated in clashes with infantry and cavalry alike – 
as a result, the oval shields were shortened to became 
more handy – and to parry blows more easily. Moreover, 
the plainly finished greaves were copied from the hip-
pika gymnasia equipment – these were used for protec-
tion against foot warriors. I was able to show that these 
changes had made the old “horned” saddles obsolete. 
With the help of the archaeological and figured evidence 
I was able to put forward a hypothesis about the possible 
look of the new kind of saddle used by both sides of the 
conflict. It became clear that the new type was also built 
on wooden tree, tough many horsemen reverted to the 
ordinary saddle blankets. But even these inventions were 
replaced by the new “Hunnic” design during the course 
of the fifth century AD [fig. 209].

The changes affected not only the late Roman em-
pire but also the neighbouring Persia. We should bear in 
mind that the eastern Germanic warriors participated in 

Fig. 209. Dmitriev’s reconstruction of a “Hunnic” saddle based at finds from Dyurso near Novorossiysk, Russia (after 
Дмитриев 1979: 219 fig. 5).
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Rome’s invasions in the Sassanian territory. Well known 
inscription from Naqsh-e-Rostam, the so-called res ges-
tae divi Saporis, refers to the Germanic warriors among 
the expeditional forces that invaded Persia under Gor-
dian the Third in AD 244: “Gordian Caesar raised in all of 
the Roman Empire a force from a Goth and Germans and 
marched on Babylonia”.2203 

2203  Translation after: Frye 1984: 371. About the expedition, see 
also Millar 1993: 154 and Gawroński 2011: 64.

No doubt, these warriors were well trained in the new 
“shield wall” tactics. As a result, the Sassanian horsemen 
faced the same problems and found similar solutions: the 
third century AD Persian saddles became lighter.2204 Gradu-
ally the horsemen began to adapt new fighting styles. Dur-
ing the next two centuries the two handed lances were re-
placed by one handed variety and the round shields were 
adapted as a protective weapon (such panoply is clearly 

2204  Herrmann 1989: 771; Nicolle & McBride 1996b: 30; Farrokh & 
McBride 2005: 18.

Fig. 210. Sassanian king hunting, a silver plate from Metropolitan Museum of Art, Fletcher Fund 1934 (internet: 
ww.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/322973 public domain – access 13.05.2017). Such figured evidence suggests that the 
Dyurso type saddle fittings could have been used to cover the “Pazyryk style” closers, as shown above. If that was the case, the 
earlier shown flat front arch reconstruction should be no longer considered the only possible solution for recreating the Dyurso 
type saddle appearance. If so, the Hunnic saddles resembled the earlier ‘Pazyryk” style examples. In case of Sassanian saddles 
that would be a continuation of earlier Parthian tradition [compare with figs. 65a-b, 155]. Please note that the Germanic saddles 
from third or fourth centuries AD looked similar.
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visible on Tagh-e-Bostan relief, the image shows mounted 
king Peroz – AD 459–484).2205 It also shows horse armour 
that protects only the front of the animal. That particular 
“tactical package” is a specialised anti-infantry set, clearly 
influenced by the earlier Roman and Germanic styles de-
veloped during the course of third century AD.

The figured evidence suggests that the late Roman 
cavalry relied on padded saddles. Many researchers, in-
cluding the author of the present book, were convinced 
that the “horned saddles” were replaced by the rigid 
“eastern type” saddles with flat front arch and cantle. 
No doubt, such saddles were used in China around 
AD 302.2206 Some saddles of that particular type were 
given rigid stirrups. According to one theory, these in-
ventions were introduced to Europe: it was triggered 
by Dmitriev’s interpretation of “Hunnic” finds from 
Dyurso (Дюрсо) discovered near present-day Novoros-
siysk [fig. 209]. The assemblage in question contained, 
among other things, decorated silver gold-plaited sad-
dle plates, which were interpreted as belonging to rigid 
flat saddle bows. 2207 It is noteworthy that the remains 

2205  Mielczarek 1993: 66–67, 129 fig.12; see also: Wilcox & McBride 
1995: 41; Nicolle & McBride 1996b: 30.
2206  Вайнштейн & Крюков 1984: 124. We should again stress the 
fact that these saddles should have been used with stirrups, see Dien 
1986: figs. 1–3; Peers & Perry 1995: 45–46; Xiuqin Zhou 2009: 205, 
362 fig. 150, 365 figs. 157–159.
2207  Дмитриев 1979: 218–219 fig. 5; Junkelmann 1992: 73; 
Stephenson & Dixon 2003: 107; Gawroński 2004: 39; 2009b: 56;  
Ахмедов 2014: 19.

of a similar saddle were discovered at Mundolsheim in 
the Rhineland.2208

But the Sassanian figured evidence, which also shows 
such saddle plates, suggests2209 that these silver plaques 
formed decoration of the of the old style wooden clos-
ers, so characteristic for “Pazyryk” type saddles [fig. 210]. 
It is quite possible that the late examples of “Pazyryk” 
type saddles contained wooden parts, namely side 
boards or closers, as seen on Saint Helen’s sarcophagus 
[fig. 192]. If that was the case, the plates may served as 
decorations for cushion closers, attached to the side pan-
els and for the endings belonging to these panels. It re-
mains unclear whether flat bow arches were attached to 
these saddles, but the surviving Sassanian iconography 
shows them too low for that solution [210].2210 At least 
some Hunnic and Sassanian saddles should have been 
similar to the earlier Roman and Germanic constructions. 
That is one possibility.

There is another one: the Hunnic influenced decora-
tion of saddle front pommel, discovered at the second 
princely grave from Apahida in Romania, was intended to 
fit the flat saddle bow. The reconstruction of the recov-
ered horse tack looks as it is shown on fig. 211.

2208  Sanlisbano-Colillieux et al. 1997: 33.
2209  As should be interpreted the figured evidence collected by 
Ахмедов 2014: 31.
2210 Again, in the oppinion of the author of the present book in 
such a way should be interpreted the evidence collected in: Ахмедов 
2014: 31.

Fig. 211. The reconstruction of a horse 
harness found in the second princely grave 
at Apahida, Romania (drawing after Horedt & 
Protasse 1972 and Mączyńska 1993: 115).
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If that was the case, it is quite possible that at least 
some Hunnic saddles had flat front arches. But saddles 
with such high flat front piece were difficult to use with-
out stirrups.2211 At this point we should recall the fact 
that the horse’s spine is positioned somewhat higher 
near the rump and then it descends gently downwards. 
Then the spine near the withers goes rapidly upwards. 
Thanks to that feature of horse’s anatomy any rider 
constantly moves forward, especially in a trot, canter 
or gallop. But that causes an unpleasant jarring against 
the withers, or, in the case of the Hunnic saddle, against 
the projecting front pommel, unless it is blocked by stir-
rups.2212 Moreover, some saddle plates are too big to fit 
the ordinary “Pazyryk” style closers. The surviving writ-
ten accounts confirm the fact that Hunnic saddle trees 
were made of wood.2213

There is some literary evidence suggesting that 
the Hunnic warriors also experimented with loop stir-
rups. Ammianus Marcellinus in his “Roman History” 
describes the appearance and customs of the Huns: 
“Galeris incurvis capita tegunt, hirsuta crura coriis 
munientes haedinis, eorumque calcei formulis nullis 
aptate, vetant incedere gressibus liberis. Qua causa 
ad pedestres parum accommodati sunt pugnas, verum 
equis prope afixi, duris quidam sed deformibus, et muli-
eribus eisdem insidentes funguntur munieribus consue-
tis – They cover their heads with round hats and protect 
their hairy legs with goatskins, their shoes are formed 
upon no lasts, and so prevent them walking with free 
steps. For this reason they are not all adapted to bat-
tles on foot, but they are almost glued to their horses, 
which are hardy, it is true, but ugly, and sometimes 
they sit on them woman fashion2214 and thus perform 
their ordinary tasks.2215 We may suspect2216 that in 
that particular passage Ammianus Marcellinus had de-
scribed the loop stirrups: “For this reason they are not 

2211  For a different view on that subject, see Азбелев 2014: 310–
311 and fig, 10. He pointed out that several high saddles, from the 
second century BC to first century AD, are shown without stirrups. But 
the great majority of these representations show only very low front 
pommels and cantles. Only one terracotta figurine from Bahrain cem-
etery, roughly dated to late Hellenistic or early Roman period, shows 
large saddle arches, the problem is that the figurine clearly shows the 
“horned” saddle used by Parthians and Romans alike, see Азбелев 
2014: 310–311 fig, 10: 3; Боксмати-Фатух & Ломбар 2012: 8.
2212  Gawroński 2009b: 56.
2213  After the lost battle at the Catalaunian Fields the Hunnic king 
Attila ordered a construction of a funeral pyre made from the wooden 
saddle trees, see Iord. Get. 213; Paul. Diac. HR 14. 7. See also Littauer 
1981: 104. 
2214  As we can judge on the basis of the evidence provided by the 
representations of the Celtic goddess Epona, horse riding in the wom-
an fashion was really known in the antiquity, see Junkelmann 1990: 
244–248.
2215  Amm. Marc. 31. 2. 6 – translation after Rolfe 1959(3): 382–383.
2216  The thesis outlined was earlier signaled in: Gawroński 2004: 39 
note 54 and described in: Gawroński 2009b. 

all adapted to battles on foot, on the contrary they are 
almost glued to their horses” – he writes. It is possible 
that his words: “qua causa – for this reason” apply not 
only to his previous statement in which he describes 
the poor quality of the Hunnic shoes but also to the 
phrase quoted before it. If that was the case, then we 
should read these words as follows: “They.... protect 
their hairy legs with goatskins [and]... for this reason.... 
they are almost glued to their horses”. Therefore, it is 
possible that the Huns drew on earlier Kushan tradi-
tions like the first century Romans. The Hunnic war-
riors almost lived in the saddle, any innovation, which 
could cope with the unpleasant constant jarring, was 
welcomed. Loop stirrups  also enabled drawing heavier 
bows.

The wooden saddles were copied by the Germanic 
warriors: the richly furnished princely grave from Apa-
hida being just one example [fig. 211]. But saddles with 
wooden trees are known from other sites: a slightly 
later example of such behaviour comes from a princely 
grave found at Blučina in Moravia. It contained silver 
saddle fittings, which covered wooden tree. The as-
semblage is dated to the second half of the fifth cen-
tury AD2217 and the person buried here probably sur-
vived the collapse of Attila’s empire. But we have no 
mention about stirrups used by Germanic warriors in 
that times. It is not an argument that the Hunnic em-
pire was a short-living enterprise at its impact on the 
horse-riding culture of its subjects and neighbours was 
minimal. In fact, it was tremendous. But the loop stir-
rups were never copied. Why? We should remember 
that the Germanic warriors were sedentary people, not 
nomads, and they spent less time in the saddle. And 
a competent horseman could block constant forward 
movement by a very firm seat. Yes, it is tiring and inef-
fective, but it works. And the very abilities of the “primi-
tive” horses precluded long time working at a gallop and 
the nomads usually had more spare mounts – thanks 
to them the nomadic armies could endure prolonged 
battles in a saddle. The Germanic tribes fought in a 
different way – their battles were rather short bloody 
brawls. Moreover, the migration period Germanic tribes 
still used shield wall tactics. And nothing had changed in 
design of the stirrups: they still looked like an invitation 
to a dragging accident and were useless in confronta-
tion with the infantry arrayed in a shield wall. And still, 
no one wanted to be killed tied to the dead horse. That 
is why the loop stirrups never became popular among 
the Germanic tribesmen. 

It remains unclear whether these “Hunnic type” sad-
dles were used by the late Roman army. The surviving 
pictorial and figured evidence shows the Roman horse-

2217  Werner 1978: 76.
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men using ordinary saddle blankets or cushions, but that 
can be an effect of artistic convention.2218  

During the fourth century AD a new type of saddle 
evolved in China [fig. 212]. It consisted of two side boards 
bent in a “propeller” shape in order to fit the dimensions 
of horse’s back. The boards were held together with the 
help of high flat front arch and a flat cantle positioned at 
an angle. But in the clear contrast to the earlier examples 
these had iron stirrups and stirrup thongs attached un-
der the front arch.2219 The clearest representation of that 
new design comes from the reliefs adorning the tomb 
of the emperor Taizong [fig. 212].2220 We should stress 

2218  According to Stephenson & Dixon (2003: 107), the earliest pos-
sible representation of the steppe saddle in Roman art comes from 
the Vatican Virgil (Vat. Lat. 3225, folio 63r).
2219  Вайнштейн & Крюков 1984: 124–125; Świętosławski 2001: 
80–81.
2220  Świętosławski 2001: 83; Xiuqin Zhou 2009: 312 fig 31b.

the fact that the position of stirrup leathers (these were 
placed under the front arch) precluded standing in stir-
rups because it was very difficult to maintain balanced 
position with legs extended forward. As a result, the new 
design was not intended to facilitate bow shooting or to 
add force to sword strokes (only the much later Mongol 
examples allowed both things, since the stirrup leathers 
were positioned in the middle of the seat).2221 Instead, 
the seat resembled that used now in western riding: the 
horsemen straightened the legs and braced themselves 

2221  The preservation state of the high medieval steppe saddles 
(as shown in: Świętosławski 1999: 137 pl. 25; 2008: 41) precludes ca-
thegorical statements in that matter, so we should rely on Chinese 
pictorial evidence. An image of a Mongol horseman (Hyland 1996: 
134 fig. 45) shows stirrup leather attached behind the front arch, not, 
as earlier, just under it. That feature enabled standing in stirrups in 
equlibrium. The stirrups introduced in the High Middle Ages in the 
steppe enviorment (Кирпичников 1973: 45 types: IX, IXa and esp. X) 
enabled turning in the saddle and shooting in many directions.

Fig. 212. The new Chinese saddle system with rigid stirrups shown on the limestone relief from the mausoleum of the Tang 
dynasty emperor Taizong (Li Shimin), now kept in Penn Museum, Pennsylvania, USA (internet: https://www.penn.museum/
collections/object_images.php?irn=167942 – access 26.03.2017). The sculpture shows imperial general Qiu Xinggong tending 
the wounds of the emperor’s favourite horse, Saluzi. The incident occurred just before the establishment of the Tang dynasty. 
Please note the almost “Western style” of stirrup strap attachment. In that case the stirrup straps are attached just behind the 
front pommel. In such saddle the rider had to brace himself against the cantle on straight legs like modern reining riders. 
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against the cantle in order to maintain stable seat. Such 
manner of horse riding is clearly visible in Tang iconog-
raphy.2222 That design enabled extreme manoeuvrability 
because the front legs carried less weight.

That saddle design was introduced to Europe by the 
migrating Avar tribes.2223 It was an immediate success 
and the Avar-style saddles become popular in early 
medieval Europe. That happened because the newly in-
troduced iron stirrups offered reasonable compromise 

2222  Ranitzsch & McBride 1995: 26 pl. 5: 14, 16 & 41; see also pl. 
17 figs. 82–83.
2223  Świętosławski 2001: 81–82.

between seat security and possibilities of rapid evacu-
ation, with the much reduced danger of dragging acci-
dents. The saddle design was extremely helpful when 
the horsemen were engaged in anti-infantry combat, 
as the agile horsemen could evade strokes delivered by 
the foot warriors. The new design was later subjected to 
many changes, but that is, as Rudyard Kipling once had 
written, another story.

Warsaw, November 2017
Radosław Gawroński

Cardinal Stefan Wyszyński University, Warsaw
rgawr@o2.pl
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As the present book is a non-commercial enterprise and 
is only available through sharing, pictures which are not 
mine were included into it according to the quotation 
right (in the limits of fair use, as described in Article 29 of 
the Polish Act on Authors Rights and Neighbouring Rights 
(Ustawa o prawie autorskim i prawach pokrewnych) of 
4 February 1994, published in Journal of Laws (Dzien-
nik Ustaw) No 24, item 83, consolidated text of 16 May 
2006, Journal of Laws (Dziennik Ustaw) No 90, item 631, 
with subsequent amendments) because many aspects of 
the discussed subject required using and recalling pic-
torial evidence without which the present work would 
be hard to understand. These are published according 
to the public domain rights for scientific research and 
non-commercial use, concerning regulations imposed 
by Judgment of the Court of Competition and Consumer 
Protection of 5 March 2010 (ref. sign.  XVII Am C 1145/09 
– wyrok Sądu Ochrony Konkurencji i Konsumentów z dnia 
5 marca 2010 r. sygn. akt. XVII Am C 1145/09). In all cases 
I had made an attempt to identify the authors of quoted 
works, if it was impossible I am giving information about 
the sources of quotations.

Fig. 1.  Reconstruction of a Roman horseman loosely 
based on the victory monuments of Rome (after Razin 
1958: 326).

Fig. 2. Lion hunt of King Ashurbanipal from British 
Museum (internet: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wiki-
pedia/commons/9/98/Assurbanipal_op_jacht.jpg – ac-
cess 11.12.2016).

Fig. 3. Reconstruction of Pazyryk saddles used by the 
Altai Scythians (after Соловьев 2003: 128 fig. 5).

Fig. 4. “Pazyryk style” saddles with enlarged wooden 
(?) closers on terracotta figurines representing horses 
used by guardsmen of the first emperor of China, about 
220 BC (phot. John Williams and Saul Peckham, after Por-
tal 2008: 17).

Fig. 5. Fragment of a golden buckle from Peter the 
Great’s Siberian collection – State Hermitage, Sankt Pe-
tersburg (after Вайнштейн & Крюков 1984: 122 fig. 6). 

Fig. 6. “Pazyryk style” saddles: a – from the famous 
Chertomlyk vase (internet: http://www.liveinternet.
ru/community/geo_club/post251024480/ – access 

26.03.2017); b – reconstructed saddle from Pazyryk bar-
row no. 3 (after Stepanova 2016: 14 fig. 13).

Fig. 7. Persian chariots: a – cylinder seal with the rep-
resentation of hunting king Darius; b – Oxus treasure 
golden model; c – possible reconstruction of the appear-
ance of a scythed chariot (after Head & Scollins 1992: 
45 fig. 31).

Fig. 8. Image of Alexander the Great loosely based on 
Issus mosaic from Pompeii and on king Abdalonymos’ 
sarcophagus from Istanbul (after Razin 1958: 267).

Fig. 9. A fragment of a bronze belt discovered at 
Pergamum showing Hellenistic period Macedonian (or 
Galatian?) horsemen in combat with infantrymen (after 
Proeva 2011: fig. 7 and Sekunda & Dennis 2012: 5). 

Fig. 10. A fragment of Aemilius Paulus’ Pydna bat-
tle victory monument from Delphi – second century BC 
(internet: http://www.xlegio.ru/ancient-armies/ancient-
warfare/battle-of-pydna/ – access 26.03.2017).

Fig. 11. A Roman horseman from the so-called al-
tar of Domitius Ahenobarbus, Louvre – about 120 BC 
(internet: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/
commons/6/6b/Altar_Domitius_Ahenobarbus_Louvre_
n3bis.jpg – access 26.03.2017). 

Fig. 12. The Augustan period Marcus Curtius relief 
from Palazzo dei Conservatori (after Sekunda & McBride 
1994: 68 fig. 63). 

Fig 13. A horseman from Gundestrup Cauldron (draw. 
P. Connolly – after Bishop 1988: 90 fig. 20).

Fig. 14. Horsemen from the late Augustan or early 
Tiberian Iulii Mausoleum at Glanum (internet: https://
upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/b5/Gla-
num_Mausoleum_north_face.JPG – access 08.08. 2017).

Fig. 15. A tombstone of a Celto-Thracian horseman 
from Abdera, now in Sofia Archaeological Museum (after 
Sekunda & McBride 1994: 49 fig 21). 

Fig. 16. The earliest (first century BC) clear represen-
tations of the “horned” saddles (not to scale): from old 
Nisa, Turkmenistan (after Пилипко 1996: fig. 45/1 and 
Никоноров 2002: 24 fig. 1) and from Baalshamin, Syria 
(after Ghirshman 1973: 103).

Fig. 17. “Pazyryk style” saddles: a – Bosporan stele of 
Kleon, son of Kleon, first century AD – State Hermitage, 
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Sankt Petersburg (after Трейстер 2010: 497 fig. 6.1)... ; 
b – reconstructed Pazyryk saddle from barrow no. 3 in 
use (after Stepanova 2016: 15 fig. 14).

Fig. 18. Etruscan horseman from Volterra urn, second-
first (?) century BC (after Sekunda & McBride 1996: 45).

Fig. 19. Numidian horsemen shown on Trajan’s col-
umn (after Cagnat 1912: insert between 268 & 269).

Fig. 20. Republican period Numidian javelinheads 
from Es Soumâa, Algeria (not to scale): a-b – leaf shaped, 
c – awl-like mail piercing variety (after Ulbert 1978 and 
Алексинский et al. 2005: 91).

Fig. 21. Imperial period Numidian horseman on grave-
stone from Neapolis in Roman Judea (after Junkelmann 
1991: 75 phot. 33).

Fig. 22. The late La Tène Padea-Panagjurski-Kolonii 
group grave assemblage from Römisch-Germanischen 
Zentralmuseum’s Mainz collection (after Łuczkiewicz & 
Schönfelder 2008: 160 phot. 1). 

Fig. 23. Early first century AD legionary Roman forts in 
Germania (after von Schnurbein 2004: 7 fig. 1).

Fig. 24. Calo and a saddled horse from the tombstone 
of Oclatius (internet: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wiki-
pedia/commons/d/dd/201005151358_NE_CSM_Ocla-
tius_unten.jpg – access 06.04.2017).

Fig. 25. The Newstead curb bit (after Hyland 2013: fig. 
23.3) and its supposed method of use (draw. Ch. Hook, 
after MacDowall & Hook 1995: pl. C2b).

Fig. 26. The Empel Batavian tribal sanctuary offerings 
(after van Driel-Murray 1994: 97). 

Fig. 27. Reconstruction of Valkenburg saddle cover (af-
ter Connolly & van Driel-Murray 1991: 36 fig. 3).

Fig. 28.  Roman horned saddle: a – reconstruction of 
Valkenburg saddle cover (after Groeman van Waater-
inge 1974: 72 fig. 10); b – reconstruction of the Roman 
“horned” saddle appearance  (after Connolly 1996: 61).

Fig. 29. Replica of wooden saddle tree, front (author’s 
project, realisation by Krzysztof Rzemek, phot. Rafał 
Miłoszewski).

Fig. 30. Cushion saddle without rigid wooden tree 
(after Junkelmann 1992: 50 phot. 67). A tombstone of 
Romanius from Ala Afrorum, from the Römisch-Germa-
nisches Museum, Köln, can be seen in the background.

Fig. 31. The Vindolanda saddle cover was thorn in the 
place where it was wrapped around the rigid side board 
(after van Driel-Murray 1993: 20).

Fig. 32.  Horned saddles from Glanum monument and 
two saddles from Arch of Orange – not to scale (draw. 
P. Connolly – after Bishop 1988: 85 fig. 19). 

Fig. 33.  Augustan period copper-alloy saddle stiffener 
(rear, right) from Haltern (after Müller et al. 2002: pl. 54: 
cat. no. 599). 

Fig. 34. Replica of wooden saddle tree, rear (phot. 
Rafał Miłoszewski).

Fig. 35. Augustan period copper-alloy saddle stiffener 
(front) from Haltern (after Müller et al. 2002: pl. 55: cat. 
no. 600).

Fig. 36. The Haltern saddle stiffener replicas inter-
preted as belonging to a treeless cushion-based saddle. 
These were made probably under the influence of some 
Junkelmann’s ideas (internet: https://pl.pinterest.com/
scotts1251/roman-cavalry/ – access 06.09.2017).

Fig. 37. The rear part of a reconstructed “Roman” sad-
dle tree on a horse (phot. Rafał Miłoszewski). 

Fig. 38. Gravestone of Andes of Ala Claudia from 
Mainz (photo by Ortlof Harl, internet: http://lupa.
at/15812/photos/3 – access 23.05.2017). 

Fig. 39. Author fitting the “Roman” saddle tree on 
a horse, which stood about 150 cm at the withers (phot. 
Rafał Miłoszewski).

 Fig. 40. Substantial padding is needed to rise the 
wooden tree above the horse’s spine (phot. Rafał 
Miłoszewski).

Fig.  41. In original Roman saddles the cushion panels 
were tied to side boards with the help of leather thongs 
(phot. Rafał Miłoszewski). 

Fig. 42. Typical first century AD copper-alloy front 
pommel horn stiffeners (after Bishop 1988: 92 fig. 22).

Fig. 43. The Antonine period tombstone from Dion 
(Caritza in Greek Macedonia) with low cantle and front 
pommel saddle (after Cowan & Ó’Brógáin 2014: 41).

Fig. 44. A saddle blanket (?) used by the future em-
peror Geta shown on the triumphal arch at Leptis Magna 
(after Pollard & Berry 2016: 112).

Fig. 45. Jupiter riding down a giant: Provizionalmu-
seum zu Trier (after Groemann van Waateringe 1974: 73 
fig. 11).

Fig. 46. Typical first century AD copper-alloy rear can-
tle horn stiffeners (after Bishop 1988: 93 fig. 23).

Fig. 47. Horse and rider from the Maqqai tombstone 
from Palmyra (after Schlumberger 2010: pl. XII.1).

Fig. 48. Augustan period horseman on relief from 
Palazzo Ducale, Mantua (after Junkelmann 1992: 181 
phot. 156).

Fig. 49. Another Augustan period horseman on relief 
from Palazzo Ducale, Mantua (after Junkelmann 1992: 
181 phot. 157).

Fig. 50. Tiberian-Claudian period horse harness (draw. 
P. Connolly – after Bishop 1988: 113 fig. 29).

Fig. 51. Horse phalerae from Doorwerth (after Holw-
erda 1931: fig. 4 and Nicolay 2007: 148 fig. 4. 14).

Fig. 52. Horse trappings from Doorwerth (after Holw-
erda 1931: fig. 11 and Nicolay 2007: 186 fig. 5.11).

Fig. 53. Horse phalerae from Xanten (after Jenkins 
1985: figs. 2–3 and Nicolay 2007: 144 fig. 4. 10).

Fig. 54. Flavian period horse harness (draw. P. Con-
nolly – after Bishop 1988: 114 fig. 30).

Fig. 55. Flavian period parade horse harness (draw. 
P. Connolly – after Bishop 1988: 115 fig. 31).

Fig. 56. The Ewijk pendant: it comes from the villa site 
(after Nicolay 2007: 18 fig. 5.4.5).

Fig. 57. The only one “complete” Pompeian horse 
harness from the vicinity of Casa di Giulio Polibio (after 
Ortisi 2015: cat. no. D 156, pl. 45).
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Fig. 58. A rather simple and austere hackamore from 
Casa di Giulio Polibio, Pompeii (after Ortisi 2003: 357 pl. 
62, cat. no. PH 22).

Fig. 59. Decursio equitum from the Antoninus Pius’ 
column base, in situ Rome (internet: http://www.wiki-
wand.com/it/Colonna_di_Antonino_Pio – access: 
31.10.2016). 

Fig. 60. Breast junction from Empel (after van Driel-
Murray 1994: 96 cat. no. 17).

Fig. 61. A scene from „Quo Vadis”, Jerzy Kawalerowicz, 
Poland 2001: 01.08.54 (shortened version).

Fig. 62. Reconstructed  “Pazyryk style” saddle based 
on finds from Pazyryk barrow no. 3 (after Stepanova 
2016: 13 fig. 11.2).  

Fig. 63. Early third century AD horse trappings from 
Saives near Celles-les Waremmes (after SJ 1913 (5): 62).

Fig. 64. A saddled horse from Marcus Aurelius’ col-
umn (after Petersen et al.1896: pl. 10A).

Fig. 65a-b. Terracotta plaque (first or second century 
AD ?) showing Parthian horse archer from Collection 
Sarre, Berlin (a – drawing after Wilcox & McBride 1995: 
8; b – photo after Sekunda & McBride 1994: 67 fig. 61).

Fig. 66. A much influential and seminal vision of a typ-
ical Roman cavalry mount (after Connolly 1996: 60).

Fig. 67. The statue of Nonius Balbus Minor from Her-
culaneum, as shown in: Pistolesi 1842: 88.

Fig. 68. The statue of Nonius Balbus Minor from 
Naples Archaeological Museum (phot. I. Sh., internet: 
http://ancientrome.ru/art/artwork/sculp/rom/empire/
man/0022.jpg – access 22-05–2017).

Fig. 69. The equestrian statue of emperor Marcus Au-
relius from Capitoline Museum (internet: https://www.
tumblr.com/search/equestrian%20statue%20of%20mar-
cus%20aurelius – access: 19.08.2017).

Fig. 70. The long-legged horse from the gravestone 
of Longinus Biarta, Köln (internet: http://klassisk.ribekat-
edralskole.dk/steder/koeln/grave/longinusover.jpg – ac-
cess: 30.11.2016).

Fig. 71. Arabic horse (author’s drawing).
Fig. 72. A “primitive” horse closely related to the now 

extinct Tarpan (author’s drawing).
Fig. 73. Neronian or Flavian period gravestone of 

Romanius Capito from Mainz (internet: httpwww.colo-
rado.eduClassicsclas4091GraphicsFeltemp.jpg – access: 
30.04.2017).

Fig.74. The strategic position of Cohors I Flavia Dama-
scenorum miliaria equitata sagittaria based at Friedberg 
fort: to the nearest vulnerable points it had a march-
ing distance of about 20 km (after M. Müller, internet: 
http://www.altwege.de/roemer-und-kelten/lahn-kas-
telle.html – access 19.04.2017).

Fig. 75. Republican and early imperial swords (not to 
scale): a – two gladii hispanenses and Mainz type sword 
from Pompeii (after Ortisi 2015: pl. 1, cat. no. A 1–3) 
sadly without firm context; b – Fontillet, Nauportus and 
Giubiasco swords (after James 2011: 123 fig. 43); c – an 
almost complete example with ivory hilt and pommel, 

from David Xavier collection, said to come from north 
Africa (phot. R. D’Amato, after D’Amato & Ruggeri 2017: 
14).

Fig. 76a-b. Author in a Coolus/Manheim replica (au-
thor’s project, realisation by Adam Maziar) helmet (phot. 
Rafał Miłoszewski). 

Fig. 77. Coolus type cavalry helmets: a – from Pompeii 
(after Ortisi 2015: pl. 19: cat. no. B 7);  b – early Julio-
Claudian horseman shown on Orange triumphal arch 
(after D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 231 fig. 315d). 

Fig. 78. The Flavian period assemblage from Caserna 
dei Gladiatori, Pompeii, Regio V, Insula 5 no, 3 (after Or-
tisi 2015: 74 phot. 29). 

Fig. 79. Mounted gladiators from the now lost monu-
ment of Umbricius Scaurus, Pompeii (after Gawroński 
1998: 41).

Fig. 80. Decoration of an anonymous grave monu-
ment from the vicinity of Porta Nocera, Pompeii (after 
Ortisi 2015: 83 fig. 32). 

Fig. 81. Dismounted gladiator equites shown on re-
lief from Rome, now in München, Staatliche Antiken-
sammlungen und Glyptothek (after Junkelmann 2000a: 
32 phot. 42).

Fig. 82. Originally glided bone scale armour found in 
Caserna dei Gladiatori, Pompeii (after D’Amato & Sumner 
2009a: 141 phot. 187).

Fig. 83. Tombstone of Flavius Bassus (Flavian period) 
from Römisch-Germanisches Museum, Köln (after Con-
nolly 1996: 58).

Fig. 84. Author with reconstructed Roman iaculum 
(phot. Rafał Miłoszewski).

Fig. 85. Weapons designed to inflict serious wounds 
to unarmoured opponents (not to scale): a – Augus-
tan period Roman arrow tips from Haltern camp (after 
von Schnurbein 1979: 40 phot. 25); b – Antonine or 
Severan period cavalry spearheads from Aalen fort, 
almost certainly used by horsemen serving in Ala II 
Flavia based at that particular fort (after Bender & 
Meyer 2011: 43). 

Fig. 86. Conical tips with bulbous heads from Roman 
sites: 1–3 – Corbridge; 4–6 – Vindonissa; 7–10 – Urspring; 
11 – Arae Flaviae; 12–13 – Gilāu (after Czarnecka 2003: 
151 fig. 1).

Fig. 87. Conical tips with bulbous heads from Europe-
an Barbaricum: 1 – Sadowie; 2 – Zgierz-Rudunki; 3 – Mal-
kowice; 4 – Oblin; 5 – Jartypory; 6 – Straining; 7 – Husby 
(after Czarnecka 2003: 151 fig. 2). 

Fig. 88. A second century AD funerary relief from Apu-
lum (Alba Iulia) remains the only one firm figured evi-
dence for carrying javelins in a quiver (phot. R. D’Amato, 
after D’Amato & Ruggeri 2017: 45).

Fig. 89. Late first century spathae: a – ”Thracian 
style” scabbard cover from Ptuj (draw. A. Smadi, after 
Miks 2007 and Fischer 2012: 187 fig. 256); b – Pompeii 
type gladius and spatha from Newstead fort (after James 
2011: 152 fig. 52).
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Fig. 90. The mid-first century AD swords and dagger 
dredged from Rhine on the territory of civitas Batavorum 
(not to scale – after Nicolay 2007: 28 fig. 2.8). 

Fig. 91. Trajanic period Adamklisi metope showing 
T-shirt style mail armour (after Cornell & Matthews 1995: 
145).

Fig. 92. Modern replica of Newstead type sword (au-
thor’s project, realisation by Krzysztof Rzemek, phot. 
Rafał Miłoszewski).

Fig. 93. Oval shield horizontal grip use: a – the horse-
back use of Dura Europos type shield (draw. Ch. Hook, 
after MacDowall & Hook 1995: pl. A1b); b – Ann Hyland 
demonstrating the benefits of “horned” saddle, which 
enabled more enthusiastic sword strokes, please note 
the shield position and how its oval shape reduces the 
risk of injuring mount’s neck (after Hyland 1993: 158). 

Fig. 94. Tombstone of a Thracian horseman Rufus 
Sita from Gloucester (phot. by Michael Bishop, armatura 
press, internet: http://picssr.com/tags/glevum/page3 – 
access: 30.11.2016).

Fig. 95. Roman defence armour: 1 – shield recon-
structed on the basis of representations from Trajan’s 
column and Valkenburg leather cover; 2 – chainmail; 
3 – breast hooks for shoulder doubling; 4 – first – early 
second century AD scale armour (after Hyland 1993: 79). 

Fig. 96. The Lancaster stone (after Bull 2007: 15).
Fig. 97. Wide spearheads used as the main combat 

weapons of some Roman soldiers: a – from the grave as-
semblage no. 2215 discovered at Wederath (after Wau-
rick 1994: 20). The equipment of such warriors served as 
inspiration for the sculptor of Lancaster stone [fig. 96]; 
b – similar spearhead on late Flavian relief from Puetoli, 
Berlin, Antikensammlung, Staatliche Museum zu Berlin, 
inv. no.: SK 887 (phot. Ann Raia, internet: http://www.
vroma.org/images/raia_images/stele3.jpg – access 
28.05.2017).

Fig. 98.  A Treveran (?) horseman Cantaber in leather (?) 
armour with a long spear (after Bishop 1988: 80 fig. 15).

Fig. 99. Neronian or Flavian period Treveri (?) horse-
men shown on fragment of a cavalry monument from 
Arlon (internet: http://www.romanarmytalk.com/rat/
archive/index.php/thread–3698-2.html – access 14.06. 
2017).

Fig. 100. Reconstruction of the cavalry monument 
erected in the Rhineland during the late Neronian or 
early Flavian periods. Based on fragments from Arlon, 
Wesseling-Keldenich and Koblenz (after Noelke 1998: fig. 
39 and Nicolay 2007: 250 fig. 7.6). 

Fig. 101. Tombstone of a legionary horseman Caius 
Marius from Bonn, mid-first century AD (after Junkel-
mann 1991: 61 phot. 25).

Fig. 102. Earlier horse furniture: Neronian period 
saddles with lower “Haltern style horns” or “Pazyryk 
style” examples used by horsemen who served in ala 
Longiniana stationed at Bonn: a – tombstone of the 
Celtic auxiliary horseman Vonatorix (CIL XIII 8095, Rhei-
nisches Landesmuseum, Bonn – phot. Michael Bishop, 

internet: https://www.flickr.com/photos/thearmatu-
rapress/6816679557 – access: 14.06.2017); b – tomb-
stone of Vellaunus, Johanneskreuz in Bonn, CIL XIII 8094 
= AE 1892, 126 (internet: https://commons.wikime-
dia.org/wiki/Corpus_Inscriptionum_Latinarum,_Vol_
XIII,_08000_-_08999#/media/File:Vellaunus_Bonn.jpg  
– access: 14.06.2017). Ala Longiniana was active on the 
Rhine frontier in the Neronian period (table 3: 16).

Fig. 103. Tombstone of an unknown Roman horse-
man, Köln (internet: http://www.romancoins.info/Mili-
taryEquipment-Horse.html – access 14.06.2017).

Fig. 104. Zadar monument showing Batavian horse-
man Imerix, son of Servofredius (phot. Ortolf Harl, in-
ternet: http://www.ubi-erat-lupa.org/imagelink/index.
php?Nr=24130&Img=2 – access 30.04.2017). 

Fig. 105. The first century AD spearheads and butt 
spikes from Wijk bij Duurstede “De Horden” Batavian 
settlement in Netherlands (not to scale – after Nicolay 
2007: 32 fig. 2.9).

Fig. 106. Gerulata horseman (after Speidel 1987: 63 
fig. 4).

Fig. 107. The spearheads and shield edgings found 
among Empel Batavian tribal sanctuary offerings (after 
van Driel-Murray 1994: 104).

Fig. 108. Trajan’s column: lancer acting as emperor’s 
bodyguard (Speidel 2004: 120 fig. 14.1).

Fig. 109. Tombstone of Sextus Valerius Genialis from 
Cirencester, a Thracian unit trooper of Friesian stock 
(phot. Carole Raddato, internet: https://www.flickr.com/
photos/carolemage/16284144614 – access 30.04.2017).

Fig. 110. The training (?) wooden “lance” from 
Bohlenweg XXV site (after Pieper 1999: 520 fig. 12). 

Fig. 111.  Germanic style single edged sword from the 
Roman site Woerden, Netherlands (after Hazenberg & 
Vos 2009: 219).

Fig. 112. “Germanic style” shields (not to scale):  
a – Doncaster shield – general look (after Dixon & South-
ern 1993: 212 fig. 4); b-c – Germanic style shield parts 
from Augst (after Deschler-Erb 1992: 19 figs. 2–3).

Fig. 113. Shield grip use: a- first century AD Batavian 
“Germanic style” shield grips from Bemmel (left) and 
Empel (right) ... (after: Nicolay 2007: 324 pl. 13: 24.1, 
82.34)... ; b – possible reconstruction of vertical shield 
grip horseback use (author’s drawing). 

Fig. 114. The use of hexagonal “Germanic” style 
shield, please note how they were put forward to avoid 
injuring the horses’ necks: a – Trajanic period frieze from 
Arch of Constantine (internet: https://commons.wikime-
dia.org/wiki/File:Arch_of_Constantine,_Trajanic_frieze_
panel_Attic_West,_Rome_(8130481114).jpg  – access 
30.04.2017); b – the latest evidence for hexagonal cav-
alry shield use, Marcus Aurelius’ column (after Petersen 
et al. 1896: pl. 62B).

Fig. 115. Author in a leather and felt armour replica 
(author’s project, realisation by Michał Teodorowicz, 
phot. Rafał Miłoszewski) and with a replica of a New-
stead type sword.
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Fig. 116. Author in a replica of a masked helmet (au-
thor’s project, realisation by Adam Maziar, phot. Rafał 
Miłoszewski).

Fig. 117. The Kalkriese/Weisenau type masked helmet, 
Julio-Claudian period, Shelby White and Leon Levy’s col-
lection (draw. A. Smadi, after Fischer 2012: 204 fig. 297). 

Fig. 118. The Amerongen brow band of Weiler type 
helmet decorated with portraits of emperor Tiberius’ 
family members (after Nicolay 2007: 141 fig. 4.7).

Fig. 119. The mid-first (?) century AD Xanten Wardt 
Weiler type helmet with embossed hair decoration, Landes-
museum Bonn (after Junkelmann 1991: 85 phot. 37).

Fig. 120. The early second century AD Butzbach-Dor-
magen type helmet, ex Axel Guttman’s collection, now 
Mougins Museum of Classical Art (after Junkelmann 
2000b: 147 pl. XIX).

Fig. 121. The rather plain iron and bronze helmet 
from Ely, Cambridgeshire (after Goldsworthy 1996: 238 
fig. 10). 

Fig. 122. Different traditions affecting appearance 
of Roman cavalry helmets: a – “Germanic style” early 
Julio-Claudian period Weiler type example from Xanten; 
b –  “Baroque Hellenistic” style: Antonine period Butz-
bach/Dormagen example from Tell Qum in Syria (draw. 
A. Smadi, after Fischer 2012: 208–209 figs. 301a, 304); 
c – ”Baroque Hellenistic” style: late Julio-Caudian pseu-
do-Attic example from river Jordan, Pergamonmuseum, 
Berlin (draw. E. Negin, after D’Amato & Ruggeri  2017: 
6); d – Second century AD Phrygian cap style helmet dis-
covered at Ostrov and now in Constanța Museum (after 
D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 189 fig. 273a).

Fig. 123. The traces arms and armour styles, typical 
for the Rhineland frontier, discovered in other provinces: 
a – Flavian to Trajanic period Weiler type example found 
at Pamuk Mogila, Thracia, now in Plovdiv Archaeological 
Museum (draw. E. Negin, after D’Amato & Ruggeri  2017: 
6); b – tombstone of unknown horseman discovered at 
Mostar, now in Zemaljski Museum, Sarajevo (phot. Raf-
faele D’Amato, after D’Amato & Ruggeri  2017: 36).

Fig. 124. Teilenhofen helmet (after Junkelmann 1992: 
158 phot. 145).

Fig. 125. The Heddernheim/Niederbieber type helmet 
(after Goldsworthy 1996: 238 fig. 11).

Fig. 126. Late Antonine to early Severan period 
swords (not to scale). Similar weapons could have been 
used by Roman horse during Marcomannic wars (not to 
scale): a – the reconstruction of the Antonine period Can-
terbury burial swords appearance (after James 2011:184 
fig. 63); b – the find from Komárno, Slovakia (after Tejral 
1994: 30 fig. 1.7); c – the find from Germanic grave as-
semblage no. 131 Abrahám, Slovakia may indicate that 
such weapons could have been used by both sides of the 
conflict (after Krekovič 1994: 218 fig. 6.6). 

Fig. 127. Sword suspension elements (not to scale): 
a – mid-first century AD belt buckle from Colchester. It 
could have been used by a Rhineland horseman trans-
ferred to Britannia after the conquest (after Hoss 2009: 

320 fig. 5); b – the late second or early third century AD 
sword suspension system, based on the slide and wide 
baldric (after Garbsch 1992: 88).

Fig. 128. Late Antonine period rigid scale armour from 
Mušov fort, Czech Republic (not to scale): a – neck closer; 
b – scales (after Tejral 1994: 37 fig. 6.15 and 38 fig. 7.1–2).

Fig. 129. The first-early second century AD conical 
helmet found at Sarajevo, now in Zagreb Archaeological 
Museum (after D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 165 fig. 230).

Fig. 130. Palmyran hunter with a non-contact bow – 
mounted on a rather tanky Nesean charger and using 
padded saddle – perhaps a first-second century AD sculp-
ture, judging from the two ring sword suspension  (after 
Gawlikowski 2009: 124 fig. 1).

Fig. 131. First century AD monument of horse archer 
Maris from Landesmuseum Mainz (after D’Amato & Rug-
geri 2017: 1).

Fig. 132. Author with a modern replica of a large re-
curved bow (phot. Rafał Miłoszewski).

Fig. 133. Author with a modern replica of a recurved 
bow: a Turkish tekne kuram type (made by Sylwster Sty-
rczula, phot. Rafał Miłoszewski).

Fig. 134. The Yrzi bow (after Brown 1937 and James 
2004: 192 fig. 115).

Fig. 135. Horse archer with non-contact bow on 
a third century graffito from Mithraeum at Dura Europos 
(after James 2004: 194 fig. 117A).

Fig. 136. Early Augustan period reed “Roman” arrow 
from Qasr Ibrim, Nubia, now in British Museum (internet: 
Paul Brown, Roman Arrows, http://www.romanarmy.net/
arrows.shtml. – access 27.05.2017).

Fig. 137. A comparison between non-contact (a) and 
contact (b) bows (phot. Rafał Miłoszewski).

Fig. 138. Dura Europos reed arrow shaft and fletch-
ing – about AD 256 (after James 2004: 207 fig. 126).

Fig. 139. Reed and wooden arrow shafts from Dura 
Europos (after James 2004: 206 fig. 124: 722 and 733).

Fig. 140. The reconstruction of Dura Europos arrows: 
made of reed with an iron tip and made of reed with 
a wooden end (after James 2004: 193 fig. 116A-B).

Fig. 141. Archery thumb ring from Dura Europos ena-
bling “thumb draw”, about AD 256 (after James 2004: 
199 fig. 120: 652).

Fig. 142. “Western” (left) and “eastern” (right) arrange-
ments of fletching (after James 2004: 193 fig. 116 F-G).

Fig. 143. Thumb draw (phot. Rafał Miłoszewski). 
Fig. 144. A Severan period copy of a Hellenistic statue 

showing Mediterranean draw used in Macedonian or 
Roman horseback archery, Museo Egizio di Torino (in-
ternet: http://slideplayer.com/slide/5353886/ – access 
24.06.2017).

Fig. 145. First century AD Kushan Carnelian seal of 
Adsho (negative) with a representation of a rudimentary 
loop proto-stirrup which most probably was used only 
as a mounting aid – British Museum (internet: https://
upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/e/e0/Ad-
shoCarnelianSeal.jpg – access 20.04.2017).
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Fig. 146. The Sarmatian draconarius from a tomb-
stone kept at Grosvenor Museum, Chester – second half 
of the second century AD  (internet:  https://upload.wiki-
media.org/wikipedia/commons/3/3a/Grosvenor_Muse-
ums_-_Grabstein_3_Sarmate.jpg – access 19.04.2017).

Fig. 147. Detail of the loop stirrup shown on fig. 146: 
a – photo; b – author’s drawing on the base of artwork 
made from photograph visible on fig. 146.

Fig. 148.  Proto-stirrup with rigid bottom (?) on Kush-
an seal from sir John Marshall’s collection (Callieri & Err-
ington 1997: cat. no. 7.17).

Fig. 149. Fragment of a bas-relief discovered in 
1923 by Mission archéologique française à Palmyre 
at temple of Bel – with an inscribed name Taimarsô 
(internet: http://medihal.archives-ouvertes.fr/medi-
hal-00786308/ – access 20.07.2014).

Fig. 150. Arrow tips (not to scale): a – early Roman ex-
amples from Haltern camp (after Harnecker 1997: pl. 78: 
832) designed to inflict serious wounds to unarmoured 
opponents; b – piercing armour design from Harzhorn 
battle site from AD 230–240  (after Berger et al. 2010: 
342 phot. 11); c – Dura Europos arrow tip (after James 
2004: 203 fig. 694).

Fig. 151. The Flavian period Kirkby Thore stone from 
British Museum, inv. no. PRB 1969.7–1.2 (author’s art-
work on the base of author’s photograph).

Fig. 152. Detail of the Kirkby Thore stone stirrup (au-
thor’s drawing on the base of artwork done from au-
thor’s photograph).

Fig. 153. Junapahi (Nagpur) iron bridle and pair of  
proto-stirrups, first century BC (after Rivet-Carnac 1879: 
10, pl. IV: 12 and Азбелев 2014: 307 fig. 8.1).

Fig. 154. Gravestone of Flavius Proclus (after Junkel-
mann 1992: 164 phot. 150).

Fig. 155. Parthian horse archer on terracotta figurine 
(first or second century AD ?) from British Museum (BM 
135684 – after Curtis & Tallis 2012: 155 cat. no. 116).

Fig. 156. Gravestone of Aurelius Saluda and Regrethus 
brothers, Stuttgart, Württembergisches Landesmuseum 
(phot. Ortolf Harl, internet: http://www.ubi-erat-lupa.
org/monument.php?id=7512 – access 02-05–2017).

Fig. 157. Combat use of two-handed lance (after 
Симоненко 2010: 84 fig. 56).

Fig. 158. Contarius Audiutor from Ala Prima Canna -
(ne)fatium on gravestone from Tipasa, mid-second cen-
tury AD (after Speidel 1987: 63 fig. 3).

Fig. 159.  Dura Europos horse armour put on an Ara-
bian horse just after discovery (after James 2004: 129 
fig. 74). 

Fig. 160. The method of Vindolanda chamfron use 
(after James & Thorpe 1997: 179).

Fig. 161. Sarmatian elements in Germanic culture 
(not to scale): a – second century AD Ringknaufschwer-
ter from Germanic graveyard Halmfelde, graves 302, 
403 (after Bantelmann 1971: pl. 40: 3002g, pl. 60: 403a 
and Sadowski 2004: 287 fig. 4: 4–5); b – first century AD 

spearhead with Sarmatian tamga signs from Zadowice in 
present-day Poland (after Shchukin 1994: 488 fig. 1: 4).

Fig. 162. The pertinos manoeuvre (after Hyland 1993: 
120).

Fig. 163. The pertinos manoeuvre – second move (af-
ter Hyland 1993: 123).

Fig. 164. The Cantabrian charge or gallop (after Hy-
land 1993: 135).

Fig. 165. Small manuballista from Xanten Wardt (after 
Schalles 2007: 235).

Fig. 166. Firing a bolt from a reconstructed Xanten 
manuballista. It was used like crossbow (internet: http://
www.romanhideout.com/news/2005/20050224.asp – 
24.07.2017).

Fig. 167. Results of shooting at the masked helmets 
materials with bolts fired from the replica of Xanten 
manuballista: A – industrially made iron: B – iron worked 
by blacksmith; C – hammered bronze (after Hanel & Will-
er 2009: 302 fig. 12).

Fig. 168. Drawing a javelin from a quiver attached to 
the saddle “horn” and a throw (after Hyland 1993: 143).

Fig. 169. The first century AD “Thracian” assemblage 
from Chassenard, France (after Junkelmann 1996: 24–25, 
phot. 38).

Fig. 170. Federico Grisone’s manège figure  (after To-
massini 2014: 93).

Fig. 171. According to Caesar and Tacitus Germanic 
horsemen fought supported by foot retainers (author’s 
drawing after Gawroński 2007c: 42).

Fig. 172. A head of a barbarian with nodus Suebicus 
from a Roman vessel found at Czarnówko, Poland (after 
Płóciennik & Kolendo 2008: fig. 14).

Fig. 173. The Claudian or early Neronian grave assem-
blage from Mehrum in Germany (after Gechter & Kunow 
1983 and Roymans 1996: 37 fig. 10). 

Fig. 174. Gravestone of Dolanus from Wiesbaden 
(after Schleiermacher 1984: 131 cat. no. 40 and Speidel 
2004: 138 fig. 17.2).

Fig. 175. The early B2 panoply of a Germanic horse 
warrior – the grave assemblage no. 19 from Hunn in 
southern Norway (after Deschler-Erb 1992: 20 fig. 6).

Fig. 176. A rich warrior panoply from grave II\1899 
found at Hagenow in Mecklenburg. Please note that the 
shape of umbo and mail hauberk was reconstructed from 
fragmentary data (after Voß 1994: 266 fig. 4).

Fig. 177. Single edged sword from Mušov princely 
grave (after Droberjar & Peška 1994: 290 fig. 11).

Fig. 178. Tacitus’ wheeling right – pivoting at one 
point hypothesis (author’s drawing).

Fig. 179. Tacitus’ wheeling right – opening ranks hy-
pothesis (author’s drawing).

Fig. 180. Third century AD shields used by both sides 
of the conflict (not to scale): a – Germanic shield ele-
ments from Thorsberg (after Engelhardt 1863: pl. 8: 1, 
6, 11a); b – Roman Dura Europos plank oval shield (after 
Bishop & Coulston 1993: 151 fig. 107: 2).
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Fig. 181. Germanic horse lances (not to scale): a – the ex-
tra long (305–307 cm) cavalry spear from Nydam (after Engel-
hardt 1865: pl. X: 5); b  – possible look of a “lancer”, armed 
with such a long spear on bracteates from Sundsvall, Sweden 
(after Imer 2007: 381 (non vidi) and Lau 2009a: 280 fig. 2).

Fig. 182. The arrangement of the straps holding in 
place spurs of Leuna type (after Geisler 1978: 18).

Fig. 183: Chain reins and curb bits (not to scale): a – 
from Kirpehnen/Povarovka (Поваровка) in Russia (after 
Wilbers-Rost 1994: 222) and (b) similar loose find (Vi-
mose type) from Kamieńczyk, Poland (after Baranowski 
1973: 428 fig. 18).

Fig. 184. Chain bridle reconstruction of Kirpehnen 
type (after Wilbers-Rost 1994: 223).

Fig. 185. Chain reins and curb bit from Illerup Ådal: 
a – Illerup type (after von Carnap-Bornheim & Ilkjær 
1996: pl. 18–23 and Lau 2008b: fig. 2); b – reconstruc-
tion of a bridle (after Ilkjær 2007: 123).

Fig. 186. Illerup Ådal horse tack: reconstruction of 
arrangement of breast and haunch straps (after Ilkjær 
2007: 114).

Fig. 187. Reconstruction of an Illerup Ådal bridle (after 
Ilkjær 2007: 107).

Fig. 188. Chain reins from Thorsberg deposited before 
the end of the third century AD (phot. M. Hölfinger, after 
Lau 2009b: 142 fig. 2).

Fig. 189. Elements of horse gear from Thorsberg 
(phot. M. Hölfinger, after Lau 2009b: 145 fig. 5).

Fig. 190. The C1b leather saddle cover nails and fit-
tings from barrow 2, Szwajcaria cemetery (after Kontny 
2013: 137 fig. 3) and Ejsbøl Nord saddle fittings (after 
Ørsens 1988: pl. 185 and Kontny 2013: 137 fig. 3).

Fig. 191. The iron bar fitting and wooden remains 
from barrow 2, Szwajcaria graveyard (after Kontny 2013: 
137 fig. 3).

Fig. 192. A horseman from sarcophagus of Saint Helen 
(author’s drawing).

Fig. 193. The Germanic horsemen riding bareback – 
Marcus Aurelius’ column (after Petersen et al. 1896: pl. 41B).

Fig. 194. Horse’s line of sight in a natural stance (au-
thor’s drawing after photograph quoted in: McGreavy et 
al. 2004: 40 fig. 2.4a).

Fig. 195. Horse’s line of sight with head strongly bent 
(author’s drawing after photograph quoted in: McGreavy 
et al. 2004: 40 fig. 2.4b).

Fig. 196. Breast strap reinforcements from Thorsberg 
(after Raddatz 1987: pl. 522, 1.2.4 and Lau 2007: 132 fig. 4).

Fig. 197. The possible appearance of Romano-Ger-
manic saddle tree from the third century AD (author’s 
artwork).

Fig. 198. A third century AD tombstone from Heidelberg. 
It shows a Suebian scout in Roman service known under 
his Roman name Respectus (after Nuber 1997:  67 fig. 48).

Fig. 199. Terracotta figurine from Crimean Pantica-
paeum, roughly dated to the second or third century AD 
(after Redina & Klejman 2006: 317).

Fig. 200. A reconstruction of an early third century AD 
Roman horse harness from Zugmantel fort (after Schlei-
ermacher 2000: 172).

Fig. 201. Third century AD openwork phalerae (not 
to scale): a – openwork phalera from Zugmantel (after 
Bishop & Coulston 1993: 156 fig. 112: 3); b – phalera 
with strap junctions from Buciumi in Romania (after 
James 2004: 69 fig. 34).

Fig. 202. The latest evidence for the long “horned” 
saddles use comes from the early third century AD Firu-
zabad I relief in Iran (after Herrmann 1989b and Masia 
2000: 248 pl. 1).

Fig. 203. Weapons, helmet and shield elements from 
Pfünz fort, Raetia (after Süsskind & Wigg 1992: 59 phot. 
47). 

Fig. 204. Roman swords from the first half of the third 
century AD (not to scale): a – Lauriacum-Hromówka and 
Vimose-Illerup types, from Hromówka and Illerup Ådal  
(after James 2011: 186 fig. 64); b – Vimose-Illerup type 
from Illerup Ådal (after Biborski 1994: 112 fig. 5a: 1–3); c – 
Dura Europos (after James 2004: 145 fig. 84: cat. no. 512).

Fig. 205. Dura Europos sword (AD 256) similar to 
somewhat earlier Lauriacum-Hromówka type and the 
reconstruction the sword fittings and scabbard appear-
ance (after James 2004: 146 fig. 85: cat. no. 513).

Fig. 206. A horseman with Dura Europos style oval 
shield from the right side of the “Great” Ludovisi sar-
cophagus, about AD 251 (internet: http://ancientrome.
ru/art/artworken/img.htm?id=6608 – access: 7.11.2016).

Fig. 207. Plain greaves intended for battle use (not to 
scale): a – Augsburg example (after Junkelmann 1991: 99 
phot. 57); b – mid-third century AD Dura Europos copper 
alloy greave fragments (after James 2004: 128 fig. 71: 
cat. no. 447).

Fig. 208. Late Roman horseman against the shield 
wall. A fragment of Coptic carvings showing: “The relief 
of a besieged city” – from Museum für Spätantike und 
Byzantynische Kunst in Berlin, cat. no. 4782 (after Effen-
berger & Severin 1992: 10).

Fig. 209. Dmitriev’s reconstruction of a “Hunnic”  sad-
dle based at finds from Dyurso near Novorossiysk, Russia 
(after Дмитриев 1979: 219 fig. 5).

Fig. 210. Sassanian king hunting, a silver plate from 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, Fletcher Fund 1934 (inter-
net: ww.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/322973 
public domain – access 13.05.2017).

Fig. 211. The reconstruction of the horse harness 
found in the second princely grave at Apahida, Romania 
(drawing after Horedt & Protasse 1972 and Mączyńska 
1993: 115).

Fig. 212. The new Chinese saddle system with rigid 
stirrups shown on the limestone relief from the mauso-
leum of the Tang dynasty emperor Taizong (Li Shimin), 
now kept in Penn Museum, Pennsylvania, USA (internet: 
https://www.penn.museum/collections/object_images.
php?irn=167942 – access 26.03.2017).
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Colour plates

A1. Augustan period fresco from Gragnano Villa near 
Stabiae (after D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 13 fig. 2).

A2. A Gempei war (AD 1180–1185) fighting team: 
samurai horse archer in an elaborate ō-yoroi is pro-
tected by armed retainers. Illustrated Story of Night 
Attack on Yoshitsune’s Residence At Horikawa, 16th 
Century. Such samurai fought quasi-ceremonial duels 
resembling dogfights (internet: https://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/%C5%8C-yoroi#/media/File:Illustrated_Story_
of_Night_Attack_on_Yoshitsune%27s_Residence_At_
Horikawa,_16th_Century_2.jpg – access 19.04.2017).

B. Elaborate early fourteenth century AD ō-yoroi 
armour from: The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New 
York. The armour was designed for the needs of samu-
rai horse archers. Lavish decoration was not considered 
a problem during distance fighting (internet: http://www.
metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/22506 – access 
19.04.2017).

C. Another fourteenth century AD ō-yoroi armour 
from: The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York. Elab-
orate shoulder defences and lavishly decorated helmet 
were designed to stop low velocity projectiles like yumi 
aroows. In that respect the philosophy behind the de-
sign was similar to the first century AD cavalry armour:  
both constructions had elaborate shoulder defences 
designed to catch projectiles, in both cases the helmets 
were made more to intimidate the enemy by their very 
appearance. (internet: http://www.metmuseum.org/art/
collection/search/23025 – access 19.04.2017).

D1. Edo period tosei gusoku armour from: The Metro-
politan Museum of Art, New York (internet:  http://www.
metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/22521 – access 
19.04.2017). In the times of 16th century civil wars close 
combat was more important than horse archery, hence 

the rather simple design of armour intended for deflect-
ing blows. During the peaceful Edo period civil war tradi-
tions were still important, tough some armours became 
again more elaborate.

D2. Kozane-dō from Edo period (internet:  https://
pl.pinterest.com/pin/484207397409313079/ – access 
19.04.2017). The evolution of Japanese armour repeat-
ed earlier Roman processes: the increased role of lance 
fighting resulted in making defenses able to deflect spear 
thrusts with smooth surfaces. As a result, the armour 
scales became larger and more robust. Similar process 
happened in Antonine period with Roman armour.  

E. Germanic (?) guard horsemen from sarcopha-
gus of Saint Helen (internet: https://upload.wikime-
dia.org/wikipedia/commons/c/c1/Sarcofago_di_s._
elena%2C_335_ca.%2C_da_tor_pignattara%2C_05.JPG 
– access 13.05.2017). The round shields or long lances 
(and Germanic type saddles as well) may indicate that 
the methods of fighting introduced at the beggining of 
the third century AD survived to the times of Constan-
tine the Great. The spherical spear butt could act as 
counterweight, especially when lance was grasped near 
the very end durig the confrontattion with the infantry 
shield wall. Please also note the “primitive” phenotypical 
features of the horses shown on the monument: thick 
legs and short heads can also serve as a support for the 
theory that the Germanic guardsmen are shown here.

F. Reconstruction of the Kirkby Thore stirrup use 
(author’s artwork) – inspired (with some changes) by 
a photo of a painted figure: https://pl.pinterest.com/
pin/236790892886595408/- access 19.10.2017.

G. Parthian horse archer in the Roman service (as 
he could have looked during Germanicus’ campaign of 
AD 16 – author’s artwork).

H. Western Germanic horseman prepares for close 
combat – early first century AD (author’s artwork).
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A1. Augustan period fresco from Gragnano Villa near Stabiae (after D’Amato & Sumner 2009a: 13 fig. 2). 
The horse shown in the background carries horned saddle covered by a blue cape.

A2. A Gempei war (AD 1180–1185) fighting team: samurai horse archer in an elaborate ō-yoroi is pro-
tected by armed retainers. Illustrated Story of Night Attack on Yoshitsune’s Residence At Horikawa, 16th 
Century. Such samurai fought quasi-ceremonial duels resembling dogfights (internet: https://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/%C5%8C-yoroi#/media/File:Illustrated_Story_of_Night_Attack_on_Yoshitsune%27s_Residence_At_
Horikawa,_16th_Century_2.jpg – access 19.04.2017). 

Plate A.
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B. Elaborate early fourteenth century AD ō-yoroi armour from: The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York. The armour was 
designed for the needs of samurai horse archers. Lavish decoration was not considered a problem during distance fighting 
(internet: http://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/22506 – access 19.04.2017).

Plate B.
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C. Another fourteenth century AD ō-yoroi armour from: The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York. 
Elaborate shoulder defences and lavishly decoratieed helmet were designed to stop low velocity projec-
tiles, like yumi aroows. In that respect the philosophy behind the design was similar to the first century 
AD cavalry armour:  both constructions had elaborate shoulder defences designed to catch projectiles, 
in both cases the helmets were made more to intimidate the enemy by their very appearence (internet: 
http://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/23025 – access 19.04.2017).

Plate C.
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Plate D.

D1. Edo period tosei gusoku armour from: The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York (internet:  http://www.metmuseum.
org/art/collection/search/22521- access 19.04.2017). In the times of 16th century civil wars close combat was more important 
than horse archery, hence the rather simple design of armour intended for deflecting blows. Durin the peaceful Edo period 
civil war traditions were still important, tough some armours became again more elaborate.
D2. Kozane-dō from Edo period (internet:  https://pl.pinterest.com/pin/484207397409313079/ – access 19.04.2017). The 
evolution of Japanese armour repeated earlier Roman processes: the increased role of lance fighting resulted in making de-
fenses able to deflect spear thrusts with smooth surfaces. As a result, the armour scales became larger and more robust. 
Similar process happened in Antonine period with Roman armour.  

1 2
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Plate E.

E. Germanic (?) guard horsemen from sarcophagus of Saint Helen (internet: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/
commons/c/c1/Sarcofago_di_s._elena%2C_335_ca.%2C_da_tor_pignattara%2C_05.JPG – access 13.05.2017). The round shields 
or long lances (and Germanic type saddles as well) may indicate that the methods of fighting introduced at the beggining of 
the third century AD survived to the times of Constantine the Great. The spherical spear butt could act as counterweight, 
especially when lance was grasped near the very end durig the confrontattion with the infantry shield wall. Please also note 
the “primitive” phenotypical features of the horses [compare with fig. 72] shown on the monument: thick legs and short heads 
can also serve as a support for the theory that the Germanic guardsmen are shown here. Compare also with fig. 192.
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Plate F.

F. Reconstruction of the Kirkby Thore stirrup use (author’s artwork).
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Plate G.

G. Parthian horse archer in the Roman service (as he could have looked during Germanicus’ campaign of AD 16 – author’s 
artwork).
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Plate H.

H. Western Germanic horseman prepares for close combat – early first century AD (author’s artwork).
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Plate F

Reconstruction of the method of Kirkby Thore stir-
rup use. Plate F shows a Roman horseman armed and 
armoured according to the Celto-Thracian style, but in 
a version in use on the British soil. The reconstruction 
is based mainly on the Kirkby Thore tombstone [figs. 
151–152] and on monument dedicated to Thracian 
horseman Rufus Sita [fig. 94]. He carries a plain bronze 
pseudo-Attic helmet similar to that discovered at Pom-
peii [fig. 78], but with Weiler type ear cover. The Kirkby 
Thore monument shows breast hooks on the surface 
of the shoulder doubling and that contradicts other ar-
chaeological and figured evidence, which shows ends 
of hooks covered by mail surface [compare with figs. 
95.3 and 103], so the evidence for such arrangement is 
conjectural at best. Similarly, the sword belt suspension 
method is a speculation: Trajanic and later Antonine pe-
riod victory monuments from Adamklisi and Rome show 
Newstead type spathae being suspended from a baldric 
carried over the shoulder [figs. 59, 91]. On the other 
hand, the earlier monuments show swords suspended 
from belts, most probably with the help of a Celtic style 
inside slide [figs. 38, 73]. How that was done with simple 
belts and newly introduced Newstead type swords [figs. 
83, 94], which had four (or two) rings suspension [figs. 
90, 92], remains a mystery: the reconstruction shows 
one proposition. In a clear contrast to Rhineland practice 
the horseman uses spear instead of a javelin. It comes in 
a form with a mid-rib, frequently used on the Rhine fron-
tier [figs. 85b, 97]. However, that change deprived the 
rider of a calo presence, since the help in carrying spare 
javelins was no longer needed. And when the horseman 
had used the Flavian period rigid saddle he certainly had 
problems with mounting and dismounting. Hence the 
adaptation of a stirrup which perfectly fitted to be used 
in such conditions. The knowledge about these innova-
tive design should have been acquired from the eastern 
auxiliaries who served in the Mainz camp. Here I show 
the use of both stirrups, as the use of a single one makes 
no sense. The artist had sculpted the rider’s leg in a “bal-
lerina position”[figs. 151–152], as it is shown on the 
reconstruction, but that could be a result of an artistic 

license because the sculptor had problems with proper 
understanding of the idea of stirrup. On the other hand, 
such leg position could be a result of a natural action 
because the foot goes backwards when the heel is not 
pressed downwards. The evidence for carrying shield on 
rider’s back is conjectural: Arrian writes about throwing 
shield on a back when one expected attack from rear.1 
Doncaster shield [fig. 112a] had two small iron rods at-
tached to the wooden planks, apparently designed for 
supporting the leather strap that enabled carrying shield 
on rider’s back. Such action not only provided cover for 
trooper’s rear but also enabled better weight distribu-
tion on horse’s back, essential during encounters which 
required much wheeling. During spear fights protection 
against projectiles was less important than stable seat, 
hence the position of the shield shown on plate F. The 
horse trappings are based on Doorwerth style variety.

Plate G

Plate G shows a Parthian horse archer in a Roman ser-
vice, as he could have looked during Cermanicus’ cam-
paign of AD 16. The reconstruction is partially inspired 
by artwork made by Angus McBride,2 but the progress 
in our knowledge had caused the need of re-working 
it according to the newest research results. Moreover, 
Angus McBride wanted to make a picture of a Parthian 
archer from Mesopotamia or Iran while I needed to show 
a horseman in a Roman service. I had retained some de-
tails of the pose in order to enable comparisons, but 
I had an intention to show a Roman auxiliary horseman. 
In the clear contrast to the original artwork, which shows 
an ordinary cap, the horseman carries a simple bronze 
conical helmet which is a direct predecessor of a Za-
greb Museum design [fig. 129]. I had based the shape of 
a bow on an Yrzi bow [fig. 134], though the bow profile 
was based on modern tekne kuram Turkish design: such 
bows appear sometimes Parthian art [compare fig. 133 

1  Arr. Tact. 37. 5: “κατὰ νώτου βαλεῖν τὸ ὅπλον – they throw shield 
on their back” – author’s translation.
2  Wilcox & McBride 1995 pl. B3.
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and fig. 65a-b]. Quiver is based on later monument of 
Flavius Proclus [fig. 154]. The belt buckles are based on 
contemporary Parthian examples, now kept in British 
Museum,3 while the sword is similar to the one discov-
ered at Dailaman (Daylamān) in Iran and is based on the 
reconstructions made by Simon James.4 In the clear con-
trast to the arrow tips from the Middle East, designed for 
piercing armour, the one shown on the reconstruction 
was based on Haltern finds [figs. 85a, 150a] – intended 
for inflicting as much damage as possible to the unar-
moured opponents. No find of an original Parthian bridle 
had came from the Rhineland frontier, so I decided to 
show slightly modified simple bit, based on original art-
work, in order to show the connection with McBride’s 
vison, but we should bear in mind that the evidence for 
such design is conjectural at best. The saddle shown is an 
early Parthian-Roman design based on soft cushions with 
rigid elements inside and with rigid horns and arches – 
the lack of experience in the field of saddle making had 
left the inadequate withers clearence under the front 
pommel. Such saddle was shown on the Baalshamin 
sculpture [fig. 16b]. The later oriental archers from the 
Rineland frontier certainly used rigid saddles with high-
er front pommel [fig. 154 – as the position of the front 
horns visible on the monument may indicate]. The later 
examples had breast straps attached to the saddles with 
the help of phalerae, but it remains unclear how it was 
done in earlier examples: to give the saddle a more “Ro-
man” look I had decided to show arrangement known 
from the sculpture from villa Domitiani,5 using one of 
the Haltern finds as a model for the lunnula decoration.6 
However, the evidence for such solution is again conjec-
tural. Alternatively, the breast strap arrangement could 
have looked as on the above mentioned Palmyran relief 
[fig. 130]. Angus McBride in the original artwork shows 
a simple cushion saddle used without any haunch strap, 
but I had decided to show one because any soft riding 
device without one would simply slip sideways to the left 
or right. The boots were given typical Iranian shoe laces, 
wich can affect the interpretation of Maris’ monument 
[fig. 131]. This is partially a tribute to the person, whose 
talent I had always admired, partially a form of an artistic 
polemic.

Plate H

Early first century AD western Germanic horseman pre-
pares for close combat – author’s artwork inspired by 
illustration by Gerry Embelton.7 That particular artwork 

3  Sarkhosh Curtis 2001: 325 pl. XIIa-b.
4  James 2011: 215 fig. 75.
5   Ortisi 2015: 46 phot. 14.
6  Müller et al. 2002: pl. 48: cat. no. 535).
7  Wilcox & Embelton 1994: pl. A1.

had a general huge impact on building the popular im-
age of Germanic warriors in Anglo-Saxon world, but the 
artistic vision has some obvious flaws. Therefore, I had 
decided to make my own interpretation in which I had 
corrected some mistakes. For example: the round shield 
with hemispherical umbo, shown on the original artwork, 
certainly was not in use during the period in question. 
I show hexagonal shield with conical iron boss instead 
of that depicted on the original artwork. The data from 
grave assemblages (table 10a-b) also indicates that the 
warrior depicted on original picture carried too many 
shafted weapons in his left hand (there was a place 
only for one shafted weapon, reins and a shield grip 
in a one fist – the warrior’s javelin, carried in the right 
hand, was hurled at the enemy a moment before). The 
conical shield boss and shield edging is based on Empel 
[fig. 106], Neeritteer and Maasbree finds from Neth-
erlands. Shield decoration is loosely based on that vis-
ible on the anonymous tombstone from Mainz, though 
the half-moon motifs and colours are conjectural.8 The 
sword resembles the single-edged example discovered 
at Woerden site, Netherlands [fig. 111], though the state 
of blade’s preservation prevents exact reconstruction 
of its shape – that shown on the artwork is a result of 
speculation. As in the case of the rich person buried at 
Mehrum [fig. 173], the shown horseman does not use 
spurs, though the Mehrum warrior was rich enough to 
possess a horse. The “primitive type” mount shown on 
the artwork stands some 120–130 cm at the withers and 
is closely related to the now extinct Tarpan [compare 
with fig. 72]. The bronze fibula belongs to Almgren’s 
second group and second series and was imported from 
the Elbe region. Spear is a local Roman Rhineland form 
with a mid-rib [figs. 85b, 97]. Spear is unhandy at close 
distance, especially when the enemy parries the spear-
head and comes in, hence the choice of the shown war-
rior – that is the reason why the rather short and handy 
single-edged swords were so popular among the Ger-
manic horsemen (see table 10a-b for evidnce). The origi-
nal artwork depicts the saddle blanket which, according 
to the written testimonies, should not have been used 
in free Germania.9 So I show no one. The evidence for 
a bridle shape does not exist, since only the damaged 
remains of simple snaffle bits are accidentally recovered 
from the grave assemblages – I understand that the au-
thor of the original artwork was inspired by the early re-
constructions of one of Thorsberg finds,10 but there is no 
evidence that such shape was used earlier. Nevertheless, 
I had retained it because there is no other choice. Again, 
the artwork is a form of an artistic polemic.

  8  Schleiermacher 1984: 117.
  9  See above note 1911.
10  See, for example, Kokowki 2006: 268 fig. 96 for the image.
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